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Path-integral methods are used to derive an exact expression for the space-time 
propagator for systems with quadratic Hamiltonians. For a certain subclass of such 
systems, the result is reduced to a simplified closed form. The propagators for several 
illustrative elementary cases are exhibited in detail. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
It may be fairly widely known that it is possible to solve 

the equations which describe the quantum behavior of phys
ical systems with quadratic Hamiltonians. We were unable, 
however, to find in the literature a solution of a general, 
explicit, and detailed character. Upon setting out to use well
known techniques to obtain such a solution we discovered, 
moreover, that the task was not nearly so straightforward, 
nor was the result so simple in its detail structure, as expect
ed. We did succeed in this task by using path-integral meth
ods. Since exact results such as the ones we obtained are 
potentially broadly useful and since our results apparently 
are not to be found elsewhere and are not readily derived, we 
are presenting our results here along with a brief outline of 
their derivation and some elementary applications to illus
trate their use. 

The quantum mechanical motion of many physical sys
tems of interest may be derived from Hamiltonian operators 
which are expressible in the Schrodinger picture, either ex
actly or as a useful approximation, by the quadratic form 

H(q,p,t) = ajkP jP k + bjk qj qk + !Cjk(Pjqk + qkP) 

(1) 

where qj is the operator for multiplication by the coordinate 
qj associated with thej-th degree offreedom, presumed to be 
a real variable ranging from - 00 to + 00, and where 

A .z. a 
Pj= -/71-. 

aqj 
(2) 

Throughout this paper the summation convention is 
employed with respect tothe indicesj,j', k, and k', which are 
used to index the degrees of freedom and which take on the 
values 1,2, 3, ... ,N. The coefficient matrices a, b, c, d, e, and! 
occuring in Eq. (I) are taken to be real; a, b, and C are as
sumed to be independent of time, t; a is assumed to be non
singular; and, as a notational convenience, both a and bare 
presumed to have been symmetrized. 

In order to explicate the dynamical behavior generally 
of all systems described by Eq. (1), it is the primary objective 
of this paper to derive an exact explicit expression for the 
space-time propagator, K (q" ,t ";q',t '), which is defined by 
the requirement that the system's coordinate-space wave-

function, ¢, evolve in time according to the integral 
transformation 

¢(q",t") = J K(q",t";q',t')¢(q',t')dV, (3) 

where dVis the element ofvolune in coordinate (q) space. 
The reason for focusing attention upon determination of K is 
that once K is known, then for any given initial state of the 
system, all predictions about the subsequent behavior of the 
system may be expressed directly and explicitly in terms of K 
and the given initial state. I The quadratic systems character
ized by Eq. (1) were chosen for investigation because they 
constitute a fairly broad class of systems for which the meth
od of analysis here used provides a unified, exact explicit 
description of their quantum behavior. 

The resulting expression for K is potentially useful in 
several respects: (1) It explicates some of the general features 
common to the dynamical behavior of quadratic systems. 
Such features may be sufficient in some applications to make 
some specific predictions of interest, without the need for a 
complete quantum treatment. An example of such a feature 
is provided by the well-known fact that for quadratic sys
tems the dependence of K (q" ,t ";q',t ') upon the coordinates, 
q" and q' is contained wholly within the factor 
exp(iSJq" ,t ";q' ,t ')Ifz), where Sc(q" ,t ";q' ,t ') is the classical 
action function. (2) In some applications, the Hamiltonian 
for the system may be adequately approximated by Eq. (1), 
in which case the solution for K as expressed in detail here 
may be employed without further approximations to obtain 
predictions of interest in formats which are explicit and 
practical for numerical computation. If such an approxima
tion is not in itself entirely adequate, it still may serve as a 
"zero-th" order approximation in a systematic perturbation 
calculation in which results are obtained in successively 
higher orders in the difference between the exact Hamilton
ian and its quadratic approximation. 2 To select a suitable 
quadratic approximate Hamiltonian of the form ofEq. (1), 
Feynman's path-integral variational method may be help
ful.l (3) A prospectively powerful use of the result for K 
arises in connection with the problem of obtaining the propa
gator for a system with many degrees of freedom such that 
the Hamiltonian may be expressed in the form ofEq. (I) with 
the q's andp's representing some (but not all) of the degrees 
offreedom and with the time-dependent functions, d (t ), e(t ), 
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andf(t) representing functions of the motion of the remain
ing degrees of freedom. In such a case the propagator for the 
entire system may be expressed as a path integral over all of 
the degrees of freedom and the integration over some of the 
degrees of freedom then performed by application of the re
sult obtained here for K. The outcome is an exact path-inte
gral expression requiring path integration of only the re
maining degrees of freedom. Exact reduction of the number 
of degrees of freedom of a system can be a significiant step in 
the exact or approximate analysis of the system. According 
to the theory of interactions there are many instances of 
widely used models of physical systems of great interest for 
which a set of particles (or a field) interacts directly only 
with some Bosonic field in such a way that when the Hamil
tonian is expressed in terms of the Bosonic field oscillator 
coordinates and momenta, the result is of the form for which 
the reduction process just discussed is possible. Feynman's 
treatment of quantum electrodynamics provides examples of 
such applications of a general character and his solution of 
the polaron problem is a specific example carried to approxi
mate numerical conclusion for the polaron self-energy ob
tained with greater accuracy than had been obtained 
previously.l.z 

Section II contains the derivation of the exact expres
sion for the space-time propagator for all systems for which 
the Hamiltonian is of the form ofEq. (1). For certain special 
conditions, a simplified closed-form expression for the prop
agator is also obtained in Sec. II. Some elementary illustra
tive examples of common interest are displayed in Sec. III. 
These examples include the general case and some special 
cases of one-dimensional motion, and the three-dimensional 
motion of a particle in a constant magnetic field. The present 
work is summarized in Sec. IV and is compared with other 
path-integral treatments of quadratic systems in Sec. V. 

II. DERIVATION OF THE PROPAGATOR 
A. General case 

According to Garrod,3 the phase-space path-integral 
expression for the propagator for systems described by Eq. 
(1) is 

K (q" ,t ";q',t ') 

(q",1 ") 

= L.,1') DN[q(t),p(t)] 

xexp { ~ r" [P/t)q/t) -H(q(t),P(t),t)]dt} (4) 

li~ {fOO ". foo [IT dqj.l,,·dqj.M _ 1 
1\1 00 -C7:; -00 J=l 

-r" H (q(t ),p(t ),t )dt ) ]}, (5) 
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where q(t) is piecewise linear and PJ{t ) is piecewise constant 
on a uniform partition (to= t ',tl,tZ, ... ,tM _ 1,tM-t ") of the 
time interval t '<:,1<:,1", where qjl = q/t/)'Pjl = pit) for tl_ 1 

< t < t l, q' = q(t '), and q" = q(t "), and where H (q,p,t) is the 
classical Hamiltonian function specified by Eq. (1). Integra
tion of the momentum variables Pjl" via a linear transforma
tion which uncouples them, yields the following configura
tion space path integral expression (with the correct 
normalization constant properly explicated): 

K (q",t ";q',t ') = J~oo {f: oc [ja j (2ihT /M)N] - M 12 

x [IT IT 1 dqj,1 ]exp [ i..S(q(t»]}, (6) 
J=l/=l fz 

or equivalently 

K (q" ,t" ;q',t ') = exp[iScCq" ,t ";q',t ')/fz]F(T), (7) 

where SC<q" ,t ";q' ,t ') is the classical limit of the action 

S (q(t» = r" 2' (q(t ),q(t ),t )dt (8) 

associated with the Lagrangian 2' given by 

2'(q,q,t) [!aii-:- 1 (d/t) - q)(d/t) - qj')] 

+ QAj qj' - gjj' qj qj - Pj (t )qj - J(t), (9) 

wherein 

and 

Q = -1a-Ie, 

g = b - lea-Ie, 

pet) = e(t) + Qd(t), 

and where 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

F(T)= J~oo {f:", "·f:,,, [(2ihTIM)Nlaj]-M!2 

XIT Mill dqj,l}exp[i..f~" 2"(Z(t),i(t»dt]},(13) 
J=l/=1 fz t 

wherein z(t) denotes the deviation of q(t ) from its classical 
limit and 

(14) 

(15) 

The tilde is used to denote transposition. In Eqs. (6), (7), (13) 
and hereafter T = t " - t '. Also the square root of any com
plex number, as in Eq. (6), is to be understood to represent 
the root with an argument, e, in the range - (1T/2) < e 
< (1T/2).] 

In order to evaluate F (T), consider the system for which 
L (q,q,t) reduces toL '(q,q) and letq" = q'. For this case Eqs. 
(6) and (7), integrated over q, yield 

F(T) =A (T)/B(T), (16) 

where 
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B (T) = f: 00 ... f: 00 exp(iS ;(q',q')IIi] III dq; (17) 

and 

A (T) = ~~oo {J: 00 ... J: 00 I a I - M /2 exp[iS '(q(t »IIi] 

X IT [( Mn I dqj,1 ) dq; 

j= I 1= I V (2ihT 1M) V (2ihT 1M) 

Let; (n) be defined by the expansion 

4j (t) = I ;in)e2iUJ
,,<t - t'), 

n=1 

where Wn n1TIT. Then, 

S'(q(t» f" 2"(q(t),q(t»dt 

]}. (18) 

(19) 

= [ ~ n~1 IJii,(wn);j"(n);in) - gjj'ljlj,]T, (20) 

where 

XII II } } N [ (00 d/3 :(n) d/3 ~(n) ) 

j=1 n=1 V(+z) V(+z) 

X qj (Ref. 5), d ' ] 

V( + 2ihT) 
(32) 

= lal-l12 
••• II } f

+OO f+OO{ N [ dy. 

-00 -00 j=1 V(2ihT) 

X exp(iS '(q(t »IIi)} (33) 

where the a's are the eigenvalues of a. 

1) = q; - I (; ](n)/w n ) (21) In summary, the propagator for systems described by 
n = I Eq. (1) is given by 

and K(q",t ";q',t ') = exp(iSh",t ";q',t ')Ifi) F(T), (35) 

(22) where 

The notation; Rand; I is used to denote the real and imagi
nary parts of;. Extremization of S '(q(t» with respect to; 
holding q' constant yields the classical action 

S ;(q',q') = - Aii,ljlj" 

where 

(23) 

and 

Y=A -lgq', 

A =g-gXg, 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

Substitution of Eqs. (23)-(26) into Eq. (17) and integration 
yield 

B (T) = [ I g I-l(h 12iT)N I g-IA I ] 112. (27) 

Since the infinite expansion in Eq. (19) is equivalent to 
an expansion 

4it ) = (2h IT)1I2f-lii' I [/3 f(n)¢ ~ + /3 f(n)¢ ~], (28) 
n=1 

where f-l is a symmetric matrix such that f-l2 = a, and where 

¢o = 1, (29) 

¢ ~ = V2 cos2wn{t - t '), (30) 

and 

¢ ~ = V2 sin2wn(t - t '), n = 1,2,3, ... , (31) 

then a theorem proved by Davison' may be used to evaluate 
A (T) in Eq. (18). The result is 

A (T) = I a 1-112 J: 00 '" J~ 00 exp[iS '(q(t »IIi] 
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F(T)= ![(2iTh)Nlall<P Ip12rl- l
, 

r= IT (laIIIJ(wn)I), 
n=1 

<P = I - I [IJ -l(Wn) + IJ *-l(wn)]glw~, 
n=1 

IJ (wn) = a-I - 2iQ a IWn - glw~, 

g = b - lea-Ie, 

Q a = _ !(a-le _ ea-l), 

Wn = n1TIT, 

T=t"-t', 

and Sc(q" ,t ";q' ,t ') is the classical action function. 

B. Special case 

A simplified expression for the propagator 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

(42) 

(43) 

K (q" ,t ";q' ,t ') may be obtained if a is positive definite, so that 
a has a unique positive definite square root, f-l, and if 

g'Q' =Q'g', (44) 

where 

g' f-lgf-l, (45) 

and 

Q' f-lQ af-l. (46) 

In this case the infinite product in Eq. (37) and the infinite 
sum in Eq. (38) can be performed. 

Consider the function 

L = IT (IJ '(wn)IJ '*(wn», (47) 
n=1 
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where 

= I - 2iQ /w n - g'/w~. 

(48) 

(49) 

Note that according to Eqs. (37) and (47), the determinant of 
L is equal to r 2 since fl '(wn ) is Hermitian and the determi
nant of a matrix is invariant under transposition. According 
to Eqs. (47) and (49), 

~ I (lnL) = - f ~ (fl '-I(Wn) + fl '*-I(Wn»· 
ag Q'.w" n = 1 wn 

(50) 

Comparison of Eqs. (38) and (50) indicates that 

(/J' Ji-I(/JJi (51) 

= I + [ ~ I, (lnL )]g', (52) 
ag Q .w" 

Note that the values of the determinants of (/J and (/J' are 
equal. Therefore, Eq. (36) may be written as 

F(T)= [(2iTh)Nlall(/J'IIL 1]-112, (53) 

since, as already noted, the determinant of L is equal to r2. 
Substitution of Eq. (49) into Eq. (47), completion of the 

square in both factors, and factorization of the result yield 

L = n I + - I - --"'--=---00 ( Q'2 )2[ g' _ Q'2 ] 

n = 1 w~ (wnl - iQ'Y 

[ 
g' _ Q'2 ] 

X 1- (wnl + iQ'Y . 
(54) 

Application of the identity 

cos(2x) - cos(2y)_ nOO (1 _ ~22 ) 
2(y2 - X2) k = 1 k rr 

X(I- x
2 )(1- _X2 ) 

(k1T + yY (k1T' _ y)2 

yields 
(55) 

L = cos(2iTQ') - cos[2T(g' - Q'2)1I2] 

2g'P 
(56) 

After substitution of Eqs. (56) and (52) into Eq. (53), one 
obtains the result that the propagator for the special case is 
given by Eq. (35) with 

F(T) = ! (2iTh)N la II G [4P(g' - Q '2)] 1}-1I2, 

where 

G (x2) sin(x). 
x 

III. SIMPLE APPLICATIONS 
A. One degree of freedom 

(57) 

(58) 

In one degree of freedom the Hamiltonian function de
fined by Eq. (1) reduces to the form 

I I 
H (q,p,t) = _p2 + - mbq2 + wopq 

2m 2 
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+ d (t)p + e(t)q + /(t), (59) 

where m, b, Wo are given constants and d (t), e(t ),/(t) are 
specified functions of time. This Hamiltonian describes a 
forced harmonic oscillator of mass, m, for which the classi
cal action is 

Sc(q" ,q') 

= . 1 Hmw[(q"2 + q'2)cos(wT) - 2q"q'] 
sm(wT) 

+ [q" r" E (t )sin(w(t - t '»dt 

+ q' r" E (t )sin(w(t" - t »dt ] 

- ~w J:" dt J: drE(t)E(r) 

X sin(w(t" - t »sin(w(r - t '»} 

- m[q"d(t") - q'd(t')], 

where 

w = (b - W6Y/2 

is the angular frequency of oscillation and 

E(t) = md(t) - e(t) + mwod(t) 

(60) 

(61) 

(62) 

is the driving force on the oscillator. Substitution of Eqs. 
(40), (41), (45), and (46), into Eq. (57), and use ofEq. (58), 
gives 

F(T)= ~ . ( 
mr., )112 

ih sin(wT) 
(63) 

According to Eqs. (35) and (63) the propagator is 

K (q" ,t ";q',t ') = (. ~w ) 1/2 exp(iSc(q" ,q')/") 
lh sm(wT) 

(64) 

where Sc(q" ,q') is given by Eq. (60). 

In the special case of Eq. (59) for which 

d(t) = e(t) =/(t) = 0, (65) 

the propagator for a simple harmonic oscillator is recovered 
as given by 

K (q" ,t ";q',t') 

( 
mw )112 

= ih sin(wT) 

xexp( i~w [(q"2 + q'2)COS(wt) - 2q"q'])' 2" sm(wT) 

(66) 
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In the limit cu-<J, this reduces to the free-particle propagator 

( 
m )112 

K(q" ,t ";q',t') = ihT exp(im(q" - q'Y/2fzT). 

(67) 

B. Particle in a magnetic field 

The Hamiltonian for a particle in a constant magnetic 
field may be expressed in the form 

3 1 2 1 (qB)2 2 qB H(x,p) = I -Pj + - - Xl - -Pz.Xl, 
j= I 2m 2m c me 

(68) 

where q is the charge of the particle, m is its mass, and B is 
the magnitude of the magnetic field, which is taken to be in 
the X3 direction. Substitution of the coefficients of Eq. (68) 
into Eqs. (40), (41), (45), and (46) gives 

g' = 0 (69) 

and 

Q' = ~(~ 
2 0 

where 

cu =! qB fmc. 

-cu 

o 
o 

(70) 

(71) 

Substitution ofEqs. (69), (70), and (58) into Eq. (57) and use 
of Eq. (35) yield 

K(x",t "'x',t') = (~)1!2 mcu ex (is (x" x')/fz) 
, ihT ih sin(cuT) Pc' 

(72) 

where Sc(x" ,x') is the classical action for a particle in a con
stant magnetic field, which is given by 

ScCx" ,x') = ! mcu{ [(xi' - X;)2 + (x6.' - X~)2] cot(cuT) 

- 2(x"x' - x"x')} + ~ (x" - X')2. 
I 2 2 I 2T 3 3 (73) 

Glasser' has performed the path-integral evaluation of this 
propagator. 

IV. SUMMARY 

The space-time propagator K (q" ,t ";q' ,t ') for a given 
system is defined by Eq. (3). It represents the probability 
density amplitude for transition of the system from a given 
initial configuration, q', at an initial time, t', to a given final 
configuration, q", at a final time, t". Equation (4) is an exact 
phase-space path-integral expression for K (q" ,f" ;q',t') for 
systems whose Hamiltonians have the form specified by Eq. 
(1). This path integral has been performed exactly to yield 
the result that K (q" ,f ";q' ,f') = F (f " - t) 
X exp(iSc(q" ,t ";q',t ')/17) whereSc(q" ,I" ;q',t ')is thec1assical 
action function connecting the initial and final space-time 
points(q',t ')and(q" ,f "),andwhereF(f" - t ')isindependent 
of q' and q" and is given explicitly and in detail by Eqs. (36)
(43) as a function of(t" - t') and the coefficients occurring 
in only the quadratic part of the Hamiltonian of the system. 
Under certain special conditions [those stated in the sen-
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tence containing Eq. (44)], the infinite sums and products 
contained in the expression for Fmay be evaluated and the 
result for F simplified to the closed form given by Eqs. (57) 
and (58). As discussed in the introduction, the results ob
tained here may be useful in the quantum analysis of any 
system whose Hamiltonian is expressible (exactly or ap
proximately) in such a form that Eq. (1) describes the depen
dence of the Hamiltonian upon some or all of the system's 
coordinates and their conjugate momenta. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, the present work will be compared with 
two other path-integral investigations in each of which the 
propagators are sought for systems which are quadratic in a 
more general sense than defined by Eq. (1). 

One of these investigations is Feynman's' derivation of 
the form for the propagator for systems with one coordinate, 
y, and with a quadratic action of the form 

S (y(t» = ! r·· y(t) r" A (t,s)y(s) ds dt 

+ r" B (t) y(t) dt, (74) 

whereA (t,s)andB (t ) are independent ofpath,y(t ). His result 
for the propagator is the same as the form ofEq. (61), where 
the factor Fis independent of q', q", and B and is to be deter
mined apart from a factor independent of A by the functional 
differential equation 

DF IDA (t,s) = - !N(t,s)F, (75) 

where N (t,s) is the reciprocal kernel to A (t,s) subject to ap
propriate boundary conditions. For some cases this equation 
may be solved easily.s Equations (74) and (75) may be gener
alized readily to the case of many degrees offreedom, but the 
functional differential equation remains to be solved for Fin 
the general case. The present work may be viewed as provid
ing the required solution for F in a certain special case (of 
fairly broad interest) for which the kernel A is a superposi
tion of [) functions and derivatives of D functions. 9 

The other path-integral investigation of more general 
quadratic systems to be discussed here is the treatment by 
DeWitt'O ofa system whose Lagrangian has the form 

2'(q,q,t) = !Gjk (q,t )qj qk + a/q,t )qj - u(q,t). (76) 

This Lagrangian may be interpreted as describing the mo
tion of a particle moving in a curved multidimensional space. 
DeWitt uses path-integral methods to derive an expression 
for the infinitesimal propagator which remains to be iterated 
to obtain the propagator connecting finitely separated 
space-time points. Equations (35)-(43) give the result of 
such an iteration for the special case for which the space is 
flat (i.e., Gjk is constant), and aj and u are of the forms 

afq,t) = Qj~k + d/t ) (77) 

and 

(78) 

respectively. The most interesting aspects and applications" 
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of DeWitt's paper, however, lie outside of the range of this 
special case. 
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Internal symmetries of the axisymmetric gravitational fields 
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The group H of the internal symmetries of the axisymmetric field equations in general 
relativity is known to be isomorphic to SO(2,1), which is the double covering of the 
conformal group of the hyperbolic complex plane JY. The Ernst potential S can then be 
geometrically understood as a map S : R J/SO(2)_JY. The fact that the hyperbolic plane 
is split into two connected components is used to introduce an algebraic invariant nEZ + 

for every axisymmetric solution. It is shown that under reasonable hypotheses this 
invariant is related to the number of S 1 curves where the manifold is intrinsically 
singular. 

INTRODUCTION 

The axisymmetric field equations in general relativity 
contain a large amount of symmetries, which have been ex
tensively discussed by several authors.l The main line of re
search in this field has been directed during the last few years 
towards the study of the infinite parameter group K, which 
combines both the coordinate group G and the internal sym
metry group H.2 Nevertheless, there are still some interest
ing results which can be derived from the study of the group 
H alone, as shown in the following. 

The starting point of the present approach is to note 
that the most natural geometric interpretation of the Ernst 
equation is achieved considering the Ernst potential S as a 
map from R J /SO(2) to the complex plane with the Poincare 
metric. Because of the isomorphism H =SO(2, 1) and of the 
fact that SO(2, 1) is a double covering of the conformal group 
of the hyperbolic plane, one can interpret the internal sym
metries of the Ernst equation as isometries of the hyperbolic 
plane itself. This amounts to translating into elementary 
complex geometry the approach by Eris and Nutku. 1 

The map S is then studied, and it is shown that one can 
introduce an algebraic invariant, which classifies the asymp
totically flat solutions according to their causal structure. 

Finally the particular case in which S depends on a sin
gle real function is geometrically interpreted as the geodesic 
problem of the hyperbolic plane. 

GEOMETRIC MEANING OF THE ERNST 
EQUATION 

The axisymmetric stationary line element in canonical 
cylindrical coordinates reads' 

ds = Fl[e 2Y(dz2 + dp 2) + p 2d¢J 2] - fed! - OJd¢J)\ (1) 

where/, OJ, r depend on p, z only. In this form the field 
equations for r decouple, and the relevent problem reduces 
to two coupled equations for /, OJ, which by means of the 
substitution 

tf-l 
f= Is + 112 

(2) 

s-f 
VOJ = ¢J XV ls + 112 (3) 

.A 

(where ¢J is the azimuthal versor pf R 3, and V is the three-
dimensional operator) can be transformed into the Ernst 
equation for the complex potential t 5 

(5f - l)V2s = if VS·Vs· 
Equation (4) can be derived from the Lagrangian 

density 

(4) 

(5) 

From Eq. (5) it is apparent that the bilinear operator g( , ) 
coincides with the Poincare metric for the complex hyper
bolic plane JY and the Ernst potential can be considered as 
the map 

s: R J /SO(2)-JY, (6) 

which in view of the field equation (4) must be extremal. 

It is now obvious that the internal symmetries of the 
problem coincide with the isometries of the hyperbolic 
plane. These include a continous group (i.e., the conformal 
group 1f)6 

s-eiX t - ~, O.;;;;X < 217", pp < 1, (7) 
I-it 

and the following discrete transformations: 

s--s, 
s-f, 
t- lIs, 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

Equations (8) and (9) are reflections of JY, while Eq. (10) 
arises from the fact that the unit disk tf < 1 is an isometric 
copy of the domain sf> 1 under inversion. This explains the 
origin of the discrete symmetries discovered by Ernst while 
discussing his equation. 7 

The conformal group (7) coincides with the form of the 
group H given by Kinnersley. S Note that the isotropy sub
group of 1f at the origin (p = 0) is given by S-e iXS and 
generates NUT transformations of the manifold. 9 

From the point of view of elementary group theory, the 
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present interpretation of the Ernst equation amounts to us
ing the well-known isomorphism H ~SO(2, 1), and to noting 
that SO(2, 1) is a double covering of the conformal group C(J • 

Incidentally one can emphasize that the Lagrangian (5) 
presents some formal analogies with the one given by W 0010 

for the (J nonlinear model. In that case, however, the gauge 
group is SO(3), which is compact, and therefore the confor
mal factor is the spherical one [i.e., <if + 1)'] instead of the 
hyperbolic one appearing in Eq. (5). Moreover, the base 
space for the (J nonlinear problem is R ' instead of R 3/S0(2) 
as in the present case. 

TOPOLOGIC AND ALGEBRAIC INVARIANTS 

Although one could impose boundary conditions on S 
in order to compactify its domain, the hyperbolic plane is not 
compact, and therefore it seems irrelevant to investigate the 
homotopy classes of the map 5. 

There is, however, an interesting invariant, which is re
lated to the algebraic structure of the map S. These, in fact, 
can be classified according to the number of jumps between 
the two connected components into which the complex 
plane is split by the Poincare metric, i.e., according to the 
number n of rotational bisurfaces in R 3 where sf = 1. This 
number is independent of the coordinates chosen in 
R 3/S0(2), although it is not invariant with respect to the 
general group of transformations of the metric (3). Note in 
fact that the surfaces identified by the equations sf = 1 may 
contain coordinate singularities, the elimination of which 
will require transformations involving the asymptotically 
timelike coordinate t. 

For instance, in the case of the Schwarzschild and Kerr 
solutions, for which Ss = X, 5k = px + iqy,(p' + q' = 1), re
spectively, in prolate spheroidal coordinates, it turns out 
that n = 2. 

Note that as the condition sf = 1 is invariant under the 
action of the conformal group C(J, also the number n is invar
iant under its action. This means, for instance, that the NUT 
generalization of a given field does not change the number n. 
The interior of the unit disk of the hyperbolic plane is related 
to the "ergosphere" regions of M, where! < 0, the unit circle 
itself (expect the point 5 = - 1) being the domain into 
which 5 maps the "ergosurface." At the point 5 = - 1,/ 
diverges, showing that 5 = - I is the image of the intrinsic 
singularities of M. 

A simple interpretation of the meaning ofthe number n 
can be obtained under few hypotheses on the map 5. Choose 
prolate spheroidal coordinates x,y or R 3/S0(2), and assume 
that 

(A) the gravitational field described by 5 is asymptoti
cally flat. In particular, limx __ oo 151*1. 

(B) reflecting the space time with respect to the equato
rial plane (i.e.y~ - y) the angular momentum of the gravi
tational field changes sign, i.e., s~f. Therefore S is real on 
the equatorial plane (y = 0). 

(C) S is an odd function of x on the equatorial plane. II 
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Then the number m+ of solutions of the equation 5 = 1 
is equal to the number m_ of solutions of S = - 1. Obviously 
on the equatorial plane m. + m_ = n, and therefore 
m_ = n12. Since on the equatorial plane 5 is a function of x 
alone, there will be nl2 distinct values XI"" x ni2 ' where 
S = - 1. These points actually represent trajectories of the 
axisymmetric group, which topologically are S I curves (of 
which one can possibly degenerate to a point) along which 
f~oo and therefore the manifold is singular. 

Therefore one can conclude that under the hypotheses 
(A),(B),(C) the number of ring singularities of the space time 
described by 5 is exactly n12. 

"GEODESIC SOLUTIONS" 

In the special case when 5 = 5 (7) depends on one real 
function 7: R 3/S0(2)~R, the present approach yields a nice 
geometrical interpretation. Note first that S (7) is a curve in 
the hyperbolic plane. The Ernst equation reads 

(Sf_l)d
2s + 2f ds2 

= -(Sf-l)d5 \1'7 
d7' d7 d7 \17"\17 

(11) 

and coincides with the geodesic equation on the hyperbolic 
plane if \1'7 = 0, with 7 as affine parameter. 

If 7 is not harmonic, one can introduce a new function 
a(7), in terms of which Eq. (14) becomes 

(Sf - 1) d5 a" + fl.a" + 2f d5 2a" 
da da' da 

= _ (Sf - l)ds a' \1'7 . 
da \17"\17 

Choosing a such that 

a" \1'7 
a' \17>\17' 

one has 

(Sf - 1) d 25 + 2f d5 2 = 0, 
da' da 

(12) 

which is again the geodesic equation on the hyperbolic plane. 
From Eq. (12) one has that \1'a = 0, and hence a must be 
harmonic. Therefore, one can conclude that the geodesics of 
the hyperbolic plane depending on an affine parameter, 
which is a harmonic function defined on R 3/S0(2), corre
spond one to one to the solution of the Ernst equation de
pending on a single real function. These include the Weyl" 
and Papapetroull solutions. 

ISee W. Kinnersley, in General Relativity and Gravitation (Wiley, New 
York, 1975) and references quoted therein. 

'For the definition of these groups see Ref. 1 and more recently W. Kinners
ley, 1. Math. Phys. 18,1529 (1977). 

3A. Eris and Y. Nutku, J. Math. Phys. 16, 1431 (\975). 
'A. Papapetrou, Ann. Phys. 12,309 (1953). 
sF.I. Ernst, Phys. Rev. D 7,2520 (1973). 
'See, for instance, I.M. Singer and I.A. Thorpe, Lecture Notes on Elemen
tary Toplogy and Geometry (Springer-Verlag, New York, 1967). 

'F.J. Ernst, 1. Math. Phys. 15,1049 (1974). 
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'W. Kinnersley, J. Math. Phys. 14,651 (1973). 
'CO Reina and A. Treves, J. Math. Phys. 16,834 (1975). 
IOA.A. Belavin and A.M. Polyakov, Pis'ma Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz, 22, 503 
(1975) [JETPL Lett. 22, 245 (1976)]. See also G. Woo, J. Math. Phys. 18, 
1264 (1977), where the Lagrangian density for the a nonlinear model is 
given in complex stereographic coordinates. 
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"Although this condition could appear a bit "ad hoc," it is satisfied by the 
entire class of the Tomimatsu and Sato solutions [see A. Tomimatsu and 
H. Sato, Prog. Theor. Phys. 50, 95 (1973)]. 

12M. Weyl, Ann. Phys (Leipzig) 54,117 (1917). 
"For more details on these "geodesic" solutions, see V. Benza, S. Morisetti 
and C. Reina Nuovo Cimento (1979) (in press). 
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Resolution of Fredholm equations with kernels K(z-z ) by 
operational calculus 0 

Do Tan Sial 

Faculte des Sciences, Universite de I'Etat a Mons, 7000-Mons, Belgium 
(Received 27 November 1978) 

We show that the solutions of a Fredholm equation with kernels K(z-zo) is the 
transform of its second member in a transformation defined by a differential operator. 
The calculations of these solutions are then a matter of the powerful operational 
calculus. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It is well known I that the Fredholm equations, 

fll[/ (z) = A f~ oc K (z - zo)1[/ (zo) dzo + r/J (z), (1) 

of the first (fl = 0) and second kind (fl = 1) may be solved 
by taking the Fourier transforms of both sides of them. This 
conventional method implies the calculations of three Four
ier transforms which may be cumbersome. 

The aim of this work is to give another approach to 
solve Eq. (1) using some operational calculus techniques 
which may greatly simplify the calculations: One or at most 
two Fourier transforms are needed. The outline of the meth
od is presented in Sec. II. Some examples are given in Sec. III 
for comparison with the conventional method's results. 

II. THE METHOD 

The method we use in this work is based on the follow
ing considerations. 

Letf(z) be an analytic, square summable function of 
which a Fourier transform exists, 

I foc . F(z) = - e - Iz,,zf(zo) dzo. 
21T - x 

(2) 

As exp( - izoZ) is an eigenfunction of the derivative operator 
D d Idz, one can write 

f(iD) exp( - izoZ) = f(zo) exp( - izoZ). (3) 

Replacing (3) in (2) one obtains the relation 

F(z) = - f(iD)e - IZ"Z dzo = f(iD )8(z), I foc . 
21T - oc 

(4) 

where 8(z) is the Dirac delta function. By a change ofvari
able from z to (z - zo), one finally gets the useful relation 

F (z - zo) = f(iD )8(z - zo), (5) 

which allows us to write Eq. (1) under the form 

fll[/ = Ak (iD) f: oc b(z - zo) 1[/ (zo) dzo + r/J (z) 

"'Work supported by the IRIS program sponsored by the Belgian Ministry 
for Science Policy. 

= Ak (iD)1[/ (z) + r/J (z). (6) 

In (6), k (z) is the inverse Fourier transform of K (z), ifit exists 
and is everywhere derivable. The solution ofEq. (1) may 
then be put into the operational form 

(fl - Ak (iD »1[/ (z) = r/J (z). (7) 

From (7) we see that 1[/ (z) is the sum of a term I[/h (z) such 
that 

(fl - Ak (iD »I[/h (z) = 0, 

and the particular solution 

1 
I[/p(z) = fl _ Ak (iD) r/J (z). 

In order to calculate I[/p (z) we note that: 

(8) 

(9) 

(i) If r/J (z) is an eigenfunction of the operator k (iD) with 
eigenvalue K, one gets immediately 

(10) 

(ii) If r/J (z) is not an eigenfunction of k (iD), one has to 
calculate an expression of the formf(iD)r/J (z). This may be 
done using the following formula, 

(F*r/J )(z) = f: oc F(z - zo)r/J (zo) dzo =f(iD)r/J (z),(II) 

which is a direct consequence of Eq. (5) and where the left
hand side is the convolution product2 of rP (z) and the Fourier 
transform off(z). 

Another way of calculating an expression of the form 
f(iD)r/J (z) is based on the remarks that Hermite polynomi
als2

•
J

•
4 and Laguerre polynomials' may readily be put into 

this form: 

Hn(z) = exp( - D 2/4)(2z)", (12) 

L ~(z) = ( - )n(1 - D)n + azn In!, (13) 

znL ~(Z-I) = (1 + a)n oF,( - ; 1 + a; - D )znln!. (14) 

III. EXAMPLES OF APPLICATIONS 

Let us solve by the present method some Fredholm 
equations found in Ref. I, 

r/J (z) = f: oc exp[ - (z - zoY1H/z - zo)l[/(zo) dzo. 

(IS) 
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Here we have 

k (z) = v-; exp ( - ~ )(iz)P, (16) 

so that tf/h (z) is an arbitrary polynomial of degree (p - 1) 
and the particular solution has the form 

1 (D2) tf/iz) = --= exp - - ( - D) - P ¢ (z). 
V 1T 4 

(17) 

Now, by (12) we can write 

tf/p(z) = 1 ( _ D) - p f ¢ (:)~O) Hlz). (18) 
V 1T s=O s.2 

Besides, from the relation DHlz) = 2sHs _ l(Z), one gets 

D -PHiz) = 2 -p s! Hs+p(z) + Qp_l(Z), (19) 
(p + s)! 

whereQp_' (z)isanpolynomialarbitraryofdegree(p - 1). 
Finally, 

1 00 ¢ (s)(O) p - 1 

tf/ (z) = .. /- L Hs+ iz) + L Q'(z), 
V 1T s = 0 2s 

+ p(s + p)! r = 0 

tf/ (z) = Aea1zl + Ii f: 00 e - Iz - z,1 tf/ (zo) dzo. 

Here one has 

2 
k (iD) = 1 _ D 2 ' 

so that tf/h (z) verifies the equation 

1 - U - D 2 tf/ (z) = O. 
I-D2 h 

Puting k ~ = U - 1, one gets 

tf/h (z) = C,e + ikoZ + C2e - ikoZ. 

The particular solution is given by the equation 

tf/ (z) = 1 - D 2 Aea1zl 
p l-U-D2 

Putting now 

I(z) = U ea1zl 
D2+q , 
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(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

and remarking from (11) that 

f(iD)¢ (z) =; (iD)F (z), (27) 

where; (z) is the Fourier transform of ¢ (z), one can also write 

I(z) = 2iali e-ik,lzl. (28) 
ko(D2 - a 2) 

Comparing (26) to (28), one gets 

U 2iali I(z) = ea1zl _ e-ik"lzl. (29) 
a 2 + q (a 2 + k ~)ko 

Finally, from (23), (25), (29), and the property of symmetry 
of tf/ (z) with respect to the origin, one can put tf/ (z) into the 
form 

a 2 1 
tf/(z) = - Aea1zl + Ccos(kolzl -{3), (30) 

a 2 + k~ 
where the constants C and {3 are related to C" C2 by the 
relations 2C, = 2C2 = C exp ( - i{3) and 2(C, + 2ialiA / 
(a 2 + k ~)ko) = C exp(i{3). These relations lead to 

C sinf3 = 2aliA , (31) 
(a 2 + k ~)ko 

i.e., 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

We think that the method described in this work is in
teresting in that it allows the transformation of a type of 
integral equations into a differential equation of a infinite 
order which one may solve using the formula (11) or the 
differential representations of special functions. It seems to 
us that the expressions ofthe typef(D)h (z) are worthwhile 
considering more widely for solving differential and integral 
equations and defining more special functions. 
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Classical predictive electrodynamics of two charges with 
radiation: General framework. I 

R. Lapiedra and A. Molina 
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Outgoing radiation is introduced in the framework of the classical predictive 
electrodynamics using Lorentz-Dirac's equation as a subsidiary condition. In a 
perturbative scheme in the charges the first radiative "self-terms" of the accelerations, 
momentum and angular momentum of a two charge system without external field are 
calculated. 

INTRODUCTION 

This is the first of a series of two papers dealing with the 
classical dynamics of a radiating system consisting of two 
structureless interacting charges. We assume that each 
charge is moving in the retarded field of the other according 
to Lorentz-Dirac's equation. I 

We take "the absorber" point of view ofWheeler-Feyn
man2

.) and use the framework of predictive electrodynam
ics,,· 5 This theory is seen to be consistent with the phenom
ena of classical radiation and more precisely with the 
Lorentz-Dirac equation. 

In Sec. 2 we show within a perturbative scheme in the 
charges how to construct the dynamical predictive system 
(the accelerations) of two classical interacting charges when 
radiation is present and there is no external field. Then in 
Sec. 3 we give explicitly the first radiative "self-terms" of the 
accelerations. 

To fourth order in the charges (n + m,,;;;4, e7,e'{') the 
other terms in the accelerations, i.e., terms in e1e2 and eie~, 
are shown to be those of Refs. 4 and 5. 

Section 4 contains a review of the definitions of Hamil
ton-Jacobi coordinates, momentum and angular momen
tum in predictive relativistic mechanics together with some 
techniques to calculate them in our perturbative scheme. 
Proofs and explanations are omitted and the reader is re
ferred to the work of Bel and Martin. 6 

Next, in Sec. 5, we calculate the first radiative "self
term" of Hamilton-Jacobi's coordinates, momentum and 
angular momentum in the perturbative scheme. For all those 
magnitudes the terms in e1e2 can be found in Ref. 6, while 
terms in efe~ for the Hamilton-Jacobi's momenta will be 
given in paper II (this issue). Our calculations show that our 
radiative system is not conservative in the sense of Ref. 6: 
Angular momentum does not recover its free particle expres
sion after the two particles have undergone mutual interac
tion. This fact allows us to compute the lower "self-term" of 
the total intrinsic angular momentum radiated by the sys
tem. This is done by calculating the limit for the "future 
infinity of the first radiative "self-term" in the intrinsic angu
lar momentum. 

Finally we calculate the 3-accelerations of the two 

charges to third order in lie. This gives us the first correc
tion to the accelerations which are derived from Darwin's 
Lagrangian,7 when outgoing radiation is accounted for. 

More detailed calculations, including scattering cross 
sections and the 4-momentum balance of a scattering pro
cess, will be given in paper II. 

1. LORENTZ-DIRAC EQUATION FROM THE 
POINT OF VIEW OF PREDICTIVE RELATIVISTIC 
MECHANICS (PRM) 

Let us consider a system of n point structureless classi
cal particles. In PRM the dynamics of such a system is gov
erned by a differential system of the form 

dx~ 

du~ 

dSa 

(a,/3,y,'" = O,I,2,3,a,b,c,. .. = 1,2, ... ,n), (1.1) 

wherex~, u~, ands~ stand for the 4-position, 4-velocity, and 
proper time of the particle a. The functions S ~ (the accelera
tions) are Poincare invariant 4-vectors which are the solu
tion of the system 

at-a at-a 
uP, _~_a + S P, _~_a = 0 

a Jxa'p a Jua'p , 
(1.2) 

where we have raised index a' to invalidate the summation 
convention, which will only work in the case where equal 
indices stand in covariant and contravariant positions, re
spectively. According to this, the indexp is summed in (1.2). 
Let us note that we will raise and lower latin indices without 
change of sign. Finally a' means "different from" a. 

The functions S ~ also satisfy the constraints 

(1.3) 

This guarantees that solutions of (1.1) initially satisfying 
uZ = - I (We choose signature + 2) will maintain this rela
tion forever. 

We summarize here the main results ofPRM. Further 
details can be found in the original papers. 6

•
8 
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Using perturbation methods, and imposing the com
patibility of PRM with classical electrodynamics Bel and 
Martin and co-workers have singled out the unique accelera
tions 5 ~ describing the classical particle-particle electro
magnetic interaction:·5.9 Classical electrodynamics, through 
the Lorentz force law and the formula of retarded (alternati
vely advanced or time-reversal) potentials, specifies the val
ues of functions 5 ~ for arguments x~ standing on null 
configurations, 

(x~ - x~.)(xaa - x U ' a ) = O. (1.4) 

Because of(1.1) PRM is a dynamical theory of "Newtonian 
type" in the sense that a finite number of initial conditions 
(more precisely initial positions and velocities) are enough to 
determine the trajectories. Hence the word predictive in the 
name (predictive relativistic mechanics) of the theory. Fol
lowing this terminology we will speak about predictive elec
trodynamics as it refers to the electrodynamics built into the 
framework of PRM. 

PRM, as it has been described here, concerns itself with 
isolated systems of particles. In this sense it seems at first 
sight that predictive electrodynamics is unable to account 
for the fundamental phenomena of electromagnetic radi
ation. However, that this is not the case can be clearly seen if 
we take the point of view ofWheeler-Feynman2.1 and others. 
According to these authors the theory of classical electro
magnetic radiation is only a way to account for the interac
tion of a given system of charges with all other charges of the 
entire universe (theory of the absorber). In particular, the 
Lorentz-Dirac equation for an accelerated radiating charge 
is given by 

5 a = .!.-- Fa /3u/3 + 2e
2 ct a - 52ua), (1.5) 

m 3m 

where ua ,5 a, e, m are the 4-velocity, 4-acceleration, charge, 
and mass of the electric charge, respectively. F a /3 is the given 
external retarded electromagnetic field acting on the charge. 
Finally t a stands for (d /ds)5 a ands is the proper time of the 
charge. 

Ifwe take Eq. (1.5) as the differential equation describ
ing the charges' motion we would have to abandon predic
tive relativistic mechanics, since Eq. (1.5) is a third-order 
differential equation. Thus if we want to keep predictive elec
trodynamics, Eq. (1.5) has to be taken as a differential equa
tion for the acceleration. In fact, we always have differential 
equations for the accelerations in PRM; e.g., Eqs. (1.2), 
which are by no means the differential equations ofthe parti
cle motion. In each physical situation we must supply (1.2) 
with the good asymptotic conditions in order to get a unique 
acceleration 5~. Then if we plug into (1.1) the acceleration 
obtained in this way, we will be able to write down the equa
tion of motion. Analogously, Eq. (1.5) has many solutions. 
(For example those accelerations which allow for the run 
away trajectories.) The problem consists in finding the right 
asymptotic conditions in order to select the physical ones. 
We assume now that the physical solutions, Sa, of(1.5) can 
be expanded in powers of e, 

(1.6) 
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It is obvious that (1.5) has a unique solution of the form (1.6). 
Furthermore, accelerations such as (1.6) exclude automati
cally the pathological solutions of(1.5) called run away solu
tions, 10 since these solutions are not analytical functions in e 
(see for instance Ref. 11). For instance we get for the first 
terms of (1.6) 

15 a = J...F a/juf3, 25 a = 0, 
m 

2. THE CASE OF TWO PARTICLES 

(1.7) 

We will consider, within the framework of predictive 
electrodynamics, the case of two charged particles mutually 
interacting, without external fields, but taking account of 
their electromagnetic radiation. We write an equation simi
lar to (1.5) for each particle. (Remember that we raise and 
lower latin indices a,b,··· without any change: 5 ua 5~' Here 
again we have raised the index a to invalidate the summation 
convention.) 

e 2e2 
. {; a = _a Fa u/3 + _a_f {; a _ {; 2Ua) 

:. a a'/3 a 3 \!> a :. a a 
ma ma 

(t~ d5~), 
dSa 

(2.1) 

where a relates to the particle we are dealing with and F~'f3 is 
the retarded electromagnetic field created by particle 
a'(a'=I=a) on the particle a. The problem with equations (2.1) 
is that they are not differential equations-since the term 
(ea/ma )F~'/3u/3 is not defined for any x'( and x~, but only for 
null configurations 

(X~ - xf)(x2a - Xl,,) = O. (2.2) 

A similar problem must be faced when one considers the 
Lorentz equations of two interacting charges 

f~ = (ea/mJF~'fP/3, (2.3) 

where we have written f~ instead of 5~ to denote the accel
erations. Using (2.3) as asymptotic conditions and making 
the assumption that accelerations can be expanded in powers 
of el e2, a unique acceleration to be used in (1.1) can be ob
tained,··5 as explained before. This acceleration f~, could, in 
principle, be determined by using a perturbative scheme in 
the coupling constant g = e le2• The first two terms in the 
series, which we write in evident notation (l·l)f~, (2.2f~, are 
given explicitly in Refs. 4 and 5. [Attention must be paid to 
the fact that the acceleration notation is slightly ambiguous. 
The acceleration ~ about which we are speaking here is not 
the same as in (2,3). In (2.3), it is only defined for null con
figurations (2.2) and here it is defined for any pair of four 

"'" positions xf and x~ and coincides with 5 ~ in (2.3) for null 
configurations. Something similar can be said about func
tions 5 ~ in (2.4) and (2.1), respectively.] Now we substitute 
Eq. (2.1) for the new equations, 

(2.4) 

That is to say 
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Assuming that S ~ can be expanded in powers of el,e, we get 
for the first terms 

(2.6) 

(2.1) 

where 0.1) S ~ is the coefficient of e~e a' in the expansion of S ~. 
Then we have a crucial point to clarify: Does I; ~, as 

determined by (2.4), satisfy Eqs. (1.2)? It can be easily seen 
that this is the case for all orders. Furthermore, S ~ in (2.4) 
satisfies (1.3), so it is also easy to see that (1.3) is satisfied by 
€~ given by (2.4). 

Summing up, we have two accelerations, I;~, which de
scribe a predictive relativistic dynamical interaction because 
Eqs. (1.2) and (1.3) are satisfied. Also S ~ satisfies Eqs. (2.4) 
with Eq. (2.1) as asymptotic conditions; hence this predic
tive interaction describes two mutually interacting charged 
particles with outgoing radiation and without external 
fields. [For a more rigorous approach to Eq. (2.4) see Sanz, 12 

who first and independently of us has adopted most of the 
points of view that we have developed in Sees. 1 and 2.) 

3. THE FIRST RADIATIVE "SELF-TERM" IN THE 
ACCELERATIONS 

As it has been pointed out in the last section, the accel
erations 5' ~ corresponding to the predictive electrodynamics 
of two isolated particles (no Dirac term, no external field) 
are in principle calculable within a perturbative scheme on 
the coupling constant. g=e Ie, and (I.I)[ ~,(2,2f ~ are explictly 
given in Refs. 4 and 5. Here we calculate the first radiative 
"self-term" in the accelerations; this is (3,1)€~. According to 
(2.6), [(2.1)] we only need (1,1)5' ~ (= (l,l)f~ to calculate 
(3,I)S~. For (l.I)S~ we have the expression4 

(3.1) 

N ow we have to compute t ~. In order to make the calcula
tions easier, let us introduce a system of new variables which 
will replace x(l,uf,u~. We define the three linearly indepen
dent 4-vectors 

where 

1Ja[(XUa) + (ulu,)(xua,)] 

[(u,u z)' - 1] 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

These two 4-scalars, Za' with h aha and (u IU,)' - 1 constitute 
a set of four independent variables: 

(3.5) 
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and they replace the 4-scalars x', (xua), (ulu,). With these 
new variables, using the definition of (3.2), ra can be written 

(3,6) 

From (3. 1) we get 

(3.1) 

where 

k _ - (ulu,). (3.8) 

Now since we want the first order in t~, (1,I)t~ in our 
notation, we can write 

thus 

a(l,I)1; ~ 
(I,l)ia = uP __ _ 

~ a a axap 

On the other hand, it can be seen that 

(' a a 
U --

a axap az" 

at~ 
uP -- =0, 

o ax"p 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

in the system of variables (3.5). Taking into account (3.10), 
(3.11), and (3,1), the calculation of (3.9) is straightforward. 
We get 

(J.I)i Cl = _ 317akA'Zaha+(3A2Z~ _ _ l_)t a, 
~a S 2'\"3 a 

mara mar~ m~ra 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

4. MOMENTUM AND ANGULAR MOMENTUM 
FOR TWO PARTICLES 

In this section we review the definitions of momentum 
and angular momentum in PRM, the asymptotic conditions 
and calculational techniques. Proofs and detailed explana
tions are omitted. We refer the reader to Ref. 6 for them. 

The momentum pa is a 4-vector invariant by M4 trans
lations such that 

dpn = 0 (a = 1,2;~ = u~~ + s~~), (4.1) 
ds" dSa axoa auo" 

The angular momentum is an antisymmetric 4-tensor, 
J of', such that 

dJ a /3 
--=0 

ds" 

and its behavior under M4 translations is given by 

aJ,,/3 
+ 

aJ,,{3 

a J' x2 

= f:/3'P" _ w'p(3 u j U)'. 
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Let us consider a canonical coordinate system q~, p~ in 
PRM. If q~ - x~, p~ are invariant vectors under the Poin
care group they are said to form an adapted canonical co
ordinate system. For such a coordinate system we have 

pa =p~ +p~, 

J a{3 = q~pa{3 _ qf3aPaa , 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

where pa, J a{3 given by these expressions are a solution of 
(4.1) and (4.2), (4.3), respectively. A particular kind of 
adapted canonical coordinates are the so-called Hamilton
Jacobi coordinates, which are characterized by the supple
mentary relations 

dp" 
_u =0 
dS

h 
' 

(4.6) 

We will first calculate a system of Hamilton-Jacobi coordi
nates and then (4.4) and (4.5) will give uspa and J a {3. In this 
way when determining momentum and angular momentum 
we get a coordinate canonical system and this is interesting if 
one wants to quantize the system. Calculations will be made 
in the perturbative scheme that we have mentioned in para
graph two. So, we make the assumption that p~, q~ can be 
expanded in a power series of e"e2• Accelerations 5 ~ are 
known explicitly in this perturbative scheme up to fourth 
order: ( 1.1) 5 ~ is given in (3.1), (3.1)5 ~ (term relative to e~e a') in 
(3.6) and (2,2)5 ~ is not given here because we will not use it (it 
can be found in Ref. 4). 

To the same fourth order we have to calculate 
(1.1 )p~, (3, 1 )p~, and (2.2)p~ and the same for q~. The first terms, 
(1.1)p~, and (I.l)q~, can be found in Ref. 6: Obviously they are 
the same as in the more conventional case where the Dirac 
term is absent. We will limit ourselves to the calculation of 
the terms (3.1) which represent the first radiative "self
terms." Weare able to do this because in the differential 
equations (4.6) they are not coupled to terms (2,2p~, (2,2)q~. 

Neither are they coupled to (2.2)5~. 

In order to get a family of Hamilton-Jacobi coordinates 
giving us to this order one unique momentum and one 
unique intrinsic angular momentum, we need to define ap
propriate asymptotic conditions for Eqs. (4.6). To do so we 
work with the system of new variables (3.3), 

The asymptotic conditions that we are going to define 
are of two different kinds, corresponding, roughly speaking, 
to the assumption that we have a free particle system when 
(a) x 2

_ + 00 or when (b) eaea.-O. As far as case (a) is con
cerned it can be seen that in the system of variables h ',za ,11 " 
the limit x'- + 00 corresponds to one or both of these two 
different situations, 

(4.7) 

where r takes the values + I or - 1. Situation (I) means 
that we consider successive pairs of trajectories more and 
more further away. Situation (II) means that we go to future 
infinity (r = I) or past infinity (r = - I) along the straight 
lines defined by the two initiaI4-velocities. To distinguish 
both cases-future or past infinity-we will put X2_00 for 
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x'- 00 p' respectively. With these notations the first group of 
asymptotic conditions to be attached to (4.6) is 

lim p~ = mau~, lim ..!..(q~ - x~) = 0, (4.8) 
x1·+oo" Xl_OO"X 

or 

(4.9) 

while the second group leads to 

(4.10) 

Because of (4.8) and (4.9), p~,q~ are called "regular" in past 
infinity or future infinity, respectively. 

It can be proved that iffor a PRM system there exist 
invariant Poincare vectors p~,q~ - x~, such that (4.6), (4.8) 
[or alternatively (4.9)] are satisfied, thenp~,q~ are a set of 
canonical coordinates and so a set of Hamilton-Jacobi co
ordinates. Finally it can also be shown in a perturbative 
framework that Hamilton-Jacobi coordinates regular at in
finity really do exist.!J 

Under supplementary assumptions which roughly 
speaking reduce again to the general assumption that we get 
a free particle system when x 2

_ + 00, it can be proved that 

PdJaa = - m~. (4,11) 

These identities show that, in the language of Dirac, !4 we are 
in the presence of a dynamical system with primary con
straints. These constraints have their origin in the identities 
u~ = - 1. Primary constraints introduce difficulties when 
one tries to quantize classical dynamical systems. One way of 
getting round this problem is to substitute the dynamical 
system (1.1) by a new auxiliary one, the so-called "auxiliary 
dynamical system": 

dxCt 

a a 
-- =1T dJ. a' 

where J. is a 4-scalar parameter and (~_ - ~1T aa) 

e~(X~,1T'{) = ~5~(~,1Tc- l1T;,mr1Td)' 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

In this way we go round the constraints u~ = - I since the 
~ are now to be considered as two new independent varia
bles to add to the other four: x', (x1Ta), (1T!1Tl)' Definitions 
(3.3) and (3.4) now become 

(4.14) 

and 

(4.15) 

with 

X, (1T11T,)2 - ~~" (4.16) 

Now we can determine Hamilton-Jacobi coordinates,p~,q~, 
regular at past (or future) infinity for the dynamical system 
(4.12), taking 4-vectors p~ ,q~ such that p~, q~ - x~ are Poin
care invariant and such that they are solutions of (4.6) satis
fying the asymptotic conditions 
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lim ft~ = 1T~, lim ~(q~ - x~), (4.17) 
x< "00 I' Xl ---l> 00 " X 

or the equivalent ones for the infinite future, all of which are 
the subsidiary conditions corresponding to (4.8) or (4.9), re
spectively. On the other hand, conditions (4.10) become 

(4.18) 

The differential operator d /dsa is now 

~ =7f::~ +oa~ 
dSa a axaa a a~a 

instead of the similar expression given in (4.1). Finally the 
identity (4.11) becomes 

(4.19) 

Fromft~, q~ we get the momentum, jia, and angular mo
mentum, Ja(3 of the auxiliary dynamical system (4.11) 
through expressions like (4.4), (4,5). Then it can be proved 
that we obtain P a and J a(3, the momentum and angular mo
mentum, respectively, of the original dynamical system (1.1) 
by "mass geometrization" of jia and Ja(3, that is, making the 

substitution 1T~-maU~. 

5. CALCULATION OF THE LOWEST RADIATIVE 
"SELF-TERM" IN MOMENTUM AND ANGULAR 
MOMENTUM 

Taking (3.14) into account we get from (4.13) 

1 )-3 t~" 

(5,1) 
where 

F =(rr:,h' + A'i2)112 k - ( ) a- a a' = - 1T11T,· (5,2) 

Let us write ft~ in the general form 

(5,3) 

In Ref. 6 the reader will find the first order expressions 
for ft~ and q~, which in our notations are (1,I)ft~,(I,I)q~. Here 
we are interested in (3, 1)ft~ (and later on in (3, I)q~). From the 
first group of Eqs, (4,6) we get to this order 

a(3, 1 )ft" a(o,Q)fta 

1T p ___ G +(3,I)Op ___ a =0, 
h axhl' b a1Tbp 

or taking (4.19) into account 

Dh (3,I)ft~' = - Dah (3,i)0~, 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

where Dah is the Kronecker delta and Db is the differential 
operator 

= p~ D h _1T h ' 

axhp (5,6) 

Now it can be seen that 

Dila = Dbt~ = O. 

From (4.19) and the first equation of (4.18) we get 

(3.1)/; = 0 
raC1 . 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

Taking this and (5.7) into account, Eqs. (5.4) become 

(5.9) 

a(3, 1 )jiaa' _ ( 2~, 2A 2i~~') 
- _2-.1 - ~::5 Dab' 

aib 31'ar~ 1Tara 
(5.10) 

where use has been made of the following results: 

Db~ = Di/2 = D;f2 = 0, DrJa = Dah. (5.11) 

[We can get (3,10) and (3.11) from (5.7) and (5.11), respec
tively, by making the substitutions: 1T~-maU~.] On the other 
hand, we have the asymptotic conditions (4.20) (or the 
equivalent ones for the future). The only solution to (5.8), 
(5.9) "regular" at infinity is 

(5,12) 

(J,I)jiaa' = 2~'r" dia 2A'rr: a' 

3~ )'00 
F3 ~ a 

X f~ 
i~dia 2~,ia 

--
r 3~F~ a 

(5.13) 

So we have 

.1 21]a~,k - 2~,ia-
(.,I)ft~= h a + --t~,. (5,14) 

3~F~ 3~F~ 

Let us calculate (3, 1 )q~. From the second equation (4.6) we get 

Db (J,l)q~ = (3,I)ft~Dab 

and if we write 

(:\,l)q-a = 71 (3,1)-y h-a + (3,I)V- -ta + (3,1) -ta 
a '/a a ao a Vaa' ai, 

Eqs, (5, 15) become 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 

(5,17) 

(5.18) 

(5.19) 

The general solution of these equations satisfying the asymptotic condition given by the second of the equations (4, 17) (or 
the equivalent ones for the future) gives the following expression for (3, I)q~, 

21] k( y i ) 2rr:, - -(J,i)qa = __ a_ -= _ ...!!.. h a _ a t a , + (3,I)V t a + (3,1)V ,ta" 

a 3~h' A Fa 3~ ~ 'Fa a * aa a * aa a 
(5.20) 
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where ~3,llvab are arbitrary functions of ii\ A\ 7Tb except for the condition that limh- I 
.Vab = O. We can see that at variance 

, t" h d' (3,I)-a with (3,l)p~, we do not have umqueness lor t e coor mates qa' 

Using expressions (S.14), the formula (4.4), and making the substitution ~----+mau~ we get one unique radiative "self

term" in linear momentum, 

2 2 3 3) Z ez e l 2 eizi a e2Z2 a 
rp a-e3e (3,I)pa + e3e (3,l)pa - _ e e k (-- - --) h a + --ele2(-- t 2 + --t I • = I 2 I 2 I Z - I 2 ,3 _3 3 __ 1 3 

3 m2~ ml'l ml'l m2rZ 

(S.21) 

Since the (3,I)q~ given by (S.20) are not unique, the radiative "self-term" in angular mome~tu~ ?a{J, given by (4.S), (5.14~ 
(S ,20) is not unique. Nevertheless it can be seen that the radiative "self-term," rw a

, of the mtnnslC angular momentum W , 
defined by 

wa= _1_ {ja{JAP-p{JJA [P _( _ paPa)ll2, {jom = 1] 
2P P-

(5.22) 

is unique. We first get 

e31e2 (3,l)Wa + ez3el (1,3lWa = 1 [eiel3,I)YI - i l (3,llal) + e~e/3,I)Y2 - i2 (3,I)a2) 
[ _ «0,0) P a (0,0) P a) ] 112 

and then 

where we have put 

"a{JAp- - a 
U XpUuuZp-=n. (S.2S) 

One could ask why we have not considered the terms 
(1,3)p~,o,3lq~. The answer is that if one considers them, then a 
similar calculation such as the one that has been used to 
calculate (3.1)p~,(3.1)q~, gives (l,3)p~ = 0, (1,3)q~ = ~1,3)vaat~ 

+ ~I,3)vaaT~, and these expressions do not change either 
(S.21) or (S.24). rw a depends on yand so it has different 
values at past or future infinity (it goes to zero at one of these 
two infinities depending on y). In the language of Ref. 6, 
when radiation is present, wa is not "conservative." Of 
course, wa maintains its numerical values along a given pair 
of trajectories, but it does not keep the form of the expres
sions corresponding to free particles, which w a takes at the 
past (or future) infinity. On the other hand, pa does not 
depend on y, so it is "conservative." 

When the Dirac term is not considered, pa, w a are 
conservative to first order6: That is, (l,l)p a, (l,I)Wa do not 
depend on y. [It can be easily recognized that terms like 
(n,n)pa, (n,n)wa are the same if we consider the Dirac term 
(Lorentz-Dirac equation) as if we do not (Lorentz equation 
with retarded potentials).]. 
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(S.23) 

(S.24) 

So, to fourth order in e~e;' (n + m,4), we have that the 
momentumpa 

pa = mluf + m2u~ + ele2 (l,l)pa + eie~ (2,2)pa + rpa, 
(S.26) 

with rpa given by (S.21), is numerically conserved along any 
given pair of trajectories and the same can be said about wa. 
In the spirit of field theory and to this order the first part of 
(5.26)-ppa mluf + m2Ur + ele2 (l,l)pa + efe~ (2.2)pa_ 
could be interpreted as the total momentum of the system, 
consisting of the two charges plus their electromagnetic 
field, excluding self-interactions, while rp a would represent 
the momentum of the radiated electromagnetic field that 
takes the self-interaction into account. Neither pp a, nor rpa 
are conserved numerically by themselves; but their sum to 
this order is conserved. In a similar way we could define p W a 

and then decompose Wa as PWa + rw a . 

Now we make the choice y = - 1 in (S.24), so we take 
the intrinsic angular momentum W a to be "regular" at past 
infinity. 

Let usintroducerW such that rwa = rWna. Thenobvi
ously we have 

lim rw= 0 
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and for future infinity 

'W + x- lim 'W= 
x· 4' ex I 

Since 

lim (1.I)w," = 0, 
x "X, 

4m 1m,e1eleilmi + e~/mDk 
3(mi + m~ + 2m 1m,k )I/'Ah 2 

(5.27) 

we have the evident notation 

(5.28) 

where it is clear that having W a = (0.0) w a at past infinity we 
do not recover the form of this expression in the infinite 
future. [From the definition (5.25) we get 

(O,O)W" = m1m,n" I(mi + m~ + 2m 1m,k )112,] 

On the other hand, if we calculate 

'p'~ 7. lim 'pa 
X· .. x, 

we will get zero since' P" does not depend on y, 

From the point of view of the "theory of the absorber" 
(see Sec, 1) eie~ (2,2 l W + xn" + 'w + ocn" could be interpret
ed as all the intrinsic angular momentum that our two parti
cles, have delivered during all their history to the charges of 
the entire universe, The term 'W + ",n a accounts for the in
trinsic angular momentum which corresponds, in the lan
guage offield theory to the "self-terms" of the radiated elec
tromagnetic field, while the other term eid (2,2lW + cona 
belongs to the system consisting of the two charges plus their 
electromagnetic field (self-interaction excluded), This term 
would be absent if the two charges were to interact through 
time-reversal invariant potentials instead of through retard
ed ones, as it is actually the case in the Lorentz-Dirac equa
tion (2,1), 

Similar considerations can be made about the momen
tum pa but now the term 'P'~ oc cancels, that is to say, in our 
approximation, the all radiated "self-term" in the momen
tum by the two interacting particles, is zero, 

Probably we would have to go on with our expansion in 
e't'e~' up to order n + m = 6 to get 'P',+ ",*0, In fact dipolar 
radiation in conventional electrodynamics begins at sixth or
der in the charges involved, 

We end this paper by making some physical consider
ations, First of all, we could recover the formal expansions in 
the charges of this article by making the reasonable assump
tion that the magnitudes we have calculated can be expanded 
in powers of the dimensionless quantities eaeble'mc x 
(x 3 - distance between the two charges). These are not 
Lorentz scalar quantities. So, we cannot attach an invariant 
meaning to the fact that these quantities were small in a 
given inertial system. In spite of this, expansions in 
eaeble'm, x are meaningful since, because of the Poincare 
in variance, accelerations, momentum, etc., are always the 
same functions of positions and velocities, no matter which 
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inertial system we are talking about. Then each inertial ob
server must only make sure that quantities eaeble'mc x are 
small enough for him in order to get a fast convergence ofthe 
expansions, 

For electrons we have eaeble'm c x ~ 1 when x - 3 Fer
mi. So we can see that eaeble'm c x will be very small in all the 
physical situations where the classical theory developed here 
can be used, 

In the case of the accelerations, where the terms (2,2)5 ~ 
are known,4 we can easily get the 3-accelerations 
f..l~ = d 'x~/dt' up to third order in lie. (see, for instance, 
Ref. 8 about the three-dimensional formalism of the PRM.) 
From (1.1)5;;, (3,I)S~' given by (3,1), (3,14), respectively, 
from (2,2)5 ;; .. and making use of the relation' 

f..l~ = (1 - ~:)[ (5~\c t - +(5~)t' ~ tV~] (5,29) 

(where V~ is the 3-velocity of the particle a) we get to third 
order in lie 

27]ae~ea,r.V. 27]aeie~ 27] e3e -:...:.....:.....:=---1" _ Vi + a a a'V i 
elm~r5 3elmlm,rl 3elm~rl' 

(5.30) 

where we have put 

V' V; - V~, ri Xi, V (V.V)II', r (r·r)112 

and V.V, r·r are R 1 scalar products. 

In (5,30), to zeroth order, we recognize, Coulomb's law, 
The second order is the correction of Darwin's Lagrangian 
to Coulomb's law,' In the third we have two kind of terms: 
Only those in e~ea" come from the Dirac term in the 
Lorentz-Dirac equation. We can think about it as a radiative 
term. The other two terms in lIe l have nothing to do with 
the Dirac term. They would be absent if we had taken time
reversal potentials instead of the retarded ones that must be 
used in the case of the Lorentz-Dirac equation. 

Notice the fact that the term off..l~ in 1/e l vanishes when 
eJml = e,/m" 
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We deal with a classical predictive mechanical system of two spinless charges where radiation is 
considered and there are no external fields. The terms 122IPa" of the expansion in the charges of the 
Hamilton-Jacobi momenta are calculated. Using these, together with known previous results, 
we can obtain the p';, up to the fourth order. Then we have calculated the "radiated" energy and 
the 3-momentum in a scattering process as functions of the impact parameter and the incident 
energy for the former and 3-momentum for the latter. Scattering cross-sections are also 
calculated. Good agreement with well known results, including those of quantum 
electrodynamics, has been found. 

INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we pursue the calculations of the preced
ing paper (I) (this issue) in order to obtain physical results 
such as the cross sections and the "radiated" energy and 3-
momentum. [We explain what is to be considered as radiated 
energy and 3-momentum in paper I (Sec. 5) and again at the 
end of Sec. 3 in this paper.] We use the notation and general 
scheme developed in Ref. 1, i.e., a classical predictive me
chanical system consisting of two spin less charges, each one 
moving in the field of the other according to the appropriate 
Lorentz-Dirac equation. 

Let us summarize the relevant results of (I): In a pertur
bative scheme in the charges, ea , the 4-accelerations of the 
"auxiliary dynamical system" (1.4.12) are determined up to 
fourth order (included). [(1.4.12) means the formula (4.12) 
of Ref. 1.] The terms (I. J lO ~ and (2. 2lO ~ of the expansion are 
the same as if radiation (that is, the Dirac term in the Lo
rentz-Dirac equation) was not present and they were al
ready known. The term (J. J)O ~ can be found in Ref. 1. On the 
other hand, the terms (2.2)S~, of the original dynamical sys
tem's accelerations, can be found in Ref. 2. From them, the 
terms (2.2)0 ~ are easily calculated. They are given in Appen
dix B. The terms 0·1)0~, calculated in (I), are new. The terms 
(J,3)0~ can be seen to be absent. 

The Hamilton-Jacobi coordinatesp~,q~, can be com
puted taking into account the 4-accelerations, O~, of "the 
auxiliary dynamical system." The first terms (J.l)p~, (I.Jlq~, 
in the expansions of p~ ,q~ are obtained in Ref. 1. In (I) we 
have obtained the terms O.Jlp~, (3.J)q~ (the terms 
(I.3)p~, (J.3lq~ can be taken equal to zero). In order to have all 
terms to fourth order in p~ ,q~, the terms (2.2lp~, (2.2)q~ should 
also be calculated. Their calculation follows the same lines as 
that of(3.J)p~, (3.I)q~, but it is very cumbersome. Neverthe
less if any more concrete results are to be obtained from our 
mechanical system, knowledge of(2.2lp~ is needed. 

In Sec. 1 we will compute (2.2lp~ and so we will get the 
totaI4-momentum, pa = p;' + p~, of the system to fourth 

order. In Sec. 2 the future (respectively past) infinite limit of 
the calculated Hamilton-Jacobi momenta, p~, are calculat
ed. In this way we can establish the 4-momentum balance of 
the interaction and so, in our approximation. We see that 
there is no energy and 3-momentum "radiated". In Sec. 3 we 
use the asymptotic behavior of p~ in order to calculate the 
scattering cross section ofthe classical process, to sixth order 
in e" e,. In the limit where sixth order terms are negligible, 
our results agree with the previous one of BeP and they are 
also shown to agree with those of quantum electrodynamics. 

1. THE CALCULATION OF THE TERMS (2,2)p~ IN 
THE HAMIL TON-JACOBI MOMENTA 
EXPANSION 

We start with the first equation in (1.4.6), written for the 
"auxiliary dynamical system" (1.4.12), 

d-a 

J!::.. = 0, 
ds!> 

(1.1) 

where 

d a a 
- 1T P + O~--. (1.2) 

ds b - b axbp J1Tbp 

Fourth order terms of the form (2.2) (terms in e~e~,) in (1.1) 
give 

a (2.2 lp-a 
p a 

1T b Jxbp 

or taking into account (1.4.18) and (1.5.6), 

a (I.l)p" 
Db (2.2)p~ = _ (J,Jle~ a _ (2.2le~Oab' (1.4) 

a1T
bp 

that is, 

and 
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a (I,1)pa 

D
a

, (2.2lp~ = _ (l.'l8P. a (1.6) 
a a1f1'p 

Now, for (1,1 l8~ we get [see (1.3.7) and (1.4.13)] 

'YI -rr:.k ~ -rr:,i ~ 
(I" l8 P = _·,_a_a_h P _ ~tP, (1.7) 

a -1 -3 a' 
r~ ra 

and from Ref. lone has for (\,Ilp~ 

(I.llpa = "0..k (!... _ ia)Jla _ ~'t~', 
a h 2 A ra A 2ra 

(1.8) 

where r stands for + 1 or - 1, according to whether we 
want (1. \)p~ to be zero at the future infinite or at the past 
infinite. (When comparing with Ref. 1 attention must be 
paid to the fact that there is a slight change of notation for the 
symbol ra .) It can readily be verified from (1.8) that 

, [ TJa
k ( r ia)~a ~, ~a] hm -=- -= - - h - -=--t a' = O. 

z" 'roc h 2 A ra A 2ra 
(1.9) 

Now, as we know, the symbol - in the notation 1(,11, 
X, ... ,etc., means that we refer to "the auxiliary dynamical 
system" (1.4.12) and then we have the definitions (1.4.14), 
(1.4.15),.··, while k, h, A,. .. refer to the definitions (1.3.3), 
(1.3.4),. ... All through the rest of this article some very 
lengthy expressions will appear, we will omit from now on 
the symbol - when refering to "the auxiliary dynamical 
system." So we will write h a,t~,za"'" for Jla,t~,ia'"'' Later 
on we will have to work with the original dynamical system. 
Then, symbols without a tilde will again have their original 
meaning. This will be pointed out when necessary, 

Now let us come to Eq. (1.5) and (1.6), which we must 
integrate in order to find (Z.2lp~. For this we first need to 
compute (\,Il8~ (a<I,1)p~/a1Tbp). Taking into account (1.7) 
and (1.8) we find after some lengthy calculations (see Ap
pendix A for details) 

a (I. I lp-a 
(l.I l8 P a 

a a1f1P 

~'(Za rk2) a 
+-----ta' 

r3 r A 3 
a a 

(1.10) 

a (I,llp-a 
(l. 'l8 P, a 

a a1f1'p 

(1.11) 
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that is, (l.Il8~(a (I,llp~/a1Tbp) can be written in the form 

a (I,\)p" 
(I"l8~ a1Tbpa =TJa(Z,Zlbbh"+(2.2lCbt~, (1.12) 

where the functions (2,2)bb and (2, 2lC b are those appearing in 
(1.10) and (1.11). 

On the other hand, the terms (2.2lS ~ in the accelerations 

S ~ of our predictive dynamical system can be found in Ref. 4 
or, in a more compact writing, in Ref. 2. from (2,2)S ~ the term 
(2, 2l8 ~ can be calculated according to (1.4.13). It can be 
found in Appendix B. Its expression has the form 

(1.13) 

with (2,2laa,(2.2)laa' being the appropriate functions. 

Finally, according to the notation of (1.5.3) we write 

(2,2lp~ = TJa (2, 2laah a + (2,2ljIaat ~ + (2,2ljIaa,t ~" (1.14) 

Now, putting (1.12), (1.13), (1.14), into (1.5), (1.6) and 
keeping in mind (1.5.7), we have 

D)2,2laa = - (2, 2lb a" D)2.2ljIaa = 0, 

D a,(2,2ljIaa' = - (2.2 lC a,· (1.16) 

Here, Eqs. (1.15) are equivalent to (1.5), and equations (1.16) 
to (1.6) 

Because of (1.5.11), taking ~,h 2,A 2,za as independent 
variables, E qs. (1.15) and (1.16) can also be written 

aZa' 

a (2,2ll/ 
__ r'_aa_' = _ (2,2lc ' 

aZa' a' 

a (2,2l J.laa 

a (2, 2lJ.laa' 

aZa 
- (2, 2l1

aa
" (1.17) 

a (2, ZlJ.laa 
--- =0, 

aZa' 

(1.18) 

We will use these equations to determine (2, Zlaa and 
(Z, 2lJ.laa" while (2, 2lJ.laa will be obtained from (1.4.19). Let us 
begin with (2,2 laa. We will have 

(2,2laa = l~oc «Z,2lb a + (2,2)aa)dza + J~oc C~~oc (Z,Zlba)dZa, 

(1.19) 

and depending on whether we take r = + 1 or r = - 1 we 
will have lim (Z,2)aa = 0 at the future or past infinite respec
tively. In a similar way we have 
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(2.2)/T ,= (1'00 (2.2)/ dz + (1'00 ( lim (2.2)C )dZ 
,aa Jz Qa' a Jz a' 0 " 

z" z" z,'-------ycc 

(1.20) 

Taking into account (1.12) and (1.11), it is easy to see that 

lim (2.2)b
a

· = 0, lim (2.2)C
a

. = 0, (1.21 ) 
Z,,--"'yo:: 

so that (1.19) and (1.20) become: 

1
1'OC 

(2.2)a = «2.2)b + (2.2)a )dz 
a a a a' 

z" 

(1.22) 

1
1'00 

(2.2)/T ,= (2,2)/ dz 
,aa aa' (1' 

z" 

(1.23) 

Now, as it can be seen in Appendix B, (2.2)aa,(2.2)/aa" are 
rather involved expressions. Consequently these integrals, 
though expressible as elementary functions, are involved too. 
The final result is: 

(2k Z - A 2)r + kA 2Z rr:a.(2rr:ak - A 2)za 
X a 12+ 

k zr?, - A 4Z; 2A zh zr?, 

X [kro' + (2k Z - A 2)za' - 2~kza] + -L 
Ah' 

~tr~k ra - AZa tr~(~k + A 2) + -- arctan + -----
A Jh J tra,h 2A Jh J 

AZa tra (trara tr~Za) 
X arctan -- + -- arctan -- + arctan --

tra,h 2Ah J Ah kh 

1T1Ta 
(1.24) 

4Ahl 

(2.2)jIaa' 

~~, ~.h Z - 2kr aZa 4 ~kr aZa + k 'h Z 
tr.------

2A 2h 2 k 2r?, _ A 4Z; a (k zr?, - A 4Z~)' 
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Za ~.[kra' + (2k 2 - A ')za'] 

k 'za' 
- Y A Jh 2r 

a' 

(1.25) 

Let us now calculate (2,2)l1aa" Keeping fourth order 
terms in (1.4.19) we obtain 

(1.26) 

and from this equation and (1.5.3) 

h 2 (l.I)a2 + rr:A ,(I,I)/T2 
(2.2)- _ a a" rao' 

l1aa - - 2A Z • 
(1.27) 

Then, because of(1.8), we find 

(2.2)- _ ~, + k 2 (YZa _ AI). l1oa- -- ---
2A'r?, A Jh 2 ra 

(1.28) 

Finally, substitution of(1.28), (1.25), and (1.24) in (1.14) 
gives us (2,2)ft~. Then from (1.4.18) and (1.5.14) we can write 

(1.29) 

with (2.2)~,(2.2)jIaa' and (2.2)jIao" given by (1.24), (1.28), and 
(1.25), respectively. So we have calculated the Hamilton-Ja
cobi momenta,ft~, uptotermsine~e; (n + m<;4). Should we 
need the totaI4-momentum, pa, to this order, we only 

would have to put P a = ftf + ft~. 
In the next sections some approximated physical con

clusions will be worked out from the expression (1.29). Actu
ally, we will obtain the "radiated" energy, the 3-momentum, 
and the scattering cross section. 

2. THE "RADIATED" ENERGY AND 3-
MOMENTUM 

The approximated Hamilton-Jacobi momenta,ft~, giv
en in (1.29) have been defined in such a way that the condi
tion limz,,,z,,.yooft~ = ~,is satisfied, as can be verified direct
ly in (1.29). So, according to whether we take Y = - 1 or 
y = + 1, these approximated momenta reduce to the free 
momenta ~, in the infinite past or infinite future, respective
ly. Nevertheless, in the language of Ref. I, these momenta, 
ft~, are not conserved, that is, we do not recover the free 
momenta, tr~, when taking the limitza,za'- - yoo as it also 
can be seen from (1.29). Similar considerations can be made 
for the totaI4-momentum, jia = ftf + ft~. Of course, pa and 
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also ft~ are conserved numerically along a given pair of 
trajectories. 

So, let us take the limit za,za'- - Y 00 in (1.29). Taking 
into account (1.28), (1.25), and (1.24) we obtain 

- -a 27Jayk -a Z Z 
p~l_ Yoc= __ lim Pa = 1T';: + e1e2 -=-=-h + e1ez 

z,,,Zu~ - yoc h 2A 

(2.1) 

where we have restored the symbol - because this expres
sion, as compared with (1.29), is a relatively short one. 

By making the substitutions 1 1T';:-maU~' we obtain 
p~ I _ yoc' This is analogous to (2.1), now refering to the origi
nal dynamical system. That is, 

p~ I - yoc 

Here k,A ," are the quantities of the original system which 
were given in (1.3.3), (1.3.5),and (1.3.8). 

From (2.2) and the totaI4-momentum, pa = pf + p~, 
we get in our approximation 

pal_ yoc= 
z",z,,_ - yoo 

Then the "radiated" 4-momentum up to order e~e~ with 
a + b < 6 is zero. But the intrinsic angular momenta radiated 
by the two charges is different from zero to order eae~, 
(1.5,27) due to the presence of the Dirac term. 

We do not know presently if they are "radiation" due to 
the retarded potential term (1.2.1), because we have not com
puted the intrinsic angular momentum to order eTe~. But, if 
this contribution exists, it would not cancel the eae~, term 
(except perhaps for equal charges). 

Let us note that the first contribution to radiation 
comes from the intrinsic angular momentum. Up to order 
[SI:e:a:l][SI:e:b:2], a + b = 4, energy and momentum are 
conserved, but not the intrinsic angular momentum which is 
tranferred by the system to the universe (from the point of 
view of the Wheeler-Feynman absorber's theory). 

3. SCATTERING CROSS SECTIONS 

Let us consider (2.2) for Y = 1. Then since the Hamil
ton-Jacobi momenta, p~ are numerically conserved and 
since for Y = 1 we have lim" .. zu~ooP~ = mau~, we can estab
lish the following equation, 
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(3.1) 

where symbols on the left side refer to the initial state and 
those on the right side to the final state. 

From (3.1) and in the laboratory frame, va' = 0, we ob
tain the 3-vector equation 

27Ja h Z Z 
maYava + e1e2 -- + e1ez 

vah
2 

(3.2) 

From the identity h a Uaa = 0, we have h,va = ° for 
x? = x~. Then Eq. (3.2) is equivalent to the two equations 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

where E is the sign of the product e1e2 and 0 is the scattering 
angle between vaF and va' From (3.3), (3.4) we have to 
fourth order 

tanO = 2e1e2E (1 _ 1Te1e2 ), 
maYav~lhl 4mYal h i 

(3.5) 

where m is the reduced mass: m m 1m2/(m 1 + m2). Then 

1 _ 2mYa [ ( E1Tmav~tanO)I/Z] 
- - -- 1 + 1 - . (3.6) 
Ihl 1Te 1e2 - 2m 

Here we want that lime~olhl-l = ° and so only the solution 

1 _ 2mYa [ ( E1Tmav~tanO)I/2] - - -- 1 - 1 - (3.7) 
Ihl 1Te 1e2 2m 

must be retained. 

Now the expansion in eh e2,O, as a function of Ihl and Ya' 
begins with e1e2 as it can be seen from (3.5). Taking this into 
account we can approximate (3.7) to get 

Ihl = 2el~2~ 1Te 1e2 
maYavasmO - 4mYa' 

(3.8) 

where the term 2ele2ElmaYav~sinO in fact beings with zero 
order in e1e2 because of the sinO appearing in it. Only the 
other term, 1Te1e2/4mYa' really behaves as an e1e2 term. 

From (3.8) we can evaluate the scattering cross section 
in the LAB frame, Va' = 0, 

eTe~ ( E1Tmav~sin(O /2») 
du = 1 - dfl 

4m~rav~sin4(O 12) 4m ' 
(3.9) 

with dfl the differential solid angle. To lowest order, when 
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[E1TmaV~ sin(O /2)]l4m<: 1, we obtain 

eie~dfl 
da= -------

4m~rav~sin4(O /2) 
(3.10) 

which is in fact the cross section that would have been ob
tained if we had neglected terms in eie~ in (3.1). 

Let us calculate the cross section (3.10) in the center of 
mass system. This can be easily done by neglecting terms in 
eie~ in (3.1). We find 

e~eik 'dfl 
da = -------- (3.11) 

4m~rav;;A 'sin4(O /2) 

It can be seen that this expression agrees with Ref. 3. As it is 
noted there, (3.11) reduces to Rutherford's formula in the 
low energy limit and when one of the masses becomes infi
nite it reduces to Mott's formula for a spin less particle. 

Now let us suppose that ma = ma' and that after the 
scattering we cannot distinguish between the two particles. 
From (3.11) we then find for the scattering cross section 

e2e2(2·.2 _ I)' 
da= 12 ra . (3.12) 

m~v:r~sin40 

Akhiezer and Berestetskii, in "Quantum Electrodynamics," 
p. 838, give (in our notation) to lowest order 

da= 12 ra ___ ra dfl (3.13) e2e2(2·.2 _ I)' (2 . .2 - 1 )2 
4m~v:r~ sin'O 2ra - 1 

for the scattering of two indistinguishable spinless particles 
in the center of mass system. This formula does not depend 
on Planck's constant. In (3.13) the expression 
I(ra - 1)/(2~ - 1)1 is always less than~. Then we have 
2/sin'O>(~ - 1/2)(2~ - 1) and (3.13) reduces to (3.12). 
So, in the appropriate limit, our results agree with those of 
quantum electrodynamics, at least as far as (3.13) is 
concerned. 
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APPENDIX A 

The calculation of(1,1)0~.(a<1,1)j5~/a'Tf"p) becomes easier 
by systematically using the following relations (J, Martin, 
private communication): 

Nah" = - z"h '" - 17~ ~'h 't~, 

Ni~ = 17,,-rr;,h a, 

NaZa = -rr;,h 'A ~2, NaZa' = kh 'A ~', 

N"h '= - 2h 'z", Nak = Narr" = 0, 

Qah a = 0, Qi ~ = - kt~, Qi ~ = - -rr;t ~ - 2kt ~" 

QaZa = kza, QaZa' = r?aZ", 

Qak = - A', Qah' = Qarr" = 0, 
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where Na and Pa mean the differential operators 

= P~ =P~ Na-17ah ,Qa-t a ' 
a'Tf'P a'Tf'P 

APPENDIX B 

Writing 

(2,2)0 ~ = 17a (2,2)aah a + (2,2)/aa,t ~" 

we have for the functions (2,2)aa and (2,2)/aa' the following 
expressions (J, Martin, private communication): 

(2,2)aa = - -rr;1T:A 'ra- 2(ra - kZa)(kra - A 'zatl 

X f (kh ~'1T~ 2z 7 + 12 A ~2)r - 1 t a era' a' at 

+ 'l'aA ~Jlog --- , --.2 k -A) 
-rr;, 
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Current responses of all orders in a collisionless plasma. I. 
General theory 

J. Larsson 
Department of Plasma Physics, Umea University, S - 901 87 Umea, Sweden 
(Received 1 May 1978) 

An arbitrary electromagnetic perturbation of a general solution of the relativistic 
Vlasov-Maxwell equations is considered. The nonlinear current responses are expressed 
in a form which in particular is an all order manifestation of the Manley-Rowe 
relations. A coordinate free formalism is used, starting with a representation of 
Minkowski space in terms of abstract linear algebra, and all formulas are intrinsically 
covariant. In the method used to derive the current responses the perturbation of 
particle orbits rather than of distribution functions is calculated. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Consider an electromagnetic perturbation of an arbi
trary solution to the (relativistic) Vlasov-Maxwell equa
tions. We denote the change in the electromagnetic 4-poten
tial by ~ and in the plasma 4-current by oJ [~ ]. Here OJ is a 
nonlinear function of if> , and if if> is sufficiently small we may 
obtain oJ [if> ] as an expansion 

oJ [if> ] = oJ'l'[~] + OJ<2'[if>] + "', (1.1) 
where oJ' l' is linear and oJ(n), for n>2, nonlinear of order n 
in if>. In this paper formulas for ofn)[~ J are derived for all 
n>2. The results are formally valid for a relativistic multi
component space-time dependent plasma in an arbitrary ex
ternal electromagnetic field. 

One would like the general formulas for the nonlinear 
currents to: 

(a) Provide useful formulas for different particular situ
ations of interest, 

(b) Exhibit structure and symmetry properties. 

The only way to discover how well the formulas in this 
paper satisfy property (a) is to actually work them out for 
different particular cases. For a homogeneous magnetized 
plasma this has been done l and relativistic wave coupling 
coefficients of arbitrary order may be obtained in forms 
which generalize the result in Ref. 2 (where the 3-wave cou
pling coefficients for a nonrelativistic plasma are given as a 
series containing Bessel functions, just as in the standard 
expression for the linear conductivity tensor). Concerning 
(b) our formulas show an expected approximate symmetry 
which is an all order manifestation of the Manley-Rowe re
lations. 3 Structure and symmetry properties are discussed in 
Sec. 5. 

The method of derivation used in this paper is "the 
dual" of the standard method; the perturbed motions of the 
particles are calculated instead of the perturbation in the 
distribution function. Thus instead of the Vlasov equations 
we use the equivalent system of equations given in Lemma 
2(a), Sec. 4. It is demonstrated how to obtain general formu
las with satisfactory symmetry properties from this starting 
point, and the final form obtained for oJ (n) [if> J indicates 

why these results probably would be much more difficult to 
derive by the usual method where one iterates the Vlasov 
equation (see Sec. 5). 

The generality of the formulas in this paper causes nota
tional problems; the standard notation of index calculus nor
mally used in special relativity has turned out to be embar
rassingly tedious to use in the derivations and also clearly 
unsuitable if we want to write transparent formulas. There
fore, a coordinate-free system of notation has been used and 
this is advantageous from at least three points of view, firstly 
we get rid of indices, secondly the coordinate-free approach 
is much more readily capable of geometric interpretations, 
and thirdly the formulas are intrinsically covariant. The 
mathematics of coordinate-free analysis may be found in 
books on differential geometry but these are in general un
necessarily advanced for our needs. In Ref. 4 the coordinate
free approach to special relativity and Maxwell's equation is 
discussed, and this is the best reference for us. However, 
since we are doing kinetic and not gravitation theory, it will 
be practical for us to use a slightly different notation which is 
closer to standard advanced calculus. Unfortunately, there 
is no reference quite suitable for us and this is why Sec. 2 is 
somewhat long. The reader not familiar with the method of 
coordinate-free analysis is advised to study Chapters 2, 3, 
and 4 in Ref. 4 before reading Sec. 2 of this paper. 

The coordinate-free language is introduced in Sec. 2. In 
Sec. 3 the main results of this paper are formulated, in Sec. 4 
the derivations are given, and in Sec. 5 we discuss the results. 

2. COORDINATE-FREE NOTATION AND 
SPECIAL RELATIVITY 
A. General remarks and our conventions 
concerning units and bold face letters 

In subsection B below we give in (i)-(v) the same ab
stract description of the Minkowski space as in Ref. 5, with 
the only difference that we state the orientation in space and 
time more explicitly with (iv) and (v). For such a space there 
is a well developed coordinate-free calculus6 and this is a 
suitable starting point for us. In Sec. 2 B we also give the 
relationship between this algebraic description and the stan-
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dard one on R 4. The scalar product given in (iii) induces 
natural measures on 1,2,3, and 4-surfaces and also certain 
operations on the tensor spaces (for the definition of these 
spaces, see Ref. 4) defined in (2.3)-(2.8). We define the gradi
ent operators (2.12)-(2.14) and here we may note some dif
ferences as compared with Ref. 4. We make use of the scalar 
product in the definition of the gradients and these operators 
appear much like vectors in our description [(u·V E)T 
= u·(V ET) for us, compare with (3.39), p. 82 in Ref. 4]. The 

form of coordinate-free calculus used in this paper is closer 
to standard advanced calculus: We identify the dual space 
V * with our vector space Vand make no further use of it, the 
gradient operators behave as vectors and we have the famil
iar form of the Taylor expansion (2.19). 

Unit convention: It will be convenient not to associate 
any units with our abstract spaces. In order to achieve this 
formally the formulas and equations in this paper only con
cern the numerical parts of the physical quantities expressed 
in MKSA units. Thus, the velocity oflight is c meter/second, 
the particle rest mass and charge (with particle specie index 
omitted) mo kg and q coulomb, the electromagnetic field ten
sor is Fvolt/meter, the 4-potential cP volt, and the 4-current 
J ampere/second·meter2

• 

The useo/bold/ace letters: Bold face letters will be used 
only when a particular Lorentz system has been chosen in 
order to simplify the transition from coordinate-free formal
ism to conventional "space-plus-time" statements. Our con
vention is understood from (2.9) and (2.26)-(2.30). 

B. The Minkowski space of special relativity 

We are given (E, V,.,S, V ~ 4) such that 

(i) E is a four-dimensional real affine space,7 

(ii) V is the four-dimensional real vector space of trans
lations belonging to the affine space E, 

(iii) (-) denotes a symmetric bilinear form, which we will 
call the "scalar product" on V, with positive index of inertia 
3 and negative index 1. We writex·yER for the scalar product 
of X,YEV. 

(iv) S is (a choice of) one of the two components (i.e., 
maximal connected subsets) in the set [UE V I U·U = - 1) 

(v) V: 4 is one of the two components in V 114" [0 J, 
where V 114 is the set of alternating tensors of order 4 (see 
subsection C below). 

We interpret E as the set of events and S the set of 4-
velocities, i.e., unit vectors in the future direction. Thus (iv) 
gives us an orientation in time and the orientation in space is 
defined from (iv) and (v): Three spacelike linearly indepen
dent vectors VI, V2 , V1 (space like means VtVi > 0) are positively 
oriented iff u !\ VI !\ v2 !\ VJE V ~ 4, where u is the (unique) ele
ment in S determined by U'V i = 0 for i = 1,2, and 3. If we 
only make use of the structure given in (i)-(v) and avoid 
using any particular coordinate systems we will automatical
ly obtain coordinate free, and thus intrinsically covariant, 
formulas. Contact with standard index notation is obtained 
by the (proper) Lorentz (coordinate) systems. Such a system 
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is defined by a choice of origin OEE together with four vec
tors (eO,e"e2,e3) such that 

letejl = oij 
and 

eoES and eO!\el!\e2!\e3EV~4. 

A Lorentz system L defines bijections 

Lv: V---+R4 and LE:E---+R 4by 

LE(P) = (Xi) iff P= 0 + Lxiei' 

where (vi) and (Xl) are the index notations for y and P. If L 
and K are two Lorentz systems, then the composed mapping 
K EO L i 1 is a Poincare transformation with the Lorentz 
transformation K voL v 1 as its homogeneous part. 

C. Calculus on Minkowski space 

Tensor spaces may be constructed from the vector 
space Vand they will inherit some structure from the scalar 
product. We may identify Vwith its dual space V* by asso
ciating with each vEVthe mapping v: V---+R defined by 
v(w) = v·w, thus nothing is gained by also using V* in build
ing tensor spaces. Accordingly we consider only the tensor 
spaces V,. n and their subspaces of n-vectors (i.e., alternating 
tensors) V lin. A base [eo,e"e2,ed of V induces the base 

{ei,®···®ei" I 0<ik<3, l<k<n} (2.1) 

of V '" n and the base 

{e !\· .. !\e I O<i,<···<i <3,} 
II i" n 

(2.2) 

of V II n. The dimensions of V ,. n and V II n are 4 n and (~), 

respectively. The space V II n is nontrivial only for 
nE[0,1,2,3,4J and by definition V",o= Vllo=Rand V,.l 
= V II I = V. The scalar product on V induces the mapping 

(k) and < , > such that 

(k): v"/ X v",m---+v,.(l+m-2k) for l,m;;,k;;,l, (2.3) 

< , >: VllmX vllm---+R for m;;,l, 

defined by 

VI ® ... ® VI(k)WI ® .•. ® wm 

(2.4) 

= (iI\ VI __ k+ i"W)VI ® ... ®VI_ k® Wk+ I ® '" ® Wm 

and 

< , 

(2.5) 

1 (m) = -VI®···®Vm . wI®···®wm· 
m! 

(2.6) 

We use the notation· for C), and: for e). The operator 
> is a scalar product on V II m such that the base (2.2) for 

V II m is orthonormal if [eo,e"e2,e3j is orthonormal, i.e., if 
[ei"ejl = Dij. It may be shown that 

(2.7) 
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and this is the scalar product used in Ref. 8. 

Given a 2-surface ~ in E we define its area A (~) as 

A (~) = L I (y;(s,t) 1\ y;(s,t ),y;(s,t) 1\ y;(s,t» I lI2ds dt, 

(2.8) 

where the mapping y: R 2-:Jn~E is a parametrization of~. 
It is a standard result of advanced calculus that this area is 
independent of the particular parametrization if we only 
consider sufficiently well behaved parametrizations. It is 
straightforward to generalize (2.8) and obtain natural 
length, area, and volume measures on 1, 2, 3, or 4-surfaces in 
Eor V. 

Example: S has the parametrization y: R )~ V, where 

(2.9) 

where U O = (1 + u·u)'12 and where eo, e" e2, e] belongs to a 
Lorentz frame and u = (u',u 2,u). We have 

ay 

au i 

and thus 

ui 
. 

= - eo + ei for 1= 1,2,3 
UO 

/ ( 
ay 1\ ay 1\ ay ,~I\ ay 1\ ay ) /lI2dU'dU2dU) 
au' au 2 au) au' au2 au) 

= ! det( - uiui /(U O
)2 + 8) . !

112dU'dU 2dU) 
Ij 1",,;;3 

1'0,;;3 

(2.10) 

Thus 

( g(u) du = ( gOy (u).!.. du' du2 du) 
Js JR' UO 

for a function g: S~R. In the same way we obtain for h 
:E~R, 

L h (P) dP = L hoL i I (Xi) dxo dx' dx 2 dx\ (2.11) 

where L E : E~R 4 is a map belonging to a Lorentz system as 
in Section B above. It is practical to write g(u) for goy (u) 
and h (Xi) for hoL E--: I(xl 

We now define the operators VE, Vv, and Vs by 

(a) Let T: E~V ® \ then VET: E~V®(k + I) such that 

IIT(P) - T(Pa) - (P - Po)·VET(Po)II = o(IIP - Poll)· 
(2.12) 

(b) Let T: V~V ® k, then V vT: V~V ®(k + I) such that 

IIT(v) - T(vo) - (v - Yo)-VvT(yo)II = o<ily - yoll)· 
(2.13) 

(c) Let T: S~V ®\ then VsT: S~V®(k + I) such that 

IIT(u) - T(uo) - (u - uo),VsT(uo)11 = o(llu - uoll). 
(2.14) 

and uo·VsT(uo) = O. 

In (a), (b), and (c) II II denotes some norm on the rel
evant vector space. The definitions do not depend on the 
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particular norms chosen since all norms on a finite-dimen
sional vector space are equivalent. 9 In the right-hand side of 
(2.12)-(2.14) 0 has the property liml~o[o(t)/t] = O. 

In a Lorentz system L we obtain from (a), (b), and (c): 

a 3 a 
VE = -eo- + 2: ei -

i
, where LE(P) = (x\(2.15) 

axo i= I ax 

a 3 a 
Vv = -eo- + 2: ei -;, where Lv(v) = (vt (2.16) 

ayO ;=1 ay 

3 a 3a 3. 

Vs= 2: ei -
j 

+ u 2: u'-;' where u = .2: u'e;, 
;=1 au ;=1 au 1=1 

(2.17) 

Example: Let Tbe as in (a) above. Express Tin the 
systemLas T= LaelTa Aa, where Ta:R 4---+R and !AalaET l 
is the base of V ® k obtained as in (2.1). Then 

VET = - 2:(~Ta)eo®Aa 
ael ax 

(2.18) 

For cP: E---+ V we define the four-dimensional curl operator 
VEl\cP = VEcP - (VE cP)t, where t means (v® w)' = w® v. 
We will also need the Taylor expansion of a function h: 
EXV~V®\ 

00 1 
h (Po + Llx,yo + Lly) = 2: - (LlX,VE + Lly.Vv)" 

II ~O n! 

X h (Po,Yo) (2.19) 

which is a practical but formal notation for 

h (Po + Llx,yo + Lly) 

= I ~(n )Llx®m ®Lly"(11 m) 
11=0 n. m 

X C)v~v~- m)h(p,y) I (P"y,)' (2.20) 

D. The Vlasov and Maxwell equations 

The electromagnetic field tensor F and 4-current J are 
mappings F: E---+ V 1\ 2 andJ: E- V. The Maxwell's equations 
are given by 

(
11 0 )112 

VE·F= -z J, (2.21 ) 

V E·*F= 0, (2.22) 

where * is the Hodge star operator defined in Ref. 8. We will 
in this paper assume the existence of a four-potential <P: 
E-V such that - V E 1\ <P = F. This is a natural assumption 
in a Vlasov plasma where discrete particle effects are 
neglected. 

Let! E XS-R be the distribution function of some 
particle species in the plasma with charge q and rest mass mo. 
The Vlasov equation for/may be written 

D/=O (2.23) 

where the Vlasov operator is 
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D=u·VE+ -q-(VEI\(/>·U)'VS ' 
moe2 

(2.24) 

The electromagnetic wave equation 

D(/> = ( ~: y/2J, (2.25) 

where O(/> = V E'(V E 1\ (/», together with the Vlasov equa
tion for all particle species constitutes, if the eventual exter
nal 4-current is known, a closed system of equations. 

In a Lorentz system L we keep the standard notation for 
electric and magnetic field E and B, the ordinary current 
density J, the scalar and vector potentials U and A, and the 
charge density p. We have: 

F = E 1\ eo + c* (B 1\ eo), (2.26) 

*F= *(E 1\ eo) - cB 1\ eo, (2.27) 

(/> = Ueo + cA, (2.28) 

J = cpeo + J, (2.29) 

and the operators 

3 ,a q a 
D = I u - + - (uoE + cuXB). - (2.30) 

'=0 axl moe2 au 
and 

0= a
2 

+ a
2 

+ a
2 

+ a
2 

(231) 
- a(xO)2 a(x')2 a(x2)2 a(xl)2' . 

Substitution of (2.26)-(2.27) in (2.21 )-(2.22) yields the 
"space-plus-time" form of Maxwells equations. If we use 

V E·*(B 1\ eo) = curl B, (2.32) 

V E·(B 1\ eo) = - c-1 ~ B + (div B)eo, (2.33) at 
and the corresponding relation for E. The Lorentz condition 
V E'(/> = 0 is only used in the derivation of (2.31). 

3. THE MAIN RE5UL T5 
The plasma is described by the relativistic Vlasov equa

tion (2.23) and the electromagnetic wave equation (2.25). 
The unperturbed plasma state may be inhomogeneous non
stationary and space-time dependent external electromag
netic fields may be present. The state is determined by the 
distribution functionsfg: E X S-V, for all particle species (T, 

and the 4-potential (/>0: E_V. Here (/>0 satisfies the electro
magnetic wave equation with plasma and external 4-cur
rents included. 

Omission of index (T: For notational reason we will fre
quently omit the particle species index (T and also summa
tions over (T. It is an easy task to fill in the missing (T and ~u· 

"Space-plus-time" statements: A statement involving 
space or time separately without reference to any Lorentz 
frame means that there exists a Lorentz frame such that the 
statement is true. 

Formal calculations: The results formulated in this sec
tion are obtained by formal calculations and their domain of 
validity are undetermined. Thus we must not take the rather 
formal way of presentation too seriously, the use of a math-
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ematical terminology clarifies the structure of the content 
but we prove no mathematically rigorous results (see howev
er remark 2 below). 

Definition 1: Lo(E, V) and L O(E, V) are spaces of func
tions from E to V such that 

(i) ifJELo(E, V)::::>¢-G uniformly sufficiently fast to
wards the past, 

(ii) ifJEL O(E, V)::::>¢-G uniformly sufficiently fast to
wards the future. 

Remark 1: Towards the limit of the infinite past we 
want the perturbed system to approach the unperturbed one 
(see Definition 4 and Lemma 1). This is why the function in 
Lo(E, V) have to vanish sufficiently fast towards the past. For 
mathematical reasons it is convenient to allow perturbations 
which do not vanish exactly prior to any finite time. It is for 
example sometimes suitable to calculate the response of a 
perturbation which exponentially approaches zero towards 
the past. 10 

Definition 2: ForifJ,ifJ" ... ,ifJmELo(E,v)andm = 1,2, .. ·we 
define 

(i) M [ifJ ]: E- Vis the change in plasma 4-current due to 
the perturbation ifJ of the 4-potential, 

(ii)8J(m)[ifJ ] is defined from the expansion (1.1) of8J [ifJ ], 

(iii) M(m)[ifJ,,. .. ,ifJm] is determined by 

(a) it is linear in each variable ifJ" 

(b) it is symmetric with respect to permutations of its m 
arguments ifJ" 

(c) M(m)[ ifJl,. .. ,ifJm] = M(m)[ifJ ] if ifJl = ... = ifJm = ifJ· 

Definition 3: Some set-theoretic notations will be used. 

(i)N= [0,1, ... !, N m = [O,I, ... ,mj, N+= [I,2, .. ·1, 
N ~ = p,2, ... ,ml; 

(ii) Let B, C, and D denote finite sets: 

P (B) = [all partitions of B 1 
= I r I r is a set of disjoint nonempty subsets in B, 

such that u C = B I, 
CEr 

n(B) = number of elements in B, 

[~BErn(B)]! 
I r I = max n(B ) and T! = --=----=-=----=:...-

BEr IT BEr [n(B )!] 

for TEP(B). 

We will use upper and lower indices and a second set in 
the argument, in any combination, to denote certain subsets 
of P(B) 

P~(B,C) = lTEP(B) 1 n(T)-;;,k, IT I <J,CE£' I· 
Thus in (3.1)-(3.2) 

P~(Nm) = [rEP(Nm) 1 n(r)-;;,3, I r 1 <J J, 
(iii) If rEP (B ) and kEB and [k 1 if, then T " [k 1 is de

noted (T 1 \ 1 k). In general we use the notation 
(a 1131· .. 18 I" I rl .. ·1 e), where in the place of a letter we have 
one or several elements of N or one finite subset of N or some 
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partition of a finite subset of N. The definition is understood 
from an example: 

def 

(E I r l Irzll,21\ I r 3 13) = !E lur1urzu{p,2j} 

where r, are partitions of some subsets in Nand BeN. 

for m = 2/, (3.1) 

for m = 21 + 1, (3.2) 

for 1 = 1,2,.·· and 1m = P ~ + \N m)\P ~(N m)' Here m >2 and 
the m = 1 use is treated in (3.14) part II. We define 

A (F) = I qc(m + 1)(T!yl ( Io(P,U)(..1 (F)(lPo(P) 
a JEXS 

.u) + I ..1 (r I \ I k )(<Pk(P)-U)] dP du (3.3) 
Ik iEr 

and [if we use formal notations analogous with (2.19)] 

..1(F)= II [ox(B)·VE+ou(B).VvJ, (3.4) 
BEr 

where ox(B) and ou(B) are functions from E xS to Vand 
determined from the hierachy of equations 

D08x(B) = ou(B ), (3.5) 

Doou(B) = qmo IC-2 I (F !)-I ( ..1 (F )(V E /\ lPo'U) 
rEP(B) 

+ I ..1 (F I \ /k)(VE/\<Pk'U)]' (3.6) 
fk iEr 

together with the boundary conditions: 

ox(B ), ou(B H towards the past if 0iB, (3.7) 

ox(E), ou(B)--+O towards the future ifOEB. (3.8) 

Remark 2: In Result 1 the conditions we may impose on 
<Pi for i> 1 in a meaningful way is restricted by the fact that we 
are interested in oJ (m)[rp ] for solving the electromagnetic 
wave equation selfconsistently for rp. Thus rp is somewhat out 
of our control and it is for rpl = ... = <Pm = <P that 
oJ(m)[ <p" ... ,rpm] has a physical interpretation. On the other 
hand. the choice of <Po is ours and we may rather freely im
pose conditions on <Po to compensate for bad behavior in rp" 
i> 1. In fact we may use rpo much as a test function in distribu
tion theory and, just as in that theory, formal calculations on 
even badly behaving functions may turn out to be justified 
when we consider integrated quantities like (3.1). 
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Remark 3: The restriction <PoEL O(E, V) is made to make 

it probable that <Po(p)·Oj(m)[<P" .... <PmJ{P) approaches zero 
in all directions (we consider the plasma to be spatially finite 
at finite times) so that we may integrate this quantity over E 
and so that surface contributions vanish when we perf rom 
partial integrations (cf. Lemma 6 in Sec. 4). 

Definition 4: For <P, <pJ) ... ,rpmEL O(E, V) we define 

(i) ox[ rp ] and ou [<p ] such thatthey describe the change in 
the particles positions in E X S due to the perturbation <P such 
that given the orbit (P(s),u(s», where sic denotes proper 
time, of a plasma particle in the unperturbed plasma the 
orbit of this particle in the presence of the perturbation rp 
would be (P(s) + ox[rp ](P(s),u(s», u(s) 
+ ou[rp ](P(s),u(s»), where sic still denotes proper time. 

(ii) ox{m)[<p ], ou(m)[rp ] are defined from the expansion of 
ox[<p] and ou[<p ] analogous to (ii) in Definition 2. 

(iii) ox(m)[ rph ... ,rpm] and ou(m) [rPh .. ·,$m J are deter
mined by 

(a) They are linear in each variable <Pi 

(b) They are symmetric with respect to permuations of 
their m arguments rPi 

(c) t5x(m)[<p" ... ,<PmJ =t5x(m)[rp J and 

ou(m) [<p" ... ,<Pm J = ~Uem) [rp ] if rP, = ... = <Pm = rp. 

Result 2: Let rpi' t5x(B ), and ou(B ) be as in Result 1 and 
alB = P(l), ... ,i(m)! and m = n(B), then 

8x(B) = 8x(m)[$'(!)""'<Pi(md, 

t5u(B) = oU(m)[<pi(I)""'<Pi(md. 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

Corollary 1: If <Po, rp" ... ,rPmELo(E,v)nL D(E,v) and if 
ox(B ),ou(B )-0 both towards the past and the future, the 
quantity 

r rpo(p).Oj(m)[rP" ... ,<PmJ(P) dP 
JEXS 

(3.11) 

is symmetric with respect to permutations of <Po, <p" ... ,<Pm. 

Proo]: It is only (3.7), (3.8), and the requirement that 
<PoEL O(E, V) while other <p,ELo(E, V) that makes our expres
sion for (3.11) in Result I not symmetric in general. These 
asymmetries are eliminated by the assumptions in CoroIIary 
1. 

Remark 4: In Result 1 we consider rpO, ... ,rPrn as given in 
order to simplify notation. However, we are in reality inter
ested in varying these functions and we will now introduce 
some more operator minded notations. 

Definition 5: We define on operators Am and A/ 
L O(E, V)x (Lo(E, v»xm_R forjETm [see Definition 6(a) be
low] and a subset T~(m) of T m: 

(i) T~(m) = !JETm l.l,"'= J(i) > 3 andj(i) = a for i> Il, 
(ii) A/<po,.·.,rP",) = .lrJ,=jA (F), whereir is defined in 

(4.16), 

(iii) Am(<po, ... ,rpm) = S er/Jo(p)·8J(m) [rp" ... ,rPm]{P) dP. 

Remark 5: In (ii) above we add alIA (r) for all rhaving 
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a particular structure. (With the structure of r we mean the 
information of how many sets in r have one element, two 
elements, and so on. The structure of r is determined by the 
functionj r where j r (I) is the number of sets in r with i 
elements.) It is easy to see that Aj (JET m) is symmetric with 
respect to permutation of its last m variables, and linear in 
each variable. 

Corollary 2: 

for m = 2l, 

for m = 21 + 1, 

wherej(lm) = T~ + !(m)\ T~(m) and 1 = 1,2,.··. 

Corollary 3: If cpo, ¢,l! ... ,¢'mELo(E, V)nL O(E, V) and if 
ox(B ),ou(B )-0 both towards the past and the future, thenA j 
(¢,o'''''¢'m) is symmetric with respect to permutation of 
¢'o, ... ,¢,,,,. 

Proof of Corollary 3: The same as for Corollary 1. 

4. DERIVATION OF THE RESULTS 
The unperturbed plasma (Io,<Po) and ¢,O, ... ,¢'m are taken 

as in Result 1. We consider ¢'ELo(E, V) as given. The Vlasov 
equation for the unperturbed plasma is Dolo = O. 

Lemma 1: The transformation of E X S defined by 
(P,u)-(P + ox(¢> )(P,u),u + out¢ )(P,u» is measure 
preserving. 

Proof A 4-potential <P: E~ V determines a one param
eter group of transformations Y,.(<P): E XS-E xSby the 
vector field v[ <P ]: E X S-V X V defined as 

u[<P l(P,u) = (u, -q-v EA<P(P}U). 
moc' 

Take (P (s),u(s» = Y s[ <P )(P,u), then (P (s),u(s»is the path of 
a plasma particle in E X S, where sic is the lapse of proper 
time and (P (O),u(O» = (p,u). Since (P + ox[cf> ](P,u),u 
+ 8u[cf> ](P,u» = lims .", Y,[<Po + ¢> Joy _sl<Po)(P,u), it is 

sufficient to prove that rs[ <P ) is measure preserving for all s. 
Take a Lorentz frame L. Then with notation introduced in 
Sec. 2, the map LEX Lv: E X S-+R ' is seen to transform our 
problem on E xS into the following on R ': Prove that the 
flow w: R '-»R ' defined by 

w«x'),u) = (u, -q- (uOE + UXB») 
moc' 

preserves the measure (uoY'dxo dx' dx 2 dx 1 du ' du 2 du 1
• A 

sufficient condition for this is div[(uO)-lw] = 0, where div is 
the seven-dimensional divergence. We obtain by straightfor
ward computation 

div[(uOtlW) = -q-...!!..-. ·«uO)-'uXB) = o. 
moc2 au 

Lemma 2: (a) The function ox[cf> ] and out¢> ] are deter
mined from 

D0<5x[¢> )(P,u) = ou[cf> )(P,u), (4.1) 
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D08u[¢' ](P,u) = -q- [V EA (<Po + ¢'), p+ (;x(P,u),(u 
moe' 

+ out¢' J(P,u» - VE /\ <Po(P)·u], 

(4.2) 
with the boundary condition 8x(¢, ] and 8u(¢' ]..--+0 towards 
the past. 

(b) L ¢'o(P )·8J [¢> ](P) dP 

= qc L >(5 (¢>o(P + ox(P,u»·(u + DU(P,u» - lbo(P)-U 1 

xlo(P,u) dP duo (4.3) 

Proof: Part (a) follows straightforwardly from the defi
nition of ox(¢> 1 and DU(¢> ]. Part (b) follows from the equality 

L" 5 ¢>o(P)-uf(P,u) dP du 

= i. .. s cf>o(P+ DX(P,U»'(u + c5u(P,u»!o(P,u) dPdu. 

(4.4) 

To prove (4.4) we make the variable substitution 
(P,u)~(P + c5x(P,u),u + Du(P,U» in the left-hand side and 
make use of Lemma 1 and 

!o(P,u) = f{P + 8x(P,u),u + ou(P,u». (4.5) 

The relation (4.5) is a consequence of the Vlasov equation. 

Definition 6: 

(a) T m = V)j: N'-;.N and itl ij(i) = m} for mEN; 

(b)Ll(j)= IT (c5x(l)[¢, 1·V E +ou(i)[c,z\ 1·Vs)}(I) 
i= 1 

forjET", and mEN. Note thatLl (j) is the identity operator for 
JETo; 

(c)} = fI (j(i)l) for JETm· 
i~· I 

Lemma 3: (a) The functions Dx(ttI)[cP) and 8u(m)[¢» are 

determined from 

Doox(m)[cIJ J = c5u(m)[cft ], (4.6) 

Duou(m)[¢> J = m~c2 L~ .. (J1)"ILl (j)(VEA<Po'u) 

+ . I U)"'Ll (j)(V E A cf>.U») , (4.7) 
JET ... \ 

with the boundary conditions c5x[¢> ] and c5u[¢ J-O towards 
the past. 

(b) 1 ¢>o(p)·8J(m)[¢ )(P) dP 

= qc jI~ .. Uti Lx slo(P,u)Ll (j)(¢>o(P),u) dP duo (4.8) 

Proof Taylor expansion of the right-hand sides in (a) 
and (b) Lemma 2 yields 
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D0<5u[~ ] = -q-
mOc2 

[m~1 ~! (8x[~ ].VE+8u[~ ]'VV)m(VE!\<PO·U) 

+ f ~(8x[~ ].VE+8u[~ ]'VV)m(VE!\~'U)] (4.9) 
m=O m. 

and 

L ~o(P)·81 [~ ](P) dP 

= qc ( Io(P,u)! (m!tl 
JEXS m=1 

We here regard u'~o(P) as a function on EX V(not only on 
E XS) and accordingly V v(u·~o) = ~o. We substitute 
(81 [~],8x[~ ],c5u[~ D = };,;';; = 1(81(m)[~ ],c5x(m)[~ ],c5u(m)[~ D 
and get equations for each order of nonlinearity. 

We obtain for example: Terms nonlinear of order min 
};,I: _ I(k !tl [};,;' = 1(c5x(n)[~ ].V E + c5u(n)·v v)] k sum up to 

L (j1tl fi (c5x(i)[~ ],VE+c5u(I)[~ ].Vv)}(i), (4.11) 
JET", ;= I 

where thUSj(l) is the number of(c5x(I)[~ ]·V E 

+ 8U(I)[~ ]·V v) factors in a term and };,t'= lij(l) = m is the 
order. It is an easy combinatorial problem to find the factor 
(j1)-l in (4.11). 

Proof of Result 2: We define and c5:i(k)[ ~;" ... ,~;,] 

= c5x(B )andc5u(k)[ ~"'''''~''] = c5u(B), whereB = [i" ... ,ik ] 
and 0 < i 1 < ... < i k' It is easy to see that c5:i(k ) and c5U(k) is 
linear in each variable and symmetric, and if we also prove 
that 

def 

DX(k ) [~ ] = 8:i(k ) [~] = c5:i(k) [r/J, ... ,~] (k times ~), 

(4.12) 

def 

8u(A)[r/J] =c5U(k)[~] = 8U(k)[~, ... ,~] (k times ~), 

(4.13) 

it follows from (iii) in Definition 4 that the - (overtilde) may 
be removed without changing the functions and thus Result 
2 follows. 

We first prove, with the obvious definition of J (J), that 
~l = ... = ~m = ~ implies: 

L (r !tl.1 (r) = L (j1)-lJ (J) (4.14) 
rEP(N,,; ) JET", 

and 

L (r !tl.1 (r I \ I k) = L (j1tlJ (J), 
r,k )ET,,, I 

(4.15) 

where };,k.r the sum is taken over all k, r such that kEN ,;; 
and [k ] EFEP(N ,,;). 

We use the variable substitution P (N ,;;) 3 r -j rET m 
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in the left-hand side of (4.14) where 

jr(l) = n[BEF I nCB) = i]. (4.16) 

This substitution make sense since.1 (r) and r! may be ex
pressed in terms ofjr:.1 (F) = JOr ) and 
F! = m![nt'= 1(11)jr(I)]-l. In this way we obtain 

L (F!t l.1 (F) = L (m!t' fi
l
(l1)J(i) 

~P~~) fo~ 1= 

xn[rEP(N,;;) Ijr=jjJ Or)' 
(4.17) 

The number n [FEP (N ,;;) I j r = jj is calculated by count
ing the number of ways we may construct F for a givenj by 
the following procedure: 

(1) Divide N,;; in disjoint sets B; such that N ,;; 
= ut'= IBj and nCB) = ij(l). 

(2) Divide each B, inj(i) subsets with i elements in each. 

If the subsets in (2) are used as the elements of F, thenj r 
= j. The number of ways of performing (1) and (2), respec

tively is 

= ( m )(m - j(I»)(m - j(l) - 2j(2»)... (4.18) 
n l J(I) 2j(2) 3j(3) , 

n2 =fi [A (ij~l))(i(J(i),- 1»)(i(J(z).- 2»). .. ], (4.19) 
1 = I J(l). 1 I 1 

and we have 

n[FEP(N,;;) Ijr=jj = nl·n2 = m!p1 ,VI (l1»)(I)] -I. 
(4.20) 

Substitutions of (4.20) in (4.17) yields (4.14). We obtain 
(4. 15)from(4.14)and(FI \ I k)!=m-'F!From(4.14)and 
(4.15) we now see that (3.5) and (3.6) becomes exactly the 
same equations forc5:i(k )[~ ] andc5u(k )[~ ] as (4.6) and (4. 7) are 
for c5X(k )[~ ] and c5U(k )[~ ] and thus (4.12) and (4.13) are true 
and so Result 2 follows. 

Lemma 4: 

L ~o(p)-81(m)[ ~!""'~m](P) dP 

=qc L (F!r! ( Io(P,u).1 (F)u·~o(P)dPdu. 
TEP(N,,: ) )E xS 

(4.21) 

Proof It is sufficient to prove that (4.21) is consistent 
with (iii) in Definition 2. Here (a) and (b) are easily checked 
and (c) follows from (4.14) substituted in 4.21 when 
~! = ... = ~m = ~ and comparison with (4.8), remembering 
that J (J) = .1 (J) as proved above. 

Lemma 5: Let Band C be two nonempty finite and 
disjoint subsets of Nand FEP(C), then 

(a).1 (B )(~·u) = 8x(B )·V E/\ ~·u + Do [8x(B ).~ ], 
(4.22) 

(b).1 (r I B )(~.u) = r5x(B ) . .1 (F)(V E/\ ~·u) 

+ Do[c5x(B ) . .1 (F)~]. 

J, Larsson 
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Proof The proof is a straightforward computation 
where we made use of identities like 

.1 (r)(¢.u) = (.1 (r)¢ ).u + L Du(D) . .1 (r I \ I D)¢, 

towards the past and the future, then 

( fo(P,u)Doh (P,u) dP du = O. 
JEXS 

(4.25) 

DET 

(4.24) 

D08x(B) = Du(B), and DrIP = U· V E ¢. 

Lemma 6: Let h: E XS-+R be vanishing sufficiently fast 

Proof We havefoDoh = Do(loh) since Dolo = 0 To 
prove S E xsDo(loh )dPdu = 0 we transform the integral to a 
Lorentz frame and the result follows by partial integration 
since the surface contribution vanishes. 

Lemma 7: Let Band C be two non empty disjoint and finite subsets of Nand OEBuC, then 

2. (r!)-l ( [.1(rIC)<Po'u+ 2. .1(rICI\ Ik)(¢k·u)lrodPdu 
TEP(B) JEXS IkjET Y' 

= 2. (Flyl ( [.1(rIB)<Po·u+ L .1(rIBI\ Ik)(¢k·u)lFodPdu 
TEP(C) JEXS IkjET Y' (4.26) 

Proof From (3.6) we obtain 

moc
2 

( Dx(C).(DoDU(B)lfodPdu = 
q JEXS 

L (Flyl ( DX(C)'[.1 (r)(V EA 4>o'u) 
rEP(B) JE xS 

+ 2. .1 (r I \ I k)(VEA¢k·u)lFodPdu. 
Ik jEr Y' 

(4.27) 

Substitution of (4.22) and (4.23) in the right-hand side of (4.27) yields 

moc
2 

( Dx(C).D08u(B)fodPdu= 2. (r!)-l ( [.1 (rIC)(<Po'u) + 
q JEXS TEP(B) JEXS 

2. .1 (r IC I \ I k)(¢k·u)lFodPdu. 
Ik lET Y' 

(4.28) 

The Do parts from (4.22) and (4.23) vanishes due to Lemma 6, which may be used since OEBuC. We obtain form Lemma 6 that 

( Dx(C}D08u(B)fodPdu = ( Dx(B}D08u(C)fodPdu. 
JEXS JEXS 

(4.29) 

Lemma 7 now follows from (4.28) and (4.29). 

Lemma 8: Let mEN+ and m;;;,2, then 

( .1 (N;:; )(¢o·u)fodPdu = L (Flyl r [.1 (r \ O)(4)o'u) + L .1 (r I 0 1\ Ik) (¢k'U) YodPdU. (4.30) 
JEXS TEP,(N,;;) JEXS IkjET 

Proof Choose B = l 0 land C = N ,;; in Lemma 7 and 
Lemma 8 easily follows. 

Lemma 9: Let Band C be disjoint subsets of N with 
n(B);;;,2, n(C);;;,2, and OEBuC, then 

2. A (r) = L A (r). 
rEN&JC,C) TEP.(IruC.B) 

(4.31) 

Proof For rEP(B) we have (r I C)! = (n(B) + n(c»! 
X (n(b )!n(c)!)-lFl and since n(C);;;,2 we have ~I k JET 

= Llk IEWI c) and thus it follows from (4.26) and (3.3) that 

2. A (r) = L A (r) 
rEP,(IruC,C) TEP,(IruC,B) 

(4.32) 

and Lemma 9 follows. 

Lemma 10: Let mEN and m;;;,2, then 

1 ¢o·8J(m)[¢l'''''¢m]dP = L A (r). (4.33) 
E TEP,(NmoIOj) 

Proof: Rewrite the term corresponding to r = ! N ;; } 
in Lemma 4 according to Lemma 8, then it is straightfor
ward to derive Lemma 10. 
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r 
Definition 7: M(m,k) = IrEP~ - k(Nm) 1000EF=? 

n(B)<k l. 
Lemma 11: Let k,mEN+ and 2 + 2k<m, then 

2. A (r) = 2. A (F). (4.34) 
TEM(m,k) TEM(m,k + I) 

Proof Trivially (4.34) is equivalent to 

2. A (F) = 2. A (r), (4,35) 
rEI, TEl, 

where 

II = M (m,k + 1)\M (m,k), 

12 = M(m,khM(m,k + 1). (4.36) 

We will prove that 

1\ = u P)(Nm,C), 12 = u PlNm,D), 
eEl, DEI, 

where 

I) = ICCNmlOEC and n(C) = k + 1 J, 
1.= IDCNm\oW and n(D)=m-kl· 

In order to do this we define 

J. Larsson 
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(3):DECEl':=}n(C) = k + I}, 

M2 = I H=I\(N m) I (a): IriF=F0, (b): Ir I = m - k, 

(c): DECEl':=}n(C)=Fk + 1 J. 

(4.39) 

(4.40) 

Now (4.37) easily follows from (4.41)-(4.44) below, 

M,CI,n[ u P,(Nm,C)] , 
CEI, 

(4.41) 

M2CI2n[ U P'(Nm,D)], 
DEI, 

(4.42) 

I,U[ U P'(Nm,C)] CM" 
CEI, 

(4.43) 

(4.44) 

It is mainly a matter of checking to prove (4.41)--(4.44). 
We will just demonstrate (4.43) since it is rather similar to 
show (4.44) and (4.41)--(4.42) are trivial. It is easy to see that 
I, CM,. For a rEP,(N m'C) where CEl, property (1) and (3) 
in (4.39) follows directly. We prove thatralso have proper
ty (2) by contradiction: Ir I > m - k - 1:=}3DEl': n(D) > 
m - k - 1 and Oil) (since OED:=}n(D) = k + 1 > m 
- k - l:=}m < 2k + 2 but we have assumed m;;.2k + 2) 

:=}we have r = I D Jul C Jur, and since n(r);;'3 we have 
r,=F0 and n(Nm);;.n(D) + n(C) + l:=}m + 1 
> (m - k - 1) + (k + 1) + l:=}m + 1> m + 1. 

It is easily proved that I, and 12 are expressed as unions 
of pairwise disjoint sets by (4.37), thus 

~,A (r) = &, [ np,~""C)A (r)], (4.45) 

~,A (r) = ~. [np'~""D)A (r) l (4.46) 

The mapping C----+D = N m '\ C defines a bijection 1,----+1. 
and may be used as a variable substitution in (4.45). From 
Lemma 9 we obtain 

CEl) and D = N m '\c:=} I A (r) 
rEP,(N""C) 

I A (r). (4.47) 
rEP,(N,,,,D) 

By the variable substitution and (4.47) we transform the 
right-hand side in (4.45) to the expression on the right-hand 
side of (4.46), and now Lemma 11 is proved. 

Proof of Result 1: We have P,(N m' I 0 J) = M (m, 1) and 
thus from Lemmas 10 and 11 we obtain 

( ~o·DJ(m)[~""·'~ml dP= I A (r), 
JE rEM (m,l) 

m = 2/ or 21 + 1, 1 = 1,2,· ... 

The set M (m,l) may be expressed as 

M(m,l) = P~(Nm)' m = 2/, 
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(4.48) 

(4.49) 

(4.50) 

We define Is and 16 as 

Is = [CCNm I DEC and n(C) = I + I), 

16 = [DCN,;; I n(D) = 1+ 1). 

We use the notation 

A (I) = I A (r) 
rEI 

(4.51) 

(4.52) 

and in a similar way as in the proof of Lemma 11 we obtain 

From (4.53) we now get 

A ( u P,(Nm,D») =!A (1m) 
DEI, 

since 1m, defined in (3.1), may be expressed as 

1m = [ u P'(Nm,C)]U[ U P,(Nm,D)]. 
CEI. DEI, 

(4.53) 

(4.54) 

(4.55) 

From (4.48), (4.49), (4.50), and (4.54) we obtain Result 1. 

5. DISCUSSION 

There is a formal relationship between our expressions 
(3.1 )-(3.2) and the Mayer cluster expansion of the m + 1 
particle distribution function. In both cases we obtain a sum 
of terms each depending on a correlation index" [in this pa
per we have chosen to represent the set of correlation indices 
by P (Nm )], however in the Mayer cluster expansion all cor
relation indices in P (N m) appear, while in expression (3.1)
(3.2) for Am(~o'''''~m) only some of them appear. That, in the 
Mayer expansion, all indices 0, I, ... ,m should be treated in a 
perfectly symmetric way is evident from the outset but it is a 
remarkable fact that this happens to be the case also in (3.1)
(3.2). Clearly the index 0 would be expected to playa role of 
its own and indeed it does but not as a summation index in 
(3.1)-(3.2). The different treatment of 0 as compared with 1, 
2, ... ,m enters in the boundary conditions (3.7)-(3.8). This 
peculiar quasi symmetry in 0, I, ... ,m becomes a "true" sym
metry, if the perturbation asymptotically leaves particle or
bits unperturbed (Corollary 1). In other words, if we neglect 
particles which are resonant with the perturbation this sym
metry is obtained. 

Corollary 1 is a general form of an important class of 
symmetry relations among plasma response functions. The 
simplest example is the anti-Hermitian property of the prin
cipal part (thus neglecting resonant wave-particle interac
tion) of the linear conductivity tensor. Another important 
example is the well-known symmetry of the principal part of 
the three wave coupling coefficients implying conservation 
of wave energy and momentum in the coherent interaction 
of three waves and also in the weak turbulence equations. 
Recently corresponding three-wave results were derived for 
inhomogenous relativistic plasmas. ,2 For a homogeneous 
magnetized plasma a more detailed discussion of these sym
metries will be given in part II of this paper and Ref. 1 where 
the expressions for the response tensors of arbitrary order 
are obtained from Result 1. From Corollary 3 we observe 
that not only the operator A m possesses this symmetry but 
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also each partAj has it. The symmetries of the coupling coef
ficients are often used as an indication that no mistake has 
been made in their normally very lengthy algebraic deriva
tions. For 4-wave and higher order interactions a possible 
mistake, which will not be discovered by symmetry viola
tions, is the omission of some A j term in Am. 

In the Introduction it was said that the results of this 
paper would probably be much more difficult to obtain by 
straightforward iterations in the Vlasov equation. This is 
simply due to the fact that while the quantities 8x(B ) and 
8u(B ) naturally appear in the method used in this paper, they 
do not in the other approach. One may object that there may 
very well be other equally useful formulas for the operator 
8J(n) and that we obtained the particular one in Result 1 is 
due to the method of calculation used. An indication that 
this is not the case is the result for the three-wave coupling 
coefficient in Ref. 13. The structure of the expression ob-

1330 J. Math. Phys .• Vol. 20, No.7, July 1979 

tained is in good agreement with the results in this paper and 
the iterative method was used. 
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Current responses of all orders in a collisionless plasma. II. 
Homogeneous plasma 

J. Larsson 
Department of Plasma Physics, Umea University, S-901 87 Umea, Sweden 
(Received 7 July 1978) 

Expressions for the admittance tensors of all orders are obtained for a relativistic 
magnetized Vlasov-Maxwell plasma. Symmetries, from which the Manley-Rowe 
relations follow, are explicit in the expressions obtained. The treatment is covariant. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the first part of this paper/ which we denoted by "I," 
only the most general background plasma was considered. 
In this Part II we apply the general formulas in I to the 
particular case of a homogeneous and stationary back
ground plasma. We then obtain covariant expressions for the 
admittance tensors of all orders with the important symme
tries related to the Manley-Rowe relations explicitly exhib
ited. In the particular case of the nonrelativistic second order 
response we compare and get agreement with a result in Ref. 
2. 

We will use the notation in I. A slight extension of the 
formalism is needed since we want to make the calculations 
in Fourier space and coordinate-free. We thus introduce the 
complexification V+ = V + iVofthereal vector space Vand 
the admittance tensor of order m is an element in the tensor 
space (v+),,(m + I). 

2. THE ADMITTANCE TENSORS OF ALL 
ORDERS 

We consider a homogeneous stationary background 
plasma and thuslo(P,u) = Io(u) (i.e.,10 is independent of 
PEE) and V E 1\ (/>0 is independent of PEE. We choose an event 
o as origin and this gives rise to a vector space structure on 
E, since each PEE now determines the vector P - 0 in V. We 
will use the somewhat sloppy notation xEE where XE V and 
the event we have in mind is x + OEE. 

The Fourier transform ofa function G (x) wherexEEis 

(; (K) = L G (x) exp( - iK'X) dx, (2.1) 

where KEVor sometimes KEV+ = V + iV. (In a Lorentz 
frame we recognize K = wc-leo + k le1 + kzez + kJeJ.) 

The inverse transform is 

G (x) = (21Ty4 L (; (K) exp(iK'x) dK. (2.2) 

Remark 1: In Sec. 2 of I it was shown how to define a 
natural measure on E and V so the integrals (2.1) and (2.2) 
are well defined. 

Remark 2: Depending on the properties ofG (x) it may 
be advantageous to allow Kto take values in V+. When G (x) is 
a perturbation we have the boundary condition G (x)-G 

when x-the infinite past. Ifwe take KEV' and ImK (imagi
nary part of K) in the future direction, then lexp( - iK'X) I 
= exp(lmK.x)-G exponentially towards the future and this 

might.improve the convergence of (2.1). The validity of (2.2) 
may then be increased if we integrate over a plane V + i ImK 
in V+. 

Remark 3: In the particular case when G (x) vanishes in 
a half-space in the past we take ImK perpendicular to the 
spacelike plane defining the half-space and the origin 0 on 
this plane. Then (2.1) and (2.2) is the Fourier-Laplace trans
form and its inversion. This is easily seen if we take a Lorentz 
frame (O,eO,eheZ,eJ) with eo parallel to ImK: 

K = wc-leo + k, x = cteo + x, ImK = c-1yeo, 

(; (w,k) = roo c dt i G (t,x)e ~ Ik,xei(Ut dx, 
Jo R' 

(2.3) 

G (t,x) = (21Ty4 i c- l dw i G (w,k)e1k,xe ~ hut d k. 
R +iy R' 

(2.4) 

Definition 1: The admittance tensors A ~:'>'Km 
E(v+),,(m + Il, where m = 1,2,. .. and V+ = V + iV, are de
fined by [we take rpELo(E, V) and ¢K = S E¢J (x) 
X exp( - iK'X) dx]: 

(i) (21T) ~ 4m J A ~:)'K"'(~)¢K' ® ... ® ¢Km 

(2.5) 

-A (m) (m) 
- K, •...• K'" • a 1 ®···®a m (2.6) 

for arbitrary vectors ah ... ,amEV+ and permutations 1T of 
Il, ... ,mJ. 

Remark 4: From (2.5) we obtain 

8JK= m~1 (21T)~4(m~l) f A~:?'Km(~)¢K'®"'®¢Km 
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X8 (K - Kl - ••• - Km)dKI· .. dKm, (2.7) 

which combined with the transformed Maxwells equations 
is a suitable starting point for the study of weak interaction of 
modes or quasimodes. 

Remark 5: To get numbers from our formulas we have 
to leave the coordinate-free formalism and express our quan
tities as coordinates. In a given Lorentz system (0,eo,e"e"e3) 

we express the mth order conductivity tensor as complex 

numbers A (KI, ... ,Km)'~····J ... , where ij = 0,1,2, or 3, and the 

transformed 4-potential and Ky as numbers ¢ (KY and K(VY, 
i = 0,1,2,3. These numbers are coefficients for our abstract 
tensor space quantities so that 

(2.8) 

(2.9)1 

where we use the Einstein summation convention. In index 
calculus we have rules for raising and lowering indices. Ifwe 

lower the index iy on A in (2.8) and raise it on e (ei .. -/') the 
equality in (2.8) is still valid. The vectors ei are defined from 
ej by ei.ej = 8iJ. Since we are working in a Lorentz system, 
eo = - eO and ei = ei for i = 1,2, and 3. Raising or lowering 
index 0 on a number thus results in multiplication with - 1, 
raising or lowering 1,2, or 3 leave the number unchanged. 

Remark 6: In (2.3) a factor e appears and in (2.4) a 
factor c- l

. In the usual definition of the Laplace-Fourier 
transform these factors do not appear and in order to avoid 
them we could have replaced dx and dK in (2.1) and (2.2) 
with e-'dx and CdK. It is easy to see that A (m) is not 

K1.···.K'" 

changed if we make this replacement everywhere above 
where dx or dK appears. 

Result 1: Let m be a positive integer and Ko, ... ,KmE V, where Ko + .. , + K m = O. Then for arbitrary vectors ¢"""¢mE V+ we 
have 

lA (Oil) 
2 K J ' 

if m = 1, 

if m = 2/, / = 1,2, ... , 
A(m) = 

KI •. ··.Km 

~ I A ~ ... K ... + b A ~ ..... K ... ' if m = 2/ + 1, / = 1,2, .. ·, 
rEI", rEPlN",) 

where 1m = P ~ + I(N m) \.P ~(N m) and A ~..K ... is defined from 

The quantities 8x(B) and 8u(B) depend linearly on each ¢i for iED and are determined by the hierachy of equations 

(2.10) 

(2.11 ) 

(2.12) 

D [KB]8x(B) =8u(B), (2.14) 

(D[KB]-qmo-Ic-ZV£/\<Po·)8ii(B)=qmo-Ic-z I (nyl I [ II iKk·8X(C)] 
rEP(B) Ik IEr CE(rt, I k) 

where KB = };iEB Ki and 

X {iKk/\¢k'U + I [Kk.8x(C)rIKk/\¢k·8U(C)}, 
CE(rt,1 k) 

D [KB] = iU'KB + qmo- IC-'(V £/\ tPo·u).V s' 

Poles appearing in (2.13) shall be treated in accordance with the Landau prescription (see Remark 9). 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

Remark 7: In a Lorentz frame ( O,eo,e"e"e3,),chosen such that the external field is purely magnetic and Bo = BOe3 , we obtain 

(2.17) 

D [K] - qmo- le-zV £/\ tPo' = UOC- l ( - iw + ik·v - we ~ - wCel/\e,} (2.18) 

Here v is the ordinary velocity (u = uOeo + c-lv) and ¢ is defined from v = v 1 cos¢e l + v 1 sin¢ez + Vj!3' In (2.17) and (2.18) we 
recognize the relativistic versions of gK- 1 and h K- 1 appearing in Ref. 2. We observe that - BOel /\ e, is a four-dimensional analog 
of BoX. 

Remark 8: The hierachy of equations (2. 14)and(2. 15)defines8x(B )and8u(B) recursively. Firstcalculate8x(B )and8u(B) 
for n(B ) = 1; then for n(B) = 2 and so on. It is easy to see that 8x(B) and 8ii(B) will depend linearly on each ¢i for iED. 
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Remark 9: It follows directly from (2.13) substituted in (2.10)-(2.12) that 

.PA (m) [® •.• ® - .PA (m) ® ••• ® - (m) - - - (m) - -
<Po K" .... Km • <P <Pm - <PTT(O) Krr(J) .... ,Krr(m'. <PTT(') <PTT(m)' (2.19) 

where 1T is an arbitrary permutation of I O, ... ,m J and P indicates that only the principal part of the integral in (2.13) is included. 
The symmetry (2.19) is obvious, due to the perfectly symmetric treatment of the indices 0,1, ... ,m in Result 1, apart from the 
Landau prescription which of course has no effect on the principal parts appearing in (2.19). The pole contributions are 
correctly obtained if we, while performing the velocity space integration in (2.13), take K,E V+ with ImKj directed towards the 
future for i = 1,2, ... ,m and Ko still such that Ko + ... + Km = O. Clearly ImKo is directed towards the past, which introduces an 
asymmetry. If pole contributions may be neglected, the symmetry relations (2.19) imply conservation of wave energy and 
momentum and the Manley-Rowe relations. 3 

Result 2: Ifwe in Result 1(1) take <Pix) = i j exp(iK/X), wherejEB and i j EV+' then 

t5i(B) = t5x(B) exp( - iKB'x), 

t511(B) = t5u(B) exp( - iK B'X), 

where K B = ~jEB Kj and t5i(B ) and t511(B ) are defined by (2.14) and (2.15). 

Result 3: If <Pix) = i j exp(iK/x), JEN m and i j E V +, then 

A (r) = (21T)4t5(Ko + ... + Km)io·A ~""'Km(~)i[ ® ... ® im' 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

Remark 10: In Result 3 Ko is a free variable and not defined as Ko = - K[ - ... - Km' However, when Ko=fo - K[ - ... - Km 
both sides of (2.22) vanish. 

Corollary 1: 

io·A ~~:K' : i[ ® i2 = i~oc llo(U)( C2KO·t5i(0) 1511(1).1511(2) + c2K[·t5i(1)t511(0)·t511(2) + C2K2·t5i(2) 1511(0).1511(1) 

+ -.!L (K2/1. V E /I. (/>o,t5i(O) /I. 1511(1) /I. t5i(2» + -.!L (K[ /I. V E/I. (/>o,t5i(O) /I. 1511(2) /I. t5i(I») du, (2.23) 
mo mo 

where t5i{j) = t5i(lJj), etc. 

Remark 11: Corollary 1 is a relativistic generalization of (6d) in Ref. 2. Note that t5i(i) corresponds to mo- 'gKi [hKi(F K)] 
and ct511(z) to mo- 'hK. (FK) in that paper. 

3. DERIVATION OF THE RESULTS IN SEC. 2 

Wetakelo and V E/I. (/>0 independent of PEE and <po, ... ,<Pm as in Result 1 of!. In Lemma 2 the accordingly simplified version 
of Result 1 (I) is given. Result 1 (of this paper) is just the K-space version of Lemma 2. 

Definition 2: ..1 E (r) = II t5x(B). V E in formal notation analogous with (2.19) in I. 
BEr 

Lemma 1: 

..1 (r I \ I k )(u·<pd = Do [..1 E(r I \ I k)D 0- '(U'<Pk)] + I t5u(B )-..1 E(r I \ I k I B)! <Pk - D 0- '[V E(u'<pd] J 
BE(r I, Ik) 

and 

Proof 

..1 (r I \ Ik)(u'<Pk) =..1 E(r I \ Ik)(u'<Pk) + I [m(B)·..1 E(r I \ Ik IB)<Pk' 
BE(r I, Ik) 

Do[..1 E(r I \ I k)D 0- '(U'<Pk)] = I t5u(B )-..1 E(r I \ I k I B)V ED 0- '(U'<Pk) +..1 E(r I \ I k )(U'<Pk)' 
BE(rI,lk) 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

Substitution of(3.4) and (3.5) in (3.2) and making use of V ED 0- , = D 0- 'VE' which is valid due to homogeneity, proves (3.2). 
Apply the operator Do to both sides of (3.3) and we obtain (3.6) of I for B = I k 1 if we use the fact that V E /I. (/>0 is constant. 
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Lemma 2: Take ¢>h"'¢>mELo(E, V) for sufficiently nice ¢>oEL O(E, V); we have 

~A (011), for m = 1, 

I A (F), for m = 2/, 1= 1,2, ... , 
rEP\(N",) 

~ IA(F)+ ~ A (F), for m=2/+1, 1=1,2,.··, 
rEI", rEP ,(N",) 

where 1m = P ~ + I(N m) ",p ~(N m)' Here 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

A (r) = I moc(m + 1 )(T!t' I I ( !o(u) ou(B ) . .1 E(F I '" I k I B)[ mo- IqV E 1\ <Po·ox(k) - c2ou(k )] dP du, 
a IkIErBE(r],lk)JExs 

where 

DoOx(B) = ou(B ), 

DoOu(B) - qmo- IC-
2V E 1\ <Po·ou(B ) = qmo- IC-2 I (T!t' I .1 (F I '" I k )(V E 1\ ¢> k'U), 

with boundary conditions 

ox(B ), ou(B )-+0 towards the past if oiE, 
ox(B), ou(B)-+O towards the future ifOEB. 

TEP(B) Ik IEr 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3.11 ) 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

Proof We first give an extension of Result 1(1) in order to also cover the linear (m = 1) case. By combining Lemma 4(1) 
for m = 1 with Lemma 7(1) for B = ! 0) and C = ! I) we obtain 

( ¢>o(P).Oj(l)[¢>,](P)dP=(qc12) ( !o(P,u)!.1(1)[u·¢>o(P)] +.1 (O)u.¢>,(P») dPdu=~A(OII), (3.14) 
JE JE xS 

where the last equality is a definition. Expression (3.14) is valid in the general inhomogeneous and nonstationary situation. 
Note that formula (1.3.3) [(3.3) ofI] gives A (F) only for n(F);;;.3. However, in the homogeneous stationary case we obtain a 
single formula (3.9) valid for n(F);;;'2. 

From Result 1(1) and (3.14) we now derive Lemma 2. It is easy to see that (3. 10) and (3.11)follows from (1.3.5) and (I.3.6) 
and the homogeneity in space-time. From (1.3.3) and (3.14) and due to homogeneity, 

.1 (F)[u·<Po(P)] = 0 for n(r);;;.3, 

we obtain 

A (r) = qc(m + 1)(F!)-' I ( !o(u).1 (F I'" Ik)[¢>k(P),U] dPdu. 
IklErJExs 

(3.15) 

Now (3.9) follows from substitution of Lemma 1 in (3.15) and an application of Lemma 6 of I. This finishes the proof of 
Lemma 2. 

Proof of Result 2: ox(B) and ou(B) are determined from (3.10) and (3.11). Substitute ¢>j (x) = ¢)j exp(iK/X) in these 
equations. It easily follows [by induction on n(B), first taken(B) = I in (3.10) and (3.11), then n(B) = 2, and soon] thatox(B) 
andou(B) vary in space-time as exp(iKB·X). Thus DoOx(B ) = D [KB ]ox(B)andDoOu(B) = D [KB ]ou(B )anditiseasytoshow 
that ox(B) exp( - iKB'X) and ou(B) exp( - iKB'X) satisfy (2.14) and (2.15) and Result 2 follows. 

Proof of Result 3: Substitute ¢>fx) = ¢)j exp(ik/x) in (3.9) and make use of Result 2, then 

A (r) = moe(m + l)(F!t' I I ( !o(u) exp[i(Ko + ... + Km)-X] [ II iKk 'OX(C)1 
I" I"r Be(rl, Ik) JE xS CE(rl, Ik IB) 

(3.16) 

We now use 

L exp[i(Ko + ... + Km)'X] dx = (217-)40(Ko + ... + Km) (3.17) 

in (3.16) and perform the x-integration. Comparison with the definition of A r in (2.13) now gives Result 3. 

Proof of Result 1: We prove that A ~7:).K ... as given in Result 1 have the properties in Definition 1. Here only (2.5) is 
nontrivial. We will prove that for ¢>oEL O(E, V) and ¢>,ELo(E, V),j = 1, ... ,m that 
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L tPo(x).8J(m)[ tPl>···,tPm](X) dx = (217') - 4m f tPo(x).A ~7.''>''K ... (~},61(Kl) ® ... ® ¢m(Km) exp[ i(KI + ... + Km)'X] dK1· .. dKm dx, 

(3.18) 
which implies (2.5), since (3.18) is true for all tPoEL O(E, V). From (2.10)-(2.12) and (3.6)-(3.8) we see that it is sufficient to show 

A (r) = (217') - 4m f tPo(x).A ~"' ... (~)¢I(Kl) ® ... ® ¢m(Km) exp[i(KI + ... + Km)'X] dK1· .. dKm dx, (3.19) 

for arbitrary rEP,(N m)' Substitution first of tPo(x) = (21Tt4S¢0(Ko) exp(iKo'x) dKo and then of (3.17) in (3.19) yields 

A (r) = (217') - 4(m + I) f (217')48(Ko + ... + Km)¢O(KO)A ~"K ... (~)¢I(Kl) ® ... ® ¢m(Km) dKo· .. dKm (3.20) 

and since (3.20) easily follows from Result 3, which we have already proved, this finishes the proof of Result 1. 

Proof of Corollary 1: From Result 1 we obtain 

(3.21) 

a#c{3#cy#ca 
It is very easy to compare the terms not containing (/)0 in (2.23) and (3.21), we only need to use 

Ka + K{3 + Ky = O. (3.22) 

It is rather tedious to compare the (/)o-terms in these expressions. Note that the (/)o-terms in (2.23) contain no 8u(0), in 
(3.22) we substitute D [Ko]8x(0) for 8u(0) and integrate partially! i.e., we use Lemma 6(1) in K-space; S E xslo(u)D [K] 
h (u) du = 0 J and sowe may avoid8u(0) also in (3.22). It is now straightforward but tedious to compare the (/)o-terms in (2.23) 
and (3.22) so we omit these details. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Expressions for response tensors in magnetized kinetic 
plasmas have been given in this paper, which give new in
sight into their structure and symmetry properties. We refer 
to the discussion in Sec. 5 of I in which some statements, in 
view of this Part II, now are seen more explicitly. 

Very little was previously known concerning third and 
higher order response tensors, so essentially everything is 
new for m;;;. 3 in this paper. The case m = 2 has received 
much attention since it concerns the lowest order nonlinear 
effects (i.e., typically three-wave interaction). Expressions 
exhibiting the important symmetries (7.19) have been de
rived in this case by different methods:" 

A most important aspect of the response tensor formu
las in Result 1 is of course whether they can be useful in 
actual numerical calculations. The need for such formulas is 
evident from the present literature on nonlinear plasma the
ory. Typically nonlinear investigations start from the basic 
equations, in our case the Vlasov-Maxwell equations, and 
lengthy derivations are needed to obtain for example a three
wave coupling coefficient valid for three particular normal 
modes. The situation is quite different for linear investiga
tions; in this case we do not start from the Vlasov-Maxwell 
equations but instead from the existing standard expression 
for the linear response,6 and this saves us from much tedious 
work and many possibilities of making mistakes. Actually 
there exists a corresponding expression for the second-order 
response tensor,7 which is thus much better to begin with 
than the basic equations, when we consider quadratic pro
cesses in a plasma. This expression deserves particular atten
tion since at this time there is no alternative formula of com
parable simplicity. It is thus most promising that this 
formula was derived from a particular case of Result 1 in this 
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rpaper, since then it might be possible to derive correspond
ing results to all orders and relativistically from Result 1. 
Indeed this turns out to be possible. The algebra is, however, 
simplified considerably if we do not insist on writing covar
iant formulas but instead choose a Lorentz frame in which 
the constant external field is purely magnetic. These results 
will be presented in a separate paper without recourse to the 
coordinate-free formalism used in this paper. 1 

The homogeneous plasma is just the simplest applica
tion of Result 1(1). It remains to be seen how useful this 
result will be in cases where the unperturbed plasma has 
some particular geometry and/or is time dependent. It may 
for example be toroidal and turbulent. At least the potential 
area of applications of Result 1(1) is extremely large; math
ematically it is a general alternative starting point to pertur
bation problems for a Vlasov-Maxwell plasma. 

In some cases the Vlasov equation is unnecessarily ad
vanced and we may use for example the collisionless two
fluid model with scalar pressure; it is almost evident that 
formulas for the response tensors, which are closely related 
to those in this paper, in such a plasma can be derived. 
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The concepts of extended operator convergence and of spectral concentration are used to 
study rigorously a class of simple models for the tunnel effect and the laser. We 
compute exactly the asymptotic decay times of the eigenmodes, and we prove their link 
with the line width of the corresponding resonances. 

I. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL 

A massive quantum particle is restricted to move on the 
one-dimensional half-space [0,00 ) with a rigid wall at x = 0. 
Its motion is free, except for a "square" potential barrier, 
starting at x = 1T, with height a and width b; for simplicity, 
we shall first assume that b is independent of a, and we will 
only later (Sec. IV) indicate the modifications to be brought 
to the theory when b is allowed to go to zero as a approaches 
infinity. The Hamiltonian of the system for finite a;>O is thus 
H" = Ho + aV, where (Vf)(x) = X[1T,1T+blx}f(x) for all/in 
cW' = 12([0,00 ),dx); Ho is the self-adjoint operator -.:::1, 
where.:::1 is the Laplacian, with domain [see X.3. in Ref. 1] 
go = (tPEJY'1 tP and tP' absolutely continuous; ¢>" EJY'; and 
tP(O) = OJ. Since Vis bounded, § 0 is also (see V.4.1 in Ref. 2) 
the domain of self-adjointness of H. Note that the spectrum 
of Ha is [0,(0) and is absolutely continuous with respect to 
Lebesgue measure; in particular, Ha;>O for every finite a;>O. 

This system is thus the simplest possible, and is a well
known (e.g., Ex. 111.3 in Ref. 3) model for the tunnel effect. 
The purpose of this paper is to present a precise mathemat
ical analysis of the asymptotic behavior of this system as a 
tends to infinity. 

In the limit of infinitely large a, the physicist's intuition 
is that the wall decouples the inside region I = [0,1T] from the 
outside region III = [1T + b, (0), and that the evolution is 
free in both of these regions, which are then limited by rigid 
walls at x = 0, 1T and 1T + b. The Hilbert space of the system 
thus becomesJY oc = JYI EIlJYIII withJY1 = X2( [O,1T],dxj, 
.)Y'III = 12 ( [1T + b, 00 ),dx j and the evolution is governed 
by the self-adjoint operator H 00 = H I Ell H III given by -.:::1 
in both regions, with respective domains l

: §I = (tPEJY'IltP 
and tP' absolutely continuous; tP" EcW"I; and tP(O) = ° = tP(1T) 1 
and 91 III = (tPEJY'III ItP and ¢/ absolutely continuous; 
tP" EJYIII

; andtP(1T + b) = OJ. NotethatH 00 is the Friedrichs 
extension [see for instance V1.2.3 in Ref 2] in JY 00 of the 
restriction of H o to the dense domain g; I = § onP JY, where 
P is the projector from JY onto JY oc' 

H III is clearly unitarily equivalent to Ho, and therefore 

"Permanent address: Departments of Mathematics and of Physics, Univer
sity of Rochester, N.Y. 14627. Research supported in part by the US-NSF 
grant MeS 76-07286. 

"Permanent address: Dept. of Mathematics and Statistics, Indian Statisti
cal Institute, New Delhi 110029 (India). 

has absolutely continuous spectrum. H I on the other hand 
has a purely discrete spectrum (m21 m = 1,2, ... j . 

Whereas Ha is obviously a perturbation of Ho, it is not a 
small perturbation away from H 00' Our aim is to describe 
how Hoc is nevertheless the limit of Ha as a tends to infinity, 
and to control this limit well enough to allow an understand
ing of the exponential decay which one expects on physical 
grounds in the tunnel effect. 

II. OPERATOR CONVERGENCE 

Before addressing the problem of exponential decay we 
want in this section to elucidate the sense in which Hoc is the 
limit of Ha as a tends to infinity. 

Theorem /1.1: For every tP in § , a domain of essential 
self-adjointness of H 00' there exists (tPalaE(O, (0) j CDo such 
that, as a-+ 00 : 

(i) IltPa - tPll = ° (a- I12
), 

(ii) IIHatPa - H octP II = ° (a- 1/2
). 

Proof We can deal with regions I and III separately. Let 
first tPE!:iJ III, which we embed in JY by setting tP(x) = ° for 
allx<X = 1T + b. IftP'(X) = 0, tP belongs to the domain ofHa 
as well, so that (i) and (ii) are trivially satisfied by tPa = tP for 
all aE(O, (0). We can therefore suppose, without loss of gen
erality, that tP'(X) = A=r!=O, and that there exists E> ° for 
which tP does not vanish in (X,x + E]. Let g and; be two 
nonincreasing functions in CfJ OO( - 00,(0) with g(x) = 1 for 
allx<O,g(x) = Oforallx;>1T;;(x) = 1 forallx<X,;(x) = ° 
for all x;>X + E. We further define, for every a > ° and every 
x in [O,x]: 

tPa(x) = Aa- IIZ exp[ (x - X)a l12
]. 

One then verifies that an approximating net (tP a laE(O, 00 ) l, 
in the sense of the theorem, is obtained by setting tPa(x) equal 
to: 

- Aa- IIZ exp(- Xa l12
) g (x) + tPa(x), for xEI = [0,1T] 

tPa(x), for xEII= [1T,1T+b] 

Aa- I12
; (x) + tP (x), for xEIII = [1T + b, (0) 

Hence !:iJ III ~ g; . A similar argument could be made for re
gion I. We, however, find it more instructive to construct 
explicitly one approximating net (tPa (m) laE(O, (0) j for each 
eigenvector tP (m) (m = 1,2, .. ·) of H I. We chose tP (m)(x) 
= sinmx, and embed tP (m) in JY be setting tP (ml(x) = ° for 
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all x>rr. For each m fixed, we define ma' with ma-----+m as 
a-----+oo, by ma - 1 tan(marr) = - a-I12. We further introduce 
M)m) = al12 sin(marr). Upon noticing that (m - ma) and 
M - M~m) are both 0 (a- I12) as a-----+oo, one verifies that an 
approximating net 1 ¢ ~m)laE(O, (0) I, in the sense of the theo
rem, is obtained for ¢ (m) by setting ¢a (m)(x) equal to: 

sin(maX), for XEI 

Ma (m)a- 11Z exp [(rr - x)a l12 ] , for xEIIuIII. 

Note that 1 ¢ (m)lm = 1,2, ... 1 is an orthogonal basis in 
JY'I, consisting of eigenvectors of HI; H I is thus essentially 
self-adjoint on the linear span of these vectors. The above 
argument shows that this manifold is contained in liJ. We 
can therefore prove the assertion of the theorem with 

liJ = span 1 ¢ (m)lm = 1,2""1 EIlliJ lII
. Q.E.D. 

Let now I Uit )ltE( - 00, + (0) 1 (resp. I U ",,(t)1 
tEe - 00, + (0) I) be the unitary group on JY' (resp. JY' "',) 
generated by Ha (resp. H 00)' 

Corollary 1I.2: For every ¢EJY' 00 and every TE[O, (0) 

lima __ oosuPo<;t<;TllUa(t)¢ - V,,(t)¢ II = ° 
Proof With liJ as in Thm. 11.1, we have [see V.3.4 in 

Ref. 2] 1 (H 00 - iI)¢I¢EliJ 1 dense in JY' 00' The corollary 
then follows directly from Kurtz' criterion' in his theory of 
extended operator convergence. 

Hence on the Hilbert space JY' 00 corresponding to the 
limit of an infinitely high wall, the time-evolution Uit ) con
verges strongly to the limiting time-evolution U 00 (t), uni
formly in t on compacts. The latter result (for b independent 
of a) is not newY As a particular case of these papers, one 
has indeed, as a-----+ 00, that the resolvant Riz) of Ha con
verges strongly on JY' 00 to the resolvant Roo (z) of H 00 for 
every ZEC - [0,(0) [in conformity with Corollary 11.2, by a 
slight modification of the classical argument (see IX.2.5 in 
Ref. 2)]. Moreover, 6 it follows from the strong resolvant con
vergence that, as a-----+ 00, the semi group IS it) 
= exp( - Hat )ltE[O, (0) 1 converges strongly on JY' 00 to the 

semigroup 1 S 00 (t ) = exp( - H ""t) I tE[O, (0) I. The estimate 
of Theorem 11.1 however is new, and is of some independent 
interest [see in particular Sec. III and IV below]. 

III. DECAY 

We saw in Sec. II that the limiting dynamics corre
sponds to the hard wall condition in the Hamiltonian H 00' 

The limiting process has drastically changed the spectrum 
from continuous (Ha) to discrete (H 00)' We now turn around 
and think of the initial system as the one with infinitely high 
walls, and then bring down the wall to a finite, albeit very 
large, height. In such a scenario the spectrum of the relevant 
Hamiltonian makes a transition from discrete to continuous, 
a transition we want to investigate in detail. For this purpose 
we use the spectral transformation (or generalized Fourier 
transform) of Ha (for these notions the reader may consult 
Ref. 7). 

In this simple model, we can solve the Schr6dinger 
equation exactly and obtain the eigenfunctions 1 tP AlA. 
E[O, oo)}: 
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a(k) sinkx, 

/3-(k) exp [ - t (x - rr)] + /3+(k ) exp [t (x - rr)], 

y(k) sin [k (x - rr - b) + tJ], 

where we have written k 2 = A. ands = (a - k 2)112. Thecoeffi
cients a, /3 are determined in terms of y by the requirement 

that tP A be locally in the domain liJ ° of H a , i.e., tP A and tP';.. be 
locally absolutely continuous. For most of our calculations 
we shall need the details of only a, the latter turning out to be 

a(k)2 = y(k )21 sin2(krr) - k 2S -2 cos2(krr) 

+ ark -11}_(k) sin(krr) + S -11}.(k) cos(krr)F1-1, (1) 

where 1} ± (k) = [exp(Sb) ± exp( - tb )]12. We choose the 
normalization y(k) = (rrk tll2. 

We take the initial situation to be the one with infinitely 
high walls and begin with an eigenmode ¢n [¢n(x) 
= (2/rr)112 sin(nx)] of HI trapped in region I. The wall is 
then "lowered" from a = 00 to some finite, but large a. We 
want the asymptotic behavior, as a-----+ 00, of the probability 
I(¢mexp[ - IEat ]¢n)12 that the eigenmode ¢n (now evolving 
under the group exp [ - iHat ]) will remain in the same 
mode after a time t has elapsed. From Sec. II, Uit) con
verges strongly to U 00 (t ) on JY"; from this it follows that the 
above probability converges (uniformly in t on compacts) to 
II¢"W = 1, as a-----+oo. Further information on the rate of this 
convergence is of physical interest for the description of the 
tunnel effect. We observe that 

where 

(3) 

is the spectral representative (or generalized Fourier trans
form) of ¢n' We have 

I ¢n(A.) 12 = (2rrt1a(k )2[(k - nt1sin(k - n)rr 

- (k + nt1sin(k + n)rrp. (4) 

The term in square brackets is bounded in k and converges to 
rr2 as k-----+n; therefore, the major contribution will come from 
a(k )2. From (1) one concludes that this contribution origi
nates from the neighborhoods of the zeros of the a priori 
larger term (as a-----+oo). This leads to the resonance equation 
(or approximate eigenvalue equation): 

F(k,a) =0, O<k<al12 , (5) 

where 

F(k,a) = [1}_(k )11}+(k)J tankrr + [k It J (6) 

We observe that Fis '?J 00 in a neighborhood of (n, (0), with 
F(n, (0) = ° and Fk(n, 00 )_(aF lak) (n, 00 )*0. From the 
implicit function theorem8 there exists a positive ao, large 
enough such that for all a > ao, the resonance equation (5) 
has a unique solution k = k,,(a) [i.e., A. = A.(n,a) = k,,(a)2] 
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with A (n, 00) = n2. An asymptotic expansion of A (n,a) in 
terms of a- l12 can now be derived: 

A (n,a) = n2 - 2n21T-1a-I12 [ 1]J1]-la ~ 00 + 0 (a-I). (7) 

We remark that, as a-oo, A (n,a) approaches the nth eigen
value of H '. Thus the resonance equation (5), by itself, as
ymptotically selects H' from the one-dimensionaP manifold 
spanned by the self-adjoint extensions of the symmetric op
erator obtained as the restriction of Ho (or Ha) to !iJ clIP 'JY 

The phase-shift D in the eigenfunction in region III is 

tanD = kS -1 [tan(k1T) + ks -1(1]_Ir/+)]F(k,ayl. (8) 

From this follows that the phase-shift at resonance is Dn 
= 1T/2. Moreover 

dD [k = k,,(a)] = S ~k "~21]+(k,,)1]_(k,,)Fk(k,,,a), (9) 
dk 

which is a large positive number. This is in conformity with 
the conventional definition of a resonance. The amplitude at 
resonance is 

(10) 

From Sec. II, recall that for every ZEC - [0, 00 ), 
(z - HaY'¢ ---+(z - H ocyl¢ for all ¢EJY'. We thus expect 
(see VIII.S.2 in Ref. 2) to have a "spectral concentration," 
expressing that the spectral measure of Ha concentrates, as a 
becomes large, in some neighborhoods of the eigenvalues n 2 

of H", '. We now want to compute the details of this concen
tration, i.e., in physical terms, the asymptotic line shape as 
a---+oo. 

Let us denote by ! Ea(A ) IAE[O, 00)] the spectral family 
of Ha' Since Ha is spectrally absolutely continuous, there 
exist positive, integrable functions fa(n,}. ) such that for ev
ery real c and d: 

(11) 

The next theorem states the asymptotic properties of/a(n,) 
as a---+oo. 

Theorem III. 1: LetA (n,a) and !/in,)laE[O, 00)] be de
fined as above, and let 

r(n,a) = 21T-1A (n,a)3f2[a - A (n,a)]-11]_[kn(a)]2. (12) 

Then/in,}.) = 1 ¢,,(A) 12 [see (4)], and the function ga(n,.), 
defined on ( - 00, + 00) by 

ga(n,h) = r(n,alfa(n,}. (n,a) + hr(n,a» (13) 

converge as a---+oo, pointwise and in 2'1-norm to g(.) with 
g(h) = [1T(1 + h 2)]-1. 

Proof The first assertion follows directly from (11). 
Upon using (6), we rewrite (1) as 

a(k )2Iy(k )' = (sec'k1T)[k 2S -21]_-' - 2ks -11].'1]_-2F 

+ (ak -'1]/ + 1].'1]_-')F']-'. (14) 

Since F [A (n,a),a] = 0 andFis a C oc function in a neighbor
hood of (n, 00), we have the Taylor expansion 

F(k,a) 
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= [A - A (n,a) ]FA [A (n,a),a] 

+ 2- 1 [A - A (n,a)] 'FAA (A,a) 

= (2k ylFk (k,,(a),a)r (n,a)h + 2-1FAA (A,a)T (n,a)2h " 
(15) 

where we defined h by 

A = A (n,a) + hr(n,a). (16) 

From (12), (14), and (15), we see that 

r (n,a)a(k)2 = 21T-2! 1 - 2..1 (n,a)h + h ' + 0 [r (n,a)] ]-', 
(17) 

where 

(18) 

Since for any fixed real h, we can find a > 0 large enough so 
that A = A (n,a) + r(n,a)h > 0 we have, for such h, that 
r(n,a)/a(n,). (n,a) + r(n,a)h) 
approachesg(h) as a tends to infinity, pointwise in h. On the 
other hand, upon setting ga(n,h) = 0 for 
h < - A (n,a)lr(n,a), we have 

f~+",oc dhga(n,h) = 1'" dAfa(n,}.) = 1 for all a>0.(19) 

Since 2"-norm of g is also I, we have9 thatgaCn,) converges 
to g(.) in 2"-norm. Q.E.D. 

The theorem has two corollaries, both of which can be 
obtained as in Ref. 9. 

Corollary 111.2: For any h, < h2 real: 

lim (¢",Ea[A (n,a) + r(n,a)hl,). (n,a) + r(n,a)h2]¢n) 
0--+00 

I
h' 

= dh[1T(I+h 2)]-I. 
h, 

This result gives the explicit form of the spectral concentra
tion: For large a, the resonance approaches a Lorentzian, 
centered around A (n,a), and of width r(n,a) given by (12). 

Corollary III.3: For any 7»0: 

a-+c.r.; 

= exp( - 7), 

and the convergence is uniform in 0<7 < 00. Consequently, 
the probability I(¢n,exp[ - iHar(n,aY'7]¢,,)[' behaves as
ymptotically as exp( - 27) when a---+ 00. Upon reintroducing 
the unsealed timet = r(n,ayl7, we thus find that, forlargea, 
1(¢n,Ua(t )¢n)1 2behavesasexp [ - 2r (n,a)t ].In other words, 
as we "lower" the barrier from an infinite to a finite but large 
height, we can interpret [2r(n,a)]-' as the half-life of the 
eigenmode ¢n' This confirms the usual relation between the 
half-line width of a resonance and the half-life time of its 
decay. The above calculation indeed shows in a precise man
ner how the scaling in energy is inversely related to the scal
ing in time. The rescaled time7is of the order of r(n,ayl, i.e., 
a exp(a 1f2b ), which is very large; hence the decay of the ei
genmodes indeed takes place very slowly; equivalently the 
resonances are very sharp, with a very smalllinewidth. 

At this point it is worth mentioning that since 
a'f2T(n,a)---+O as a-oo, there is no contradiction between 
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Theorem 11.1 and Theorem 111.1 (or Corollaries 111.2 and 
111.3), thus bypassing the objection raised by Davies [com
pare indeed these results with conditions (2) and (4)-(7) in 
Ref. 9]. 

A computation, similar to that carried above, can be 
made for the off-diagonal elements of exp[ - iHarlr(n,a)] 
in dYI , indicating that the eigenmode n not only decays, but 
actually leaks out of region I. 

IV. GENERALIZATION OF THE MODEL 

The generalization consists in allowing b-+O as a--4OO , 
i.e., more precisely: b = O(a ') with v < O. If 0 > v> - ~ (or 
a '12b--4oo as a--4 00), the construction and the proof ofTheo
rem 11.1 remain essentially unchanged. In this case however, 
the concept of extended operator convergence· takes full 
force and goes beyond the case studied in Ref. 6. Also 
(LlA)(n,a)=A (n,a) - n2 = - 2n'1T- la- l

!2 + 0 (a-I) while 
r(n,a)~8nJ1T-la-1 exp( - 2a'/'b), showing that the half
width still is exponentially small compared to the shift, If 
v = - ~ (i.e., a 1/2b--4(J > 0), (LlA )(n,a) = - 2n 21T- la- l12 

coth(J + O(a-') and r(n,a)~2nJ1T-Ia-1 csc'(J. Ifhowever 
- ~ > v> - 1 (i.e., ab = A --400 as a--4 00), the resonance 

equation (5.6) has no solution, and it should be modified to 
read 

G (k,a) a '/2F(k,a) = O. (20) 

This modified resonance equation has a unique solution 
A(n,a) in the neighborhood of n2, and we have 
(LlA)(n,a)~ - 2n'1T-'A -I, while r(n,a)""'-2n J1T- IA -'. In all 
these cases, one has spectral concentration and decay in the 
sense of Sec. III. Moreover, upon using the estimates of Sec. 
III, one proves again that exp( - iHat)f converges strongly 
to exp( - iH It)f as a--4 00, for all/in dY1

• Finally, if v<; - I 
(i.e., ab-finite, possibly zero, limit), none of the consider
ations of Sec. III applies, and even the modified resonance 
equation (20) fails to have a solution near n'; in fact, in the 
extreme case where b = 0 (a-'), Ha[resp.Ua(t)] clearly con
verges strongly to Ho [resp. Uo(t )]: The wall has become com
pletely transparent. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The model is nonperturbative by nature. Yet it is simple 
enough to be exactly solvable, and to allow a precise control 
of its asymptotic behavior as a approaches infinity. It is 
moreover sophisticated enough to exhibit a host of interest
ing features, both physical and mathematical, which we 
briefly review on the basis of our analysis. 

First of all, the model exhibits exponential decay, al
though all the Hamiltonians occuring in the problem are 
uniformly bounded below, namely by zero. This should be 
contrasted with the situation encountered in nonequilibrium 
statistical mechanics, where the presence of an infinite bath 
at finite temperature allows the generator of the time-evolu
tion to have Lebesgue spectrum, covering the whole real line 
(for general arguments to this effect, as well as for models, 
see for instance Refs. 10 and 11). The exponential decay 
found in the present model emphasizes the role of the rescal
ing in time, which allows to bypass the usual no-go theorems 
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(e.g., 7.3.3 in Ref. 10) by the mechanism described in Sec. 
III. This mechanism appears to be quite different from that 
occuring in the van Hove limit of statistical mechanics. lo

.
12 

We might remark here that the exact asymptotic life
time and width found in this model coincide with the value 
found in the WKB approximation (see for instance Ref. 3); a 
similar feature has been noticed also in Ref. 13. This coinci
dence with the exact result, found by an unperturbative ap
proach, seems to have a status similar to that of the Born 
approximation in the master equation theory (see e.g., Ref. 
12). 

The decay found in the present model can be related to 
the phenomenon known in physics as "weak quantization" 
(see for instance p. 251 in Ref. 14, or pp. 403-408 in Ref. 15). 
The physical picture is given a firm mathematical basis in 
this model; we indeed saw that the point spectrum, encoun
tered when the inside region I is decoupled from the outside 
by an infinitely high hard wall, only persists, as the w1!-ll is 
lowered, in the form of Lorentzian resonances: the higher 
the wall, the sharper the resonances; stilI for any finite height 
of the wall, the spectrum of the Hamiltonian remains abso
lutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure. This 
phenomena is also known in the mathematical literature 
(e.g., Ref. 2) as "spectral concentration." It should be, how
ever, noticed that, for b = O(a') with 0;;;. v;;;. - !, the spectral 
concentration found in the present model is much stronger 
than the usual concentration of polynomial type. 9

•
16 

Whereas the present model describes very well the 
qualitative features of the tunnel effect, its one-dimensional 
character should be removed for a realistic theory of a-de
cay. On the other hand, the model as it stands presents some 
instructive analogy with the laser, its finite high wall playing 
the role of a semitransparent mirror. Some of the qualitative 
asymptotic features ofthe model are also found, 17 upon using 
the techniques of S-matrix theory, when the semitransparent 
mirror is mimicked by a "o-function potential of strength 
A"; in the latter case, the limit ofIargeA plays the role of our 
limit oflarge a. Incidentally, the form-sum Ho + A0

1T 
can be 

obtained as the form-limit, when a--4oo, of Ha with b = Aa-1 

(A *0). When ab--40, one finds Ho back. A true theory of the 
laser would, however, require two modifications of the pre
sent model. Firstly, the Maxwell equation, rather than the 
Schrodinger equation for a massive particle, should be taken 
as the starting point; secondly, a second-quantization, rather 
than first-quantization, formalism should be used. Never
theless, it seems likely that the phenomenon of "weak quan
tization," or "spectral concentration," would persist in such 
a complete theory, and that it could provide a useful basis for 
its discussion. 
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Representations of the Poincare group are constructed from the relativistic harmonic oscillator wave 
functions which have been effective in describing the physics of internal quark motions in the relativistic 
quark model. These wave functions are solutions of the Lorentz-invariant harmonic oscillator differential 
equation in the "cylindrical" coordinate system moving with the hadronic velocity in which the time
separation variable is treated separately. This result enables us to assert that the hadronic mass spectrum 
is generated by the internal quark level excitation, and that the hadronic spin is due to the internal 
orbital angular momentum. An addendum relegated to PAPS contains discussions of detailed calculational 
aspects of the Lorentz transformation, and of solutions of the oscillator equation which are diagonal in the 
Casimir operators of the homogeneous Lorentz group. It is shown there that the representation of the 
homogeneous Lorentz group consists of solutions of the oscillator partial differential equation in a 
"spherical" coordinate system in which the Lorentz-invariant Minkowskian distance between the 
constituent quarks is the radial variable. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In building models of relativistic extended hadrons, we 
have to keep in mind the fundamental fact that the overall 
space-time symmetry structure is that of the Poincare 
group. I In our previous papers on physical applications of 
the relativistic harmonic oscillator,2 our primary purpose 
was to devise a calculational scheme for explaining experi
mental observations. As was pointed out by Biedenharn et 
al.,' the question of the Poincare symmetry has not been 
systematically discussed. 

The purpose of the present paper is to address this sym
metry problem. We are considering a model hadron consist
ing of two spinless quarks bound together by a harmonic 
oscillator potential. In this case, we are led to consider the 
center-of-mass coordinate which specifies the space-time lo
cation of the hadron, and the relative coordinate which 
specifies the internal space-time separation between the 
quarks. 

Both the hadronic and internal coordinates are subject 
to Poincare transformations consisting of translations and 
Lorentz transformations. The hadronic coordinate under
goes Poincare transformation in the usual manner. Howev
er, the internal coordinate is invariant under translations. 
This coordinate should, nonetheless, satisfy the Poincare 
symmetry as a whole. We discuss in this paper the role of this 
internal coordinate, and show that internal excitations gen
erate the hadronic mass spectrum, and that the internal an
gular momentum corresponds to the spin of the hadron. 

In Sec. II, we formulate the problem using a model ha
dron consisting of two spinless quarks bound together by a 

harmonic oscillator potential of unit strength, and then dis
cuss the generators of the Poincare group applicable to the 
entire system. In Sec. III, we present the oscillator wave 
functions which are diagonal in the invariant Casimir opera
tors of the Poincare group. 

II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

In our previous papers on physical applications of the 
relativistic harmonic oscillators, we started with the follow
ing Lorentz-invariant differential equation: 

[2[0 1 + 02l - ~(XI - X 2)2 + mo2l~ (Xt.X2) = 0, (I) 
16 

where XI and X 2 are the space-time coordinates for the two 
spinless quarks bound together by a harmonic oscillator po
tential with unit spring constant. In order to simplify the 
above equation, let us define new coordinate variables 

(2) 

The X coordinate represents the space-time specification of 
the hadron as a whole, while the X variable measures the 
relative space-time separation between the quarks. In terms 
of these variables, Eq. (1) can be written as 

[ a2 1 ( a2 )] ax 2 +mo2+"2 ax 2 -X/12 ~(X,x)=O. 
/1 I' 

(3) 

The above equation is separable in the X and x variables. 
Thus we write 

~ (X,x) =J(X)1jJ(x), (4) 

whereJ(X) and 1jJ(x) satisfy the following differential equa
tions respectively: 
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[ aa2 , + m o' + (A. + 1)]/(X) = 0, 
X,I 

(5) 

I ( a' ) 2 ax,/ - X,,' I/J(x) = (A. + 1)I/J(x). (6) 

The differential equation ofEq. (5) is a Klein-Gordon equa
tion, and its solutions are well known.f(X) takes the form 

I(X) = exp( ± ip-X), (7) 

with 

p'=m,/+(A.+l), (8) 

where p is the 4-momentum of the hadron. p' is, of course, 
the mass of the hadron and is numerically constrained to 
take the values allowed by Eq. (8). The separation constant A. 
is determined from the solutions of the harmonic oscillator 
differential equation ofEq. (6). The physical solutions of the 
oscillator equation satisfy the subsidiary condition 

~~~W=~ ~ 
where 

t 
a,l=x,l + a 

axil 

The physics of this subsidiary condition has been extensively 
discussed in the literature.'·4 

The space-time transformation of the total wave func
tion of Eq. (4) is generated by the following ten generators of 
the Poincare group. The operators 

P =i~ 
I' ax/-, (10) 

generate space-time translations. Lorentz transformations, 
which include boosts and rotations, are generated by 

M",. = L ;1" + L,1'"' 

where 

L I'", = i(Xll ~ - X" ~), ax" ax!' 

L ,,,, = i(XII ~ - Xv ~). 
ax" axil 

(11) 

The translation operators P'l act only on the hadronic 
coordinate, and do not affect the internal coordinate. The 
operators L:" and L

,lV 
Lorentz-transform the hadronic and 

internal coordinates respectively. The above ten generators 
satisfy the commutation relations for the Poincare group. 

In order to consider irreducible representations of the 
Poincare group, we have to construct wave functions which 
are diagonal in the invariant Casimir operators of the group, 
which commute with all the generators ofEqs. (10) and (11). 
The Casimir operators in this case are 

pllp
p 

and WI'W!" 

where 

W - P"M,,(3 II - t , ,,'u(3 . 

(12) 

The eigenvalues ofthe above P 2 and W 2 represent respective
ly the mass and spin of the hadron. 
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III. PHYSICAL WAVE FUNCTIONS AND 
REPRESENTATIONS OF THE POINCARE 
GROUP 

In constructing wave functions diagonal in the Casimir 
operators of the Poincare group, we note first that the opera
tor which acts on the wave function in the subsidiary condi
tion of Eq. (9) commutes with these invariant operators: 

[P"pI-'a;,l = 0, (13) 

(14) 

Therefore, the wave functions satisfying the condition of Eq. 
(9) can be diagonal in the Casimir operators. 

In order to obtain the solutions explicitly, let us assume 
without loss of generality that the hadron moves along the Z 

direction with the velocity parameter /3. Then we are led to 
consider the Lorentz frame where the hadron is at rest, and 
the coordinate variables are given by 

x' =X, y' =y, 

Z' = (z - /3t)l(1 - /3 2)1/', 

t' = (t - {3z)/(1 - {32)112. 

( 15) 

The Lorentz-invariant oscillator equation of Eq. (6) is sep
arable in the above variables. In terms of these primed varia
bles, we can construct a complete set of wave functions 

1/J(3(x) = Ih (x') I, (y') /,/z')lk (t '), 

where 

In(z') = (\1-; 2nn!) - 1/2 H n(Z') exp( - z', 12), 

Ik(t ') = (\1-; 2kk!) - IIlHk(t ') exp( - t "/2). 

(16) 

If the excitation numbers, b, ... ,k are allowed to take all possi
ble nonnegative integer values, the solutions in Eq. (16) form 
a complete set. However, the eigenvalues A. takes the form 

A. = b + s + n - k. (17) 

Because the coefficient of k is negative in the above expres
sion, A. has no lower bound, and there is an infinite degener
acy for a given value of A.. 

In terms of the primed coordinates, the subsidiary con
dition of Eq. (9) takes the simple form 

(;, +t')I/J/3(X) =0. (18) 

This limits Ik (t ') to !o(t '), and the eigenvalue A. becomes 

A. = b + s + n, (19) 

The physical wave functions satisfying the subsidiary condi
tion of Eq. (9) or (18) have nonnegative values of k 

As far as the x', y', z' coordinates are concerned, they 
form an orthogonal Euclidean space, andlb(x'),fs(y'),fn(z') 
form a complete set in this three-dimensional space. The 
Hermite polynomials in these Cartesian wave functions can 
then be combined to form the eigenfunctions of W' which, in 
terms of the primed coordinate variables, takes the form 

W 2 = M 2(V)', (20) 

where 
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FIG. I. Elliptic and hyper
bolic localizations in space
time. The wave functions in 
the present paper are ellipti
cally localized, and undergo 
Lorentz deformation as the 
hadron moves. The Lorentz 
invariant form x"x", to 
which we are accustomed, is 
hyperbolically localized, and 
is basically different from the 
form used in the present 
paper. 

i 

--- •.. _--
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L ' ., J 
i = -IEij~j -,' 

JXk 

and M is the hadronic mass. 

The physical wave functions now take the form 

t/tJ1m(x) = (l/1r)1!4[exp( - t 1')]R,v(r' )Y1m(8 I,if; '), (21) 

where r', 8 I, if; I are the radial and spherical variables in the 
three-dimensional space spanned by x', y', Z'. R ).t<r') is the 
normalized radial wave function for the three-dimensional 
isotropic harmonic oscillator, and its form is well known. 
The above wave function is diagonal in W' for which the 
eigenvalue is I (l + l)M', and I represents the total spin of the 
hadron in the present case. The quantum number m corre
sponds to the helicity. 

Since the eigenvalue p' of the Casimir operator P' is 
constrained to take the numerical values allowed by Eq. (8), 
the hadronic mass is given by 

M' = mol + (A. + 1). (22) 

If we relax the subsidiary condition of Eq. (18), we in
deed obtain a complete set. In this case, A. of Eq. (17) can 
become negative for sufficiently large values of k. For A. > 0, 
the solutions become 

t/tJlm\x) = [\IF;2 kk!] - 1/2Hk (t ')[exp( - t "/2)] 

XR.1. + k./(r')Y1m(8 ',if; '). (23) 

For A. < 0, the solutions take the form 

1/I Imk (X) = [V--;-2(k -.1. )(k - A. )!] - 1!2Hk _ A. (t') 

X [exp( - t ")]R k ,,(r')Y,m(8 I,if; '). (24) 

The eigenvalues of P' and W' are again mo' + (A. + 1) and 
I (l + I)M 2 respectively. In both of the above cases, k is al
lowed to take all possible integer values. 
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The functional forms ofEqs. (23) and (24) are relatively 
simple, and they suggest that this representation of the Poin
care group corresponds to the solution of the Lorentz-invar
iant oscillator differential equation in a "cylindrical" coordi
nate system moving with the hadronic velocity where the t I 

variable is treated separately. We are then led to the question 
of why this fact was not known. 

Even though the above representations take simple 
forms, the wave functions contain the following nonconven
tional features. The first point to note is that they are written 
as functions ofthex' ,y', z', t' variables. The transverse varia
bles x',y' are simply x andy respectively. However, z' and t I 

are linear combinations of z and t. Because the physical 
meaning of the time-separation variable was not clearly un
derstood, the t dependence discouraged us in the past from 
using it explicitly in representation theory. The explicit use 
of this variable in the present paper is based on the progress 
that has been made in our physical understanding of this 
time-separation variable in terms of measurable quantities, 
and in terms of the relativistic wave functions carrying a 
covariant probability interpretation.' 

Another factor which used to discourage the use of the t 
variable was that we are accustomed to its appearance 
through the form 

x/1x/1 = t' - r, 
where 

r = x' + y' + z'. 

(25) 

In terms of this form, it is very inconvenient, ifnot impossi
ble, to describe functions which are localized in a finite 
space-time region. 

In contrast to the above hyperbolic case, the wave func
tions which we constructed in this paper are well localized 
within the region 

(z" + t ") < 2, (26) 

due to the Gaussian factor appearing in the wave functions. 
This elliptic form was obtained from the covariant 
expression 

- x/1x /1 + 2(x·pIMY = x" + y" + z" + t ". (27) 

Thex' andy' variables have been omitted in Eq. (26) because 
they are trivial. In terms of z and t, the above inequality takes 
the form 

[ 1 - /3 (z + t)2 + 1 + /3 (z _ t )2] < 2. 
1+/3 1-/3 

(28) 

We are therefore dealing with the function localized within 
an elliptic region defined by this inequality, and can control 
the t variable in the same manner as we do in the case of the 
spatial variables appearing in nonrelativistic quantum me
chanics. This localization property together with the hyper
bolic case is illustrated in Fig. 1. 

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We have shown in this paper that the wave functions 
used in our previous papers are diagonal in the Casimir oper-
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ators of the Poincare group, which specify covariantly the 
mass and total spin of the hadron. These wave functions are 
well localized in a space-time region, and undergoes elliptic 
Lorentz deformation. 

An addendum to this paper containing a discussion of 
Lorentz transformation of the physical wave function and a 
construction of the representation of the homogeneous Lo
rentz group is relegated to PAPS.slt is shown there that 
solutions of the oscillator equation diagonal in the Casimir 
operators of the homogeneous Lorentz group are localized 
within the Lorentz-invariant hyperbolic region illustrated in 
Fig. 1. 
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Bifurcate Killing horizons 
J. G. Miller 
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It is shown that an analytic spacetime with a bifurcate Killing horizon is locally 
symmetric with respect to the axis of rotation. It is also shown that if the surface 
gravity of a Killing horizon is a nonzero constant, then there exists a local prolongation 
(extension) of the spacetime that contains a bifurcate Killing horizon. 

The main result of this paper is a proof that if the sur
face gravity of a Killing horizon is a nonzero constant, then 
there exists a local prolongation (extension) of the spacetime 
that contains a bifurcate Killing horizon. First, Killing vec
tor fields are reviewed in Sec. 1. In Sec. 2, the existence of 
canonical coordinates on a neighborhood of a zero of a Kill
ing vector field is established. In Sec. 3, Killing horizons are 
reviewed. The main result is proved in Sec. 4. 

1. KILLING VECTOR FIELDS 

Let (M,g) be a spacetime of class Coo with signature 
( + , + , + , - ) for the Lorentz metric g. In some cases, 
analyticity assumptions will be made. A vector field S de
fined on the manifold M or any open subset of M is a Killing 
vector field if and only if the Lie derivative Lsg is zero. The 
Lie derivative of g with respect to a vector field S is given by 

(L$)(1],;) = s (g(1],;» - g([s,1] L;) - g(1], [s,; ]) (1) 

for arbitrary vector fields 1] and;. The Lie derivative of a 
vector field 1] with respect to a vector field S is given by 
Ls1] = [S,1]], the Lie bracket of sand 1]. For a given vector 
field S, define a tensor field A s of type (1,1) by 

As1] = - V."s (2) 

for arbitrary vector field 1]. The pseudo-Riemannian connec
tion is denoted by V. If S vanishes at a point p in M, then As 
evaluated atp is an endomorphism of the tangent space TpM 
which indicates how the local flow of S is rotating around p. 
The torsion tensor field Tofthe pseudo-Riemannian con
nection V vanishes identically. Thus, 

for arbitrary vector fields 1] and ;; and the tensor field A 
satisfies 

(3) 

(4) 

The metric tensor fieldg is covariantly constant with respect 
to V. Thus, 

(V sg)(1],O = S (g(1],;) - g(Vs1],;) - g(1],V l3) = 0; (5) 

and the Lie derivative (1) may be expressed in terms of As: 

(Lsg)(1],O= -g(As1],;)-g(1].As ;)' (6) 

Hence, S is a Killing vector field if and only if As is skew 
symmetric with respect to g. 

Assume that S is a Killing vector field. Let { U€ j be the 
local one-parameter group ofisometries generated by S. The 

orbit of S through a point q in M is [ U€ (q) j. Some results of 
Boyerl are rederived. Since As is skew symmetric, 
s(g(S,s» = 2g(Vs s,s) = - 2g(Ass,s) = O. Thus, 

Lemma 1: S 2=g(S,S) is constant on any orbit of s; the 
one-dimensional orbits of S can be classified as spacelike, 
timelike or null according to the sign or vanishing of S 2. 
Also, 

ds 2(1]) = 1](g(S,0) = 2g(S,v."t) = - 2g(S,As1]) 

= 2g(As S,1]) = - 2g(V s S,1])· 

Hence, 

Lemma 2: - !ds 2 = s I>OAs = ('Is 01>. If; is a vector 
field,; ~ is the 1-form defined by; 1>(1]) = g~,1]) for arbi
trary vector field 1]. The notation; I> is due to Abraham.2 

Using Lemma 1, 

(V s ds 2)(1]) = s (ds 2(1]» - ds 2('151]) 

= S (1](S 2» - (V s1]s)s 2 

Thus, 

= [S,1]lS2_(Vs1])S2= -(V."S)S2 

= (As1])S2 = ds 2(As1])· 

Lemma 3: 'Is ds 2 = ds 20As' 

2. CANONICAL COORDINATES 

Assume that S is a Killing vector field which vanishes at 
a point p in M but does not vanish identically on some open 
neighborhood of p. Let { U€ j be the local one-parameter 
group of isometries generated by S. Then {LE j = { (d UJ p I is 
a local one-parameter group of Lorentz transformations of 
the tangent space TpM and - As (p) is the infinitesimal 
generator of {L€ I; i.e., (dL.-Id€)I€ = 0 = - As (p). Since UE 

maps geodesics into geodesics, there exist open neighbor
hoods Vand W of p with UE (V) C W for sufficiently small € 

such that 

v---... W 

exp - 1 ~ ~ exp - 1 

T~ .T~ 

L€ 

is a commutative diagram. The exponential mapping) at p is 
denoted by expo 

Let (e 1,e2,e3,e4) be an ordered basis of TpM and let 
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(X\X2,X\X4) be the normal coordinate system' on Wwith 
respect to (e 1,e2,e"e4). Then exp- l(q) = xl'(q)e}1 for q in W 
(summation implied over repeated indices) or xl'(q) 
= [exp- l(q)l",the,uthcomponentofthevector 

exp l(q)ET # with respect to the ordered basis (e 1,e2,e"e4). 

In this normal coordinate system, 5 = 5I'a/aX I'. Forq in V, 

5 Il(q) = (d [xl'(U«q»]ldE)lf~o 

= (d [exp" l(Uf(q»]I'/dE)lf~o 

= (d [Lf(exp - l(q»]" Ide) I £ __ 0 

= (d [Lf{x''(q)eJ]l'/dE)lf~o 

= x''(q)(dA I' ,IdE) I f _ 0' 

where (A II,) is the matrix representation of L f with respect 
to the ordered basis (e 1,e2,e"e4)' Since - As (p) is the infini
tesimal generator of L£, (dA I"JdE) I £ ~ 0 el, = - Ac:(p)-e, .. 
This result is summarized in 

Lemma 4: In a normal coordinate system (x I ,x2 ,x3 ,x4) 
with origin at a zero of 5, the components of 5 are given by 

51' = x'(dA 1',.ldE) I f' n' 

The type of the local one-parameter group of Lorentz 
transformations! L

f 
1 is characterized by two invariants 

II - !trace(*Ac:(p).A,,(p»-2,uK, 
(7) 

12 - !trace{A,,(p).As(p» ,112 - K2. 

The star is the duality operator. The classification of local 
one-parameter groups of Lorentz transformations is repro
duced in Table I from Ref. 1. Table I also classifies the fixed 
points of ! Uf 1 or the zeros of 5· The Killing vector field 5 is 
called an infinitesimaI4-screw, spacelike rotation, timelike 
rotation or null rotation depending on the type of zero of 5' 
The invariants,u and K are defined by (7) except for an over
all sign. 

For a local one-parameter group! L£ 1 of Lorentz trans
formations, it is well known 4 that there exists an orthonor
mal basis (e l ,e2,e"e4 ) with signature ( + , + , + , - ) such 
that 

COS(,uE) sin(,uE) ° ° - sin(,uE) COS(,uE) ° ° 
° ° cosh(KE) sinh(KE) 

° ° sinh(KE) cosh(KE) 
(8) 

if L
f 

is a 4-screw (,uK=ft0), spacelike rotation (K = 0, ,u=1=0) or 
timelike rotation (,u = 0, K=ft0); and 

T ABLE I. Classification of local one-parameter groups of Lorentz 
transformations. 

I, I, Type of Lorentz transformation L, 

FO 4-screw 
0 >0 spacelike rotation 
0 <0 timelike rotation 
0 0 null rotation 
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° ° ° -E E 
(AI',,) = 

1 - E2/2 E2/2 E 

E - E2/2 I + E2/2 

if L f is a null rotation. 
In Riemann normal coordinates (x I ,x2 ,x' ,x4) 

= (x,y,z,t) with respect to the orthonormal basis 
(e l ,eZ,e"e4), 

(9) 

(10) 

if L£ is a 4-screw (,uK=I=O), spacelike rotation (K = O,,u=ft0) or 
timelike rotation (,u = 0, K=ft0); and 

5 = (y i. - z i.) + (t i. + y i.) (11) 
az ay ay at 

if L" is a null rotation. An infinitesimal null rotation is the 
sum of an infinitesimal spacelike rotation and an infinites
imal timelike rotation that do not commute. 

Note that the zeros of 5 are isolated only if L£ is a 4-
screw. In the other cases, the axis of rotation (zeros of 5) is a 
totally geodesic two-dimensional sub manifold of M and the 
invariants,u and K are constant on the axis of rotation. Any 
coordinate system in which a Killing vector field 5 is given 
by (10) or (11) will be called a canonical coordinate system. 
A canonical coordinate system is not necessarily a Riemann 
normal coordinate system. The Riemann normal coordinate 
system was used only to establish the existence of a canonical 
form for 5 on a neighborhood of a zero of s-
3. KILLING HORIZONS 

A Killing horizon with respect to a Killing vector field 5 
is a null hypersurface K on which 5 is null. Assume K is a 
Killing horizon with respect to a Killing vector field 5. Since 
52 g{5,5) is constant on K (zero, in fact), there exists a real
valued differentiable function K on K such that 
- !d5 2 

= K5 '. By Lemma 2, V I; 5 = K5 on K. This implies 
that the null orbits of 5 on K an; null geodesics. On K, 
- ! V::: d5 2 = V i;(K5') = {5K)5" + KV I; 5" 
= (5~)5" + K(V ~ 5)" = (5K)5' + K25 ".' Also by Lemmas 2 

and 3, _!Vl;dg 2 = -!d520At; =K5"OAI; 
= - ~K d5 i = K25 I> on K. Henc~, 5K = ° a~d K is constant 

on any null orbit of 5 on K. 
Define 5 (E) to be 5 evaluated along an orbit! U£ (q) 1· 

For qEK and K(q) = 0, 5 (E) is parallelly propagated on the 
null orbit! Uf (q) 1 and the group parameter E is an affine 
parameter. For qEK and K(q)=ft0, e Kf5 (E) is parallelly 
propagated on the null orbit! U f (q) 1 sinceD (e - K€5 (E»/dE 

V ,;(f)(e KE5 (E» = - Ke - K<5 (E) + e - K£V 1;«£ (E) = 0; 
andu = e Kf is an affine parameter. Thus, a mill orbit of 5 on 
K is geodesically incomplete if K is nonzero on the orbit. 
These results, due to Boyer,l are summarized in 

Lemma 5: There exists a real-valued differentiable 
function K on K such that - ~d5 2 = K5 p = (V I; 5)" and 
5K = 0. The null orbits of 5 on K are null geodesics. The 
function K is constant on any null orbit of 5 on K and the orbit 
is geodesically incomplete if K is nonzero. 
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A Killing horizon K is said to be non degenerate if and 
only if K is nonzero on K. Hence, every null orbit on a nonde
generate Killing horizon is geodesically incomplete. 

4. BIFURCATE KILLING HORIZONS 

If 5 is an infinitesimal time1ike rotation, then there are 
four Killing horizons with respect to 5 that have the axis of 
rotation as a common boundary.! The union of the four hori
zons and the axis of rotation is called a bifurcate Killing 
horizon. An analytic spacetime with a bifurcate Killing hori
zon is locally symmetric with respect to the axis of rotation 
in the following sense: 

Theorem 1: If 5 = t%z + z%t is an analytic Killing 
vector field of an analytic spacetime, then (x,y,z,t )~(x,y, 
- z, - t) is an isometry. 

Proof The calculation is easier in coordinates 
U = (t + z)/(2) 112 and v = (t - z)/(2)1I2. In these coordi
nates, 5 = u%u - v%v and UE(x,y,u,v) 

= (x,y,ueE,ve -1. Let (Xl ,X2,X3,X4) = (x,y,u,v) and 1 <i,j<2. 

The fact that the metric components g/1V are analytic func
tions and that UE is an isometry imply g/x,y,u,v) 

= gij(x,y,uv), g34(X,y,u,v) = g3ix,y,uv), g;3(X,y,U,v) 
= vg;ix,y,uv), g;ix,y,u,v) = ug;ix,y,uv), g33(X,y,u,v) 

= V2g3ix,y,uv), and g44(X,y,U,v) = U2g44(X,y,uv), where the 
g/1V are analytic functions of three variables. It follows im
mediately that (x,y,u,v) (x,y, - u, - v) is an isometry. 

The theorem is not true if the analyticity assumption is 
dropped. The metric given by 

ds2 = dx2 + dy2 + J 2(z,t) [di! _ dt 2], 
(12) 

f
l, when r;;>z or t> - z. 

J 2(z,t)= 1 +exp[ _(Z2_ t 2)-2], 

when t<z and t< -z 

is of class Coo and 5 = t %z + Z %t is a Killing vector 
field. The transformation (x,y,z,t ) ,,"(x,y, - Z, - t) is not an 
isometry. 

Boyer! has shown that if an incomplete null geodesic 
orbit of a Killing vector field 5 on a Killing horizon K is 
extendible, then K is a branch of a bifurcate Killing horizon 
and 5 is an infinitesimal time1ike rotation. The axis of rota
tion consists oflimit points of the incomplete null orbits of 5-
This implies that the K of Lemma 5 is constant on K since it 
can be shown that its limit on the axis of rotation is equal to 
the invariant K (or possibly - K) in (7). The main result of 
this paper is to prove that if K is constant on K, then there 
exists a local prolongation (extension) of the space-time that 
contains a bifurcate Killing horizon. 

Theorem 2: Let (M,g) be an analytic spacetime with 
nondegenerate Killing horizon K with respect to an analytic 
Killing vector field 5. If K is a constant function on K, then 
there exists an open submanifold U of M that intersects the 
horizon K and an analytic prolongation of (U,g) that con
tains a bifurcate Killing horizon. 

Proof By an application of the theorem that states that 
a nonzero vector field can be represented locally as a coordi
nate vector field,z there exists a coordinate system 
(XI,X2,X-\X4) such that the Killing horizon K is given locally 
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by x 3 = ° and 5 = O/OX4, Let Ube the domain of the coordi
nate system (XI,X2,X\X4). Since 5 is a Killing vector field, 

OU J ox4 = 0. The range of the coordinate x 4 in U may not 
Opt 

be the whole real line. First, consider the prolongation of 
(U,g) that extends the range of the coordinate x 4 to the 
whole real line, ifit is not so already. This local prolongation 
may not be an open submanifold of M. Taub-NUT space, in 
which the orbits of 5 are closed, is such an example. s 

Since 5 is null on K, 52 = g4ixl ,x2,0) = 0; and since K 
is a null hypersurface g33(xl,x2 ,0) = 0. On 

K, - !dS 2 = KS·, dS 2 = (Og44/0X3)(XI,X2,0) dx3 and 

s' = gI4(X I,X2 ,0) dx l + g2ix l ,X2,0) dx2 + g3ixt,x2,O) dx
3
. 

Thus, glix l ,xl,O) = g2ixl ,x2,0) = 0. Since the metricg has 

Lorentz signature, g34(X 1 ,x2,0)*0. Thus, 

- !(Og44/0X3)(Xl,X2,0) = Kg34(Xt,X2,0). (13) 

Now consider the coordinate transformation 

(14) 

with inverse 

x 1 =x, x 2 =y, x 3 =uv, x4
=K--

l lnu. (15) 

Then 

ds2 = gill' dx/1 dx" = g4ix,y,UV)(KU) - 2 du 2 

+ 2g3ix,y,UV)(KU) - I(U dv + v du) du 

+ 2gzi x ,y,UV)(KU) - 1 dy du 

+ 2g1i x ,y,UV)(KU) -- I dx du + ... 
= [g4ix,y,UV)(KU) - I + 2g34(X,y,uv) v] 

X (KU) - I du 2 + .... 
The transformation (14) maps the extended domain of 

(16) 

(x I ,x2 ,x3 ,X4) onto the half-space u > 0; and the terms omitted 
in (16) are clearly analytic on the symmetric extension of the 
half-space, (x,y,u,v)~x,y, - u, - v), including u = 0. The 
term in brackets in (16) is also analytic on the symmetric 
extension. 

From (13), 

lim [g4ix,y,UV)(KU) - 1+ 2g34(X,y,uv) v] 
U~O 

= (Og44/0X3)(x,y,0)K - 1 V + 2g34(X,y,0) v = 0, 

Thus, the metric components in the (x,y,u,v) coordinate sys
tem are analytic functions on the symmetric extension of the 
half-space u > 0. It is easy to check that this prolongation of 
(U,g) has Lorentz signature, even when u = 0. In this pro-
10ngation,S = K(UO/iJU - v%v) is an infinitesimal timelike 
rotation. Canonical coordinates are given by 
z = (u - V)/(2)112 and t = (u + v)/(2)1I2. 

Remark 1: Theorem 2 is a generalization of previous 
work on analytic extensionsu that does not require the exis
tence of special two-dimensional time1ike submanifolds. In 
Theorem 2, no local symmetry other than that generated by 
5 is assumed to exist and no field equations have been im
posed on the metric. The Einstein field equations and the 
dominant energy condition imply that K is a constant and K is 
caJIed the surface gravity of the horizon, 8 

Remark 2: Theorem 2 is a local theorem, Taub-NUT 
space is an example of a spacetime that satisfies the hypoth-
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esis of Theorem 2 and yet there is no prolongation of Taub
NUT space that contains a bifurcate Killing horizon. 5 The 
reason for this is that the orbits of S are closed. Thus, a global 
version of Theorem 2 is not true. Theorem 2 implies that 
there exists a local prolongation of Taub-NUT space that 
contains a bifurcate Killing horizon. Such a local prolonga
tion of Taub-NUT space has already been exhibited. 5 

Remark 3: The analyticity assumption in Theorem 2 
was made in order to guarantee uniqueness of the local pro
longation. If the analyticity assumption is dropped, the theo
rem still goes through to yield a local symmetric prolonga
tion that contains a bifurcate Killing horizon. However, in 
the non analytic case, there also exist non symmetric prolon
gations that contain a bifurcate Killing horizon. For exam
ple, the Minkowski metric ds2 = dx2 + dy2 + dz2 - dt 2 de-
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fined on the half-space t> - z admits the analytic 
(symmetric) prolongation to Minkowski space and the Coo 
(nonsymmetric) prolongation to metric (12). 
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Decay of local correlations and absence of phase 
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If the local truncated correlation functions of a system of statistical mechanics decay in a prescribed 
manner the limiting pressure becomes differentiable with respect to the activity. Criterions of clustering of 
the local truncated m -point correlation functions are shown to lead to a pressure being element of C" for 
arbitrary nand m = I ..... n + I. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
It is a well-known law of thermodynamics that the lo

cal fluctuations (..1 n) A of the local particle number n A be
have for large n A like 

(..1n)A 

---;;;:-~ Y n A . 

If this behavior is expressed in a rigorous inequality, 

(..1n)A;> C , (1.1) 

n A Yn A 

for some small constant c > 0, then for the infinite system the 
pressure turns out to be a continuous function of the specific 
volume p-I. It was proved by Ruelle for classical continuous 
systems that (1.1) generally holds for a large class of 
potentials. 1.2 

Assuming the reversed inequality 

(..1n)A < C . (1.2) 

nA Yn A 

for some large constant C> 0, we shall show that this de
cay property for the local truncated two-point correlation 
function (in the grand canonical ensemble) forces the pres
sure of the infinite system to be differentiable with respect 
to the activity. 

The task of the following two sections is to give a rig
orous proof and formulation of the connection of the limit
ed growth of the local particle number fluctuations like 
(1.2), and the absence of phase transitions. In Sec. 2 we 
concentrate on simple differentiability, mainly using con
vexity arguments, whereas in Sec. 3 we generalize to n-fold 
differentiability for arbitrary n. For the infinite system, n
fold differentiability of the pressure is interpreted accord
ing to Ehrenfest as absence of a phase transition of the nth 
kind. 

Weare not concerned in this article with a special 
type of system of statistical mechanics. The results are 
obligatory for all types of systems, classical and quantum 
as well as lattice and continuous systems, provided the lo
cal pressures exist, and the interaction is either stable l in 
case of a continuous system, or an element of the usual 
Banach space I for lattice systems. For lattice systems the 

term "stable" used in the text has to be replaced by "ele
ment of the Banach space," and the constant B in an ap
propriate way by the Banach space norm II¢> II. All nota
tions and definitions used are based on Ref. 1. 

2. PHASE TRANSITION OF FIRST ORDER 
In this section we are concerned with the cluster 

properties of the local truncated two-point correlation 
function. For convenience and to elucidate the connection 
of the derivatives of the pressure with respect to the chemi
cal potential and the truncated correlation functions, we 
treat classical continuous systems. The propositions are 
also valid for other systems of statistical mechanics, in par
ticular Proposition (2.1) without change and Proposition 
(2.2) as a special case of Proposition (3.1). 

Let P A be the pressure of a statistical system confined to 
a bounded Lebesgue measurable set A C R v with measure 
IA I, in the grand canonical ensemble. If; denotes the chemi
cal potential, /3 the inverse temperature, and PA,k (xh ... ,Xk ) 

the local k-point correlation function for classical continu
ous systems, I then P A EC 00 and 

I~ I 1 (PA.ix,y) - PA.t(X)PA,t(y»dx dy 

+ -I-fPA t(x)dx. IA I A ' 

Proposition (2.1): If there exists k > 0 such that 

a2(JpA dk >O 
a;2 ,? 

for a subnet A CR v with ,1-00 and each ;ER, and if the 
thermodynamic limit limA_.ooPA = P exists, then P is a 

strictly convex function of; for each ;ER. 

Proof Suppose there exist ;1';2ER, ;(=1=;2 and P is af
finefor all ;E[;h~J, thenp = (J{3p/J;) = po = const;>O ex
ists. Since P A = (J/3p A / J;) is monotone increasing and 

converges to po for ;E[;I,;,], one can choose E> ° so small, 
that d(I;2 - ;11) < k. PA is a Coo function, and there exists 
..TE[A IX CR ",,1_00 J and ;OE[;h;,J, such that 

apX(;o) 
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which contradicts our presupposition. Q.E.D. 

A direct consequence of the strict convexity of the 
pressure is the continuity of the pressure as a function of 
the density in its domain of existence. 

An example for classical continuous systems is given 
by supers table, lower regular, and regular pair interac
tions. It is an easy consequence of Ref. 2 and Proposition 
(2.1) that the pressure is a strictly convex function of the 
chemical potential. 

Proposition (2.2): Let the thermodynamic limit 

p(b,{J) = lim p A (b,{J) 
A --.ex: 

exist for (b,{J )ElJC R' with {J > ° and a stable but arbitrary 
interaction. Let p;; k<xh ... ,xd be the local k-point correla
tion function for the inverse temperature {J and chemical 
potential bA = (1 - A KI + Ab" AE[O,I], such that for all 
AE[O, 1] and all (fJ,b A )ElJ and for a subnet (A 1.1 C R ", 
.1----*00 l we have 

S~j) III fdA Ix, dx dy[p~.i(x,y) - P~.l(x)p~fJ(y)] 
<,g(fJ,bhb,), (2.1) 

with g(fJ,.,.) being a continuous function of bl and b,. Then 
p(.,{J) is differentiable for each bER with (fJ,b)ElJ and there 
is no phase transition of first order. 

Proof The local pressure is differentiable with respect 
to b, and for each (h(,ER, each bIE[(ll,], and b,E[(h('] 
such that (fJlI)ElJ, (fJl,)ElJ we have 

\ :bPx(b,{J)I!:, - :bPx(b,{J)I!:, \ 

\ il (a (a \ )) \ <, dA - -px(b,{J) 
o aA ab (I - A)~, + A~, 

<,K Ibl - b,I{J-l, 

with 

K = sUj) [---l- (I dA f [p~,i(x,Y) 
A IA I Jo x' 

- p~,I(x)p~.I(y)] dx dy + III f dA f!~.I(x) dX]. 

The interchanging of limits is justified by the stability of the 
interaction and the application of the theorems of Lebesgue, 
Fubini-Tonelli, and the Weierstrass majorization criterion. 
p x(b,{J) is a convex function of b with positive derivatives 
(a lab)p £,(J );;;'0. Letz> 0« = 1nZ), then convexity implies 

= (Jp A (ln2z,{J) - /Jp A (lnZ",/J ) 

B denotes the stability lower bound, andp~l(x) is the local 
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one-point correlation function for activity z and inverse tem
perature (J. Since g is a continuous function there exists a 
constant G> 0 such that 

K<, ma_x_ K(bl,b2)<,G, 
;';lE [",;;- J 

and the local densities are uniformly Lipschitz; in particular 
P;.(b) is equicontinuous, 

(2.2) 

Convexity of the pressure as a function of b implies that 
(a lab)p £,(J) converges to (a lab )p(b,/J) for each bER \ Q, 
where Q is at most a countably infinite subset ofR [see Ref. 3, 
Ref. 4 (Lemma III), Ref. 5. (Appendix A) for sequences and 
Ref. 6 for generalized sequences]. Since R\Q is dense in R 
and the family «a laop x(b,{J» Xcw is equicontinuous be
cause of (2.2), (a lab)p x (b,/J) converges for each bElR. The 
convex function p(.,{J) possesses right and left derivatives at 
each point bER (see Ref. 7). Let A be a directed set. (ba )aEA 
with lima .ocba = So denote a generalized sequence of 
chemical potentials. For each generalized subsequence 
(An )mcA with lima __ coAa = 00 it follows from (2.2) that 

lim ~px (b,{J) \ = lim ~px (b,{J) \ 
a • co as" s" a~ 00 ab" !:" 

To each SoEQ there exist generalized sequences (ba )aEA , 
SaER,lima~cosa = So, and (b{J'){3'EA' and S{J'ER, 
lim{3'~ooS{3' = bo which approximate the right and left de
rivatives of the pressure6

: 

The equation 

-p(b,{J) = lim -Px (b,{J) a' \ a \ 
as So a~oo ab" !:" 

= lim ~px (b,/J)I 
{3'~00 ab" I;{I 

concludes the proof. Q.E.D. 

An immediate consequence of Proposition (2.2) is the 
continuity of the density as a function of the pressure p(P). 

Since p is bounded by 4 e!:ef3B, and assuming that p(b) is 
everywhere differentiable, p(b) is continuous for all SElR. 
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The condition (j3,b)ED places no serious restriction and shall 
be omitted in this argument. If p=/=O, the pressure is strictly 
monotonic-increasing and continuous as a function of b. Let 
bo be chosen such that p(;) > ° for all (; > bo and p(;) = 0 for 
all (;<bo, thenp(;) is invertible for b> bo and b(P) is even 
differentiable. Thus p(P) is continuous. 

3. PHASE TRANSITION OF ARBITRARY ORDER 

In the theorem of this section a generalization of Pro po
sition (2.2) to an arbitrary degree of differentiability of the 
pressure is obtained. This demonstrates the exclusion of 
phase transitions of nth order, provided the first n + 1 trun
cated local correlation functions decay sufficiently strongly. 
This is ex.pressed in Presupposition (3.1). 

Proposition (3.1): Letf,g:K-R withf ,gECOO(K,R) be a 
generalized subsequence offaECOO(K,R) and K a compact 
space. For n> 1 and nEN the following assumption shall be 
satisified: To each kEN with 1 <k<n + 1 we assume that 

! ;\f,g(;)! <gk (;), (3.1) 

wheregk is a continuous function on K for each l<k<n + 1, 
and furthermorefa (;) converges pointwise tof(;) for each 
bEK. 

Then (a k la(; k)fa(;) converges uniformly tofZ(;) for 
all O<k<n [with (aYa/a(;O) =fa andf~ =f) andfZ(;) 
= (a k / ab ")f(;) for each (;EK. In particular fEC H(K,R). 

Proof Let G".K = maxg,,(;), then equicontinuity (or 
bEK 

uniform Lipschitz continuity) holds for O<k<n: 

! 
a" a" ! ab/(ffJ(;I)- ab"f,g(;,) <G"+I.KI(;I-(;21 (3.2) 

for all bl,r;,EK. Since we have 

! ;kkffJ(;)!<G".K 

the theorem of Arzela-Ascoli implies that there exists a sub
sequence (a"lar;/")fy(;) of (a" lar; ")fp(;) which converges 
pointwise to a functionfZ~(;) for all r;EK. As a consequence 
of (3.2), (a" lar; ")fy(;) converges uniformly on K. Sincefy 
converges toJ, it follows immediately by uniform conver
gence of the (ak lar; k)fy(;) for O<k<n that 
fr(;) = fk(;) = (a" lar; "y(;). 

Q.E.D. 
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In particular Proposition (3.1) holds if/a is the local 
pressure, bER the chemical potential, and K some interval 
[;1,b2] depending on the temperature such that (j3,r;I)ED and 
(j3,b,)ED. 

Corollary (3.2): In each system of statistical mechanics 
with stable interactions for which the pressure converges 
pointwise with respect to the chemical potential, it also con
verges uniformly on each compact set. This is a consequence 
of convexity. 

In classical statistical mechanics of continuous systems 
we meet the following illustrating cases. Let the potential be 
a positive pair interaction, which decreases at infinity 
weaker than 1I1xl v - D, where VEN is the dimension and 
0> 0; the density and pressure is then zero. If it decreases 
exactly like allxl V, then Presupposition (2.1) is fulfilled and 
the absence of a phase transition of first order follows in the 
region. 

e?; <€~a., 

because the pressure converges according to Ref. 2. € is the 
(nonzero) density at low activities. [If the density is zero 
everywhere, the relation is valid for arbitrary d If the poten
tial decreases stronger than 1I1xl v + Ii, then it is regular, and 
the Kirkwood-Salsburg region and its ex.tension for positive 
potentials is known as the domain of analyticity of the pres
sure. In this case the assumptions of Proposition (3.1) are 
also fulfilled for arbitrary n, because there is at least a subnet 
(al< jar; k)p x(;) that converges uniformly to the continuous 
function (al< lar; k )p(;) for a compact interval [;1'(;'] with 
r;E[(;t.(;,]. 
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On stationary, axially symmetric solutions of Jordan's five
dimensional, unified theory 
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It is shown that the association of a linear eigenvalue problem for solutions of Einstein's 
equations admitting a two-parameter Abelian group of isometries can be extended to 
Jordan's five-dimensional, unified theory admitting three commuting Killing vectors. 
The reduction to a two-dimensional problem, the derivation of infinitely many 
conservation laws and the generation of one-parameter families of solutions can thereby 
be transcribed almost literally. 

Jordan's' five-dimensional, unified theory can serve as a 
first step towards a geometrical unification of gravitation 
with other interactions. Thus one should try to learn as 
much as possible about the structure and especially about 
the solutions of this theory. To reach this aim, the easiest 
approach could be a generalization of techniques which are 
known within Einstein's theory of gravitation. 

For Einstein's theory of gravitation admitting two com
muting Killing vectors one of the authors2 has recently con
structed a linear eigenvalue problem similar to the ones 
known for completely integrable systems. In this paper we 
transcribe this construction to Jordan's theory admitting 
three commuting Killing vectors. We find that in spite of 
increasing technical difficulties the generalization is 
straightforward. 

The derivation of the linear eigenvalue problem pro
ceeds as in the four-dimensional theory. In Sec. I we reduce 
the problem of finding solutions to Jordan's equations with 
three commuting Killing vectors to a two-dimensional one. 
In Sec. 2 we make use of the existence of infinitely many 
conservation laws to derive a symmetry transformation. 
With the help of this transformation we construct a linear 
eigenvalue problem in Sec. 3. 

1. REDUCTION TO A TWO-DIMENSIONAL 
PROBLEM 

As in the case of four-dimensional Einstein space ad
mitting two commuting Killing vectors, looking for solu
tions of the five-dimensional generalization admitting a 
three-parameter Abelian group GJ can be reduced to a prob
lem on a two-dimensional manifold S. To see this, we define 
with the three commuting Killing vectors SI (i = 1,2,3) the 
projection 

(1.1) 

(p,v,.·· = 1, ... ,5), where A ik is the inverse of the 3 X 3 matrix 

0.2) 

gil' is the metric tensor in five dimensions with signature 
( + , + , + , - , + ). 

The projection of gl'" defines a metric tensor hob 

(a,b ... · = 1,2) on S. Two cases have to be distinguished: 

(A) The Killing vector fields are all spacelike; hence 
sgn(Ajk) = ( + , + , + ) and sgn(h ab) = ( - , + ). 

(B) One of the Killing vector fields is time-like (station
arity) and hence sgn(Ajk) = ( + , + , - ) and sgn(hoh ) 

= (+, +). 

Whenever necessary we shall discuss the two cases sep
arately referring to them as (A) and (B). 

Because of Rill' = 0 the vector fields 

{ljjk/l €,lVKPU S r S j\1pn (1.3) 

are curl-free, 

fll)k III."J = 0, (1.4) 

and can thus be derived from potentials flijk' 

fl jjk/ l = a/1fl jjk • (1.5) 

In order to be well defined on S, the flijk have to be 
constant along the orbits of G], i.e., 

s.':/' fljk/ = 5/,fljklll = 0, 

which will be assumed from now on. For 

{l - f;-flf;-" f;-'-",Pf;-(T 
i - E,H',..-pa ~ 1 ~ 2 ~ 2 V ~ i 

we now get 

and with Eq. (1.6) 

fl,= O. 

Because 

(1.6) 

(1.7) 

( 1.8) 

(1.9) 

a,P, = 0 ( 1.10) 

holds anyway, this is not an essential restriction. 

For the covariant derivative of the Killing vector fields 
we have 

f;- _::'ljk f.- 1 _~ljkl 1m f;-~-f;-Pfla . 
V/l~ I\' - l:/L.- ~jI1·\7JL I/L ki J 2:/l /l E jll 'k.P(7.=. J ~ I kmt' 

. (1.11) 

from which 

yIJ\1)"jk = fyllAijA j'y,,A'k 
'ljml'"flll fl 2R E:/lf.-l' - 6/l /l J.t mni J~jlkp - Ill' ~ i ~ k 

( 1.12) 
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follows. With the formula 

, jm, In ra I'- ra 
/l, /l, J,& mni J'&jlkl'-

= - 2DI'-Aij AjlD,J.lk + 6(detA yliliilk 

Eq. (1.12) now reads 

(1.13) 

DaDa Aik = DaAijAjlDaAlk - !(detA tl(Da detA )DaAik 

where Dais the covariant derivative corresponding to the 
metric hab. Because of RI'-v = 0 and the subsidiary condition 
(1.9) we get 

(1.15) 

with 

r=1 detA I. (1.16) 

Moreover, the Ricci tensor on S obeys the equation 

R ~~) =! Tr(A -IDPbA) - t Tr(A -IDaAA -IDbA). 
(1.17) 

We thus obtain equations which are equal in form to the ones 
of Einstein's theory derived by Geroch. J 

We now choose coordinates in which 

hab = h7Jab 

with 

case (A), 

(1.18) 

case (B), 

holds. In these special coordinates Eq. (1.15) decouples from 
Eq. (1.17), and Eq. (1.17) can be easily integrated if we have 
solved Eq. (1.15). That is why we study only Eq. (1.15) in the 
following. 

2. THE GENERATION OF ONE-PARAMETER 
FAMILIES OF SOLUTIONS 

Up to the fact that A is a symmetric 3 X 3 matrix instead 
of a 2 X 2 matrix the equation of motion for A is the same in 
Jordan's theory as in Einstein's theory. So one can conjec
ture that the results can be taken over from the four-dimen
sional theory if they are formulated for A. This is indeed the 
case for the infinitely many conservation laws and the gen
eration of one parameter families of solutions which we now 
tum to. 

Equation (1.15) is the first conservation law or can be 
read as the integrability condition for (aa=€abab) 

acfJJ-~TA -laaA. (2.1) 

The different signs refer to cases (A) and (B) respectively. 
Taking the trace, we get «(7= - !Trw) 

aalT = ± aaT. (2.2) 

Further potentials An and Wn can be defined recursively 

1353 

aAn + I = - a(Awn) ~ TaAA -IAn - Aawn + 2a«(7An) 

(2.3a) 
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aWn + 1 = 'fOa(rA -IAn) - awwn 'fOrA -laAn + 2(7awn 
(2.3b) 

with the initial data 

Ao = 0, Al = A, WO = - 1, WI = w. 

The integrability conditions follow by induction. 

With the generating functions 

V(s) = f snAn, U(s) = f snwn 
n=O n=O 

Eqs. (2.3a) and (2.3b) read 

S-Iav(s) = -a(AU(s»'fOraAA -IV'(S) 
- AaU(s) + W«(7V(s», 

s-laU(s) = 'fOa(rA -I V(s» - awU(s) 
'fOrA -Iav(s) + 2(7aU(s). 

The ansatz 

V(s) =J(S,T,(7)AU(S) 

with 

solves Eq. (2.Sa) identically. Then putting 

U'(s)=(1 'fOrJ2)U 

Eq. (2.Sb) yields 

(2.3c) 

(2.4) 

(2. Sa) 

(2.Sb) 

(2.6) 

(2.8) 

au' = ± TJ (_ A -laA + TJ A -laA )U' (2.9) 
1 'fOrJ2 . 

In order to decouple these equations, we choose new 
coordinates 

Xl + X2 Xl _ X2 
5 = -2-' 7J = -2-' case (A), 

b = Xl + iX2, t = Xl - iX2, case (B), 

and get 

a~u' = - !(1- IIr)A -la~AU', 

a.,.,u' = - !(1- r)A -la.,.,AU', 

where r represents 

(2. lOa) 

(2. lOb) 

(2.11a) 

(2.l1b) 

r = 1 + TJ = (1 - 2s«(7 + 1'»)112 
1 - TJ 1 _ 2s«(7 _ 1') ,case (A), (2. 12a) 

r = 1 - irJ = (1 - 2s«(7 - iT») 112 
1 + iTJ 1 _ 2s«(7 + iT) ,case (B). (2. 12b) 

[If e'IEations are equal in case (A) and (B) up to the substitu
tion 5 for 7J as Eqs. (2.11) are, we only write down explicitly 
case (A)J. 

_ Eqs. (2.11) imply for normalized X = ± T-21lA and 
U = (- SI/)1/JU' 

a/j= - !(1- lIr)X-Ias-XU, 

a.,.,u = - !(1 - r) X -Ia.,., XU. 

Because of the normalization 

Tr(X -laX) = (det Xyla deU = 0 

holds and detU can be chosen equal to 1. 

J. Burzlaff and D. Maison 
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(2.13b) 
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Equations (2.11) and (2.13) are the direct generaliza
tions of the analogous equations in Einstein's theory and of 
the still more special equations in the 0(2,1) nonlinear a
model.' Therefore, it is not surprising that one-parameter 
families of solutions can also be obtained in a completely 
analogous manner. We find that 

and 

XC\) = OT(S,A)XO(S,A), SEJR (2.1Sa) 

T(') = (y(S) - y(st')2 T 
4ST 

(2.1Sb) 

solve 

a,/TX olasX) + a,;(TX o'a" X) = 0, (2.16a) 

a,/),;T=O. (2.16b) 

If X and T solve Eqs. (2.16) and 0 solves Eqs. (2.13). Thus, 
given a solution of Jordan's equations with three commuting 
Killing vectors, One obtains a one-parameter family of solu
tions by applying the transformation (2.15). 

The symmetry transformation has the further 
properties 

Xes) - la.XC') = ~ Doli ola.iD, (2.17a) 

and 

. y . 

XC\)-la Xes) = yUolXo'a XD (2.17b) 
~ q 

T(,)-lat;.T(S)= ..!..r1at;T, 
y' 

T(s) - la T(s) = Y'To'a T 
71 1J ' 

(2.18a) 

(2.18b) 

which will be used to construct a linear eigenvalue problem 
in the next paragraph. 

3. FORMULATION OF THE LINEAR PROBLEM IN 
TERMS OF SL(3,lR) INVARIANTS 
CONSTRUCTED FROM X-1A~ AND i-1i1j 

Because writing down the eigenvalue problem would be 
rather lengthy, we only show how to derive it. Starting from 
X o'X; and i 01X" (X,; = a!), we construct a ?asis for the.Lie 
algebra ofSL(3,JR) at every point of the mamfold S (pOSSIbly 
up to a lower dimensional manifold where the system is not 
linearly independent, which we consider to be part of the 
boundary of S). For case (A) we take 

Y, = X o'i,;' y, = X o'X", 

YJ = [y"y,], Y4 = [Y"[Y"Y2]]' 

y, = [y"[y,,y,]], Y6 = [y"[y,,[y,,y,]]], 
(3.1) 

y, = [y,,[ y,,[ y" Y,]]], Y8 = [y,[ y,,[ y" y,)]). 

For case (B) we get the real basis by taking real and imagi
nary parts of (3.1). Because that does not change the essen
tial features of the following discussion, which can be tran
scribed easily for case (B), we treat only case (A). 

Fromy, andy, invariants of the form Tr(y~ yi y7"') can 
be constructed. These invariants are certainly not indepen
dent. Because they determine y, and y, only up to a 
transformation 
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(3.2) 

the number of independent invariants is given by the mini
mal number of independent matrix elements of R O'y,R and 
R o'y,R with arbitrary R. That for n X n matrices this number 
is n' - 1 can be seen as follows: In the general case the char
acteristic polynomial of y, has n simple roots. Hence, y, can 
be transformed to diagonal form with, because of Try, = 0, 
n - 1 independent matrix elements. R is determined up to a 
factor which is irrelevant for R °y,R andR °y2R and up to the 
relative normalization of the eigenvectors ofYl which are the 
columns of R, with respect to one eigenvector. Therefore, 
n - 1 constraints can be imposed on the matrix elements of 
R ·'y,R. Because of Try, = Otheminimal number of in de pen
dent matrix elements of R o'y,R and R ·'y,R is finally n' - 1. 

For 3 X 3 matrices we can take the following complete 
set of invariants: 

A, = Tryi, A, = Try~, A3 = TrY,Y2, A. = Tryf, 

(3.3) 

As = Try~, A6 = Tryt Y2' A, = Try I y~, As = Try~ y~. 
To express the other invariants explicitly in terms of these, 
one simply uses the fact that 

-' leT 2) I T 3 y, = - rYi ')Ii + - rYi' 
2 :\ 

(i = 1,2) (3.4) 

holds. [The first three invariants (3.3) are those which were 
called lA " 2B 2 and lAB cosa in the Einstein case.] 

On the linear space sl(3,JR) a scalar product invariant 
under the adjoint representation of sl(3,JR) is defined by 

(X"Xk ) TrXi X k , Xi EsI(3,JR). (3.5) 

Because this scalar product has the signature 
(+ + + + + - - -) corresponding to the fact that 
there are five independent symmetric and three antisymme
tfic elements of sl(3,JR), 

(3.6) 

-1 
-1 

is a pseudometric on sl(3,JR). According to 17 the basis y, can 
be orthonormalized using Schmidt's orthonormalizing pro
cedure. This yields 

(3.7) 

with 

(Zi' Zk) = 'lik (3.8) 

and b which are known functions of the invariants through 
Ij 

their dependence on the a ik = (y" Yk). 

The next step is to expressYi." andy,.;; again throughYk' 

r(l) 
Y,." = iA YA' 

J. Burzlaff and D. Maison 
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using the equation of motion (2. 16a) for X. Thatr 11 ) and r (2) 

depend only on the invariants (3.3) and their first derivatives 
can be seen as follows: Xs1/' X1/1/' and Xu can be written as a 
linear combination of the basis elements in the space of sym
metric 3 X 3 matrices 

x T =(X'xs'x'1'xs X -IXS'xS X -IX1/,x1/ X-I X1/)' (3.10) 

The coefficients are functions of the invariants (3.3) and 
their first derivatives only. For Eq. (2.16a) holds and the 
coefficients for X1/1/ and Xss can be determined with help of 
the equations 

Trx;A1/1/ = C L Trx;xk, 

Trx;A~s = cl Trx;xk, 

with x; defined by 

XT=(X-I '-IX X-I '-IX X-I '-IX X-IX,X-I 
- Y"5 Y"7 yes s· 

X-eX X-IX X-I '-IX X-IX X-I) 
(C 1/) y, '7 1/ 

(3. 11 a) 

(3. 11 b) 

(3.12) 

and Trx;X1/1/.Trx;Xss.Trx;xk being functions of the invar
iants and their first derivatives. The same statement con
cerning the expansion coefficients is true for matrices like 
Xs X -IX1/ X -115 which are built with more than three A ·s. 
This yields that Y;,j} a~d y;,s.. ca~ b~ w:itt~n ~s linear combina
tions of matrices A -IAs .... ,A -'As A -IA1/ A -1,15' .... which can be 
combined to y/s becauseY;.1/ andy;.s are elements of sl(3,R). 
The coefficients r ik are therefore functions of the invariants 
(3.3) and their first derivatives. 

From Eq. (3.7) and (3.9) we get (b k1b1m = Ok m> 

Zi,1/ = (bik'1/b km + biJ ~~)b Im)Zm=ClimZm (3. 13 a) 

and 

Z;,s = (b;k,sh km + biJ~~)b Im)zm=C2tzm' (3.13b) 

As the C;k m are functions of the invariants and their first 
derivatives, the compatibility condition of these equations 
yields the equations of motion for the invariants Ah ... ,Ag 
which turn out to be second order differential equations. 

Because of (Z;,Zk) = 1Jik one has 

C;1J = 1JCr = 0. (3.14) 

Hence the matrices C; are elements of the vector representa
tion of the lie algebra so(5,3). Because differention is a deri
vation and sl(3,R) is semisimple. they are at the same time 
elements of the adjoint representation of sl(3,R). i.e., 
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I il' I Cik = (i)/./jk (3.15) 

holds where.t;k I are the structure constants of sl(3,R). 

We can now put ci = (i)/Qj with Qj which are the basis 
of the vector representation of sl(3,R) corresponding to the 
representation matrices (Q)k l=.t;k I in the adjont represen
tation. The equations 

(3.16) 

are then a possible form of the linear problem to be con
structed. The eigenvalue problem can be obtained at once if 
we construct C \ ,2 using I (s) and I-s) instead of I and 7. Be
cause of Eqs. (2.17) and (2.18) the invariants' 7 and the 7 

derivatives change only by factors depending on y in which 
the "eigenvalue" s is hidden. Thus, the matrices CI and C2 

depend on S,(7, 7 and the invariants constructed from X. If one 
could solve the inverse scattering problem, one would get the 
matrices cl,2 and especially 7. We conjecture that each triple 
t/JI, t/J2, t/JJ of independent solutions which, because of 
Trc\,2 = 0, can be invariantIy normalized to detr = I 

[r (t/J"t/J2,t/J3)1, yields Iby the formula I = rTr. If this con
jecture, which holds in the Einstein case, is not true, we get 
the z/s from the 0(5,3) representation of r, from Z; we get 
X -IX1/ and 1-115' and by integration X. 

A different form of the linear eigenvalue problem is pro
vided by the spinor representation of the c/s considered as 
elements ofSO(5,3). No matter how, a linear eigenvalue 
problem can be constructed in the case of a five-dimensional 
theory, too, and we conjecture that this is true even in higher 
dimensions. However, in higher dimensions the interesting 
case is the one with noncom muting Killing vectors. j Thus, 
one has to study a theory with this property, and it is not yet 
clear whether some ofthe results we obtained survive in spite 
of the additional difficulties. 
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Spherically symmetric cosmologies whose big bang is partially spacelike and partially 
timelike are constrained to occur only in the presence of certain types of matter, and in 
such cosmologies the timelike part of the big bang is a negative-mass singularity. In this 
paper examples are given of cylindrically symmetric cosmologies whose big bang is 
partially spacelike and partially timelike. These cosmologies are vacuum. In some of 
them, the timelike part of the big bang is clearly a (generalized) negative-mass 
singularity, while in others it is a (generalized) positive-mass singularity. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Among the solutions to Einstein's equations which are 
generally regarded as "cosmological," most exhibit an initial 
singularity, i.e., a big bang, which behaves as the source of all 
matter and information in the spacetime. In the (spatially) 
homogeneous isotropic Friedmann solutions, as well as in 
many inhomogeneous cosmologies, the big bang is spacelike, 
so that none of its points are to the future of any point in 
spacetime. Inhomogeneous cosmologies, however, also al
low the possibility that the big bang is partially spacelike and 
partially timelike,! so that some of its points are subject to 
influence (as well as observation) from within the spacetime. 
We will use the term "mixed" to denote such a big bang. 
When the big bang is mixed, the spacetime has no Cauchy 
surface, or, equivalently, it is not globally hyperbolic. (Thus, 
the spacetime does not obey the stronger formulations of the 
cosmic censorship hypothesis. ') . 

When the big bang is mixed in a spherically symmetric 
cosmology,) its timelike segment has a negative mass associ
ated with it. The occurrence of a negative-mass segment of 
the big bang introduces a number of distinctive features into 
spherically symmetric cosmologies (even aside from the 
prospect of being able to interact causally with a singularity), 
and the primary purpose of this paper is to point out that 
analogous phenomena occur in cosmologies with other sym
metries. In fact, these phenomena occur more readily in cos
mologies whose symmetry is weaker than spherical symme
try, in the following sense: They can occur in vacuum, 
whereas in the spherically symmetric case, not only the pres
ence of matter but also restrictions on the type of matter are 
required if the big bang is to be mixed. 

In Sec. II, we review briefly the known examples of 
spherically symmetric cosmologies whose big bang is mixed, 
and we note that there are plane symmetric cosmologies 
which are closely analogous to them. In particular, that part 
of the big bang which is timelike, in the plane symmetric 
cosmologies, is also repulsive, i.e., although null geodesics 
(both past-directed and future-directed) terminate on it, 
timelike geodesics do not. 

In Sec. III, we exhibit a one-parameter family of cylin-

drically symmetric vacuum cosmologies in which the big 
bang is mixed. The timelike part of the big bang is repulsive 
when the parameter has a negative value, but it is attractive 
when the parameter has a positive value. The situation in 
which it is attractive is probably unstable; this is suggested 
by a simple interpretation of the solutions. 

II. SPHERICALLY SYMMETRIC AND PLANE 
SYMMETRIC COSMOLOGIES 
A. The spherically symmetric case 

In spherically symmetric spacetimes, the function m, 
called mass, is defined by 1 V R I' = 1 - 2m/ R, where R is the 
geometrically defined areal coordinate. Mass is a constant 
only in vacuum; if matter is present, m has nonzero deriva
tives, which are determined by the matter variables. 

While Schwarzschild coordinates (R,T) do not ade
quately describe a hypersurface on which R = 2m, on one 
side of which V R is a spacelike vector and on the other side 
timelike, there may be other coordinate systems which are 
appropriate for describing the entire spacetime. For in
stance, in perfect fluid spacetimes, it is convenient to use 
comoving coordinates. Or if one is discussing Vaidya solu
tions4-spherically symmetric spacetimes whose stress-en
ergy tensor is that of radially outflowing photons-it is con
venient to use Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates (R,u), 
where u is an outgoing null coordinate. In these coordinates, 
the metric for the Vaidya solutions is 

ds' = - [1 - 2i.
U») du' - 2du dR 

+ R '(d() , + sin'() dcp '), (1) 

where the mass m(u) is an arbitrary decreasing function ofu. 

Spherically symmetric cosmologies in which the big 
bang is mixed have been described in detail by Miller!; the 
following is a summary of their properties, in the known 
examples, which are illustrated schematically in Fig. 1. 

(1) Mass changes sign on a hypersurface in spacetime, 
being negative at points on the side near the timelike segment 
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R=O 
it- m<O 

FIG. I. A spherically symmetric cosmology with a mixed big bang. Matter 
is being emitted, as the mass of the singularity drops through zero, and the 
singularity is changing in character from spacelike to time1ike. 

of the singularity. At these points, spacetime has the local 
properties of the negative-mass Schwarzschild solution. 
(For instance, photons are blue shifted as they travel out
ward.) The function m, defined originally within the space
time, extends by continuity to the singularity, and it is nega
tive on the timelike points of the singularity. 

(2) The negative-mass segment of the singularity is spa
tiallya point. That is, for each of the naturally defined 
T = constant spacelike hypersurfaces, there is one point on 
the causal boundary.5 

(3) The singularity is emitting matter, as it shifts from 
being space like to timelike and its mass drops through zero. 
The matter cannot be dust; it can be either photons (in the 
case of a Vaidya solution) or a stiff (p = E) perfect fluid (in 
the case of the Taub-Cahill6 self-similar solutions). We note 
that while there are no known examples in which ° <p < E, 

there is no reason to think that such examples do not occur. 

That matter variables should be necessary in order for a 
positive-mass singularity to (unpredictably)? develop into a 
negative-mass singularity, is a simple consequence of the 
Birkhofftheorem, which severely constrains the behavior of 
spherically symmetric vacuum solutions to the field equa
tions. Any such solution, the theorem states, is determined 
by a single constant, m; the sign of that constant then deter
mines that the singularity at R = ° is either spacelike (if 
m > 0) or timelike (if m < 0). In order for the big bang to be 
mixed in a spherically symmetric cosmology, then, it is nec
essary that there be more variables in the field equations than 
occur in vacuum. 

B. The plane symmetric case 

The term "plane symmetric" has been used in different 
ways to characterize solutions to Einstein's equations; in this 
paper we use the term to refer to spacetimes whose isometry 
group is that of the two-dimensional Euclidean plane. Such 
spacetimes have been studied extensively by Taub and his 
co-workers,8 who emphasize that they bear a strong formal 
resemblance to spherically symmetric spacetimes and that, 
in particular, they allow a locally defined masslike function. 

The metric on the Euclidean 2-planes may be written 
p'(dx' + dy'), where p is a function only of the two coordi
nates orthogonal to x and y. (If V p7'=O, p is a natural choice 
for one of these two coordinates.) The function p clearly 
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plays a role similar to that of R in spherically symmetric 
spacetimes, but there are some notable geometrical and for
mal differences, most of them in essence restatements of the 
fact that the flat-space limit of IVpl' is ° (since Vp-O), while 
that of IVR I' is 1. 

In vacuum, the behavior of plane symmetric spacetimes 
is extremely limited, as it is in spherically symmetric space
times, for the same reason: a Birkhoff theorem. 9 The vacuum 
metric may be written in such a way as to emphasize the 
resemblance to the Schwarzschild metric 10: 

ds' = - (~) ~ I dp' + ( ~) dT' + p'(dx' + dy'), (2) 

where J1 is a constant. Note that IVpl'= - 2J1/p. If J1 > 0, 
then V p is timelike, and the spacetime is cosmological, with a 
spacelike singularity at p = 0. If J1 < 0, then V p is spacelike, 
and the spacetime is static. In this case the singularity at 
p = ° is much like the negative-mass Schwarzschild singu
larity: It is timelike and repulsive. However, rather than be
ing a single point in space, the singularity is, in Taub's ter
minology, a "big wall": At fixed T, there is a point on the 
causal boundary for each point (x,y) in the Euclidean plane. 

If there is matter present in the spacetime, we can define 
a function whose vacuum limit is the constantJ1. We write 

(3) 

whereJ1 is now a function of position; Eq. (3) is the analog to 
the equation IVR I' = I - 2m/R, which occurs in spherical 
symmetry. Further considerations of the field equations for 
plane symmetric spacetimes continue to indicate that J1 is 
reasonably referred to as the analog to m. 

As a specific example, consider plane symmetric perfect 
fluid solutions. The metric in comoving coordinates is 

ds' = - e2'P dt' + e2t/J dz' + p'(dx' + dy'). (4) 

In these coordinates, Eq. (3) takes the form 

_ 2J1 = r' - U', (5) 
P 

where U _e ~ 'Pap/at and r e ~ t/Jap/az. [Taub has 
stressed that Eq. (5) actually arises as an integral of the field 
equations, as does its analog in spherical symmetry.] Then 
the field equations show that 

aJ1 _ pp' ap (6) 
at at 

and 

(7) 

where p and E are the pressure and energy density, respec
tively. Equations (6) and (7) are formally identical to their 
analogs in spherical symmetry, which are the equations for 
the derivatives of mass. 

While the function J1 is thus evidently a close formal 
analog to m, there are significant differences in the conclu
sions to be drawn from the signs of the two functions. One 
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sees from Eq. (3) that Vp changes from being spacelike to 
being timelike on a hypersurface in spacetime on which J-L 
changes sign, whereas the analogous transition in spherical 
symmetry takes place when R = 2m> O. 

In a cosmological spacetime, J-L changing sign on a hy
persurface indicates that the singularity p = 0 changes from 
being spacelike to being timelike, at its intersection with that 
hypersurface. The timelike part of the singularity then has 
properties similar to those found in the vacuum "negative 
mass," i.e., J-L < 0) limit: it is repulsive, and is spatially a wall, 
rather than a point. 

Examples of plane symmetric cosmologies in which the 
big bang is mixed, can be found readily by means entirely 
analogous to those which yield the spherically symmetric 
examples. In particular, it may be verified that the proce
dures of Taub and Cahill for constructing spherically sym
metric self-similar spacetimes containing a stiff perfect fluid, 
lead also in the case of plane symmetry to a solution space 
which includes cosmologies with a mixed big bang. (As usu
al, the conditions imposed on these solutions, that the space
time be self-similar and the perfect fluid be stiff, are made 
simply to simplify the field equations.) 

A second class of plane symmetric cosmologies with 
mixed big bang is the class analogous to the Vaidya solutions 
which occur in spherical symmetry. The metric (which may 
be found by straightforward integration of the field equa
tions) is 

ds2 = 2J-L(u) du2 _ 2du dp + p2(dx2 + dy2), (8) 
P 

where again, u is an outgoing null coordinate, and J-L is an 
arbitrary decreasing function of u, which passes through O. 
The energy-momentum tensor has a single nonvanishing co
variant component, Tuu = - 2(dJ-L/du) p-2. 

We summarize this section by saying that there exist 
plane symmetric cosmologies whose big bang is mixed, and 
that the properties of these cosmologies are, for the most 
part, the same as those seen in the spherically symmetric 
case. In particular, the timelike part of the singularity is re
pulsive, and the singularity is necessarily emitting matter
of a type which moves along null geodesics or accelerated 
timelike curves-as it shifts from being spacelike to being 
timelike. Figure 1, which illustrates the spherically symmet
ric case, may also be interpreted as an illustration of the 
plane symmetric case, if one substitutesJ-L andp for m andR, 
respectively. 

III. CYLINDRICALLY SYMMETRIC 
COSMOLOGIES 

The metric for cylindrically symmetric spacetimes can 
be written 

ds2 = - e2(y - ,j,)(dt 2 _ dr) + e2r/J dz2 + a 2e -- 2r/J de Z, 

(9) 

where y,t/!, and a are functions of rand t. The function 
a IJzIIJ8 1 is closely analogous toR andp; in particular, the 
singularity in a vacuum solution is at a = O. At present, none 
of the scalar functions which have been defined in cylindri-
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cally symmetric spacetimes, appears to be a fully satisfactory 
analogue to m and J-L. (Thorne's "C-energy" scalar11 .12 for 
instance, which in some respects closely parallels m and J-L, 
does not distinguish the presence of a repulsive singularity 
from that of an attractive singularity.) 

Because of the additional freedom which they give to 
the field equations (as compared to spherically symmetric or 
plane symmetric solutions), cylindrically symmetric solu
tions have been a primary source of information on those 
general relativistic phenomena which can only occur under 
sufficiently asymmetrical circumstances-notably phenom
ena involving gravitational radiation,13 but also others, such 
as highly nonspherical gravitational collapse10.14 and the de
velopment of inhomogeneities in cosmology.15 And while cy
lindrically symmetric space times are, as such, physically un
realistic, one may suppose that many of the interesting 
phenomena which they allow do not depend critically for 
their existence on the existence of an infinite source. 
Thorne'6 has provided some evidence for this supposition by 
showing that there are asymptotically flat solutions to the 
field equations in which the (bounded) source is a ring singu
larity, and which are locally-as one approaches the singu
larity-cylindrically symmetric. 

When Va is spacelike, then coordinate transformations 
allow one to choose the coordinate r in Eq. (9) so that r = a. 
A singularity at r = a = 0 is then timelike. The vacuum field 
equations in this case reduce to 

a2t/! a2t/! I at/! - - - - -- =0, 
at 2 ar r ar 

(lOa) 

ay = 2r at/! at/!, 
at ar at 

(lOb) 

(lOc) 

Solutions to these equations include the Einstein-Rosen 
waves, and, in the static limit, the Levi-Civita solutions. 

The Levi-Civita solutions, which are described in detail 
by Thorne," are given in his notation by t/! = - 2k In(r/ro) 
and y = 4k 2 In(rlro), where k and ro are constants. There are 
distinct classes (aside from the locally flat solutions which 
occur when k = -!, 0, or 00) among these solutions. If 
k < - !, then the proper circumference C = 2rrre - .' of cyl
inders varies inversely with r, so the singularity is ap
proached by letting C---+ 00. If - ! < k < 0 or 0 < k < 00, C 
varies directly with r, so the singularity lies along the z-axis, 
C = 0; if - ! < k < 0, the singularity is repulsive, while if 
0< k < 00, the singularity is attractive. 

In the case when Va is timelike,17 coordinate transfor
mations allow one to choose the coordinate tin Eq. (9) so 
that t = a. The singularity at t = a = 0 is then spacelike. 
The field equations in vacuum are formally the same as Eqs. 
(10), but with the roles of rand t interchanged: 

a
2
t/! a

2
t/! ~ at/! = 0, (lla) 

ar at 2 at 

ay 
ar 

2t at/! at/! 
at ar' 
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(1Ic) 

No general considerations such as a Birkhofftheorem 
preclude the existence in vacuum of space times in which the 
singular locus a = 0 is partially timelike and partially space
like. Thus, one might expect to find cylindrically symmetric 
vacuum cosmologies with a mixed big bang. If this should 
occur, a convenient global coordinate system would be 
(a,u,z,B), where u is an appropriate label for outgoing null 
rays; the metric would take the form 

ds' = 2gucPu da + guu du' + e2"'dz' + a'e - 2'" dB '. 
(12) 

In these coordinates, IVai' is given by IVai' =gaa 

= - guJ~a' so that thecriticalhypersurface, on which Va 
is null, is that on which guu = O. 

One way of finding solutions with these properties is to 
look for solutions to Eqs. (10) which exhibit an appropriate 
type of incompleteness-namely, which show IVal'---+D (so 
that the coordinate system in which r = a is becoming ilI
behaved) as one approaches a hypersurface which is appar
ently well-behaved geometrically-and then extending these 
solutions to include the hypersurface on which IVai' = 0, as 
well as the region in which Va is timelike. Thus we proceed 
by looking for a solution to Eq. (lOa) of the form 1/J = 1/J(w), 
where w iilr and ii t - r. When we assume that 1/J de
pends only on w, Eq. (lOa) becomes 

d'1/J d1/J (w' + 2w) - + (w + 1) - = O. (13) 
dw' dw 

The solution to Eq. (13) is 

1/J = 2c In((w + 2)112 + (WF2) 

( 
2t + 2(t' - r)lI') =cln , 

r 
(14) 

where c is an arbitrary constant, and an arbitrary additive 
constant has been set equal to zero. Integration ofEqs. (lOb) 
and (lOc) then gives 

(15) 

if we ignore another additive constant. 

In the coordinates (a,li,z,B), the metric takes the form 1s 

ds' = - e2
(y -. "')(2du da + dli') + e2'" dz' + a' e - 2", dB' 

+ ( 2[1i + a +~' + 2lia)ll2] ye dz' 

a 2e + 2 dB' 
+ --------------------12 [Ii + a + (iP + 2ua)lI'] 12e 

(16) 
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As long as u > 0, i.e., as long as t> r, the metric form 
(16) is well-behaved. As u---+D, however, IVai' - 0, i.e., Va is 
becoming null, while g uu- - CIJ and g ua - - CIJ. 

Two different types of cosmological solutions are de
scribed by the family ofmetrics (16); for purposes ofilIus
trating them simply we restrict attention now to the cases 
c = 4 and c = - 4. (For other choices of c in the ranges 
0< c < 1/(2)112 or - 1/(2)112 < c < 0, the discussion would 
be essentially the same, depending only on the sign of c, but 
the extension of the spacetime across the hypersurface on 
which Va is null would not be as smooth, and the analysis of 
the geodesic equations not as simple. We ignore the cases 
c> 1/(2)1/2 and c < - 1/(2)112, as well as the case c = 0.) In 
both cases, we make the coordinate transformation u = u l12 . 
In the case c = !, the metric becomes 

+ ~ a
3
dB' 

2 [u' + a + (u' + 2au')1I2] 

in the case c = -!, the metric becomes 

- 8[u' + a + (u' + 2au')II2] 
ds' = (du da + u du') 

a l12(u' + 2a)112 

(17) 

(18) 

The metrics (17) and (18) are both well-behaved as IVai' 
passes through zero, on the hypersurface u = 0, and they are 
complete. In the region u > 0 (i.e., U > 0), Va is spacelike, and 
in the region u < 0, Va is timelike. The big bang, at a = 0, is 
thus mixed, in these vacuum cosmologies. 

To determine the repulsive or attractive character of the 
timelike part of the big bang, we consider timelike geodesics 
in the region u > O. From the metric form (9), with a = r, one 
finds the r-component of the geodesic equations to be 

e4'" - 2y ( 1 a.,,) a.l, + _____ 'I-' p 2 +e- 2y _'I-' p2 (19) 
r r ar e ar z' 

where Pe -re - 2", dB Ids and Pz e 2", dzlds are the two 
conserved momenta. From the condition u(3 u (3 = - 1 
obeyed by the tangent vector u to a geodesic, one has also the 
relation 

e2(y- V') [ (~;y _ (~;y] _ e - 2", P; _ e;'" P~ = 1. (20) 
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Our concern here is simply whether or not the geodesics 
actually reach the singularity at r = 0, so we look at Eq. (19) 
under the condition r-(t. When r<,t, if; and y may be approxi
mated by if;;:::;c In(4t Ir) and y;:::;c'ln(rlt '). With the use of 
these approximations, Eq. (19) becomes (for any c) 

d'r 

ds' 
(c' + c) [(dr)2 + (dt)2] + 2 (2c' + c) dr dt 

r ds ds t ds ds 

(21) 

Since I drlds I <dt Ids [by Eq. (20)] and r<,t, the term 
2(2c' + c) (drlds) (dt Ids) rl is negligible in magnitude com
pared to the term - (c' + c) (dt Ids)',-l, so we ignore the 
former. When (dt Ids)' is evaluated from Eq. (20), and then 
substituted into Eq. (21), the latter equation becomes 

(22) 

for radial geodesics (i.e., for Pz = Pe = 0). First, we consider 
the case c = ~. Equation (22) becomes 

--2- +-3 [(dr)2 4t ' ] 
4r ds rll2 ' 

(23) 

Note that d 'rids' is negative. Thus, if drlds is initially nega
tive along a radial timelike geodesic near r = 0, the geodesic 
will reach r = O. (Clearly, this conclusion holds for any 
c> 0.) That is, the timelike part of the big bang, in the cos
mology described by the metric (17), is attractive. 

Second, we consider the case c = -~. In that case, the 
terms on the right hand side ofEq. (21) which do not involve 
Pe or Pz are positive, and any nonzero value of Pe or Pz 

makes an additional positive contribution to d 'rids'. To 
show that no geodesics reach the singularity in this case, 
then, it suffices to show that radial geodesics do not reach the 
singularity. For radial geodesics in the case c = -~, we re
write Eq. (22), by defining v drlds. Then the left-hand side 
of Eq. (22) is dvlds = (dvldr) v = ~d (v')ldr, and the equa
tion becomes 

d(v') 

dr 

The solution to Eg. (24) is 

(24) 

(25) 

where the constant K has the value K = v't/ro + (1/16ro)ll2. 
where Vo is the value ofv at some initial value ro of r along the 
geodesic. 
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Equation (25) shows that v', along an initially ingoing 
geodesic, must reach zero at a value of r greater than zero; 
the outward acceleration then directs the geodesic to larger 
values of r. Thus, the timelike part of the big bang, in the 
cosmology described by the metric (18), is repulsive. 

An explanation of the difference between these two 
cases, one in which the timelike part of the big bang is attrac
tive and the other in which it is repulsive, is suggested by a 
rough interpretation of what is occurring in these vacuum 
cosmologies. The spacelike part of the big bang is emitting 
gravitational radiation along the two null directions at each 
of its points (see Fig. 2); the timelike part of the big bang, 
however, is emitting radiation ("losing mass") outward 
along only one of the null directions, while radiation is col
lapsing onto it from the other null direction. Evidently, the 
singularity is repulsive or attractive, depending on whether 
the emission or the collapse of radiation, respectively, is the 
dominant process. 

Consider a fully general perturbation of a solution in 
which both of these processes are present. On the one hand, 
we see no reason to think that the perturbation will prevent 
the timelike part of the singularity from emerging or emit
ting radiation. On the other hand, because of the (generally 
assumed) instability of collapsing cylinders to the formation 
of discrete lumps, one would expect that the collapse which 
in the unperturbed solution is directed, by virtue of the high 
degree of symmetry, exactly toward the singularity, will in 
the perturbed solution be redirected, by functions depending 
on z and e as well as rand t, toward the lumps which are 
forming, rather than toward any singularity which may be 
present. Thus, of the two processes which in the unperturbed 
solution compete to determine whether the timelike part of 
the singularity is attractive or repulsive, it is likely that one is 
eliminated by a perturbation. That is, the cosmologies in 
which the timelike part of the big bang is attractive are prob
ably unstable, becoming, for instance, ones in which the ti
melike part is repulsive. 

In closing this section we note briefly that there are 
cylindrically symmetric analogs of the Vaidya metrics; this 
may be deduced from Liang'slO discussion of Rao's (unpub
lished) solutions. As in the spherically symmetric and plane 
symmetric cases, an arbitrary function of an outgoing null 

a=O 

I 
FIG. 2. A cylindrically symmetric vacuum cosmology with a mixed big 
bang. Gravitational waves leave the spacelike par! of the singularity in both 
null directions; they leave the timelike part of the singularity in one null 
direction, and enter it along the other. 
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coordinate allows one to have an arbitrary rate of radiation 
of photons, and a mixed big bang. 

IV. CONCLUDING COMMENTS 

A question of considerable interest in theoretical gener
al relativistic cosmology is whether the presence of a Cauchy 
surface is a generic feature of inhomogeneous cosmologies. 
(The term "generic" is used in several somewhat different 
ways, any of which is appropriate in this informal discus
sion.) Such a surface does not exist if the big bang contains 
spacelike sections, as well as pieces which are (generalized) 
negative-mass singularities, which are timelike. While a big 
bang with this mixed causal structure can occur only under 
constraints on the type of matter if a cosmology has spherical 
or plane symmetry, it can occur in vacuum (and thus regard
less of the presence or type of matter) if the symmetry is not 
one whose vacuum limit is governed by a Birkhofftheorem. 
That is, roughly speaking, the situation depicted in Fig. 1, in 
which a negative-mass singularity grows out of a positive
mass singularity (by means of a singularity's emitting mat
ter) can occur in vacuum (by means of a singularity's emit
ting gravitational waves) if the spacetime's symmetry is not 
one which prohibits the occurrence of gravitational 
radiation. 

It is perhaps the case that such phenomena-spacelike 
inhomogeneities on the big bang turning into timelike 
ones-do not occur frequently among solutions to the field 
equations. That is, it is possible that their occurrence, which 
has in fact been seen only in highly symmetrical situations, is 
unstable to perturbation. If their occurrence is stable, how
ever, then the decision to preclude them from the actual big 
bang is presumably to be made and explained by the (pres
ently unknown) quantum theory of gravity. 

We conclude with a comment on the possibility of a 
naked singularity developing in vacuum. We use the term 
"naked singularity" as it is most commonly used, to refer to a 
timelike singularity which develops from the collapse of an 
initially nonsingular system. (Typically, one has in mind a 
collapsing star; any example in vacuum would indicate that 
the formation of a naked singularity need not depend criti
cally on the properties of matter, or, more generally, on the 
presence of matter.) It is known that the region m.;;O (includ
ing the singularity) of the Vaidya solutions discussed in Sec. 
n A can form as the result of the gravitational collapse of a 
radiating star,19 and evidently the field equations allow the 
formation in vacuum of close analogs to that region, in spa
cetimes whose symmetry is weaker than spherical symmetry 
(and thus in which gravitational radiation may play roles 
which are necessarily taken by matter in spherically sym
metric spacetimes). Possibly, then, such analogs (which have 
so far been seen to develop only from singular initial condi
tions) can also form from (vacuum) nonsingular initial con-
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ditions, in which gravitational radiation is substituting for 
both the collapsing star and the emitted photons which are 
essential in the spherically symmetric case. 
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A theorem is proved to the effect that, for isolated gravitating systems in equilibrium, 
the definition of total angular momentum involving fields at null infinity agrees with 
that involving fields at spatial infinity. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Asymptotic properties of the gravitational field of iso
lated systems have been investigated in two distinct regimes: 
at large null separations from sources and at large spacelike 
separations (see, e.g., Refs. 1-6). In each regime, asymptotic 
symmetry groups have been analyzed, equations satisfied by 
asymptotic fields have been obtained and conserved quanti
ties have been constructed. These investigations have shed 
light on a variety of issues concerning isolated gravitating 
systems. Furthermore, much of one's intuition about the na
ture of the gravitational interactions in the relativistic re
gime is based on these analyses. 

Unfortunately, however, practically nothing is known 
about the relation between the structure available at null 
infinity and that available at spatial infinity. Investigation of 
this relation is of considerable physical interest because one 
does expect the gravitational field of an isolated system to be 
asymptotically flat in both regimes. Consider, in particular, 
the notion of angular momentum. At least in the absence of 
gravitational radiation, one would expect the sources to give 
rise to "just one" asymptotic spin vector to which the angu
lar momentum of test particles can couple. The mathemat
ical description, on the other hand, provides one such vector 
in each regime. One is therefore led to ask for the relation 
between these two vectors. 

In order to analyze such issues, a general framework 
aimed at obtaining a unified description of null and spatial 
infinity has been recently introduced. s.7 The purpose of this 
note is to use this framework to examine the relation between 
definitions of angular momentum available in the two re
gimes. We shall show that, in stationary space-times, the 
definitions do agree; there is, in fact, "just one" spin vector. 
The investigation of the corresponding question for 4-mo
menta is greatly simplified due to the availability of the Ko
mar integral for total mass. It is the absence, in general sta
tionary space-times, of similar integrals for angular 
momentum that makes the present analysis difficult. 

Why do we restrict ourselves to stationary space-times? 
Although a satisfactory definition of angular momentum is 
available at spatial infinity for a wide class of nonstationary 
space-times, it is only in the stationary case that the notion is 

free of super translation ambiguities at null infinity. 8-12 That 
is, the presence of gravitational radiation induces a qualita
tive change in the notion of angular momentum at null infin
ity. Therefore, in the general nonstationary context, it is dif
ficult to imagine a simple, direct relation between the 
angular momentumlike quantities that have been intro
duced so far in the two regimes. It may turn out that if one 
restricts oneself to nonstationary space-times in which the 
gravitational radiation falls off in distant past at a suitable 
rate-and such a restriction may be implicit in the defini
tion7 of asymptotic flatness to be used in this note--one 
would be able to remove the supertranslation ambiguities 
and again compare the two spin vectors. However, even if 
this turns out to be the case, the present analysis in the sta
tionary context would clearly serve as an essential first step 
in the required investigation. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

In this section, we recall the definition of asymptotic 
flatness to be used in the main theorem and reexpress the 
formula for angular momentum at null infinity 8-12 in an 
intrinsic way, i.e., without reference to spin and conformally 
weighted functions representing basis vectors in the BMS 
Lie algebra, which makes its basic properties transparent. 
This discussion will also be useful t:Q.r fixing notation. 

Definition 1 7: A space-time (M, gab) will be said to be 
asymptotically empty and flat at spatial and null infinity if 
there exists a space-time (M, gab) which is Coo everywhere 
except at a point i ° where gab is C > 0, together with an im-

~ ~ 

bedding of Minto M (with which we identify M with its 
image i~ M) satisfyin~the following conditions: 

(i) J (i 0) = M - M; 
(ii) There exists a function fl on M such that, on M, 

gab = fl2gab ; on [j (i 0) - i 0], fl = 0, Va fl=l=O; and, at i 0, 
fl = 0, Vafl = 0, and lim~i'VaVbfl = 2 gab Ii'; and, 

(iii) There exists a neighborhood N of J (i 0) in M such 
t,h,at (N, gab) is strongly causal and time orientable, and in 
MnN, gab satisfies Einstein's vacuum equation. 

The point i ° represents "spatial infinity" of (M, gab) 
while J: = [j (i 0) - i 0] represents "null infinity." [Here, 
Hawking and Ellis 13 terminology has been used for the caus
al structure of (M, gab ).] J is a disjoint union of two sets, J + 
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and f-, which contain points of f which are, respectively, 
to the future and to the past of i 0. (The C >0 differentiability 
requirement on gab ensures, in essence, only that gab is Co, 
smooth in its "angular dependence" at i 0, and that its deriva
tives-Le., its connection-suffer only finite "radial" dis
continuities at i ° (for details, see Ref. 7,5). The relation be
tween the notions of asymptotic flatness expressed in this 
definition and other definitions available in the literature has 
been discussed in Ref. 7. 

"'-
Let (M, gab) be also stationary; i.e., let it admit a Killing 
" " 1\ _ A. 

field t a which is timelike with gab t at b bounded in NnM for 
some neighborhood if of j (i 0) in M. Then, a number of sim
plifications occurs. 

Consider first the null regime. The presence of ta en
ables one to select a preferred four parameter family of cross
sections, the shear-free cuts, of f ±. Let us, for simplicity, 
restrict ourselves to f\ all our remarks will apply equally to 
f-. Denote the space of preferred cross sections by nz+. The 
presence of nz + enables one to select a preferred Poincare sub 
Lie algebra of the BMS Lie algebra associated with f+. nz + 

itself is naturally equipped with the structure of a pseudo
Riemannian manifold, diffeomorphic to R 4, the associated 
metric beingfiat. Finally, there is a natural isomorphism 
between the isometry Lie algebra of nz + and the preferred 
Poincare Lie algebra on f+ (for details, see, e.g., Ref. 14 or 
11.) This isomorphism plays an important role in the intro
duction of conserved quantities. For example, the Bondi
Sachs 1,2 4-momentum Pa is a constant vector field on nz+ 

defined by 

Pa va: = ( - 1/321T) i *Kabcd faXtds cd, (1) 

where Va is a constant vector field on nz+; xt, the corre
sponding infinitesimal Poincare transformation on f+ 
(which is a BMS translation since va is a translational Kill
ing field on nz +); K abcd = lim-.,.J" n - 1 Cabcd is the asymptot

ic Weyl curvature; *Kabcd = Eobmn K mn
cd' its dual; S, any 2-

sphere cross section of f+ and 1 a, the null vector field orth
onormal to this cross section satifying 1 aVon = 1. 
(Throughout, Greek indices will refer to nz + and Latin ones 
toM.) 

Next, we introduce angular momentum, M af3 , at null 
infinity. The definition of Pa suggests an expression for 
Ma{3' Set 

Ma{3(P) F a{3(p) 

= ( - 1/321T) i * Kabcd fax b F(P) dS cd, (2) 

where p is a point of /n +, i.e" a shear-free cross section of f+; 
Fa (3 (P) is an arbitrary skew tensor at p and X b F(P) the infini
tesimal Poincare transformation on f+ corresponding to the 
Lorentz transformation about p generated by Fa (3 (P) on nz +, 

Using (1) and (2), it is straightforward to verify thatMa (3(P) 
has the following "transformation property" 

Maf3(P') = Maf3(P) + P[aTf31' (3) 

where T{3 is the vector connectingp and p' in nz +. Thus, the 
tensor M a (3 (P) may indeed be regarded as the angular mo
mentum of the given isolated system about the "origin" p, 
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Introducing suitable tetrad vectors on f+ and spin and con
formally weighted functions (on the space of generators of 
f+) corresponding to the various BMS vector fields, one can 
show that the expression (2) agrees with angular momentum 
expressions, involving fields on f+, available in the litera
ture. 8-12 The spin vector Sa is defined as usual by 

S . -.- Myt; pf3 a' - "'af3yt; , (4) 

where Eaf3yt; is the natural alternating tensor of /n +. From Eq. 
(3), it follows that Sa is a constant vector field on /n + (orth
onormal to Pa ); unlike Maf3' Sa is origin independent. 

Finally, the situation at spatial infinity may be summa
rized as follows. The group of asymptotic symmetries is now 
the (infinite dimensional) Spi group. 5,

7 In its structure, this 
group is very similar to the BMS group: it is a semi direct 
product of an infinite dimensional Abelian group (of Spi su
pertranslations) with the Lorentz group, and, furthermore, 
admits a preferred four-dimensional normal subgroup (of 
Spi translations). The ADM 4-momentum P a (the generator 
ofSpi translations) may be regarded as a vector in the tan
gent space at i 0. The presence of the Killing field j a again 
leads to the selection of a preferred Poincare subgroup of the 
Spi group. 15 Under certain mild regularity requirements on 
the asymptotic curvature, one is then led to a definition of 
angular momentum. Set 

Mob pb = (1/81T) f. J3ab xZF dS a, (5) 

for arbitrary skew tensors pb in the tangent space of i·, 
where, S is any 2-sphere cross-section of the hyperboloid g 
of unit spacelike vectors at i 0; xZF = *Fba l1a' the restriction 
to g of the infinitesimal Lorentz transformation generated 
by *Fab in the tangent space of i 0; and J3ab (l1) 
= lim~io *Cambn 1/m 1/n, the limit being taken along a space

like curve with unit tangent 1/a' is the tensor field on g 
representing the "magnetic part" of the asymptotic Weyl 
curvature. Thus, for each choice of the conformal metric 
gab' Eq. (5) defines a skew tensor Mob at i 0. It turns out that 
there is a close connection between the permissible confor
mal rescalings of gab and Spi translations. Under these reS
calings, J3ab transforms just in the appropriate way for Mab 
to satisfy the analog ofEq. (3). (For details, see Ref. 7 or 5.) 
The four-parameter family of skew tensors Mab obtained by 
using all permissible conformal metrics represents the total 
angular momentum of the given isolated system. Finally, the 
spin vector Sa is defined via 

(6) 

where £abcd is the alternating tensor at i 0 defined by gab' 
Again, Sa is a fixed vector at i 0; unlike M ab , it is unaffected 
by conformal rescalings. 

3. THE RELATION BETWEEN Sa AND Sa 

Consider first the Bondi-Sachs 4-momentum Pa and 
the ADM 4-momentum Pa . Using Einstein's equation on 
gab' it is not difficult to show that Pais necessarily colinear 
~o ta , t~ time translation on nz + induced by the Killing field 
t a on (M, gab)' Similarly, at spatial infinity one can show 
that P a must be colinear to the vector at i 0 representing the 
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ator ofthe infinitesimal Spi translation induced by ia. 15 

Thus, in each regime the asymptotic rest frame selected by 
the 4-momentum coincides with that selected by the Killing 
field. FinaIly, using the Komar integral associated with ia

, 

one can show that the Bondi-Sachs mass equals the ADM 
mass; pa Pa = Pa pa. In this sense, in stationary space
times the two available 4-momenta do agree. 

The corresponding analysis of spin vectors is not as 
straightforward. Indeed, since the spin vectors Sand S a A a 
fail to be colinear to the time translations induced by t a on 
f· and Spi respectively-in fact they are orthogonal to these 
time translations-we need to introduce additional struc
ture before we can evenformulate the question of their equa
lity . We therefore begin by introducing this structure. We 
have: 

Lemma 1: There is a natural homomorphism l/J from 
the BMS Lie algebra associated with f+ onto the Lie algebra 
of infinitesimal Lorentz transformations in the tangent space 
at i 0. The kernel of l/J is the supertranslation sub Lie algebra. 

Proof Using the definition of asymptotic flatness, it is 
easy to establish a natural diffeomorphism between the space 
of generators of f+ and the 2-sphere offuture pointing null 
directions in the tangent space of i 0. Fix an infinitesimal 
BMS transformationX a on f·. xa induces, via its action on 
the space of generators, an infinitesimal motion in the null 
cone in the tangent space of i 0. It is easy to verify that this 
motion uniquely extends to an infinitesimal Lorentz trans
formation X a in the tangent space of i 0. Set l/J(X a

) = X a. 
This t/J is clearly a homomorphism. Finally, since the BMS 
supertranslations can be characterized by their property that 
they leave each generator of of+ invariant, it follows that X a 

is in the kernel of t/J if and only if it is a BMS supertranslation. 
o 

Fix a point p in rn' and a skew tensor Fa fJ at p. Let 
xa F(P) be the BMS vector field on J+ corresponding to the 
infinitesimal Lorentz transformation about p generated by 
Fa fJ in rn'. Since t/J(X a F(P» = xa is an infinitesimal Lorentz 
transformation at i 0, it defines a unique skew tensor F ab at 
i 0. Thus, t/J gives rise to an isomorphism ¢ between constant 
(second rank) skew tensor fields on rn' and (second rank) 
skew tensors at i o:¢(Fa (3) = Fab . (That ¢ is independent of 
the initial choice of p in rn' follows from the fact that the 
kernel of t/J consists ofBMS supertranslations.) The mapping 
¢ in turn gives rise to an isomorphism ¢ between constant 
vector fields on rn' and the tangent space at i o. Using this ¢ 
we can now formulate our question concerning the two spin 
vectors: Does ¢(Sa) equal Sa? 

In order to answer this question, we first note an impor
tant property of the mapping ¢. Consider the SO(3) sub
group of the Lorentz group aboutp (in rn+) which leaves the 
vector Pa atp invariant, i.e., consider the little group ofPa Ip· 
Denote the corresponding Lie algebra by !f p' Similarly, de
note the Lie algebra of the little group of Pal i 0 by !f i o. Ele
ments of .:f p are represented by skew tensors Fa {3 (P) satisfy
ing Fa (3 (P) pfJ = 0 and those of !f i 0 by skew vectors F ab at 
i· with Fab P a = O. We have: 

Lemma 2: ¢ is an isomorphism between the Lie alge
bras !f p and !f i o. 
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Proof: The key idea is to use the fact that on rn" P is 
A a 

parallel to the time translation induced by t a, and at i 0, P is 
A a 

parallel to the Spi translation induced by t a; the two little 
grou~s are thus singled out by the presence of the Killing 
field tao Fix an element FafJ(P) of !f p and consider the cor
responding BMS vector fieldXa F(P) on f'. Then, :f'iX'},(p) 
= 0 on f'. Co?-sider any extension xa of X'},(p)."to a neigh

borhoodN' ofJ(i 0) such thatXaisC 00 inN'n M, C >oati 0, 
and satisfies :f'i X a = O. Taking the limit of this last equa
tion along a spacelike curve approaching i ° and using the 
fact 15 that lim~lo n - lia = - l/2Ka + (K'1) 1)a, where 
K a is a fixed vector at i ° and 1) a the unit tangent at i 0 to the 
spacelike curve of approach, one obtains Klim~i 0 V [a Xb I 
_K a Fab = O. However, K a is parallel to the ADM 4-mo
mentum P a. J 5 Hence, F ab belongs to !f i o. By construction, 
it is clear ~hat Fab = ¢( Fa fJ)' Since FafJ is arbitrary, it fol
lows that t/J(!f p ) C Y i" Finally, since t/J is a homomorphism 
from the BMS Lie algebra onto the Lorentz Lie algebra at i ° 
and since the kernel of this mapping contains only BMS su
pertranslations, it follows that ¢ is an isomorphism between 
,Yp and .:f". A 0 

Remark: Lemma 2 implies, in particular, that t/J( P a) is 
proportional to P a' Since the existence of the Komar mass 
integral implies P a A P a = Papa, we have ¢(P a) = P a . Thus, 
the isomorphism t/J enables us to obtain a more satisfactory 
statement concerning the agreement of the two 4-momenta 
than the one presented in the beginning of this section. 

We can now consider the spin vectors Sa and Sa. We 
have 

Theorem: ¢(Sa) = Sa' 
Proof From the definition of the two spin vectors and 

that of the mappings ¢ and ¢ it follows that ¢(Sa) = Sa if 
and only if MafJ(P) Fa fJ(p) = Mab Fab for some pin m' and 
arbitrary skew tensors F U {3(p)EYp ' where Fab = ¢( FafJ ). 
[Because FafJ(P) belongs to !f p' it follows that 
Ma (3(P) Fa fJ = M a{3(p') Fa fJ(p')'rIp'Em+, provided FafJ is a 
constant tensor field on rn+, while, since by Lemma 2 Fab 

belongs to Y i 0, Mab Fab is invariant under conformal rescal
ings of gab.J We shall therefore show thatMa fJ Fa fJ_ 
= Mab FGbJor all Fa fJ in Y p. The key idea is to construct a 

2-form in M with the property that its integral over a 2-
sphere tends to M a {3 Fa (3 as the 2-sphere converges to the 
shear-free cross-section p of of' and to Mab Fab as the 2-
sphere converges to i 0. To this end, we introduce certain 
fields. 

Fix an element Fa fJ (P) of !f p . Consider the BMS vec
tor field X ~F( p) on f'. Fix a C 1, three-dimensional, space
like submanifold Tin (M, gab) passing through i ° which is 
orthogonal to the ADM 4-momentum P a at i 0. Consider an 
extensionX~F(p) to a neighborhood 00 (i 0) which is C >0 at 
i·, Coo elsewhere, and orthogonal to T. [Such an extension is 
possible because, by Lemma 2, t/J(X ~ F ( p» is a "boost" vector 
field in the tangent space ofi 0.] Next, introduce a null vector 
field I a in a neighborhood of j (i 0) satisfying the following 
properties: (i) / a is orthogonal to the shear-free cut p; (ii) 
laVa n = 1 on f (so that .:fIla = ( -lim_f !f i 
log n) la on f); and, (iii)!f ita = ( -.:f iJ?g n) la in the 
intersection of the this neighborhood with M. Finally, con-
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FI G. I. The physical space-time (M, gab) consists of points of the complet
ed space-time (M, gab) which are spacelike related to i'. T is a spacelike 
hypersurface in (M, gab) passing through i', being orthogonal to the ADM 
4-momentum P a at i'. C; is a sequence of time like hypercylinders (defined 
by, say, gabiaib = const on each C,) which converges to j (i ,. S; is the se
quence of 2-spheres, the intersection of C, with T, which converges to i', 
while S; is a sequence of 2-sphere cross sections of C; which converges to a 
given shear-free cutp of f'. 

sider a family of timelike hypercylinders C j in M (defined by, 
say, gab iaib = const on each C), converging to j(i 0). Let 
these C j intersect the spacelike 3-surface T in a family of 2-
spheres Sj which converge to i 0. Let Sj (C Cj ) denote an
other family of2-sphere cross sections which converge to the 
given shear-free cross sectionp of f+. (See Fig. 1.) 

Now, on the cylinders C j we have 

_ {K I e X d dS ab J, abed 
S, 

(7) 

whereLlCj is the part of the hypercylinder Cj bounded by S; 
and Sj' Using the fact that any 2-form flab satisfies 

3im\J [m flab] + 2\J [b (fla]m im) - 2" ,flab = 0, (8) 

that the integral of the exact 2-form \J[b (fla]m im) must 
vanish on a 2-sphere, and that 2", Kabcd Ie = 0, Eq.(7) sim
plifies to 
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':1 K IC (2" _X)d dt AdSDb 
3 abed I 

..:ICi 

= C - { Kabcd IC X d dS ab. 
JSi JSi 

(9) 

(Here, the surface element dS mab has been decomposed: 
ds mab = tm dt AdSab.) Now we take the limit as C/S ap
proach j (i). Using the commutation relations of the Poin
care group, the Bianchi identities and the fact that Fa{3 be
longs to 2" p , we obtain 

lim f KabcdIC(2"iX)ddtA dSab=O. (lO.a) 
~J(j)J..:ICi 

Using Bianchi identities and the fact that onp, X~F(P) 
= ~ b X h p) with E'j, the natural alternating tensor on p, de

fined by gab' it follows that 

~~ k Kabcd fC X d dS ab = - 321TMa {3F a{3. (lO.b) 

Finally, using the asymptotic field equations 5,7 on the hy
perboloid ~ at i 0, the fact that F ab belongs to 2" j 0 and that 
xa is normal to the spacelike 3-surface T, we have 

~~ Is. Kabcd IC X d dS ab 
= - 321TMab pb. (lO.c) 

From Eqs. (9) and (10) one now has: Ma{3AFa{3 = Mab pb. 
Since Fa {3 (in 2" p) is arbitrary, we have ¢ (Sa) = Sa. 0 
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New linear conditions are derived which must be satisfied by a two-body density matrix. 
In the derivation, the ideas of Davidson and McRae are extended so that full use is 
taken of the symmetries of the system. The coefficients of the linear form are 
determined by means of reduction of a chosen group in a physically meaningful chain of 
its subgroups. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the density matrix method the state of an N-fermion 
/'. 

system is represented by its two-body density matrix r, 
r abed = <1/11 (aaab)t(afid) 11/1), rather than by its wave
function 1/1; aa' ab, ae, ad are annihilation operators for some 
fixed orthonormal basis which is finite. The two-body densi
ty matrix for the ground state of the system is determined 
variationally by minimizing the functional 

The variational parameters r abed must satisfy certain subsid
iary conditions (representability conditions) in order to cor
respond to a physical state; the convex set of N-representable 
density matrices in denoted by D~. The coefficients H abed 
are matrix elements of the reduced Hamiltonian 

X (N - 1) + H~~ed - H~~de' 

Since the set of all representability conditions is not 
known in an explicit form, only subsets ot' necessary condi
tions have been used in direct variational calculations.! Im
portant conditi~s are the nonnegativity of the two-body 
density matrix r, the particle hole matrix 

Gahed = < 1/11 (a:ab)t(a;ad) 11/1), and the two-hole matrix 
Qabc/<I/II (aaah)(afid)t 11/1)· This subset gives reasonably 
good results for some systems with a small number of va
lence particles. However, calculations with a larger number 

of particles indicate that other important conditions are still 
missing. 

In the search for new conditions, Davidson and McRae2 

and Erdahl' have introduced a finite set oflinear inequalities 
by requiring that the set of mutually commuting operators 

Aab = N fib (all a and b ), Na = a!aa' should have physically 
realizable expectation values. 

In this paper we generate new conditions by using a 
more general set of commuting operators. In this way, the 
symmetry of the system can be properly taken into account 
(Sec. 1). The general form of new conditions is presented in 
Sec. 3. In choosing a more general set of commuting opera
tors it is convenient to demand: (i) easy verification that the 
operators commute, (ii) an easily computable spectrum of 
operators, (iii) incorporation of all the symmetries of the 
system, (iv) some hint that the operators are physically 
meaningful. We consider here a group and a chain of its 
subgroups which have been commonly used in the wave
function method. We choose a commuting subset of gener
ators of the group and the Casimir operators of all sub
groups. Group theoretical techniques allow the 
simultaneous eigenvalues of these operators to be easily ob
tained. These techniques are developed and illustated in Sec. 
4. The use of new conditions is discussed in Sec. 5 and their 
effectiveness is tested on a simple many-body system in Sec. 
6. 

2. REPRESENTABILITY CONDITIONS FOR THE 
SCALAR PART OF THE TWO-BODY DENSITY 
MATRIX ("SCALAR CONDITIONS") 

We first want to introduce the concept of "scalar condi
tions." In order to express the energy of a system with a 
rotationally invariant Hamiltonian, 
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E H
ArA 1 "'HLS rLS = tr = 4 L.. abe~ abed' 

abed 

LS 

(1) 

it is sufficient to know the scalar part of the density matrix 
r ~tcd' This can be seen as follows. We denote the single
particle basis by lams), a=(na ,Ja) denoting the "level" and 
ms denoting the third component of orbital angular momen
tum and spin. In nuclear physicsJa and m refer to total angu
lar momentum (half integer) and s to isospin. What we shall 
call spin should mean spin to an atomic physicist and isospin 
to a nuclear physicist. A suitable two-body basis is defined by 
the two-body creation operators 

A.LMSI t '" LM CSI A A t 
(F ah ) = L.. C j"mj/,m' (sI2)(s'12) ( aamfIbm's') • (2) 

mrn'ss' 

Then 

X ( I)S - IC<TT (FALMSI)tFAL'M'S'I' (3) 
- S-IS'I' ab cd . 

If we ignore spin orbit forces, then H will contain only the 
scalar part (A. = J.l = (T = 7 = 0): 

fi= IH~tcd I (_1)L- McCf_MLM'( _1)S-I 

abed MM'II' 

LS 

X C OO (FLMSI)tFLM'SI' 
S - ISI' ab cd' (4) 

A./'o. /'0. 

and tr Hr will also contain only the scalar term of r, 

r~ffcd r;fc~soooo. 
/'0. 

Since we need only the scalar part of r, it would be 
desirable to have representability conditions involving the 
scalar two-body ~sity matrix alone. The Garrod-PX!cus 
theorem' that trAr>A < is necessary and sufficient (A = 
any operator;..A < i~ lowest eigenvalue in N-particle space) is 
still valid if A and r are both restricted to scalar operators 
(see the proof in Appendix A). We shall use group th~ry to 
provide us with a suitable subset of scalar operators A for 
which we know A < . In this way we shall generate a subset of 
necessary conditions. 

3. GENERAL FORM OF THE DIAGONAL 
CONDITIONS 

Davidson and McRae,2 and ErdahP introduced a set of 
conditions which are necessary and sufficient for the repre
sentability of the diagonal elements of a two-body density 
matrix in a two-body Slater basis r a {3a{3' We shall introduce 
more general "diagonal conditions" referring to diagonal 
elements in any two-body basis. 

The conditions on ra {3a{3 are generated by the set of 
......... A. /'.. ......... 

commuting operatorsA a {3 = Na Nfl' Na = oloa' G~eral di-
agonal conditions are ~nerated by a general set [A 'J of 
commuting operators A i, i = 1 , ... ,Z in the following way. 
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Take a set of all positive definite operators f with a 
A. ..........A. 

normalized trace. Define a parameter space A ' = trA T, 
i = 1, ... ,Z. If the dimension of the Hilbert space ofO-particle 
up to N-particle states is K, then there are K simultaneous 
eigenvalues of Ai, denoted by A", k = 1, ... ,K. The vectors 
A ~ define K points in the parameter space, spanning a con
vex polytope. In analogy with Ref. 2, we can state the 
following 

Theorem: A necessary and sufficient condition that a 
A. 

given vector A ' is representable is that it lie within the 
polytope: 

K 

A i = I Yk A ", Yk>O, (5) 
k~l 

By representable we mean that there exists a representable f 
such that 

Ai = trAiT. 

The proof of this theorem follows the ideas in Ref. 2 and is 
given in Appendix B. 

Let us justify the name "diagonal." If 11J > are simulta-
A. 

neous eigenstates of A ' in the two-particle space with eigen-

values A ~,' one can write 
.......... .A. .......... A 

Ai=trA'r= I <1JIA '11J'> <1J'lr 11J> 
.".,,' 

. A 

The conditions on A ' are necessary for r. They are necessary 
and sufficient for t~e linear combinations L." A ~ r."." of diag
onal elements of r in this specific basis. In the two-body 
Slater basis, the conditions are necessary and sufficient for 
all diagonal element r a{3a{3 (Ref. 2); on the other hand, in an 
arbitrary basis, the new diagonal conditions are not suffi
cient for all r."." (just for Z linear combinations of r.".,,). The 
reason is that one obtains a complete set of commuting oper
ators only in the two-body Slater basis, while the number Z 

/'0.. 

of a general set of commuting two-body operators A ' is 
smaller, but they are different from the Slater-basis 
conditions, 

In the following we shall be interested in "scalar diag
onal conditions," choosing scalar Ai only, There are many 
choices of the set [Ai J , and one should consider physical 
relevance and numerical feasibility in choosing it. The con
struction of the polytope would be a prohibitive task ifit had 
to be performed numerically for large Z. It is here that group 
theory can help. 

4. APPLICATION OF GROUPS 

First, one chooses a relevant group and a chain of its 
subgroups. Group theory then offers a convenient set of 
commuting operators, namely, a few generators plus all Ca
simir operators. Group theory also offers all their simulta
neous eigenvalues ("the polytope"). If the groups in the 
chain contain 0(3) as a subgroup, all Casimir operators are 
scalars. We shall give three examples. 
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TABLE I. ja =!. 

Quantum numbers 

SU(2) U(2) Sp(2) 0(3) 

Na Ta [f] (a) L" Na 

0 0 [0] (0) 0 0 

I ~ [1] (I) ~ I 

2 0 [2] (2) I 2 
I [II] (0) 0 2 

3 1 [21] (I) ~ 3 2 
4 0 [22] (0) 0 4 

A. One-level conditions 

The single-particle operators acting only on states of a 
given level ( = subshell) are generators of the group 
U(2(2ja + I», so this is the obvious group with which to 
start. A suitable chain is 

U(2(2ja + 1»:)SU(2)®U(2}a + I), 

{
U(2}a + 1):)0(2}a + 1):)0(3), for integer }a' 

or 
U(2}a + 1):)Sp(2}a + 1):)0(3), for half-integer }a' 

The chain offers the following one- and two-body scalar 
operators (some care is required to choose only linearly inde
pendent operators). 

,A. 

The only scalar generator is Na (the number of particles 
in the level a). 

The Casimir operator ofU(2(2}a + 1» depends only on 
Na (in the space of totally antisymmetric wavefunctions), 
and therefore it can be expressed in terms of Na and N~. 

The Casimir operator ofSU(2) is 2S~ (the total spin in 
level a). 

TABLE II. j" = I. 

o 

2 

SU(2) 

s" 

o 

1 
2 

o 

1 
2 

Quantum numbers 

U(3) 
[f] 

[0] 

[I] 

[2] 

[II] 

[21] 

[III] 

0(3) 
(a) 

o 

2 
o 

2 

o 

La 

o 

2 
o 
I 

2 
I 
o 

Eigenvalues of 

N~ 1e = £2 = 2N _ N2/2 _ T2 
2a a a U Ii 

0 

I 

4 
4 

9 

16 

o 

2 
2 
2 

3 
3 
3 

0 

J 
4 

2 
0 

:I 

0 

The Casimir operator ofU(2}a + 1) is linearly depen-
A /'..2 /"'..2 

dent of Na, N a' and S a if restricted to the space of antisym-
metric total wavefunctions [the Young tableau Ef of 
U(2}a + 1) must be adjoint to the Young tableaug:::t=J of 
SU(2)]. 

The Casimir operator ofO(2}a + 1) or Sp(2}a + I) is': 

Ca = _._1_ L (- l)k (2k + 1)312 
2Ja + 1 odd k 

(6) 

where 

U,A. k = ~ Cj"m a~t Ii 
q L kqj"m' amS-am's' 

mm's 

The Casimir operator of 0(3) is 
PI}i}a + 1)(2}a + I)JL~(thetotalorbitalangularmomen
tum in level a). 

Thus we have five commuting operators, Na , N~, S~, 

"'2 
N" 

o 

4 
4 
4 

9 
9 
9 

Eigenvalues of 

s~ 

0 

J 
4 

0 
0 
2 

;! 
4 
,1 

is 
4 

2Cu = f~ 

0 

2 

6 
0 
2 

6 
2 
0 

4 
5 
6 

One gets the same sets of quantum numbers as for 6-N, only the columns for N" and N; are different. 
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TABLE III. ju =!.. 
2 

Quantum numbers Eigenvalues of 

SU(2) U(4) Sp(4) 0(3) 

Na N~ 
~2 

~ £; N" Ta [f) (up,) La min,La max Ta 

0 0 (0) (00) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 ~ [I) (10) J 1 1 ~ 
5 15 

- -
2 2 4 

2 0 [2] (20) 1,3 2 4 0 6 2,12 

I [II) (00) 0 2 4 2 0 0 
(II) 2 2 4 2 4 6 

3 I [21] (10) J 
3 9 J 5 15 

- -
2 2 4 2 4 

(21) I 7 
3 9 J 15 J 6J 

2'2 - 4'""4 4 2 
J 

[III] (10) J 3 9 
15 5 15 -, - - -, -

2 4 4 

4 0 [22] (00) 0 4 16 0 0 0 
(II) 2 4 16 0 4 6 
(22) 2,4 4 16 0 10 6,20 

I [211] (20) 1,3 4 16 2 6 2,12 
(II) 2 4 16 2 4 6 

2 [1111] (00) 0 4 16 6 0 0 

~ ~ ~ 

5-8 the same values for T;, Ta, L Z as for 8-N 

TABLE IV. ja = 2. 

Quantum numbers Eigenvalues 

SU(2) U(5) 0(5) 0(3) 

Na N; "2 ~ f~ N" Sa [f] (lilJ(lJ,) La min,La max Sa 

0 0 [0] (00) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

I 
I 

(1) (10) 2 1 1 
3 

2 6 - .-2 

2 0 [2] (00) 0 2 4 0 0 0 
(20) 2,4 2 4 0 5 6,20 

I (11] (11) 1,3 2 4 2 3 2,12 

3 
I 

[21] (10) 2 3 9 J 
2 6 -, 

4 

(21) 1,5 3 9 
3 

6 2,30 .-
J 

(111] (II) 1,3 3 9 
15 

3 2,12 -, 
4 

4 0 [22] (22) 0,6 4 16 0 8 0,42 
(20) 2,4 4 16 0 5 6,20 
(00) 0 4 16 0 0 0 

I [211] (21) 1,5 4 16 2 6 2,30 
(11) 1,3 4 16 2 3 2,12 

2 [1111] (10) 2 4 16 6 2 6 

5 
I 

[221] (22) 0,6 5 25 
3 

8 0,42 -, 
4 

(21) 1,5 5 25 3 6 2,30 
4 

(10) 2 5 25 !. 2 6 
4 

3 
[2111] (20) 2,4 5 25 15 5 6,20 -;: -

4 

(11) 1,3 5 25 
15 

3 2,12 -
4 

5 
[11111] (00) 0 5 25 35 

0 2 - 0 
4 

A " A 

6-10 the same values for T~, Ca, L; as for 100N 
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TABLE v. iu = %. 

Quantum numbers 
SU(2) U(6) Sp(6) 0(3) 

N" To [f] (UP,U,) La 

0 0 [0] (000) 0 

I I 
[I] (100) 5 

-
2 , 

2 0 [2] (200) 1.3 
I [II] (000) 0 

(110) 2,4 

3 
I 

[21] (100) 5 
-
2 2 

(210) 113 

2'1 , 
[III] (100) 5 

- "2 2 

(111) 
.\ 9 

2'2 

4 0 [22] (000) 0 
(110) 2,4 
(220) 0,8 

1 [221] (200) 1,5 
(110) 2,4 
(211) 1,7 

2 [1111] (000) 0 
(110) 2,4 

I [221] (100) 
5 

5 -"2 2 

(210) 
113 

1'Z 
(111) 

.\ 9 

2'2 
(221) 

117 

2'2 
.\ [2111] (100) 

5 
- "2 2 

(210) 
113 

2'2 
3 9 

(111) 2'2 
5 (100) 5 

[11111] -
"2 2 

6 0 [222] (200) 1,5 
(211) 1,7 
(222) 1,9 

1 [2211] (000) 0 
(110) 2,4 
(220) 0,8 
(211) 1,7 

2 [2111 I] (200) 1,5 
(110) 2,4 

3 [111111] (000) 0 

" " r.. 
7-12 the same values for T;, Ca, L ~ as for 12-N 

/'- /'-

L~, and Ca. Their expectation values can be expressed in 
terms of the scalar one-body density matrix and the scalar 
particle hole matrix and are given in Appendix C. Forja = 3 
there is an additional group in the chain, G,. Forja> 3 there 
may be also additional groups, but they have not yet been 
worked out. The number of linearly independent commut-

ing operators for low j a is smaller than five; forja equal to~, 1, 

.::, 2, ~, 3, the number oflinearly independent operators is 
2 2 
3,4,5,5,5,6, respectively. 

Examples of the "polytope" are shown in Tables I-V. 
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No 

0 

1 

2 
2 
2 

3 

3 

3 

3 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 

Eigenvalues of 

N~ ", Ta Ca f~ 

0 0 0 0 

I .' 7 35 
- -
4 2 4 

4 0 8 2,12 
4 2 0 0 
4 2 6 6,20 

9 
.\ 7 35 - -
4 2 4 

9 
.\ 21 " lq5 - - 4'-.-• 2 

9 
15 7 " - - -
4 , 4 

9 
15 15 15 94 

4 2 4'4 

16 0 0 0 
16 0 6 6,20 
16 0 14 0,72 
16 2 8 2,30 
16 2 6 6,20 
16 2 12 2,56 
16 6 0 0 
16 6 6 6,20 

25 
3 7 3S 
- - -
4 2 4 

25 
.\ 21 "' 1q:; 

4 
- 4'-4-2 

25 .' 15 15 QC) 

- - 4'4 4 2 

25 
.\ 31 1 3D 
- - 4'-4-4 2 

25 
15 7 " - "2 

-
4 4 

25 
15 21 J 1<;)5 
- 4'-'-• 2 

25 
15 15 15 ClC) - - 4'4 4 2 

25 
35 7 35 

- -
4 2 4 

36 0 8 2,30 

36 0 12 2,56 

36 0 18 2,90 

36 2 0 0 

36 2 6 6,20 

36 2 14 0,72 

36 2 12 2,56 

36 6 8 2,30 

36 6 6 6,20 

36 12 0 0 

Simultaneous eigenvalues for five commuting operators are 

presented for al1ja<~. The quantum numbers Sa' [f], (liJ1liJ,), 
2 

and La corresponding to the irreducible representations of 
SU(2), U(2ja + 1), OUa + 1) [or Sp(2ja + 1)], and 0(3) are 
taken from Ref. 6 for integerja and from Ref. 7 for half
integerja. The number of vertices of the "polytope" can be 
reduced by noting that the that differ only in La are convex 
combinations of two vertices, the one that corresponds to the 
lowest La and the one corresponding to the highest La· It is 
therefore enough to take only the lowest and the highest La 
in those cases where more than two La correspond to the 
same (liJ1liJ,). 
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TABLE VI. The chain U(24):JSU(4) ® U(6), SU(4):JSU(2) ® SU(2), U(6):JSU(3):J0(3). 

Quantum numbers 

U(6) SU(4) SU(3) 0(3) SU(2) ® SU(2) 
N [ll [f] (Ap) L min Lmax (TS) 

4 [4] [1111] (80) 0,8 (00) 
(42) 0,6 
(04) 0,4 
(20) 0,2 

4 [31] [211] (61 ) 1,7 (01), (10), (11) 
(42) 0,6 
(23) 1,5 
(31) 1,4 
(12) 1,3 
(20) 0,2 

4 [22] [22] (42) 0,6 (00), (02), (20), (11) 
(31) 1,4 
(04) 0,4 
(20) 0,2 

4 [221] [31] (50) 1,3 (01), (10), (11), (12), (21) 
(23) 1,5 
(31) 1,4 
(12) 1,3 
(01) 1 

4 [1111] [4] (12) 1,3 (00), (11), (22) 

aThe quantum numbers Land TS have to be combined so that in each row any given L is combination with any given pairs TS 

B. Many-level conditions 

Having single-particle states in several "levels" a,b,c,· .. 
one can choose the following decomposition, 

U(I1)::> U(2(2ja + 1» Gl U(2(2jb + 1» 

There are about five commuting operators per level (see the 
one-level conditions in the previous section). In addition, 

~,/".. -""'."" A. .......... 

there are "mixed" operators N fib' StPb' LJ-b"" . One can 
get quite a large parameter space and some care is needed in 
bookkeeping all the vertices of the polytope. 

C. Conditions generated by the SU(3) subgroup 

If one uses the orbitals of a harmonic oscillator shell, 
the following chain of groups is commonly used in nuclear 
physics: 

U(I1)::>SU(4)@U(6), 

SU(4)::>SU(2)@SU(2), 

U(6)::> SU(3) ::>0(3). 

In Table VI we present the quantum numbers corresponding 
to this chain of groups. The vertices of the "polytope" (eigen
values of operators) are not given in the same way as in Table 
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I. The reader can construct them for himself using the fol
lowing formulas: 

Operator Eigenvalue 
'" N N, 
'" N2 N 2 

"" C(SU(4» j;(j; - 1) + hKh - 3) + j;Ct; - 5) 

+h(h -7) _N2/4 + 4N, 
'" C(SU(3» A. 2 + A.fl + fl2 + 3,.1. + 3fl, 
L2 L(L+ 1), 
'" T2 T(T+ 1), 
'" S2 S(S + 1). 

The explicit expressions for the Casimir operators of the 
SU(3) can be found in Ref. 8, and that ofSU(4) in Ref. 9. The 
table for other particle numbers can be easily obtained by 
combining the U(6)::> SU(3)::> 0(3) decomposition8 and the 
SU( 4)::> SU(2) @ SU(2) decomposition. 9 The complete table 
is not given here because it is rather long and it can be con
structed by a computer using subtables from Refs. 8 and 9. 

D. The canonical chain of subgroups 

'" Le~ us)inally notice that the set of operators 
AafJ = Na NfJ corresponds to the decomposition: 

U(I1)::>U(11 - 1)::>U(11 - 2)::> .. ·::>U(1). 

This decomposition offers the maximum number of linearly 
independent commuting operators, but these operators are 
not scalar. 
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TABLE VII. Test of violation of one-level conditions for light nuclei in the 
Zucker model and the d 2S model. 

-" A-". 

with C" with QQ operator 
Nucleus Model /)'\",11 j" K "violation" K "violation" 
150 Zucker 3 5/2 13 1.55 20 0.51 
160 Zucker 4 5/2 27 0 49 0 
17" Zucker 5 5/2 40 0 85 0 
180 Zucker 6 5/2 58 0 133 0 
19/ Zucker 7 5/2 71 0 169 0 
2Dy ,_ Zucker 8 5/2 85 0 198 0 

20.,< d2S 4 3/2 18 0 18 0 
20." dS2 4 5/2 27 0.02 49 0 
28s, d2S 12 3/2 28 a 28 a 
28s, dS2 12 5/2 98 () 218 1.28 

"'N"" is the number of valence nucleons in the model,)" indicates the level 
for which the one-level conditions were taken, K is the number of vertices 
of the polytope, The "violation" is explained in Sec. 5. The conditions for 
the level j" = ! were not violated. 

5. USE OF THE NEW CONDITIONS 

The new conditions are given in the form of coordinates 
of a polytope in the parameter space. It is easy to test a given 
density matrix as to whether or not it violates the new condi
tions. One needs a computer routine for linear programming 
to test whether the set oflinear equalities and inequalities (5) 
has a feasible solution. If there is no feasible solution then the 
program will give information about how far outside the 
polytope the given point lies (the "violation"). 

However, it is difficult to incorporate these new condi
tions into a direct variational calculation in the present form. 
We now have the vertices of the polytope. It would be more 
convenient to have a set of linear inequalities (the facets of 
the polytope) involving the variational parameters directly. 
The procedure used by Davidson and McRae to generate 
the facets of a polytope, given the vertices, is too lengthy, and 
also it would yield an intractable number of facets. We are 
trying to develop a method of generating only the relevant 
facets for a given point or a given problem, but we have not 
yet been successful. 

6. TEST OF THE SCALAR DIAGONAL 
CONDITIONS ON A SMALL MODEL SYSTEM 

So far we have tested only the efficiency of the one-level 
conditions and the conditions generated by the SU(3) group 
for N = 4. We have used two models: (i) the Zuker model of 
some light nuclei (inert I2C core plus valence nucleons in the 
Ipll2' Ids12 , 2s 112 levels), and (ii) the d 2s model of some light 
nuclei (inert 160 core plus valence nucleons in the Ids12 , Idl/2, 

2s112 levels). 

We have tested the two-body density matrix obtained 
by a direct variational calculation 10 incorporating the nonne
gativity of the two-body density matrix, the particle hole 
matrix and the two-hole matrix ("r GQ"). Some of the new 
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conditions were violated and some were not (indicated by 
"violation" = 0). These results are given in Table VII. To see 
the sensitivity of the diagonal conditions to the choice of 

/'v" 

operators, we have also taken the scalar operator QQ, 

Q""Q"" = Vill "COO f)2 f)2 , 
6 L.. 2q2 - q q - q 

q 

instead of the Casimir operator of the Sp(6) group for the 
. ') ./".....""- . 

!evelfa = .:... The operator QQ commutes WIth first four one-
2 

level operators; however, its eigenvalues have to be comput-
ed numerically. The results shown in Table VII indicate that 
the choice of commuting operators other than Casimir oper
ators leads in some cases to weaker and in some cases to 
stronger conditions. 

The conditions generated by the SU(3) group were test
ed in the case of 2°Ne in the d 2s model, but they were not 
violated. However, this may not be too surprising since the 

"" "" "" constraints requiring the proper N, N 2, and T 2 values were 
already imposed in the" r GQ" calculation. Also, the energy 
of the 'TGQ" calculation was reasonably good, 1.5 MeV 
below the value obtained by complete configuration mixing. 

We cannot include the new conditions in direct vari
ational calculations until we derive a tractable algorithm for 
generating the relevant inequalities. We did calculate in one 
case, that of "a in the Zuker model, with the following result 
for the energy of the ground state: 

Complete configuration mixing 

'TGQ" 

'T GQ" plus one-level conditions 

- 26.02 MeV, 

- 27.09 MeV, 

- 26.69 MeV. 

The improvement is noticable but not complete-the result 
comes only one thi.!:5t of the way towards the "exact energy." 
If we include the QQ operator instead of the Casimir opera
tor, the energy improvement is somewhat smaller, the result 
being - 26.80 MeV, 

From one-level conditions alone one cannot yet draw 
conclusions about the efficiency of the complete set of new 
conditions. Work is in progress to test the efficiency of the 
many level conditions and other alternative choices. 

The most difficult remaining problem is how to design a 
numerical procedure for including the new conditions in the 
direct variational calculations. 

APPENDIX A: THE GARROD-PERCUS 
THEOREM FOR THE SCALAR TWO-BODY 
DENSITY MATRIX 

For simplicity we shall consider only operators which 
operate on orbital coordinates and not on spin coordinates. 
The extension to general operators is straightforward. 

A multi pole expansion of a two-body operator A can be 
written: 

A = "A JJ' (All) " (_ I)J - MCAp. ,,(pJM)tp""J'M' k abed r k J - MJ M ab cd 
abed MM' 

JJ'J..ll 

(AI) 
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The following orthogonality relation holds: 
./"'>.. ......... /'.. ........ 

trA AJ.lB A 'J.l' = 0 H ,0 J.lp' trA AJ1B Aft" (A2) 
"'- "'-

Theorem: Let A be a Hermitian operator and Ao be the 
scalar part (4 = I-l = 0) in its multipole expansion (A 1), then 
the Garrod-Percus condition on the scalar two-body density 
matrix p, 

trAr>A < ' (A3) 

is implied by the condition 

(A4) 

A < and Ao < being the lowest eigenvalues of A and Ao , 
respectively. 

Proof The left-hand sides of (A3) and (A4) are equal 
because of the orthogonality relation (A2). We have there-

A-

fore only to prove Ao < >A < • Since Ao is a scalar operator it 
commutes with the operator J and its eigenvectors can be 
labeled by J and M. Let 1 Jo Mo) be the eigenvector in the N
body Hilbert space corresponding to Ao< . Define the en
semble density matrix 

xl JoM)<JoMl· 

Since Aa does not depend on M, it follows that 
T A- AN 

rAo p =Ao<· 

For A, however: A < <TrAfiN. Applying Eq. (A1), the 
Wigner-Eckart theorem and the orthogonality relation be
tween Clebsch-Gordon coefficients, one gets 

"'- (1 )Jo - M A. 

TrAfiN = r ;; C~MJ,_M<JoM IAAJ11 JoM) 
MAJ1 2Jo + 1 

( I)Jo - M 
'" '" - COO ( _ I)A - J o + M -I" 
~ £.. V J,MJ,-M 
AJ1 M 2Jo + 1 

(-Il-J1 A-

rOOAOOI' V <JoIIA AI'IIJo)=Ao<· 
AI" U + 1 

Therefore, A < <Ao < . 

We have assumed the existence of 10 for every A since 
A A-

for those A with Ao = ° the condition (A3) is void. 

APPENDIX B: PROOF OF THEOREM (5) [EQ. (5)] 

Let us rewrite Theorem (5) in the following form: 

Theorem: A set of real numbers Ai, i = I, ... ,Z repre
se~ts the expectation values of a set of commuting operators 
[A il iff A i can be written as 

(BIa) 
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where Yk satisfy: 
K 

Yk>O, I Yk = I (B1b) 
k~l 

(A ~ and K are defined in Sec. 3). 

Proof Let the simultaneous eigenstates of the set [Ail 
be denoted by 1 k), k = I, ... ,K, then A ~ = <k 1 Ai I k). The 

. A.. 

expectation value A I of A I in an arbitrary state I 1[1), 

I 1[1) = L k ct I k ), can be expressed as 
A. K 

Ai=<I[IIAill[l)= r letl2Ai, 
k~l 

where let 12 are bounded by Ie%, 12>0, Lf = 1 1 et 12 = 1. 

Ensemble averages of Ai in a system described by an 
ensemble density matrix, fiN, fiN = .L¢ W", If/» < f/> 1 can be 
expressed as 

A- K 
Ai = TrA ifiN = I r w'" let 12A~. 

k= 1 '" 

The coefficients L.p w'" I e% 12 are again bounded by (B1b). 
Condition (B1) is therefore necessary. 

Condition (B 1) is also sufficient because one can always 

construct a state vector I y), I y) = .Lk V Yk I k) , whereYk 
satis~ condition (B1b), such that A i from (Bla) is equal to 

<YIA il y )· 

APPENDIX C: RELATIONS BETWEEN ONE 
LEVEL OPERATORS AND THE ONE-BODY AND 
THE PARTICLE HOLE MATRIX 

In accordance with Eq. (3) we define the scalar one
~dy density matrix, p, and the scalar particle-hole matrix, 
G: 

p = I OJ,,j,YaJi~, 
ab 

and 

A-

G= '" G LS '" (_I)L-MC OO (_I)S-I 
~ abed ~ L-MLM 

abed MI 
LS 

x COO (B LMSI)t B LMSI 
S- ISI ab cd' 

where 

and 

mm' 
55' 

CSI At A 
X (s/2)( - s'lsPam.flbm's" 

Yab= V 1 (I[IIB~II[I), 
2(2ja + 1) 

G LS 1 '" ('T' I (BA-LMS>.tB"'LMSI IT') 
abed = (2L + 1)(2S + 1) f:; 'Y ab J ed 'Y. 
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The expectation values of the one-level operators ex
pressed in terms of rand fj are: 

.A 

(I[!I Na II[!) = 2(2Ja + I)Yaa' 
.Al . 00 

(I[! IN a II[!) = 2(2Ja + 1)G aaaa' 

(1[!If~ll[!) = 2Ja(ja + 1)(2Ja + I)G !~aaa' 
(I[! I S~ II[!) = f(2J a + I)G ~!aaa' 

/".... 2)(1 

(I[!I Ca(O(2Ja + 1» II[!) = 2 L (2k + l)G ~2aa' 
k odd 

integer Ja' 
.A lj" - I 

(I[!I Ca (Sp(2Ja + 1» II[!) = 2 L (2k + l)G ~2aa' 
k odd 

half-integer Ja. 

Relations between G ;;;cd and r ;;ffcd can be found in Ref. 1. 

The eigenvalues of the Casimir operator Ca(O(2Ja + 1» 
in terms of the irreducible representation labels of the 
~ (2J a + 1), (WIW2"'WJ, and those of the Casimir operator 
Ca (Sp(2Ja + 1» in terms of (a1a2···aj" + Ill) areS 
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(Ca(O(2Ja + 1») = !lWI(WI + 2Ja - 1) + WlW2 + 2Ja 

- 3) + "'Wj.,CWj" + 1)], 

(Ca(Sp(2Ja + 1») = !lal(al + 2Ja + 1) + ala2 + 2ja 

- 1) + ... + a j " + 1/2(aj " + 1/2 + 2)]. 
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Segal quantization, usually thought of a~d used as a. tool for qua~tizing ~inema~ical 
frameworks, is extended to (finite-dimensIOnal) dynamIcal systems, I.e., to kmematIcal 
frameworks plus dynamical motions applied to them. Such a proc.edur~ all~ws us to 
classify quantum dynamical systems, and to understand how physI~al meqUivalence 
appears in spite of von Neumann unitary equivalen~e, for the fo~mer IS also grounded on 
the evolution operators of the systems being dIfferent functIOns of. the labeled 
observables of the systems. Second quantization is also examined a~d IS sh?wn to be 
just one possible procedure of quantization, which can only be used m a partIcular class 
of cases. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Since the years of Poincare, the most clear-cut math
ematical model for a phase space description of a classical 
mechanical system has been recognized to be a differentiable 
manifold. "This manifold always has a special geometric 
property, pertaining to the occurrence of phase variables in 
canonically conjugate pairs, called symplectic structure."! 
When the symplectic space on which this classical picture is 
based features particular properties, a quantization proce
dure can be used, which is called Segal quantization. 

In fact, according to Segal,2.3 a classical system whose 
phase space "kinematical" description is based upon a linear 
symplectic space (~,B) gets quantized through a Weyl sys
tem over (~,B ); the algebra of observables of the resulting 
quantum system is an algebra (the Weyl algebra) uniquely 
determined by the Weyl system. This quantization proce
dure can be performed at least when ~ is finite-dimensional 
(in which case both B and the Weyl system are essentially 
unique) or, more generally, when ~ is a Hilbert space (the 
"single particle space" of the quantum field theory), whose 
inner product has B as its imaginary part. Indeed, in such 
cases a Weyl system over (~,B) is known to exist; moreover, 
whenever a Weyl system over a linear symplectic space 
(~,B) does exist, the resulting Weyl algebra is unique (up to 
isomorphism), in the sense that it dependsjust on (~,B) and 
not on the W ey 1 system over (~,B ) used for its construction. 

A nontrivial and meaningful task is to look for a gener
alization of the Segal quantization procedure expounded 
above such as to include dynamics along with kinematics. 
We will call dynamical system (both in the classical and in 

a) A Fulbright-Hays Grantee. Supported in part by the Fondazione A. della 
Riccia. 

h)Permanent address. 

the quantum case) what results from the coupling ofa kine
matical picture of the system with one of the evolution laws 
by which the motion of its observables may be ruled. There
fore, the above mentioned task amounts to looking for a gen
eral way of quantizing those dynamical systems whose kine
matical part may be quantized by the Segal procedure. This 
quantization procedure of dynamical systems, in which the 
Segal quantization of the kinematical picture is still used, 
can be called Segal quantization as well, in a natural way. Of 
course, a further generalization could be taken up in which 
one not only adds dynamics to kinematics, but also general
izes kinematics itself, allowing the phase space to be a gener
al differentiable symplectic manifold; naturally, the Segal 
quantization of kinematical pictures should first be properly 
generalized in order to cope with this situation. 

In the present paper we are tackling the problem of 
Segal quantization of dynamical systems, even ifin a reduced 
form, as we will impose limitations to the systems we consid
er. In fact, we will examine here just those classical systems 
whose (linear) phase spaces are finite-dimensional and 
whose evolution laws are linear. We believe the thorough 
analysis of the simple situation we are carrying on here is 
likely to be suggestive of what a solution to more general 
problems may look like (as it is often the case), and therefore 
we hope it will be helpful in the broader analysis we intend to 
develop in future work. The next (but hopefully not the last) 
step, which we leave to a forthcoming paper, will be quite 
naturally to consider systems whose phase spaces are infi
nite-dimensional Hilbert spaces (namely, field theory 
models). 

As we said before, we are dealing with the Segal quanti
zation of classical dynamical systems in the present paper, 
considering however just the systems which are linear in 
both their (finite) phase spaces and their evolution laws. In
deed, this is a sensible choice of a starting point toward more 
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general analyses, since in a lot of infinite systems linearity 
ensures the existence and even the uniqueness of the physical 
vacuum.4 We will find out what quantum dynamical systems 
arise-through the Segal quantization-from the classical 
systems we are considering, how they can be classified, and 
how they and their classification must be interpreted. 

In view of the thorough treatment of the problem of 
quantization we want to give here for the linear and finite 
case, we will also investigate what second quantization 
amounts to for the systems we are dealing with. We will 
clarify how it is a very special quantization procedure, which 
can be performed in a limited number of cases only. 

Finally, we warn the reader that in order to avoid un
necessarily cumbersome notation we will explicitly deal with 
and write formulas for the one degree of freedom case only 
(two-dimensional phase space); the results we will get in this 
way can easily be generalized to the general finite-dimen
sional case, for which they remain true, except for a result on 
the positivity of the energy spectrum, as will be specified 
below. 

2. SEGAL QUANTIZATION 

A non degenerate real skew-symmetric form B on a real 
vector space J( is called a symplectic form, and the pair 
(j( ,B) is called a symplectic space. A linear automorphism 
ofj( which preserves the form B is called a symplectic trans
formation of (J( ,B) and the group of such transformations 
will be denoted by Aut (J(,B). These are the basic ingredi
ents occurring in the kinematical pictures of a number of 
classical systems, once we interpret j( as the phase space of 
the system, refer B to the occurrence of phase variables in 
canonically conjugate pairs, and represent the symmetries of 
the system by elements of Aut(J( ,B). Notice that more gen
eral symmetries could be represented by autoditfeomor
phisms of J( which preserve B. However, we are confining 
our analysis to linear symmetries since the motions we are 
studying in the present paper are linear, for the reasons 
touched upon in the introduction. The adjective linear, 
which should accompany so many words throughout the 
paper, will be dropped when no confusion may arise; some
times, however, it will be written in parentheses just to keep 
the reader aware of the scope of our analysis. Also, as ex
plained in the Introduction, throughout this paper we are 
dealing explicitly with I-dimensional linear classical systems 
only, namely systems whose phase space is R + R. There
fore, from now on jl = R + R. As far as the linear structure 
of j( is concerned, there is just one symplectic form on J(; 
in fact, two symplectic forms BI and B, are connected by a 
linear automorphism A of j(, namely AEAut J( exists such 
that BI(m,m') = Bz(Am,Am'), '<;/m,m'EJt. We recall also 
that, whatever the form B is, Aut (J( B) is isomorphic to 
SL(2,R). 

If now % (JY) is the group of unitary operators of a 
separable Hilbert space JY', an JY'-valued Weyl system (WS) 
over (jl,B) is defined as a map W: J(---+%(JY') such that 

(i) W(ml)W(m,) = exp[(i/2)B(mhmJ]W(ml + m2), 
'<;/mhm2s~, 
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(ii) R31---+W(tm)E u2-'(dY) is weakly continuous, 
'<;/msli. 

AnW-valued WS is called irreducible (IWS) if the only 
operators in ,0/ which commute with the range of Ware the 
mUltiples of the unit operator. The problem of existence and 
uniqueness of IWS's over (If,B ) has been solved in a c1ear
cut way since a long time. As to existence, it is proved by 
construction: If Q, and P, are the operators defined in L '(R) 
by (QJ)(x) = x/ex), (PJ)(x) = - if'(x), on suitable do
mains, and if m

" 
m, are two elements oLIi such that 

B (ml>m,) = 1 (it is trivial to show that two such elements 
always exist for any B, and that they are a linear basis in . Ii), 
the map 
,~3aml + bm,---+ exp[ - (i/2)ab lexp[ - iaPsl 

X exp{ - ibQJEu?/(L '(R» 

is an L '(R)-valued WS over (J(,B). It is an IWS which is 
called the Schrodinger WS over (J(,B) and related to 
(mt.m,); also, if m'l,m~ are any two elements of J( such that 
B (m'l , m~) = 1, the Schrodinger WS over (J( ,B) and related 
to (m'l,m~) is unitarily equivalent to the system related to 
(mt.m,). As for uniqueness, it is settled by a theorem of von 
Neumann,' which establishes that any WS over (,~,B) is a 
Schrodinger WS within unitary equivalence and 
multiplicity. 

Since the main goal of this paper is to discuss the quanti
zation of a classical system as a whole, it is worth recalling 
here the sense in which a WS over (vll",B) quantizes the kine
matical picture(.~,B) ofacIassical system. Let m l and m 2 be 
two elements oLI( such that B (mt.m2) = I; such a "canoni
cal" pair (mt.m2)B determines a connection between WS's 
over (, ff,B ) and localizable one-dimensional quantum sys
tems6

•
7

; recall that a localizable one-dimensional quantum 
system can be defined as a pair (U,Q), where U is a weakly 
continuous one-parameter group of unitary operators on a 
separable Hilbert space ~o/~, Q is a self-adjoint operator in cW, 
and the following relation is satisfied 

U(a)QU( - a) = Q - al,r-, '<;/aER. 

To show the connection determined by (mt.m,) we first no
tice that, if Wis an JY'-valued WS over (.ff,B), then the one
parameter group Uv;:,) defined by the relation 

UV;:')(a) = W(aml)' '<;/aER 

and the self-adjoint operator Q V;:,J defined by the relation 

exp( - iaQ v;:,» = W (am2), '<;/ aER 

[which simply means that Q v;:,) is the Stone theorem gener
ator of the one-parameter group lR3a---+W(am2)EW(dY)] 
form a pair (UV;:'),Q v;:,» which is a localizable one-dimen
sional quantum system (in JY'). Second and conversely, we 
notice that if (U,Q ) is a localizable one-dimensional quan
tum system (in dY), then 

,/1( 3am l + bm2---+exp[ - (i/2)ab ]U(a)exp( - ibQ)Eu?/(cW) 

is a WS W such that (U V;:'l,Q v;:,» = (U,Q). Notice now that 
a localizable one-dimensional quantum system (U,Q) (in JY') 
admits of the following interpretation: JY' is the Hilbert 
space in which a quantum system is described, Q and the 
Stone theorem generator P of U are two observables for the 
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system; Q is interpreted as position (along a direction) and P 
as momentum (along the same direction), as U is interpreted 
as the group of the displacements along the Q direction. 
Whether or not all other observables are functions of Q and P 
depends upon the particular system under consideration: Es
sentially, they are not if the system is more than one-dimen
sional, neither are they if the system has nonclassical obser
vables such as the spin, but surely they are if (U,Q) is an 
irreducible system, namely, if the only operators which com
mute with Q and the range of U are the multiples of the unit 
operator (it is clear that irreducible localizable systems are 
connected with IWS's). Therefore, a WS Wover (1,B) 
quantizes a classical kinematical picture (1,B) and this 
quantization is determined by a canonical pair (m h m2)B 

since W provides both a Hilbert space in which the quantized 
system is to be described and two labeled observables,8 name
ly the momentum PCW') and the position QCW,), defined re
spectively by the relations: 

exp( - iPCW'» = W(m l ), exp( - iQCW'» = W(m 2); 

m 1 and m 2 can be thought of as those two points of the phase 
space in which the classic observables position, resp. mo
mentum, assume the values 1, resp. 0, and 0, resp. 1. It is 
clear that the canonical pair (m l ,m2h that labels the opera
tors to be called momentum and position is not a part of the 
quantization procedure, nor is it uniquely defined by the 
property B (m h m2) = 1 [in fact, any pair arising from 
(m l ,m2) by a symplectic transformation shares this property 
and is therefore a canonical pair]. Such a pair is, on the con
trary, a part of the definition of the classical system itself [in 
this connection, notice that B is uniquely defined by a ca
nonical pair, since if (m h m2)B and (m h m2)B' are canonical 
pairs then B = B ']. 

In our discussion of the physical meaning of Segal's 
quantization procedure, we have used the notion oflocaliza
ble quantum system. Of course, we could have used the no
tion of canonical commutation rules as well; as is well 
known, though, these are equivalent to the Weyl system "ex
ponentiated" formalism, provided that proper care has been 
taken in the definitions and restrictions on such rules; so we 
have preferred the more unambiguous formulation in terms 
of unitary operators. In what follows we will fix a canonical 
pair, which we will still write simply as (m l ,m2h, setting 
m l = (1,0), m 2 = (0,1), whence B results into 

B «a l ,{31),(aJJ2» = aJJ2 - al3h 'V(al,{31),(a2,{32)EJt'. 

Having fixed (m l ,m2)B in this way, we will drop m l ,m2 andB 
wherever they occur, and B will always mean the above writ
ten symplectic form. So, we will write simply Pwand Qw 
and we will speak of WS's over 1 and of the Schrodinger 
WS over 1. Notice, by the way, that the Schrodinger WS 
over 1 leads to a quantum description in the Hilbert space 
L 2(R) such that the momentum and position observables are 
represented by Ps and Qs respectively; besides, from elemen
tary properties of the Schrodinger WS, it is easily inferred 
that an IWS is always an injective map 1 ~~(JY). 

In what follows we will consider just the WS's over 1 
which are irreducible; in fact, as we mentioned before, the 
Weyl algebras defined by the WS's over 1 are all isomor-
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phic, and the multiplicity allowed by the von Neumann 
uniqueness theorem essentially leaves room for the represen
tation (which is not already included in the WS over 1) of 
more than one-dimensional systems and of observables with
out a classical provenance (such as the spin). And in the 
present paper we are not interested in any of these possibili
ties, since we look mainly at the quantization of the motions 
characterizing one-dimensional classical systems. It is worth 
noticing explicitly, however, that the multiplicity allowed by 
the von Neumann theorem does not admit of the following 
interpretation: The algebra generated by a reducible WS is 
an algebra of observables with superselection rules; for (in 
this one-dimensional case) either the algebra generated by a 
WS is irreducible or it has a non-Abelian commutant.9

,IO 

Our sticking to a fixed canonical pair (within a unique 
phase space) means that we are going to consider classical 
systems whose kinematical structures are the same and are 
represented in the same way. The Segal quantization of the 
kinematical structure of these systems gives a quantum kine
matical picture which is unique up to unitary equivalence, as 
we are considering irreducible WS's only; thus, we obtain an 
algebra of observables which is unique up to unitary equiv
alence, and a unique labeling of the kinematical observables 
momentum and position. In fact, in quantizing all the classi
cal motions which can appear in a one-dimensional classical 
system, it is good to keep the kinematical picture fixed, in 
order to compare the various possible motions in the most 
straightforward way. Obviously, this restricting ourselves to 
a fixed canonical pair is not an essential limitation, and the 
results we get are true for anyone-dimensional classical sys
tem, as it could be shown, for instance, by replacing the ca
nonical pair we have chosen by another arbitrary one, step 
by step in all what follows. Finally, notice that any linear 
basis in 1 can be made into a canonical pair, by choosing a 
suitable symplectic form. 

3. QUANTIZATION OF CLASSICAL DYNAMICS 

As we have already mentioned, a (linear) symmetry of a 
kinematical picture (1,B) is represented by a symplectic 
transformation of (1,B). For a quantum kinematical pic
ture set up by means of a dY'-valued WS, a quantum symme
try is represented by an automorphism of the Weyl algebra; 
in the particular case we are discussing here (one-dimension
al case), it can be shown that a quantum symmetry can be 
represented by a unitary operator in dY'in the following 
sense: If any two observables, represented by two operators 
A 1 and A 2 in dY', are connected by a given symmetry, then 
A2 = UA I U-I where U is a unitary operator on dY', which, by 
definition, represents the symmetry; moreover U is unique 
up to a phase factor. 2 Consider a classical kinematical pic
ture (1,B ), its quantization constructed by means of an JY'
valued WS Wover 1, a classical symmetry represented by a 
symplectic transformation S and a quantum symmetry re
presented by a unitary operator U on dY'. We notice that 
WOS is a WS by the very fact that S is symplectic; therefore 
the classical symmetry S transforms the labeled observable 
momentum and position, Pw and Qw, into the operators 
P WaS and Q WaS respectively, since it turns the labeling pairs 
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(1,0) and (0,1) into S( 1 ,0) and S(O, 1), respectively. On the 
other hand, the quantum symmetry U transforms P wand 
Qw into UPWU- I and UQw U-I, respectively. Moreover, it 
follows that Pwas and Qwas coincide with UPWU- I and 
UQ wU-I, respectively, if and only if the following condition 
holds, 

W(S(m» = UW(m)U- I IrJmEJi. 

Therefore, we will call U the quantization of S when such a 
condition holds. For it follows from the previous discussion 
that, when this condition holds, U represents S in the quan
tum kinematical picture which quantizes (~,B). In other 
words, U being the quantization of S means by definition 
that the pair (U,S) is compatible with the given labeling. This 
in turn is equivalent to the fact that U and S represent the 
same symmetry (U in the quantum picture and S in the clas
sical one). In fact, under such a hypothesis, PWos (for in
stance) is the momentum observable if we label the observa
bles "after" the action of the symmetry, while UP w U-I is the 
momentum observable if we label "before" the symmetry; 
since the "time" we decide to label must not matter, 
P WaS = UP wU-I must hold true. If, conversely, U and S are 
compatible with the labeling, namely, P was = UPWU-I and 
Qwos = UQwU-I hold true, then labeling after the action of 
S amounts to changing the labeled observables with U, and 
this means precisely that U and Srepresent the same symme
try. Notice that for any classical symmetry S there is a quan
tum symmetry which quantizes it; this follows directly from 
the von Neumann uniqueness theorem. On the contrary, not 
every quantum symmetry is the quantization of some classi
cal symmetry, as can be easily shown by the construction of 
unitary operators U for which no symplectic transformation 
S exists such that W(S(m» = UW(m)U-I holds for all 
mEj(. 

The discussion of time evolution and its quantization 
can now be made along very similar lines, since we are deal
ing with classical dynamical systems whose evolution laws 
are linear. A (linear) classical motion is represented by a one
parameter group of symplectic transformations 

JR 3 t--+S, EAut{c/I(,B), 

continuous with respect to the one sensible topology Aut 
(..I(,B) can be given (in the finite-dimensional case we are 
considering). For a quantum system represented by an ,~/
valued WS, a motion is represented by a one-parameter 
group of automorphisms of the Weyl algebra; in our case, it 
can be shown II that a quantum motion can always be repre
sented by a weakly continuous one-parameter group of un i
tary operators 

JR 3 t--+U, E'}; on 
in the following sense: if an observable is represented by an 
operator A in cW' at time to, it is represented by U, AU ,- 1 at 
time to + t (Heisenberg picture); the one-parameter group 
U, is determined within a phase factor which, by the con
tinuity and the group property, can be nothing else than 
e i"',aElR. We point out that, according to the Stone theorem, 
a quantum motion determines, and is determined by, a 
unique (up to an additive constant) self-adjoint operator H in 
17', which is called the Hamiltonian of the quantum system 
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and which satisfies l2 

U, = exp(itH), IrJtEJR. 

According to the previous discussion of symmetries, a quan
tum motion t--+ U, will be called the quantization of a classi
cal motion t--+S, when the following conditions holds 

W(S,(m» = U,W(m)U ,- 1, IrJmE~, IrJtElR. 

We are going to show that, while all the classical motions can 
be quantized, not every quantum motion is the quantization 
of a classical one. In fact, we are going to determine the 
Hamiltonians of the quantum dynamical systems which can 
be constructed by quantizing the classical ones. First, we 
need the following technical result: 

Lemma 3.1: Let W:j( --+ 02; (JY) be an IWS over j(, ,W 
a separable Hilbert space, and Y,1],P any three real numbers. 
The operator KW"'!'): = yP~ + 1]Q~+ p!Pw,Qw J. is an 
essentially self-adjoint operator in JY. 

Proof Assume W is the Schrodinger WS and check di
rectly that every Hermite function is an analytic vector for 
K (J;'/'p). Use Nelson's analytic vector theorem (Theorem 
X.39 of Ref. 13) to get to essential self-adjointness of K W1)·p). 

The result is valid for any WS, as essential self-adjointness is 
conserved by unitary transformations. 

From now on we will denote by HWr/,p): = KW1),p) the 
self-adjoint closure of K W1),p) (the bar denotes closure here 
and in the sequel). We can'now prove the basic facts about 
the classical motions and their quantization. To properly 
understand the scope of the following proposition, it should 
be borne in mind that we are considering just linear classical 
motions throughout the present paper. 

Proposition 3.2: (a) There is a bijection between JR3 and 
the family of classical motions; the classical motion related 
to (Y,1],p)EJR 3 in such a way is-in the matrix representation 
constructed by means of the "canonical" basis (m h m2) of 
.4-the following one-parameter group of symplectic 
transformations 

where 

coswt - 2p(sinwt )/OJ 

- 21](sinOJt )/OJ 
2y(sinOJt )/OJ I 

coswt + 2p(sinOJt )/OJ ' 

if 1]Y - p2>0, 

if 1]Y - p2 < 0, 

and (sinOJt )/OJ means t when OJ = 0. 

(b) Assume a quantization is given of the classical kine
matical picture (~,B ) though an IWS W over ~; then the 
classical dynamical system consisting of the kinematical pic
ture (.4,B) plus the motion represented by S(Y,1),p) can be 
quantized and its quantization is essentially unique; it is con
structed by applying to the quantum kinematical picture ob
tained through W the motion characterized by the Hamil
tonian H(Y·1),p) (up to an additive constant). 

Proof (a) Observe that the Lie algebra ofSL(2,JR), 
which may be considered as the representation of Aut(~ ,B) 
through the canonical basis! (1,0),(0, 1) J oLb", is the set 
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sl(2,R) of all the real 2 X 2 matrices A such that Tr(A ) = 0; 
observe also that the mapping 

RJ3(Y,7],p)---+A (Y,T/,p) = I 
-2p 
- 27] 

2y IE sl(2,R) 
2p 

is a bijection between R J and sl(2,R). To complete the proof, 
check that the one-parameter subgroup of SL(2,R) generat
ed by A (Y,T/,p) is S(Y,T/,p), 

(b) Setting U\Y,T/,p) = exp(itH(Y'T/'p» for each 
(y,7],p)ER\ we can easily show that 

W(S~Y,T/,p)(m» = U~r.Tt·p)W(m)U(!:'l'p), 'timEJI, 

'titER. (*) 

For, W (a,/J) = exp( - (i/2)a/:1 )exp( - iaP w )ex-
p( - i/:1Qw), which in turn coincides with the exponential of 
the closure of - iaPw - i/:1Qw; therefore the equalities (*) 
hold if and only if the following two equalities hold: 

[coswt - 2p(sinwt )/0 ]Pw - 27][ (sinwt )/0]Qw 

= U\Y"/,P)PWU(J','!,p), 

2y[(sinwt)/w]Pw + [coswt + 2p(sinwt)/w]Qw 

= u~y""p)QwU(J',i'p), 

for each tER. There two equalities are in turn equivalent to 
their infinitesimal forms 

- 2pPw - 27]Qw = i[H(Y,T/,p),Pw ], 

2yPw+ 2pQw = i[H(Y,T/'pl,Qw] , 

which indeed hold true, as can be trivially checked. This 
shows that every classical dynamical system can be quan
tized, and that it is quantized to the quantum dynamical 
system whose Hamiltonian is H(Y,T/,p), The uniqueness of the 
quantization within a phase factor-or equivalently of the 
Hamiltonian within an additive constant-follows at once 
from the irreducibility of the Weyl system, If W' is another 
WS over .//, then Wand W I are unitarily equivalent (by the 
von Neumann uniqueness theorem) and it is trivial to show 
that this equivalence links also P w with P W" and Q w with 
Qw', whence H<J,;T/,p) and H<J,;~'p) are unitarily equivalent. 

We observe that, during the proof of the previous pro
position, we also showed that a quantum motion is the quan
tization of a classical one if and only if it is linear in the sense 
that the following equalities are fulfilled for each tER 

U,PwU _ I = SII(t )Pw + S21(t )Qw, 

UIQwU _ 1= SI2(t)PW + S22(t )Qw, 

where sij (t) are four real functions of the time. In fact, we 
showed explicitly that this is the case for UI 

= exp(itH(Y,T/,P», If conversely this is the case, then the ma
trix ! sij (t») has to be an element of SL(2,R) because of the 
commutation relation between Pw and Q w; moreover, it has 
to be a continuous function of t because of the continuity of 
UI ; therefore !s,-,(t») has to beS~Y'T/,p) for a triple (Y,7],P), 
whence U I = exp(itHV,i.;T/'P» up to a phase factor since the 
only operators which commute with Qw and P w are the 
multiples of the identity, by the irreducibility of W. 

It is very easy to show that also for a quantum symme-
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try represented by U to be the quantization of a classical one, 
it is necessary and sufficient that the linearity condition 

holds, where Sis a 2 X 2 matrix and an obvious use of the 
matrix calculus symbolism has been made (incidentally, Sis 
the transpose of the matrix which represents the classical 
symmetry). However, this does not imply that a unitary op
erator which quantizes a classical symmetry has to be the 
exponential of H(y,1/.p) for some (Y,7],p). On the contrary, the 
previous discussion shows that this is the case if and only if 
the classical symmetry lies on a classical motion, i.e., on a 
one-parameter subgroup ofSL(2,R) (and this need not be 
true, because the one-parameter subgroups of SL(2,R) do 
not fill the whole group). 

Proposition 3.2 shows that there are lots of quantum 
motions which do not have any (linear) classical counter
part, since it shows that the Hamiltonians of the quantum 
motions which do have a (linear) classical counterpart are 
quite particular. 

4. UNITARY EQUIVALENCE 

In Sec. 3 we accounted for the limitations we decided to 
adopt by choosing a fixed canonical pairs and considering 
only irreducible WS's. We just recall here that these limita
tions have the following two precise meanings: First, we are 
dealing with (one-dimensional linear) classical systems 
which coincide as far as their kinematical features are con
cerned (in other words, we are building different motions on 
equal kinematical pictures to get different classical dynami
cal systems); second, we quantize the classical kinematical 
pictures in a minimal way, as we get a quantum picture in 
which no other degrees of freedom can be represented that 
those already included in JI. Within this frame, we get 
quantum pictures which coincide (up to unitary equiv
alence) in both the algebra and the labeling of the observa
bles. In fact, we may surely have two different IWS's WI and 
W2 over.Al, but they must be unitarily equivalent by the von 
Neumann uniqueness theorem; this means that a unitary op
erator V must exist from the Hilbert space of WI onto the 
Hilbert space of W2 such that 

VWI(m) V-I = Wlm), 'timE.AI, 

namely, such as to set up an isomorphism between the alge
bras generated by WI and W2 , which maintains the labeling 
of momentum and position, and therefore of all other obser
vables, too. Thus the quantum picture we get is unique in
deed, as far as kinematics is concerned. 

Things are different when dynamics is considered, to 
the effect that there are many inequivalent quantum dyna
mical systems. Before discussing this point, however, we 
have to define equivalence for such systems. Let us denote by 
(W,H) the system which includes both the quantum kinema
tical picture obtained from (JI ,B) through an IWS Wand 
the quantum motion whose Hamiltonian is a self-adjoint op
erator H. We will call such a pair (W,H) a a quantum dyna
mical system. We will say that two quantum dynamical sys-
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tems (WI,HI) and (W2,H2) are equivalent when a unitary op
erator Vexists from the Hilbert space of WI onto the Hilbert 
space of W2 such that 

VWI(m) V-I = Wlm), VmEJI, 

and 

VHI V-I = H2 + kl, for some real number k. 

Since two IWS's are unitarily equivalent through a unitary 
operator which is unique up to a factor (because of irreduci
bility), we can as well say that (WhHI) and (W2,H2) are 
equivalent if HI and H2 are unitarily equivalent up to an 
additive constant through the unitary operator which sets up 
the equivalence of WI and W2. This condition is appropriate 
for the definition of the equivalence of two quantum dynami
cal systems, since its meaning is that the same unitary opera
tor V through which the kinematical descriptions deter
mined by WI and W2 are brought to coincide, makes the time 
evolution laws determined by HI and H2 coincide as well. In 
fact, setting U]: = exp(itHI) and U 7: = exp(itH2), it is obvi
ously true that U: and U ~ define two one-parameter groups 
of unitary operators which coincide up to a phase factor 
through V, whenever VHIV-I = H2 + kl. Conversely, the 
necessary condition for the equality up to Vofthe two quan
tum motions determined by U: and U 7 is -owing to the 
irreducibility of WI-that a real function qJ on lR exists such 
that VU] V-I = exp(iqJ(t»U; for each tElR; moreover, areal 
number k must exist such that qJ(t) = kt, because of the 
group laws and continuity of both U: and U;; in this way we 
get that VHI V-I = H2 + kl must hold. 

It is now clear that, while at the kinematical level all the 
quantum pictures we are considering here are equivalent by 
the very fact of being quantizations of the same classical 
kinematical picture, at the dynamical level two systems 
(WhHI) and (W2,H2) need by no means be equivalent, as it is 
very trivial to see considering two self-adjoint operators HI 
and H2 which are not unitarily equivalent through the 
unique up to a factor unitary operator which sets up the 
equivalence of two IWS's WI and W2• Indeed, it is worth 
while pointing out that for two quantum dynamical systems 
(WI,HI) and (W2,H2) we may have three different unitary 
equivalence relations: the equivalence of the underlying kin
ematical pictures, namely of WI and W2, which in fact we 
always have; the equivalence of the whole dynamical sys
tems themselves, which does not always hold true and whose 
validity means that HI and H2 are the same functions-up to 
an additive constant-ofthe respective kinematical observa
bles momentum and position; the equivalence of the Hamil
tonians HI andH2, which is always valid when the dynamical 
systems are equivalent and which may also be valid when the 
equivalence of the dynamical systems is not. Of course, if the 
Hamiltonians are equivalent while the systems are not, the 
Hamiltonians are two different labeled observables. We shall 
see later (in Proposition 4.2) examples of quantum dynami
cal systems which are not equivalent, while their Hamilto
nians are. 

We have seen in Proposition 3.2 that each classical dyn
amical system has its own quantization. It is natural to ex
pect that two different classical dynamical systems give rise 
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to two different, that is nonequivalent, quantum dynamical 
systems. This is indeed the case, as is shown by the following 
proposition. We will still denote by S(Y,TJ,p) the classical mo
tion related to (y, 1],p )ElRJ in the way exhibited in Proposition 
3.2. 

Proposition 4.1: Let Wand W' be IWS's over JI and let 
(Y,1],p) and (y',1]',p') be triples of real numbers. Let us con
sider, along with Wand W', the Hamiltonians HWTJ,p) and 
HiJ,:TJ',p') which define the quantizations-upon the quan
tum kinematical pictures provided by Wand W', respective
ly-ofthe classical motions S(Y,TJ,p) and S<Y,TJ'.P'). The quan
tum dynamical systems (W,HWTJ.p» and (W',HiJ,:TJ'.P') are 
equivalent if an only if they quantize the same classical dyna
mical systems, namely, only if (Y,1],p) = (y',1]',p'). 

Proof let Vbe the (unique up to a factor) unitary opera
tor through which W' and Ware equivalent, namely, let the 
operator Vbe unitary and such that 

VW'(m)V-1 = W(m), 'ilmEJI. 

From this relation, the equations 

VPW,V-I = Pw and VQw' V-I = Qw 

follow. Therefore, if (W,HW TJ.p» and (W',HiJ,:TJ"P'» are 
equivalent, we get 

y'P~+ 1}'Q~+p'[Pw,QwJ. 

= yP~+ 1}Q~+p[Pw,Qw J.+ kl 

for some real number k, since unitary equivalence and clo
sure "commute" and the two operators which appear in the 
equation above do have the same domain. Recalling now the 
way a classical motion is quantized, we get from the last 
equation that-for each mE JI and each tElR-

W(S~y·TJ·p)(m» = exp(itHWTJ·p»W(m)exp( - itHWTJ.p» 

= exp(itHiJ,·TJ'.P'»W(m)exp( - itHy{'·TJ'.P'» 

By the injectivity of the WS W, this can hold only if 
S(Y·TJ.p) = S(yA.p'). This implies (Y,1},p) = (y',1]',p') by Pro
position 3.1. 

Notice that the previous proposition in a sense com
pletes part (b) of Proposition 3.2, inasmuch as it amounts to 
the statement that a quantum dynamical system quantizes a 
unique, if any, classical dynamical system; in part (b) of Pro
position 3.2 we had what is in a way the converse statement, 
since we proved there that a classical dynamical system de
termines uniquely its quantization (this could be the "if 
part" of Proposition 4.1). 

Moreover, notice that the previous proposition deals 
with the equivalence of the quantum dynamical systems 
which quantize classical ones, but it does not say anything 
about the equivalence of either the underlying quantum kin
ematical systems or the Hamiltonians. Indeed, while the for
mer always holds, the latter does not as a general rule, but 
does hold for particular pairs of Hamiltonians, as can be 
clearly understood looking at the following proposition. 
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Proposition 4.2: Let Wbe an IWS over v#' and (y, 17,p) an 
element ofIlF The Hamiltonian H <Jj'1,p) is unitarily equiv
alent (up to an additive constant) to the closure of one of the 
following essentially self-adjoint operators: 

± V l7Y - p' (P ~ + Q ~), if l7Y - p' > 0, (l) 

yP~, or l7P~, or ±2pP~, if l7Y-P'=O, 
(2) 

± V p' -l7Y(Plv- Q~), if l7Y - p' <0. (3) 

Proof It is easy to show that a matrix A of SL(2,R) 
exists such that, setting 

with an obvious use of the matrix calculus symbolism, the 
operator yplv + l7Q lv + p(PuI2w + QwPw) is equal to one 
of the fOllowing operators: 

k(y.".p) (rr' + 'Ii), if l7Y - p' > 0, (4) 

k(p/p) rr', if l7Y - p' = 0, (5) 

k(y.",p) (1T' - 'I:?)' if l7Y - p' < 0, (6) 

where k(y.",p) is a real number depending on (Y,l7,p). For, 
from the solution of an elementary geometry problem, we 
find that a matrix A ' of SO(2) exists such that, setting 

we have 

-k(l) "+k(2) " - (y,'1,p)rr (Y,'I,P)CP, 

where k ~~~'1'P) and k ~~\'P) are two real numbers depending on 
(Y,l7,P). It is now trivial to construct a diagonal matrix A " of 
SL(2,R) such that, setting 

k ~~~,/,p)rr" + k ~~~'1'P)cp" assumes one of the forms (4), (5), (6) 
listed above. Now A: = A "A ' is the matrix whose existence 
we had to prove. 

Should the computations be carried out to find the ma
trices A I and A ", we would find that k(v ) results into one , ('1,P 

of the following values: 

± V l7Y - p' , if l7Y - p' > 0, (7) 

y, or 17, or ± 2p, if l7Y - p' = 0, (8) 

± V p' -l7Y, (9) 

Therefore, Y P ~ + l7Q ~ + p(P uI2 w + Q wP w ) equals one 
of the following operators: 
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± V l7Y - p' (rr' + cp'), 

yrr\ or l7rr', or ± 2prr', 

± V p' -l7y(rr' _ cp'), 

if l7Y - p' > 0, 

if l7Y - p' = 0, 
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(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

The next step is to show that the pair (ii,ip) of the clo
sures of the operators rr and cp is unitarily equivalent to the 
pair (Pw,Qw)' In order to do this, we can obviously assume 
without any lack of generality that W is the Schrodinger WS. 
We find that the following conditions are satisfied. First, the 
Schwarz space .Y -considered as a linear subspace of 
L '(R)-is contained in the domains of both ii and ip; more
over it is invariant with respect to both ii and ip. Second the 
restriction of the operator ii' + ip' to .Y -which coincides 
with the restriction of 1T' + cp' to .Y -is essentially self-ad
joint by Nelson's analytic vector theorem, since every Her
mite function is an analytic vector for this operator, as can be 
easily shown. Finally, iiip - ipii equals - il on.Y. From 
this condition and a result of Dixmierl4 it follows that the 
pair (ii,ip) is unitarily equivalent to a direct sum of copies of 
the pair (Ps,Qs) or rather, going back to the general IWS W 
we are considering in this proposition, to a direct sum of 
copies of the pair (P w,Qw). However, no nontrivial subspace 
can exist which is invariant with respect to both ii and ip, 
since P wand Q ware the closures of the linear combinations 
of rr and cp we get through A -I, and W is irreducible. There
fore the pair (ii,ip) has to be unitarily equivalent to the pair 
(Pw,Qw)' 

To conclude the proof, we notice that the closure of 
ii' + €ip' (with € = ± 1 or 0) coincides with the closure of 
rr' + €CP', as can be easily shown using the essential self-ad
jointness of the restriction of rr' + €CP' to.Y, which in turn 
can be checked with the usual argument based on the analyt
ic vector theorem. Therefore H<Jj"'p), being the closure of 
one of the operators listed above in (10), (11) or (12), is in fact 
the closure of an operator which is unitarily equivalent to the 
corresponding one written in 0), (2) or (3) in the statement 
of the proposition. To prove the proposition it is now enough 
to use the fact that the closure passes through unitary equiv
alence of operators, 

From this proposition it is clear that the Hamiltonians 
which arise in the quantization of the classical dynamical 
systems can be grouped not only into unitary equivalence 
classes, but also according to the kind of the spectrum they 
have. From Proposition 4.2 and the knowledge of the spectra 
of P ~,P i + Q ~.,P~. - Q i we deduce in fact that the spec
trum of H?;';"'p) can be of three possible types according to 
which situation occurs, among (l), (2), and (3) of Proposi
tion 4.2: in case (1) the spectrum of H;,~""'p) coincides with its 
discrete spectrum and it is-up to a multiplicative constant 
and an additive one-the set of the nonnegative integers; in 
case (2) it coincides with the continuous spectrum and it is 
either the set of the nonnegative real numbers or the set of the 
nonpositive ones; in case (3) it coincides with the continuous 
spectrum and it is the whole real line. This shows, by the 
way, that the statement of Proposition 4.2 can be strength
ened: Hamiltonians belonging to two different classes 
among the three possible cannot be unitarily equivalent, as 
they have different spectra. We notice also that in connec
tion with the three possible cases listed above for the type of 
the spectrum of HY:;'/'p), which are nothing else that the 
three cases listed for H ?;,;,/,p) itself in Proposition 4.2, the 
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classical motion S (P/,P) is of one of the three following types: 
it corresponds either to a periodic motion, to a free particle 
motion, or to a "hyperbolic" motion, as can be easily seen 
looking at part (a) of Proposition 3.2. In this sense we can 
group the classical motions and their quantizations into 
three groups. 

Anyway, it would be very wrong to conclude, on the 
basis ofthe considerations above, that by quantizing the clas
sical dynamical systems we get just three types of quantum 
dynamical systems. In case (1), for instance, we get "har
monic oscillators" only inasmuch as we get Hamiltonians 
which are up to a factor unitarily equivalent toP i + Q i, but 
which are not that function of momentum and position 
which is right to call the Hamiltonian of the harmonic oscil
lator. In fact, the unitary equivalence which relates one of 
these Hamiltonians to the harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian 
does not preserve the labeling so that this mathematical 
equivalence is not enough to represent a physical one. 

It is worth pointing out that neither the statement of 
Proposition 4.2 nor the results about the spectra established 
in the discussion which followed the proposition can be di
rectly generalized to a more than one-dimensional finite 
case. This can be seen quite easily, for instance, by working 
out the two-dimensional case in a parallel way. Anyway, the 
analysis above is indicative of what the general situation is 
and the ultimate meaning of the previous discussion would 
be the basic meaning of the analogous discussion for any 
finite-dimensional case. In particular, the last paragraph, 
which summarizes the sense of the previous analysis, can be 
straightforwardly generalized to all finite-dimensional (lin
ear) cases. 

5. SECOND QUANTIZATION 

In this last section we will focus our attention on second 
quantization, in connection with the one-dimensional linear 
systems we are studying. After a quick review of what the 
second quantization procedure means for the systems we are 
dealing with here, we will prove that not all of them can be 
dealt with by such a procedure. This shows that second 
quantization can not be used as a universal quantization pro
cedure for dynamical systems, even in the elementary one
dimensional linear case. 

First, let us see how second quantization is a way to get 
a quantum kinematical picture from the classical one pro
vided by (.41 ,B). To be able to use the second quantization 
procedure we must enrich the structure of.4l, defining on it 
a complex Hilbert space structure which embodies the real 
vector space structure.41 is endowed with; this can be done, 
as will be specified later. As soon as .41 is a complex Hilbert 
space whose inner product will be denoted by ( i ), the 
standard machinery of second quantization applied to j( 
allows us to get the symmetric Fock space Y(.4I) over.41 
and-for each ms4l-the annihilation and creation opera
tors a(m) and a \m) in 5'(.41). It is now possible to obtain 
the following results (Sec. X.7 of Ref. 13, to which we refer 
for all the results concerning second quantization we will 
use): the operator [l/(2)I/'](a(m) + a t(m» is essentially 
self-adjoint for each mE.~; if WII(m) denotes the unitary 
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operator exp[ [l/(2)I/'](a(m) + at(m»), where mE.4I and 
the bar means closure as usual, the relation 

WII(m1)WII(m,) = exp[ - (i/2)lm(mlim,)1 

holds true; the mapping R3t---+W ll(tm)ek(Y(M» is 
weakly continuous; the only operators of Y (.41) which com
mute with WIl(m) for each ms~ are the multiples of the 
identity. Therefore, it is clear that we get an YC~)-valued 
IWS over.~ whenever the complex Hilbert space structure 
on .41 can be defined in such a way that 

B(m1,m,) = - Im<mlim,), \;;Iml,m2s~; 

this to a can be done, as will be specified below. Thus, second 
quantization is a straightforward way to construct IWS's 
over j(, namely quantizations of the classical kinematical 
picture we are considering in this paper. Notice that, as far as 
the kinematical picture alone is concerned, these quantiza
tions can be thought of as a single one because of the von 
Neumann uniqueness theorem. 

Let us now see how second quantization can be a way to 
quantize a classical dynamical system. Let us suppose that 
t---+S, is a classical motion, i.e., a continuous one-parameter 
group of symplectic transformations of (.41 ,B ); let us further 
suppose that S satisfies the following condition (SQ): a Hil
bert space structure can be given to (.41 ,B ), such as to meet 
the mentioned requirements for the second quantization 
procedure (in particular B is the imaginary part of the inner 
product) and such as to make SI' \;;ItER, into a unitary op
erator. If that is the case, by the second quantization proce
dure we can quantize not only the kinematical picture, but 
the motion t---+SI as well. Acutally-if r (V) denotes the uni
tary operator on .7 (jl) which is called the second quantiza
tion of a unitary operator Von .4I-we have, under the hy
potheses made above, the following equation: 
r(SI)WIl(m)T(Slt l = WII(Stn), \;;ImE.~, \;;ItER. 
This equation means that the quantum motion t---+r (SI ) 
quantizes the classical motion t---+SI , from which it is ob
tained by second quantization. We notice that if dr (A ) de· 
notes the self-adjoint operator in Y (.41) which is called the 
second quantization of a self-adjoint operator A in.41 , the 
last equation can be written also in the following way: 

exp(itdr(h» WII(m)exp( - itdr (h» = WII(Stn), 

\;;ImE.~, \;;ItER, 

if the self-adjoint operator h in.41 is the Stone theorem gen
erator oft---+S,; for, r (exp(itA » = exp(itdr (A » holds true 
for every self-adjoint operator A in j(. Therefore, provided 
t---+S, fulfills the condition (SQ) a quantization of the classi
cal dynamical system described by (.41 ,B) along with t---+S, 
is the quantum dynamical system (WII , dr(h» in which 
both the WS W II and the Hamiltonian dr (h) are construct
ed by the second quantization procedure; because of the way 
it is constructed, (WII,dr (h » will be called a second quan
tized dynamical system. Accordingly, a classical dynamical 
system will be called second quantizable when its motion 
meets the condition (SQ). We recall that each classical dyna
mical system is quantizable and its quantization is essentially 
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unique. The peculiarity of second quantizable systems lies in 
the way the quantization can be constructed. 

Let us now turn our attention to the problem of deter
mining what classical systems are second quantizable. Ac
cording to the previous results, the first step in this direction 
is to find all the complex Hilbert space structures which can 
be defined on.AI in a way which is compatible with the real 
vector space structure of.AI and which makes the following 
relation true: 

B(m},m2) = - Im<m} 1m2), Vmhm2E.AI. 

It turns out that this problem amounts to determining all the 
linear operators Jon j( that satisfy the three following con
ditions: J2 = - 1, B (Jm hJm2) = B (mhmJ), for each 
m hm 2E.AI; for mE .AI,B (Jm,m) > ° if and only if m=FO. In 
fact, each operator J with these properties can be used to 
define a complex Hilbert space structure on j( with the re
quired properties, setting 

zm: = (Rez1 + ImzJ)m, VZEC, VmE.AI, 

and 

(m}lm 2): =B(Jml>m2) - iB(m},mJ)' VmhmJE.AI, 

and conversely, each complex Hilbert space structure on.AI 
with the required properties can be constructed by means of 
such an operator J in the way written above; also, it is trivial 
to see thatJ is unique. A straightforward computation shows 
that an operator J satisfies the three above-listed conditions 
if and only if it is represented-with respect to the "canoni
cal" basis (m hm 2) of uk -by a matrix of the type 

( 
-r g) 
-e r 

with g,e,r ER, g > O,eg - r = 1. It is clear that there is a bi
jection between the set of such triples of real numbers and the 
set of the operators J. The symbol J (g,e,r) will denote the 
operator which corresponds to the triple (g,e,r), and .AI(g,e,r) 
the complex Hilbert space whose structure is defined by 

J(g.e.r)· 

The next step is to determine which classical motions 
S<Y"I,P) become one-parameter groups of unitary operators in 
some j( (g.e.r)' After noticing that a symplectic transforma
tion S is unitary in .AI (g,e,r) if and only if SJ(g,e.r) 
- J(g,e.r) S = ° holds true, it is just a matter of calculations to 

prove that the motion S (y,,/,p) meets the condition (SQ) if and 
only if either Y = 17 = P = ° or 17Y - pJ > 0; moreover, if 
17Y - p2 > 0, the only space .AI(g,e,r) in which S(P/,p) is a uni
tary one-parameter group is the one defined by the triple 
g = (sgny)(2y/(i), e = (sgny)(217/(i), r = (sgny) (2p/(i), 
where (i) = 2( 17Y - pJ)I12 as in Proposition 3.1 a; obviously, in 
the trivial case y = 1J = P = ° the motion is unitary in all the 
spaces ~k (g.e,r) as S ~o.o.O) = 1 for each tER. 

Finally, it is worth noticing that the Hamiltonian of a 
second quantized dynamical system assumes a very conve
nient form. As a result of the analysis carried out above and 
of Proposition 3.1 b, it is clear that the Hamiltonians of the 
second quantized dynamical systems which can be con
structed in the Fock space Y (.AI (g,e,r) ) are real multiples of 
the closure of the operator 1(gP~, + eQ~, + r[ PwQ" j .), 
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where Pn and Qn are the momentum and position operators 
defined by the IWS constructed by second quantization in 
Y(.AI (g,e,r»' Moreover, up to a phase factor 

exp [(it /2)(gP i, + eQ ir + r{ Pr"Q" j.)] 

= r (S ~g/2,eI2,r/2», V tER, 

by the very definition of Hamiltonian (the bar denotes clo
sure as usual). We notice now that from Proposition 3.1 a it 
follows that, as operators on .AI (g,e,r) , 

s~g/2,e/2,rI2) = cost1 + sintJ(g.e,r) = exp(it)l = exp(it1), 

VtER. 
Therefore, the equation 

!(gPTI + eQT, + r{PwQ"j.) = dr(l) 

is true up to an additive constant, since r (exp(itA » 
= exp[itdr (A )] holds true for every self-adjoint operator A. 

Summing up, we have proved the following 
proposition: 

Proposition 5.1: (a) A classical dynamical system de
fined by (.AI,B) along with a motion S (Y, ,/.p) is second quanti
zable jf and only if either it is trivial, namely y = 17 = P = 0, 
or "periodic", namely Y17 - p2 > O. 

(b) Each triple (g,e,r)ERl withg>O and eg - r = 1, 
determines a second quantization of the one-dimensional 
linear kinematical picture through the .'Y(j( (g.e,r) )-valued 

IWS W~!.e,r) defined by 

W~!,e.r)(m): = exp[ (i/V2) (a(g,e.r)(m) + aig,e.r)(m» ], 

VmE .AI, 

where a(g,e,r)(m) and atg,e.r)(m) are the annihilation and cre
ation operators in 5Tt~(g,e.r»' Each second quantizable 
system is second quantized in the framework of a unique 
such quantum kinematical picture. Within the quantum kin

ematical picture determined by W:~,e,r)' a second quantiza
ble classical dynamical system in second quantized if and 
only ifits motion S(y,,/·p) is determined by a triple (Y,17,P) 
which is a multiple of (g,e,r). If that is the case, the Hamil
tonian of the second quantized system is 2y/g times the 
"number operator" dr (1) in ,YCI1(g.e.r»' where I denotes 
the identity operator in j(g,e,r)' 

We notice that the real multiples of dr(l) in 
,7 (.AI (g.e,r) ) are the second quantizations of the self-adjoint 
operators in .AI(g,e,r); these are in fact, as is easy to see, the 
real multiples of the identity operator. Therefore the Hamil
tonians of the second quantized systems appear as second 
quantizations of "one particle observables," 

Proposition 5, I. shows that not all the classical dynami
cal systems are quantizable by the second quantization pro
cedure. It is anyway quite clear that each one-dimensional 
linear quantum dynamical system (W,H) can be described in 
the framework of the kinematical picture which is obtained 
by second quantization starting from 0/11 (g.e. r) for any (g,e,r). 
By the von Neumann uniqueness theorem, in fact, Wean be 
identified with W:!,c.r) through a unitary operator, and it is 
of course possible to identify H with a self-adjoint operator in 
,7(0/&'(g.e.r» through the same unitary operator. However, 
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this self-adjoint operator can not be obtained as the second 
quantization of an observable of the "one particle quantum 
space" .It (g.e,r) unless H is the Hamiltonian of a quantization 
of a classical motion S (y.>"p) for which (Y,1],P) is a multiple of 
(g,e,r); moreover, (Y,1],P) is a multiple of a triple (g,e,r) if and 
only if Y1] - p' > O. In Sec. 3 we saw that not all the quantum 
dynamical systems are quantizations of classical ones. Here 
we have seen that, besides, not all the quantizations of classi
cal dynamical systems can be constructed by the second 
quantization procedure. Therefore, the second quantization 
procedure is not an exhaustive way to construct quantum 
dynamical systems, even in the elementary one-dimensional 
case we have been studying in this paper. 

Finally, from second quantization we obtain a way to 
get-for the systems characterized by a triple (Y,1],P) such 
that Y1] - p' > O--a deeper insight into the results about 
equivalence we found in Sec. 4. In fact, we will be able to 

carry the quantum dynamical systems (W ~!,e,r),H \r'~:~?) into 
the same Hilbert space in such a way that their comparison 
becomes quite straightforward, In order to do this, we con
sider the symmetric Fock space Y(C) over C, which is noth
ing else than the Hilbert space 12 and, for each triple (g,e,r), a 
unitary operator (which exists and is uniquely determined 
up to a phase factor, since both j( (g,c,r) and C are one-dimen
sional complex Hilbert spaces) V(g,e. r) from JI(g,e,r) onto C. 
The second quantization r (V(g,e,r») of V(g,e,r) is a unitary op
erator from ,7CIt(g,e,r») onto Y(C) and the following rela
tions hold": 

r(v(g,e,r»dr(I)F(V(g,e,r)t 1 = dr(l c), 

where in the LHS dr (1) is the number operator in 
.7 (. (((g,e,r»' while in the RHS dr means second quantiza
tion in Y (C) and therefore dr (Jl c ) is the number operator in 
,7(C); 

r (V(g,e.r» W !!,e,r)(m)r (V(g,e,r)t 1 

= W:!(V(I:,e. r)(m», 'ljmE vlt, 

where W:~(z) is defined for eachzEC by means ofthe annihil
ation and creation operators a and a t in I, as 

W:~(z): = exp [(i/\/2)(z*a + za t
)], 

We notice that W:~o V(g,e,r) is an IWS over,.1t by the very 
way it has been introduced, From the above-written rela
tions it follows that a second quantizable classical dynamical 
system whose motion is S(j'""p) is quantized by the quantum 
dynamical system defined in the Hilbert space Y (C) by the 
pair (W:~o V(I:,,',r)' (2ylg)dr (1 I: »), where (g,e,r) is either the 

triple [2(sgny)/\I rrl - p' l<Y,1],P) if the motion is not the 
trivial one or any triple if Y = 1] = p = 0,16 Thus, it is clear 
that the Hamiltonians of the nontrivial second quantized 
systems are oscillatorlike, since they are-up to an additive 
and a multiplicative constant-nothing else than the num
ber operator in I" Besides, it is clear that while the Hamilto-
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nians coincide of the systems for which (sgnY)(Y1] _ p')l/' 
has a fixed value, they are not even unitarily equivalent for 
different values of (sgnY)(Y1] - p')'I2, since ylg = (sgny) 
X (y1] - p')ll2, Moreover, when this value is fixed, (g,e,r) 
surely varies along with (y,1],p), Whence also the operator 
V(g,("r) varies (as is easy to see), and the IWS W~?o V(g,e,r) 
varies as well (by the injectivity of wg). Therefore, even if 
the quantum motions coincide the kinematical pictures do 
not, and this most clearly shows that in the quantizations of 
different classical dynamical systems, momentum, position, 
and energy are different labeled observables. 
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Some representations of the Poincare group by functions on phase space are studied 
both for classical as well as quantum relativistic systems. The classical representations 
are identified with certain canonically induced representations, and the quantum 
representations are then obtained on the same Hilbert space. Equations of motion on 
phase space are also developed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A formulation of nonrelativistic quantum mechanics 
on phase space has recently been carried out with consider
able success [cf. Refs. 1-3, and related papers cited therein]. 
Mathematically, one distinguishes between the general and 
the extremal representations of quantum mechanics on 
phase space. In the case of the extremal representations, one 
starts with the Hilbert space L 2(r) of square integrable func
tions (with respect to the usual Lebesgue measure) on the 
phase space r = R6 of a spinless, noninteracting massive 
particle. This space carries a reducible unitary representa
tion of the canonical commutation relations, or more pre
cisely, of the Weyl group. One then looks for irreducible 
subrepresentations by continuous functions on r. It turns 
out that a class of such irred ucible sub representations is pro
jected out by means of projection operators of the type 

(Pe¢J )(q,p) = (eq,p\¢J), 
where ¢J E L 2(r), (q,p) E rand 

(1.1) 

eq •p = U(q,p)e, (1.2) 
with e being a fixed vector inL 2(r) and the U (q,p)'s being the 
unitary operators of the representation of the Weyl group on 
L 2(r). We denote byL 2(re)thesubspacePeL 2(r)ofL 2(r). 
Fora vector¢J E L 2(re), with II¢J \I = 1, the quantity \¢J (q,p)i2 
then has a very natural interpretation as a probability densi
ty on a stochastic phase space 

(1.3) 

where X q and X; are confidence functions for measurements 

at the points q and p, respectively. Under the action of the 
Weyl group, re is a Borel space which is Borel isomorphic to 
r. The general, or nonextremal representations, are then ob
tained as convex combinations of the extremal ones in an 
appropriate sense. 

To carry out a similar analysis in the relativistic con
text, it is necessary to introduce the dynamics into the pic
ture as well. It then becomes necessary, as pointed out in Ref. 
4, to look at representations of the Poincare group by func
tions on phase space. As demonstrated in Refs. 4 and 5, a 
completely consistent relativistic theory can be obtained on 
stochastic phase spaces. The theory is, moreover, free from 
many of the problems that plague standard treatments of 
relativistic wave equations. In particular, a phase space the
ory gives rise to bona-fide probability densities which satisfy 
the correct equations of continuity. The physical interpreta
tion of a phase space theory has been given in detail in Ref. 4. 

In this paper we wish to dwell on certain mathematical 
aspects of relativistic quantum mechanics on phase space. 
To this end we study representations of the proper Poincare 
group by functions on phase space. We identify the represen
tations which correspond both to the classical as well as to 
the quantum descriptions of particles with arbitrary spin and 
nonzero mass. The quantum mechanical representations are 
obtained as irreducible subsectors of representations on 
L 2(r) and the projection onto these subspaces is done once 
again as in Eq. (1.1). Finally, we also briefly look at some 
relativistic wave equations on phase space. 

2. CANONICAL INDUCED REPRESENTATION OF fjJ t ON PHASE SPACE 

In this section we shall follow the standard Mackey program6 to construct an induced representation of the Poincare 
group on the space of all classical trajectories. A parametrization of each trajectory by its initial conditions will then lead to the 
identification of the sets of all trajectories with the classical phase space r (m) of a massive particle. In this way we shall be able 
to develop a relativistic statistical mechanics of a free classical massive particle. A generalization of the usual free Liouville 
equation to the relativistic domain will thereby be obtained, as well as an equation of continuity for the phase space density 
functions p(q,p,t). A manifestly covariant version of the theory will then be presented, and an equation of motion in the 
presence of an electromagnetic field will be developed. 
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The Poincare group 9 r+ is the semidirect product R,@L/ , of the proper orthocronous Lorentz group L t and the 
Abelian group R4 0 fall space-time translations. We shall denote a general element of 9 r+ by [a,A ), whereaER4 andAE L r+ . 

The multiplication law in 9 1+ is given by 

[a l,Ad[a2>Ad = [al +Ala"AIA,]. (2.1) 
Consider, now the subgroup R ® SO(3) of 9 1+ consisting of time translations and spatial rotations. When we wish to 
emphasize this subgroup structure of an element [a,A ) of 9 1+ , we shall write 

[a, A ] = [(ao,a),A" R ), (2.2) 
where ao = ct is a pure time translation (c = velocity oflight) and a is a pure space translation. In Eq. (2.2) we have used the 
canonical decomposition (cf., for example Ref. 7, chapter 17), 

A =A"R (2.3) 
of A into a "velocity boost" A", parametrized by a pure velocity v and a spatial rotation matrix R. In terms of the three 
components vx ' vy' and Vz ofv and the quantity v' = V'V, the explicit form of the matrix A" is 

Vx Vy Vz 
Y y- y- y-

c c c 

v2 
Vx VxVy vxvz 

y- 1 +(y-l)'--::' (y-l)- (y-l)-
v' v' v' c 

A t,= 
v2 

(2.4) 
Vy VxVy Vy Vz y- (y-l)- 1 +(y-l)~ (y-l)-

v' v2 v' c 

Vz Vz Vx Vy Vz v2 

y- (y-l)- (y-l)- 1 +(y-l)-2 
v2 v' v' c 

where, of course, 

y = (1 _ ~:) -112. (2.5) 

Let us also note, that if u represents the relativistic 4-velocity corresponding to the 3-velocity v, i.e., 

u = (uo,u) = (yc,y v), (2.6) 

then 

(2.7) 

Let 

JI = 9 1+ /R®SO(3) (2.8) 

denote the left coset space corresponding to the subgroup R ® SO(3). An element of & 1+ then has the (Mackey) 
decomposition 

\a,A I = {(o,a- :0 V).A,,}{( ~ ,O),R}, (2.9) 

a relation which may be used to parametrize the elements of JI. Indeed, every element of JI is uniquely described by a pair of 

3-vectors (q,v), and an element [a, A I in 9 t belongs to the coset represented by (q,v) if and only if 

\ a, A ] = [(O,q), A,,] [(ao/y),O), R ], (2.10) 
i.e., if and only if 

A = At, R and a = (ao,q + :0 v). 

Equation (2.11) simply states that the coset representa
tive (q,v) gives just the initial position q of a classical particle 
moving with velocity v, if its current space-time configura
tion is given by (a, A ]. In other words, (q,v) is the initial 
condition on a trajectory of a free massive particle. Since for 
massive particles the initial conditions completely describe 
the corresponding trajectories, JI can be identified with the 
set of all classical trajectories of a free massive particle. 

The space .d is a homogeneous transformation space, 
in the sense of Mackey· under the action of 9 1+ . To display 
explicitly how an element of j( transforms under & 1+ , let 
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(2.11 ) 

ts first introduce the contravariant and covariant vectors x" 
and xI" respectively, in Minkowski space: 

x" = (xo,x), Xv = gllvx" = (xo, - x), (2.12) 
with metric convention 

gllv = gi"l', goo = 1 = - gIl = - g22 = - g33' (2.13) 
Further, under a Lorentz transformation A, 

X'1l = A \~ XV (2.14) 

(A -I\J' - (A T\J' - A ,. (2.15) 
ft, - Iv - JL' 

where A T denotes the transpose of the matrix A. It is then 
easy to verify, using Eqs. (2.1), (2.9), and (2.11) that 
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(q',v') = {a, A 1-I(q,v), 

q,k = _ (A -I)~ aV + (A -I)J qi 

+ ~ [(A -I)~aV - (A -I)J qJ]V,k, (2.16) 
e 

V,k = e(A -I)~U v /(A -I)~ u v, 

is the transformation law for an element (q, v) in J( under the 
action of the group element 

[a, A J-I = { -A -Ia,A -IJ. (2.17) 
In Eq. (2.16) we follow standard conventions regarding sum
mation and the use of Greek and Latin indices. 

In view ofEq. (2.7) and the fact that elements in J( are 
parametrizable as (q,v) we see that J( is isomorphic to 
R3 X r., where 'r+ is the forward "velocity hyperboloid" 

(2.18) 

It is well known that r+ as a homogeneous space under 
9' f+ admits the invariant measure d Ju/ uo' We shall now 
show that R J X r+ admits the invariant measure 

dj.L = d 3q d 30 . (2.19) 
Indeed, since both Rand SO(3) are unimodular groups, and 
so also is 9' f+ , it follows that J( does admit an invariant 
measure. 7 Let us denote this measure byd j.L'. Thenifd (q, A) 
denotes the invariant Haar measure on 9' t andfis any 

measurable function on &' t ' we must have 

L, ,f(q, A )d(q, A) 
, , 

= r dj.L'(q,u) r f([ q, A ][ (aoO),R J)daodR, JIR' x / '. JIR .. SO(3) 

(2.20) 
where daodR is the Haar measure on the subgroup 
R ® SO(3). Using Eq. (2.9) and the in variance of daodR, the 
right-hand side of Eq. (2.20) can be transformed into 

L,x /. dj.L'(q,u) 

X r f({(O,q - qo v), Av}[(ao,O),R l)daodR JIR09S0(3) e 
= r dj.L'(q,u) JIR x /. 

X f f([ (O,q), AuJ [(qo,O),R J )dqo dR. 

on the other hand, since 

(2.21) 

d 3u d 3u 
d(q,A) = d 4q-dR = d 3qdqo-dR, (2.22) 

Uo Uo 
the left-hand side ofEq. (2.20) may be rewritten as 

f 
' d 3 

j.' f([ (qo,q),Afi)) uou d 3q dqo dR 

= r d'q d
3

u 
JIR'x/" Uo 

X L09so(3/({(o,q- ~o • v). Av}{( ~ ,O).R })dqodR 

= r yd 3q d 3
U 

( f({ (O,q), Au1 
JIRX /'0 Uo JR .. SO(3) 

X {(qo,O),R 1 )dqo dR. (2.23) 
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Comparing (2.21) and (2.23) we find that 

d 3u 1 
dj.L' = yd,q -- = - d 3q d 'u. 

Uo e 
Ifwe ignore the unimportant multiplicative constant 1/e, 
this is the same relationship as (2.19). 

In the sequel we shall also parametrize the coset space 
j( by elements of 

r (m) = RJ X r;:; , (2.24) 

where r;:; is the "forward mass hyperboloid" consisting of 
4-momentum vectors 

p = (Po,p) = mu = (mey,mvy) (2.25) 
of particles having a fixed mass m. We shall, in this case, 
denote the matrix in (2.4) by A p' and replace Eq. (2.7) by 

Ap(me,O) = p. (2.26) 

The invariant measure on r (m) will be taken to be 

dj.Lm = d 3q d 3p, (2.27) 
which differs from (2.19) only by the constant factor m 3

• 

The space r (m) will be called the relativistic phase space 
for a particle of mass m. We shall denote by L 2(r(m» the 

Hilbert space of all functions on r (m) which are square inte
grable with respect to dl1m' This space will play for us a 
central role in the building of representations of &' 1+ on 
phase space. Let us first construct what we shall call the 
canonical induced representation on phase space. 

Consider the unitary irreducible representation v},m of 
R ® SO(3) defined by 

vJ,m(qo,R)5" = exp( i~e qo)U(R)S. (2.28) 

Here} is one of the numbers 0, 1/2, 1,3/2,. .. , m > 0, and 5 is a 
vector in the Hilbert space jyJ, which is a (2) + I)-dimen
sional spinor space. L} is the usual (2) + 1 )-dimensional uni
tary ilTeducible representation ofSO(3) [or more properly of 
its covering group SU(2)]. We proceed to construct the re
presentation of &' 1+ which is induced from v},m. 

The Hilbert space for the induced representation is 
JY},m, a space of functionsp·m from ::J! 1+ to ,'}('}', which 
satisfy 

FmO q,A H (ao,O),R j) = exp( - ~mc ao)U(R tl 

Xpm(q, A ), (2.29) 
for all elements [(ao,O),R I ER ® SO(3). The scalar product in 
,'l't"},m is assumed to be 

(pm Igi,m)},m = L,x I,,, (pm(q, A), g}.m(q, A»} dj.Lm' 

(2.30) 

where ( , )J is the scalar product in jyJ. The representation 
uJ,m of &' 1+ on ,'J(},m is then defined by 

(Ui,m(q, A }fj,m)(q', A') =pm(A -l(q' - q), A -IA '). 
(2,31) 

Equations (2,28)-(2,31) define the canonically induced re
presentation of 9' t+ from the unitary irreducible represen
tation vJ,m of the subgroup R ® SO(3). The representation 
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U j.m is highly reducible, but it does describe the relativistic 
statistical mechanics of a free classical particle-a fact we 
now proceed to analyze. 

First let us note that U j.m admits a canonical system of 
imprimitivity. Let..::1 denote a Borel set in r (m) and.d its 
preimage in 9 t , and let us define a projection valued mea
sure P (..::1 ) on J/, with values in £1.m as 

(P(..::1 )pm)(q, A) = X,i (q, A )fj·m(q, A), (2.32) 

where X,i is the characteristic function of the set.d, 

X,i(q,A) = 1, if Iq,A ]ELl} 
= 0, otherwise . (2.33) 

One then easily verifies that for all (q, A )E9 t ' 
U(q,A)P(.:\)U*(q,A)=P(!q,A ]..::1), (2.34) 

I q, A ]..::1 denoting the translate of the set..::1 by I q, A ], i.e., the 
set in J/ whose preimage in 9 f+ is I q, A ].d. 

N ext, let us define a unitary mapping W, between Yrj.rn 
and L 2(r (m» ® jyjby which an elementprn in £1.rn is map
ping into fE L 2(r (rn» ® jyJ via 

f(q,p) = (wprn)(q,p) = prn(! (O,q), Ap). (2.35) 

The inverse of this map is 

ji.m(q, A) = (W-1)(q, A ) = exp( 

Xf(q _ qop ,p). 
po, 

(2.36) 

Under W the projection operators P (..::1 ) transform into 

E (..::1 ) = WP(..::1 ) W-t, 

with 

(E (..::1 )f)(q,p) = X<1 (q,p)f(q,p). 

Similarly, the operators uJ·m transform into 

U(a, A) = Wuj·m(a, A )W-I 

with 

(U(a, A )f)(q,p) 

(2.37) 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

(2.40) 

la, A j(q,p) = la, A ] (q,myv) being given as in (2.16), and 
q - a being the 4-vector ( - ao,q - a). 

For U (a, A ), the generator of the subgroup of time 
translations is easily computed. Let V (t ) denote the one-pa
rameter unitary group 

V(t) = U (! ( - ct,O),I j), (2.41) 

where I is the unit element of SO(3). Now, writing 

f(q,p,t)=(V(t )f)(q,p) = pm(q, Ap), (2.42) 

for any vectorfinL 2(r(m» ® jyj, whereq = (ct,q), we have 
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from Eq. (2.40), 

f(q,p,t) = exp( - :o2C
3

t )f( q - c ;: ,p) 

(2.43) 
In Eq. (2.43) we have introduced the vector operator 

P = (Pl,P2,P3) = - ifz( ~ ,~ ,~ ). (2.44) 
aql aq2 aq3 

Thus, writing 

(2.45) 

we get 

Vet) = exp( - ~ HJ). (2.46) 

This generator He of time evolution is the relativistic ana
logue of a similar classical evolution operator on nonrelati
vistic phase space discussed in Refs. 3 and 8. 

Further, differentiating Eq. (2.43) with respect to time, 
we get 

a ic A. 

- f(q,p,t) = - - [m 2c2 + p·PV(q,p,t), (2.47) 
at ~o 

for all functions fin L 2(r(m» ® jyJ which are in the com-
A.. 

mon dense domain of the operators pl. Equation (2.47) can 
be rewritten in a manifestly covariant form if we introduce 
the 4-vector operator 

j»t = (PO,P) = ( i: :t ,P). (2.48) 

for then we have 

(2.49) 

If on the other hand, we study the time evolution of the 
square amplitudes 

p(q,pt) = Ilf(q,p,t )IIJ (2.50) 

where 11 .. ·llj is the norm in jyj, it is easily seen from Eq. (2.43) 
that P satisfies 

A. 

p,JPllp(q,p,t) = o. (2.51 ) 

In fact, iff; (q,p,t) denotes the ith "spin component" of/in 
jyj, then 

Pi (q,p,t) = If; (q,p,t W 
also satisfies the equation 

p/>IlPi (q,p,t) = 0 

and, of course, 
2)+ I 

P= I Pi' 
i= I 

(2.52) 

(2.53) 

(2.54) 

From Eqs. (2.51) and (2.53) we infer that both p and its 
components Pi satisfy the relativistic Liouville equation. 
Furthermore, iffis normalized to unity, then in view of the 
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imprimi ti vi ty relations (2.32)-(2.34), p( q,p,t ) is the probabil
ity density of finding a free particle of mass m, at time t, at the 
phase space point (q,p). In other words, we have here a rela
tivistic description of the classical statistical mechanics of a 
free particle of mass m and spinj. 

If we assume that the particle under consideration has 
an electric charge e, then in the presence of an electromag
netic field A Il(q), the equation of motion for p is easily ob
tained by making the replacement 

pI'_pl' - :'A fl, 
e 

yielding, in place of (2.51), the equation 

(PI' - ~Aiq»)pllp(q,p,t) = 0. 

(2.55) 

(2.56) 

The Liouville equation (2.51) can easily be seen to lead 
to the conservation law 

allr = 0, (2.57) 
wherer is a probability 4-current density defined as 

and 

r(q,t) = f 
;7 

a 
afl --. 

aql' 

d'p 
P flp(q,p,t) - , 

Po 
(2.58) 

(2.59) 

also, if JI' is the integrated form of this current density, 

JI'(t)= ( r(q,t)d'q, (2.60) 
JR' 

then standard Green's theorem arguments imply 

!!... J" = 0. 
at 

(2.61) 

3. RELATIVISTIC FREE, MASSIVE PARTICLES 
ON PHASE SPACE 

The representation of & t considered in Sec. 2 was 
reducible. In this section we shall construct a class ofirredu
cible representation of & t on proper subs paces of 
L '(F(m) ® %i. We shall indentify these irreducible sectors 
of L '(F (m) ® ,/(\ with spaces L '(Fe (m) ® %i constructed 
out of the stochastic phase spaces r ~m), and also look at the 
question of extending these representations to the whole of 
L '(F<m) ® ,J(i. In addition, we shall study some relativistic 
wave equations on phase space. 

Explicity, we shall construct, for each irreducible repre
sentation of 9 f+ corresponding to mass m and spin}, an 
isometric embedding of the underlying Hilbert space into a 
proper subspace of L '(F (m» ® %J. We shall then extend the 
representation to the whole of L '(F (m) ® %J. 

Consider, therefore, the irreducible representation of 
Z/' f +- corresponding to mass m and spinj. The Hilbert space 
is' 

JY~m = L '(r n~ ,Y m) ® %J, 
where the measure Y m is given by 

d'k 
dYm= --. 

ko 
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(3.1) 

(3.2) 

for (a,A )E& 1+ and U (a,A ) its representative unitary opera
tor on 2 m , we have 

(U (a,A )t/)(k) = exp( ~ ak ) 

XLJ(A A,lkA -IAktlt/(A -Ik), (3.3) 

for all ¢& m' where we have written ak for the scalar prod
uct a kk fl. The L i is defined as in Sec. 2. 

Let e be a complex valued function on R3 which satisfies 

( 1 e(k) I' d 'k = me. 
JR' 

(3.4) 

If we consider e to be a function on '//,:; , it is easy to see 
that eEL '(r'':; ,Y m)' Let us also assume that e is rotationally 
invariant i.e., 

e(Rk) = e(k ), (3.5) 

for all RESO(3) and almost all kE5V ,:; . Using e, let us define, 
for each ¢Elfi'm' a function t/l~m on 9 t with values in %i 
in the following way 

tP~m(q,A ) = h -'12 1,,: e(k )(U *(q,A )¢)(k )dy m' (3.6) 

We shall e!0ve below that the mapping ¢ _tP~m so de
fined embeds 2m isometrically onto a proper subspace of 
L '(F(m» ® %J. Assuming this to be true, let us note first 
that the mapping in (3.6) carries the operators U (q, A ) into 
operators u~m(q, A) defined by 

(u~m(q, A )t/l~m)(q', A') = tP~m(A -I(q' - q), A -IA '). 
(3.7) 

As in (2.35) we define next a mapping Wfrom the functions 
t/l~m to functions tP e on F(m) having values in % i, 

tPe(q,p) = (WtP~~)(q,p) = tP~m«O,q)Ap). (3.8) 
The composite map tPl---+tPe is, therefore, 

tPe(q,p) = h -31'1 '" e(k )(U*«O,q), Ap)¢)(k )dYm' 

(3.9) 

We collect below some properties of the functions tP~m, 
tP e and the map W. 

Theorem 1: The mapping ¢ -t/le establishes a linear 
Hilbert space isometry between Jf'm and a proper subspace 
of L '(F (m» ® 3(J. 

Proof From the definition of the map in (3.9) it is clear 
that the functions t/le take on values in 3(J and are defined on 
~ (m). In fact, in view of the continuity of the representation 
U (a,A ) it is straightforward to prove that the function tPe are 
also continuous. Linearity follows trivially from the defini
tion. To prove isometry, we see that 

(3.10) 

where, as before, ( , )J is the scalar product in %J. Using 
(3.9) and (3.3) we then have 

iitPell' = h -, I exp( ~ i (k' - k).q) e(A p- Ik)e (A;- Ik ') 
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= f le(A;lkWlltKk)ll] ~3~ d 3p, (3.11) 

In view of the unitarity of Lj; also, it follows from Eq. (3.4), 
and Theorem 3.1 in Ref. 4, that 

f le(A p- 1kWd3 p = ko. (3.12) 

Thus, 

1¢(k)12 d
3
k = II¢W· 

ko 
(3.13) 

LetL l(r /m» ® %jbethe range of the isometry ¢~if;e 
in L l(r(m» ® %j. It is clearly a closed subspace of 
L 2(r (m» ® %j. Q.E.D. 

The following results will enable us to study the opera
tor of time evolution 

Vet) = U« - ct,O),I), (3.14) 
in JY m and its image in L l(r ~m» ® %j. 

Lemma 1: There exists a dense set of vectors ¢e in JY m 

whose images in L l(r ~m» ® %j form a common dense do
main for the operators 

, . a 
P=l-l!-. 

J aq 
Proof From the definition in (3.8) it is easily verified 

that 

if;eCq,p) = h -3/2 i '" e(A p-1k)O(A k-lA~Ap Iktl 

x exp( ~ q·k )¢(k ) dy m' (3.15) 

If ¢ is taken to be of compact support, it follows from the 
theory of Fourier transforms that if;e is infinitely differentia
ble in q, and hence the result. Q.E.D. 

Let Ve(t) be the image of V(t), as defined in (3.14), in 
L 2(r ~m» ® %j. By analogy with (2.46) let us write 

VeCt) = exp( - ~ Het). (3.16) 

Lemma 2: 
/'.. 

He = c[p2 + mlcl ] ,/2. (3.17) 

Proof Consider the expression (3.15) where, as before, 
¢ has compact support. 

(/>; if;e)(q,p) = h -3/2 f kje(A; lk ) Lj(A k- lAp AA I' 'kt' 

(3.18) 
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On the other hand, 

(He if;e)(q,p) = h -3/2 f e(A p Ik)Lj(A k lApAAI' 'k) 

x exp( ~ q·k ) (if¢)(k ) dy m' 

where if is defined by 

Vet) = exp( - ~ ift). 

But clearly, for any ¢ with compact support, 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

(if¢)(k) = cko¢(k). (3.21) 

Since k 6 - k = m 2c2
, it follows from (3.19), (3.18), and 

Lemma 1 that there exists a dense domain on which 

H~ = C l [P2 + m 2c2
]. 

Hence, there exists a dense domain in L 2(r ~m» ® %j on 
which Eq. (3.17) holds. Q.E.D. 

By analogy with Eq. (2.42) let us write 

if;e(q,p,t) = (VeCt)if;J(q,p). 
Then, it is easily seen that 

if;e(q,p,t) = if;~m(q, Ap), 
and that these functions obey the wave equation 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

Lemma 3: The functions if;~m and if;e satisfy the relation 

where, as before, we have written A = Ap R. 

Proof From the defining equation (3.6) we have, 
if;j,m(q, A ) 

= if;j.mq q, Apll O,R j) 

= f", e(k)(U*(O,R)U*(q,Ap)¢)(k)dYm 

(3.26) 

= i e(k)O(A i?1/RAd-'(U*(q,Ap)¢)(Rk)dYm' (3,27) 

Next we use the easily verifiable relation 

A iI.!; I = (RA "R -'t' = RA k- lR -, (3.28) 
to rewrite (3.27) in the form 

if;j.m(q,A) = i" e(k )U(R tl( U *(q,Ap)¢)(Rk), 

which upon using the invariance of e under rotations [cf. Eq. 
(3.5)] and Eqs, (3,22) and (3.23) yields the desired 
results. Q,E.D. 

Equation (3,26) is to be seen as the analogue of Eq. 
(2.36), in that we have here an expression for the inverse of 
the map W defined in Eq. (3.8). Indeed, 

if;J~m(q,A ) = (W-'if;J(q,p) 

= L j(R )-' [exp( - ~ He t )if;e ](q,P)' 

(3.29) 
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We are now in a position to write down the form of the 
operators U.(a, A) which arise as the images in L 2(r~m» 
® :J{i, of the corresponding representation operators 
fj (a, A ) on JY m' Indeed, a straightforward calculation using 
Eqs. (3.7) and (3.29), establishes the following result. 

Theorem 2: The irreducible representation of:7 t car
ried by A 2(r~m» ® :J{j, is given by 

[Uia, A )¢ej(q,p) 

~ OXp( - ;m~c' (A -')?(q - 0)/<,1 -')?p~) 
X [exp( - ~ (A -l)~(q - a)V)He 

xexp(~ (A -l)Jq - ar)He 

XLi (A A,~A -.Aptl¢e] U a, A )-l(q,p)]. (3.30) 

In writing down Eq. (2.30) we have used the notation 
introduced in Sec. 2 [cf. Eq. (2.40)]. 

Having thus obtained irreducible representations of 
:7 r+ on phase space corresponding to any (nonzero) mass 
and spin, we tum now to the question of extending these 
representations to the whole of L 2(r(m» ® :J{J. The opera
tor He in (3.17) can obviously be extended to an operator H 
defined on a dense subset of L 2(r (m» ® :J{J, and thus since 
He can also be globally defined on the same dense subset of 
L 2(r (m» ® jf'J, we may extend Eq. (3.30) to the whole of 
L 2(r<m» ® jf'i to obtain 

[U (a, A )¢](q,p) 

= exp( _ im~C2 (A -l)~(q _ a)j(A -1),pV) 

X [exp( - ~ (A -l)~(q - ar)H 

xexp( ~ (A -l)?,(q - aY)Hc 

XLi(A A-,~A -IAp)-I¢] [[a, A )-l(q,p)]. (3.31) 
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As is to be expected, this representation does not admit a 
system ofimprimitivity based upon rem) [cf. Eqs. (2.32)
(2.38)]. It does, however, admit a generalized system ofimpri
mitivity (based upon r (m» of the type discussed in Ref. 1. 
These in tum can be extended to projective systems ofimpri
mitivity on enlarged Hilbert spaces. We propose to report on 
this matter at greater length elsewhere. 

Let e be the vector in L 2(r) defined as 

e(q,p) = h -312 e(A p- 1 k) exp( ~ q·k )e(k) dy m' (3.32) 

Then, as in Ref. 2, we can show that 

e(Rq,Rp) = e(q,p), 
and that the operator lP' e defined as 
(lP'e¢)(q,p) 

(3.33) 

= h -312 1 e(q',p') [U*«O,q), Ap)¢J(q',p') dJ1'm 
EX? '" 

is the operator of projection from L 2(r (ml) ® jf'j to 
L 2(r~ml) ® :J{i, i.e., 

(3.34) 

L 2(r~ml) ® jf'i = lP'e L 2(r(m1) ® jf'i, (3.35) 

and 
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Classical electromagnetic fields admit a perfectly symmetrical description in terms of the 
electromagnetic field tensors and the duals thereof, this phenomenon being a simple 
consequence of Maxwell's equations for free fields. Since the Yang-Mills equation for 
free gauge fields possess a somewhat analogous structure, the possibility of a similar 
symmetrical description of gauge fields is investigated. It is shown that source-free 
Yang-Mills equations do, in fact, imply the existence of a new gauge in terms of 
which the duals of the field tensors admit a representation; however, the latter does not 
in general possess a structure which is identical with that of the field tensors in terms of 
the original gauge. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that Maxwell's equations for free elec
tromagnetic fields can be written in the form d (*F) = 0, 
where *F denotes the dual of the 2-form F, the latter being 
defined by F = dA, in which A = Ajdx i is the I-form deter
mined by the4-potentialAj (j = 1,.··,4). Thus, an immediate 
consequence of Maxwell's equations is the existence of an
other 4-potential B., such that *F can be expressed in the 
form *F = dB, where B = Bjdx i , the two potentials being 
related to each other in an obvious manner. 

The objective of the present note is the investigation of 
an analogous complex of ideas for the case of gauge fields. 
Again, it is well known that the Yang-Mills equations which 
describe source-free gauge fields may be represented in the 
form D (*F U

) = 0, where D denotes the operator of exterior 
covariant differentiation as defined by the connection 1-
forms A U in terms of which the field tensors Fh aj are con
structed. The question! which arises thus is the following: 
Do the Yang-Mills equations imply the existence of another 
set of connection I-formsB a in terms of which *FG admits a 
representation whose structure is similar to that of Fa in 
terms of A a? It will be shown below that the answer to this 
question is generally only partly in the affirmative. 

After some analytical preliminaries in Sec. II, a detailed 
analysis is made in Sec. III of the general consequences of a 
system of equations of the type DG a = 0, where G a denotes 
a set of 2-forms, and D is the operator of exterior covariant 
differentiation defined for a given set of connection I-forms 
A ". It is shown that these relations do in fact imply the exis
tence of a new set of connection I-forms B a, in terms of 
which G" admits a representation. Since the latter is not 
entirely unique, an analysis is given in Sec. IV of the struc
ture of such representations. These conclusions are appplied 
in Sec. V to the case when G a = *Fa

, and it is found that the 
representation of *F a in terms of B a can have the same 
formal structure as that of Fa in terms of A a only if a certain 
4r X 4r matrix is singUlar, where r is the dimension of the 

"This research was sponsored in part by NSF GP43070. 

underlying structural Lie group G. However, when r = 3, 
the determinant of this matrix turns out to be identical with a 
determinant discussed by Oeser and Teitelboim/ who have 
shown that it does not vanish in general. It is therefore con
cluded, at least for the case when r = 3, that-in contrast to 
electrodynamics- the description of the gauge field theory 
is not completely symmetrical in terms of Fa and its dual 
*F". Clearly this phenomenon is complementary to the 
fact] that duality rotations cannot be consistently imple
mented in the case ofSU(2) gauge fields. Moreover, one may 
hope to relate the analysis of Secs. III and IV to known re
sults concerning the determination of local gauge fields by 
their field strengths.' 

II. ANALYTICAL PRELIMINARIES5 

Our considerations are based on a flat space-time mani
fold X., referred to local coordinates x j

, with x' = ict. It is 
supposed that we are given an r-parameter Lie group G, 
whose structure constants are denoted by Cp a y ; these are 
skew symmetric in their subscripts and satisfy the Jacobi 
identities6 

Cpu y C/ 1' + C,," ),C/'(3 + C y
a ),C/" = o. (2.1) 

Let Xa, ... u,.p, ... p, denote a set of s-forms (0<;s,;;;4). These 
are said to be a set of type (p,q) forms if the action of Gis 
reflected in the transformation law 

1(1,"'U
1
, _ al,··a

f
, 

X p, .. .(3" - X (3, .,.(3, 

+ ,g.. C,"'yX'" ··U, ,ya" ,.'.",. u" 2.. < (3, ... (3. 
1= I 

~ cy ", ... "" - 2.. ,,(3, X (3, ... (3, ,1'(3, (2.2) 
t= 1 

in which u" = u<'(x) denotes the parameters of G in an appro
priate representation, the latter being chosen such that the 
identity element eEG corresponds to the values (0, ... ,0). 

A connection on the principal bundle (X.,G) gives rise 
in a well-known manner to a process of exterior covariant 
differentiation of type (p,q) forms. For instance, if X a de
notes a set of type (1,0) forms, one defines 
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(2.3) 

where the connection l-formsA "'(x) represent field variables 
whose transformation law is given by the gauge 
transformation 

A fa = A'" - Dua =A a - CEapA EUP - du"'. (2.4) 

Moreover, 

D(DXa) = c€apF€ 1\ /, (2.5) 

in which Fa denotes the curvature 2-forms: 

Fa = dA a + !CE"'pA E I\A P, (2.6) 

these being of type (1,0) by virute of(2.4); also, the structure 
of (2.6) implies that 

DF a = 0 (2.7) 

identically, these relations being generally referred to as the 
Bianchi identities. For the present, no conditions other than 
the transformation law (2.4) are imposed on the connection 
I-forms; the Yang-Mills field equations, which are supposed 
to govern their behavior, will be introduced in Sec. IV. 

Our subsequent analysis will be simplified considerably 
by the use of certain special bases of the space of s-forms at 
some point P of X., these spaces being denoted as usual by 
A p(X.). A Minkowskian coordinate system [xj] on X. de
fines the so-called canonical bases! dx j ], ! dx j 1\ dXI), 
! d~ 1\ dxl 1\ dxh I, [d~ 1\ dxl 1\ dxh /\ dxk 1, with 
j < h < I < k, on A ~(X.), A ~(X4),A ~(X.), A ~(X.), re
spectively. A set of dual bases? is now constructed as follows. 
For A ~(X.) we define basis elements ej by putting 

3!(}j = Ejlh~XI 1\ dxh 1\ dx\ 

which may be inverted to yield 

dx'/\ dxh 1\ dxk = 0. Ej'hk, 
J 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

where E ... , € ... denote the four-dimensional permutation 
symbols of Levi-Civita. It is easily verified that 

dxi 1\ 0h = 8id (x), (2.10) 

whered (x) = dx 1 I\dx2 1\dx1 I\dx'is the single basis element 
of A ~(X4)' Similarly, for A ~(X.) we put 

2!Ojl = Ejlhkdxh 1\ dXk, 

with inverse 

2!dxh 1\ dxk = 0jl €i'hk; 

again, it is readily shown that 

dxk 1\ OJ! = (87ej - 8Ie,). 

Finally, for A ~(X.) we put 

()jlh = Ej1hkdx\ 

for which we have 

3'dxk 
- ei1hk() . - }Ih' 

with 

dxk 1\ ()jlh = (81(),h + 87()h) + 8Z0jl)' 

It should be observed that d() .. · = 0 in all three cases. 

(2.1l) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

Let H a denote a set of r arbitrary 2-forms. Relative to 
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the canonical basis of A ~(X.) we put 

n a = - !Hh ak dxh /\dx\ (2.17) 

in which, of course, Hh a k = - Hk a h' With the aid of(2.12) 
we then have 

Ha = - !Hh a kEjlhk()j, = !i(*Hajl)Ojl' (2.18) 

where, as usual, the dual *Hujl of H/I is defined by 

*H aj; = !iei1hk H h a k' (2.19) 

This in turm gives rise to the 2-form 

*H a = - !iHaj'Ojl' (2.20) 

Moreover, it follows from (2.18) and (2.13) that 

dHU = ~iJk(*HujI)dxk 1\ ()j/ 

= !iJk(*HujI)(f)70j - 8Ie,) = iJh(*Hajh)Oj' 

(2.21) 
Thus, putting A a = A jdxi , it is seen with the aid of (2.3), 
(2.18), and (2.13) that the exterior covariant derivative of 
H U may be expressed in the form 

DH a = dHa + C/ pA E I\HP 

(2.22) 

where the covariant divergence of *Ht h is defined by 

Dh(*Hajh) = Jh(*HUjh) + C/pA H*Hujh). (2.23) 

Similarly, it is found that 

(2.24) 

For future reference we note the following. First, if 

Jh (*H ajh) = 0, (2.25) 

it follows directly from (2.21), since! ()j 1 is a basis of A ~(X.), 
that dH a = 0, which implies the local existence of a I-form 
¢J a = ¢ 'hdxh such that H a = d¢J a, or in terms of the repre
sentation (2.17), 

Hh Uk = Jk¢J 'h - Jhrt., 

and hence 

(*HujI) = - i€jhlk(Jh¢J k). 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

Clearly the I-forms ¢J U are determined up to additive exact 
I-forms df..l u. 

Second, letJiA(x) denote a set 4M arbitrary class C2 
functions on X.(A = 1, .. ·, M). Then, by (2.10), 

(J J}A)d (x) = (JhJiA )8fd (x) = Jh (fjA )dxh 1\ ()j 

(2.28) 

Thus, if 

Jj (fjA) = 0, (2.29) 
it follows that there exists, at least locally, a set of M2-forms 
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A A such that 

fjAOj = dA A. 

If we write 

A A = - !Ah Ak dxh !\dXk, 

we have, using (2.9) 

dA A = _ ~(a,AhAddx' !\dxh !\dxk 

= - !(aI A h
A

k)8jE')lhk, 

and the relation (2.30) therefore yields 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

f jA = - ~E')lhk(aIAh Ak). (2.32) 

The forms A A which appear in (2.30) are determined up to 
exact 2-forms dA A, where A A = A 1dxi, in which the coeffi
cients A 1 are arbitrary. Thus (2.32) is invariant under the 
substitution 

A A---+A A = A A _ dA A, (2.33) 

the latter being reflected in the coefficients Ah A k of A A by 

Ah \---+Ah \ = Ah \ + ahA t - akA t· (2.34) 

III. CONNECTION 1-FORMS GENERATED BY 2-
FORMS WITH VANISHING EXTERIOR 
COVARIANT DERIVATIVES 

Let us now suppose that we are given a set ofrtype (1,0) 
2-forms G a, of which it is assumed that, relative to the given 
connection I-forms A a, their exterior covariant derivatives 
vanish: 

DG a = o. (3.1) 

Since! OJ I is a basis of A ~(X4)' it follows from the counter
part of (2.22) that this condition is equivalent to 
Dk(*Galk) = 0, or, when written out in full in accordance 
with (2.23), 

(3.2) 

in which the *G alk are the coefficients of the 2-forms *G a 

relative to the dual bases of A ~(X4): 

*G a = - H*Gh ak)dxh !\dXk. (3.3) 

Because of the skew symmetry of these coefficients in 
their superscripts, it is immediately evident that (3.2) implies 
the relation 

a, [CECtfiA H*Gfl1k )] = 0, 

which has a structure which is identical with that of (2.29). 
From the concluding remarks of Sec. II one may therefore 
infer that there exists, at least locally, a set of potentials 
![I h a k' in terms of which we have 

(3.4) 

this representation being invariant under the substitution 

![Ih OJ ---+lFh OJ = ![Ih aj + ah A j - ajA~, (3.5) 

in which the A j(x) are entirely arbitrary class C 2 functions. 
In terms of the dual * ![I oh) of ![I h aj' defined in accordance 
with (2.19), we may express (3.4) in the form 

C/ flA H*G/3lk) = - ak(*![Iolk). (3.6) 
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When this is substituted in the original Eq. (3.2), the 
latter is reduced to the form 

ak(*Galk _ *lJIalk) = 0, 

which in turn possesses a structure which is identical with 
that of condition (2.25). By analogy with (2.27) one is there
fore led to infer the local existence of a set of r l-forms 
B a = B jdxj, which give rise to the representation 

(*Galk) _ (*![Ialk) = _ iE'lkhj(ahB'j), (3.7) 

the latter being invariant under the substitution 

Bj---+ii'j = Bj - aj J1a, (3.8) 

in which theJ1 a(x) are arbitrary class C 2 functions. 

Now, with the aid of (2.11) it is seen that (3.7) is equiv
alent to 

!i(*Ga1k)0Ik = !i(* ![Ialk)8lk + (ah B j)dxh !\dxi, 

to which we now apply the general formula (2.18) on either 
side to obtain 

Ga = dB a + ![la, 

in which ![Ia denotes the 2-form defined by 

IJICt = --!tJ'h ak dxh !\dXk. 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

It is therefore concluded that any set of type (1,0) 2-forms G a 
with vanishing exterior covariant derivatives admits a decom
position such as (3.9). 

From (3.5) it is evident that (3.4) is unaffected by the 
substitution 

(3.11 ) 

where A Ct = A jdxj. However, this is notthe case for (3.7), or 
the equivalent representation thereof, namely (3.9). Clearly 
the latter requires that (3.11) be accompanied by the 
replacement 

dBa = dB a + dA a, 

so that (3.11) must be augmented by the substitution 

(3.12) 

which in turn also takes account of the lack of uniqueness 
displayed in (3.8). 

The significance of the decomposition (3.9) is best un
derstood in terms of an analysis of the transformation prop
erties of its constituent parts. Since the 2-forms G a are sup
posed to be of type (1,0), it follows from (2.2) that they 
transform as follows under the action of the group G: 

(3.13) 

Hence 

dG fa = dG a _ c.a ~G 'u/3 _ CE"flG E !\ du fl , 

and, because of (3.9), this determines the transform d![l fa of 
dlJl a. With the aid of(3.9) we may therefore write 
d![l,a = d![lCt _ C.a fI d![lEu fl - C." fI dB E !\ du/3 

- CEa fI ![I' !\ dui3 

= dlJl a - CE
a 

(3 d (IJI Eu/3) - CEa (3 d (B E!\ du(3) 

=d[![Ia_cCt ![IEu/3_ca BE!\du(3] 
.fI ./3 ' 
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which may be integrated to yield 

I[lIU = lJIa - c.a {3 1[1 "uP - C.a 
(3 B" /\ duP + dWa, (3.14) 

where W a is some I-form. This relation clearly indicates the 
structure of the transformation law to be satisfied by the 2-
forms l[Ia. Turning now to the l-formsBu, we observe that 
the substitution of (3.9) in (3.13) gives 

I[lIU _ 1[1 a + C,a P 1[1 'uP = d (B a - B la) - C/ P dB 'up. 

When this is compared with (3.14) it is seen that 

d (Ba - B IU) - C.apdB 'uP + C"a{3B 'l\duP = dWa, 

or 

d [Ba - B IU - C,apB'uP ] = dW a, 

so that 

B W = B a _ C,apBEuP _ W a - dU a , (3.15) 

where U a denotes a set of r O-forms. This relation describes 
the type of transformation law which must be satisfied by the 
I-formsBa, Conversely, it is immediately evident that (3.14) 
and (3.15) together are sufficient to ensure that the combina
tion dB a + 1[1 a satisfies the required transformation law 
(3.13) for arbitrary W a and U a . 

The cause of the occurrence of the terms dWa and dua 
in (3.14) and (3.15) is obviously related to the invariance of 
the decomposition (3.9) under the combined substitutions 
(3.11) and (3.12). In order to reduce the resulting indeter
minacy, we shall now require that the I-forms B a which 
appear in (3.9) be connection I-forms in the sense of the 
gauge transformation (2.14), that is, it is stipulated that un
der the action of the group G the B a transform as follows 

(3.16) 

A comparison with (3.15) shows that this is tantamount to 
the requirement that 

(3.17) 

This in turn implies that dW a = ° and accordingly the 
transformation law (3.14) of the 2-forms 1[1 a is thus also 
completely specified. Moreover, ifit is also required that the 
I-forms if a in the substitution (3.12) satisfy a transforma
tion law which is identical with (3.16), it is immediately evi
dent that the I-forms A a are of the type (1,0), while the 0-
forms I" a are subject to the extremely restrictive conditions 

(3.18) 

It should be remarked that the I" a do not affect the decompo
sition (3.9) in any way. 

We can now summarize our conclusions in the 
foIlowing 

Theorem I: Let there be given a set of r type (1,0) 2-forms 
G a which satisfo the conditions DG a = ° relative to a given 
connection. Then each 2-form G a admits the decomposition 
(3.9), in which B a represents a set 0/ connection I-forms, the 
latter being determined uniquely up to an additive term 
A a + dl" a, where A U denotes a set o/type (1,0) I-forms, while 
I" a is subject to (3.18). 
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IV. ANALYSIS OF THE DECOMPOSITION 
The decomposition (3.9) of type (1 ,0) 2-forms with van

ishing exterior covariant derivatives can be refined in a man
ner which significantly facilitates the application of such de
compositions to special cases, In order to derive this 
refinement let us express the condition (3.1) in the form 

dGU + cu{3a /\ GfJ = 0, 

where, as usual, we have put 

(4.1) 

cu{3a = C,a{3A '. (4.2) 

For a specific set of connection I-forms B a, generated in 
accordance with the construction of Sec. III from (4.1), we 
introduce the I-forms 

ll{3a = CUpa - C/{3B" = C£apE', 

where 

Ea =A a _Ba. 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

From (2.4) and (3.16) it follows directly that the I-forms Ea 
constitute a type (1,0) set; consequently the I-formsnp U are 
of type (1,1). In terms of the latter and the decomposition 
(3.9), we can now express (4.1) as 

which is equivalent to 

d [ - l[Ia + npa /\ B{3 + !C,U pB '/\B{3] 

= dllp a /\ B{3 + IIp U /\ I[IP + C/ pB '/\ IJIP. 

This suggests the introduction of the 2-forms 

A a = l[Ia _ llpa /\ BP _ !C,apB '/\ BP, 

so that (4.5) can be written in the form 

-dAa 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

= llpa AA {3 + !C!yllpa AB'A BY + C/pB'/\ 1[I{3 
+ (dllpa + ll,a /\llp') A B{3. (4.7) 

However, the Jacobi identities (2.1) give rise directly to the 
relation 

C,apC!;.B£/\BY= _~c;.a{3C!yBE/\ BY, (4.8) 

which holds identically for any set of I-forms B a. Thus it 
foIlows with the aid of (4.3) that 

~C!yllpa AB'I\BY = !C;.apC/yE;'AB'/\BY 

= -C/pB'/\ll!ABY. (4.9) 

This is substituted in (4.7) to give 

- dA a = llpa /\A P + C£apB'A(I[IP - ll! ABY) 

+ (dllpa+ll,aAllp,)/\BP. (4.10) 

But the relation (4.8) also implies the identity 
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(4.11) 

and accordingly a term of this kind may be associated with the 
second expression on the right-hand side of (4.10). In view of 
(4.6) the latter then becomes 

- dA a = fl{3a I\A fJ + c~a{3B' I\A (3 

(4.12) 

Moreover, as a direct consequence of(4.3) we have, again by 
virtue of the identity of (4.8), 

dfl{3a + fl.a l\il(3' = c.a(3I1', 

where the 2-form II • is given by 

(4.13) 

I1a =dE a +!c.a(3E"I\E{3. (4.14) 

This, together with (4.3), enables us to express (4.12) in the 
form 

dA a + W a 1\ A (3 + C a lIE 1\ B (3 = ° (3 " P , (4.15) 

which is to be regarded as a system of differential equations 
for the 2-forms A a, the coefficients of which are completely 
determined by the connection I-forms A a and B a. In view of 
(4.6) this gives rise to the following 

Theorem 2: The 2-forms '/Ia which appear in the decom
position (3.9) of the 2-forms G a with vanishing exterior covar
iant derivatives can always be represented in the form 

'/Ia = !C/{3B E I\BP + il{3a I\BP + A a, (4.16) 

in which Il fJ a is given by (4.3) while A a denotes a set of2-
forms which satisfy the differential equations (4.15). 

One would expect that the integrability conditions of 
(4.15) are compatible with those of the initial hypothesis 
(4.1). In fact, we shall now verify that the integrability condi
tions of(4.1) and (4.15) are identical. To this end we take the 
exterior derivative of (4.15), which gives 

CE
a (3I\A B + C/ (3 d n E I\B {3 + CEa {3I1E 1\ dB {3 

+ C/' AWp a 1\ II" I\BA = 0, (4.17) 

where FE denotes the curvature 2-form (2.6). But from 
(4.13) it follows that 

C/'{3dIl' = C/:'. I1A I\Il{3E - CA "(3nA I\Il/, (4.18) 

while (4.3) and the identity (5.8) yield 

CPAW{3al\I1'I\B A 

= !cEa /C/ /l" 1\ B 1) 1\ n" + C;.."{3I1A I\ Il/ I\BfJ. 

This, together with (4.18) is substituted in (4.17), which can 
then be simplified to the form 

C"ufJF"I\A fJ + C"Q fJII" A (dBfJ 

+ !CAfJpBA ABf.1. + Il/3 ABA) = 0. (4.19) 

Now, with the aid of (4.14), (4.3), (2.6), and (4.4) it is easily 
verified that 

n cr - F a (dB a + iC a B" A B (3) _ caE E A B (3 - - 2.fJ .fJ' 

so that 

dB a + !C/fJ B"I\Bf3 + fl{3a I\Bf3 = Fa - na. (4.20) 
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Thus the second term in (4.19) is simply 

C/ {3I1" 1\ (Ff3 - I1(3) = - C"a (3 F" A I1fJ, 

and accordingly (4.19) is reduced to 

C"a {3 FE A (A (3 - I1f3) = 0, (4.21) 

which represents the integrability conditions of the system 
(4.15). But (4.20), taken in conjunction with (4.16), also im
plies that 

(4.22) 

where, in the second step, we have used (3.9). Accordingly, 
(4.21) is equivalent to 

C"u(3F" AGfJ = 0, (4.23) 

which is the integrability condition of (4.1), as asserted. 

In conclusion, we observe that the differential equation 
(4.15) can be expressed in slightly more elegant form as fol
lows. Since the 2-forms A a which appear in (4.15) do not 
constitute a set of type (1,0) forms, we eliminate them from 
(4.15) in favor of the 2-forms 

LU=A u +Ilf3 a AB(3, (4.24) 
which, by virtue of(4.6), (3.14), (3.17), and (3.16) possess the 
required transformation properties. We may therefore con
struct the exterior covariant derivatives 

DL a = dL a + W{3a I\L{3, (4.25) 

which, because of (4.24) and (4.3), can be expressed as 

DL U = dA a + Wf3a I\A f3 + (dIlfJa + Il/ AIlfJ) ABf3 

(4.26) 

By means of (4.3) and (4.8) the last two terms on the right
hand side can be cast into the form 

- Ilf3a A (dB{3 + !C"ayB f AB 1), 

after which (4.26) is substituted in (4.15), the relation (4.13) 
being taken into account at the same time. This yields 

DLa+il(3aA(dBfJ+!C/ y B"A B1)=O, (4.27) 

which is an alternative form of(4.15). 

V. SPECIAL CASES AND AN APPLICATION TO 
THE YANG-MILLS EQUATIONS 

We shall consider two special classes of solutions of the 
differential equation (4.27). 

Case I: Because of the Bianchi identity (2.7), it is evi
dent that (4.27) is satisfied if 

La =pa (5.1) 

and 

dBa+!c.apB"1\ B(3=O. (5.2) 

In view of (4.6) and (4.24) the identification (5.1) implies 
that 

'/ICX = Fa + !C.afJB" A BfJ, 

so that, by (3.9) and (5.2), 
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(5.3) 

Condition (5.2) indicates that, under these circumstances, 
the curvature 2-forms associated with the connection 1-
forms B a vanish. Since this construction does not involve 
any restriction on the given connection, one may thus infer 
from (4.4) that any connection I-form can be expressed as the 
sum of a type (1,0) I-form and a connection I-form with zero 
curvature. In passing we observe that nontrivial solutions of 
(5.2) can be constructed by means of systems of differential 
equations of the type 

(5.4) 

in which ap denotes a set r linearly independent type (0,1) 0-
forms, while (b~) is the inverse of the matrix (a~). In fact, it is 
easily verified that the left-hand side of (5.4) represents type 
(1,1) I-forms, and that the integrability conditions of (5.4) 
are satisfied whenever (5.2) holds. 

Case II: A rather more stringent stipulation is the re
quirement that the 2-forms G a be identical with the curva
ture 2-forms associated with the 2-forms B a, that is, 

G a =dBa + lcEa{3B E I\B{3. (5.5) 

By virtue of (4.16), (3.9), and (4.24) this is tantamount to 

La=O, 

and according to (4.27), (5.5), and (4.3) it is thus necessary 
that the conditions 

(5.6) 

be satisfied. If, relative to a canonical basis in A ~(X4) we put 
Ea=EjdxJ, 

these conditions can be expressed as 

CE
a{3 G'/jE7dxh I\dxJ I\dx l = 0, 

or, if we use (2.9) and the counterpart of(2.19), 

C/ f3(*Gf31k)E7 = o. (5.7) 

Clearly the left-hand side of (5.7) represents a system of 4r 
linear homogeneous expressions in the 4r components E j. 
Thus, unless the determinant of this system vanishes, it fol
lows that a necessary condition that (5.5) be valid is given by 
E a = O. But, under these circumstances, it follows from 
(4.4) and (5.5) thatB a = A a, and G a = Fa. 

This conclusion may be applied directly to the source
free Yang-Mills equations, which, as is well known, may be 
expressed in the form 

(5.8) 
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Thus, in this case the 2-forms G a used above are to be identi
fied with *Fa

; according to the theory of the previous sec
tions the field equations (5.8) give rise to the existence of 
connection I-forms B a and hence to a representation of *F a 

by means of (3.9) and (4.16), namely, 

*Fa =dB a + ~CEa{3BE I\B/3 +llf3a I\Bf3 +A a, 
(5.9) 

whereA a is any solution of the differential equations (4.15). 
The condition (5.7) now assumes the form 

(5.10) 

It is thus inferred that unless the determinant of this system 
vanishes, the requirement that *F a be identical with the cur
vature 2-form associated with the connection I-forms B a can 
be met if and only if Fa is self-dual. 

For the case of a 3-parameter Lie group G the equations 
(5.10) are equivalent to 

F f31kE Y 0 (5 11) taf3Y I = , . 

which is identical with a system of 12 linear homogeneous 
equations studied by Oeser and Teitelboim,8 who proved 
that, in general, the matrix of the system (5.11) is nonsingu
lar. One may therefore conclude that the source-free Yang
Mills equations do not imply a representation of *F a such as 
(5.5), at least for 3-parameter groups. 
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We study numerically a method of summation of divergent series based on an order 
dependent mapping. We consider the example of a simple integral, of the ground-state 
energy of the anharmonic oscillator and of the critical exponents of <1>: field theory. In 
the case of the simple integral convergence can be rigorously proven, while in the other 
examples we can only give heuristic arguments to explain the properties of the 
transformed series. For the anharmonic oscillator we have compared our results to an 
accurate numerical solution (l0 - 23) of the Schrodinger equation. For the critical 
exponents we have verified the consistency of our results with those obtained before 
from methods using a Borel transformation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A classical approximation to the energy levels of the 
anharmonic oscillator whose Hamiltonian H is 

H = ! p2 + !q2 + !gq4 

is obtained by replacing H by a parameter dependent Hamil
tonian Ho: 

Ho = !p2 + !W2q2. 

The parameter w2 is then fixed by demanding that the 
first perturbative correction to the energy levels, 
«H - H o), vanish. We have studied the generalization of 
this method to arbitrary orders. In perturbation theory one 
expands the energy levels up to order K and fixes the coeffi
cient w2 of q2 by demanding that the K th order term vanish. 

This method will be shown to be equivalent to a method 
of order dependent mapping: 

One starts from a Taylor series expansion of a function 
in powers of a variable g. One then sets 

g =pF(A), 

where F (A ) is a suitable analytic function satisfying 

F (A ) = A + 0 (A 2). 

One then transforms the expansion in powers of g in an ex
pansion in powers of A. The coefficients of the new series will 
now depend on an adjustable parameter p. The K th order 
approximation to the function we have expanded will now be 
constructed in the following way. The series expansion inA is 
truncated at order K and p is taken as the zero of largest 
module of the K th order term. 

The main problem is, of course, the choice of the func
tion F(A ), which is constrained by the analytic properties of 
the function which has been expanded. In the case of the 
anharmonic oscillator, the previous considerations lead to a 
natural choice of F (A ). 

We have applied such a method to the simple integral 

giving the number of Feynman diagrams (1) 6), the anhar
monic oscillator (1) i) and critical exponents in three dimen
sions (1) j). We have analyzed the rate and domain ofconver
gence, giving first heuristic arguments, and then analyzing 
the numerical results. 

Using the same method, we have tried unsuccessfully to 
sum the perturbation series in a non-Borel summable case, 
the energy levels of the double well potential. The naive sum 
of the series is, of course, complex, and indeed our method is 
convergent to such a complex result. In the case of a simple 
integral of similar structure, the real part of the complex 
result is the correct answer. This is not the case for the dou
ble-well potential. 

The article is organized as follows: In Sec. 2 we explain 
the method on a simple integral, and discuss its convergence. 
In Sec. 3 we apply it to the ground state energy of the anhar
monic oscillator. We have used the first 60 terms of the per
turbative expansion. In Sec. 4, we analyze the same anhar
monic oscillator with a different mapping. In Sec. 5, we sum 
the perturbative expansion of the critical exponents of the 1> j 
field theory. Here only six or seven terms of the expansion 
are known. The results are therefore less accurate, but show 
very good consistency with those obtained by methods based 
on Borel transformations. In Sec. 6 we apply our method to 
the series of the ground state energy of the double-well po
tential. Section 7 contains our conclusions. 

2. THE SIMPLE INTEGRAL 
(A) Let us apply first this method to a simple integral 

representing the 1> 4 theory in "zero" dimension: 

Z (g) = e - (x' + gX')dx. 
_ 1 f4 c£ 

Y 17'- oc 

(1) 

The idea is to rewrite the integral in the following way: 

Z (g) 1 f -(v'x" - [gx' +- x' - ",'X' Id = -= e x, 
Y17' 

(2) 
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where (t) is a free parameter. We then expand this integral, 

Z(g)= -1-f (_I)K 
Y-;K~O K! 

X f e - w'x'(gx' + x2 - {t)2X2)Kdx, (3) 

and use {t)2 as a variational parameter to minimize the error 
on the truncated series: At order K, Z (g) will be approximat
ed by 

For every (t), these are the first K terms of an asymptotic 
expansion, and the error C K (g) is in magnitude of the order of 
the last term of the series: 

C (g) - _1_ 1 f e - w'x'(gx' + x2 - {t)2X2)Kdx. (5) 
K K! Y 1T 

We shall choose (t) to be the zero of smallest module of the 
last term of the series. 

Let us first rewrite this term: 

(g) I I ({t)2 - J)Kf ( • 2)K - x'd (6) CK - ------= px -x e x, 
K! Y 1T {t)2K + 1 

where we have defined 

(7) 

we shall make the ansatz that p is proportional to 1/ K and 
evaluate this term by steepest descent. Let us set 

p = 1/f.lK, x2 = Kt. 

Then the integral becomes 

C __ 1 ___ 1_ ({t)2 - I)K(K)K + 1/2 

K(g) K! Y-; {t)2K + 1 2 

X f (~ - t r e-
Kt

:;-;. 

The saddle points are given by the equation: 

2t /f.l - 1 ---"--- = 1, 

or 
t 2/f.l-t 

t 2 - t (p, + 2) + f.l = O. 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

We see that there exist two saddle points, one with tin 
the interval [O,f.l] and one with t larger than f.l. The first 
saddle point gives a contribution with a constant sign, 
whereas the second gives an oscillating contribution. The 
K th term of the series vanishes when the two contributions 
cancel. 

For one-half of the K 's the zero will be real, and for the 
other half there will two complex conjugate zeroes with an 
imaginary part decreasing with K, and therefore negligible at 
larger order. The constant f.l is given by 

exp[2(1 + f.l2/4)1/2] = (I + f.l2/4)I12 + 1. (11) 
(1 + f.l2/4)112 - I 
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Solving this equation numerically yields 

f.l = 1.325486837· ... (12) 

It is easy to verify that each of the saddle point contribu
tions separately gives now an order of magnitude of the er
ror. So one finds 

EK(g)-( (t)2{t)~ I )\0.515 .. f . 
But 

(t)2_ Y g/p - Y f.lgK . 

(13) 

(14) 

We finally have a rough estimate of the error at order K: 

EK(g)-(0.5IS .. fexp( - 0.896Y K /g ). (15) 

Of course, this estimate can be made more precise, and 
also transformed in a rigorous bound. 

What one sees here is that the method converges for all 
values of g on the whole Riemann surface in a geometrical 
way. 

Now a last remark is in order: Let us set 

A = {t)2 - I. 
{t)2 

Then g is given by 

A 
g =p (1 _A)2' 

and the expansion now reads 

Z(g)=Y (I-A) I A KPK(P). 
K~O 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

SO what we have made is a change of variable, depending on 
one parameter p, which gives a representation for Z (g) which 
is only singular in the g plane on the interval [ - p/4,0], 
which shrinks to zero with K. As the PI (p) up to order K can 
be calculated from the first K terms of the expansion in pow
ers of g, of Z (g), we have transformed the divergent pertur
bative expansion, in a set of functions Z K (g) converging ev
erywhere towards Z (g). 

Before going to the problem we are interested in, quan
tum mechanics, let us consider a slightly different integral. 

(B) In the previous case the power series in g was Borell 
summable, so that the function Z (g) was uniquely defined by 
the series. Let us now consider the integral: 

f
+OO 

Z (g) = _ 00 eX' - gx' - 1I4gdx. (19) 

This function admits also an asymptotic expansion in 
powers of g but with terms all of the same sign, so that the 
series is not Borel summable, and does not define uniquely 
the function Z (g): 

Z(g) = I y2' r(2K + !)~. 
o K! 

(20) 

Of course, this function is the analytic continuation of 
the function defined in the first part. So it can be calculated 
by the method exposed there. (One has mainly to change {t)2 
in - (t)2.) But we want to use only this non-Borel summable 
asymptotic expansion. 
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Let us transform the integral by setting 

t = (X2 - 1!2g)Y; for x> O. (21) 

The intltgral then becomes 

Z (g) = Y2" f + Cf> e - t' dt (22) 
- 1I2yi (1 + 2Y gt)'12 

For g positive we can then write 

Z (g) = Re[F(g + iO)] (23) 

with 

F(g) = Y2" f+ 00 e- t ' dt , (24) 
- 00 (1 + 2t Y g )'/2 

where F (g) is analytic for Img > O. The function F (g) is actu
ally a function which is analytic in the whole complex plane 
except on the real positive axis, and the expansion (20) is an 
asymptotic expansion for F(g) in the whole analyticity do
main. The Borel sum of this expansion is thereforeF(g). It is 
complex for g > 0, and the real part yields Z (g). As it is easy 
now to verify that the expansion (20) is for g negative, inden
tical to the expansion for g small, and positive of the function 
defined by Eq. (1), the same summation method can be used. 

As a conclusion, the expansion (20) is not Borel sum
mabie for the function Z (g), but the additional information 
provided by Eq. (23) fixes the ambiguity in its resummation 
which can then be done by standard methods. 

In quantum mechanics, a similar problem occurs with 
potentials with degenerate minima/ and we shall consider it 
in Sec. 6. 

3. THE ANHARMONIC OSCILLATOR 

A. The method 

The extension of the method to the case of the anhar
monic oscillator is straightforward. The Hamiltonian H is 

H = ! p2 + !(q2 + gq4). (25) 

We shall first expand the ground state energy E (g) in 
powers of gl: 

E(g) = I EKt'· (26) 
o 

We shall now rewrite the Hamiltonian: 

H = ! p2 + !W2q2 + U(1 - ( 2)q2 + gq']e (27) 

and expand the ground state energy in powers in (), setting at 
the end () = 1. 

We get now a new expansion, which from simple scal
ing considerations, 

E(w,g,() 

= [w2 + () (1 - (2)]112 E( ()g ), (28) 
[w2 + () (1 _ ( 2»)312 

can be shown to have the form 

(29) 

Equation (29) shows that this expansion is just obtained 
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from expansion (26) by algebraic manipulations. We now 
truncate this new asymptotic expansion at order K: 

K (w2 _ 1)1 ( g ) 
EK(g) = L 21- 1 PI (2 1)' 

1=0 W WW - . 
(30) 

We fix w by choosing it be the zero of smallest module of 
PK(g/W(W2 - 1». At first order this is a well-known ap
proximation for the anharmonic oscillator. One replaces in 
the Hamiltonian the operator q4 by 3q2(q2). It is not as easy 
to study the convergence of this approximation as in the case 
of the simple integral. We shall do it numerically by sum
ming the first 60 terms of the perturbative expansion, and at 
the same time give heuristic arguments to explain why and 
where in the complexg plane it converges. Before doing it, let 
us define 

p = g/w(w' - 1), 
(31) 

A. = (w 2 
- 1)/w2

• 

Solving these equations yields 

_ pA. 
g - (1 - ,Oll2 ' (32) 

and the expansion (29) becomes 

E(g) = 1 IA. KPK(P). 
vI-A. 0 

(33) 

Again the method can be interpreted as an adjustable 
change of variable which regularizes the singularity in the g 
plane at g = 00. 

But, and this will be the main difference with the calcu
lation of the previous section, the ground state energy of the 
anharmonic oscillator has additional singularities on the sec
ond sheet. As a result, the convergence will no longer be 
geometrical with the order. This we shall not prove rigorous
ly, but we shall explain on a simplified example what 
happens. 

B. A simplified example 

We shall consider a function, analytic in a cut plane, 
having an asymptotic expansion in the cut plane, and an 
integral representation: 

E (g) = [ ~ (g') dg'. (34) 
- 00 g -g 

We shall assume thatD (g) decreases exponentially for g 
small, and is bounded for all g. 

We shall now make the change of variable, 

(35) 

and the corresponding change of variable in the integral, 

,_ pA.' 
g - (1 - A. ')2 

We then get 

E (g(A.» = _,f D «(PA. '/(1 - A. ')2)(1 - A. )2 
r (A. ' - A. )( 1 - A.A. ') 

R. Seznec and J. Zinn-Justin 
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dA' (1 + A') . 
X (1-A ') 

(37) 

Ifwe now expand E (g(A» in powers of A, 

E (g(A» = f PK(P)A K, (38) 
o 

we get for P K (p), K;;. 1, 

PK(P)=fD(1~~')2)~"[/K _A'K]. (39) 

The contour of integration runs on [0, - 1] and the half cir
cle IIA 'I = 1, lmA ' > 0 J . One sees that P K (p) is the sum of 
the two contributions which, for K large, have a different 
behavior. The first one is sensitive to the small values of A', 
the second one to the values of D on the circle IA 'I = 1. 

We shall assume that D (g) behaves for g small as: 

D (g) - e11ag
. (40) 

g -.0_ 

So the first contribution can be calculated by steepest 
descent for K large. If again we assume that the product Kp 
goes to a constant limit, then the saddle point equation is 

~[(1-A')2 -KInA'] =0. 
JA' apA' 

(41) 

It is easy to see that the contribution of the saddle point 
is an increasing function of A. If 

aKp < C1 for K large, (42) 

the contribution of the saddle point decreases exponentially 
with K, and if p is larger, it increases exponentially. 

The second contribution is bounded by a constant, and 
varies as a power of Kif D (g) has singularities, which we 
shall assume. 

For K large on the other hand, at g fixed, A tends to
wards one if p goes to zero: 

A-I _ (p/g)ll2. 

So the factor A K is a decreasing function of p. 

It is clear now that we should choose: 

p-C/aK. 

(43) 

(44) 

This is the region in which the two contributions to 
P K (p) are comparable, and therefore the domain of the ze
roes of P K( p). For such a choice ofp the error is then at order 
K of the order of e ~ VK Ig. 

So if we adopt the following procedure-for each trun
cated sum 

K 

EK(g(A» = I Pt(p)A t, (45) 
t~o 

we take p as the zero of largest module of P K (p )-then we 
have transformed the asymptotic series giving E (g) in a con
vergent expansion in the whole complex plane. 

In the case of the simple integral we got in addition an 
exponentially convergent expansion. The reason can be 
found in the fact that the corresponding discontinuity D (g) 
had no singularity except at the origin, so that the second 
contribution could also be made exponentially small. 
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C. Application to the anharmonic oscillator 
We have seen on the previous analysis that after a map

ping made on a asymptotic series of the form 

(46) 

The transformed series at large order is the sum of two 
type of contributions, one related to the large order behavior 
of the original series, and one related to the singularities of 
the function after mapping. For the ground state energy we 
know the location of the singularities of the second sheet 
qualitatively,' and we shall learn more from the actual con
vergence of the method. Also we know the large order be
havior'·6 of the asymptotic series, or the behavior of the dis
continuity of E (g) for g small and negative. We shall use it to 
explain some facts about the convergenc of the method. It 
has been shown that 

E(g) = ~ ro I~[~(g')ldg' + Eo, 
1T J ~ 00 g (g - g) 

Im[E (g)] - ~llag and a = 3/2, 
Vg 

g-+O. 

(47) 

(48) 

We shall now replace g by pA /( 1 - A )312 and make the 
change of variable in the integral: 

A' 
(49) 

Finally we shall consider only the contribution coming 
from the pole A = A ' in the denominator, and expand it in 
powers of A. We then get a contribution p~)(p), 

p(l)( ) _ _ !"J Im[E( pA ' )]~ (50) 
K P - 1TYc (1-A ')312 A 'K+ I' 

The contour C is the image in theA' plane ofthe negative real 
axis oftheg plane. We shall calculate this integral by steepest 
descent, assuming thatp will behave as 11K. The value A ; of 
A ' at the saddle point is given by 

~[(1 A ;)312 _ KlnlA ;1] = o. 
JA apA; 

(51) 

The value of A ' at the saddle point depends only of the 
value of the product apK. Depending on this value the con
tribution will increase or decrease exponentially with K. 
Again for K large the product aKp will tend towards a limit 
such that 

~[(1 A;)312 -KlnIA;I] =0, 
JA apA; 

lim [(1 A ;)312 -lnlA ;1] = o. 
K~oo KapA; 

A numerical calculation yields 

lim aKp = 4.0312 ... , 
K~oo 

or, going back to the parameter w, 

lim w(w
2 

- 1) =0.248063 .... 
K~oo aKg 
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As a result the factor A K which contains the entire g 
dependence behaves like 

1 K _K(p/g)m (c Kl/3) 
/l, - e -exp - z--, 

K~oo g2l3 
(55) 

with a constant Cz, 

Cz = 1.933 .... (56) 

We shall see that the numerically calculated values of the 
zeros P K of the polynomials P K (P) can be fitted by 

(57) 

where C can be estimated: 

C3~1.7. 

One can then calculate the general behavior of the con
tribution to the error €(K,g) coming from the large orders 

{ [
(1 - A ')312 1 )] } 

€(K)-A Kexp - K A; s CKPK - 0.2480··· , 

(58) 

where A ; is the value at the saddle point calculated before. 
We get 

€(K)-exp [ - K 113(9.7 + 1;~3)]. (59) 

We shall compare later this result with the errors found in 
the actual calculation. 

Assuming that our analysis is correct, we can find the 
domain of convergence of our method in the complex g 
plane. The error €(K) will go to zero for K large as long as 

Re(l + 0.20) > O. (60) 
gZI3 
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Setting 

g = Iglei<P, (61) 

we find the union of 

lIT 31T 
- <<p < -(31T) Vlgl, 
4 4 

(62) 

and 

Igl > 0.09( - cos2/3<p )ZI3. (63) 

We see therefore that the method will converge on the 
whole Riemann surface of the ground state energy of the 
anharmonic oscillator except in a neighborhood of the origin 
which contains additional singularities corresponding to lev
el crossings: 

In particular the line <p = 31T/2 corresponds to the dou
ble well potential which has the Hamiltonian H: 

(64) 

From the asymptotic series of the anharmonic oscilla
tor we can therefore construct a convergent expanion to the 
ground state energy of the double well potential valid for 

Igl > 0.09. (65) 

D. Numerical results7 

We have used the first 60 terms of the perturbative ex
pansion of the ground state energy of the anharmonic oscil
lator in our calculation. We have compared the results, with 
the value given by direct numerical solution of the Schro
dinger equation. The Schrodinger equation was solved by 
transforming it in a finite difference equation. The ground 
state energy was obtained with a relative accuracy better 
than 10-z3 for all values of the coupling constant g. 

The first step was to find the zeroes of the polynomials 

FIG. I. The logarithm of the relative error 
c(K,g) as a function of K III for three values of 
g: g = 0.1, g = 1, g = 100 for the mapping 
with exponent 3/2. 

21LO~~~----~W~--------~~~--------~40~--------~5~O----------~~--

-lnt: 
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P K (p). For about half of the values of K, the corresponding 
zeroes P K were real. As the set of P K was a smooth function of 
K, at least for K large enough, we decided to fix the missing 
PK by interpolation rather than by looking for complex ze
roes. We just did a few checks to verify that such complex 
zeroes indeed exist in the neighborhood. 

As a result we obtained a matrix ofnumbersP/(pd. To 
calculate the K th order approximation of the energy level for 
a given value of g, we had then only to solve the equations 

w(ul- 1) = glpK' 

A = (w 2 
- 1)/w2 

and to calculate the sum 

I K / 
EK(g) = VI -A, ~ P/(PK)A . 

(66) 

(67) 

(68) 

As mentioned before the P K could be fitted reasonably 
well by the formula: 

pi( 1 = K(0.3721 + 2.6 ). (69) 
K 2I3 

One should remember in addition that as the final result 
is forma11y independent of p, one does not need to estimate 
thepK's with great accuracy. 

It is not possible to give here the setofallP/(PK)' but we 
shall give as an example these numbers for K = 5. In this 
case the error on the result is exceptionally small for such a 
small value of K and a relative accuracy of 10-6 is obtained for 
all values of g, so that this approximation provides a good 
parametric representation of the energy level. 

E(g) = I [0.5 _ 0.1914104,.1, _ 0.01992988,.1, 2 

VI-A 

3 

,/ 

/ 
,/ x 

,/ 

/ 

x 
/ 

/ 

,/ 

~/ 

/ 
,/ 

,/ 

° 
,/ 

o} 
0'/ 

0/ 

_ 0.278699 X 10-2,.1, 3 - 0.3246972 X 10-3,.1, 4 

+ 0.5062714X 10-5,.1, s1 (70) 

and g = pA 11 - A )3/2 withp = 0.15623880. 

The results have been presented as follows: In Fig. 1 we 
have given the logarithm of the relative error €(K) as a func
tion of K 113 • For K large we should get a straight line with a 
predicted slope. We have given the results for g = O.I,g = 1, 
g = 100. 

One sees that the slopes are in reasonable agreement 
with the theoretical prediction. Then we have fitted, at fixed 
K,c(K,g) by 

E(K,g) = a(K) + /3 (K )/g2il. (71) 

Figure 2 shows a(K) and (J (K) as a function of K 1/3. 

One sees on Fig. 1 that about half of the values of K give 
locally a bigger error than the others, for example 30, 32, 34, 
36, 38, 40, 42, 44. On Fig. 2 we have kept only these values of 
K. 

Again we should get, for K large enough, two straight 
lines with a predicted slope. We see that the results are in 
good agreement with the theoretical prediction. 

To summarize, the relative error can be written 
approximately 

_ In(K,g) = 9.62K Ifl _ 7.2 + 2.1K 113 - 1.8 . (72) 
g2fl 

We see that the slopes are within 10% of the predicted 
values which is probably reasonable. Ifwe use instead the 
predicted values and the highest values of K, we get instead 

1.93K 113 - 1.16 
-In(K,g) = 9.7KI13 - 7.6 + (73) 

g2fJ 
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FIG. 2. The coefficients a(K) andP(K) as 
functions of K in a fit: - In[E(K,g)] 
= a(K) + P (K )/gU' + ... for the mapping 

with exponent 3/2_ 

,/ 
,/ 20 25 30 35 a(K) 

2'---~~~ __ ~~ ______ ~~ ______ ~ ______ -;~~~ 
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4. A MODIFIED SUMMATION METHOD FOR THE 
ANHARMONIC OSCILLATOR 

A. The method 

Once one has understood the relevant properties of the 
summation method, one may wonder if the particular vari
able mapping we have chosen is the best one. So we have 
explored another a priori reasonable mapping which also 
suppresses the singularity at g = 00, 

A 
g =P (I-A)l' 

and we have written 

(74) 

(75) 

From now on the method is completely similar, we look 
for the zeroes of the polynomials QK (p), construct the set of 
quantities Q/(PK) so that the K th order approximation will 
be given by 

1 K / 

E(K)(g) = 1 -A ~A Q/(PK)' 

(76) 

g = PK (1 _ A )3 . 

B. Theoretical analysis of the convergence 

Following the arguments presented in the previous sec
tion, if we assume4.5 that the discontinuity of E (g) on the 
negative real axis behaves like 

Im[E (g)] _ e1lag, (77) 
g~O 

then the asymptotic behavior ofthepK for K large will be 
given by the set of the two equations 

~[(I-A)l -KlnIKI] =0, 
JA apA 

(I_A)l -KlniA 1=0. 
apA 

The numerical calculation shows that 

lim aKpK = 5.31686···. 
K~oo 

(78) 

(79) 

Then for K large, at g fixed, we can calculate A as a 
function of g 

(
5.316)113 A-l- -- , 
aKg 

and A K is approximately given by 

A K _ e - 1.S2K "'/(ag)"'. 

(80) 

(81) 

One contribution to the error €(K,g) has then the form 

€(K,g) ~ € ~ - l.S2K'd/g'''. (82) 

The natural domain of convergence of this approxima
tion is therefore 

1404 

1 
Re ->M gIll 
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(83) 

or, setting 

g = Iglei<P, 

we have 

(84) 

(85) 

From the known analyticity properties of the anhar
monic oscillator,4 we see that M cannot vanish, because then 
the analytic continuation of the ground state energy would 
be analytic up to 

arg(g) = 3rr/2. (86) 

As a result, if the method converges, the error € should be
have as 

€(K,g)_e(C, - l.S2Ig,n)K,n. (87) 

Figure 3 shows a plot of - ln€ as a function of K 211 for 
two values of g: g = 0.1 and g = 10. A linear fit of the vari
ation in g yields coefficient of K 21l somewhat higher than 
predicted. To get a more precise result, we have again fitted, 
atK fixed, € as a function ofg-Ill. We have then again a subset 
of values of K. From this we have extracted an expansion 

In[€(K,g)] = a(K) + (3(K) + y(K) + .... 
gIll g2l1 

(88) 

The three first coefficients have been plotted against K 21l. 

The coefficients (3 (K) and y(K) are roughly linear and the 
slope is 

(89) 

while the predictions are 

(3 (K )-1.52K 213,y(K) = 0 (K Ill), (90) 

so that the agreement is reasonable. 

For the coefficient a(K), two remarks can be made: It 
clearly becomes negative, for K of order 50-60, as expected. 
But it does not increase linearly, at the order we consider, 
with K 213. There are two possible reasons, either, as the cor
rections are of order K Ill, we are not yet in the asymptotic 
regime, or - a(K) increases asymptotically faster than K 213. 

In the latter case, the method never converges, but is a new 
kind of asymptotic expansion, with an optimal value of K 
function of g. In any event, it seems safe to say that - a(K) 
will grow faster for K large than 

- a(K) ;::0.44K2I1, (91) 

which shows that the method will not converge for 

1.52 Re(l/glll) - 0.44 < 0, (92) 

which for g real positive yields 

g;:: 40. (93) 

For g large there is a best value of K which as for an 
asymptotic series gives the best estimate of E (g). For exam
ple for g = 700, the optimal value is of the order of 30, and 
the relative error is then of the order of 4%. 

If a(K) is for instance asymptotically linear in K, then 
the optimal K is of the form: 

Kop - 2.104/g (94) 
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and the error at this value of K would be 

E(g) _ e - 380/g. 

o 
00 

o 
o 

000 0 00 
o o 

o 00 0 
00 

10 

(95) 

It is difficult from the numerical results to choose and a 
more detailed theoretical analysis is needed. As a last re
mark, we want to mention that the following mapping has 
also been tried: 

(96) 

The properties are similar and the convergence is 
slower for small g as the previous mapping, and better for 
large g, as expected. 

5. FIELD THEORY 

It is interesting to try to apply the same method on a 
field theoretical example. For cfJ j, series expansion up to 
sixth or seventh order have been ca1culated8 for the renorma
lization group functions. From these functions it is possible 
to compute critical exponents for ferromagnetic systems and 
fluid phase transitions. 9

•
1o 

These series have been analyzed by various methods all 
based on a Borel transformation. ll

•
1 We shall try again to use 

a variable mapping method. 
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FIG. 3. The logarithm of the relative error E(K,g) 
as a function K 21) for two values of g: g = 0.1, 
g = 10 for the mapping with exponent 3. 

A. The method 

The Euclidean action A (cfJ) in d dimension reads: 

A (cfJ) = f ddx[~(aJlcfJ)2+~m6cP2+(1/4!)goc/J4l. (97) 

The same scaling argument which was appropriate for 
the simple integral and the anharmonic oscillator would sug
gest the mapping 

go=pA/(I_A)2-d/2. (98) 

But for d = 2 or 3, the theory needs a mass renormaliza
tion. As a result, the large go behavior is not obtained from 
naive scaling but from renormalization group arguments. 

Defining a renormalized theory by the renormalization 
conditions 

r <2>(0) = l, 

~r(2)(0) = I, 
ap2 

r(4)(Pi = 0) = g, 

(99) 

where the r~~3 are the renormalized IPI correlation func
tions, one gets a relation between the bare coupling go and the 
renormalized one, g: 
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d-4 
W(g)= ---

dlngo/dg' 
(1 DO) 

where W (g) is the usual C.S. coupling constant renormaliza
tion group function. '2 It is believed that W (g) is a regular 
function of g in a range [O,gmax] in which it has an infrared 
stable zero g*: 

W(g*) = 0, iiJ = W'(g*) > 0. (101) 

The coupling constantg = g* corresponds togo = 00. If 
a function is regular in g in the neighborhood of g*, it will 
have a regular expansion in powers of 1/(go),ul(4 - d) for go 

large. One generally assumes that the various renormaliza
tion group functions are regular at g*. 

As a result for d = 2 or 3 one should perform, on the 
functions expressed in terms of the bare coupling constant go, 
the variable mapping 

go = pA /(1 - A )(4 - d)/,u. (102) 

This is the natural generalization of the method ex
plained before. 

To calculate the critical exponents, we have to set 
go = 00, which corresponds toA = 1. The natural domain of 
convergence of this method will be given by 

(103) 

and the rate of convergence will be: 

E(K,g)-exp[ - K 1 - ",/(4 - d)( - M + go- ",/(4 - d)]. (104) 

Unfortunately, the numerical values of iiJ are only known 
with a poor accuracYS·II: 

d = 2, iiJ-l to 1.2, d = 3, iiJ-O.79. (105) 

So we shall have to make a reasonable guess for iiJ in d = 3, 
and calculate g* and the critical exponents y, v, and 1]. We 
shall then compare the results with those given by other 
methods. " 

To find a reasonable guess for iiJ, we have used the 
known seven terms of the expansion of W (g). In addition the 
large order behavior calculations tell us the asymptotic be
havior of the coefficients. Therefore, what we have done was 
to extrapolate the known coefficients with the help of their 
asymptotic behavior: 

TABLE I. The exponent UJ at order K, calculated with an input value 
UJ = 0.788. The orders 7 and 8 have been obtained by extrapolation using 
the large order estimates. The variation of UJ calculated when the input UJ 

changes is dUJcal /d{u, = - 0.6. The last value has been taken from Ref. II. 

K UJ K 

2 0.5535 
3 0.7557 
4 0.7121 
5 0.7685 
6 0.7605 

7 0.7812 
8 0.7773 

0.782 ± 0.010 
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TABLE II. The value ofg*, the renormalized coupling constant, as a func
tion of the order K for UJ, = 0.788. The orders 8 and 9 have been obtained by 
extrapolation, using the large order behavior estimates. dg* / dUJ, = - 0.40. 
The last value has been taken from Ref. II. 

K g* 

2 1.2690 
3 1.4186 
4 1.3902 
5 1.4149 
6 1.4095 
7 1.4152 

1.4139 
9 1.4156 

1.414 ± 0.003 

W(g) = I wKgK, 
(106) 

WK - C(-atr(K+b+I). 
K · ... 00 

The quantities WK for K<7, and a,b,c,6.13 are known 
numerically. 

We have first calculated iiJ itself as the function of an 
input iiJ, using the relation betweeng and go derived from Eq. 
(1 DO) 

We have given in Table I the calculated values of iiJ and 
the variation of iiJ as a function of the initial value. 

A plausible value of iiJ seems to be 

iiJ = 0.788. (107) 

We have calculated the other quantities with this value 
and indicate the variation of the result as a function of iiJ. 

Table II gives the valve for g* Table III for 1],y, and v. Again 
the large order behavior of the corresponding functions v(g) 
and y(g) has been used to extrapolate two terms of the series, 
which is quite reasonable. (More than one or two terms are, 
of course, difficult to predict using the large order behavior.) 

It is quite satisfactory that these results are in agree
ment with those obtained by other methods based on a Borel 
transformation. 

TABLE III. The exponents 17, y, vas a function of the order K. The orders 7 
and 8 are found by extrapolation d17/dUJ, = - 0.04, dy/dUJ, = - 0.12, 
dv/dUJ, = - 0.07. The last values have been taken from Ref. II. 

K "l Y v 

2 1.20926 0.60814 
3 0.0192 1.23861 0.62658 
4 0.0292 1.23430 0.62409 
5 0.0265 1.24002 0.62890 
6 0.0306 1.23891 0.62803 

7 0.0294 \.24046 0.62956 
8 0.0310 1.24008 0.62923 

0.0315 ± \.2402 ± 0.6300 ± 
0.0025 0.0009 0.0008 
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In addition the rate of convergence is also comparable 
to other methods, and as can be seen from the tables y, v, and 
1] do not vary too rapidly with the input value of (i), so that, 
for example, an uncertainty of 10-2 on (i) translate in an un
certainty of order 10-3 only on y. 

It is also clear that we have chosen the simplest map
ping with the right behavior at A = 1. So it is possible that by 
finding better mappings one can further improve the results. 

6. THE DOUBLE WELL POTENTIAL 

As we have a simple and rather accurate method to sum 
divergent series it is tempting to try it on the double well 
potential whose Hamiltonian is now 

H = !p2 + !q2(1 - qV;)2. (108) 

The problem here is that the series for the energy levels 
are not Borel summable. 2 As a consequence the levels are not 
defined without ambiguity by the series. A naive resumma
tion of the series gives a complex result. In the case of the 
corresponding simple integral of Sec. 1, we have shown that 
the real part of the naive result gives the correct result. We 
have, of course, no reason to expect that such a simple proce
dure will also work here. In addition the sum of the series can 
only give a linear combination of the ground state energy and 
the first excited state, which for g small is the half sum. In
deed both energy levels E ± (g) have the same asymptotic 
expansion: 

(109) 

where the equality here means just that it is an asymp
totic expansion. The coefficients E K can be shown to grow 
for large K as 

(110) 

consequently, the series is ambiguous by terms of order the 
minimum at g fixed of 3KgK K!, i.e., e - 1/3g. The difference 
between K(g) andK(g),..:1 (g), is given by the barrier penetra
tion coefficients between the two minima of the potential and 
can be shown to behave for g small as: 

..:1 (g) = ~-1/6g[1_ ~g 
V1Tg 1!(12) 

6299 2 2691107 3 0 (,.,4)] 
- 2!(12yg - 3!(12)3 g + \5 , 

(111) 

where the first term is known analytically and the others nu
merically. Therefore, K(g) and K(g) receive contributions, 
in addition to the series, of order e - 1/6 which are much 
bigger than the ambiguity of the series and have to be added 
to it 

(112) 
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The half sum [K(g) + K(g)]/2 is given by the series up 
to order e - 1/3g. 

We have again calculated the exact result by solving the 
Schrodinger equation with a 10-23 accuracy. 

To sum the asymptotic series, we have considered the 
function 

F(g) = f EK( - g)K. (113) 
o 

This series can be shown to be Borel summable because 
it is related to the series of the ground state energy of the 
anharmonic oscillator with 0(2) internal symmetry: 

F(g) = !EO (2) [2g]. (114) 

The function F (g) has analytic properties very similar to the 
ground energy of the ordinary anharmonic oscillator. The 
function F(glfhas therefore an analytic continuation to 
g < 0, where it is complex, with an imaginary part which for g 
small is of order e - 1/3g and given by the large order behavior 
calculation 14: 

ImF(g) = ~ - 1/3g [ 1 _ ~ _ 1277 2 

g 6 g 2!(6y
g 

_ 336437 3 o (g4)]. 
3!(6)3 g + 

We have calculated numerically F(g) using both 
mappings, 

g = P (1 - A )312 
and g = p __ A __ 

(1-,1)3' 

(115) 

(116) 

because the first mapping does not converge for g small. 

The calculation of the coefficients P/(PK) goes exactly 
as before. Only in the solution of the equation 

g=pA/(l-A)a (117) 

is the coupling g taken negative, so that the solution A is now 
complex. For g small the mapping with a = 3 gives the best 
result. For g larger the mapping with a = 3/2 is preferable. 
This is expected from the error analysis done in the previous 
sections. For a = 3/2 we have 

E(K,g)~exp[ -K I I3(1l.7 + l.218/g2l3)]. 

But g is now negative, so the method converges only for 

Igl > 0.012. 

On the other hand for a = 3 the situation is different. 
For g negative, the real part of g-113 is still positive, so that the 
numerical accuracy is best for g small. Nevertheless, the 
"convergence" is not as rapid as for g positive because 

Re(1/g113) = 0.5/lglll3. 

We have then studied the function e (g): 

e(g) = E.(g) + K(g) _ ReIF( _ g)l. 
2 

Noticethatthefunction[F( -g) +F( -g)]hasanaly
ticity properties very similar to E.(g) or K(g). 15 Both func
tions have a set of singularities accumulating at the origin, 
tangentially to the imaginary axis. 
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Of course, the first result is that unfortunately () (g) does 
not vanish identically. For g small, it behaves like 

() (g) ~ ~ - l/3g, a = 1.1 ± 0.2, A "-' 2.2 for 
g~oga 

a = 1, 

as does the imaginary part of E ( - g). Also the ratio 

() (g)/Im[F( - g)] 

seems to go to a constant for g small but not exponentially 
fast. It is a slow varying function, varying bet wen 1 and 3, 
with superficially no remarkable properties. As a result, if we 
define the sum of the series by Re[F( - g)], some as yet un
known "instanton" contributions have to be added to it to 
get the correct result. 

7. CONCLUSION 

We have studied numerically a summation method for 
divergent series which does not involve a Borel transforma
tion, and does not use Pade approximants. It is a simple 
generalization of the method generally used to continue a 
Taylor series outside of its circle of convergence. It only uses 
as basic information some known or guessed knowledge of 
the analytic properties of the function. Its main advantage is 
its extreme simplicity from the point of view of calculations, 
as it involves only algebraic manipulations. The calculations 
can therefore be done with high accurary. At a given order it 
produces a parametric representation of the function, so that 
to compute then the function for a given value of the argu
ment involves only the solution of an algebraic equation. In 
the special case of anharmonic oscillator like problems, these 
mappings in addition appear naturally as a generalization of 
standard approximations, which explains why the conver
gence is so good. 
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Further analysis of the choice of optimal mappings for a 
given function, in connection with the theory of the conver
gence of such approximation would be interesting. 

This method can, of course, also be used with functions 
analytic in a circle, especially when the radius of conver
gence is unknown, and with entire functions in regions 
where the argument is large, but the function does not in
crease maximally, so that there are big compensations be
tween the terms of the Taylor series. 
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On the sound field due to a moving source in a 
superfluid 

J. C. Murray 

Department of Mathematical Sciences. University of Petroleum and Minerals. Dhahran. Saudi Arabia 
(Received I August 1978; revised manuscript received 6 November 1978) 

Expressions are obtained for the sound pressure and temperature fields due to the motion of a monopole 
point source in a superfluid. The acoustic power spectrum is also given for all the Mach number ranges 
associated with the problem. 

INTRODUCTION 

The sound field induced by a monopole point source 
moving in an inviscid gas is well known in the literature of 
linear acoustics. Expressions can be obtained for any of the 
dynamic or thermodynamic variables by solving the inho
mogeneous classical wave equation which governs the prop
agation of sound in the fluid. At low temperatures however 
the gas exhibits superfluidity properties and the wave equa
tion is no longer adequate in describing the acoustic phe
nomenon. It must be replaced by two linear coupled equa
tions involving two of the thermodynamic variables. 
Although solutions have been obtained to these equations 
when various methods of sound excitation are used (for ex
ample the sound field produced by a vibrating piston has 
been investigated by Lifshitzl) the solution associated with a 
moving monopole point source has not been established. It is 
the purpose of this paper to solve the equations in this case 
when appropriate boundary conditions are imposed at infin
ity. An expression is also obtained for the acoustic power for 
each Mach number range including the limiting classical 
range. 

2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

The linearized equations governing the propagation of 
sound in a superftuid have the form, I 

ap v. Q -+ .J= , 
at 

as ap 
Pe- +Se- +PeSeV'Vn = 0, 

at at 
aj 
-+vp=o, 
at 

avs 
Pe- + Vp -PeseVT= 0, 

at 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

wherej = Ps,Vs + Pn,.vn. The normal and superftuid velocities 
are denoted respectively by v n and v s' The quantities P, s, p, 
and Trepresent the small changes in density, entropy, pres
sure, and temperature from their constant equilibrium val
ues Pe' Se' Pe' and Te· Also Pe = Pn + Ps where Pn and Ps 
are the equilibrium values of norm~l and" superftuid density. 
The quantity Q is a prescribed source term and all dependent 
variables are functions of position r [=(x,y,z)] and time t. 
The three-dimensional gradient and Laplacian operators 
will be denoted by V and Li respectively. 

After eliminating Vn and Vs from Eqs. (2.1)-(2.4) and 
using the relations 

(
aPe) (ap~\ 

P = aPe / + aT) p,T, 

s- - p+ - T (
ase) (aSe) 
ape T,. aT p,. 

we obtain the following pair of equations for P and T: 

a2p a2T aQ 
a--Lip-Y-=-, (2.5) 

at 2 at 2 at 

a2T a2p 
{3- - LiT -p- = 0. (2.6) 

at 2 at 2 

The positive coefficients a, {3, y, p denote the constants: 

-(apO 
aT ' p,. 

For a source moving with uniform velocity U along the posi
tive x axis the sound field will be axially symmetric about the 
x axis and we can write 

Q (r,t) = q(t )8(x _ Ut) 8(r) , 
21Tr 

(2.7) 

where r = (y2 + Z2)112, 8 represents the Dirac delta function, 
and q( t ) is a prescribed function oftime. We will consider the 
special case of a simple harmonic source so that 

q(t) = qo cOSlUot. (2.8) 

To complete the formulation of the problem we require 
that p and Tare sufficiently well behaved at infinity to justify 
all the mathematical operations employed throughout the 
analysis. 

3. SOLUTION FOR P AND T 

To solve for p and T it is convenient to set cOSlUot 
= Uexp(i{Uol) + exp( - imot)] and seek a solution of the 

form 

p=p+ +p-, 

where 

T=T++T-, 

J2p+ J2T + 
a---.tJ.p+ -y---

at 2 at 2 

= ~ i. [exp(imof) 8(t - x/U)], 
4U1T at 

(3_1) 

(3.2) 
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a2 T + a2 + 
fJ --- .J. T + - f-l _P - = 0, 

at 2 at 2 

and 

a2p.. _ a2T-
a---.J.p -Y--

at 2 at 2 

= ~ ~ [exp( - iclJol) o(t - x/U)], 
4U1T at 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

a2T· a2 -
fJ---.J.T- -f-l-P_=O. (3.5) 

at 2 at 2 

It is only necessary to solve (3.2) and (3.3), as the solu
tion to (3.4) and (3.5) may be found by changing the sign of 

Introducing the complex Fourier transform pair de
fined by 

1=_I_f+ '" Jehutdt, 
21T - '" 

Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) become 

aw'p + +.J.p + - yw' t + 

f +'" 
J = _ 00 Ie - iwt dw, 

= iwqo exp(i ~(w + wo») o(r) , 
81T'U U r 

fJw 2 t + +.J. t + - f-lW'p + = O. 

Using a Hankel transform pair defined by 

*1 = 1'" lrJo(sr) dr, 1 = 100 

*IsJo(rs) ds, 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

where Jo is Bessel's function of the first kind, we obtain 

a2*-+ _ 
--p- + (aw' - s') *p+ - yw' *T + 

ax' 

iwqo (. x ( ») = -- exp / - W + Wo , 
81T'U U 

a2 *t + ----+ ({Jw' - S2) *T + - f-lw 2 *p+ = O. 
ax2 

(3.10) 

(3.11 ) 

It can readily be shown that the solution of Eqs. (3.10) and 
(3.11) has the form 

*p+ = exp[i(x/U)(w + wo)] 

J 

• iwqo [fJW2 _ S' _ (w + wo)2], 
81T2U U 

* t + = exp [i(x/ U )(w + wo)]. iwqo w2 
J 81T2Uf-l , 

where 

J - [ 2 2 (w + wo)2] - aw -s - ---
U 

[
a 2 2 (w + wo)2] 4 X fJw - s - --U- - f-l yw . 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

The two speeds of sound u! and U2 (u! > u,) in a super
fluid are such that! uJ,j = 1,2 satisfy the equations 
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(afJ - Yf-l)(uJ), - (a + fJ) uJ + 1 = 0, j = 1,2, 
(3.15) 

so that 

uiu~ = ui + u~ = (a + fJ) uiu~. (3.16) 
afJ - Yf-l' 

Using the relations in (3.16) we find, after some algebra, that 
J can be written in the form 

J = (S2 - S 1+ 2)(S2 - S2+ 2), 

where 

+ 2 _ w
2 

(w + wo)2 . _ 1 2 Sj --- ---, J-,. 
u2 U 

] 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

The right sides of Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13) can then be split into 
partial fractions so that 

*p + = exp(i ~(w + wo») . iwqo 
U 81T2U(U~-uD 

(3.19) 

* t + = exp i ~(w + wo) . /wqo f-l' ---( )
. u~u~ 

U 8tr'U ui - u~ 

(3.20) 

Using the inversion formula given by (3.9) and the well 
known identity2 

(OC Jo(rs)~ 1Ti H~I>(br), Imb>O, Jo S2 - b 2 2 
(3.21) 

where H~I) is the Hankel function, we obtain 

p. = exp(i ~ (w + wo»). qrPJ 
U , 161TU(U~-uD 

X ((1 - fJu~)uiH g)(s/ r) - (1 - fJui)u~H ~1)(S t r»), 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

We note that p + and t + are defined by analytic continu
ation as analytic functions of w provided s/ ,j = 1,2, are 
defined as single-valued analytic functions. 

The solutions for p - and t - are given by equations 
similar to (3.22) and (3.23) with Wo replaced by - Wo and Sj + , 

j = 1,2, replaced by Sj- ,j = 1,2, where 

2 - w
2 

(w - wo)2 . 1 2 Sj = u
2 

- -U- , ] = , . (3.24) 
] 

Using the inversion formula given by (3.6) the complete so-
lution may be written in the form 
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FIG. I. Complex (i) plane for s/ . 

bj 
- - _ -. -_ -__ :. :. -. _ :. -t-. -__ -.: :.: ,'. ----.- ----- ---.. ------------

FIG. 2. Complex (i) plane for Sf 

-b. 
J 

-a. 
J 

- '- - - b 
-',.' 

FIG. 3. Integration path for integrals involving s/ . 

b
j 

- - ,- - - - G'- -----------, 

FIG. 4. Integration path for integrals involving Sj- . 

where 

I=~ 
J 161TU 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

X {f-+ 0000 wHb1)(S/ r) exp[i(w + wo)x!U - iwt 1 dw 

+ f _+ 0000 wH g)(Sj- r) exp [i(w - wo)x! U - iwt 1 dW}, 

j = 1,2. (3.27) 

The integration paths for the integrals in (3.27) depend 
on the branch of the multiple-valued functions s/ and Sj - . 
When Mj ( U ! u) < 1 we can write Sj + and Sj - in the 
form 

(1- M)I12 
s.:±: = - i J (w + a.)!l2(w + b)lf2 
J U -J -J' 

where 

Wo 
a·=---

J 1 +M 
J 

(3.28) 

For each of the functions Sj + and Sj-' the complex w plane 
is cut in the manner depicted in Figs. 1 and 2 and s/ ' Sj - are 
analytic and single-valued outside the branch cuts. The inte
gration paths for the integrals involving Sj + and Sj - are 
shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. On these integration 
paths the arguments of the Hankel functions are either real 
and positive or positive imaginary thus ensuring that the 
resulting wavefunctions have the correct behavior for large 
r. 

When M j > 1, then we can write 

(M2 _ 1)112 
S/ = J U (w ± al12 (w =F b)!l2 (3.29) 

and these functions are analytic and single-valued in the cut 
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-a j 
- - - - - - - --- ,''''; 

FIG. 5. Complex (i) plane for s/ . 

-b. 
J 

- - - -- - - _. -_ ..... ~ .. -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - -'.' 

FIG. 6. Complex (d plane for sl 

' .. ,'- ---

FIG. 7. Integration path for integrals involving Sf I . 

-b. ---- -- -0 J 

a. 
d - - -) '.,._---

FIG. 8. Integration path for integrals involving s) 

complex planes shown in Figs. 5 and 6. In this case the inte
gration paths for the integrals involving Sj + and Sj - are those 
shown in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. Again, on these integra
tion paths, the arguments of the Hankel functions are either 
real or positive or positive imaginary so that the resulting 
wavefunctions will have the correct behavior for large r. 

The quantity I j in Eqs,. (3.27) is identical [see, e.g., (3)] 
in form to that representing the pressure field due to a source 
moving in a normal fluid with velocity U and in which the 
speed of sound is uj . In both the cases ~ < 1 and Mj > 1 the 
closed form equivalent is well known' and in the interests of 
brevity need not be written down. In any event the form of 
the solution for p and T given by Eqs. (3.25) and (3.26) is best 
suited to the calculation of the acoustic power spectrum 
which follows in the next section. 

4. THE POWER SPECTRUM 

The acoustic power emitted by the moving source is 
denoted by II and is the time average over one period, 21T! W o, 

of II (t ) where 

II (t) = L pv·vda, (4.1) 

with.I an infinitely large surface enclosing the line of motion 
of the source and v its outward unit normal. In what follows 
we will take.I to be the infinitely long circular cylinder of 
radius r which is parallel to the x axis so that 

f
+oo 

ll(t)= -00 21Trpvr dx, 

where Vr is the radial component of fluid velocity. 

From Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) and the relations 
j = Ps,vs + Pn,vn, V = Vn + Vs we obtain 

a (Pn. - Ps,,) 2 
-V=Se 'i/T--'i/p. 
at Pn, Pe 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

Using (3.25) and (3.26) together with (4.3) we obtain the 
radial component of velocity in the form 
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Pn, 

(4.4) 

K. = _q_o_ {J + 00 s~ + H(l)(s~ + r) 
J 161TUi _ oc J 1 J 

xexp[i(UJ' - UJo)xlU - iUJ't 1 dUJ' 

+ J-+ 0000 s; - H \I)(S; - r) 

X exp[i(UJ' - UJo)xlU - iUJ't] dUJl } = 1, 2, (4.5) 

where the functions s; +, s; - are identical to s/' Sj- with 
UJ replaced by UJ '. Equation (4.2) may then be written 

II (t) = 21T J + oc r[ (1 - /3uDui 1, - (1 - /3ui) 
(ui - u~)' - 00 

21 1 (S/Pn, - Ps) 2 2(K K) XU 2 , fl,U 1U2 ,- , 

Pn, 

- ~ [(1 - /3uDuiK, - (1 - /3ui)U~K.]) dx. (4.6) 
Pe 

The integrals in (4.6) which have integrands containing 
one of the factors exp[i(UJ + UJ' ± 2UJo)xl U - i(UJ + UJ')t ] 
will, after integrating with respect to x, reduce to integrals 
containing the factor 21TUO(UJ' + UJ ± 2wo) exp[ - i(UJ 
+ UJ')t]. After a further integration with respect to UJ' (or UJ) 

we obtain integrals which have the factor exp( ± 2iUJot ). The 
time average over one period of these integrals is zero. The 
remaining integrals have the form 

XS£ + exp[i(UJ + UJ')xIU - i(UJ + UJ')t] dUJdUJ', 

k,} = 1,2, (4.7) 

or 

J_+ooOO rdx J_+oooo J UJHg)(s/r)H\I)(s£-r) 

xs£ - exp[i(UJ + UJ')xIU - f(UJ + UJ')t ] dUJdUJ', 

k,} = 1,2, (4.8) 

For large r the Hankel functions in the integrands of (4.7) 
and (4.8) become exponentially small when the arguments of 
these functions are positive imaginary. We need integrate 
only over the ranges of UJ and UJ' for which the arguments are 
real and positive. In (4.7) we integrate first with respect to x 
to obtain 21TUO(UJ + UJ') in the integrand of the remaining 
double integral. After a subsequent integration with respect 
to UJ' we obtain 
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where UJ' is replaced by - UJ in s£ + . In fact s£ + = - Sk- . 
Also the range of integration in (4.9) is such that Sj - is posi
tive. Using the asymptotic form of the Hankel functions in 
(4.9) the integral becomes 

- 4iU J UJCk= )'/2 exp [i(Sj - - sk-)r 1 dUJ. 
J 

(4.10) 

Unless} = k the integral in (4.10) tends to zero as r-+oo. 
When} = k its value is 

- 4iUJ UJdUJ. (4.11) 

The integrals in (4.8) can be treated in a similar manner. The 
range of integration in (4.11) is determined by the Mach 
number range. When M j < 1 the ranges for which the argu
ments of the appropriate Hankel functions are positive are 
( - bp - a) and (ap b). In the case M j > 1 the ranges are 
(- 00, - a), (bp 00) and (- 00, - b), (aj , 00) and the 
integral in (4.11) has to be interpreted as 

(J ' a, if}) 
lim + !l . oc - fl b, 

(f --- h i!l) 
or lim +. 

fl • ex - fl G, 

Evaluating the integrals in (4.6) in the manner shown above 
we obtain (for each of the Mach number ranges M, < M, < 1; 
M, < 1, M, > 1; 1 < M, < M,) an expression for II of the form 

II 
q~6 [SiPn, - Ps) 2 2 

= f.L U1U2 
81T(U~ - uD' Pn, 

X ( ui(f3ui - 1) + ui(f3u~ - 1) ) 

u,(1 - Mi)' ull - MD' 

_ ~ (Ui (f3ui - I)' + ui (f3ui - I)')]. 
P e U, (1 - M i)' u, (1 - M D' 

(4.12) 

We note that the expression for II is formally the same 
for all Mach number ranges. Moreover, it is consistent with 
the classical result in the limit Ps, = O. When Ps,-+O it can 

readily be shown that u~, ui, /3u~, f.LU~ assume the values 0, 
c', 1, - (as/aPe)T/(as/aTe)p.' respectively, where 

c2 = (ap/aPe),,' We consider the Mach number ranges 
M, < 1, M, > 1; 1 <M, <M, and let M,-+oo so that in the 
limit Ps = 0 Eq. (4.12) reduces to 

q~6 
II=-- , 

81Tp eC (1 - M ')' 
(4.13) 

whereM = U Ic. Equation (4.13) is the classical result and is 
valid for M < lor M> 1. 
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Static conformally flat solution in a scalar-tensor theory of 
gravitation 

D. R. K. Reddy 

Department of Applied Mathematics, Andhra University, Waltair, India 
(Received 14 September 1978) 

Vacuum field equations for the static spherically symmetric conformally flat metric are obtained in a 
scalar-tensor theory of gravitation proposed by Ross. It is observed that unlike in Brans-Dicke scalar
tensor theory the only spherically symmetric static conformally flat vacuum solution in this theory is 
simply the empty flat space-time of Einstein's theory. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently RossI has constructed a scalar-tensor theory 
of gravitation using the Weyl formulation of Riemannian 
geometry. The scalar field, in this theory, is given an impor
tant geometrical role to play and is related to the integrable 
change in length of a vector as it is transported from point to 
point in space-time. This results in a Riemannian geometry, 
which appears quite different from general relativity, with 
modified covariant derivative and a metric tensor, which is 
not covariantly constant. It is pointed out that this theory is 
an alternative to the usual Brans-Dicke2 formalism in re
gions of space free of mass and charge densities. The scalar 
field enters the two theories very differently. 

The field equations given by RossI for the combined 
scalar and tensor fields in the regions free of masS and charge 
densities are 

S rr{J - ~g rrrfi = 0 

and 

where 

Srr{J 
- R - 2Ao. _ 2d> Ao. + 2 Ao. ,a Ao. _ ya Ao. - rr{J 'f',rr,{J . ,rr 'f',{J grr{J 'f' 'f'.a grr{J g 'f',a,y 

+ 2t/J,a {~} + grr{Jgya t/J.8 {:y} 
and 

t/J ,a = ~(J t/J,{J . 

A semicolon here denotes covariant differentiation, t/J is the 
fundamental scalar field in the theory. R rr{J is the usual con
tracted Riemann curvature tensor and 

is the Christoffel symbol of the second kind. By using an 
exact solution of the coupled nonlinear field equations for a 
static point mass, Ross' has shown that this theory, which is 
conformally equivalent to the empty space Einstein equa
tions, predicts the same results for experiments as the usual 
theory of Brans and Dicke/ which has a nonzero energy
momentum tensor. Krori and Nandy4 have shown that a 
sufficient condition for Birkhoff's theorem to be valid in this 

theory is that the scalar field is time invariant. Penney' and 
Gurses6 have obtained exact solutions for massless scalar 
meson fields with a conformally flat metric while Ray7 has 
given a complete set of exact solutions for both massive and 
massless scalar mesons in a conformally flat space-time. Re
cently, Reddy8 has obtained exact solutions for both Brans
Dicke and Sen-Dunn Scalar-tensor fields in a static confor
mally flat space. The present note is an attempt to study the 
scalar-tensor theory of gravitation, proposed by Ross, in a 
static conformally flat space. 

2. FIELD EQUATIONS AND SOLUTION 

We consider the spherically symmetric conformally flat 
line element 

(2) 

where u is a function of r alone. For this space-time the 
nonvanishing components of the Einstein tensor are given by 

G : = e - u( ! U,2 + 2;'). 
G ~ = G ~ = e - u( utI + U~2 + ~). (3) 

G!=e-u(u" + U~2 + 2;'). 
Here a superscript prime indicates differentiation with re
spect to r. 

Taking t/J as a function of r only and using (3) and (2) in 
(1), the filed equations of Ross scalar-tensor theory of gravi
tation, in vacuum, can be written as 

~ U,2 + 2u' _ 3t/J ,2 + t/J '(3U' + ~) = 0, 
4 r r 

utI + U~2 + :' + 2t/J" - t/J,2 + t/J'( u' + ~) = 0, 

(4) 

utI + U'2 + 2u' + 2t/J " _ t/J ,2 + t/J '(u' + ~) 
4 r r 

t/J " + t/J ,( u' + ~) - 4t/J ,2 = o. 

It can be easily verified that when the scalar field rP is a con
stant, the field equations yield a solution which describes an 
empty flat space time in Einstein's theory. Also, in fact, it 
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can be seen, from (4) that u = const implies ¢ = const, 
which is the trivial solution. This is easily verified by letting 
u' = u" = Oin (4) and solving for¢. More generally, the only 
solution of(4) is the trivial u = const and ¢ = const solution 
which describes nothing but the flat space-time of general 
relativity. That is, a static conformally flat vacuum metric, in 
this theory, describes simply the empty flat space-time of 
general relativity. Thus, unlike in Brans-Dicke scalar-ten
sor theory,' the only spherically symmetric static conformal
ly flat solution, in this theory, is simply the empty flat space
time of Einstein's theory. It is to be noted, in this context, 
that Einstein's equations have no conformally flat solution 
space-times other than the trivial one of the Minkowski 
metric. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

Vacuum field equations in a scalar-tensor theory, for-
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mulated by Ross, are obtained for a static spherically sym
metric conformally flat metric. It is observed that unlike in 
Brans-Dicke theory, the only spherically symmetric static 
conform ally flat solution, in this theory, is simply the empty 
flat space-time of general relativity. This agrees with the 
result obtained by Reddy' in the scalar-tensor theory of 
gravitation proposed by Sen and Dunn.9 
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The algebra generated by Hodge's star and external differential 
Jerzy F. Plebatiskia) 

Centro de Investigaci6n y de Estudios Avanzados del LP.N., Mexico, Mexico D.F., 14-740 
(Received 17 April 1978) 

The algebra A of all secondary operators generated by Hodge's star and the external 
differential is investigated. It is established that the elements of A are spanned by 1, 
*d, *8, V, *, d, 8, *V, where V: = - d8 + 8d, with the coefficients being formal 
power series in A = d {) + {) d. The multiplication law of A and its representations are 
studied. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

We are working in this text basically on a finite dimen
sional real manifold M n endowed with the nonsingular met
ric of the signature (n.,n_), n. + n_ = n, although all con
structions and results will apply also mutatis mutandi for 
complex Mn's with nonsingular metric. The differential 
forms with which we are going to work are to be understood 
in both cases as complex-valued. Acting on the (complex) 
multiforms A = Ell A P, over a finite-dimensional manifold 
M, the external differential d and the normalized Hodge star, 
*, have the two basic properties: 

_ : d 2 = 0, *2 = ll, (1.1) 

where ll-identity over A. Differential geometry often em
ploys the secondary concepts of the codifferential, 

8: = - i*d* _ 82 =0, 

and of the Laplacian (Laplace-Beltrami operator), 

Ll: =d8 +8d. 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

(For the comparison of * and 8 with the standard definitions 
see the Appendix.) 

Apart from these, we have found recently' that it is use
ful to introduce the notion ofthe "anti-Laplacian" defined 
by 

.d-: = - d8 + 8d. 

Indeed, while Ll computes with d and *: 

[Ll,d]'-' = ° = [Ll,*]'-', 

the operator b-anticommutes with d and *: 

[.d-;d]'·' = ° = [.d-;*]'.'. 

(We use the notation 

[a,b](±):=ab±ba.) 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 

(1.6) 

(1.7) 

These simple facts were shown to be useful in applica
tions in the theory of the Hertz potentials. ' 

It seems, therefore, of some interest to investigate more 
systematically all secondary operators generated by d and *. 
That is the basic motivation of this paper. 

For this purpose, we shall consider the algebra generat
ed by the associative operations d and *, i.e., the set of the 
formal series A, with the coefficients in C, of those products 
formed from d and * which should be considered indepen-

dent modulo the equivalence class (1.1). Of course, the iden
tity over A, ll, and the unity ofC, have to be identified within 
A. The elements ll, d, *, Ll, 8, b-are elements of A, and the 
equalities (1.5) and (1.6) are the equalities in the sense of this 
algebra. 

A few comments about the basic consequences of(1.5) 
and (1.6). The operator Ll, commuting with the generators of 
A, commutes also with any product of these operators and 
hence: 

A3a-[f(Ll ),a]'-' = 0, (1.8) 

where f(Ll ) is any formal series in Ll. Similarly, if aOdd and 
aeven are those elements of A spanned respectively by pro
ducts of the generators odd and even in the number offac
tors, the rule (1.6) implies 

A3aodd,aeven_[.d-;aodd],., = ° = [.d-;aeven ],-,. (1.9) 

Next, we observe the important fact that 

(1.10) 

Knowing this, a useful lemma immediately follows: 

2"·:(*d)2n=(iLl)"~1(*d)2, n= 1,2, .. ·. (1.11) 

Indeed, from the definitions of..1 and b-

(*d)2 = Y(..1 + b-), (d*)2 = 1i(..1 - b-). (1.12) 

Consequently, employing [..1,b-]'-' = 0,.1- 2 = ..1 2, we 
have 

(*d)4 = !P(Ll2 + 2Llb-+ b-2) = 1/"2..1 (..1 + b-) = i..1 (*d)2, 
(1.13) 

and (1.11) follows thus by a trivial induction. 

We observe now that according to the definitions of..1 
andb-

..1 + b-= 28d, ..1 - b-= 2d8. (1.14) 

Therefore, acting on these equalities from the right with 
the nilpotent d and 8 respectively, we obtain at once 

M = - ..1d, Lh5 = ..18. (1.15) 

lt follows in particular that: 

Consequently, 2". implies also a general rule: 

(1.17) 
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2. THE REDUCTION OF a EA TO ITS CANONICAL 
FORM 

The most general element of A can be written in the 
form of: 

A3a = I An(*dY + I Bn *(*d)"* 
n~O n~1 

+ I Cn(*dY* + I Dn *(*dr, 
n=O n=l 

(2.1) 

Indeed, the terms Ao·l + Co'* + Dl·d, provide the en
tries of the basic generators; in the remaining terms, A-terms 
provide the products beginning with * and ending with d, B
terms describe the products beginning with d and ending 
with *, C-terms include all products beginning and ending 
with *, and finally, the D-terms secure the entries of all pro
ducts beginning and ending with d. It is clear that in this way 
we exhaust all possibilities for the products among d's and 
stars restricted by the equivalence class (1.1). 

We can now reduce (2.1) to its canonical form by em
ploying our lemmas Y ± . Indeed, as the consequence of 
.51' ± we easily obtain: 

(*d )211 = (i.J )" - IV(.J +.:i-), (*d )211 + 1 = (i.J )"(*d), 

*(*d)211* = (i.J )"- l!i(.J -.:i-), 

(*d)2n* = (i.J r - I!i *(.J -.:i-), 

*(*d?" = (i.J r - I!i *(.J +.:i-), 

*(*d)211 + 1* = (iLi )"(d*), 

(*d?" + 1* = (i.J )"(*d*), 

*( *d )211 + 1 = (i.J )"d. 
(2.2) 

The formulas from the first column are valid for n = 1,2,···, 
and from the second column apply for n = 0, I,. ... 

Distinguishing now in the series (2.1) the terms even 
and odd in n and substituting from (2.2), remembering that 
.J commutes with all elements of A, after ordering, we can 
represent the result in the form of 

A3a = ;;I)-·d + g-·D + fY(-.* + Y-·*.::r 
+ j)··*d +Z)+·*D + 91'·1 + .7+ . .1-; (2.3) 

where .c;;J -l:: , ;2 ± , 91 ± , Y' ± are all formal power series in 
.J, all eight of them in general with nontrivial numeric lead
ing term. 

It is thus natural to categorize the possible elements of 
A as follows: First, we have the class of the algebraically 
neutral elements, which commute with all elements of A, 
consisting of the formal power series in .J: 

, I '3N = I nk.J \ nk"'C. (2.4) 
k -- 0 

We include, of course, in, V' the subclass of numbers, 
, J 'u:3 no· 1 , noEC. Therefore,. J' forms the center of the alge
bra A. 

Thus, in the structure of aEA only the seven elements d, 
D, *, *..1, *d, *D, and A- can participate as the algebraically 
active elements. Adjoining to them the element 1, we can say 
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therefore that the most general element of A is spanned by 
the eight elements from the list: 

1': 1, *d, *D,A-,*,d,D,*.:i-, (2.5) 

with the coefficients in the algebraically neutraluY. 

Notice that in the first line of (2.3) the entries have only 
the "odd" operators, d, D = - i*d*, *, and *..1 = - id*d 
+ i*d*d*; the second line contains only the "even" opera

tors, *d, *D = - id*, 1, and A- = i[(d*)2 - (*d )2]. The con
struction of all these operators involves at most no more then 
two d's and three stars. 

The question now naturally arises concerning the struc
ture of the multiplication table of the elements from our list 
,!f'. In order to obtain this table in an esthetical form, it is 
convenient to take as the independent entries in the list SOme 
linear combinations of our eight operators. 

of 

Suppose that we define as the secondary operators: 

41: = i.1-; 5: = D + d, 1]: = i(D - d). (2.6) 

In the terms of these, the rules (1.15) take now the form 

(2.7) 

and we easily see that 

*5 = - id* + *d = 1]*, 

*1] = d* - i*d = 5*' 
(2.8) 

It is thus obvious that *5 and *1] can replace in our list *d and 
*D = - id*, It will be convenient to introduce for these op
erators the symbols 

p: = *5, (1: = *1]. (2.9) 

Clearly, then, *p = 5 = D + d, *(1 = 1] = i(D - d) can re
place in our list d and D. We arrive in this manner at the list of 
operators equivalent to (2.5): 

Y' : {<.: 1 ,p , (1,41 , 
u - , * *p *(1 * 11 ,,L • t , ,.,.. 

(2.10) 

The sublist .:1" contains "even" operators and the oper
ators from j'- are all "odd." 

The general element of the studied algebra can be now 
written in its final "canonical" form: 

A3a = (N + Ap + B(1 + C41 ) + *CN + Ap + 13(1 + C41 ), 
(2.11 ) 

where all coefficients N,i/, A.A, B,13, and C,C belong to, I " 

The multiplication table for the eight elements from the 
list ,:[ is given in Table I. This table is to be understood, of 
course, in the sense of the products of the elements listed in 
the first line by the elements from the first column (from the 
left). 

The structure of the table shows that our choice for the 
base of aEA is indeed advantageous. First of all, we notice 
that all elements from the list 1 have simple squares: Six 
elements have algebraically neutral squares, 
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TABLE 1. 

li P (1 ~ 

P .p ,:1 -,:1.(1 

(1 ,:1 -.p ,:1'P 

4' 
-,:1.(1 ,:1'P _,:1' 

*P *(1 *4' 

*P *41 ,:1.* - ,:1.*(1 

*0- ,:1.* - *41 ,:1'*P 

*41 - ,:1*0- ,:1'*P _~2.* 

P = 1, 41 2 = - Ll Z, *2 = I, (*p)2 = Ll, 

(*0)2 = Ll, (*~)2 = Ll 2, 
(2.12) 

while the squares of the two remaining elements are still 
algebraically active, 

(2.13) 

It follows, however, that the fourth powers of these elements 
are already algebraically neutral: 

p' = _ Ll 2, 0 4 = _ Ll 2. (2.14) 

(Notice alsop3 = - Lla, 0 3 = - Llp.] Another advantage of 
the arrangement of the elements in the list 2", is that they all 
reappear in the lines and columns of the multiplication table 
with algebraically neutral coefficients of six types only: ± I, 
± Ll, ± Ll 2. Our normalization of the elements in the list 2" 

assured the absence of complex coefficients in the table. 

We can also observe the important fact: The upper left 
square of the table consisting of the products of the even 
elements with the even elements consists of the same even 
elements with the algebraically neutral coefficients. More
over, the matrix of these products is symmetric. Thus, the 
even elements are spanning a conmutative subalgebra. 

3. THE EXTENDED ALGEBRA A ext 

In our multiplication table there appear as coefficients 
the algebraically neutral ± Ll and ± Ll 2. A natural idea thus 
arises to "normalize" properly our operators from the list 2" 
in such a manner that these coefficients shall disappear. In 
order to be able, however, to proceed with such a normaliza
tion, we must assume additionally that there exists over A . 
the new operation 

Ll -112 , (3.1) 

which is endowed with the two basic properties: (1) it is alge
braically passive, aEA-[Ll -1IZ,a]' -) = 0, and (2) has the prop
erty that 

.1.(.1 -112)2 = I. (3.2) 

How to construct effectively such an operation for the 
usual applications in differential geometry is a problem 
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*P *(1 *~ 

*(1 ,:1.* - *4' ,:1'*P 

*P *4' ,:1.* - ,:1'*(1 

- *4' ,:1.*(1 -,:1'*P ,:1 '.* 

li P (1 
4' 

(1 ,:1 -4' ,:1'P 

P 41 ,:1 -,:1'0-

-41 ,:1'0- -,:1p ,:1' 

which we leave open in this paper. It can be pointed out, 
however, that nowadays, by employing the theory of distri
butions, one can proceed with all rigor to divide operators by 
the square root of the d' Alembertain in quantum field the
ory. The standard trick consists in the use of Fourier trans
forms and properly interpreted principal values. Of course, 
equation of the type Ll (Ll -Ia ) = a, aEA remains true if we 
replace Ll -Ia by Ll -la + a harm, Llaharm = 0, and when work
ing with the inverse powers of Ll one must remember the 
possible ambiguities related to the existence of harmonic 
(multi-harmonic) forms. In this paper dedicated to purely 
algebraic considerations, realizing the difficulties related to 
giving a rigorous meaning to the postulate of the existence of 
the operator Ll -112, we shall only explore the algebraic conse
quences of this postulate. 

Assuming thus the existence of such an algebraically 
neutral Ll -1/2 that (3.2) is true, we extend the set ofthe neutral 
elements to: 

A/'eXI 3N = L Ll k/2nk, nkEC, (3.3) 
k = - oc 

with the series understood as a formal power series. Then we 
can understand, as the extension of our algebra A, the alge
bra A ext, whose general element has the form of (2.11), with 
the algebraically neutral coefficients in .1"",xI. Thus, we con
struct the natural base for A exl by defining: 

a: = Ll -lf2p, (3: = Ll -1120 , y: = Ll -141, (3.4) 

and we have the typical element of AexI in the form of 

A
exI

3a = (N +Aa + B(3 + Cy) + *CN +Aa + B(3 + Cy), 

N, N, A, A,B,B,C,C,E J}""'xt. (3.5) 

The multiplication table of the base elements is now the 
properly reduced form of Table I, which we give in Table II. 

We immediately recognize from the table that the ele
ments from the "Abelian corner", (l,a,/3,y), normalized ac
cording to (l,ae - irr/4,/3ei11'/4, - iy), amount to the cyclic 
group C., i.e., to the group of the roots of the fourth order of 
unity. [The products among (l,ae - i11'/4,/3eirr/4, - iy), agree 
with the products among (l,i, - i, - 1).] The whole struc-
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TABLE II. 

1 a f3 y 

a y R -f3 

f3 R -y a 

Y -f3 a -1 

*a *f3 *y 

*a *y - *f3 

*f3 - *Y *a 

*y - *f3 *a 

ture of the table exhibits the fact that all eight elements con
stitute a projective representation of a group.2 Indeed, by 
adjoining to the list of elements (1, ... , *y) the list 
( - 1, ... , - *y) it is evident that the 16X 16 multiplication 
table forms a group. The quotient of this group by its center 
spanned by 1, - 1 is obviously the semidirect product of the 
two cyclic groups: 

G = C4 @C2, (3.6) 

From the point of view of a physicist, the interesting 
aspect of the algebra A exl consists in its matrix representa
tions. From the fact that our multiplication table is the pro
jective representation of the group (3.6), with C4 having one
dimensional representations, one easily infers that the low
est-dimensional faithful representation of the algebra A exl 

must be four-dimensional. 

In order to construct such a representation, consider 
the two copies of the ring of the Pauli operators (l,ad and 
(1, pd, k = 1,2,3 with the familiar multiplication rules, 

ak·al = Du1 + iEklmam, 

Pk'PI = Du1 + iEklmPm' 

(of course, Em = 1) which possess the standard matrix 
realization: 

(I,ad = (~ ~). (~ 1) (0 - i) 
0' i 0 ' 

(~ 0_ J = (I,Pk)' 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

We shall seek the representation of Aex' in the cartesian 
product (l,ak )X(I,PI), understanding 1 as the product of 
unities of both rings and proceeding with [ak>p, )'-) = 0; the 
four-dimensional matrix realizations of this Cartesian prod
uct one constructs in the standard manner, following Dirac. J 

One then easily finds that the objects 

II = 1, a: = (l/V2)(I - ia')PJ' 
(3.10) 

/3: = (1IV2)(1 + iaJ)p" y: = - iaJ 

fulfill the multiplication rules of the Abelian corner of Table 
II. Moreover, realizing the star simply in the form of 
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*a *f3 *Y 

*f3 - *y *a 

*a *Y - *f3 

- *Y *f3 - *a 

R a f3 Y 

f3 1 -Y a 

a Y Jl -f3 

-Y f3 -a 1 

* = a,·p" i.e., postulating for the "odd"elements the 
representation 

*/3: = (1IV2)(a, + (2), *y = - a2p" 

(3.11 ) 

one easily proves that the so defined eight elements (1, ... , *y) 
do fulfill all multiplication rules from Table II. 

In the 4 X 4 matrix realization, the representation de
scribed by (3.40) and (3.11) amounts to 

o 

o 

o 
o 

o 
o 
-i 

o 
o 
o 
-1 
o 
o 

o 
o 
o 
-1 

-i 

o 
o 
o 
-1 

o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
-1 

o 
o 
o 

o 

o 

o 
o 

. 1 

{

o 

*a=e-
1fT

! ~ 

o 
o 
-1 

o 

o 
o 
o 
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o 
o 
o 

(3.13) 
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It is now of interest to work out in this representation 
our original operators from the list 2"', (2.5); one easily finds 
that they amount to 

l~~ 
0 0 

V 
0 

0 1 

0 0 

{ 
0 

- 0 
'd ~ vi d ,'" ~ 0 

0 

{ 
0 

- . 0 0 
.8 ~ vi J. ,- ,,' ~ 0 

0 

0 0 

0 C
1 

,hd ~ 0 -1 

0 

and 

o 
o 0 
o 0 
o - 1 

- 1 

(

0 

4-=~ ~ 
o 
o 
o 

0 

o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
o 
o 

0 0 

0 ~ ) 0 
0 -1 

0 

D 
0 

-1 

0 

V' 
(3.14) 

(3.15) 

We can now substitute (3.14) and (3.15) into (2.3), which 
leads to the representation of aEA in the form of a 4 X 4 ma
trix with the commuting entries: 

L 
N 

o 
o 

o 
o 
K 
M 

where we have denoted 
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K: = !!Ii + - ~Y+ + V"7e - i11"14£2., 

L: = !!Ii- + ~y- + V-:1ei11"14,9-, 

M: = !!Ii- - ~y- + V"7e - i11"14£2-, 

N: =!!Ii++~Y++ V-:1ei1T14 ,9+, 
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(3.16) 

(3.17) 

and 

K: = !!Ii + -.JY+ - V7e - i11"14£2., 

L: = - (!!Ii- + ~Y-) + V:iei1T14 ,gp-, 

if: = - (!!Ii- - ~Y-) + V-:1e - i11"14£2-, 

N: = !!Ii + + ~Y+ - V"7ei11"/4,9+. 

(3.18) 

It is now clear that the commuting objects from A""t, 
(K, ... ,N), can replace conveniently the coefficients 
(,9+, ... ,Y-) in (2.3); from (3.16), which provides a faithful 
representation of our algebra, it is obvious that, working 
with (K, ... ,N), the multiplication law of the elements from 
A ext amounts to two copies of the (independent) mUltiplica
tion of the general 2 X 2 matrices. 

Solving (3.17) and (3.18) for (,9 +, ... ,Y-) and substitut
ing into (2.3), we can organize the result in the form of 

Aext 3a = KK + LA + MJ.l + Nv + KiC + LX + Mji + Nv, 
(3.19) 

where (K, ... ,N)E JV"xt and the algebraically active operators 
are defined according to 

K: = ~ ( 1 + V
2
.J e

i
11"/4*8 - ~ 4-} 

iC: = ~ ( 1 - V2
.J e

i
11"/4*8 - ~ 4-) 

A: = ~ *(1 + 2 e - irrl4*d + J.. 4-) 
4 V.J ~' 

X: = : *( - 1 + J tJ. e - irr/4*d - ~ 4-). (3.20) 

1/.' = ~ *(1 + _2_ei1T14*/5 - J..4-) 
,... 4 v7 .J' 

- 1 (1 2 irrl4.c 1 L.) 
W = 4 * - + V tJ. e *u + ~ u , 

v: = ~ (1 + _2_ e - i1T
/ 4*d + ~4-) 

4 ~ ~' 

_ l( 2 . 1) v: ="4 1 - V.J e - m/4*d + -:14- . 

Clearly, these operators all belong to Aext. For various 
purposes they represent perhaps the most advantageous lin
ear combinations of the basic eight operators from the list 
Y' -because of the very simple multiplication table be
tween them which is given in Table III. 

This table can be computed either directly by using the 
definitions (3.20) and the basic multiplication rules among 
the elements from the list :/", or by employing the remark 
that with (3.16) being the faithful representation of A ext, the 
multiplication rule among the elements of the form (3.19) 
must amount to the matrix multiplication of their coeffi
cients from ~"yext: 
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TABLE III. 

K A p, v 

K K A 0 0 
A 0 0 K A 
p, p, v 0 0 
v 0 0 p, v 

K 0 0 0 0 
X 0 0 0 0 
ii 0 0 0 0 
v 0 0 0 0 

(3.21) 

We can now interpret this result by saying that the alge
bra A exl splits into the direct product of the subalgebras A 
and A spanned respectively by (KA.,uV) and (KipV'). These 
subalgebras do not contain unity; however, 

K + K + v + V = 1. (3.22) 

Let WE ,A/"xt; we then easily find the secular determi
nant of the matrix (3.16), g<J (w): = det(a - lw) in the form 
of 

gIl(w) = [w2 
- (K + N)w + (KN - ML)] 

X [w 2 
- (K + N)w + (KN - Mi)]. (3.23) 

According to the Hamilton-Cayley theorem, the matrix a 
from (3.16) fulfills the equation 

gil (a) = 0, (3.24) 

with aO 1. The same equation must be fulfilled by aEAexI 

from (3.19) because of the multiplication rules (3.21) and 
(3.23). We can, however, by feeding (3.17) and (3.18) into 
(3.24) work out the coefficients of g<J(w) in the terms of the 
original formal power series in.J, (g<J ± , ... ,Y ±) which par
ametrize according to (2.3) aEAexI. Writing the polynomial 
in the form of 

g<J(w) = w' - Clw) + C2W 2 - C)w + C., 

we find the coefficients in the form of 

(3.25) 

and 
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CI : = 481'+, 

C2: = ! 6(81'+)2 - 2(81'-Y} + U(g+)2 - i(g<J+)2 
- 2g<J-g-}.J + 2[(y-)2 - (Y+)2}.J 2, 

C): = 481'+«81'+)2 - (81'-)2) 
+ 2[81'+(i(g+)2 - i(gIl+)2 - 2g<J-g-) 
+ .9t-[ig<J+g<J- - ig+g- + g+g<J- + gIl+g-)] . .::1 
+ 2[81'+«Y-y - (Y+)2) + Y+(i(g+y 
+ i(g<J+)2) + Y-( - ig+g- - ig<J+gIl-
+ gIl+g- - g+g<J-)].12, (3.26) 

C. = [(.9t+)2 - (.9t-YF 
+ [i(.9t+g+ - 81'-g-)2 - i(.9t+g<J+ - 81'-gIl-)2 
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K A ii v 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 

K A 0 0 
0 0 K X 
ii v 0 0 
0 0 ii v 

- 2(.9t+gIl- - .9t-g<J+)(.9t+g- - 81'-g+)] . .J 
+ (2i(81'+g+ - 81'-Z2-)(y+g+ - y-g-) 
+ 2i(.9t+gIl+ - .9t-gIl-)(Y+g<J+ - Y-gIl-) 
+ (9+g+ - 9-g-)2 
+ 2[(.~+y - (.9t-)2][(Y-)2 - (Y+)1] 
+ 2(81'+Y- - .9t-Y+)(g<J g- - g<J-g+)J.J 2 
+ [i(y+g+ - y-g-)2 - i(Y+9+ _ Y-gIl-)2 
+ 2(Y+g<J- - Y-g<J+)(y+g- - y-g+)].J ) 
+ [(Y+)2 - (y-yp.J '. (3.27) 

The structure of the coefficients CI,. .. ,C. is such that 
with (gil ± , ... ,Y ± )E ff, these coefficients are also all in ff; 

all roots of.1 cancel out. This has an important consequence: 
with (3.25) applying for an aEAext, we can infer that this 
relation must also apply on the level of the original algebra 
without the neccesity of introducing the operation.J -112. In 
other words, given some a in A, with all coefficients in (2.3) 
being in ff, we can assert that this element fulfills the equa
tion gIl(a) = 0, with the coefficients Ch ... ,C. given explicitly 
by (3.27) and (3.28) also belonging toff, i.e., consisting in a 
formal power series in J. The device of A eXI was needed only 
as an intermediate step in order to obtain this result and a 
simple manner of determining the coefficients C, ... ,c.. 

4. THE INVERSE ELEMENT a-tEA AND SOME 
APPLICATIONS 

When working with A eXI, one easily sees that its general 
element, given in the form of (3.19) if only 

D: = KN - ML=I=0=1= KN - ML = jj, 
posseses the inverse 
A exI 3a-1: =D-11NK-LA. -M,u +Kv] 

such that 

(4.1) 

a·a-! = 1 = a-I·a. (4.3) 

(The objects D and D in Jr'l, if different from zero, do 
possess inverses.) Consequently, the algebra of the nonsingu
lar elements of Aext, such that DD=I=O, is isomorphic to the 
group GL(2,qXGL(2,q. 

Now, we shall call aEA strongly nonsingular, if this ele
ment given in the form of(2.3) has the property that C. from 
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(3.27) has a nontrivial numerical leading term, i.e., if 
(~')2 _ (~y = No(l +.::1 [something]), No=l=O; in this way 
one secures the existence of a formal series in .::1, C 4- I, such 
that C 4- I.C, = 1. 

Because a strongly nonsingular element must fulfill its 
Hamilton-Cayley equation, (3.24), it follows that it pos
sesses an inverse element given explicitly in the form of 

a-I = C 4- I(C,.l - C2·a + C·a 2 
- a J

). (4.4) 

When C4=1=0, but the formal power series for C4 begins 
with some nontrivial power of .::1, say C4 =.::1 n.C4 , n> 1, C 4- I 

exists, we can then only construct such an element 

that 
(j = C 4- I(C,.l - e·a + CI ·a

2 
- aJ) (4.5) 

a.a =.::1 n + (j.a (4.6) 

An element of A with C4=1=O will be called nonsingular. 
In various applications of A (or A ext) one will encounter the 
problem of solving for x the equation 

a·x = y, aEA, x,yEA (4.7) 
with a and Y known, or the similar system of equations: 

aijxj=Yi' aijEA, xi'YiEA. (4.8) 

It is clear that when a is strongly nonsingular, (4.7) has 
an unique formal solution x = a-Iy; when it isjust nonsingu
lar, (4.7) has a solution in the form of 

x = ay + xo, .::1 nxo = 0, (4.9) 
with the multiharmonic xoEA being arbitrary. 

In the case ofa system of equations of the type (4.8), the 
chief idea in trying to devise their formal solutions would 
consist in the construction of such elements aij~=A that Gij.ajk 

= NikE ./Y. In principle, the algebraic information con
tained in this paper is sufficient for this purpose, but we will 
not elaborate this point in the present pUblication. 

We will describe now briefly a typical example consist
ing in the search for solutions of the Maxwell equations in a 
curved space-time. 

Let dim(M) = 4 and the signature of the real metric 
induced over the manifold M by * through ia-.la 
: = *(a A *a), aEA I, be (+ + + -). Then the real elec
tromagnetic field given in local components by 

f = !f/1v dx" A dX'"E A 1 (4.10) 
is described entirely by the complex self-dual 2-form 

w:=f+*fEA2, (4.11) 
and the Maxwell equations without currents amount to 

dw = 0, (* - l)w = 0. (4.12) 
The solution of (4. 12) in the terms of the Hertz potentials 
was described in some detail in Ref. 1; see also the excellent 
paper,4 where the theory of the Hertz potentials is outlined 
from the point of view of many formalisms appearing in the 
literature. 

In the present text, we will consider conditions (4.12) 
under more general assumptions: instead of working with 
dim(M) = 4 and specific signature, we will only assume that 
dim(M) = 2n and instead of confining (i) to a 2-form, we will 
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consider it as a general linear combination of multiforms 
from A over M. 

It presents no difficulty to show that the general solu
tion of (4. 12) can be represented in the form of 
w = MI, ii: = HI - *)(llo + iiI + ... + lln)~*ii = - ii, 

(4.13) 

where the forms llpEA p are all harmonic, 

.::1llp = 0, p = O,l, ... ,n, (4.14) 
and apart from these conditions arbitrary. In fact, 
dw = dMl = -Mll =.::1diJ= d.::1iJ =d(I- *).::1 
X(iJo + ... + fIn) = ° and (1 - *)w =..d-(l + *)fI = 0, ac
cording to the basic properties of d, *, and.d-; The proof that 
for w which fulfills (4.12) one can always find the representa
tion in the form of(4.13), requires the study of the gauges for 
the forms fIp, along similar lines as in Ref. 1. If among the iip 
's only iin=l=O, then wEA n and thus this case corresponds for 
n = 2 to the solution of the Maxwell equations via the Hertz 
potential. 
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APPENDIX 
This text employs * and /) renormalized conveniently 

comparing with the standardly used *0 and 00 , If a real Mn is 
endowed with a nonsingular metric of the signature with n, 
pluses and n_ minuses (n = n. + n_), then the usual defini
tion of *0:A P~A p'; O<p<,n,p' = n - p, stated in a most ele
mentary form-in a local chart Ix/1j-is: 

if a: = ...!.. a dxl" A ." A dxl1'E A P p! /1,"'",. ' 

I det{g ») \11 

h 
a/J ,{,,,.,{. 

t en *oa: = £ ' ,. 
pIp'! t l ,"'/1, 

(AI) 

Xa dxP ' A· .. Adx"" ,{, ... ,{,. ' 

where I I means the absolute value and £,{"",{"/1""/1,. is the 
Levi-Civita symbol £a""a" (£1 ... " = + 1) with a part ofindi
ces raised by gu{3 as indicated. This leads to 

aEA P~*o'*oa = (- t:y'P+ na. (A2) 

At the same time, the usual definition of 00 is 

aEA P-fjoa: = (- l)"P -II. + l*od*oa, (A3) 
which assures the validity of 

d(a A *o{J) = da*o{J - a A *00{J (aEA P,/3EA p+ I) 
(A4) 

and, therefore, secures that, for compact Mn's with n_ = 0,00 

is conjUgated to d in the sense of <a,/3 > = f MP A *0 {J, 
a,fJEA p. When working with the complex valued forms (in 
general) on manifolds with indefinite metric it is convenient 
to employ a differently normalized *: 
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aEA P---+*a: = eiTT(pp' + n_)12*oa, (A5) 

which has a manifest property **a = a for aEA p 

(p = 0, l, ... ,n), and hence, ** = lover the whole Ell pAP. 
One then easily sees that the old 00 has a simplified form in 
terms of the new *: 

aE A P-ooa = e - irr(n + l)!2*d*.a, (A6) 

where the normalization factor is independent of p and of 
signature. The codifferential 0 = - i*d* used in this paper 
is related to 00 by: 0 = ei1rn!2oo, the factor ei1rn!2 being of no 
importance in general, and reducing to unity for the impor
tant in relativity n = 4. The operator Lio: = doo + Dod (i.e., 
for the pseudo-Riemannian geometry the deRahm-Lich
nerowicz operator) is thus related toLi from our text again by 
Li = e + i1rn!2Li o, the unimportant factor again being unity for 
n = 4m. The renormalized * and 0 with ** = 1,0= - i*d* 
have self-evident algebraic advantages, simplifying simulta-
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neously all numerical coefficients. The complex factors im
plies by this normalization which occur for some n's and p's 
when working on real forms, amount to ± 1 and ± i and 
can be easily traced in practical applications. In fact, the 
renormalized * and 0 are already conveniently used in stan
dard applications in the relativity theory. 

'J.F. Plebaiiski and Ivor Robinson, "Electromagnetic and Gravitational 
Hertz Potentials," J. Math. Phys. 19, 2350 (1978). 

'T. Kahan, Theory o/Groups in Classical and Quantum Physics (Oliver & 
Boyd, London, 1965), p. 220. 
lp .A.M. Dirac, The Principles 0/ Quantum Mechanics (Oxford at the Clar
endon Press, Oxford \958), 4th ed., p. 257. 

'J.N. Cohen and L.S. Kegels, Phys. Rev. D 10,1070 (1974); Phys. Lett. A 
47,261 (1974). 
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Recently there has been considerable interest in geometry with nonsmooth coefficients. 
The general theory of such distributional geometry is begun and an application in 
general relativity to black holes is given. 

INTRODUCTION 
In mathematics the study of classical mechanics in any 

depth is usually identified with the study of symplectic ge
ometry. The constraints! in a problem are used to define a 
pseudo-Riemannian manifold such that motion in the ab
sence of a potential occurs along the geodesics. The manifold 
is called the configuration space and its cotangent bundle the 
phase space. Usually one assumes that the potential is 
smooth, but some interesting problems require discontinu
ous potentials: e.g., hard balls bouncing around inside a box. 
Since the theory employed in the smooth case is differential 
geometry, one is interested in distributional geometry. 

This theory has recently entered mathematical physics 
in several places independently. Isham showed in Ref. 2 that 
distributional Lorentzian structures would have to be con
sidered in order to obtain a consistent quantization of gener
al relativity. Glimm and Jaffe) have constructed multiple 
meron gauge fields; these are distributional connections in 
principal SU(2) bundles over lR>4. The author in his thesis' 
used distributional Lorentzian structures to formalize gen
eral relativity in such a way that it does not break down at 
spacetime singularities. There is thus ample motivation for a 
general study of distributional geometry. 

This paper contains the elements of the theory. In Sec. 1 
flows for distributional vector fields are constructed. This 
extends the work of Marsden' in which the special case of 
measurable vector fields was extensively studied. These are 
used in Secs. 2 and 3 to discuss symplectic and pseudo-Rie
mannian geometry, respectively. The last section describes 
the application to general relativity mentioned above. 

1. FLOWS 

Let X be a smooth (C 00) paracompact manifold. De
note by xa the bundle of a-densities over X and by fla its 
space of smooth sections, the space of a-densitites on X. 6 If E 
is any vector bundle over X, then F (E) denotes the space of 
smooth sections and B(E) those with compact support. The 
space of a-density sections of Eis Fa (E): = F(E ®xa), the 
geometric a-dual is E ; ~ a: = E * ® X 1 ~ a and the space of a
distributional sections is B~(E): = (B(E'l ~ a)}'. To avoid 
confusion, fiberwise contraction will be denoted ( , ) and the 

a)Current address. 

action of distributions < , ). When a = 0, it will be sup
pressed. The distributions on X are thus denoted as usual by 
iZY'(X). IfP:Ba (E)-Bo (F) is a differential operator of order 
m, then there is a unique extension P:B~(E )-B';(F). Thus 
there is an exterior derivative d for distributional forms and a 
Lie derivative £ for distributional tensors. One can extend 
contraction and the usual relations among d, £, and 
continue to hold. The exterior product 1\ also extends pro
vided one can multiply the distributional coefficients. Final
ly, the Lie derivative can also be extended to distributional 
vector fields if only smooth tensors are differentiated. For 
more details see Marsden' and Parker.' 

The following definition of generalized paths is based 
on Young7 and avoids the delicate measure theory of Mars
den'. It will be clear that these paths are more general than 
currents.' 

Let C ;f,,(R,x) be the set of all proper smooth maps 
p:lp -X whereOEIp, the domain of p. Define an action of this 
~~ace on iZY (X), the smooth functions with compact support, 

< p,rp ): = i (rpop )(t ) dt, rpEiZY (X). 
Ie 

(1.1) 

This yields an injection C ;f".(R,x) -iZY ;(X) and one de
fines P (X), the space of generalized proper paths in X, to be 
the sequential closure. More generally, one defines P K (X) to 
be the sequential closure of the set of all p such that I ~ K 
replacing Ip in (1. I) with K, where K is a compact subs;t of 
R. The space of generalized paths in X is P (X ):proj-
limKPK(X).9 Since R is O'-compact, this is a countable in

verse limit, and one may think of elements of P(X) as se
quences in iZY ; (X) which may not con verge_ The sequence of 
compact sets [ - ~l, i> 1, will be used as the standard se
quence so that pEP (X) can be written asp = (pJ with 
Pi EP[ ~ i,i](X), The P, are called the representatives of p. 

In .p (TX) one finds the generalized velocity field Ii of a 
generaltzed path p [~place p with Ii and take rpEiZY (TX) in 
(l.I)]. Ifp = (Pi)E P(X) define suppp: = uiSUPPPi so that 
s~pp'p =. 1T(SUpp p). Observe that one may considerp, as a 1-
dlstnbutlonal vector field on X with support supp Pi' If one 
defines a generalized integral curve p for a distributional vec
tor field S in the obvious way and if X has a distinguished 1-
density, then slsupp Pi = Pi whenever the restriction is de
fined (see Hormander6 for restrictions). The obvious way 
does work. 
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Theorem 1.1: Let SEX': = B'(TX) and let I Un J and 
I v n J be two sequences of smooth vector fields converging to g 
in x'. As sets of paths, the flows of [un J and [ Vn J converge to 
the generalized flow of s· 

Proof Choose xEX, and let cn and en be maximal inte
gral curves through x for Un and vn' respectively. We may 
assume that each cn and en is proper. To show that 
cn-+pEP(X), let ipEIZr(X) and consider the sequence of 
integrals. 

(1.2) 

where In is the domain of Cn. In order to see that this se
quence converges, recall thatcn = un a cn and leti = ip0 1TSO 
that (1.2) becomes 

i (iocn)(t) dt. 
i" 

~ow iOUn = (w,u n) for some wEB(T*X), hence 
ip°unocn = (w,unoc n). By assumption the sequence 
J x(w,un)v converges for every vEfl,(X), and replacing un 
with Un - Urn one sees it suffices to show that for some v, 

(1.3) 

in order to establish convergence of (1.2). Using a partition 
of unity argument, it will be enough to prove (1.3) when X is 
an open subset ofR n. In this case it is clear that one can find 
v = f dx, where dx is Lebesque measure andfis smooth, 
such that 

r I (w,un}f I dX>! I (w'U n a cn)(t) I dt; Jx i" 

moreover, v can be further chosen so that 

Thus cn-+P and en-+qEP(X). If xEX \sing supPS' then 
clearly p = q. However, if xEsing suppg, then although q is 
still a generalized integral curve it need no longer be p. Thus 
there is a unique flow, but it only foliates X \sing 
suppg. 0 

As an example take X = R2 and consider the energy 
functions ~(X2 + y2) + 8(x) and ~(X2 + y2) + h (x), where 
8 (x) is the Dirac delta in the x variable and h (x) is the Heavi
side function. Approximating {) with the Poisson kernel as 
{)(x) = lim.- "" 0 d1T(E2 + x2t' and looking at the flow for 
fixed E, a straighforward calculation yields a flow of reflec
tion off they axis in the first case and refraction by Snell's law 
across the y axis in the second. 

2. SYMPLECTIC GEOMETRY 

Let a be a symplectic form on the manifold X. UEX' is 
symplectic iff £u a = 0. Since £u a = d (u a), it follows from 
the local Poincare lemma that U is symplectic iff U a = df 
10callyforsomefEHJ '(X). IfjEHJ '(X) define the Hamiltonian 
vector field Hlby df = HI a. In this casefis sometimes 
called the Hamiltonian distribution or energy of HI and is 
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unique modulo constants. If gEC 00 (X), then the Poisson 
bracket off and g is If,g J: = a(H I,H 8). The basic formulas 
continue to hold: e.g., H {f,gi = [Hg,HI], £Hf a = 0, 
[f,gJ = £HJ 

The first problem one encounters is defining pullbacks 
along generalized flows. Let I Un J be a sequence in X con
verging to U in x', and let C n be the flow of un' Denote by p 
the generalized flow of u. If p = (Pi)' let I c7 J be a sequence 
of proper restrictions such that C7-+Pi' For wEfl' define 

p;w: = Oimn(c7);w). 
PropOSition 2.1. 

d. • 
- Pt W = Pt £uw. 
dt 

Proof As above, 

.!!..- p;w = (limn.!!..- (C7);w) = (limn(c7); £uw) 
dt dt 

= «pX £uw) = P; £uw. O. 

Proposition 2.2. Ifp is the generalized flow of a symplec
tic vector field, than p; a = a. 

Proof Check that p;a exists. 0 

Conservation of Energy. IffEHJ'(X) and p is the gener
lized flow of H I, then p; f = f 

Proof Apply Proposition 1. 0 

Recall that the phase volume of (X,a) is 
/1: = (lIn!)( - 1) n(n - 1)/2 a n, where dimX = 2n. 

Liouville's Theorem: If p is the generalized flow of a 
symplectic vector field, then P;/1 = /1. 

Proof: Apply Proposition 2 to the definition of /1. 0 

These are the basic results needed to do mechanics. As 
pointed out to the author by Brian Hassard, one can recover 
classical scattering theory, as indicated by the two examples 
at the end of the preceding section, using them. The main 
application here will be to pseudo-Riemannian geometry. 

3. PSEUDORIEMANNIAN GEOMETRY 

Henceforth the summation convention is in effect. 

A distributional pseudo-Riemannian (PR) structure {3 
on X is a distributional symmetric (2,0)-tensor on X such 
that {3 IX \ sing supp{3 is a smooth PR structure. In the 
smooth case {3 is usually defined as a (O,2)-tensor, but the 
most natural environment for a PR structure is the cotan
gent bundle. Locally one can represent{3by a matrix [{3!i] of 
distributions on X. One may consider {3Eii' ' (T * X) via <f3,ip): 
= <1T*{3,g ® gip): = <1T*{3iJ, gi gj ip) locally, where gi is the 

ith component function. Define the geodesics of {3 to be the 
projections of the generalized integral curves of H (312. This is 
well known in the smooth case. 

To define conjugate points first consider smooth {3. Re
gard the exponential map of {3 as defined on the cotangent 
bundle and let g be geodesic flow. Observe that expo = 1T. g I' 
drops rank at tgET * X iff 1T.gt • drops rank at g. Thus, if 
dimX = n, conjugate points lie below precisely those points 
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where rank1T.gt • <no Since gt is a symplectomorphism and 
T:,x is a conic Lagrangian submanifold6 of T* X, gt(T:,X) 
when defined is a conic Lagrangian immersion6 in T * X. In 
any case one can think of g t.TsT :,X as an infinitesimal conic 
Lagrangian submanifold throughgt (5). Thus there is asso
ciated with each integral curve gs a lifting As to the Grass
mann bundle of Lagrangian planes A TT * X given by 
As(t): = gt.TsT:,X. Therefore,x = 1Tgt(5) is conjuageto Xo 
iffrank(1T.IAs (t)kn. 

More generally, the caustic set of a Lagrangian immer
sion t:L-T* X is (m(t);tEL and rank(1T.lt.T1 L ) < n 1. If c 
is the flow of a symplectic vector field on T * X, then the 
caustic set of the flow c out of t(L ) is {1TC At); tEL and 
rank(1T.lc,.t.T(L) <n J. 

This proves the following: 

Theorem 3.1: The conjugate locus C (xo) ofxo is the caus
tic set of the geodesic flow out of T :,x. 0 

The set {c, l(t);tEL and rank(1T.Ic,.lxTfL) < n J is an 
unfolding in the sense ofThom, the unfolding of the caustic. 
For more details on this see Duistermaat lO and Jiinich. 11 The 
name is motivated by caustics in geometric optics. 

Recall that A TT * X is closed in G" TT * X, the Grass
mann bundle of n-planes. Following the procedure of Sec. 1, 
ifp is a generalized integral curve of H/312, wherepis a distri
butional P~ structure, through sET :,X, then one can associ
ate to it AEP (A TT * X). Define the conjugate locus of Xo to be 
C (xo): = ! 1T(t);tEsuPPA for some A as above and rank(1T. 
II') < n J. Thus conjugate points in distributional PR struc
tures are limits of sequences of conjugate points in approxi
mating smooth structures. One defines the order or multi
plicity of a conjugate point as usual to be dim Ker(1T.1 t} 

In the smooth case it is well known that the horizontal 
bundle is Lagrangian. (The vertical bundle is trivially La
grangian). Recall that the Lagrangian subspaces of a sym
plectic vector space transverse to a given Lagrangian sub
space can be coordinatized with the symmetric n X n 
matrices. 12 Thus each choice of a Lagrangian horizontal 
bundle gives rise to a vector bundle structure on the set of all 
Lagrangian subs paces transverse to the vertical subspaces, 
A 0 TT * X. In general there is no natural vector bundle struc
ture on this bundle. 

To define the horizontal bundle of a distributional PR 
structure some general constructions on fiber bundles are 
necessary. Let 1T:E-B be a smooth fiber bundle and denote 
by r (E) the smooth sections. Observe that any smooth sec
tion is a proper map B_E. If B has a preferred density fl, one 
defines an action of r (E) on !iJ (E) by 

<s,q; > = Is (q; 0 s)fl' 

where sET (E) andq;E!iJ (E). This yields as before an injection 
r (E )-9' i(E) and one defines the distributional sections of 
E to be the sequential closure of reEl in !iJ iCE), denoted 
B'(E). If E is a vector bundle and one replaces !iJ (E) by 
Y (E), the smooth functions with compact support which 
are linear on the fibers, one recovers the usual distributional 
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sections of E. Clearly these constructions can be extended to 
obtain a-distributional sections of E. 

Continuing now with a distributional PR structurep on 
X, let {Pn ) be a sequence of smooth structures converging to 
P and let cW'" be the field of horizontal spaces Levi-Civita 
associated to /3 n' Using the phase volume on T * X as the 
preferred density, define cW'EB'(ATT* X) to be thejield of 
horizontal spaces Levi-Civita associated to P iff JIt' n -+CW' in 
B'(ATT* X). ThuscW'providesAoTT * Xwithadistribution
al vector bundle structure. Let V n be the Levi-Civita covar
iant derivative of Ph' Consider V,,:r(T*X) 
-r (L (TX,T* X» as a first order differential operator. De
fine V to be the Levi-Civita covariant derivative of P iff 
V" _.J:r(T*X)_B'(L (TX,T*X». Note that neithercW'nor 
V depends on the sequence (P" 1 since convergence takes 
place in a distribution topology. V is a differential operator 
with distributional coefficients. 

By now it should be clear how to define any geometric 
object usually associated to /3. The existence of such objects 
can be proved by methods analogous to those employed in 
Theorem 1.1. The only real problem that arises is that result
ing from the infamous "multiplication of distributions" syn
drome: There is no general theory of products available. In 
any concrete case one can usually find a way. For example 
one can use Hormander's definition ofproducts.6 One can 
also define products when the distributions are obtained via 
the Lojasiewicz division theorem. 

4. AN APPLICATION IN GENERAL RELATIVITY 

The discovery of stars in various stages of gravitational 
collapse and the urge to explain the beginning (and possible 
end) of the universe has caused a renaissance in Einstein's 
general theory of relativity (GR). It is still the best candidate 
for a general explanation of gravitation. One frustrating as
pect of GR at present is that it seems to predict that we can 
no longer predict. The theory apparently breaks down when 
it attempts to explain a completely collapsed star (black 
hole) or the big bang (a naked singularity). These break
downs are examples of "spacetime singularities." Thus the 
first problem that arises is to find a precise mathematical 
definition of a singularity. 

As first it was thought that the known exact solutions 
had too much symmetry built into them and that generically 
singularities should not occur. Using geodesic incomplete
ness as a means of identifying smooth spacetimes from which 
singular points had been excised, Hawking and Penrose pro
ceeded to prove some rather deep theorems to the effect that 
any physically reasonable spacetime must be geodesic ally 
incomplete. 13 Thus the geometric objects should carry the 
singular information. 

If singularities are truly inevitable, then allowance must 
be made for them from the beginning. Thus define a space
time (X,P) to be a connected manifold X provided with a 
distributional Lorentzian structure p . .I: = sing suppP will 
be called the set of spacetime singularities. Letp be a general
ized geodesic. The following proposition is an easy exercise 
in distribution theory. 
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Proposition 4.1: If ~#, then the smooth part p IX \~ of 
a generalized geodesic p that meets ~ is incomplete. 0 

This gives the precise relationship of the present definition of 
singularities to the geodesic incompleteness one. Notice that 
in this theory Taub-NUT space is nonsingular by definition, 
without the necessity of ad hoc arguments. 

The extension ofGR to distributional Lorentzian struc
tures is largely purely formal; for more details see Parker: 
For example, the Ricci tensor and the scalar curvature exist 
as distributional tensors. If the product/3R is definable, then 

I 

one can require that /3 satisfy the Einstein equation 

Ric(8) - Jj3R = 8rrT, 
where Tis also a distributional tensor now. In particular the 
Einstein equations hold at space time singularities. 14 Also, all 
the solutions in Carter's four-parameter familylS are natural
ly distributional structures on H4.14 This family includes the 
Schwarzschild, Reissner-Nordstrom, and Kerr structures. 
One must keep in mind that distributions are not functions. 

As an example let us look at the Schwarzschild 
structure. 

On H4 consider Cartesian coordinates t, x, y, z. The Schwarzschild structure is given by the line element 

d 2 - dt 2 d 2 d 2 d 2 2m [XdX + ydy + zdz + d ] 2 s- -x-y-z-- t. 
r r 

This can be regarded as defining a distributional Lorentzian 
structure /3 on H4 given by 

1 + 2m -2m~ -2mL -2m~ 
r r r r 

-2m~ 
X2 2 xy 2 xz -1 +2m- m- m-

[/3 ij] 
r r3 rl r3 

-2mL 2m
xy y2 

-1 +2m- 2m Yz 
r r3 rl rl 

-2m~ 2 xz 2m Yz Z2 
m- -1+2m-r r3 r3 r3 

(4.1) 

Observe that/3 is a Kerr-Schild structure: /3 = 7J + fA ® A, where 7J is a flat Lorentzian structure,fEIP '(H4) and AEx' is lightlike. 
According to Gurses and Gurseyl6 the full Einstein equations are 

J,Ji[ 7Jij /3 kl - 7Jik /3lj - 7Jil /3 kj + 7Jkl/3 ij] = 16rr7JkhT~, (4.2) 

where T is the stress-energy tensor of everything except the gravitational field. 

Since each entry in (4.1) is locally integrable and homogeneous of degree - 1, it follows from (4.2) that each entry in Tis 
homogneous of degree - 3 and thus some constant multiple of 8 t' where 

<8t,cp >: = f~ cc cP (t,O,O,O) dt, cpEIP(H4
). 

The easiest way to compute the constants is by Fourier transforms. Note that since /3 is independent of t it suffices to compute 
in x, y, z. The computation is straightforward and details are omitted. One obtains T: = m8 t and all other components vanish. 
For more details see Parker. 17,4 
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We generalize the field theory propagator by finding a way to make it a function of 
some additional arbitrary parameters. Thus, it is now possible to obtain Lagrangians 
(which contain the propagator parameters) from field theory in a more general 
coordinate system than had previously been possible. We find the n -body (classical) 
Bazanski Lagrangian in this more general coordinate system and we give the 
relationship between the various coordinate systems by an n -body coordinate 
transformation involving the propagator parameters. We find the center of inertia for 
the case of the n -body Baszanski Lagrangian in the general coordinate system and find 
that the potential energy terms - Gmim/rij and e,e/rij do not in general split equally 
between particles i and j as they do in the case of Bazanski coordinates. We also find 
the center of inertia for the case of the n -body (unchanged) post-Newtonian Lagrangian 
with parameterized post-Newtonian (PPN) parameters 'Y and {3 in standard coordinates, 
and show that the potential energy terms do split equally between a pair of particles. 

INTRODUCTION 

In a recent paperl we started with the two-body Ba
zanski Lagrangianl.2 (the post-Newtonian Lagrangian for 
two charged bodies in general relativity) in Bazanski coordi
nates. We then made a coordinate transformation) involving 
two arbitrary dimensionless parameters a g and a to obtain 
the Lagrangian .!t'(ag,ap) in the new coordinat:system. 
The form of the coordinate transformation) was chosen so 
that the Lagrangian .!t'(ag ,ap ) would be consistent with the 
Hamiltonian JfP(ag ,a p) derived from quantum field theory. 
In deriving K(ag ,ap) a graviton propagatorl.4 involving ag 
and a photon propagatorl involving ap were used. The form 
of these propagators (first given by Hiida and Okamura' for 
the graviton case) determined the form of the coordinate 
transformation. 

It is now clear to us that the form of the graviton and 
photon propagators can be generalized by adding additional 
dimensionless parameters. This will lead to the same addi
tional parameters in the corresponding coordinate 
transformation. 

In Sec. I we shall derive the one-graviton-exchange po
tential energy term (i.e., term of order G) and the one-pho
ton-exchange potential energy term (i.e., term of order e2) for 
two scalar particles where parameters a ,a12 ,and a21 are 

d' h . g g g use m t e gravlton propagator and parameters ap ' a l2p ' 

and a21p are used in the photon propagator; and then in Sec. 
n we shall give the corresponding two-body coordinate 
transformations. 

In Sec. III we shall give the n-body coordinate transfor
mations and the n-body Lagrangian. They will contain pa
rameters a ijg , a ijg and a ijp , a ijp • 

In Sec. IV we shall tum our attention to the topic of 
center of inertia. 5.6 It is well knownS

-
1 [for n-body problems 

involving Darwin (D), Einstein, Infeld, Hoffmann (EIH) or 
Bazanski (B) Lagrangians] that in finding the center ofiner
tia the potential energy terms - Gm,mlrij and e,elrij must 
be split equally between the particles i andj. However, while 
this !, ~ split, as we shall call it, holds in Bazanski coordi
nates (same as used by Darwin and EIH) there are certain 
coordinate systems in which it does not hold. We shall show 
that for the coordinate system introduced in Sec. III the !, ! 
split does not hold in general. We shall also explicitly show 
what split does occur for this coordinate system. Finally, in 
Sec. IV we consider the n-body (uncharged) post-Newtonian 
Lagrangian with parameterized post-Newtonian (PPN) pa
rameters rand /3 in the usually given coordinate system and 
find that the ~, ! split holds in this case also. In Sec. V we 
present our conclusions. 

I. DERIVATION OF V1(r) FROM FIELD THEORY 

Let us review the most important points in the deriva
tion of the one-graviton exchange interaction as well as the 
one-photon exchange interaction for the case of two scalar 
particles. Let eh ml, PI' E I , and ez, m2, P2, E2 denote the 
charge, rest mass, momentum, and energy ofparticIes I and 
2 respectively. We also have 

PI = -lip, El = clipo' AI = m1C/-li, p~ = - Ai, (1) 

p 2 = -liq, E2 = c-liqo' A2 = m2c/-li, q;, = - A~, (2) 

where PI' and qfL are the propagation 4-vectors for particle 1 
and 2, respectively. The graviton coupling constantK is relat
ed to Newton's constant of gravitation G and the speed of 
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light e by the relation 

K2 = 161TG Ie'. 

We shall also use Gaussian electromagnetic units. 

(3) 

Consider the gravitational (or electromagnetic) scatter
ing of two particles of spin O. Let the initial and final propa
gation four-vectors for particle 1 be p and p', respectively, 
and those of particle 2 be q and q', respectively. The quantity 
VI(k) is defined in terms of the S matrix as 

S2 = ( - ilcfzV2)(21T)'tJ(P + q - p' - q') 
X a{(p')ai(q') VI(k)a2(q)a l(p), (4) 

where at. af and a2, ai denote the annihilation and creation 
operators for particles 1 and 2, respectively, and the factor V 
is a volume factor. The results for VI(k) for the one-graviton 
exchange and the one-photon exchange interactions are, re
spectively (see the Appendix), 

- (P'p)(q'q) - A i(q'q) - A ~(P'p) - U iA ~], (5) 

- 1Te le2 1 
Vlp(k) = , , 1/2 k2 2 [(P' + p)(q' + q)], 

(PoPe/h/lo) - k 0 

(6) 

where k = p' - p = q - q'. The quantity VI(k) can also be 
defined in terms of the potential energy VI(r) as 

VI(k) = J dr exp( - ip'.rl)exp( - iq'·r2)VI(r)exp(ip.rl) 

(7) 

where r r l - r 2 and r l and r2 are the position vectors of 
particles I and 2, respectively. The potential energy VI(r) is a 
Hermitian operator and is also momentum dependent [i.e., 
VI (r)- VI (r,pop,qop) where Pop and qoP are operators]. 

If we are only interested in the classical result, as we are 
in this paper, the ordering of the factors in VI(r,pop,qop) 
makes no difference (i.e., we can neglect delta function 
terms) and we can thus write Eqs. (5)-(7) as 

2.J!2 2 1 
V (k)= -~ [2(P )2_,,1.2,,1.2] (8) 

Ig 4 k2 k 2 q 1 z' 
'P~o - 0 

1Te l eZ 1 
Vlik) = - -- Z 2 [4(Pq)], (9) 

P~o k - ko 

V1(k) = J dr e ~ IkrVI(r). (10) 

The inverse ofEq. (10) is 

Vt(r) = -I-fdk eik.rVt(k). (11) 
(21T)3 

In this paper we shall be interested only in the post-Newtoni
an approximation in which case Eqs. (8) and (9) can be ap-
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p.q k~) 
- 4--!:-2- + -

1 1 2' 
/L 1/L2 k 

A. The propagator term 

(12) 

(13) 

We shall call 1/(k2 
- k~) the propagator term and in 

Eq. (12) and (13) it was expanded as 

1 k~ 

k2 
- k ~ k2 + k4' 

where 

and 

k = p' - p = q - q', 

P,2 _p2 
,00 

Po-Po=---
pb+Po 

q2 q,2 
, 0 - 0 

qo-qo=---
qo + qb 

p'2 _ p2 k.(p' + p) 

pb + Po pb + Po 

k.(q + q') 

qo + qb 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

Since we are interested in the classical post-Newtonian re
sult, Eqs. (17) and (18) may be expressed as 

k·p k·q 
ko=- or ko=-. (19) 

Al Az 

The factor k 5 which appears in Eqs. (12) and (13) may be 
written in a symmetrical way as1.4.8 

At this stage we must consider k as an independent variable 
[i.e., weno longer use Eq. (15)] since we will be using Eq. (11) 
to obtain VI (r). For the special case a = 0 the resulting Ha
miltonian (or Lagrangian) will be in the coordinate systeml,4 
ofB-EIH-D. 

If we go to center-of-mass coordinates' (i.e., total mo
mentum equals zero) where p = - q we then have, from Eq. 
(20), 

k ~ = - (1 + 4a)(k'P)Z) - 2a(k'Pt + (k·
p
t).(21) 

,,1.\,,1.2 A \ ,,1.2 

Thus, k 5 = 0 in the special case where 

1 + 4a + 2a(_1_ + _1_) = 0, 
,,1.\,,1.2 Ai A~ 

(22) 

which implies thatl.IO 
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AIA2 
a= - = 

2(AI + A2)2 
(23) 

The one-graviton-exchange interaction for particles ofvar
ious spins in center-of-mass coordinates (with k 6 = 0) was 
first given by Barker, Gupta, and Haracz ll using Gupta'sl2 
quantum theory of gravitation. 

In Ref. 1 we first suggested that there could be two inde
pendent a's, an ap in the photon propagator as well as an a g 
in the graviton propagator. 

Let us now generalize the form of the propagator term 
so that k 6 will have the form 

(24) 

where a l2 and a21 are new dimensionless parameters. It is to 
be understood that the a's and a's are to have a subscript g 
when used in the graviton propagator and a subscript p when 
used in the photon propagator. As we would like our final 
Hamiltonian or Lagrangian to be in a symmetrical form with 
respect to particles 1 and 2 we must impose symmetry condi
tions on a=a(mt>m2) and on a l2 a 12(mt>m2) and13 

a2l a21(m 2,m,) of the form 

a(m2,m l) = a(mt>m2)' 

a21(m2,m,) = a llm2,m l). 

Note that a of Eq. (23) satisfies Eq. (25). 

(25) 

(26) 

Let us again go to center-of-mass coordinates in which 
case 

If we want the above result to be the same as for the case 
when a l2 = a2, = 1 we must have [from Eqs. (1) and (2) we 
note that mJm2 = AJA2] 

a12m~ + (a 12 + a21 )m lm2 + a21 mi = (m l + m2)2. (28) 

Dividing Eq. (28) by ml + m2 gives us 

(29) 

The solution to Eq. (29) which also satisfies the symmetry 
condition of Eq. (26) is 

a l2 = [(1 - ao)m l + aom2]lm2, 

a2l = [(1 - aO)m2 + aomdlm" 

where 

(30) 

(31) 

0 0 -aO(m l ,m2) = aO(m2,ml ). (32) 

It can easily be shown that Eq. (29) does not restrict the 
result ofEq. (24) since it is always possible to remove a factor 
from the a's and absorb it in a in such a way as the resulting 
a's will satisfy Eq. (29). We shall thus require a12 and a21 to 
satisfy Eq. (29). Let us also note that if 0'2 and O2, are not 
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mass dependent then a12 = a21 = 1 and there will be no gen
eralization of the propagator. 

B. Results for Vtg (r) and Vtp (r) 

Using the form of k 6 given by Eq. (24) in Eqs. (12) and 
(13) together with Eq. (11) gives us 

(
3 ) P~ 

+ 2 - ag021g m~e2 

(34) 

where a l2g , a21g and a 12p ' a21p must satisfy Eqs. (29)-(32). 
Of course subscriptsg andp must be added to the a's of these 
equations for use in Eqs. (33) and (34), respectively. 

II. TWO-BODY COORDINATE 
TRANSFORMATIONS 

Let us now consider the two-body coordinate 
transformations 

( 
Gm2 ele2 ) rIB = r, - r ag0 12g-- - a pa I2p-- , 
c2r m,c2r 

( 
Gml ele2 ) r 2B = r 2 + r ag021g -- - a pa21p -- , 
e2r m 2c2r 

(35) 

(36) 

relating the Bazanski coordinates rIB' r 2B' to the new co
ordinates r l, r2. It can readily be shown that if one starts with 
the two-body Bazanski Lagrangian in Bazanski coordinates, 
and then makes the transformations ofEqs. (35)-(36) to ob-
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tain the Lagrangian in the new coordinates, then the corre
sponding Hamiltonian in the new coordinates will be in 
agreement with Eqs. (33) and (34). Note that the Hamilton
ian will also contain G 2, e4

, and Ge2 terms which, if derived 
from field theory, must come from fourth-order S matrix 
calculations. 

From Eqs. (35)-(36) we obtain 

( 
GM e1e2 ) rB=r l-ag--+ap-- , 
c2r f.J,c2r 

(37) 

where r B = rIB - r 2B and the reduced mass and total mass 
are given, respectively, by f.J, = m 1m 2/(m l + m 2), and 
M = m l + m 2• In obtaining Eq. (37) we have made use ofEq. 
(29), and for this reason Eq. (37) does not depend on the a's. 

Let us now consider some special cases of Eqs. (35)
(36). 

A. Result with 8 0g = 8 0p = 1 

From Eqs. (30) and (31) we obtain a l2g = a I2p = 1, and 
a21g = a21p = 1, which gives us the transformations' corre
sponding to the propagator with k ~ in the form of Eq. (20). 

B. Result with 8 0g = 8 0p = ~ 

From Eqs. (30) and (31) we obtain 
a l2g = a l2p = M 12m2, and a21g = a21p = M 12m\> which 
gives us the transformations l4 that were considered in Ref. 1. 
We rejected these transformations in Ref. 1 since they did 
not correspond to the propagator with k ~ in the form ofEq. 
(20). However, in the light of this present paper they are 
consistent with the field theory results. 

C. Result with 8 0g = 8 0p = 0 
From Eqs. (30) and (31) we obtain 

a l2g = a l2p = mJm2' and a21g = a21p = m2lm\> which is the 
simplest form (with mass dependence) that the a's can have. 

In Ref. I we also considered the transformations l5 

(38) 

( 
GM e1e2 ) r 2B =r2 l-ag--+ap--' 
c2r f.J,c2r 

(39) 

from which we can also obtain Eq. (37). These transforma
tions have some unusual properties l5 and are not a special 
case of Eqs. (35)-(36). We have not found a propagator 
where Eqs. (38)-(39) would be the corresponding transfor
mations and we are not sure that such a propagator exists. 

III. n-BODY RESULTS 

We shall now generalize our result, !.o the case of n 
bodies. 

A. n-body coordinate transformations 
The nobody generalization of Eqs. (35)-(36) is 
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(40) 

where rij-ri - rj and (for the sake of brevity) we have set 

A ~=aij~ijg and A t aij~ijp' Note that only the aij 's and 
aij 's for which i=l=j are used. The symmetry conditions on 
aijg aimi,m) and on aijg aijlmi,m) are 

aimpm) = ag(mi,m), (41) 

(42) 

and thus ajig = aijg. Note for the two-body problem there 
would be only one of the quantities a g a 12g a 2lg. 

We shall also require that 

aij~j + aji~i = m i + mj, (43) 

which is the nobody generalization ofEq. (29). The solution 
of Eq. (43) which satisfies the symmetry condition of Eq. 
(42) is 

aijg = [( 1 - aOijg)mi + aOij~Jlmj' 
where l6 

(44) 

aOijg-aoimi,m) = aoimpm), (45) 

and thus aOjig = aOijg' For the two-body problem we have aOg 
aOl2g = a02lg' For aijp and aijp we will have a set of equa

tions similar to Eqs. (41)-(45), where the subscript g is re
placed by p. Note also that all the a's and a's must be 
dimensionless. 

From Eqs. (40) and (43) we obtain 

- i [rik(Afk ~mk_Afk~) 
k~1 crik micrik 
kcj=i 

kejo) 

(46) 

where 

f.J,ij = m, mj I(mi + m) and Mij = m i + mj. (47) 

B. n-body Lagrangian 

Starting with the nobody Bazanski Lagrangianl
•
2 in Ba

zanski coordinates and using Eq. (40) gives us the nobody 
Lagrangian in the new coordinates, as 

y = f (- m i c2 + !miv~ + kmiv;/c2
) 

i~ I 

v,·v· (v·r)(v·r .. ) (v.rii)2) 
X-' _J _ (1+2A~) I Ij J Ij +2Af~':-''''':"'--

2 2 I) 2 . .2 1 2? c c~ c ij 
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( 

2 
e; ej p V; P 1 V;,Vj 

-- 1-2A-+(2A·-",)-
If 2 If.r. 2 

~ C C 

2 
(v·r)(v·r) (v·r.) ) _ (1 + 2A P) I I) ) Ij + 2A 1'. I I) 

2 I) 2 .. 2 If 2,.2,: 
c~ C ij 

(48) 

where};' means that no two summation indices are the same. 

If we set aijg = aijp = 0 (which implies that A t = A t = 0) in 
Eq. (48) we will obtain the n-body Bazanski Lagrangian in 
Baiafzski coordinates. The rest-energy terms (which do not 
effect the equations of motion) have been included in the 
above Lagrangian and are needed for our treatment of the 
center of inertia in the following section. 

IV. CENTER OF INERTIA 

Let us start with an n-body Lagrangian of the form 
~ = ~ (r ij' v k), where ~ is a scalar in three dimensions. 
We define, as usual, P; a~ 1m; and L;_r;xP;. The total 
energyt7 

n 
if? = ~ p··v- ~ £.. I I 

(49) 
;= 1 

is conserved since ~ is not an explicit function of time. The 
total momentum 

(50) 

is conserved since ~ is a function of the differences in co
ordinates r ij' The total angular momentum 17 

(51) 

is conserved since ~ is a scalar in three dimensions. Since P; 
and L; are explicitly defined there is no problem in finding 
if? , P, or L. Let us note that, so far, an it'; where 
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(52) 

has not been defined. If we did have such an if?; we could 
then define the center of inertia rCI by the definition l8 

n 

if?rCI= L it'l;· 
;= 1 

We also wish to require that 

(if? Ic2)vCI = P, 

which will hold if 

~(i ~; r;)= i p ;· 
dt ;=1 C ;=1 

(53) 

(54) 

(55) 

We thus must find if?; such that Eqs. (52) and (55) are satis
fied. In order to show that Eq. (55) is satisfied we will always 
have to use the equations of motion 

(56) 

In order to have it'; which satisfies Eqs. (52) and (55) (even 
in the one-body case where if? 1 = if?) the Lagrangian must 
satisfy additional symmetry conditions. 6 We will not be con
cerned with such symmetry conditions in this paper. We will 
be interested in finding (and do find) if?; which satisfy Eqs. 
(52) and (55) for some particular Lagrangians. 

Let us first look at a very simple case6 that works out 
exactly to all orders (in c). 

A. Free particle case 

The Lagrangian is 
n 

~ = L - m;c2( 1 - V~/C2) 112, 
;= 1 

from which it follows that 

P; = m;v/( 1 - v;lc2 ) 112, 

it' = i rn;c2
/( 1 - v;lc2 ) 112. 

;= 1 

We shall choose 

if? ; = m i c2 I (1 - v~ I c2
) 112, 

and note that Eq. (52) is satisfied. We also have 

(57) 

(58) 

(59) 

(60) 

(61) 

Since a; = 0 from the equations of motion, Eq. (55) follows 
from Eq. (61) after summing. 

B. Post-Newtonian case for general relativity 
(with charge) 

For this case we shall use the Lagrangian ofEq. (48). 
We will have to check that both sides ofEq. (55) are in agree
ment to order c-2

• Thus, for the left-hand side we will need 
the rest energy and Newtonian kinetic and potential energy 
terms (but not post-Newtonian energy terms), while for the 
right-hand side we will need the Newtonian and post-New
tonian momentum terms. 
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Let us try 3'; of the form 

n ( Gm·m e.e.) +L
1 

- (! + bljg) ~ + (! + b'iP) ~, (62) 
J = IJ lj 
H; 

where b;jg and bljp are to be determined. It follows that 

n ( 1) n ( 1 Gmm lee) 3' = L m;c2 +-mjv7 + L' ____ '_J + __ '_J , 

j = I 2 ;J = 1 2 r Ij 2 r Ij 

(63) 

if we require that 

bljg = - bjig, bljp = - bj;p' (64) 

Clearly, Eq. (63) is the energy corresponding to the Lagran
gian of Eq. (48) to the order that we need. 

Using Eq. (62) in the left-hand side ofEq. (55) and 
eliminating the acceleration term by using the equations of 
motion 

m;a;= i ( 
j=1 

(65) 

we obtain 

d(n 3'. ) n 2 
- "_' r· = " (mv + 12m.vv/c2

) 

d 
~ 2 l ~ II I I I 

t ;= 1 C ;= 1 

(66) 

We next find that ~7 = IP; is exactly the same as the right
hand side of Eq. (66) if we put 

which is consistent with Eq. (64). 

Thus in the special case of Bazanski coordinates 
(a's = 0) or coordinates systems where a's=#=O but a's = 1, 
the b 's = 0 and Eq. (62) gives the ~,~ split (i.e., the potential 
energy terms - Gm;m/rlj and e;e/rlj are split equally be
tween the particles i and)). 

On the other hand, for coordinate systems where a's=#=O 
and a's=#=1 we do not get the ~'1 split. 

C. Post-Newtonian case with rand {3 (without 
charge) 

We shall next consider the nobody (uncharged) post
Newtonian Lagrangian with PPN parameters r andf3 which 
can be written as 19

•
20 

51' = i ( - m;c2 + !m;v? + km;v1/c2
) 

i= 1 
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n ( G2mmmk) + I' (! - f3) 2 I J , 

;J,k = 1 C rljrik 
(68) 

in the standard coordinate system (i.e., the Lagrangian be
comes the same as EIH Lagrangian in EIH coordinates 
when r=f3= 1). 

If we use 3' i in the form of the !'1 split, that is 

(69) 

j*; 

we find that Eq. (55) is satisfied. It should be noted that while 
P; contains r, ~7= IP; does not. We find that 

n [Gm.m.( v· 
Pi = m;v; + 1m;v;v,/c2 + I - __ '_J - (l + 2r)-i 

j= 1 rlj c 
J=F i 

(70) 

n n 

IP;= I (miV;+1m,vfv,/c2
) 

;= I i= I 

+ ,,' ___ '_J -~+--'-lj-r ... (71) n [ Gm.m.( 1 v 1 (v.·r) )1 
£.. 2 2 2 2.2 IJ 

iJ = I r Ij C C f;J 

Will21 has shown, for a perfect fluid system, that the 1,1 
split holds in any fully-conservative theory of gravity (these 
theories contain only the PPN parameters r andf3). Howev
er, this result as well as our result depends on the fact that a 
particular coordinate system has been used. 

v. CONCLUSION 

We have found a way to generalize the propagator [see 
Eqs. (14) and (24)] by making it a function of the parameters 
a l2 and a21 as well as the parameter a which had been includ
ed before. 1,4 Thus, it is now possible to directly obtain Hamil
tonians from field theory in a wider variety of coordinate 
systems than had previously been possible. The relationship 
between the various coordinate systems has been given by 
our nobody coordinate transformations of Eq. (40). 

We have also found the center of inertia for two cases 
involving post-Newtonian nobody Lagrangians. For the case 
of the Lagrangian with PPN parameters rand f3 in standard 
coordinates [see Eq. (68)] we found that the 1,1 split of the 
potential energy was correct as had previously been found 5.6. 7 

to be the case for the Bazanski, EIH, and Darwin Lagran
gians in standard coordinates. However, for the Bazanski 
Lagrangian ofEq. (48), which is in a more general coordi
nate system, the split was found not to be 1,! in general, but 
was found instead to be in accordance with Eqs. (62) and 
(67). 
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APPENDIX 
In this Appendix we shall fill in some of the intermediate steps leading to Eqs. (5) and (6). Our field theory notation is 

similar to that of Gupta, 22 except that we are using Gaussian units instead of rationalized Gaussian units. Let U and Ube 
complex scalar fields with mass m l, charge eh and mass m2, charge e2, respectively. The interaction terms (using ordered 
products22

) with the photon field, AJL' are22 

, ie l (aUT aul ) "-' -- * . .L . - -. --u1 - U 1 AJL' 
~ aXJL aXJL 

and the interaction terms with the graviton field, hJLv' arell
•
12 (to order K) 

:L ': = _ 1 . (aUT aUI aUT aUI _ 8 aUT aUI _ 8 A 2U *U)h : 
"2K • a a + a a JLV a ax JLV 1 1 1 JLV XJL Xv Xv XJL Xp P 

(
aut aU2 aut aU2 aUt aU2 2 * ) . -!K: ----+ ---- - 8/lv---- - 8/lvA 2U 2 U2 h/lv" 
axf.1. ax y ax y axf.1. axp axp 

The contractions areI2.22.23 

A ;.(x)A ~(x') = - 41Ticf7b/l,JJF(x - x'), 

h ;',.(x)h A/x') = - i~({j/l}'.8vp + {j/lp{jv;. - (j/lfi)..p)DF(x - x'), 

where 

D F(X - x') = lim _1_ fdk eik (x - x') 1 . 
f'-+ + 0 (21T)4 k 2 - iE 

We also have22 

S2 = ~fdxfdX' T[:H'(x): :H'(x'):], 
2c2/f 

(AI) 

(A2) 

(A3) 

(A4) 

(A5) 

(A6) 

where :H': may be replaced22.24 by - :L ':. Using Eqs. (AI) and (A2) in Eq. (A6) we get, respectively, the one-photon and one
graviton exchange results 

e e f J (au*(x) au (x) ) (au*(x') au2(x') ~ 
S2p = _I _2 dx dx': 1 U1(x) - -1-UT(x) A ix) 2 U2(x') - ut(x') ~(x'):, 

c4
fz4 aX/l aX/l ax~ ax~ 

S = - ~ f dxf dX,:(aUT(x) au\(x) aUT(x) aul(x) _ (j aUT(x) aul(x) _ {j A 2U*(X)U (X»)h' (x) 
2g 2 2 a a + a a f.1.y a a JLY 1 1 1 /lY 4c fz X/l Xv Xy X/l Xp Xp 

(
aUt(X') auz<x') aut(x') auz{x') _" aut(x') au2(x') _" j 2U*( ')U ( '»)h' ( ,). x + U af3 U af3 /I, 2 2 X 2 X af3 x .. 
ax~ axp axp ax~ aXA aXA 

Using Eqs. (A3), (A4), and (A5) in Eq. (A 7) and (AS) along with22.25 

U1(x) = (~/2poV)1I2al(p)eipx, 
UT(x) = (~/2poV) 1I2aT(p')e - ip'x, 

Uix') = (~/2qoV)I12aZ<q)eiqX', 

Ut(x') = (~/2qoV) I12a1'(q')e - iq'X', 

and then integrating gives us [after comparing with Eq. (4)] the results of Eqs. (6) and (5). 

(A 7) 

(AS) 

(A9) 

(AlO) 

(A11) 

(AI2) 
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Mass dependence of Schrodinger wavefunctions 
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It is shown that for nonrelativistic central potentials of specific forms, the bound state wavefunctions u(r) 

have the property that 
G(r)=fOdx u(x)(au(x)/a.IL);::O 
for all r. Here IL is the reduced mass. Thus, for such potentials, the probability that a particle lies within 
a spherical shell of radius r is a monotonically increasing function of IL. The forms for which this property 
has been established are (a) V(r) = Cr', -2<E<00; (b) V(r)= Clnr, and (c) S waves in the 
potential V (r) = - Vo (O:s; r < a), V (r) = 0 (a:s; r < 00). For all monotonically increasing potentials, 
G (r) > 0 for nodeless states. It is shown explicitly that G (r) cannot be nonnegative for all bound states in 
an arbitrary monotonically increasing potential. The question remains open regarding the widest class of 
potentials for which G (r) is nonnegative for all bound states. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Consider a particle of mass J.l bound to a center offorce 
by a potential V(r). What happens whenJ.l is increased? 

One very general result of increasing J.l is that all the 
levels become more deeply bound1

•
2

: 

aE <T> -= ---, 
aJ.l J.l 

(1) 

where <T> is the expectation value of the kinetic energy. In 
qualitative terms, for a monotonically increasing potential 
V(r), 

V'(r) >0. (2) 

This could be taken as meaning that the bound states "fall 
deeper into the well." The present note explores the degree to 
which this qualitative notion can be expected to be true. We 
examine the probability P (r) that a particle is found within a 
spherical shell of radius r. In terms of the radial wavefunc
tion u(r) for any specific bound state, normalized according 
to 

LX) dr [u(r))2 = 1, 

we have 

P(r) J:dX [u(x)P, 

so that 

O,;;;P(r),;;;I, 

and 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

We will ask: When is P (r) a monotonically increasing func
tion of the mass J.l,Jor all r? Equivalently, we seek the widest 
class of potentials V(r) [satisfying (2)] such that the function 

G(r) !ap(r)= f'dxu(x)au(x) (7) 
aJ.l Jo aJ.l 

a)Work supported in part by U.S. Department of Energy under contract no. 
E(lI-1 )-1764. 

satisfies 

G (r»O, O';;;r < 00, 

for all bound states. 3 

(8) 

Equation (8) is a quantitative statement that as J.l in
creases, the bound particle "falls deeper into the well." 

We shall show that Eq. (8) is true for 

(a)V(r)=Cr, -2<f'<00, (9) 

(b) V(r) = Clnr, (10) 

{ 
- Vo 

(c) V(r) = ' 
0, 

(Swaves) (11) 

and 

(d) not for every potential satisfying Eq. (2). Specifical
ly, we shall show that G (r) can become negative for certain 
states in a finite square well nested inside an infinite square 
well: The widest class of monotonic potentials with G (r»O 
for all bound states thus is still in question. It has been shown 
previously5 that Eq. (8) holds for ground states as long as Eq. 
(2) is true. 

In Sec. II we demonstrate Eq. (8) for the power law and 
logarithmic potentials (9) and (10). Section III is devoted to 
a proof ofEq. (8) for the finite square well (11). Section IV 
contains the proof that G (r»O for nodeless states in a mono
tonic potential. Section V discusses the example of the nested 
wells, in which Eq. (8) is found not to hold for higher-lying S 
wave bound states. Section VI discusses the results and sum
marizes open questions. 

II. POWER-LAW AND LOGARITHMIC 
POTENTIALS 

The radial Schrodinger equation is 

- u"(r)/2J.l + [V(r) + / (/ + 1)/2J.lr - E]u(r) = O. 
(12) 

Here and elsewhere primes denote derivatives with respect 
to r. Eigenfunctions u(r) obey limr-.o[u(r)/r' + 1] = const. 
For V(r) of the power law form (9), the mass may be ab
sorbed into the coordinate by rescaling. 6 Thus, if we define 
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then 

and 

p-(2flC ) 1/(2 + E)r, 

go' (2fll/ (Z + fl(C) - 2/(2 + E)E, 

w(P) = (2flC) - I/Z(2+ E)u(r), 

- w"(P) + (P" + 1(/ + 1)/p2 - W)w(P) = 0, 

f" dp [w(P»)2 = 1. 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

For the logarithmic potential (10), Eqs. (13)-(15) and (17) 
remain valid if we set € = 0, and (16) is replaced by 

- w"(P) + pnp + l(l + 1)/p2 - [go' + ~ln(2flC)]lw(P) = O. 

(18) 

Note that w(P) is a universal function of p, independent ot fl. 
Hence 

!!!:!.... =w(p)~«2flC)1/2(2 + E)) 
afl afl 

and 

I 
---[u(r)/2 + ru'(r)] 
fl(2 + €) 

G (r) = r[u(r)J2 >0. 
2fl(2 + €) 

(19) 

(20) 

As noted above, Eq. (20) with € = 0 also applies to the loga
rithmic potential (10). Note that G (r) = 0 for € = 00, which 
may be regarded as the infinite square well. 

Equation (20) shows that for bound states in power law 
and logarithmic potentials the probability that a particle is 
located within a shell of radius r never decreases if the re
duced mass fl inc.reases. The derivative of this probability 
with respect to fl vanishes at the nodes of the radial wave
function, however. This last property is not valid for the 
example to be discussed in the next section. 

III. FINITE SQUARE WELL 

In the potential (11), the S wave eigenfunctions are 

O<r<a; u(r) = Asinkr, 

a<r< 00, u(r) = Be - Kr, 

where, for E < 0, 

k 2 = 2fl(E + Yo), K 2 = - 2flE. 

The eigenvalue condition is 

kcotka = -K, 

and (3) implies 

2K A2= __ -
1 +aK 

By virtue of (23), 
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(2l) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

dk 1( dE) -=- Vo+E+fl-
dfl k dfl 

Vo+E- <T) 
k 

Vo+<V) 0 
--~'-> . 

k 

Now, for r<a, 

so 

G (r) = !!!..{ ru 2 

+ J.. ..:£.[In(.£.)] r dx U2(X)}. 
dfl 2k 2 dk k Jo 

A short calculation shows 

d (A 2) ka 
dk In T = K(l + aK) >0, 

so that we have shown 

G (r»O for r<a. 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

To show G (r»O for r>a we use a general expression 
that will be useful later. Solve Eq. (12) for u", differentiate 
with respect to fl, use the Feynman-Hellmann theorem (1), 
and multiply by u(r). The result is 

au" 
u- = 2(V - <V»u 2 + [2fl(V - E) 

afl 

+ /(/ + l)/r]u~. 
afl 

(31) 

Add to this Eq. (12) x 2fl(au/afl), and integrate by parts. 
The result is 

= 2 J:dX u2(x)(V(x) - <V» 

= 2 f" dx u2(x)«V) - Vex»~. (32) 

For a monotonic potential (2), the right-hand side of (32) is 
negative. Now G '(r) = u(au/ap) vanishes when and only 
when u = 0 or au/afl = O. To see whether these points are 
maxima or minima we examine 
G "(r) = u'(aU/afl) + u(au'/afl)' When u = 0, 
G" = u'(au/ap), while when au/afl = 0, G" = u(au'/ap). 
Equation (32) then permits one to conclude, for a monotonic 
potential (2), that for 0 < r < 00 : When 

u = 0, G "(r) > 0 (a minimum), (33) 

when 

au = 0, G "(r) <0 (a maximum). 
afl 

(34) 

Clearly G (00) = O. If G becomes negative in a < r < 00, it 
must have a minimum at some point ro, a < ro < 00. Then 
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u(ro) = 0, which is incompatible with the form (22). Hence 
G (r) must stay nonnegative [cf. (30)] in a < r < 00, and hence 
G (r»O everywhere. 

The form (28) shows that, in contrast to the power law 
and logarithmic situations, the finite square well gives rise to 
a function G (r) possessing minima, but not nodes, at the ze
roes of u(r). 

IV. THEOREM FOR NODE LESS STATES 

For the lowest state for fixed l,u(r)=¥=O for 0 < r < 00. 

But then Eq. (33) shows that G (r) cannot have a minimum in 
o < r < 00 . Since G (0) = G ( (0) = 0, 

G (r»O for the lowest state for fixed I in any monoton-
ic potential. (35) 

This discussion leaves open the possibility that for high
er excited states in certain monotonically increasing poten
tials it may be possible to find wavefunctions for which G (r) 
can be negative for some r. An example in which this behav
ior occurs very strikingly is shown in the next section. 

V. NESTED WELLS 

The potential is assumed to be 

{

- Vo, 
V(r) = 0, 

00, 

O<.r<a, 

a<.r<b, 

b<.r< 00. 

The S wave eigenfunctions are 

u(r) = Asinkr, O<.r < a, 

-A sinka . hK(b ) - sln-r 
sinhK(b - a) , 

=0, b<.r<oo, 

(36) 

(37) 

with k and K defined as in Eq. (23). (In the present example, 
E may be negative or positive.) 

The eigenvalue condition is 

k 
tanka = - -tanhK (b - a), (38) 

K 

and the normalization condition (3) implies 

1 = .£(b + ~sin2ka + (b - a)SOS2ka). (39) 
2 2kE E 

For r<.a the expression (28) still holds for G (r). Let us 
look at the values of G (r) at its minima, which are nodes of 
u(r) according to Eq. (33): 

kr = m1T, m = 1,2,.··. (40) 

At these points, G (r) will be negative if d [In(A 2/k )]!dk < O. 
Equivalently, G (r) will be negative if 

~(~) 0 ak A2 > . (41) 

The left hand side ofEq. (41) is easily computed for values of 
k satisfying 

ka = n1T, n = 1,2,···, n>m, (42) 
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where the condition on n guarantees r<,.a. In order that Eq. 
(42) be consistent with Eq. (38), one must have E> 0, 
K = ilK I, and tan<lK I(b - a» = O. This last condition 
means, as does (42), that r = a is a node of the wavefunction. 
Then, when (42) holds, we find that 

~(~) = (V, + E)[~ _ Vo(b - a»). (43) 
ak A 2 ° 2E E2 

The term Vo + E is positive. If we can demonstrate that 
the term in square brackets can be made positive in a manner 
consistent with the eigenvalue condition, then we have con
structed an example with G (r) < O. 

Thus, let 

b = ha (h> 1), (44) 

k 2 = 2J1(E + Vo) = (n; )2 (n = integer> 1), 

IK 12 = 2J1E = (~)2 (p = integer> 1), 
b-a 

and look for solutions with 

Vo b h -< = . 
E 2(b - a) 2(h - 1) 

These are possible when 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

1 1 Vo n2(h - 1 )2 1 h (48) 
< + E = p2 < + 2(h - 1) 

Thus, for example, withh = 2 we seek n,p with 1 <n2/p2 < 2, 
and the lowest such pair is (n,p) = (4,3). For these values 

E = (2J1a2tl(9~), (49) 

E + Vo = (2J1a2tl(161T2), 

so the depth of the well must be chosen to be 

Vo = (2J1a2tl(7~). 

(50) 

(51) 

Equation (47) says that in order to obtain negative val
ues of G (r) in the abovefashion, one must discuss excitations 
above a certain energy. It is still an open question whether 
there is a certain minimum excitation energy below which 
one could prove G (r»O for all rin the nested-well potential. 

The reason one can exhibit solutions with G (r) < 0 for 
some r in the nested-well potential is that the smaller well 
gives rise to resonancelike behavior for E > O. A shift inJ1 can 
shift the system on or off "resonance," and hence the larger 
value of J1 need not always be associated with a spatially 
more compact wavefunction. 

VI. DISCUSSION 

We have given only a partial answer to the question: 
"When does an increased mass J11ead to a spatially more 
compact bound state wavefunction?" We have shown that 
this occurs locally, in the sense that G (r»O [see Eq. (7)], for 
power law and logarithmic potentials and for S waves in the 
finite square-well potential, and that the monotonicity con
dition is not sufficient to guarantee G (r»O for excited states. 
It is still unknown whether G (r»O for all states in the fol
lowing well-known monotonic potentials: 

(a) Superpositions of powers, V(r) = AyE + Br'1; 
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(b) Yukawa potential, V(r) = Ae - br Ir; 

(c) Exponential potential, V(r) = Ae - br; 

(d) The potential V(r) = A Icosh2br. 
It would be interesting to tum the question about: If G (r);;:'O 
for all bound states in a potential, for all values of f.-t and for 
all r, what does this imply about the potential? 

The interest of this problem is particularly current in 
light of the discovery of bound states of heavy quarks and 
antiquarks like the ¢1J7 and ys families. Some idea of the 
behavior of the spatial properties of the wavefunctions with 
increasing quark mass can be particularly helpful in antici
pating the decay widths and other properties of these and 
heavier states.' 
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The purpose of this theoretical investigation is to determine the propagation velocities of 
local disturbances that may occur in the curl and divergence of a vector field v that 
satisfies the equation av/a t + f = 0, where f is a general vector field. Equations of this 
form frequently occur in physics and mechanics. A disturbance in the curl v (div v) field 
is defined by acurl via t=#O (adiv via t=#O). Such a disturbance is termed a local 
disturbance if it is surrounded by a quiescent layer of finite thickness. Equations are 
derived for the velocity VCr, t) of curl v lines and the velocity W(r, t) of div v elements. 
These velocities conserve, respectively, the circulation of v about arbitrary circuits and 
the effiux of v through arbitrary closed surfaces. These conservation conditions are not 
sufficient to completely specify the two velocity fields, and each contains an arbitrary 
term. More convenient for three-dimensional applications than the circulation is the 
gyration G (spatial integral of curl v); and V is found to also conserve G in regions T 
where the curl v lines retain their individual shapes and orientations as they move, and 
our consideration of curl v disturbances is confined to such regions. The centroid of 
effiux is defined for arbitrary volumes, and the centroid of gyration for volumes in T. 
The movement of these centroids is linked to the velocities V and W by the 
conservation relations. Contributions from the arbitrary term in V (W) are suppressed 
by integration over a local curl v (div v) disturbance and by construction of a scalar 
potential field that satisfies Laplace's equation in the interior of the disturbance with 
Dirichlet (Neumann) conditions related to f on the closed boundary. Formulas for the 
velocities of the centroids are thus obtained for local curl v and div v disturbances as 
functions of f, and these velocities are interpreted as propagation velocities of the 
disturbances. Only one type of disturbance need be localized for its formula to apply. 
These formulas enable us to calculate how such local disturbances will propagate 
without integrating forward in time; and in certain cases, only the fields outside a 
disturbance are required for this calculation. Applications to Maxwell's electrodynamic 
equations are presented as examples. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Dynamical vector equations ofthe form Bv/at + f = 0, 
where v and f are vector functions of space and time occur 
frequently in physics and mechanics, and they are character
istically difficult to solve, especially when f is a nonlinear 
combination of dependent variables. However, for applica
tions where local fluctuations in curIv and in divv tend to 
occur and persist, it is useful to know how such would propa
gate through space. Examples of such local fluctuations in
clude electric charge density p = div!P, magnetic field 
strength !!IJ = curl..a1, fluid vorticity CJ) = curIu, and atmo
spheric convection characterized by divu. The purpose of 
this article is to derive general formulas for the propagation 
velocities of such local disturbances. 

disturbances with severe restrictions imposed on f, We shall 
generalize these concepts, removing most of the restrictions, 
and shall extend the treatment to divv disturbances, for 
which no prior theorems appear to exist. 

Rudiments of this theory lie in the classical concepts for 
the movement of magnetic field lines I and for the movement 
of fluid vortex lines (Kelvin's circulation theorem2

). Howev
er, these classical concepts are precise only for perfect con
ductors and idealized fluids. In the context of the equation in 
the preceding paragraph, they treat the propagation of curlv 

II. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

As indicated in the Introduction, our analysis starts 
with a dynamical vector equation of the form 

Bv - + f= 0. (1) 
at 

The vector field v(r,t) may be characterized by its curI c and 
its divergence D, where c and D satisfy the equations 

ac - + curlf = 0, (2) 
at 

aD d' f - + tv =0. 
at 

(3) 

As used throughout this article, a disturbance in any 
vector or scalar field is defined by a(field)1 at=#o. A distur-
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FIG. I. Illustration of a local c-disturbance: A bundle of c-lines is moving in 
the horizontal direction; the disturbance (ac/ atoFO) is contained within 
volume V bounded by closed surface S; on S and in Vo (which in this illus
tration extends to infinity) ac/at = o. 

bance in v (Bvlot=l=O) may be characterized by a c-distur
bance (oclot=l=O) or aD-disturbance (oD 10t=l=O), or both. 
By Eqs. (2) and (3), c-disturbances and D-disturbances are 
distinct, although they may intersect in (r,t). A c-distur
bance is termed a local c-disturbance if there exists a sur
rounding shell of finite thickness wherein oclot 
= - curlf= O. 

This definition of a local c-disturbance has physical rel
evance. For example, suppose that a moving bundle of c
lines is flared out at both ends, as shown in Fig. 1. Although 
the c-lines extend to infinity, as shown, the disturbance 
(oclot=l=O) is contained within the local volume V. Similarly, 
a D-disturbance is a local D-disturbance if there exists a sur
rounding shell of finite thickness wherein oD lot 
= - divf = O. Such local disturbances may propagate, and 

as mentioned earlier, our objective is to derive formulas for 
their propagation velocities. 

The approach is (a) to derive the velocity fields of three
dimensional c- and D-elements, although these velocity 
fields may not be defined uniquely, and (b) to integrate these 
velocity fields over local c- and D-disturbances in order to 
determine unique formulas for the velocities of the centroids 
of these disturbances. These centroidal velocities are inter
preted as propagation velocities. The velocity of c-elements 
is obtained indirectly by first determining the velocity of c
lines and then determining the condition under which this 
velocity also applies to c-elements. 

III. EQUATIONS FOR THE VELOCITY OF c
LINES AND c-ELEMENTS 

Take a to be an arbitrary open surface with unit normal 
Ii and bounding circuit line y, ~ shown in Fig. 2, where the 
senses of the unit vectors Ii and y follow the right-hand screw 
convention. Integrating the normal component of Eq. (2) 
over a and using Stokes' theorem gives 

FIG. 2. Arbitrary open surface a with 
unit normal Ii and boundary circuit line 
y, where the senses of Ii and r conform to 

f f ~~ ·lida + f f·dy = O. (4) 

The first term in Eq. (4) may be modified by using Helm
holtz' vector-flux theorem' 

:t f vody + f (U'xc + f)ody = 0, (5) 

where y is taken to be moving with the mathematical veloc
ity field U'(r,t), which is distinct from any physical field. 
Since the circulation r (v,y) is purely a function of t, it is 
appropriate to take its time derivative. 

We now stipulate that the mathematical velocity field, 
henceforth denoted by U, shall conserve r(v,y): 

!!...i vody = 0, (6) 
dtJ 

f (Uxc + f)ody = O. (7) 

Applying Eq. (7) to arbitrary circuits and assuming that the 
integrand is continuous gives 

UXc + f= grad¢, (8) 

where ¢ (r,t) is an arbitrary scalar field. The field U is the 
velocity of the c-lines; this velocity is not unique because of 
the arbitrarines of ¢. (Fortunately, contributions from ¢ may 
be made to vanish upon subsequent integration.) It is clear 
from Eq. (8) that if f contains any explicit gradient terms, 
such terms may be suppressed by absorption into grad¢ 
without affecting U X c. A special case of Eq. (8) for fluid 
vortex lines has been derived and solved for the movement of 
idealized buoyant-core vortices subject to gravityY 

Substituting Eq. (8) back into Eq. (2) gives 

oc 
- - curl(Uxc) = O. (9) at 

Equation (9) is the differential form ofEq. (6) for the conser
vation of circulation r (v,y), and it is a generalization of an 
equation derived by Helmholtz' for vorticity in an idealized 
fluid. Another integral form of Eq. (9) is obtained through 
integration over volume 7 of Fig. 3 and use of a kinematic 
theoremS 

:t <tjlixvda - f f f(coV)Ud7 = 0, (10) 

where a and 7 move with U, and where the last integrand is 

the right-hand screw convention. x 
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FIG. 3. Arbitrary volume 7 bounded by closed surface a with outward unit 
normal Ii. 
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expressed, for brevity, in Cartesian notation. In general, 
therefore, while U conserves the circulation r(v,y), it may 
not conserve the gyration G(v,u). 

However, for spatial regions Twherein 

(c'V)U = 0 (in T); (11) 

i.e., wherein U is constant on each c-line but may vary from 
line to line, the gyration G(v,u) is also conserved, and the 
integral of the first term in Eq. (8) can be expressed as 
follows: 

fffUXcdT= fff((:t + U.V)r)XcdT 
= f f f ~rXC)dT + <fjrXC(Ufi)dU 

= :J f frXcdT (TET), (12) 

where T and umove with U. The last integral in Eq. (12) may 
be written 

(13) 

where G denotes G(v,u), and where RG (denoting RG(v,a) is a 
generalized centroid ofG(v,u). By Eqs. (12) and (13), we 
have 

(14) 

Integrals of the remaining terms in Eq. (8) will be treated in a 
subsequent section. 

IV. EQUATION FOR THE VELOCITY OF D· 
ELEMENTS 

To derive an equation for the velocity of D-elements, we 
integrate Eq. (3) over the volume T bounded by a closed 
surface u, as shown in Fig. 3, and apply Gauss' divergence 
theorem: 

f f f ~~ dT + 1if•fidu = O. (15) 

A kinematic theorem5 then gives 

:r #V.fidU + 1i ( -D W' + f )·fidu = 0, (16) 

where u is moving with the mathematical velocity field 
W'(r,t), which is distinct from any physical field and is also 
distinct from U. 

We now stipulate that this mathematical velocity field, 
hereafter denoted by W, shall conserve the efflux E (v,u): 

~Hv'fidu = 0, (17) 
dt 'j-f 

1i (- D W + f)·fidu = O. (18) 

Applying Eq. (18) to arbitrary closed surfaces u and assum
ing that the integrand is continuous gives 

-DW+f=curlA, (19) 
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where A(r,t) is an arbitrary vector field. The field W(r,t) is 
the velocity of D-elements, although, as with U, this velocity 
is not uniquely defined. Again contributions from the arbi
trary field shall be made to vanish upon integration. It is 
clear from Eq. (19) that if f contains any explicit curl terms, 
such terms may be suppressed by absorption into curlA 
without affecting D W. 

Substituting Eq. (19) back into Eq. (3) gives 

aD + divD W = 0. (20) 
at 

Equation (20) is the differential form ofEq. (17) for the con
servation of efflux E (v,u). It is analogous to Maxwell's equa
tion for the conservation of electric charge, with D W as the 
current. This current may be definite at points where D van
ishes, since the magnitude of W is not bounded by physical 
considerations. [Similarly comments apply to U and c in Eq. 
(9).] 

Because E (v,u) is conserved by W, the integral of the 
first term in Eq. (19) can be expressed as follows: 

= If J :t (rD )dT + 1jrD (W·fi)du 

= :JffrDdT, (21) 

where rand umove with W. The last integral in Eq. (21)may 
be written 

J J f rDdT = RE(v,a~ (v,u), (22) 

where RE(l',a) is the centroid of E (v,u). Hence, by substituting 
Eq' (22) into (21), we obtain 

J J f D WdT = RE(V,a~ (v,u). (23) 

Integrals of the remaining terms in Eq. (19) will be treated in 
a subsequent section. 

V. CONSTRAINED FORMS OF THE EQUATIONS 

The equations that apply where c is undisturbed are 

~~ = 0, (24a) 

curlf = 0, (24b) 

f= grads, (24c) 

av 
at = - grads, (24d) 

aD d' - = - IV gradS, 
at 

(24e) 

Uxc = grad«(,b - 5), (24f) 

- D W = curIA - gradS. (24g) 

The movement of c-lines, as constrained by Eq. (24f), is 
consistent with the static nature of the c-field; however, Eq. 
(24g) confirms that the movement of D-elements remains 
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unconstrained. Equation (24f) also shows that a static c
field can make arbitrary contributions to the integral in Eq. 
(14); we shall suppress these contributions in the next section 
by restricting ¢. 

The equations that apply where D is undisturbed are 

aD =0 
at ' 

(25a) 

divf= 0, (25b) 

f= curlM, (25c) 

av 
- curlM, (25d) 

at 

ac 
(25e) - = - curl curlM, 

at 
- DW = curl(A - M), (25f) 

uxc = - curlM + grad¢. (25g) 

The movement of D-elements, as constrained by Eq. (25f), is 
consistent with the static nature of the D-field; however, Eq. 
(25g) confirms that the motion of c-Hnes remains uncon
strained. Equation (25f) also shows that a static D-field can 
make arbitrary contributions to the integral in Eq. (23); we 
shall suppress these contributions in a subsequent section by 
restricting A. 

VI. PROPAGATION OF A LOCAL c
DISTURBANCE 

In this section the D-field may be arbitrarily disturbed; 
however, the disturbance in the cofield is taken to be a local c
disturbance that is contained within volume V, bounded by 
closed surface S, as shown in Fig. 4. Equations (24) apply on 
S and in an external layer of finite thickness termed Vo; there
fore, the interface S between Vand Vo is considered to be 
included in Vo. 

In order to determine the movement of a local c-distur
bance, we may integrate Eq. (8) over V; however, as men-

.-----... 
/' "-
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I \ 
\ v \ 
\ \ 
\ 

\ 
Va I 
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~ / 
~,,~ / 

'----:::;.--' 
y 

FIG. 4. Volume V containing a local curly disturbance, with bounding sur
face S and outward unit normal ii. Equations (24) apply on S and in the 
external layer Vo; Eq. (11) applies in V. 
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tioned earlier, contributions from the arbitrary field ¢ must 
be made to vanish. The first steps towards accomplishing 
this is to restrict ¢ to that subset 8 of arbitrary functions that 
satisfy the condition 

grad(8 - 5) = 0 (in Vo), 

and Eq. (8) becomes 

Uxc + f= grad8. 

A consequence of this restriction is that 

Uxc = 0 (in Vo); 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

therefore, this restriction suppresses the static cofield contri
butions discussed in the preceding section. 

The second step in suppressing arbitrary contributions 
is to construct a vector field g that satisfies the conditions 

g = grad¢' (in Y and Yo), 

g = f (in Vo), 

and to subtract Eq. (29a) from Eq. (27): 

Uxc + f - g = grad(8 - If). 

(29a) 

(29b) 

(30) 

Since both sides of Eq. (30) vanish in Vo, we obtain upon 
integration over V 

fffuXcdV+ fff(f-g)dV=O. (31) 

The first integral may be expressed as in Eq. (14) pro
vided the volume Vis contained in Twhere Eq. (11) applies; 
proceeding under this provision, we find 

RGX G + (RGo8)G = - f f f(f - g)dV (VET), (32) 

where G now denotes G(v,S) and where by Eq. (13) 

RGXG + (RG
o8)G = f f frXcdv. (33) 

Taking the vector and scalar products of Eqs. (32) and (33) 
with G(v,S), we obtain 

RGl = - ~2 xf f f(f - g)dV (VET) 

RGII = - ~2 J f f(f - g)dV (VET), 

where 

and 

RGl = ~2 X f f frx cdV, 

RGII = ~2 J f frxcdV, 

(34a) 

(34b) 

(34c) 

(34d) 

(34e) 

The task remaining is to construct the vector field g in 
V. Conditions (29) will be satisfied provided 

g = f (in Vo), 

iiX[g] = 0 (on S), 
curlg = 0 (in V). 
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FIG. 5. Volume V' containing a local divv disturbance, with bounding sur· 
face S' and outward unit normal ii. Equations (25) apply on S' and in the 
external layer V~. 

For complete specification, divg must also be specified in V; 
we choose 

divg = 0 (in V). 

As in Eq. (29a), we take 

g = gradt,b (in V), 

where t,b now satisfies the equation 

div gradt,b = 0 (in V) 

with the boundary condition 

fi X gradt,b = fiXf (on S). 

(35d) 

(36a) 

(36b) 

(36c) 

This boundary condition can be integrated to determine t,b on 
S from a knowledge of f; or, if the potential function 5 is 
known in Vo, the boundary condition (36c) may be written 

t,b = 5 + const (on S). (37) 

Therefore, g is determined by a scalar potential that satisfies 
Laplace's equation in V with Dirichlet boundary conditions 
on S. Equations (8), (11), (34), and (36) constitute our for
mulation for the movement of local c-disturbances generat
ed by Eq. (1). 

VII. PROPAGATION OF A LOCAL D
DISTURBANCE 

In this section the c-field may be arbitrarily disturbed; 
however, the disturbance in the D-field is taken to be a local 
D-disturbance that is contained within volume V', bounded 
by closed surfaceS', as shown in Fig. 5. Equations (25) apply 
on S' and in an external layer of finite thickness termed V h; 
therefore, the interfaceS' between V' and V hisconsidered to 
be included in V h. 

In order to determine the propagation velocity of this 
D-disturbance, we may integrate Eq. (19) over V'; however, 
as stated before, contributions from the arbitrary vector field 
A must be made to vanish. To accomplish this, we first re
strict A to that subset D of arbitrary vector fields that satisfy 
the condition 
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curl(D - M) = 0 (in V h), 

and Eq. (19) becomes 

- DW + f= curlB. 

A consequence of this restriction is that 

DW = 0 (in Vh); 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

therefore, this restriction suppresses the static D-field contri
butions discussed in Sec. V. 

The other step in suppressing the arbitrary contribu
tions is to construct a vector function h that satisfies the 
conditions 

h = curlP (in V' and Vh), 

h = f (in Vh), 

and to subtract Eq. (41a) from (39): 

- D W + f - h = curl(D - P). 

(41a) 

(41b) 

(42) 

Since both sides of Eq. (42) vanish in V h, we obtain upon 
integration over V' 

- JJJDWdV
I + JJJ(f-h)dVI=O. (43) 

Application ofEq. (23) in (43) then gives 

HE = E-J J J<f - h)dV', (44a) 

where by Eq. (22) 

RE = E-J J JrDdV
I (44b) 

and 

E = #fi.VdS' = J J J DdV'. (44c) 

Finally, we must construct the vector field h in V'. Con
ditions (41) will be satisfied if 

h = f (in Vh), 

fi·[h] = 0 (on S '), 

divh = 0 (in V'). 

(45a) 

(45b) 

(45c) 

To complete the specification, curlh must also be specified in 
V'; we choose 

curlh = 0 (in V'). 

Hence, h may be written 

h = gradx (in V'), 

where X satisfies the equation 

div gradx = 0 (in V') 

with the boundary condition 

aX = fiof (on S'). 
an 

(45d) 

(46a) 

(46b) 

(46c) 

Therefore, h is determined by a scalar potential that satisfies 
Laplace's equation in V' with Neumann boundary condi
tions on S '. Equations (19), (44), and (46) constitute a com
plete formulation for the movement oflocal D-disturbances 
generated by Eq. (1). 
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VIII. EXAMPLES FROM ELECTRODYNAMICS 

Movement of electric charge: The propagation of a local 
disturbance in electric charge density p may be determined 
from the Maxwell equations 

a~ -- +/' -curl~=O, at 
div~ =p 

by identifying [Eq. (1)] 

v =~, f= /' - curl~, 

c = curl~, D =p. 

Thus for the locally disturbed volume V', the net charge is 
given by [Eqs. (44) and (46)] 

E= fffpdV', 
its centroid by 

and the velocity of the centroid by 

where the curl~ term in f has been suppressed in accor
dance with Eq. (19), and where X is obtained by solving 

div gradx = 0 (in V') 

with the boundary condition 

aX = fi./' (on S'). 
an 
The associated formulas for the propagation of a local 

disturbance in curl~ are given by [Eqs. (34) and (36)] 

G=#fiX~dS, 

~;} ~ :,[.X) If f 'X e",l9) dV, 

~;} ~ - :,tX)Iff,rdV 

+ ~2 {.X}#(fiX~ + fit/!) dS (VET), 

(AI) 
where 

div gradt/! = 0 (in V), 

fixgradt/! = fixif - cur~ (on S). 

(A2) 

(A3) 

Here it is unneccessary to solve Eq. (A2) because the values 
of t/! required for insertion in Eq. (AI) may be obtained di
rectly by integrating Eq. (A3) on S. 

Movement of magnetic flux: The propagation of a local 
disturbance in the magnetic field strength &11 may be deter
mined from the relations for the electrodynamic potentials 
d and fjJ 
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ad -- + '6' + gradfjJ = 0, at 
curld = &11, 

divd = _ ~ afjJ 
2 a ' 

0' C t 

by identifying [Eq. (l)] 

v = d, f = 1f + gradfjJ 

c = &11, D = divd. 

Thus for the locally disturbed volume V, we have, by Eqs. 
(34) and (36) 

G= f f f &11dV, 

::;} ~ :' (~lf f f'x~ dV, 

~; } ~ - :'['X)f If O"dV 
+ ~2 LX}#fit/!dS (VET), 

where the gradfjJ term in fhas been suppressed in accordance 
with Eq. (8), and where t/! satisfies 

div gradt/! = 0 (in V) (A4) 

and 

fi X gradt/! = Ii X '6' (on S). (AS) 

Again Eq. (A4) need not be solved, since Eq. (AS) is suffi
cient for determining t/! on S. 

The associated formulas for the propagation of a local 
disturbance in divd are given by [Eqs. (44) and (46)] 

E =cf:.Pn.ddS', 

RE = E-J f fr(diVd)dV', 

RE = E-J f f '6'dV' + E-#fi(fjJ - X)dS', 

where 

div gradx = 0 (in V') 

aX = fi.'6' + afjJ (on S '). 
an an 
Alternatively, we may write 

~ gradfjJ + grad(v-~ divd) = 0 at 
and identify [Eq. (1)] 

v = gradfjJ, f = grad(tr~ divd), 

c = 0, D = div gradfjJ. 

The formulas for propagation of a local disturbance in div 
gradfjJ are given by [Eqs. (44) and (46)] 

E=H OfjJdS', 
'j-:f an 
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RE = E-J f (r ~: - ntp )dS', 

RE = E-J f (,,~ divd - X )fidS', 

where 

div gradx = ° (in V'), 

aX = ~ ({'~ divd) (on S'). an an 
In this example, only fields external to the disturbance are 
required to calculate E, RE , and RE • 

Finally, the propagation of a local disturbance in curlgo 
may be obtained from the equations 

ago -- + curllf = 0, 
at 

didO = 0 

by identifying [Eq. (1)] 

v=dJ, f=curllf, 

c = curlgo, D = O. 

Thus for the locally disturbed volume V, we have by Eqs. 
(34) and (36) 

G =#nxgodS, 

:::} ~ :JX)fJJ'XCU"&ld~ 
~Gl} = _ ~{.X}rf{(nXIf -nt/J)dS (VET), 
RGII G 'j-f 

where t/J satisfies 

div gradt/J = ° (in V), 

nXgradt/J = nXcurllf (onS). 

In this example, only the fields external to the disturbance 
must be known in order to calculate G, RG1, and RGII . 

IX. DISCUSSION 

As shown in the previous examples, our results allow 
one to calculate how local disturbances in a vector field will 
propagate without integrating forward in time. That is, if the 
fields in the vicinity of a local c-disturbance (D-disturbance) 
are measured at some epoch, we can calculate the instanta
neous velocity of the centroid RG (RE ) provided G (E) is 
definite and, additionally for c-disturbances, provided the 
individual c-lines undergo pure translations. The velocities 
Rc and RE are interpreted as the propagation velocities for 
these local disturbances. A word of caution is appropriate 
here, for since c (D) may take on positive and negative val
ues, the centroid Rc (RE ) may lie or move outside the dis
turbed volume V(V'). 

Some local disturbances, such as hurricanes, consist of 
both c- and D-disturbances superimposed. Since the formu-
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las for Rc and RE are different, the longevity of such a com
bined disturbance should depend upon agreement between 
the calculated values of these velocities. 

X. CONCLUSIONS 

The purpose of this theoretical investigation is to deter
mine the propagation velocities of local disturbances that 
may occur in the curl and divergence of a vector field v that 
satisfies the equation Jvlat + f = 0, where fis a general vec
tor field. Equations of this form frequently occur in physics 
and mechanics. A disturbance in the curly (divv) field is de
fined by acurlv/at*O (a divv/at*,O). Such a disturbance is 
termed a local disturbance ifit is surrounded by a quiescent 
layer of finite thickness. 

Equations are derived for the velocity V(r,t) of curly 
lines and the velocity W(r,t) of divv elements. These veloci
ties conserve, respectively, the circulation of v about arbi
trary circuits and the efflux ofv through arbitrary closed 
surfaces. These conservation conditions are not sufficient to 
completely specify the two velocity fields, and each contains 
an arbitrary term. More convenient for three-dimensional 
applications than the circulation is the gyration G (spatial 
integral of curly); and U is found to also conserve G in re
gions Twhere the curly lines retain their individual shapes 
and orientations as they move, and our consideration of 
curly disturbances is confined to such regions. 

The centroid of efflux is defined for arbitrary volumes, 
and the centroid of gyration for volumes in T. The move
ment of these centroids is linked to the velocities U and W by 
the conservation relations. Contributions from the arbitrary 
term in U (W) are suppressed by integration over a local 
curly (divv) disturbance and by construction of a scalar po
tential field that satisfies Laplace's equation in the interior of 
the disturbance with Dirichlet (Neumann) conditions relat
ed to f on the closed boundary. 

Formulas for the velocities of the centroids are thus 
obtained for local curl v and divv disturbances as functions of 
f, and these velocities are interpreted as propagation veloci
ties of the disturbances. Only one type of disturbance need be 
localized for its formula to apply. These formulas enable us 
to calculate how such local disturbances will propagate 
without integrating forward in time and in certain cases only 
the fields outside a disturbance are required for this calcula
tion. Applications to Maxwell's electrodynamic equations 
are presented as examples. 

I Lyman Spitzer, Jr., Physics of Fully Ionized Gases (Interscience, New York, 
1962), 2nd ed., pp. 40-42. 

'Arnold Sommerfield, Mechanics of Deformable Bodies (Academic, New 
York, 1950), pp. 285-87. 
'R.c. Costen, NASA TN D-5964 (1970). 
'R.C. Costen, J. Aircraft 9, 406-12 (1972). 
'James Serrin, Hanb. Phys. 8-1, 125-263 (1959). 
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Theory of strings and membranes in an external field. I. 
General formulation 
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Motivated by recent developments in particle physics we give a mathematical 
formulation of the classical theory of extended objects under the influence of an 
external force field. Our geometric approach unifies the treatment of strings and 
membranes. We prove the existence and uniqueness of local solutions to the Cauchy 
problem associated with the object equations. We demonstrate the preservation of the 
topology of the object during its evolution. This allows us to extract the dynamical 
content of the theory. Some general properties of maximal timelike submanifolds, 
which represent worldtracks of extended objects when in free motion, are also deduced. 

I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

In recent years, the search for classical solutions of the
ories containing extended objects has become a major topic 
of investigation in particle physics in view of the observed 
properties ofhadronic systems. It is now generally accepted 
that strongly interacting particles are composite objects 
whose structure may be explained in terms of more funda
mental entities (quarks) confined to the interior of the ha
dron. Several models were proposed in an attempt to de
scribe the basic features of hadron spectroscopy in terms of 
objects that are extended in space. [-) Thus, within the string 
picture ofhadrons, the states of motion of a relativistic string 
with open ends are commonly interpreted as mesonic reson
ances while the strong interaction background (the Po
meron) is usually associated with the states of motion of a 
closed stringY Extended objects of higher dimensionality, 
in particular the membranes, originally studied by Dirac in 
the context of electrodynamics, qualify equally well as can
didates for possible formulation ofhardons dynamics. 2

•
5

•
6 By 

analogy with the mechanics of point particles, it is assumed 
that extended objects, when in free motion, sweep out a 
maximal area in spacetime. [.5 However, in spite of the grow
ing literature on the subject, a general, unified, and precise 
mathematical formulation is, in our opinion, still lacking. It 
is the aim of this paper to provide such a formulation for the 
classical dynamics of relativistic extended objects in a given 
external force field. In an accompanying article we shall 
treat the case where the external field is static and uniform, 
we shall classify the solutions according to symmetry 
groups, and we shall exhibit all solutions possessing a suffi
ciently high symmetry.7 In the present paper the theory is 
developed in complete analogy with classical electrodynam-

"'Permanent address. 
"'Alexander von Humboldt fellow. 

ics of point charges. Our approach is mostly geometric, al
lowing for a unified, up to a certain point, treatment of 
strings and membranes. 

The plane of the paper is as follows. We start our formu
lation in Sec. IIA with a precise definition of an extended 
object as a geometric entity in spacetime. The external field is 
introduced as a differential form satisfying a generalization 
of Maxwell's equations. We then introduce the action func
tional, the invariance properties of which are discussed in 
Sec. lIB. The principle of stationary action leads in Sec. IlIA 
to the generalized Lorentz force, or object, equations. The 
identities which result from the reparametrization invari
ance and the conserved quantities which result from the 
Poincare in variance are also derived. The introduction of the 
harmonic condition in Sec. I1IB reduces the object equations 
to a system of weakly coupled quasilinear hyperbolic partial 
differential equations and allows us to establish existence 
and uniqueness of local solutions to the Cauchy problem. 
Other authors who have studied the string case reduce the 
object equations to a semilinear hyperbolic system by intro
ducing isothermal coordinates. This is possible for the string, 
due to the special circumstance that two-dimensional mani
folds are locally conformally flat, but cannot be generalized 
to higher dimensions. Our approach, on the other hand, ap
plies equally well to strings and membranes, indeed to any r
dimensional submanifold of any n-dimensional globally hy
perbolic spacetime (1<r<n - 1). In Sec. IVA we prove a 
proposition which establishes the preservation of the topol
ogy of the extended object during its evolution. This proposi
tion allows us to give a dynamical formulation of the theory 
in Sec. IVB and to reduce the object equations to two dyna
mical or evolution equations in the case of the string and to a 
single such equation in the case of the membrane. The paper 
ends with two propositions which establish some general 
properties of the free motion of extended objects. 
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II. FORMULATION 
A. Action 

Let us denote the spacetime by (R 4,1/), the manifold R 4 
endowed with the Minkowski metric 1/. We define the world 
track of the extended object as an r-dimensional timelike 
submanifold 5 (K) of Minkowski space, the image through 
an embedding 5 of a connected orientable r-manifold K 
(without boundary), which serves as the topological model. 
The space E t(K,R 4) of timelike embeddings of K into R 4 is a 
cone in the linear space Coo (K,R 4) of differential maps of K 
into R 4. The embedding 5 induces on K the pullback metric 
g = 5* 1/ and the condition that 5 be timelike is equivalent to 
g being a Lorentzian metric. We introduce in addition an 
external force field F which is a differential form on R 4 of 
degree equal to r + 1. We shall assume that F is conservative, 
that is, there exists a potential r-form A such that F = dA. If 
2: is any compact subdomain in K, we define the action of the 
object in 2: to be the functional 

SI(5)=pr flg + C r A, (2.1) JI Js(I) 

whereflg denotes the canonical measure of the metric g while 
p and C are given real constants, generalized mass and gener
alized charge, respectively, with p > 0. An important exam
ple of an external force field is a generalized Maxwell field 
which satisfies the generalized Maxwell equations: 

dF=d*F=O, (2.2) 

the first of which, in view of the simple connectedness of R 4, 
is equivalent to the condition that Fbe conservative. In the 
case r = 2 we shall call the object "string" and in the case 
r = 3 we shall name it "membrane." For r = 1 andFa Max
well field, our formulation reduces to standard electrody
namics of point charges. If r = 2, * F is a I-form and the 
second of Eqs. (2.2) implies 

*F=dcp, 

where cp is a scalar function. Then the first ofEq. (2.2) gives 
d*dcp = 0, which is equivalent to 

Ocp = 0. 

If r = 3, * Fis a scalar function and the first ofEqs. (2.2) is an 
identity. The second then gives 

*F= const. 

Thus, in the string case the generalized Maxwell tensor F!'vp 

possesses a single radiative degree offreedom,4 while in the 
membrane case F!'vpa contains no radiation field at all. 5 The 
idea underlying our geometric formulation is that antisym
metric tensor fields playa central role in particle physics. 
This idea originates not only from quantum electrodynamics 
but also from more recent investigations in string models of 
strongly interacting particles. '.3.4 As the standard Maxwell 
tensor F!'v mediates electromagnetic interactions between 
point charges, the tensor F!'vp mediates the string-string in
teraction via the exchange of massless spinless quanta"· 7 In 
consistency with the established string-vortex analogy/·9 a 
massless longitudinal radiation is also associated to the hy
drodynamic motion of a relativistic vortex in a superfluid. 
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The role of the anti symmetric tensor field F!'vpa associated 
with the relativistic membrane is altogether different and 
was investigated in a previous communication. 5 It acts as a 
pressure and, unlike the case of point charges and strings, 
leads to a finite self-energy proportional to the volume en
closed by the membrane. In the so-called bag formulation of 
hadron dynamics the presence of such a pressure term is 
responsible for the confinement of the hadronic constituents 
to the interior of the bag. 

B. Invariance properties of the action 

The symmetry properties of the action functional de
fined by Eq. (2.1) play an important role in the theory of 
extended objects. On E t(K,R 4) acts the group .!iJ (K) of dif
feomorphisms of K on the right: The action 

E t (K,R 4) x.!iJ (K )_E t (K,R 4) 

sends 

(2.3) 

This action is free of fixed points, since 50j = 5,f=F identity, 
would contradict the injectivity of 5. A subgroup of .!iJ (K) is 
the group .!iJ +(K ) of orientation preserving diffeomorphisms. 
The space of time like oriented images of Kin (R 4,1/) is the 
quotient: E t (K,R 4)/ .!iJ+(K). The action functional S I is in
variant under .!iJ+(K) but not under the complete group 
.!iJ (K), 

V jE.!iJ+(K):SI{5of) = Sf(I) (5), 

but 

VjE.!iJ(K) - g;+(K):SI{5oj;p,C) = Sf(I){5;p, - c). (2.4) 

Thus, an orientation altering diffeomorphism reverses the 
sign of the generalized charge. The orbit Os of .!iJ (K) through 
5 is the image of the map 

o s:.!iJ (K ) ......... E t (K,R 4), 

where 

(2.5) 

and the tangent to this map at the identity element in .9 (K) 
sends each vector field 1/ on K into: 

(2.6) 

where L'I is the Lie derivative of 5 with respect to 1/ and 5 *1/ 
is the pushout of 1/ on the spacetime R 4. Since 5 is an immer
sion, L'I5 = 0 implies 1/ = O. The Poincare group P of Min
kowski space acts on E t (K,R 4) on the left: The action 

P X E t (K,R 4)_E t (K,R 4) 

sends 

(2.7) 

If there is a subgroup P' of the Poincare group which leaves 
invariant the external potential A (V p'EP ':P ~ A = A ), then 
the action S I is itself invariant under the same subgroup: 

(2.8) 

Finally the action is invariant under the group of generalized 
gauge transformations on the external potential: 
A_A + dX, X an r - 1 form such that X/aI = O. 
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III. THE PROBLEM 
A. Object equations 

The requirement that S 2 be stationary with respect to 
variations of S which vanish on a~, leads to the generalized 
Lorentz force equation: 

(3.1) 

where H Il- is the mean curvature vector of S (K) given by: 

H't=D~" (3.2) 

wherefll- is the generalized Lorentz force: 

f "=F" . i-v,,"'V, '/11i-11· I',,"'V, ,I =- =- (3.3) 

In the above equation, t is the r-vector representing the tan
gent element to the embedded submanifold S (K): 

t = as /\ ... /\ ~ , (3.4) 
aso asr- 1 

expressed in local coordinates (sO ... sr - 1) on K. Further, lit II 
denotes the norm of t: 

lit II = I tlv ..... v. ,I t V,,"'V, '11/2 = I detg 1112. (3.5) 

The in variance property of the action S 2 under those 
fEg) +(K) which preserve ~ [f(~) = ~] is in infinitesimal 
form expressed by the statement that for any vector field 7] 

on K which vanishes on a~ [cf. Eq. (2.6)], 

f Q as" D;: S 2·L " S = 7] as
Q 
(- pHI' + c J;')f1g = 0, (3.6) 

which in turn implies that Eqs. (3.1) satisfy the identities 

(pHil- - cf!') aSIl- = 0, 
asa 

(3.7) 

where in fact each of Hll-aSIl-Iasa,fll-aSll-lasa individually 
vanish. If X [vector field in (R 4,7])] is any element of the Lie 
algebra of a subgroup P I of the Poincare group P leaving 
invariant the potential A, then the invariance property of S 2 

under P' yields: 

D;:S2.Xof= r XIl-(-pH,,+cJ;')f1g 
)2 

+ r X-,(pp+cA)=O, (3.8) 
);:(J2) 

where p is the normalized r-form corresponding to t: 
PI'.···lt. ,= tl''''''lt, jilt II . (3.9) 

As the first of the integrals in Eq. (3.8) vanishes in virtue of 
Eq. (3.1), the boundary integral itself vanishes, a fact which 
will yield conservation laws in the next section. As a conse
quence of the symmetry properties of the action under orien
tation altering diffeomorphisms [Eq. (2.4)], if S (K) is a time
like submanifold satisfying Eq. (3.1), the same submanifold 
with the reversed orientation will satisfy the equation ob
tained from Eq. (3.1) by replacing c by - c. 

B. The Cauchy problem 

We wish now to formulate a local Cauchy problem for 
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Eq. (3.1). Let Vbe a bounded coordinate neighborhood in K 
and let L1, a bounded open set in R r - 1, be the surface SO = ° 
on V. LetusgivedataSIl-(O,sl, ... ,sr- 1),aS Il-IasO(O,st, ... ,sr- 1) 
on L1 such that: (1) S I L1 is an embedding, (2) the metric gAB 

(A,B = I, ... ,r - 1) induced on L1 is uniformly positive defi
nite, and (3) the supremum in L1 of the determinant of gab 
(a,b, = O, ... ,r - 1) is negative. We wish then to know wheth
er for some neighborhood UC Vof L1 there exists one and 
only one timelike submanifold S (U) satisfying Eqs. (3.1) and 
conforming with the data. For the analytical study of this 
problem Eqs. (3.1) are not suitable. This is due to the fact 
that they are not hyperbolic but degenerate, satisfying the 
identitites (3.7) which manifest the freedom involved in 
choosing coordinates on~. Writing the operator Dg which 
acts on S I' in Eqs. (3.1) in the form, 

(3.10) 

where 

1 a r U = gbc r%c = --- _ (I detg 1 1!2gU b), (3.11) 
I detg 11/2 asb 

and recalling that 

as" as" gab = ----, 
asa ash 

we see that the principal (second order) part of expression 
(3.10) is not totally contained in the hyperbolic first term but 
appears also in r a. To reduce the Lorentz force equations to 
a hyperbolic system we impose the condition 

r a = 0, (3.12) 

which is equivalent to requiring that the coordinates sa are 
harmonic: 

(3.12') 

Thus we obtain the reduced Lorentz force equations: 

(3.13) 

constituting a (weakly coupled) system of quasi linear hyper
bolic partial differential equations having the same principal 
part. In the following two lemmas we shall show that Eqs. 
(3.1) and Eqs. (3.13) are locally equivalent: 

Lemma 1: For any timelike embedding S: V ----+R 4 there 
exists a unique coordinate transformation! U-.. V such that 
the timelike embedding S' = sOf: U----+R 4 satisfies the har
monic condition and has the same Cauchy data as S. 

Proo! The new coordinates fa must satisfy the 
equations: 

Dgr=O, (3.14) 

where g' = S ~ Tf = f* g, g = S * Tf· Each component of the 
above equations is a scalar equation. In the original coordi
nates they reduce to 

Dgr = 0, (3.15) 

which, since g is given, are linear hyperbolic equations for 
the functionsfa. Thus we have unique solutions for given 
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Cauchy data on A in any open U' which is a development of 
A. Let us pose the following data on A : 

/O(O,SI, ... ,S'- I) = 0, /A(O,SI, ... ,S,-I) =~, 

(A = 1, ... ,r - 1), 

(3.16) 

Then/ restricted to A is the identity (A is carried into itself) 
and the tangent to/at any point on A is also the identity. 
From the implicit function theorem 10 it follows that there is a 
neighborhood UC U' of A in which/is a diffeomorphism. 

Finally conditions (3.16) are obviously sufficient to en
sure that 5 and 5 ' have the same Cauchy data. That they are 
also necessary is implied by the injectivity of 5 and the fact 
that 5 is an immersion. 

Lemma 2: Any timelike embedding 5 which satisfies the 
reduced Eqs. (3.13) also satisfies Eqs. (3.1). 

Proof We consider identities (3.7) and taking into ac
count Eqs. (3.13) we replacepH!' - e/!' by - prb a5!'/aSb 

[cf. Eq. (3.10)]. We obtain: 

rb a5!' a5!, = r b = ° 
asb as" gab' 

which, since g is non degenerate implies the harmonic condi
tion r a = 0, and the lemma is established. Leray's theoryll 
of strictly hyperbolic systems can directly be applied to Eqs. 
(3.13) to yield, with the use of Lemma 2, the following 
theorem: 

Theorem 1: For any Cauchy data on A satisfying the 
three conditions stated above, there is a neighborhood U of A 
(development of A) for which there exists one and only one 
timelike embedding 5: U--R 4 satisfying Eqs. (3.13). This 
embedding defines both a submanifold 5 (U) satisfying Eqs. 
(3.1) and also a harmonic coordinate system on this 
submanifold. 

The question of uniqueness of the solutions to Eqs. (3.1) 
is answered by: 

Theorem 2: If 51 and 52 are two solutions of Eqs. (3.1) 
having the same Cauchy data, there is a diffeomorphism/ 
such that 52 = 51°! 

Proof According to Lemma 1 there exist unique diffeo

morphisms hi and h2 such that 5; = 51 0h l and 5 ~ = 52°h2 
satisfy both the harmonic condition and have the same 
Cauchy data as 51 and 52' respectively. Hence 5; and 5 ~ are 
solutions of the reduced Eqs. (3.13) with identical Cauchy 
data. By Theorem 1,5 ; and 5 2 must be identical, and defin
ing / = hloh -2 I we obtain 52 = 510! 

We wish finally to note that in the case r = 1 the con
cept of harmonic coordinates reduces to the concept of an 
affine parameter along the world line. 
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IV. THE DYNAMICS 
A. Preservation of topology 

The introduction of the harmonic condition allowed us 
in the previous section to establish in a unified way the exis
tence and uniqueness properties of the solutions of the object 
equations. However, the full meaning of these equations as 
describing the evolution of extended objects under the influ
ence of external force fields has not been revealed thus far in 
our exposition. Of central importance to the understanding 
of the dynamical con ten t of the theory of extended objects is 
the following proposition: 

Proposition 1: Let k be a connected r-manifold, without 
boundary, and 5: K __ R 4 an embedding of K as a timelike 

submanifold in Minkowski space (R 4,1/), Let in addition 
5 (K) be a closed subset of R 4. Then there is a connected 
r - 1 manifold M, without boundary, such that K ~R xM. 

Proof Consider the differentiable function 5 ° on K. 
Since K is connected, 5 O(K) is a connected subset of R. Thus 
5 o(K) is either R itself or an interval: open, closed, or half

open. We shall now show that the function 5 ° has no critical 
points. For, if q is a critical point of 5°, then 

(d5~q = 0. 

But this implies that the metric g = 5*1/ induced on K is 
positive-semidefinite at q: 

3 

(g)q = L (d 5 i ®d 5 i)q, 
i=1 

in contradiction to the assumption that g is Lorentzian ev
erywhere on K. The fact that 5 ° is a differentiable function 
without critical points implies through the implicit function 

theorem that the level surfacesMt = (5~ - I(t), tE5 O(K) are 
Coo closed submanifolds of K. Further, 50(K) cannot be a 
closer! or half-open interval of R since, in that case, the end
points of the interval would be extrema, and hence critical 
points of 5°. Consequently, 50(K) is either an open interval 
in R or R itself, in either case diffeomorphic to R. The lemma 
would follow if we show that K = UtES O(k ) M t is a foliation, 
namely that the level surfaces of 5 ° are diffeomorphic to 
each other. Consider the C 00 vector field u on K defined by: 

g(u) = d 5°. 
This vector field is nowhere vanishing and is orthogonal to 
the surfaces M t • Therefore, the pushout 5 *u is orthogonal to 
5 (Mt ), namely to the surfaces formed by the intersection of 
the XO = t hyperplanes in R 4 with the embedded manifold 
5 (K). These intersections are spacelike; hence 5 *u is time
like, and the same is true for u. We now define on K the 
vector field n by: 

n = (l/tp )u, 

where 

tp =g(u,u). 

(4.1) 

This vector field is timelike and Coo, since tp < 0. We shall 
demonstrate that the vector field n is complete. Let P q : fa 

=] - a,a[ __ Kbe an integral curve ofn through some point 
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qEK., whose domain cannot be extended. Let [tn I be a se
quence inla converging toa. Then the sequence [s°(uitn» I 
converges to SO(q) + a. This follows from 

a 
- (5°o}tq) = (n,ds~ = 1, as 

which implies (VsEla) 

S °0 }tis) = s °0 }tq(O) + s = s O(q) + s. 
Now}tq is a timelike curve and so is s0}tq. Hence, Ims0}tq is 
contained in the light cone at S (q). Therefore, [s (uitn» I is 
a bounded sequence in R 4 and we can extract a subsequence 
[S (uitn)) converging to a pointx'ER 4. Clearly, X'ES (K). 
On the other hand, xis (K ), otherwise}t q could be extended 
beyond la (K having no boundary). Thus S (K) is not closed 
and we have a contradiction. The same argument holds for 
the lower limit of la. We conclude that the domain of}tq can 
be extended to R and the vector field n is complete. Also we 
obtain sOCK) = sO(Im,uq) = R. The complete Coo vector 
field n generates the one-parameter group of diffeomor
phisms12 
If,: K ';;5.K I sER ), where 

V sER, qEK.: f,(q) =}tq (s), 

whose action on the function SO is given by 

fs*sO(q) = sOo}t/s) = to(q) + s, 

whence 

f,*C = SO +s. 
It follows that the restrictionfs I M, is a diffeomorphism of M t 

into MI + s and the surfaces MI are diffeomorphic to each 
other. Consequently, K = U tER M t is a foliation and the map 

h : K-R XMo, q -(SO(q)! _ s"(q)(q», 

is a diffeomorphism. 

(4.2) 

Consider now the case M o compact and take the com
pact domain ~ in Eg. (3.8) to be ~ = Ua<;l<;b MI' Then 
a~ = Mb - Ma and Eq. (3.8) implies that the quantity 

W x = (. X-,(pp + cA) (4.3) 
JS(M,) 

is independent of t, that is, conserved. 

B. Dynamical formulation 

From the proof of Proposition 1 we conclude that given 
a closed timelike embedding S: K-R 4 we can define an 
equivalent embedding x : RXMo-R 4by x = soh - lwhere 
[cf. Eq. (4.2)] h - I : R XMo';;5.K is given by: (t,p) -!rep). 
The time component of x is trivial: xO(t,p) = t, while the 
space component XI = x(t,·) = to;; is a curve in the space 
E (Mo,R 3) of embeddings of Mo into R 3. The space 
E (Mo,R 3) is a cone in the linear space C "'(Mo,R 3) of differ
entiable maps of M o into R 3. The action, on E (Mo,R 3), of 
the group g; (Mo) of diffeomorphisms of M o is analogous to 
the action of g; (K) on E' (K,R 4). Similarly, the action of the 
Euclidean group on E (Mo,R 3) is analogours to the action of 
the Poincare group on E' (K,R 4). We endow R 3 with the 
Euclidean metric e, the inner product of which will be denot
ed by "." and the norm by "1'1", as usual. The tangent to the 
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the velocity [cf. Eq. (4.1)] 

ax, _ 
VI = -a = (5*n)IM' 

t ' 
(4.4) 

which is at each t a vector field on XI (Mo)' 

Proposition 2: The velocity vector field V, is orthogonal 
to the submanifold x,(Mo)' 

Proof Let t/Jo be any vector field on Mo. We define a 
vector field t/J on K tangent to the foliation [M, I tER ) by 
posing, for each tER, t/J I M, = t/JI = !'/'t/Jo' Then, since the 
vector field n is orthogonal to the foliation, we have: 

g(n,t/J) = 7](5 *n,S *t/J) = O. 

Further, since t/J leaves the function SO invariant, we have 
t o*t/J = O. It follows that 

t *n'[ *t/J = 7](5 *n,S *t/J) = O. 

Restricting the above to each M, we obtain 

vt'(xI * t/Jo) = 0, (4.5) 

which shows that VI is orthogonal to any vector field tangent 
tox,(Mo)' In local coordinates [(TA I A = 1,00.,r - 1) onMo, 
Eq. (4.5) reduces to 

_ ax, 
v·-- =0. , a~ (4.6) 

As a consequence of Proposition 1, the metric g = x*7] (we 
use the same symbol g from now on to denote the metric 
induced on R XMo) assumes the form 

g = - N 2 dt®dt + y, (4.7) 

where for each t 

(4.8) 

and 

(4.9) 

The condition that the embedding x be timelike is seen to be 
equivalent to the requirement that I VI I < 1 everywhere on 
XI (Mo) and for all t. 

The energy 'f} of the object is the quantity 'f} x associat
ed by Eq. (4.3) to the generator of time translations 
X = alaxo. It can be written as the sum 'f} = 'f} k + '1/ p of 
kinetic and potential contributions: 

(4.10) 

where if CtJ is an n-form on R 4, CtJ1 is the (n - I)-form 
a laxu-,CtJ namely the projection of CtJ normal to the hyper
plane XU = t, and 

'l/p=cJ A 1 · (4.11) 
x(M,) 

In the case that there exists an (r-dimensional) sub manifold 
VI of the hyperplane XU = t such that av, = x(M,), we can 
express the potential energy also in the form: 

(4.12) 
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The equivalence of expressions (4.11) and (4.12) follows 
fromtheformulad (X-,A) = LxA + X-,dA, the hypothesis 

that LxA = 0 for X = a/axe, and Stokes' theorem. 

In the case of the string, we can apply the theory of 
space curves of differential geometry and define at each 
point on the curve xt(Mo) the orthonormal triad (l,ii,b) 
where I is the unit tangent: 

1= ax = 1 ax (4.13) 
as / dety /112 au l 

s being the arc length, ii is the principal normal: 

(4.14) 

k being the curvature, and b is the binormal, namely the 
unique vector such that 

II/,ii,b II = /.(iiX b) = l. (4.15) 

As a consequence ofEq. (4.6), the expansion ofvin the basis 
(l,ii,b) has the form: 

v = uii + wb. (4.16) 

In the case of the membrane, the mean curvature vector of 
the surface x, (Mo), being normal to the surface, is expressed 
as 

(4.17) 

where K is the mean curvature (trace of the second funda
mental form, sum of the principal curvatures) and ii is the 
unit normal: 

(4.18) 

Further, in the case of the string *Fis a I-form which we can 
write as: 

3 

*F=BdxO
- L Eidxi, 

i= I 

(4.19) 

and in the case of the membrane, * F is a O-form (function) 

*F=a. 
'kk We note that E I = E'l (F1)jk and a = E'l (F1)ijk' Thus 

[cf. Eq. (4.12)] the potential energies of the string and mem
brane are given by: 

(4.20) 

and 

(4.21) 

respectively, where at a given time t, S, is any surface having 
the string as boundary while V, is the volume enclosed by the 
membrane. 

In view of identities (3.7) the time component of Eq. 
(3.1) for the embedding x is a consequence of the space com
ponent. This time component gives the rate of change {; of 
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the kinetic energy density [cf. Eq. (4.10)] 

1 a ( / dety /112 ) {; - - P ..!-----'-'---
/ detylll2 at N 

(4.22) 

In the case of the string we have 

(; = cllE,vill = c(Enw - Ebu), (4.23) 

where En and Eb are the components of E along ii and b, 
respectively. In the case of the membrane we have 

(; = cav, (4.24) 

where, in view ofEq. (4.6), 

v = vii. (4.25) 

The identities (3.7) imply also that the projection of the 
space component ofEq. (3.1) on the tangent space to Xt(Mo) 
is an identity. Thus in the case of the string, Eqs. (3.1) are 
equivalent to the following pair of evolution equations ob
tained by projecting the space component on the plane 
spanned by ii and b: 

p( ~; + YW - N 2 k ) = cFlIN, 

where 

F" = - (1 - u2)Eb - uwEn - Bw, 

Fb = (1 - w2)E" + uwEb + Bu. 

(4.26a) 

(4.26b) 

(4.27a) 

(4.27b) 

Here, Y is the normal angular velocity of the OSCUlating plane 
of the string: 

_ ab 
y=n·-. at (4.28) 

In the case of the membrane, Eqs. (3.1) are equivalent to the 
single evolution equation obtained by projecting the space 
component along the unit normal ii: 

p( ~~ - N 2K) = caN 3. (4.29) 

In deriving Eqs. (4.26) and (4.29) use is made of the follow
ing formula: 

1 .!!.... I dety 1112 = - (Ll .f).v, 
/ dety /1/2 at Y 

which follows when Eq. (4.6) is taken into account. 

Finally, if external fields are absent, Eqs. (4.23) and 
(4.24) give {; = 0, which yields 

p/ dety/112/N = E, (4.30) 

where E is a fixed density on Mo' From Eq. (4.30) the follow
ing two propositions fonow: 

Proposition 3: The length of any compact Ll CMo is 
bounded, that is, there exists a positive real number L such 
that \;/ fER: 

l/1y,<L. 
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Proposition 4: If for some tER, xt is singular at p, that is, 
dety t (P) = 0, then iV, (P) I = 1 and the curve x(. ,p) (in Min
kowski space) is null at the point x(t,p). 
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Qualitative and quantitative features of high quantum rotational spectra are discussed by 
appealing to geometrical and topographical representations of the tensor operators. 
Approximate formulas are derived for level-cluster energies. The approximate conditions 
for the occurrence of "anomalous" fourfold clusters are given. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Eigensolutions offourth-rank octahedral tensor opera
tors (T4) have become very useful for analyzing high-resolu
tion laser spectra of heavy spherical top moleculesl.Z such as 
CF4 , SiF4 , and SF 6' 

3 The operators model the centrifugal dis
tortion effects of the molecules which show up in the fine 
structure patterns in the rotational or rovibrational spectra. 
Because of high rotational inertia of these molecules their 
most easily observed lines belong to high rotational quanta 
typically J = 10--100 and higher in some cases. The highJ 
lines are arranged into surprising patterns of spectral "clus
ters," and the understanding of the clusters has led to 
simpler theories and better understanding of these 
molecules. 

It is interesting to note that the first observations of 
clusters were made in computer studies of crystal field split
ting of rare earth atomic levels. Lea, Leask, and Wolf 4 used a 
computer to investigate the effect of adding varying amounts 
of the sixth rank (T6) tensor operator to the fourth rank ten
sor (T'). They noticed some unexpected triple point degener
acies in their energy level diagrams even for low angular 
momentum states. (They treated J.;;;8 only.) Ten years later 
Dorney and Watson l diagonalized T4 for J.;;;20 and noted 
many nearly degenerate clusters for the higher J, and gave a 
classical model to explain some properties of them. Finally, 
Fox, Galbraith, Krohn, and Louck6 performed computer 
diagonalization of T4 for J = 2-100 and observed many ex
traordinary properties of clusters. This led to the quantum 
theory of spectral clusters, parts of which will be reviewed 
briefly below. HI 

The purpose of this article is to continue the original 
investigation by Lea et at: of the effects of adding varying 
amounts of sixth rank tensor T6 to T4. The results of cluster 
theory will be used and asymptotic formulas will be derived 
for the limiting cases of high J. The analysis of effects due to 
tensors of rank six or higher is important for the light spheri
cal tops such as CH4 (methane), SiH4 (silane), or GeH4 (ger-

"JPresently at The School of Physics, Georgia Institute of Technology, At
lanta, Georgia 30332. 

mane) which have appreciable amounts of T6 in their model 
Hamiltonians. While there are far fewer light (hydride) tops 
we believe they may make up for their small number with 
interesting spectroscopic effects. We shall try to emphasize 
the intuitive physical nature of the cluster eigenstates and 
indicate what effects one might predict. 

II. TENSOR OPERATORS AND THEIR 
EIGENVALUES 

Rank-k irreducible tensorial operators T~(q = k, 
k-l, ... , - k) of the rotational group R3 are sets of2k + 1 
operators which transform as follows l2 

R (a(Jy)T~R 'l(a(Jy) = LT~, iiJ~'q (a(Jy), (1) 
q' 

where iiJ ~'q are irreducible representations of rotation opera
tors in R3 = ! .. ·R (a(Jy) .. ·]. Certain combinations of certain 
T~ are invariant to the subgroup of octahedral rotations. 
Besides the trivial case Tg we shall consider the two lowest 
rank octahedral invariants 

A-

T' = (7/12)1/2T6 + (5/24)II2(T! + T4_ 4) (2) 

and 

(3) 

Here we have chosen axes of quantization to be the fourfold 
symmetry axes of the octahedral subgroup. Many texts l

) give 
procedures for deriving invariant operators. Instead of giv
ing derivations we shall show ways to picture the operator so 
that their octahedral symmetry is obvious. 

The operators T4 and T6 can be expressed in terms of 
polynomials of coordinate operators x, y, and z or else angu
lar momentum operators Jx , Jy ' and Jz. This is done by 
replacing each T~ with spherical harmonics yk(O,cp) 

k q 
= Y lx/r,y/r,z/r) or else angular momentum harmonics 
y~(Jx,Jy,JZ>· Using spherical harmonics we obtain 
/-. 

T' = (21111')112[(35 cos40 - 30 cos20 + 3) 

+ 5 sin40 cos4cp ]132 

= (7/3JT)1I2(15)[X4 + y4 + z4 - (3/5)"]/8" 
and 

(4a) 

(4b) 
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FIG. I. Geometrical representations of oc!.ahedral tensor 

T{j.t) = 1" coSfl + T'siIIJL [T' = (IN 8) 1"]. Each combination T{j.t) 
for f.1. = 0,17/6,217'16, ... ,1117/6 is drawn in spherical coordinates 
[r = I + 1.2 T (j.t,e,r/J )] using (2), (3), (4a), and (Sa). Drawings were made on 
a computer using codes and algorithms written by Chela Kunasz and 
Thomas Wright. 

T6 = (l04hr)tl2[(231 cos68 - 315 cos48 + 105 cos28 - 5) 

+ 21 sin48 (11 cos48 - 1) cos4¢J ]/256 (Sa) 

= (l3/21T) '/221[x6 + y6 + Z6 _ sexy + y4x2 + X4Z2 

+ y4z2 + z4X2 + z4y2) + 70XYZ2 - (5/21),-2]/40r. Sb) 
Figure 1 shows solid spherical plots of the function 

T(J.l) = T4 coSf.l + P sin,u, (6a) 

where anglefl ranges from zero to 21T in steps of 21T/12 and 
the nonnormalized operator 

(6b) 

is used. The plots ofEqs. (4) to (6) were done on computer by 
Chela Kunasz using solid graphics software developed at the 
National Center for Atmospheric Research by Thomas 
Wright. The octahedral symmetry of the figures is evident if 
one ignores the "wood grain" which merely stands for the 
limit of the computer storage resolution. (To obtain hidden 
line drawings the entire function is first stored numerically.) 
It is useful to think of each figure as a potential surface. One 
can imagine the hills and valleys correspond to high and low 
energies in the octahedrally anisotropic Hamiltonian. Note 
that diametrically opposed numerals on the clock, i.e., 12 
and 6, 1 and 7, ... etc., correspond to potentials that differ 
only by overall sign, that is, hilltops are interchanged with 
valley bottoms. 

If one is interested in moe1cular centrifugal distortion 
operators then it is appropriate to imagine that each of the 
twelve objects in Fig. 1 are plotted in (J x Jy Jz J space. For 
example the 12 o'clock object corresponds to molecule 
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whose energy is highest when rotating around the Jx , Jy , or 
Jz axes which go through the hilltops, and lowest when the J
vector points out of the valley in the (1,1,1) direction. Each 
surface gives the energy as a function of J direction for fixed 
total angular momentum 

J ~ + J ~ + n = const. (7) 

An octahedral (XY6) molecule would be distorted the least 
by centrifugal force when rotating around a fourfoldx,y, or z 
axis since then the force is along or perpendicular to the six 
stronger radial bonds. Rotation around the (1,1,1) or three
fold axis affects the weaker bending bonds and causes the 
greatest distortion. Greater distortion corresponds to more 
rotatio'nal inertia and hence lower energy. This in turn corre
sponds to a valley on the potential surface. Therefore the 
surfaces around the 12 o'clock position are apt to describe 
octahedral XY6 pure rotational distortion, while their "nega
tives" around 6 o'clock are more apt to describe cubic (XYs) 

or tetrahedral (XY4) rotational distortion. Note that tetrahe
dral symmetry alone would allow a third-rank invariant 

(8) 

but this is excluded according to time reversal symmetry. 

The matrices of tensor operators are made using the 
Wigner-Echart theorem 

(~'IT;I~) =(- V-M(_~, ; ~)(JIITkIIJ),(9) 
where the reduced matrix element (J II TkIIJ) can be taken 
outside of the matrix since it does not depend on M or M'. 
We shall set it equal to unity here, but its value can be com
puted once the exact form of the tensor operator is estab
lished. The other factor in (9) is the Wigner 3-j coefficient. 
The following values of this coefficient are needed: 

4 

o ~) 
= ( - I)J -.11 [6(J + 2: - 1) 

_ lOM2(6J' + 6J - 5) + 70M4]1[(2J + 5: - 3)]112, 

(lOa) 
4 

-4 ~) 
= ( _ I)J - M [70(J + M + 0: - 3)(J - M + 4:1)] tl21 

[(2J + 5: - 3)]112, 

6 

o ~) 
= ( _ I)J - M [ _ 20(J + 3: - 2) 

+ 84M 2(5 J4 + lOP - 20P - 25 J + 14) 

(lOb) 

- 420M4(3J' + 3J -7) + 924M6]1[(2J + 7: - 5)][/2 

(lOc) 
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6 

-4 ~) 
= 12( - W-M(50 - 44M + IIMz -J2 -J) 

x [(7/2) (J + M + 0: - 3) (J - M + 4:1))112/ 

[(2J + 7: - 5)] liZ. (lOd) 

Here we use the notation 

(X + a:b) = (X + a)(X + a - 1)( ... )(X + b + 1)(X + b). 
(11) 

The angular momentum representation of the (4,6)-oc
tahedral operator 

T(v) = T4 cos v + T6 sin v (12) 

in the I~> basis is a (2J + I)X(2J + 1) matrix. Using octa
hedral symmetry adapted bases l.2 it is possible to reduce it to 
a direct sum of smaller block diagonal matrices belonging to 
each symmetry speciesAI,A 1, E, Th and Tz• For example for 
J = 30 one can reduce the (61 X 61) matrix to two (3 X 3) Al 
and Az blocks, a (5 X 5) E block, a (7 X 7) Tl block, and an 
(8 X 8) Tl block. Finally 26 distinct eigenvalues (the E- and 
T-Ievels are, doubly and triply degenerate, respectively) are 
obtained in the (J = 30) case by diagonalizing the sub 
blocks. These blocks can be produced and diagonalized by 
computerl4 and the results for J = 30 are shown in Fig. 2 as a 
function of parameter v (0< v< 1T). It is only necessary to 
carry this expensive computer calculation half way around 
the v-clock. The eigenvectors of a matrix are unchanged by 
an overall (-1) factor and the eigenvalues are merely 
inverted. 

We now see ways to understand the results of the dia
gonalizations and derive simple approximate formulas for 
the eigenvalues. 

III. APPROXIMATIONS FOR TENSOR 
OPERATOR SPECTRA 

The first thing one notes in Fig. 2 is that many of the 26 

0.10 
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J : 30 
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FIG. 2. (J = 30) Eigenvalue spectrum of T(v)' = T' cosy + T' sinv. 
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FIG, 3. (J = 30, v = 1T) Spectrum of T(v), Magnified view of the level clus
ters are shown to exhibit the separate octahedral symmetry species. 

eigenvalues are "clustering" for most v values. The spectrum 
is a good deal simpler than it would have been if all 26 values 
had been randomly deployed. Figure 3 shows the spectral 
detail for the extreme right-hand side of Fig. 2, i.e., v = 1T •. ; 

[the extreme left-hand side (v = 0) is just the negative of 
this]. The lower portion of the spectrum exhibits alternative 
(A Ell TEll E) and (Tl Ell T1) clusters. Each of these clusters con
tain six levels: either 1 + 3 + 2 = 6 or 3 + 3 = 6. As ex
plained in Refs. 7-9 each set of six levels corresponds to six 
more-or-Iess well-defined localized rotation states in each of 
the six valleys on fourfold axes at 6 o'clock (v = 1T = /1) in 
Fig. 1. The upper portion of the spectra exhibits 
(AI Ell Tl Ell Tz EIlA z) and (Tl EIlEEIl Tz) clusters each containing 
eight levels. These belong to states sitting in each of eight 
hills on three-fold axes at 6 o'clock or in each of eight valleys 
at 12 o'clock (v = 0 = /1). Note that the fourfold axial hills 
or valleys are deeper than the threefold valleys or hills at the 
12 o'clock or 6 o'clock positions. Therefore there are more 
fourfold or six-level clusters than threefold or eight-level 
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clusters at these positions. However, at just before 4 o'clock 
(p = 120° = 21T/3, v = tan- I [(1/8)lI' tan,u] = 148S 
= 9.91T/12) or else at 10 o'clock in Fig. 1 the threefold hills 

or valleys predominate. In the corresponding neighborhood 
between v = 81T and v = I01T in Fig. 2 the threefold clusters 
dominate the spectrum. 

The splitting of a level cluster is determined by how 
easily tunneling occurs between the valleys or hills associat
ed with the cluster. As explained in Refs. 6-9 and 11 the 
nearest neighbor tunneling amplitude ( - S) appears in the 
(AI E!) TI E!)E) cluster eigenvalues 

E(E) =H + 2S, 

E(TI ) =H, 

E (A 1) = H - 4S, 

(13a) 

(13b) 

(13c) 

and predicts the observed 2: 1 splitting ratio between E-TI 
and T,-A 1 intervals in the fourfold region of Fig. 3. (Here H is 
the cluster center-of-gravity which will be discussed short
ly.) Similarly, threefold cluster eigenvalues are given by 

E (A 1) = H + 3S + 3 T, 

E (TI ) = H + S - T, 

E(T,) =H -S- T, 

E(A,)=H-3S+3T, 

(I4a) 

(I4b) 

(I4c) 

(l4d) 

for the (AI E!) TI E!) T, E!)A,) cluster and for the (TI E!) E E!) T,) 
cluster by 

E (T,) = H + 2S - T, 

E(E) =H + 3T, 

E(TI) =H - 2S - T, 

(I5a) 

(I5b) 

(15c) 

where S is nearest neighbor tunneling amplitude and Tis the 
next nearest neighbor tunneling amplitUde. For most three
fold clusters the T amplitude is negligible, however there are 
certain cases when S goes through zero with T nonzero as 
will be discussed at the end of this section. 

The fourfold clusters dominate the spectrum around 7 
o'clock in Fig. 1 and, of course, also at the antipodal position 
of 1 o'clock (1 o'clock corresponds to f-l = 30° or 
v = 11.53° = 0.771T/12). Note that the "pass" between four
fold valleys becomes higher as one goes from 5 o'clock to 6 
0' clock. Finally, just before 7 o'clock the pases get cut off and 
6 perfect "craters" are formed around the fourfold valleys. 
This is close to the v-value for which the spectrum in Fig. 2 is 
all fourfold clusters. By 8 or 9 o'clock the "passes" have 
grown up to form twelve mountains. On the opposite side at 
2 or 3 o'clock twelve valleys are visible in Fig. 1. These twelve 
extrema are the source of the twelve-level two-fold clusters 
(A 1 E!) EI E!) TI E!) 2T,) and (A, E!) E E!) T, E!) 2TI) discussed in Ref. 
8. (They also can arise in a v3-type coriolis spectrum. IS The 
twofold axes are located at saddle points or "passes" on the 
T4 surface (12 and 6 o'clock) and these points correspond to 
crossover regions in the spectrum of Fig. 3 between threefold 
clusters on the high side and four-fold clusters on the low 
side. Saddle points do not give rise to clusters since it is possi
ble to travel globally between them without having to rise or 
fall in energy. Clusters correspond to localized states, only. 
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FIG.4. Local T (v) potential values attwo-, three-, and fourfold axes. Values 
of potential T(v) = T4 COSy + T6 sinv are plotted versus v using (4a) and 
(Sa) for select (B,</J ) values corresponding to the three kinds of octahedral 
symmetry axes. 

It is instructive to plot the harmonic form of the tensor 
T(v) (12) using (4a) and (5a) for fourfold (¢l = 0, e = 0), 
threefold [¢l = 1T/4, e = cos- I (l/3)lI')], and twofold (¢l = 0, 
e = 1T14) axes as in Fig. 4. The qualitative form of the spec
trum in Fig. 2 is imitated to some extent. The two-, three-, 
and fourfold curves mark the regions in which the respective 
clusters exist. The curves take turns serving as cluster 
boundaries, i.e., hill tops or valley bottoms, and crossover 
boundaries, i.e., "passes" at saddle points. 

A more accurate approximation of the spectrum is ob
tained using the matrix elements in (10). If the operators are 
represented in the appropriate basis then excellent cluster 
energy approximations are given just by the diagonal com
ponents. Even more accurate results are obtained by pertur
bation. The operators in (2) and (3) are set up in the fourfold 
basis already. The following zeroth approximation follows: 

<T(V»~_fold 

=(7/12)11'( J 
-M 

+ (1/8)11' ( J 
-M 

4 

o 

6 

o 

~)( - I)J-M cOSY 

~)( _ I)J - M sin v, (16) 

where M = K4 is the fourfold axial momentum associated 
each cluster. (Recall Fig. 3.) One can do the same for the 
threefold cluster by first representing (2) and (3) in a three
fold axial basis as follows 

T4 = - 2 [(7 112)'12Tci + 2(5/24)/'(T4_ 3 - Tj) ]13, 
(17) 

T' = 2[ (8)II2T~ + (70/24)1I2(T~ - T6_ 3) 

+ (77 /24V'(T~ + TO_ 6) ]19. (18) 

Then the zeroth threefold cluster approximation is 

<T(V»~_fold 

- (2/3)(7/12)II2( ~ M 
4 ~)( - I)J-M COSY, 
o 
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FIG. 5. Approximate (J = 30) spectrum of T(v). Approximations (16), 
(19), and (20) are plotted versus v. Solid lines indicate where there is agree
ment with the exact results in Fig. 2. Dots indicate where clusters split and 
approximations break down. Dashed curves corresponds to classical poten
tials obtained by using (2Ia) with Pk = 1. 

+ (2/9)(S)II2( J 
-M 

6 
o ~)( - Il- M sinv, (19) 

where M = K3 is the threefold cluster momentum. Finally, 
the zeroth approximation for the twofold clusters is 

<T(V»~_fold 

- (1I4)(7/12)1I2( -"M ~ ~)( - Il- M cosv, 

_ (13/S»(lIS)II2( J 
-M 

6 
o ~)( - I)J - M sinv, (20) 

where M = K2 is the twofold cluster momentum. The func
tions of v given by (16), (19), and (20) are plotted together in 
Fig. 5. The solid curves indicate where the agreement is 
within 2% of the exact results in Fig. 2. This occurs practi
cally everywhere that a cluster exists. In other words, the 
error is the same order of magnitude as the cluster splitting. 

It is interesting to use Edmond'sl6 approximate 
expression 

k 
o ~)( - V- M =Pk(cosO)l(2J + 1)112, 

(21a) 

where Pk is a Legendre polynomial and 

cosO = M I[J(J + 1)]1I2_M I(J + 112). (21b) 

Its accuracy is about 0.6% at M = J = 30 and about 0.05% 
at M = J = 100. It is very useful for helping to understand 
the classical limit. Let us imagine that the angular momen
tum in state I~) is represented by a cone of altitude <Jz ) 

= M and slant height <J.J)112 = [J(J + 1)]II2_J + 112 
about the axis of quantization. According to (21 b) the apex 
half-angle is 0, and according to (21a) the eigenvalue of ten-
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sor T k is proportional to the value of the k th harmonic at 
angle 0, i.e., 

<Tk)rxPk(cosO)/(2J + 1)112 

= Y~·(O)[41T/(2k + 1)(21 + 1»)112. (22) 

The harmonic valley bottom occurs at 0 = 0 where 
Pdl) = 1. Therefore, if we replace the 3 - j coefficient and 
phase in (16), (19), and (20) by (21 + 1)-112 we obtain a better 
representation than Fig. 4 for the fourfold, threefold, and 
twofold valley bottoms, hilltops or passes, whichever they 
might be. These are plotted as dashed lines in Fig. 5. Note 
that their form is similar apart from the overall magnitude to 
the topographical features represented by Fig. 4. Any differ
ence is due to the factor [41T/(2k + 1)]112 in Eq. (22), which is 
close to unity for k = 4 and 6. Note that even "top clusters" 
for whichJ = Mhave some"zero-point" energy with respect 
to their valley bottoms or hilltops. This becomes less and less 
significant as J_ 00 • 

While studying the asymptotic functional forms of an
gular coefficients, Ponzano and Reggel7 have deduced "po
tentials" for Schr6dinger-like equations for certain Racah 
coefficients. Schulten and Gordon l8 have developed a theory 
of these "potentials" and applied it to approximate deriva
tions of coupling coefficients. The cluster properties seem to 
point out the physical "reality" of these potentials. 

Improved accuracy of the cluster approximation is ob
tained by using off-diagonal matrix elements in perturbation 
formulas. This has been done successfully for several cases of 
fourth-rank tensor operators. IO,IS.19 It is interesting to ob
serve that the contribution from the sixth-rank tensor can 
cause key off-diagonal components to vanish. For example, 
the key component relating K. = M and K. = M - 4 four
fold cluster states will vanish when 

(5/24)112 ( J 
- (M - 4) 

4 
4 

~) cosv(O) 
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FIG. 6. (J = 10) Eigenvalue spectrum of T(v). 
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FI G. 7. R (10) Laser spectra of CH, (courtesy of Allen S. Pine, MIT Lincoln 
Laboratory). Symmetry species can be identified by fitting the spectrum 
with Fig. 6 (v,,"0.5/61T). This is further verified by the heights of the lines 
which approximately correspond to the well-known statistical weights: 5 
for A" 3 for T, or T" and 2 for E. 

- (7/16)'12( _ (~_ 4) 
6 

-4 
~ ) sinv(O) = O. 

(23) 

Solving this using (10) we have 

tanv'M(O) 
= (5/3)[ (2 J + 7)(2J + 6)(2J - 4)(2J - 5)/42] 112/ 

[50 + IIM(M - 4) - J(J + 1)]. 

For example for J = 10 one finds the predictions 

(24) 

v:g(O) = 9.98°, v~O(O) = 13.06°, v~O(O) = 17.74°, 

which agree rather well with the cluster formations on the 
left-hand side of Fig. 6. Indeed, it is remarkable that the all 
fourfold cluster tunneling amplitudes vanish at certain 
points for each (A EB T EB E) cluster to give the triple point 
cluster degeneracies first noticed by Lea etal. 4 [Note that the 
tunneling amplitude corresponding to "reversal" 

is not included in (13)-(15).] The "triple points" for J = 30 
clusters in Fig. 2 are not resolved on the scale of the graph. 
However, (24) predicts correctly the values v~g(O) 
= 16.8°, v~WO) = 15.1°, v~~(O) = 13.7°, v~~(O) 
= 12.4°, ... ,vjg(0) = 7.6° for which the low-M clusters exist 
near the fourfold "crater" region around 1 or 7 o'clock (see 
also Fig. 5). 

For threefold clusters there appear points at which the 
nearest-neighbor tunneling amplitude (S) vanishes while the 
next-nearest-neighbor tunneling amplitude (T) is small but 
nonzero. The residual (T) exists because of the extra T6+ 6 
terms in (18). This causes the (T, EB E EB TJ cluster to have a 
crossing of T, and T2 just below E in the upper right-hand 
corner of Fig. 6. This was predicted by (15) for S = 0 and T 
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small. Similarly, (14) predicts a coincident crossing of Al 
withA 2 and TI with T2 in the (AI EB TI EB T2 EBA2) cluster when 
S = O. This is seen at (v = 4.411'/6, E = - 0.04) in Fig. 6. 
Note just below that crossing there are two levels E and Tl 
getting together. This corresponds to part of a cluster falling 
together in the threefold dominated 4 o'clock (or 10 o'clock) 
region. The same thing happens to incomplete or "leftover" 
fourfold clusters in the 1 o'clock (or 7 o'clock) region. 

One concludes that sixth rank centrifugal tensors (P) 
can make fourfold clusters anomalously "tight" or degener
ate even for lower J, and reorder the structure of threefold 
clusters. This is important for high resolution spectroscopy 
since it makes anomalous or case (2) hyperfine structure pos
sible in more accessible regions of the spectrum. lO The mix
ing of hyper fine states and symmetry species that inevitably 
occurs at high J may also happen in select portions of the low 
Jspectrum. 

As an example, consider theJ = 10 spectrum ofCH4 by 
Pinell which is shown in Fig. 7. This fits rather well with the 
level diagram at about v = 0.9/1211' in Fig. 6. Note that the 
first (K4 = 10) cluster is very nearly degenerate at this point. 
The first two fourfold cluster splittings are not resolved in 
Pine's spectra. Note that the heights of the spectral lines 
correspond approximately to the well-known nuclear spin 
statistical weights: 5 for Al or A l , 3 for TI or Tl , and 2 for E. 
The weights "pile up" for clusters so Al + Tl + E is about 
ten units high in Fig. 7. 

More detailed treatments of the molecular Hamiltonian 
including Coriolis and off-diagonal tensor are needed to fit 
CH4 spectra properly , [the P (10) pattern does not fit Fig. 6 
well for any value of v.] One may need also a small amount of 
eighth rank tensor. However, it appears to be possible to 
simplify any tetrahedral Hamiltonian calculation by casting 
it into an appropriate cluster basis for high angular momen
tum, 11.15.19 and high momentum lines provide the most accu
rate determination of molecular Hamiltonian constants. 
Furthermore, the ease with which one can understand and 
discuss the tensor spectra should be evident. This alone 
should motivate further development and applications. 
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Note on the linear representations of any dimensional Lorentz 
group and their matrix elements 

Takayoshi Maekawa 
Department of Physics, Kumamoto University, Kumamoto, Japan 
(Received 20 November 1978) 

The linear representations of the group SO( n , 1) are studied in the space of functions 
given on the maximal compact subgroup SO( n) without making use of a special 
parametrization for elements of the group. The scalar products, which are invariant 
under the transformation by any element of SO( n ,1), are introduced into the space 
together with the action of any representation operator of SO( n ,1) on the function. The 
computation formula for the representation matrix elements is obtained. 

In previous papers l
,2 the linear representations of the 

group SO(n, 1) are discussed in the space offunctions given 
on the maximal compact subgroup SO(n) with the Euler 
angle parametrization and the computation formulas for the 
matrix elements of all representations are given. Though the 
representations are discussed for a special element of 
SO(n, 1), i.e., the boost to the nth direction, it is easy to gener
alize the discussion to any element of SO(n, 1). The purpose 
of this note is to generalize the action of the representation 
operator on the functions given on SO(n) in such a way that 
the action of the representation operator for any element of 
SO(n, 1) on the function is given independent of the parame
trization for elements of the group, and to examine the prop
erties of the matrix elements. 

Let us first introduce the Iwasawa decomposition J for 
an element of SO(n, 1) as follows 

In,l) = n(5)b t~n:/~)(1])g(n) 

~F" 
5 

I{~J 1 --.::, 

51 -

x~ 
0 0 

h~n h:.+, J 
h~ + In h ~ + In + I 

[g(n) 
X 0 ~], (1) 

where g<n)ESO(n), bt ~n: I~( 1]) denotes a boost to the nth di
rection with th,e parametrization, e.g., h ~n = h ~ + In + I 

= cosh1], h ~n + I = h ~ + In = sinh1], and n(5 )EN, a nilpo
tent subgroup of SO(n, 1) with E' = (5 f)/2. According to 
Refs. 1 and 2, we can construct a computation formula for 
the elements of the irreducible representation of SO(n, 1) in 
the representation space of SO(n) in a way independent of 
the special choice of parameters. In what follows, we show 
this briefly. Unless stated otherwise, the same notations as in 
Ref. 2. will be used. 

Considering a transformation with hESO(n, 1), 

(2) 

we obtain 

g(n), = __ h_n...:..+_IJ,-+_~_g_(_n~_)h..::ij_' _ 

nJ hn + In + I + ~g~~)hin + I 

(j = 1,2, ... ,n), (3) 

(i = 1,2, ... ,n - I;j = 1,2, ... ,n), (4) 

O' 0' h 0 h 0 
h n + In + 1 + h nn + I = ( n + In + I + nn + I) 

(j = 1,2, ... ,n - I). (5) 

It follows from (2) that in order to expressg(n) in terms of g(n)' 

the replacements g(n)p: g(n) and h-h -I in (3) and (4) lead to 
the desired results. 

The transformation property of the Haar measure 
(dVn) ofSO(n) under (2) is easily determined by taking into 
account that the measure is invariant under the rotation 
(shift) by the element of SO(n) and is transformed under h 0 

[ = t ~n :/~)ct)] into the form 

dV 
dVo = n (~ 

n (h 0 (n)h 0 )n - I 
n + In + I + gnn nn + I 

In order to obtain the explicit expression for this, it is noted 
that h can be parametrized in a form 
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(7) 

wheregl andg2ESO(n). On the other hand, it follows from (2) 
and (7) that the following relations hold with obvious 
notations: 

n(5 )bt ~n: 1~(1J )g(n)h 

= n(5 ')bt ~n :1~(7J')g(n)' = n(5)bt ~n:I~(1J)i(n)h °g2 

= n(t ')bt ~n:I~(7J')i(n)'g2 = n(t ')bt ~n:I~(7J')g<n)'. (8) 

The following relations are obtained by considering (6), (8), 
and in variance of dVn under the rotation by the element of 
SO(n): 

dVn = dVn , dV~ = dV~ = V~, 
- dVn 

dV'= ------------------n (h 0 + -(n)h 0 )n - I 
n + In + I gnn nn + I 

Taking into account the above results and the relations 
which are easily seen from (2) and (7), 

h - h 0 g-(n) _ (g(n)g ) _" g(n)(g ) n + In + I - n + In + I' nn - I nn - £.. nj I jn> 

we obtain the transformation of dVn under (2) as follows, 

dV 
dV'= n (9) 

n (h n + In + I + 'i.g~'yhjn + Ir - I 

It is noted that (9) holds for the replacements 
dVn~V~ and h---+h -I. It is obvious that a similar discussion 
to the above can be made with the left shift by changing the 
order of the factors on the right-hand side of the decomposi
tion (I). 

Let En be a linear space offunctions given on SO(n) and 
taking values in the linear space JY. It is easily seen that the 
action of the representation operator R (h) corresponding to 
h on the function ¢EEn can be given as follows1.2 

R (h )</> (g(n» 

= (hn+ In+ I + Ig~'?hjn+ I[H'</>(g(n.I)'), (10) 

wherepn + I is a complex number andg(n)' on the right-hand 
side is given by (3) and (4). 

Applying a representation operator R (h ') to (10), we 
obtain 

R (h ')R (h)</> (g(n» = (h ' + "g(n)h ~ )p" , I n + In + I £.. nj jn + I 

X</> (g(n.I)"), (II) 

where 
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and g(n)" means the transformation under h ' after that of h. It 
is straightward to show the relations 

(h~+ln+1 + Ig~)h;n+I)(hn+ln+1 + I~j>'hjn+l) 

= (h ' h )n + In + I + I g~ry(h ' h )jn + I' 

gin)" = __ (_h_'_h_)n~+..:::lj~+_'i._g_~n_/_(h_'_h_).;;:.ij_ 
nJ (h'h)n + In + I + 'i.g~~)(h'h )in + I 

(j = 1,2, ... ,n), 

(n)" _ 
gij - -------------------

(h'h)n + In + I + 'i.g~'2(h'h )kn + I 

(i = 1,2, ... ,n - 1; j = I,2, ... ,n). 

Thus, (II) gives the relation 

R (h ')R (h )</> (g(n» = R (h ' h)</> (g(n», (12) 

which means that the representation condition is satisfied 
for any complex number Pn + I' 

It is noted that (10) means the right-regular representa
tion' for hESO(n). Similarly, we can construct the left-regu
lar representation for the elements ofSO(n). The bases of the 
regular representation can be classified by the group chain 
SO(n)::JSO(n - I)::J ... ::JSO(2) and given as follows/ 

¢ (A,,) (g(n» _ / N (ILn) D (A,,) (g(n» 
IA;, ,IIA",J -'\j Vn IA;, ,JIA" ,I ' 

(13) 

where Vn is a volume ofSO(n), N(lLn) the dimension of the 
representation (ILn), and D (A,,) the D matrix elements of 
SO(n). The functions (13) form a complete orthonormal sys
tem on SO(n) for the invariant measure dVn on this group.' 
The orthonormality means 

{ ¢ (A .. ) (in»¢ (A ;,) (g(n» dV 
)so(n) {A;, .IIA •.• J {A;," ,JIA;; ,j n 

=OA "O{A' IIA'" 10{A II'" I' ,r'~ " "I 1"1 I tI I/\." I 
(14) 

The numbers [IL ~ _ I I and [IL n _ II are, of course, character
ized by invariants ofSO{j) (j = 2,3, ... ,n - 1) for the first 
and second parameter groups, respectively.2 The explicit ex
pressions for the generators of the representation with re
spect to the Euler angles together with their matrix elements 
are known. I

•
2 However, the representation matrix elements 

ofSO(n) together with those for the generators may be re
garded as known independently of the special parameters of 
the group because (13) and (14) hold regardless of the choice 
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of parameters. and the generators between the standard and 
parameter representations are intimately connected with 
each other.2 

In Refs. 1 and 2. in which the Euler angles are adopted 
as the parameters ofSO(n). the bases of En have the form 

<I> (p" • ,.A" ')(g(n» - N (p ;A, )¢J (.-1,,) (g(n» (15) 
{A"I - n+l n IA" ,I!A".I • 

with 

N (Pn + I;An) ( ln12J . 
---. -,- = II r(m nj - Pn + I -j + 1) 
N (Pn + 1>,,1, n) J ~ I 

xr(m~j + Pn + 1- j + n)/ 

T(mnj+Pn+l-j+n) 

The bases are classified by the group chain SO(n.l)::J 
SO(n)::J '" ::JSO(2). That is. the numbers IAjl (j = 2.3 ..... n) 
are characterized by the invariants of the second parameter 
group ofSO(j) and (PI! + l.A n _ I) by the invairants of 
SO(n.l) which can be expressed in terms of the numberpI! + I 
and the invariants of the first parameter group ofSO(n - 1). 
Thus. whatever the parameter ofSO(n) are used. it is expect
ed that the bases (15) give the correct result. Actually. it 
follows from (10) that the generator (In + In) of the represen
tation of the boost for the nth direction has the form 

J -'( (n) d'ff, . 1 ) n + In - - I - PI! + Ignn + I erentla operator. 

where the second term on the right-hand side is independent 
of the number Pn + I and can explicitly be given in the form 
~fia)alaaj when the parameters aj are chosen. Then it fol
lows as in Ref. 2 that the bases (15) give the correct matrix 
elements for the generators of SO(n.l). 

The matrix elements for the representation correspond
ing to h are found as follows. We may define the matrix 
elements for the representation operator R (h ) in a form 

R (h )<1> (p" ",A" ')(g(I!» 
1..1.,,1 

(16) 

Due to the orthogonality (14) of the D matrix elements. (16) 
together with (10) gives 

D (p" ,A. 'l(h) 
1).;,11..1.,,1 

= N (PI! + l;A,n) i dV ¢J (A ;.) • 

N( .1 ') n {A" .11..1." Pn + 1;--' n SO(n) 

(
h ,,(n)h )p" . '", (.-1,,) 

X n + In + I + L gnj jn + 1 'l'IA" .II)." (g(n)') 
.I • 

(17) 

where the elements ofg(n)' are given by (3) and (4). (17) is the 
computation formula for the D matrix elements ofSO(n, 1). 
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It follows from (14) and (17) that the following relation 
holds for h = gESO(n), 

D (p" ",A" ')(g) - D ().,,) (g)8 
P;.lIA,,1 - !).;, ,11..1." ,I ..1.;,..1..: (18) 

The D elements (17) may be written as the product of the two 
D matrix elements of SO(n) and the d matrix (boost) ele
ments ofSO(n.l). It is noted that (12) can explicitly be writ
ten in the form 

D (p" ,A, ')(h' h) = " D (p,,: "A,:, ')(h ')D (P",: "A" ')(h). 
P;,IIA"I L \..1.,,11..1.,,1 P"IIA"I 

(19) 

For the parametrization of h as in (7). thus (17) can be re
written as follows 

D (p" ".A" ')(h) = " D (I~ ;','>, (g) bd (p" ",A" ')(h 0) 1..1.;,11..1.,,1 L A .11).:;.1 1 ..1.;,(..1.;; ,)..1." • 

(20) 

where 

The elements ofg(n)' are given by (3) and (4) withh = h 0. It is 
noted that the above matrix elements are defined regardless 
of the existence of the invariant scalar product in the space 
En and thus they must hold for any representation of 
SO(n, 1), i.e., unitary as well as nonunitary. It is obvious that 
making choice ofthe Euler angles as the parameters ofSO(n) 
gives the same results as in Refs. 1 and 2. 

Let us introduce invariant scalar products under which 
the representations become unitary. 

(i) Principal series: The scalar product is defined for 
<I> ,,<I>2EHI eEn as follows 

< <1>1.<1>2) = r dVn <l>1(g(n» <l>2(g(n». 
Jso(n) 

(21) 

Then the representation of SO(n.l) becomes unitary for 
Pn + 1 = (1 - n)/2 + iVn + 1,Vn + 1 real, i.e .• 

(22) 

This can be seen as follows. We have from (10) and (21) 

(23) 

We use the following relations in order to change the integra
tion variables from g<n) to g<n)' 
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(hn+ln+1 + Ig~)hjn+l) 

= {(h-I)n+ln+1 + Ig~,?'(h-l)jn+l} -I, 

Substitution of these into (23) gives 

(R (h )(/)I,R (h )(/)2) 

= ( dV~{(h-l)n+ln+l+ Ig~)' 
)50(n) 

-I } I - n - p" , I - p" , '(/) (g(n)') (/) (g(n)') (24) 
X (h )jn + I I 2 , 

which becomes (22) for Pn + 1= (1 - n)/2 + iVn+ I' It is 
seen that the unitary irreducible representation corresponds 
to the principal series, 

The bases of the space HI are defined by (15) with the 
abovepn + I' and the matrix elements for the generators of 
the representation together with their matrix elements1.2 are 
easily obtained, The relations (17)-(20), of course, hold for 
this series. 

(ii) Complementary series: The other invariant scalar 
product can also be defined for (/)1'(/)2Ell2 CEn as follows I.2: 

«(/)I (/)2) c 

= ( ( dV ~ dV
n 

11 - (g(n)'g(n) - I)nn J (I - n)/2 - 0-" + I 

)50(n) )50(n) 

(25) 

where (7n + I is some real constant. It is assumed as in Refs. 1 
and 2 that the function K is invariant under the transforma
tion of SO(n, 1). At first sight, it seems sufficient for us to fix 
the function K to some constant, but in this case only special 
classes of the unitary representations of the complementary 
series are realized, as seen in Refs. 1 and 2. 

Then the representation becomes unitary for Pn + I 

= (1 - n)/2 + (7n + I' (7n + I real, i.e., 

(26) 

This can be seen as follows. We have from (10) and (25) 

(R (h )(/)hR (h )(/)2) c 

= ( ( dV~ dVn!I - (g(n)'gCn)-I)nnJ(I-n)/2-0-"" 
)50(n) )50(n) 

(n)' (n) - I)(h "" (n)'h )P" + , xK(g g n+ln+l+ ~gnj jn+1 
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( 
"" (n)h )p" , '"" In (n)')(/) I;;(n» (27) X h n + In + I + ~ gnj jn + I 0/1\0 2\0, 

whereg(n)' andg(n) denote the transformed quantities of g(n)' 

and gCn), respectively. Making use of the relations below (23) 
and 

1 - (g(n)'gCn) - I)nn 

we rewrite (27) into the form 

(R (h )(/)hR (h )(/)2) c 

= ( ( dV~ dVn 
)50(n) )50(n) 

{ 
"" - (n)(h -I). } (l - n)/2 + 0-" , , - p" , , 

X (h -I)n + In + I + ~ g nJ In + I 

(28) 

where use has been made of the in variance of K. This gives 
(26) for Pn + I = (1 - n)/2 + (7n + I' and it is seen that the 
unitary irreducible representations correspond to the com
plementary series. 

The bases of the space H2 are also defined by (15) with 
Pn + I = (1 - n)/2 + (7n + I' and the representation matrix 
elements together with those for the generators are easily 
obtained with respect to the bases. I

•
2 The relations (17)-(20), 

of course, hold even in this complementary series. 

'T. Maekawa, J. Math. Phys. 19,2028 (1978). 
'T. Maekawa, J. Math. Phys. (to be published). 
'K. Iwasawa, Ann. Math. 50, 507 (1949). 
'N.J. Vilenkin, Special Functions and the Theory o/Group Representations, 
Math. Monographs Vol. 22, translated by V.N. Singh (Am. Math. Soc., 
Providence, Rhode Island, 1968). 
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Noncontinuous gauge potentials without magnetic monopolesa) 

Francisco Antonio Doria 

Departamento de Flsica Matematica, Instituto de Fisica, Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro, Rio de 
Janeiro, Brazil 
(Received 3 August 1978) 

We give examples for Abelian and non-Abelian gauge fields without magnetic Dirac-like 
monopoles and with essentially discontinuous potentials. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Wu and Yangl.2 have recently discussed the relation
ship between noncontinuous gauge potentials and Dirac 
monopoles for such fields. Table I in the original Wu and 
Yang paper actually suggests an equivalence between non
continuous gauge potentials and the existence of Dirac mon
opoles for gauge fields. 2 In the present note we show that 
there are noncontinuous potentials for an electromagnetic 
field without monopoles; the discontinuity observed is an 
essential fact that cannot be eliminated with the help of a 
global gauge transformation in the Wu and Yang sense. lOur 
construction is valid for spacetime manifolds (originally tak
en without monopoles) where the second De Rham cohomo
logy group D 2(M) is nontrivial. 3 

We give below two examples of such fields. Section 2 
deals with the Abelian case while Sec. 3 deals with the non
Abelian one. Our example consists of a monopoleless field 
defined on a spacetime manifold with De Rham group 
D 2(M) = JR*O. 

2. THE ABELIAN CASE 

Consider the four-dimensional manifold S 2 X JR2 em
bedded in 5-space JR' with coordinates as follows: S 2 = (z,rp ) 
where z = p expie, p and e being polar coordinates for this 
Cartesian plane (xt,x2,0,0,0), and rp the usual azimuthal an
gle of spherical coordinates. The remaining coordinates are 
the Cartesian ones. Note that: (a) M = S 2 X JR2 admits a Lo
rentz metric3.4; (b) the origin (0,0,0,0,0) f. M, and (c) 
D 2(M) = JR. Now the 2-form 

1 
{J) = - dz 1\ drp (2.1) 

z 
is closed, that is, 

d{J) = a (2.2) 
all over M. If one takes {J) to describe an electromagnetic field 
on M, Eq. (2.2) ensures the nonexistence of monopoles for 
such a field. {J), however, has no continuous potentials over 
the whole of S 2 X JRz, since 

{J) = da and a = (Re logz + i(Im logz) drp, (2.3) 

and 1m logz is a "multivalued function," that is, no function 
in the strict sense. An equivalent example may be obtained 
out of 

a)Partially supported by FINEP. 

{J)' = (xdy - ydx) 1\ drp 
(X2 + y2)' 

(2.4) 

restricted to S 2 X JR2, where (x,y) are Cartesian coordinates 
related to (p,e) in the standard way. Again 

{J)' = da' and a' = 1m logz drp, (2.5) 

that is, a' is not a potential in the standard mathematical 
sense. And there are no monopoles, for 

do/=O (2.6) 

is valid all over M. Thus, the existence of monopoles is not 
necessarily associated to noncontinuous potentials on a giv
en spacetime M. 

3. THE NON-ABELIAN CASE 

Now for the non-Abelian case: Take as potentials for an 
SO(3) gauge field 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

a' given above in (2.5). Calculate the field intensities for aa 
from the standard definition, 

(3.3) 

w here the A. ~c are SO(3) Lie algebra constants. Field compo
nents are given by 

(3.4) 

and 

(3.5) 

where {J)' is given by (2.4). SO(3) gauge fields admit the exis
tence of Dirac-like monopoles. I.' But here there will be none, 
since on M we have 

d{J) a = dO) a = 0, a = 1,2,3, 

where operator d includes the gauge connection 
contribution. 

4. DISCUSSION 

(3.6) 

Dirac magnetic monopoles are characterized by a local 
breakdown of the differential Bianchi identities on the space
time manifold.6 If one excludes from the manifold the region 
where such a breakdown occurs, the Bianchi condition will 
be valid all over the remaining manifold, but the field's po
tential will be discontinuous as W u and Yang have shown. I 
The examples given in Secs. 2 and 3 of the present paper arise 
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out of the following construction: We form a function which 
is a cocyc1e all over R5 but at the origin; in particular such a 
function is always a cocycle on the manifold S 2 X R2 C R5. 
That is, we have placed the singularity out of the spacetime 
manifold. And so there are no monopoles on physical space
time. But on the sphere S 2 = (e iO,ip,Q,Q,Q) C R5 one has 

1465 

( liJ = 41f, 
Js' 

J. Math. Phys., Vol. 20, No.7, July 1979 

(4.1) 

both for the Abelian and the non-Abelian cases, as a conse
quence of the nontrivial nature of the field liJ. 
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'L. Markus, Ann. Math. 62, 3, 411 (1955). 
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·PAM. Dirac, Phys. Rev. 74, 817 (1948). 
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Discontinuities of the Green's functions across the 
characteristic surfaces of field equations 

T eymour Darkhosh 
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A general method of calculating the retarded and advanced Green's functions for the 
second order hyperbolic partial differential equations in the neighborhood of the 
characteristic surfaces is developed. This method is then applied to two examples: the 
Proca wave equation in an external electromagnetic field and the Proca wave equation 
in an external symmetrical tensor field. The second example is of special interest since 
it exhibits acausal behavior. For this case, it is shown that the field commutators do 
not vanish for all spacelike separations and that the commutator of the energy tensor 
with itself is nonzero in the region bounded by the light cone and the spacelike 
characteristic surface. 

INTRODUCTION 

In this paper, we will develope a general method for 
calculating the retarded and advanced Green's functions for 
a system of second order hyperbolic differential equations in 
the neighborhood of the characteristic surfaces. We will do 
this by expanding the solution in terms of different deriva
tives of the Dirac delta function. In general, there will also be 
a remainder which in turn can be expanded in terms of the 
different powers of the characteristic variable. We will then 
substitute the expansion into the original equation and sepa
rate the coefficients of different singular functions as well as 
different powers of the characteristic variable. This proce
dure will yield a system of first order differential equations 
which can be solved within an unknown constant that is 
determined by considering the right-hand side of the original 
equation. However, because in some cases the first order 
differential equations are singular, we have to employ a 
slightly different method. This special problem will be dem
onstrated in the Proca wave equation in a constant external 
electromagnetic field where we find the first term of the ex
pansion exactly. We will demonstrate the general method as 
it is applied to the Proca wave equation in a symmetrical 
tensor field. Since this problem exhibits the Velo-Zwanziger 
acausality phenomenon, it is of special interest to calculate 
the Green's functions and compare them with the canonical 
commutation relations. We will show that the field commu
tators do not vanish for all spacelike separations and that the 
commutator of the energy tensor with itself is nonzero in the 
spacelike region bounded by the light cone and the extraor
dinary characteristic surface. 

In the subsequent calculation, our notation is that of 
Bjorken and Drell. I The metric tensor, g I-'V, is used with the 
components ftX' = 1, gil = g22 = g33 = - 1. The Greek let
ters are used as the Lorentz indices and range from 0 to 3, 
while the Latin letters range from 1 to 3. Unless otherwise 
stated, the Einstein summation rule is used throughout the 
calculation, and x·y is defined as x aya . 

I. GENERAL FORMULATION 

Consider a system of second order linear hyperbolic dif
ferential equations in space-time x I-' = (XO,XI,x2,Xl): 

LI-'a(x) D~v(x) = [A l-'a(x)pyJI1Jr + Bl-'a(x)pJP + CI-'a(x)] 

(1.1) 

where an = J/Jxa and A l-'a(x)pY' BI-'a(x)p, and CI-'a(x) are 
smooth functions of space-time. The function, D ~v(x), is the 
retarded Green's function, 

D ~v(x) = 0, XO < 0, 

and in general has the form 

(1.1 ') 

D~v(x)= jtl CtNl5k(U)E~v(X)+e(U)G~v(X»). (1.2) 

where uj = 0 is thejth characteristic surface defining the 
future cone, 15k (u) is the k th derivative of the Dirac delta 
function, and e (u) is the step function: 

e(u) = 0, uj<O, 

e(u) = 1, uj>O. 

Substituting (1.2) into (1.1) and separating the coeffi
cients of the different singularities yield2-4: 

djaE:~=O, j=1,2, ... ,n 

dl!-QENJ- 1+ Ol!-QEN, = 0 (1.3) 
J a'll J a'll 

dI!-QE N;-2 + Ol!-aEN;-1 +Ll-'aENj = 0 or gl-'vI5 3(r) 
] av J a'll a'll 

=0, 

where ~ is the highest degree of singularity on the jth sur
face and the equations above are not summed over j. In the 
following calculation, we will consider a particular j and 
omit it from our equations. 

To analyze Eqs. (1.3), we start with the first equation, 

dl-'aE N = 0 or A I-'a(x) nPnYE N = 0 (1.4) 
av Pr a'll 
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with aJ.lu = n J.l. The characteristic matrix ,s.>/J.la is singular, 
i.e., 

detl,s.>/I = 0 

and, in general, has the following form': 

detl,s.>/I = Q~.Q~ . ... = 0, 

(1.5) 

(1.6) 

where sand t are integers. Each factor in (1.6) determines a 
surface, and its exponent indicates the degeneracy of that 
surface. For example, the first factor, Q; = 0, determines 
U 1 = 0 with s-fold degeneracy. In other words, there are s 
linearly independent vectors that satisfy 

,s.>/J.lar~ = 0, 

I i JJ.lu=o . 12 J.lM ,I = , , ... ,s. (1.7) 

Then one can write E;:v(x) as 

(1.8) 

The functions u yiN are unknown and, to calculate them, we 
consider the second equation in (1.3), 

(1.9) 

Multiplying (1.9) by liJ.l and summing over /-l, we get 

Ii OJ.lUE N = 0 (LlO) 
J.1 av' 

which is a first order differential equation and has the follow
ingform 

,s.>/ J.lU a,s.>/ J.lU 
IjJ.l-a r~a;.uviN + IjJ.l-a-- (a;.r~) + lj 

n;. n;. J.l 

X(LJ.lUu - CJ.lau) r~uviN = O. (1.1Oa) 

The first term above can be shown to be equal to Mijalau, 
i.e., 

I
i a,s.>/J.la ja _ Mij a 
J.l-a-- ra ;'- -a' 

n;. u 
(Lll) 

where u is a parameter along the bicharacteristics. There
fore, Eq. (1.10) becomes a first order differential equation in 
one variable, u, i.e., 

jN 
MijaU +jijujN = 0 (1.12) au v' 

which can be integrated. However, if M ij is singular, there is 
no solution unlessjij is also singular and can be written as 
jij = M ikgkj. This will be shown in the first example below. 

From Eq. (1.11), we see that ,s.>/J.la and OJ.laE;:vareorth

ogonal to I iJ.l' linearly independent vectors. Therefore, for 
anyj 

o J.la r ~u yiN = ,s.>/J.lU F;:", 

where F;:v are known functions. 

Using (1.13) and (1.9), we can write 

,s.>/J.la(E ;:v- 1 + F;:V> = 0, 

and solve for E ;:y- 1: 

E N- 1= ~ riuiN-1_FN 
av ~ a v av· 

i= 1 
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(1.13) 

(1.14) 

(Ll5) 

Substituting (1.15) into the third equation in (1.3) and 

multiplying it by I iJ.l' we get 

Mij aujiN-l + Kij u,liN-l =ivCx). 
au 

(1.16) 

The functions, k ij and giv are known. Therefore, all the un
known functions can be calculated from first order partial 
differential equations of the form, (1.16), within unknown 
constants which are determined from the initial conditions, 
namely from the coefficient of the delta function on the 
right-hand side ofEq. (Ll). 

This procedure can also be used to determine the coeffi
cient of the step function, G av (x), by expanding it in a Taylor 
series about the characteristic surfaces, i.e., 

G (x) = G (0) + u aG (0) + J..- u2 a
2

G (0) + .... 
J au. 2 J au2 

} } 

(Ll7) 

By G (0), we mean G (uj = 0). 

The advanced Green's function is calculated in exactly 
the same manner, except that the characteristic surfaces de
fine the past cone, 

D ~v(x) = 0, XO > O. (1.18) 

Expressions and equations similar to (1.4), (1.12), and 
(1.16) are obtained by considering a second order differential 
equation, L¢J = 0, where L is the operator of (1.1), and by 
calculating the propagation of the discontinuities in the sec
ond and higher derivatives of ifJ. 6 

II. EXAMPLE I: THE PROCA WAVE EQUATION IN 
AN EXTERNAL ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD 

In this section, we will apply the above formalism to a 
particular external field problem, the Proca wave equation 
in an external electromagnetic field. The equation which we 
are concerned with is 

[(ll2 + m2)gJ.lU - llJ.llla + ie(A - I)FJ.la] D~y(x,y) 

= 41TgJ.l ,;54(X - y), (2.1) 

wherellJ.l = aJ.l - ieA J.l, FJ.lV = aJ.lA v - aVA J.l, and A is the 
magnetic moment strength. A J.l(x) is the electromagnetic 
vector potential. For simplicity, we will take a constant FJ.lY. 

The characteristic matrix of (2.1) is 

(2.2) 

where n a is a au, and u = 0 is the characteristic surface. The 
determinant of (2.2) is identically zero, and to find the char
acteristic surfaces, we will apply the Velo-Zwanziger meth
od,7 i.e., we will multiply (2.1) by II v and substitute the re
sult back into (2.1). The result is 

{gJ.lU(ll2 + m2) + [ie(A + 1)lm2]llJ.lfl.Fu 

+ ie(A - I)FJ.lu} D ~v(x,y) 

=41T(gJ.lv + ~2 llJ.lllv)~4(X_Y). (2.3) 

Instead of solving (2.3), we will solve the closely related 
equation 
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(g ILa(ll2 + m2) + [ie(A + 1)/m2] llILfl.pa 

+ ie(A + 1) pILaJ .J ~v(x,y) 

= 41TgIL "t54(X - y). (2.4) 

Once we find .J av' we can find D av by means of the relation 

Dav(x,y) = (g IL v + (11m2) II A /lyJ.J aA (x,y) , (2.5) 

where II Ay = ay - ieA (Y), and ay is the derivative with re
spect to they variable. We will show that a relation (2.5) 
holds in general. 

Let us assume that .Jav satisfies 

L ILa(x).Jav(x,y) = g IL v ~4(X - y) 

and that Dav(x,y) satisfies 

(2.6) 

L ILa(x) Dav(x,y) = A ILa(x)lav(ax)8'(x - y), (2.7) 

where A ILa(x) is a smooth function of x, and lav is some 
polynomial of the partial derivatives. The right-hand side of 
(2.7) can be written as 

or 

A ILa(x)~4(x - y) lav( - Jy). 

Using the property of the delta function, we get 

A ILa(y)~4(x - y) lav( - J). 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

Multiplying (2.6) from the right by A va(y) laA ( - J), we 
have 
L ILa(x).Jav(x,y)A va(y) laA ( - Jy) 

or 

L ILa(x).Jav(x,y)A vala).. ( - J) 

= A ILa(x) laA (ax)~4(x - y). 

The comparison of (2.12) and (2.7) gives 

Dav(x,y) = .JaA (x,y) A ILa(y)lav( - Jy). 

(2.11 ) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

In terms of the notations used in the previous section, 
we have the following expressions: 
~ILa = g ILan2 + [ie(A + 1)/m2]nILn·pa, 

OJl-a = 2g ILa(n.ll + 1Ir) 

+ [ie(A + 1)/m2] [nJlfl.pa + llJln.pa], (2.14) 

and 

LJla =gJla(ll2 + m 2) + [ie(A + 1)/m2]llJlfl.pa 

where 

r = [(XI - YI)2 + (X2 - Y2)2 + (X3 - Y3)2] 112. 

The determinant of the characeristic matrix ~Jla is 

detl~ILal = _(n2)3(n2(ie(A+ 1)/m2] n.P.nJ. (2.15) 

Setting it equal to zero, we get 

- (n 2)3(n2
) = 0. (2.16) 
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Since pJlV is antisymmetric, n·P·n vanishes. The conoid solu
tion to (2.16) is u = t - r = 0, the light cone, which indicates 
that this wave equation is causal. t is defined as X O 

_ yo. 
Therefore, the characteristic matrix with u = ° is given by 

(2.17) 

which has three linearly independent right-hand solutions 
and three left-hand solutions as follows: 

(::~~) (n:2) (n.:

3

) rl = r2 = r3 = 
0' n·Po ' ° (2.18) 

° ° n·PO 
and 

II = (nt,nO,O,O), 12 = (n 2,0,nO,0), 13 = (n 3,0,0,nO). (2.19) 
From Eqs. (1.8), (1.10), and the second equation of 

(2.14), we have 
2Ua(n·ll + 1Ir) r~(T:N = 0, j = 1,2,3. (2.20) 

The differential operator of (2.20) is given by 
a 

n·a = 2 --, (2.21) av 
where v = t + r is the parameter along the bicharacteristics. 
The differential equation (2.20) is singular, i.e., I jar ~ is a 
singular matrix, and the general solution is 

r~(T;N = na(ei'l' /r) (T: + (ei'l' /r)C:v(O), (2.22) 

where <p = (e/2)f~ A·n dv' and C:v(O) is a constant in v. 
There are two unknown functions to be determined, (T N v and 

C:v ' 

Using Eqs. (1.14) and (1.15) of Sec. 1, we can determine E:v- 1 as 

(2.23) 

where In.P 12 is defined as n·pan'Pa and y = e(A + 1)/m2. 
Next, we consider 
I j 0 Jla EN - 1 + I j L Jla EN (2.24) 

J.1 av J.1 avo 

Because of the 11 r dependence of E :v, we get the following 
singular term: 

41TljILC~N(OW(r). (2.25) 

This either has to be zero or equal to 41TI j IL g JI-v ~3(r). The 
latter is not possible since C ILV(O) is orthogonal to n'PIL while 
gILV is not. Therefore, we set CILV(O) = O. 

We substitute (2.22) and (2.23) into (2.24), and we get 

2l ja( II 1) i iN 16 Ija n'Pa ei'l' a
2
(TNv n· + -- r (T - - --------

r a v iy In'PI2 r av2 

. ei'l' 
- ie(A + l)IJan.Pa·~-d'v = O. (2.26) 

r 

Multiplying the above equation by n·pj and summing over) 
yields 

a2(TN 
__ v _/32 (TN = 0 (2.27) av2 v' 
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where (3 = myln.F 1/4. The solution to (2.27) is 
(7 Ny(V) = A ~(O) sinh{3v + B ~(O) cosh{3v (2.28) 

with B ~ (0) = 0 since ~(O) = O. Solving for r ~(7 ~ N - 1 with 

~ y from (2.28), we find 
riuiN=n (eirp/r)(7iN+CN-I(O)eirp/r. (2.29) av a v av 

Now we consider 
dll-uE;:,,- 2 + OIl-UE;:y- 1 + L Il-UE;:y = 0, (2.30) 

which gives 

E;:,,- 2 

irp 4 I irpa 
= ri(7iN-2+ll ~-I + -fl.F ___ !...-_(7N 

U " U Y • U I F 12 a y r ly n· r v 

where k = [ll2 + m 2 + (ey/2) IF 12] with 

IF 12 = FIl-UFll-u' 
Our next step is to consider 

[j OIl-UE N - 2 + [j Lll-aE N - I (2.32) 
Ii av J.L av' 

When L Il-a is operated on E ;:y- I, we get the following singu
lar terms: 

41T[jaC;:,,- 1(0)63(r) _ 161Tlja n.Fa a~,,(O) 83(r). (2.33) 
In.FI2 av 

(2.34) 

which cannot be zero. Therefore, it has to equal the singular
ity on the right-hand side, i.e., 

41Tn·Fj [jll-gll-" 8 3(r) = 41Tn.Fy8 3(r). (2.35) 

Equating (2.34) and (2.35), we completely determine E ;:y: 
N - inan.Fa eirp . 

E ay = - Stnh{3v. (2.36) 
In·FI r 

We also determine N since E ;:y- I is the coefficient of 8( u) 
implying that N - I = O. Therefore, the series starts with 
the first derivative of the delta function. The next term in the 
series is 

(2.37) 

where ~ - 1 satisfies the following second order differential 
equation and with the initial condition ~ - 1 yeO) = 0: 

16 a2(7 N - I irp 
- -.- y - ie(..1 + 1)ln.FI2 ~N-I" 

ly av2 r 
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eirp 
X -( I - coshf3v) 

r 

2 ( I) ei<p + ~ n.ll + - k_(7N" 
ly r r 

( 
I ) ei<p + 2 n·ll + -; fl.Fy -

r
-

n·F n·F ei<p + n·FU(ll2 + m2) a "(1 - cosh{3v) _. 
In.FI2 r 

(2.38) 
All the singular terms are subtracted from the right-hand 
side of (2.38). 

Therefore, with this procedure, we reduce second order 
partial differential equations to a system of second order or
dinary differential equations on the characteristic surfaces 
that have the following form: 

d 2(7N 
__ " - (32(T ~ = 0, 

dv2 

d 2(7 N- I 

y _(32uN-1 =jN-1 
--d-v2- " ", (2.39) 

III. EXAMPLE II: THE PROCA WAVE EQUATION 
IN AU SYMMETRICAL TENSOR FIELD 

This problem structurally resembles the massive neu
tral spin-I particle with an external quadrupole moment in
teraction. 10 The equation for the retarded Green's function is 

[(a2 + m2)gll-U - au + A Til-a] D~,,(x,y) 

= 41Tg Il-y 84(x - y), (3.1) 

where Til-" = T"1l- and A is a constant. To solve (3.1), we 
convert it to 

[(J2 + m2) g Il-U + (A Im2)all-(.Ta + ATll-a] D ~y(x,y) 

= 41T(g Il-v + (l/m2)aua,,)d 4(x - y) (3.2) 

by the method mentioned in the second section, Eqs. (2.2) 
and (2.3). 
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As before, instead of Eq. (3.2), we will consider 

[(a' + m') g Ila + (..i Im')aJ1.a·Tu + ..iTIlU] ..::1 ~l'(x,y) 

= 41Tg'\,04(X - y) (3.3) 

and use the relation 

D ~,,(x,y) = [g 't" + (lIm')a:ayvJ ..::1 ~l'(x,y) (3.4) 

to determine D ~V" 

The characteristic matrix for (3.2) is 

.'#Ita = g Ilan, + (..i Im')nl'n·Ta (3.5) 

with the determinant 

detl.'#1 = -(n')3[n'+(..ilm')n·T.n]. (3,6) 

Setting det 1.'# 1 = 0, we see that there are two distinct sur
faces: U l = t - r = 0, which results from (n')3 = 0, is three
fold degenerate; U2 = 0, which corresponds to 
[n2 + (..i Im')n·T.n] = 0, is not degenerate. To simplify the 
calculation and to obtain a well-defined cone for u" we will 
consider a special case where Till' has only one component, 
TOo. Then, U2 = VI - r, where V, the speed of propagation, is 
given by 

V=-------
(1 + (..i Im2)T)1/2 

Now, if we take TOO to satisfy 

-1 «..ilm')Po<O, 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

Vbecomes larger than the speed of light, and causes the 
surface, u" to lie outside the light cone. The lower limit in 
(3.8) is a necessary condition for the hyperbolic differential 
equation. 

Assuming the general solution to (3.3) to be in the form 
of (1.2), we can write 

.'#~a = (..i Im2)pOn~D0(l, 

o~a = 2glla(n,·a + lIr) 

(3.9) 

on the U l = 0 surface, where n~ = a IlU l = (l,f) is a constant 
vector along the bicharacteristics, and 15 Ila is 1 for f1 = a and 
zero otherwise. 

Similarly, for the surface U 2 = 0, we can write 

.rzI~a = (..i Im')PO( - g Ila + n~80a IV), 

o~a = 2gJ1.a(n,·a + lIr) 

+ (..i Im2)TOO(a Iln~DOa + n~Doaao). 
Lila is the same as (3.9), and n~ = allu, = (V,f). 

(3.10) 

Since the u 1 = 0 is a threefold degenerate surface, there 
are three linearly independent vectors that are right-hand 
side solutions to the characteristic matrix: 

(3.11 ) 
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Similarly, three left-hand solutions are 

(3.12) 

For the u, = 0 surface, we have one right-hand solution 
vector and one left-hand vector as follows: 

(~) DOa 
, ' ~ :: ~ n,", I' ~ V (3.13) 

Therefore, on U l = 0, we can write 
3 

EN, = " ria iN, 
aO' L a v (3.14) 

i~ I 

and on U 2 = 0 

(3.15) 

Following the method outlined in the first section, and 
using Eqs. (1.9) and (1.10) for each surface, we get 

(3.16) 

and 

(3.17) 

whereC~'isaconstantindependentofv, = t + randC~'is 
a constant independent of v, = Vt + r. 

SinceE:~andE:~have lIrdependence, they both con
tribute to the singularity in the following way: 

r ~C ~N, + n2aC t:' = gal' (3.18) 

or 

r ~C ~N, = gay - nlaC t:'. (3.19) 

Notice that we substituted n la for n2a in (3.19) since 

From Eq. (3.19), it follows that N, = N, = 0, and C e 
= De· 

The expansion on both surfaces starts with the delta 
function and results in terms such as 

E~l' = (gal' - nlaDo,.)lr, 

G~y = =t= ~m'(gal' - nlaDo,.) - aaDOy Ir, 

G ~l' = Am4(gm. - n,aDOy)r - m'(DOa - n,a)DOv Ir, 

on the U l = 0 surface, and 

o n2aDOl' 
Eal'= --

r 

(3.21) 

° m' 1 Gal' = =F --n2aDOy + aa - DOl" (3.22) 
2V' r 

I m4 m' DOaDOl' m' DOa 
G = --n Do r+ ---- - -n2 -

cry 8V4 2a y V r V' a r 

on the u, = 0 surface. 
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In the above equations, the upper sign and n Il = a IlU 
are for the retarded while the lower sign and nil = allv are 
for the advanced Green's functions. 

Using Eq. (3.4), we get the following result for Dav: 

D R = ~a a 0(U2) a e(u2) ~ ~ a e(u2) 
av 2 a v + a UOv + UOa v 

m r r r 
_ aa e (u,) DOl' 

r 

_0 a e(u,) __ 1-aae(u2)+'" (3.23) 
Oa v r 2V a v 

and 

DA = ~a a 0(v2) 
av m 2 a v r 

+ 
a e(U2) 0 + 0 A e(v2) _ a e(v2) 0 

a Ov oaVv a Ov 
r r r 

e (v 2) 1 
- 0 a -- + - a a e (v2) + .... 

Oa v r 2V a v 
(3.24) 

Note that the higher singular terms are due to the extraordi
nary surface, u 2 = Vt - r. 

From Eqs. (3.23) and (3.24), we see that D ~v or D ~N 
does not vanish outside the light cone. This phenomenon 
contradicts the assumption made in the canonical 
quantization. 

To show this, we write the Lagrangian density 

!f = - ;\GIlVGw + !m2ep.ep + !).ep.T.ep, (3.25) 

where G IlV = allep v _ a vep Il. 

The canonical quantization imposes the following com
mutation relations on an arbitrary spacelike surface u: 

nll [lllli(x),epJ(y)l u = - oij8!(x - y) 

and 

nllnv[lllli(x),llVJ(y)l u = [ep i(x),epJ(y)l u = 0, (3.26) 

where n Il is the normal vector to the surface u and 
II Ili = G ill which for /.l = 0 is the momentum conjugate to 
the field ep i(X). The delta function in (3.26) is defined by 

f g(x)8!(x - y)du = g( y). (3.27) 

If we take the spacelike surface to be the U2 = Vt 
- r = 0 surface, then from Peierl's quantization"·'2 

[epi (x),epJ (y) 1 u, = 0 = D ff(x,y)u, = o· (3.28) 

Now according to (3.26), the right-hand side is zero, but the 
left hand side is 

DR: I 0 = ~ a a· 0(U2) -.J.-..a. as (u
2

) 
lj u, = m 2 I J r 2V I ] 

1 1 
- - ~i aJ u2e (U2), v r 

which does not vanish. 
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(3.29) 

Similarly, we can write 
nil [ll lli(X),ep J(y) 1 u, = 0 

= nlla Il D iJ(x,y) - nllaiD IlJ(X,y). 

The right-hand side can be written as 

_ vaiaJ e~U2) _ ;; a ia Ju2e(u2), 

which is not the same as (3.26). 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

Next we will examine the Dirac-Schwingerll
,'4 causal

ity condition by calculating the symmetric energy-momen
tum tensor which is 

where!f is the Lagrangian density. 

From (3.32), 0 00 is given 
00 00 = -!G OiGOi 

[0 OO(x),O oo(y) 1 

= lepO(x),epo(Y)J[~ 0"(U2) _ ~O'(U2) 
2V r 4Vl 

+ --U2-- + ... m6 8(u2) J 
2Vl r 

+ I ep i(X),epi (y) J [~4 O(~,) 

_ ~aa U2
8 (u 2) + ... J, 

2V I ] r 

(3.32) 

(3.33) 

(3.34) 

where I ep i,<pJj = <p i<pJ + <pJ<p j and o'(u) is the derivative of 
the delta function with respect to its argument. The energy 
density is a measurable quantity, and its measurements at 
two different points have to be independent if the separation 
of the points is spacelike. We see, however, from (3.34) that 
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the commutator does not vanish in the spacelike region 
bounded by the surface U 2 and the light cone. 
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Coupled inertial and gravitational effects in the proper 
reference frame of an accelerated, rotating observer8

) 
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To the second order in metric and the first order in equations of motion in the local 
coordinates of an accelerated rotating observer, the inertial effects and gravitational 
effects are simply additive. To look into the coupled inertial and gravitational effects, 
we derive the third-order expansion of the metric and the second-order expansion of the 
equations of motion in local coordinates. Besides purely gravitational (purely curvature) 
effects, the equations of motion contain, in this order, the following coupled inertial 
and gravitational effects: redshift corrections to electric, magnetic, and double-magnetic 
type curvature forces; velocity-induced special relativistic corrections; and electric, 
magnetic, and double-magnetic type coupled inertial and gravitational forces. An 
example is provided with a static observer in the Schwarzchild spacetime. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In 1973, Misner, Thorne, and Wheeler (MTW) 1 defined 
a natural coordinate system for an accelerated, rotating ob
server (laboratory). This is the local coordinate system, suit
able for analyzing experiments performed in the proper ref
erence frame of an accelerated, rotating observer. Using 
these coordinates, they calculated the first-order expansion 
of the metric, and obtained the inertial accelerations on the 
world line of the observer. To this order, there is no curva
ture (gravitational) effect, as required by Einstein's principle 
of equivalence. Higher order inertial effects are treated in 
special relativity by Nj,2 Li and Nj,3 and DeFacio, Dennis, 
and Retzloff.4 

II. QUADRATIC TERMS IN THE AFFINITY AND CUBIC 
TERMS IN THE METRIC 

Extending MTW's work, Ni and Zimmermanns de
rived the second-order expansion of the metric and the first
order expansion of the coordinate acceleration of a freely 
falling particle. To this order, the inertial effects and the 
gravitational effects are clearly separable and there are no 
coupled terms. Using a geodesic observer, Mashhoon6 has 
obtained the second-order gravitational effects in coordinate 
acceleration. 

To study the coupled inertial and gravitational effects, 
we will derive the third-order expansion of the metric and 
the second-order expansion of the equations of motion in 
local coordinates. In this order, there are two types ofterms: 
(i) purely gravitational, and (ii) coupled inertial and gravita
tional effects. The coupled effects are listed in Table I. As an 
example for illustration, we consider a static observer in the 
Schwarzschild geometry. This case is important because 
Schwarzschild geometry is the most general spherical-sym
metric exterior solution of general relativity. It would also be 
helpful in understanding the local difference between Hawk
ing effect and the effect of constant acceleration in Min
kowski spacetime if one carries the radiation calculation fur
ther to include coupled inertial and gravitational effects. 

a'Supported in part by the National Science Council of the Republic of 
China. 

Consider an observer moving along the world line PoCT) 
with 4-velocity U('1'), and 4-rotation iiJ('1') in a gravitational 
field with Riemann tensor R fl va{3('1') along the world line. 
The orthonormal tetrad {eiZ} which the observer carries 
transports according to' 

de~ .. 
~= -n·e~ d'1' a' 

and 7 is the proper time along the world line. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

TABLE 1. Various coupled inertial and gravitational effects in coordinate 
acceleration. 

Effects 

I. "Electric-type" redshift correction 

2. High-velocity correction to term I 

3. "Magnetic-type" redshift 
correction 

4. High-velocity correction to term 3 

5. "Double-magnetic" redshift 
correction 

6. "Electric-type" coupled effect 

7. "Magnetic-type" coupled effect 

8. "Double-magnetic" coupled effect 

Terms in 
coordinate 
acceleration 
d 2x ildxo' 

~ a'xRijiiivJvk 

'- ~ via'vR6i6W/X'" , 
2 • ~ 

- ,a'vRoii",x'Xm 

I" - , /'.. 

+ , v'a'R6ik",x'Xm 

-'- ai;R·~k·pcix'" 
.1 1m 
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Following §13.6 ofMTW, at any event Po(1') we send 
out geodesics P (1';n;5) orthogonal to u( 1'), where n is the unit 
vector tangent to a particular geodesic at Po(1'), and 
n·u( 1') = 0. An event a distance 5 out along any geodesic n is 

<J 

then assigned the coordinates xO=1', xJ = 5n'ej- These co
ordinates are well defined in the neighborhood of the world
line Po(1'), and are called local coordinates. For a discussion 
of when these coordinates are well defined, see Ref. 5. 

.. In the local coordinate system we decompose a 4-vector Vas V = (VO; V 1)=( VO; V). Now defining b -\1 i1 a, c=\1 i1 b, 
17-\1 a W, S -\1 ail and using (1) and (2) we have 

bO = a'a, 
da -

b = - + U)Xa, CO = 3a·b, 
d1' 

c = db + U)Xb + a(a'a), 
d1' 

For Minkowski spacetime, these definitions reduce to those of Refs. 2 and 3. 
Along Po(1'), MTW derived the connection coefficients and the first-order partial derivatives of the metric to be 

rooo = raJI< = 0, rojO = a}, rJl<o = - u}iJk, all along Po(1'), 

(4) 

(5) 

gaP,o = gi},r= 0, goo,} = - 2a}, go},1< = - E}kiUJ~ all along Po(1'). (6) 

For the first-order partial derivatives ofthe connection coefficients and the second-order partial derivatives of the metric, Ni 
and Zimmermann' obtained the following formulas: 

ro .. - - ra .. - - 0 r6- - - b J(1') + E}kfal«1')UJi(1') r;jO'-,o- = - 'YIk(1')ijk, 00,0 - jk,O -, jO,O - "I 

rooo.i = b ~1') + 2a}(1')ul(1')Ei}k, r }oo:i = R6jOi - 17kEJik + aia} + UJIUJ} - 8/(UJ'Y, (7) 

r o R--- aia} r J -- -- R --- + ak,.Jc_ rft- - - 1 (R ft __ + R ft __ ) jO.i = OjOi - , kO,i - jklD <V clji' ij,k - - '3 ijk jik , 

all along poe 1'); 
(b J' 'kiki i 

gaP,OO = 0, g Jk,i6 = 0, goo,jO = - 2 + EJ aUJ), gO},kO = - E }l<f17 , 

,- 'i2 'I< 2 1 R) 
gOO,}k = - R o}kO - 2a Jak + 2b J d UJ ) - 2UJ JUJ, gOI,}k = - '3 (R6G) + RoTiic), gifii:ij = - '3 (Rlijfii + lfiiJf' 

all along Po( 1'), 
Differentiating (7) along the trajectory with respect to l' and using (4), we have 

r 06(J,OO = r aJi,OO = 0, r ojO,oo = c} - 2EJfiinUJ fiib ,i - a}a2 + UJJa.U) - a}UJ2 + E}kiak17~ 
r~J,oo = - Ei}k; k + Ei}kaka.U) + UJf17} _ UJ}r/, r0oo,'10 = cl _ 3ElfiifiUJmb fi - ala2 + 2UJla·U) - 2alU)2 + 2i

jk
a}17

k
, 

r L _ = R --, + ai(R -'''' + R -'''') _ (Ei]nRo-1
-
O

' + /ifiRo-IjO-I')UJ fi _ EJikr I< + EJikakwa + alb J + alb i _ EJfiifiUJfiialiai 
OO,ID OjOl OIU OJ" I !> 

- ElfiiAUJfiiaAa) + 217IUJ} - 2bij UJI17I, 

(8) 

r 0jO,'10 = R6jOI;(J + af (Roii] + Rojli) - (Ei]n RotO; + Efifi Ropi )UJfi - alb I - alb) + ElfiifiUJfiiafia} + E}fiifiUJfiiafial, (9) 

r }ko,'10 = - ROi}k;o - a'Rfijk - a jRo'10k + ak Ro'10} + (Efifi RolJk + Ei]fi ROlfk)UJfi + EikiiUJiiRo;ji + EiJib kUJi + EiJia
k

17
i 
- EiJi(U)xaiUJ 

, 1 l' 1 f(R R \ I" R 1 kliR I r ) iiii,iiO = P1m [3' R jfiifil;f) + '3 aJ Rofnfii + '3 a OJfiifi + ofifiijl + '3 a ofiiJf - '3 E kinmUJ 

1 kAI IR 1 ki7(R + R ) f] - 3" E UJ kfiiJf - 3" E kJmfi kfifiij UJ , 

o 1 1 kR 1 fR 1 fiR 1 ki] J(R + R ) + 1 kfiJ } R ] r lm,iiO = P'm [ - '3 Rofiiiif;o - 3" a ki"fii + 3" a ofiio" - '3 a otOfii - '3 E UJ OkfiiA ofiikn 'j E UJ Ofkfii' 

all along poe 1'), where the symbol Pi, ... i, indicates that the expression following it is to be summed over all r! permutations of 

i I'" ·,ir· 
From the definition of the Riemann tensor, 

r~i6,\o = R ~lvO + r~iv,O + (riJ11Ja aD - riJftoFaiJv)' 

Differentiating this expression, we get 

r a Rex r a r iJ r a +r<7 r a r iJ r a r iJ ,ra , ft0".l = ftvO,l + pv,6.,f + pv,l aD ft~ aD,l - fto,l M - pO' M,A' 

To express the partial derivatives of R a fly6 in terms of covariant derivatives, we use the formula 

R a /3yo;A = R a /3y8;A + R Efly~a EA - R a Ey~EflA - R a /3E~EyA - R a 13yJEoA' 

Now combining (11) with (5), (7), (9), and (12), we find 

1474 

r o P (I R 2 ijfii i Ii )+ 1 kR- mb") 66Jil,i = mn"2 omonl) - E a a (j) "3 a ORkm - a , 
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(11) 
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rOoi.mn = Plmn( - ~ Roron;m - + aiRomoii) + P mn(iama
fi + + inf{J)f(Roimk + ROkmi», 

, 1 2 mR 1 kR Jmfb fi f + 2 kmfR ! 2 Jmi( xa)n i) r Joo" ~. = P (- - Ro' ·o·~. ' + Ro·,n~.· + a ann - - a J'mkfi + € (J) € ofiJkW - € CJ) (J), ,mn mn 2 n m,j 'Jvrn,n 'JV 3 
(13) 

, (1 R 1 R 1 R 1 meR R) + 1 iR + Jm!R I r J oi,mn = P mn -"6 Oijm;fi - "2 OmJi;n +"6 OmJ;;} - "3 a ofiJi + oJAi "3 a OmJ;; € orofi{J) 

all along PoCT). 
+ + €kml(RkfiJi+ Rkjiii){J)1 - €;;maiia~), 

To calculate rfi;;;ki' we use the geodesic deviation equation 

d
2
N /l + 2 dNa r/l ua + Nauau{3R /l + N au aU{3(r/l + rr r/l _ r /l rr ) = ° ds2 ds aa aa{3 aa,{3 ucr' r{3 aT' a{3 , (14) 

where N = a/aN and U = a/as of a one-parameter family of geodesics &teN,s), an~ where s is an affine para~eter along the 
geodesic &teN,s) for N fixed, The family of geodesics we want to consider is P(T;ai;s) P(T;it;S) where it = aiel' The case 
N = a/aa!leads to the desired results. In this caseN = a/aal = sea/ax!), henceN /1 = SD l fi . Expanding the geodesic deviation 
equation in powers of s, we have 

s(3r fi;;,k + R fi jid I pu(rpJak + s2(2r fi;;,ki+ R fijik,i+ ro;;,r fiOk - r fiorOJk,i) I Pu(rpJakai + 0 [(S3)] = 0, 

where 0 (x) means of the order of x. 
For (14') to hold, the coefficient of every power of s must vanish. Hence 

(3T11;;,k + R fiji() I po(rpJak = 0, 

( r . I' r O .r . . a ) I ' k i 2 /l;;,ki + R jik,i + ;;,~ /lOk - r /lor Jk.i po(rpJa a = 0. 

(15) leads to the last one of (7),9 Since a i can be arbitrary, (16) leads to 

(4T1';;,ki + 4r fi!k,ij + 4r fi1ijk + Pjk~ fijik,i+ Pjk!,o;;,r fiOk ) I Po(r) = 0. 

From the definition of the Riemann tensor and (5), we get 

R fi;;k,iIPo(r) = r fi1kji - r {l.;;,ki+ r {l.O;ro!kJ- r {l.oJo;;,f, 

R fi_. . - r (l. .. " r fi_ .. + r fi .. r o". r fi. po_ • ljl,k !PI,(r) - ilJk - lj,lk or iI,k - o~ lj,k" 

Combining (17), (18), and (12), we obtain 

rll--. -...!....p P (5R fi""-R (l. .... )_2.p P rfi •• u o._ lj,kl IPo(r) - 24 lj kl ikj;1 kil;J 3 lj k~ OP' i/j' 

From the compatibility condition 

gllv;a =g/lv.a -g/larava -gafu/la = 0, 

we find by differentiations that 

g{l.v,aPA IPu(r) = gfi6r
u 

va,pA + gJufiCi,(JA + g{l.u,tF
u 

va,A + guv,tFufia,A + g{l.u,Aru va,(J + guv,Arufia,(J + gfi6,(Jiru va 

+ guv,pirufia' 

(14') 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

Substituting (4)-(9), (13), and (19) into Eq. (21), we obtain the third-order derivatives of the metric along poeT) as follows: 

ga(J,600 = 0, g Jk,i06 = 0, g66,JJ6 = - 2eJ + 4€jik{J)lb k + 2a j'a2 - 2w J'a.CJ) + 2aJCJ)2 - 2€Jkiak1]i, 

goJ,k66 = - €Jki; i + €Jkiaia'CJ) + {J)J1]k _ {J)k1]J, 
1 • - • ••• ••••• • 

gOO"J'k:O' = - 2P (- R·- " + aiR··.., - €/jiR' - "r"i + ajb k - €jmii{J)maiiak - Dj .",{",,11]1 + 1]jr.,k) Jk 2 OjOk;O Oklj 010k""'"' k""'"' <V , 

". - 1 P (R'- 4amR'- A_kiiR • I) gOO'/mn - -"3 Imn OIOfi;m + OIOil - 'it Omkfi{J) , 

g -.. _ P (1 R.- + 1 iR •. 1 kiiR •• I) 1 P u OJ'/mfi - - Imn 4" O/jm;ii "3 a Omjfi - "3 € kmj#' g;;,imfi = -"6 ImnA'lijm;fi' 

all along PoeT). 

From (22), we find the third-order expansion of the metric at the point P (xO,x0 as 
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(23) 

where aJ, u/, Ra-(3{tv' and Ra-(3{tv;i are all evaluated on the world line at time i). 
There are three types of third-order terms appearing in the metric expansion (23): (i) those involving the covariant 

derivatives of the curvature tensor; (ii) those involving both a J and the curvature tensor; (iii) those involving both u/ and the 
curvature tensor. The first type of terms are purely gravitational in origin and are due to the inhomogeneities in the curvature 
properties of spacetime; they are absent for locally symmetric spacetimes. The second and third type of terms are coupled 
inertial and gravitational terms and are our main interest in this paper. 

Note that since the second-order equal-time expansion of the metric is exact in fla\ spacetimes,3 there are no third or 
higher order purely inertial terms (i.e., those not involving the curvature tensors) in the metric. Note also that the space metric 
depends only upon the curvature properties, as it must because of the definitions of the local coordinates. 

III. SECOND-ORDER EXPANSION OF THE GEODESIC EQUATIONS AND COUPLED INERTIAL-GRAVITATIONAL 
EFFECTS 

To calculate the coordinate acceleration of a freely falling body, we use the geodesic equation in the following form: 

(24) 

and substitute into it the second-order expansion of the r's. Defining wi=dxf;dxo, the velocity measured by the accelerated 
rotating observer, the resulting coordinate acceleration is 

d 2Xi i i [I i [ m 7 i [I i [m' 
dxo' = - (r oolP,lx") + r oo.iIP(x"iK + "2 r oo.im 1 po(x"iK x ) - 2(r J>IPo(x i') + r J>.fiPo(x"iK +"2 r J>,imIPo(x")x x )w

J 

- (r ~k iPo(x") + r ~k,iIPo(x"iKi + ~ r ~k,imlPo(x"iKScm)wjwk + (r °ooiPo(XO) + r °oo,f lPo(x6iKi + ~ r 0 
oo,1ml po(x"iKixm)wi 

o 0) i I ro i m) i . (rO rO i 
+ 2(r J>iPo(x") + r J>,fiPo(xo) x +"2 J>.imiPo(xO)x x w Wi + Jk iPo(xo) + Jk.iIPo(x"iK 

+ I r ° . I m) i j k "2 Jk..imIPo(x"iK x w w w 

= - (I + a'x)a i - [roX(roxx)]i - (1] xxi - 2(roXW)i + 2(a'w)(roxx)i + wi[b'x + 2a·(roxx) + 2a·w(l - a'x)] 

+ (b'x)(roxx)i + 2a'(roxx)(roxx)i - 2a'wa'x(roxx)i - wia·xb·x + 2wia·w(a·x)2 - 2wia·xa·(roxx) 

- x~·-·- 2xiw jR",- + '!:.xiwjwkR"'oo + 2xiwiwjR'-'+ '!:.xiwiwjwkR·'oo 
0101 ljlO 3 ljkl OjOl 3 OJkl 

I' • . . . 2' 
+ '3 akRiik.rnXIXm + 2x/(roxx)kRoiik. - 2x /a'xRoiOi+ '3 a.xxlwj(Roiij + Roilj) 

2 i ~ i' , 2 [. k. 2 ~ . k ( )iR I k.R i [ m - '3 a'wR 6t7rnX Xm + 2x WJ(roxx)'RoJ>i + '3X WJ(roXX) (Rk.iij + Rkilj) + '3XmWJW wXX OkJm + '3 a omk.iW x x 

- ~ xmwiwja'xRoJ>m - f xixmwia.wRoibm + f X iwiwj(ro X X)k (ROJki + ROkJi) - f wiwjwka'xRokJrnXm 

I i~ I [~. [~. I )imjk IR imi 
- ~Riim6;6 + RiOib;m)X xm + ~RIljm,o)X xmwJ - Riji6;rnX xmwJ + 12(5RikJi;m + Riljm;k x x w w +"2 oibm;OX x w 

+ R im i j + I R [m i j + I (5R + R ) i m i j k + 0 [( 1)3] (25) oJ>i;rnX x w w '3 oljm;OX x w w 12 6kJi;m 6ljfii;k x x w w w x. 

To express d 2XI/ dxo' in terms of the velocity v observed in the local coordinates (XO' ,Xi) of an unaccelerated nonrotating 
observer, we will find the relation between wand v. Note that both wand v are functions of xO. In the proper frame of an 
unaccelerated nonrotating observer, the components of v, vi', are constant to first order in xl", i.e., 

vi' = const + 0 [(xf.li]. 

To calculate the components of v in the accelerated rotating frame, we use the Lorentz transformation to get 

dvi •• • • 
-. = - a i + via'v - (roXvY + 0 [(Xk)], 
dxo 

where 0 [(Xk)] does not contain purely inertial terms. Using (27), Eq. (25) to zeroth-order can be written as 

d2~i = _ ai + 2via.v _ 2(roxv)i + 0 [(x")] = ~ (vi + v1a.x - (roXX)1 + 0 [(X")2] I. 
dxo' dxo 

Integrating (28), we obtain 

w = v(l + a·x) - roxx + 0 [(X~2] 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

which is (21) derived in Ref. 5. (29) without 0 [(x1f] is exact in special relativity. Since to second-order in (29) the inertial 
terms and curvature terms are additive and both v and w involve the same curvature terms, (29) is valid to second-order, i.e., 

(30) 
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Explicitly, from Ref. 5, 

- RoiOfXi - 2Rij~ivj + fRijkfXiVjVk + 2RoJJiXiVV + fRoJk;ivVvk + 0 [(xkf], (31) 

where v'=vi' = vi at P (x°,x i) by the coincidence of the two coordinate systems we chose. Hence 

dvl' d
2Xl' I' I' j 2 I' i j k I' i i 2 I' i k [k' 2] 

-- = -- = - RO"'o'I'x - 2R"1'0'X V + -RO"'k'I'X vv V + 2Ro"'0'I'x vv + -R."'k'I'X V V + 0 (x ). (32) dxo' dxo" I IJ 3 J J 3 IJ 

Combining (27), (32), and 

dxo " 
-- = 1 - a'x + 0 [(xY], 
dxo' 

we obtain 

(33) 

dv' _ ai + v'a.v - (ro X vi - RoiOi xi - 2x~ ijiOvi + f Rojki xivivivk + 2RoJJfivV + f R ijki xiViVk + 0 [(Xk)2] , (34) 
dXo = 

Compare (34) with (31), we obtain (30) readily. 
Substituting (30) into (25), we find 

+ 2xiRoJJi v'vi + f a'xxiRoJJpivj - f v'a'vRoiOmX~fii + 2xfRijJf vi + f xfa.xRijOf v
j 

- fxfa'xR;:OijVi - f a.vRoiimX~fii 
2" .. 4" .. 1 k f~' 2" 'k 4 f 'k 1 k fin + - xIRo"'ikf v'ulvk + - xia'xRoikfv'VJvk + - a RofiikiX xmv' + - xlRTikfVJV + - a'xx RTiklVJV + - a RiikfnX x 
3' 3 '3 3' 3 ' 3 

I (R-- R"~"") f fii + 1 R"-~" f in j R-- ~ f fii j + ~ (5R"""~ + R"-~ ")xi fii j k - '2 iOJO;fii + ilmO;O xx 3" 'ljm;OX x v - ijlo;fnX X V 12 'kjl;rn iljm;k X V V 

+ .!.. Ro"ro-fiiOX1"xinV' + RO'if-.imXixfiiViV i + .!.. ROiifii.OXixfiiVV + ~ (5Rokiiin + ROiifii.f()xixfiivVvk + 0 (Xk )3). (35) 
2' 'v, 3' , 12' , , , 

Following a similar procedure as from (26) to (34) and integrating Eq. (35), we obtain 

dv'" " I" " I" A ~ A -" = - a' + via'V - (ro X v)' + - vlakRofiikfXixfii + - akRiikfnXlxm + 0 [(xkiL 
dxO 3 3 

(36) 

Wi = v'(1 + a·x) - (ro X xy' - !.. via'xRoiOfnX~in - !.. a'xR6J7fnX~in + 0 [(Xit]. 
3 3 

(37) 

Note that in (35) there are no coupled angular velocity and curvature terms. This fact can be seen clearly by the following 
arguments. Consider first a free falling observer. In the local coordinates xO', xi' of this observer, (35) becomes 

2 I' j k I I'm' I I'm' i 
+ '3 x Ri'j'k'I'V V - '2(Ri'O'I'O';m' + Ri'l'rn'O';o')x X + 3" Ri'/'J',m';O'x x v 

R I'm' j I (SR R ) I'm' i k I R I'm' i 
- i'l'l'O';m'x X V + 12 i'k'l'l';m' + i'/'J'm';k' X X V V + '2 O'I'O'm';O'x X V 

iii' m' I I'm' iii I'm' I i k k' + RO'J '0'1 ';m'V V X x +3"Ro"'J'm';o'X x vv + 12 (5Ro'k),I';m' + RO'IJ'm';k.)X x vv v +O(X ). (38) 

Note that in (35) there are no coupled angular velocity and curvature terms. This fact can be seen clearly by the following 
arguments. Consider first a free falling observer. In the local coordinates xO', xi' of this observer, (35) becomes 

(39) 

and that the spatial coordinates are related by Euclidean rotations 

Xl" = ei"j'(xO)xl', (40) 

where xO" ,xi" are local coordinates of the freely falling rotating observer and el" j ,ek 
"j' = or k". Differentiating (40) twice, 

d 2
X i" 

--= 
dxo" , 

d 2 j" d i"" 2 ., 
e j" e j' dx J ." d x J 

_-_Xl +2---- +e' "--. 
dxo'" dxo" dxo" J dxo" , 

Suppose at the time we are considering, the rotating tetrad and the non rotating tetrad coincides, Then, at this time, 

i" i' i" .: dei"}' ikj k" 
X =x, e ·,=u .. -- = -€ (J) 

1 I)' dxo" , 
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Substituting (42) and (38) into (41), we have 

(43) 

In (43), there are no coupled angular velocity and curvature terms. (35) must reduce to (43) if we set a = 0, hence there must be 
no coupled angular velocity and curvature terms in Eq. (35). Q.E.D. 

From Eq. (43), we can also see that there must be no purely angular velocity and curvature terms to every order in the 
expansion similar to (35) (i.e., if we use Vi instead of Wi). 

Equation (35) is exact in purely inertial terms.3 If we use the relation 

Wi = Vi + via·x - (roXx)' 

to replace Vi, the inertial terms in (35) can be replaced by 3.' 

- ai(l + a.x) + (w + roXX)i[b.X + 2a.w + 2a.(roXx)] - 2(roxw)i - [(roX(roxx)]i - (llxx)i. 
1 + a·x 

(45) are the only purely inertial terms in the w representation. 

(44) 

(45) 

There are two types of second-order terms in (35): (i) purely gravitational terms, (ii) coupled inertial and gravitational 
terms. The first type of terms are due to the inhomogeneities in the curvature properties. They agree with those derived by 
Mashhoon6 for a geodesic observer. The second type of terms are interpreted in Table I. 

IV. STATIC OBSERVERS IN SCHWARZSCHILD SPACETIME 

The line element of the Schwarzschild space time geometry in Schwarzschild coordinates is 

(46) 

A static observer in Schwarzschild coordinates has constant r, e, and ifJ: r = R, e = e, ifJ = CP. The tetrad efl in the proper 
reference frame of such an observer (i.e., static orthonormal frame) is related to the Schwarzschild tetrad ea by 

eo=(l- 2F)-1I2eo, ei =(l- 2F)
1I2

el, e2=R -le2, e3=(Rsine)-le3, 

all along the observer's world line Po(r). 

Using (46) and (47), we calculate RaPy!, and RaPY!';i along the world line Po(r) to be 

Roioi = - 2M /R 3, 1?0202 = R 0303 = M /R 3, Rm3 = 2M /R 3, R12ii = Rm3 = - M /R 3, 

R"""" - (6M/R 4)(1 2M/R )1/2 R""""" - R"""" " - R""""" - R""""" - - (3M /R 4)(1 - 2M /R )1(2, 0101;1 - - '0202;1 - 0303;1 - 0201;2 - 0301;3-

R oi6fii;O = Roiifii;(i = 0, Rm:u = RWi;\ = (3M /R 4)(1 - 2M /R )1(2 

Rm3j = Rmi;i = - (3M /R 4)(1 - 2M /R )112, Rm3;i = - (6M /R 4)(1 - 2M /R )1/2, Rii]fii;O = 0; 

(47) 

(48) 

all other components vanish except those obtainable from the above by symmetries of the Riemann tensor or its covariant 
derivatives. 

For the static observer, his 4-velocity is 

d /' 
ul' = ~ = ((1 - 2M /R) - 1(2;0,0,0). (49) 

dr 

From (49), we obtain 

al' = Vail = (O,M /R 2,0,0), bl' = (M /R 2)2/(1 - 2M /R )312,0,0,0), d" = (O,(M /R 2)3/(1_ 2M /R ),0,0). (SO) 

Therefore, by the transformation law (47), 
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up. = (1,0,0,0), aP. = (O,(M /R 2)/(1 - 2M /R )112,0,0), 

bP. = «M /R 2)2/(1_ 2M /R ),0,0,0) = (aoa,O,O,O), eft = (O,(M /R 2)3/(1 - 2M /R )312,0,0) = (0,a1aoa,0,0). (51) 

Also, from (46), we see 

if = rf = ; /L = 0. (52) 

Substituting (48), (51) into (23), (35) we obtain the line element and the freely falling coordinate acceleration to be 
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V. DISCUSSIONS 

The results presented in this paper give explicit understanding of the coupled inertial-gravitational effect and may be 
useful in analysis of tidal deformation and tidal radiation of objects in close encounters. A Newtonian physicist can think 
about the terms in Eq. (35) or Table I as simple Newtonian forces, as described in Box 37.1 ofMTW. Moreover, a Newtonian 
physicist can use the equation of motion (25) or (35) to analyze mechanical apparatus in an experimental laboratory. All he 
needs to do is multiply this equation by the mass of a mass element in his apparatus, and add it linearly onto the forces that 
would be present if the apparatus were at rest in an inertial reference frame. 
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Toroidal black holes? 
P. C. Peters 

Department of Physics, University of Washington, Seattle, Washington 98195 
(Received 25 September 1978) 

Recently Thome presented a class of toroidal solutions which are cylindrically 
symmetric near the ring singularity. Although the class is a three-parameter family, 
there is a one-parameter constraint in order to eliminate an unwanted singularity. We 
show that for parameters satisfying a different one-parameter constraint, the ring 
singularity is replaced by a nonsingular toroidal horizon. We also show that such a 
constraint is inconsistent with Thome's constraint, by finding the latter constraint 
explicitly in the limit opposite to that considered by Thome. We exhibit the two
parameter class of solutions with nonsingular toroidal horizons which do not violate the 
black hole uniqueness theorems, since there is a singularity outside the horizon. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a recent paper Thorne l presented a new toroidal so
lution of the vacuum field equations of general relativity, 
which, unlike previous toroidal solutions,H is locally cylin
drically symmetric near the ring singularity. The solution 
was obtained by the Weyl techniqueS for generating static, 
axially symmetric vacuum metrics from axially symmetric 
solutions (potentials) of the flat space Laplace equation. For 
Thome's metric the generating potential satisfies the bound
ary conditions that the normal derivative of the potential 
vanishes on each of two disks of radius b, where the disks are 
separated by a distance 2a, and where a uniform line singu
larity (source) exists on the common axis between the two 
disks. As the cylindrical radial coordinate p approaches 0, 
the potential approaches (M fa) lnp, and, from Gauss' law, 
this implies that the potential approaches - M /r for large 
values of the spherical radial coordinate r. The parameter M 
in the solution is then the Newtonian mass as determined 
from the asymptotic form of the metric. The toroidal nature 
of the solution is then induced by identifying the outer sur
faces of the two disks and also identifying the inner surfaces 
of the two disks, so that, for example, the coordinate along a 
line between the disks which is parallel to the axis is actually 
a cyclical coordinate in the metric. Thus the line singularity 
in the potential becomes a ring singularity in the metric. 

The potential is determined by the three parameters M, 
a, and b, and therefore, so is the metric. However, for an 
arbitrary choice of parameters, there is in general an addi
tional unwanted singularity in the metric,1 generated 
through the Weyl procedure, arising from the behavior of 
the potential near the edge of the disks (p~b ). In the metric 
this singularity appears as a ring singularity (not locally cy
lindrically symmetric) which lies inside the original ring sin
gularity in the same plane. However, if the potential ¢ near 
the edge of the disk has the behavior 

¢~ ± [2(1 - p/b )]112 + const 

as p~b along the disk, then the unwanted singularity is no 
longer present and one is left with a toroidal metric with only 
the original ring singularity. 1 For a fixed a and b it is always 
possible to find a value of M such that ¢ has the above behav-

ior since ¢ is proportional to M. Therefore, there are in fact 
only two independent parameters which specify a given 
Thome solution. 1 

Given the flexibility of a two-parameter solution, it 
would seem reasonable that one could choose a one-param
eterconstraint, e.g., M /a = 1. However, with this choice, as 
we will show, the geometry in the vicinity of p = 0 becomes 
nonsingular, and in fact the singularity is replaced by a toroi
dal horizon, analogous to the spherical horizon of the 
Schwarzchild metric. The generation of a nonsingular hori
zon for a special choice of parameters also occurs in the gen
eration of the Schwarzchild metric through the Weyl for
malism, where the generating potential is that of a rod of 
uniform mass per unit length. 6 A metric with a toroidal hori
zon and no external singularity would violate the black hole 
uniqueness theorems of Israel, Carter, Hawking, and oth
ers.7 Therefore, it is desirable to study in further detail the 
constraint on the parameters M, a, and b to produce a solu
tion free of the unwanted singularity in order to see if the 
choice M / a = I is consistent with that constraint. In Sec. II 
we show that there is a lower bound of 2 for the ratio M / a so 
thatthechoiceM /a = 1 necessarily introduces an unwanted 
singularity outside the horizon. In Sec. III we give a proce
dure by which the constraint equation on M, a and b can be 
expressed in a power series in (b fa), useful for small (b fa), 
which complements the form of the constraint equation giv
en by Thome, which is valid for large (b fa). In Sec. IV we 
illustrate some of the properties of the metric withM /a = 1, 
the only static, axially symmetric metric with a nonsingular 
toroidal horizon (albeit with an external singularity) that has 
been exhibited to date. 

II. LOWER BOUND ON Mia IN THORNE'S 
SOLUTION 

The generating potential ¢ for Thome's solution is de
fined as a unique solution to a particular boundary value 
problem, but it does not appear possible to find a closed form 
expression for ¢, or for the constraint equations. By solving 
approximate boundary value problems in three regions and 
matching solutions in adjacent regions, Thome investigated 
the case of a thin-ring torus,1 in which b)-a. The constraint 
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-7j=+1 

t=O 

SYMMETRY LINE 

-----~-------------------
FLOW LINE ;7-------

"1=0 
O~----~~~+_--~------

FIG. 1. Orientation of the two disks and line source for the generating 
potential !/J. Oblate spheroidal coordinates are defined centered on each 
disk, where the azimuthal coordinate <p has been suppressed for simplicity. 
One flow line F is shown to ilJustrate the point that at/J/ az.;;o, for z < a. 

equation that the parameters must satisfy in order to gener
ate a metric free of the unwanted singularity is1 

M (1Tb)l!2 -- = - , b).a. 
a a 

(1) 

The relation (1) is valid only for large values of Mia, since 
b la).1. In particular nothing can be said from (1) about the 
possibility of choosing Mia = 1. 

Consider the opposite limit, b I a -( 1, the extreme case of 
b la = 0 occurring when the disks are separated by an infi
nite distance, in which case the behavior of the potential on 
one disk is determined by the solution of a boundary value 
problem involving only one disk. The solution of Laplace's 
equation for a single disk is most easily carried out in oblate 
spheroidal coordinates. 8 Choosing the disk to be located at 
z = 0, p<b, and defining coordinates 5' and 1] (see Fig. 1) by 

z = b5'1], P = b [(1 - 1]')(1 + 5' ')]112, (2) 

the disk becomes the coordinate surface 5' = 0, the positive 
(negative) z-axis becomes 1] = + 1 (1] = - 1), and the con
dition of vanishing normal derivative of J/! on the disk implies 
aJ/!la5' = 0, for 5' = O. Laplace's equation is separable in ob
late spheroidal coordinates8 with the axially symmetric solu
tions being linear combinations of P n< 1])[ or Qn( 1])] times 
PII (is) [or Qn (i5')]' 

The potential J/! must satisfy the boundary condition 
that there be a line source atp = 0 for z > 0 but no line source 
at p = 0, z < O. On the other hand, the particular separation 
of variables is most useful if there are equal (but opposite) 
line sources for z > 0 and z < O. We can achieve this by writ
ing J/! = (M 12a) lnp + J/!', where the normal derivative con-
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dition on J/!' is unchanged and where J/!' has line singularities 
on the + z and - z axis such that as the axes are 
approached, 

J/!'- ± 7a Inp - ± ~ In(1 'F1]), (3) 

where ± refers to the ± z axes, also defined by 1] = ± 1. 
The potential J/!' then involves only one term of the otherwise 
infinite series, which gives the exact potential J/!, denoted 
now by J/!( 0) for a single disk, 

J/!'O) = ~(Inp - Qo(1]» =~ (lnp - !In (1 + 1])). 
~ ~ 1-1] 

For a nonsingular behavior of the metric at p = b, 
z = 0, is is necessary that as p-b on the disk (or 1]-0) 

J/!- ± [2(1 - plb )]112 + canst = ± 1] + const. 

(4) 

(5) 

Therefore, in the expression for J/!(5,1]), if we set 5' = 0 and let 
1]-0, the magnitude of the coefficient of 1] in the resulting 
expression must be 1. Applied to the potential (4), this im
plies that the metric will be free of the unwanted singularity 
in the limit b la-(1 if the ratio Mia has the value 

M = 2 (b la = 0). (6) 
a 

We now show that the value Mia = 2 for b I a = 0 is in 
fact alowerbound toM la,sothatforb la;;'O,M la;;.2.Letus 
consider the potential to describe the velocity potential of 
incompressible fluid flow. Choose coordinates so that one 
constraining disk is at z = + 2a and the other is at z = 0, as 
shown in Fig. 1. By symmetry z = a is a flow line with zero 
slope, i.e., aJ/!1 az = O. In the region z> a all flow lines have 
positive slope aJ/!laz > 0 and in the region z < a all flow lines 
have negative slope dJ/!1 dz < O. To see this we note that 
ifJ =aJ/!laz is a solution of Laplace's equation with boundary 
values ifJ = 0 for z = a; no singularity at p = 0, a < z < ~; 
ifJ = 0 for z = 2a,p <b, andifJ-M(z - a)IR 3 asR-oo, 
where R = fp2 + (z - a)')!/2. There is, of course, a singular
ity (source) atp = b, z = 2a. However, near the singularity ifJ 
is positive, so that ifJ;;.O on the boundary. Then, since ifJ can
not achieve its minimum at any point on the interior of the 
boundary (by the mean value theorem), this means that ifJ;;.O 
on the interior, or aJ/!laz;;.O, for z;;'a. For the same reasons, 
aJ/!laz<O, for z < a. 

Consider now a flow line F which starts at p = 0, 
z = a - E where E-(a (see Fig. 1). This flow line, from the 
above, monotonically moves away from the horizontal sym
metry linez = a, becoming, forlarge r, radial asp).b. Define 
a surface S by rotating F about the z-axis. Then the potential 
J/! satisfies the boundary conditions in the region below S that 
J/!-(M la) lnp asp-O, O<z<a - E; aJ/!lan = 0 on S; and 
aJ/!laz = 0, for z = 0, p < b. Now compare that potential 
with the potential ;p which satisfies the same boundary con
ditions as above except that a;Plaz = 0 for z = a - E rather 
than aJ/! I an = 0 on S. Physically this means that the flow ;p is 
less constricted than the flow J/!, which reduces the flow ev
erywhere, including that near the edge of the disk at z = O. 
Alternatively, oJ/! = ;p - J/! must satisfy aoJ/!laz;;'O on the 
surface z = a - E since aJ/!laz<o there. Since oJ/! has no 
source except at 00, flow lines of oJ/! must come in from 
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infinity and cross the surface z = a-E. These lines are in the 
opposite direction to the flow lines of", near the disk at z = 0, 
again implying that the flow is reduced near the edge of the 
disk. 

The flow ¢ is, when reflected by the plane z = a - €, the 
solution of a boundary value problem with two disks, one at 
z = 0, the other at z = 2(a - E), (for the same b), where 
z = a - € is now a symmetry plane. However, the flow po
tential still approaches the same value (M la) lnp near p = 0 
as did the solution ¢, although the mass M associated with ¢ 
is given by M = M(l - €Ia). Supposethattheoriginal "'had 
the property that as we approached the edge of one disk 

along the disk, the coefficient of V I - plb was ± vi 
generating a metric free of the unwanted singularity. Then 
for the solution ¢, the coefficient would have a magnitude 

less than vi since the flow is reduced. Therefore, to gener
ate a potential for which the coefficient had a magnitude 

vi we would have to increase the mass M to M + LIM, 
which means that ¢---+¢(1 + LIM /M). Near the source the 
flow potential is increased from (M la) Inpto(M la + 8) lnp, 
where 8 = LIM la. Thus keepingb fixed, if we decrease a, the 
strength of the line source (in general Mia) must be in
creased to give a metric free of the p = b singularity. On 
dimensional grounds Mia must be a function of (b la), so 
that from the above dependence of Mia on a, keeping b 
fixed, we conclude that M /a is a monotonically increasing 
functionofb la which achieves its minimum valueM la = 2 
atb la = O. ThusM lamustbegreaterthanorequaIt02fora 
metric free of the p = b singularity. This means that the 
Mia = 1 metrics must have a singularity outside the toroi
dal horizon, so that there is no violation of the black hole 
uniqueness theorems. 

III. CONSTRAINT EQUATION FOR SMALL b/a 

The deviation of Mia from 2 as a function of b I a can be 
obtained by an iterative procedure, giving Mia in a power 
series in (b la) to as high an order as desired. Let oblate sphe
roidal coordinates t and ii, centered on the disk at z = 2a 
(see Fig. 1), be defined by 

z - 2a = bt1/, p = b [(1 - ii2)(l + [2))'12. (7) 

Then a solution of Laplace's equation which has no singular
ity on the z axis for z < 0 or z > 2a, and which approaches 
(M la) lnp asp---.D for 0 <z < 2a, is 

tf;fj.) = tf;(O) _ ¢(O) = ~[ln( (1 + 1j)(1 - T}»)) , (8) 
4a (1 - T})(1 + 7]) 

where tf;(O) 1//")(5,17), ¢(O)=tf;(O)(f,r,), and the function 
tf;(0)(5,T}) is given by Eq. (4). The expression (8) is, however, 
not a solution of our boundary value problem, in spite of the 
correct behavior on the z axis, because otf;(O)loz does not 
vanish on the diskz = 2a,p<.b ando¢{O)loz does not vanish 
on the disk z = 0, p<.b. 

Consider for the moment a single disk at z = O. Define 
the Neumann Green's function GN (5,1/,t ',1/') to be the po
tential at 5,T} of a unit ring source at 5' ,1/' (so that G N---+1/r 

for large r), subject to the vanishing of the normal derivative 
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ofGN on the disk, i.e., JGN/ot = 0, for t = O. Then we find 
explicitly, by standard techniques, that 

GN (5,T}.5 ',T}') = ~ I (2n + 1) Pn(7])Pn(7]')(Pn(i5 <) 
b n=O 

Using Green's theorem we can find the potential with no 
sources given the normal derivative of the potential on the 
surface of the disk (assuming the potential vanishes at 
infinity): 

tf;(5,T}) = - ~ f~I(:t(5',T}')GN(5,T}'5'4»)5'=od7]', 
(10) 

The analogous Green's function associated with the disk at 
z = 2a will be ON -GNct,1j,t',r,,), and the solution ofa 
boundary value problem on the disk z = 2a will be given by 
the barred form of (10). 

Consider now the problem with the two disks at z = 0 
andz = + 2a. We can use the Green's function (9) and solu
tion to the boundary value problem (10), together with their 
barred expressions. to add a homogeneous solution of La
place's equation to (8) so that the normal derivative of tf; 
vanishes on both disks to as high an order as desired. Specifi
cally, define the sequence of functions 

'/'(un + I) = _ ./,(n) _ ~fl (otf;t G ) d-' 
If' If'L 2 JE:' N _ 1/, 

- I!> 5'=0 

./,(n + I) __ ./,(n) _ .!!.....fl (otf;yy G) d / (11) 
If'L - If' U 2 J'f:- ' N, 7] , 

- I!> S =0 

where otf;YYlo[ = 0 on the upper disk ct = 0) and 
otf; L 105 = 0 on the lower disk (5 = 0), and where 
tf;<fJ) = ¢(O), tf;if.) = tf;(0). The potential tf;, which satisfies the 
same boundary conditions as does (8) on the z axis, and 
which also has a vanishing normal derivative on each of the 
two disks, is then given by 

(12) 
fl--aJ 

where tf;1;) = tf;}:) - tf;y;J, For small b I a the sequence of oper
ations in (II) converges quickly. 

We will illustrate how the iteration scheme works by 
considering the lowest order correction to the potential (8) in 
powers of(b la). In (11) there are derivatives of barred varia
bles with respect to unbarred variables and vice versa. These 
are best treated by returning to the defining relations (2) and 
(7), expressing quantities in terms of p and z, Starting from 
(4), the derivative otf;(O)/Jz on the disk z = + 2a, p<,b, is 
approximately 

Ot//O) M 1 07] M 5 
-- = - - ----- = - -- -----='---

OZ 2a 1 - 172 OZ 2ab 52 + 172 

(13) 
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FIG. 2. The constraint relation M /a as a function of b /a to produce a 
solution free of the p = b singularity. The solid line for small b / a gives the 
results of the calculation described in Sec. III; the solid line for large b / a 
gives the leading term in a large b / a expansion, as computed by Thorne; a 
possible interpolation curve is shown as a dashed line. 

independent of p, where we have used in the last approxima
tion 7]::::: 1, s::::: 2a/ b)-I. Then, from (11), iflJ} is given by 

t/J(I) = - ./,(0) + Mb' JI [;"G ]-, _ d;". 
U 'I' 8 ' ., N 5 - 0 " a -I 

(14) 

In the expression for GN , obtained from (9) by taking the bar 
of all variables, only the n = 1 term in the infinite sum sur
vives the integration in (14) because of the orthogonality of 
Pn (~'). This simplifies (14) to 

(15) 

and similarly 

t/J~) = - ii/O) - Mb7] [s cot-Is - 1], 
2rra' 

(16) 

where t/JY) = t/J~) - t/JCJ)· 

Consider now the behavior of t/JY) along the disk S = 0 
as 7]~. There are two terms which contribute to a term in 
t/JY) proportional to 7]-the first term on the right side of (15) 
and the second term on the right side of (16). Setting S = 0, 
and taking the small 7] limit, gives 

t/JY)(0,7]):::::const - !!... 7](1 - ~) + 0 (7]'). (17) 
2a rra 

Since the coefficient of 7] must be ± 1 for a metric free of the 
edge singularity, this means thatM /2a(1 - b /rra) = 1,orto 
this order 

M = 2(1 + ~), ~~l, (18) 
a rra a 

which increases linearly away from the minimum value. 

We have computed the potential to one more iteration 
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t/J"), which also necessitates calculating t/J' I) to higher order 
in b / a. Considering the behavior of t/J' ') on the disk S = 0 as 
7]~ then gives the constraint relation on the parameters 
(valid to 6th order in b fa) 

~ = 1[1 - ~ ( ~ ) g ( ~ )] , (19) 

where 

g(x) = I - 2- x ' + _I_ x3 + 2-x4_ 
3 6rr 5 

11 
--Xl + 0 (x6

). 

60rr 
(20) 

In Fig. 2 we display the behavior of M /a as a function of 
(b fa), the asymptotic form (1) which Thorne computed I 
(only the leading term was calculated in the asymptotic 
series), and a possible interpolation curve between the two 
which is monotonic in (b fa). 

IV. METRICS WITH A TOROIDAL HORIZON 

The axially symmetric static metric generated through 
the Weyl formalism can be cast in the form'·l 

ds' = e2,pdt' - e2(Y- ,pl(dp' + dz') _ p'e - 2,p d¢', (21) 

where t/J is the generating potential and y can be found, once 
t/J is known, by integration. For the boundary conditions on 
t/J appropriate to a line source between two disks as stated in 
Sec. I, the behavior of t/J and y near the p = 0 singularity 
between the disks is I 

t/J-(M fa) lnp + t/Jo, y-(M /a)'lnp + Yo, (22) 

where t/Jo and Yo are constants. There is a singularity at p = 0 
in general, which is a ring singularity because z is a cyclical 
coordinate between the disks. However, if we take the special 
case (M / a) = 1, the metric (21), near p = 0, becomes 

ds' = e2,p'p'dt ' - e - 2,p, [e2Yo(dp' + dz') + d¢ ']. (23) 

The nature of p = 0 in this case is best exhibited by changing 
to coordinates u and v, defined by 

u = ap cosh/3t, v = ap sinh/3t, (24) 

with a = eY' - ,po, f3 = e2,p, - Y', in which case the metric (23) 
becomes 

ds' = dv' - du' - e - 2,p, [e2Yodz' + d¢ ']. (25) 

Since u' - v' = a'p', the locus of points p = 0 is actually the 
null surface u = ± v of the flat space-time metric (25). Since 
this surface is generated by radial null geodesics and since goo 

in (23) vanishes at p = 0, this surface is both a horizon and 
surface of infinite redshift, the same roles played by the 
Schwarzchild radius in the Schwarzchild metric. 9 Unlike the 
surface of a torus in three dimensions, which has nonvanish
ing two-dimensional curvature, the toroidal horizon is flat, 
and in fact has the proper surface area defined by a rectangu
lar coordinate range O<;z < 2a, O<;¢ < 2rr, 

(26) 

since both z and ¢ are cyclical coordinates. 

In the limit that b /a-oo the metric functions (22) be
come exact solutions, and (25) is then an exact flat space
time metric with vanishing curvature tensor and vanishing 
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curvature invariants. Suppose b /a is large, but finite. Then, 
using standard techniques for finding y, (22), with M / a = I, 
becomes 

1/1 = lnp + 1/10 + 81/1, 

y = lnp + Yo + 281/1 + 0 [(81/1)2], 
(27) 

where 81/1-+0 as a/b-+O. Substituting in the metric (21), 
making the coordinate change (24) and ignoring terms of 
order (81/1)2, we obtain the generalization of (25) 

ds2 = e20l/l(dv2 _ du2) _ e - 2(1/1" + O¢) 

(28) 

The general source-free solution of Laplace's equation 
which is regular as p-+O, and cyclic in z and which has a 
symmetry plane at z = a is 

li:..I._ ~ C T (n1T) n1T(z-a) 
U'f' - ~ ",0 -p cos , 

n= 1 a a 

so that for small p, 81/1 is of the form 

81/1 = j;(z) + p2 /,(z) + 0 (P4), 

(29) 

(30) 

wherej; and/, are cyclic and bounded. Sincep2 can be ex
pressed as (u 2 - v2)/a2, that means, as far as the linear terms 
in (28) are concerned, second derivatives of the metric coeffi
cients are finite at u = ± v. Since the metric (28) has no 
coordinate singularity at u = ± v, this means that the cur
vature invariants are finite on the horizon, including linear 
perturbations arising from the edge of the disk being a finite 
distance from p = O. If we estimate the quadratic terms in y 
in (27), using the form (30) for 81/1, we find that those terms 
are proportional to p2, so that the location of the horizon is 
unchanged and the finiteness of the curvature invariants is 
preserved. Therefore, for finite b / a there is a nonsingular 
horizon at p = o. 
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The p,z,,p,t coordinates are not suitable for displaying 
the metric inside the horizon. The u,v,z,t coordinate system 
carries one smoothly past the horizon, playing the same role 
as Kruskal coordinates. 9 In the limit b-+ 00, (25) is in fact a 
valid metric everywhere. However, if b is finite, the exact 
form of the metric will not be known and the nature of the 
internal singularities cannot be discussed. However, from 
the form (28) we can see that the metric for v > u will be time 
dependent since p will become a time coordinate and the 
metric depends on p. 

The external singularity atp = b, z = 0 (or 2a) cannot 
be removed by a coordinate transformation, since it is char
acterized by infinite curvature invariants. Because we have 
imposed only one condition M /a = Ion the three param
eters M, a, and b, the metric with a toroidal horizon and 
external ring singularity is a two-parameter family, since no 
further constraint removes the singularity. This solution 
probably has no reasonable physical or astrophysical appli
cation, however, since if the ring singularity were replaced 
by a reasonable physical matter distribution, no toroidal ho
rizon could exist by the black hole uniqueness theorems. 7 
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Generation of the Lewis solutions from the Weyl solutions 
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(Received 12 October 1978) 

A method is presented which can be used to generate an infinite series of new solutions 
of stationary axially symmetric Einstein-Maxwell equations. It is shown that if we 
start with the Weyl solutions the Lewis solutions are generated as a member of this 
series. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

One of the excellent ideas for finding new solutions of 
the Einstein-Maxwell equations is to seek methods which 
allow us to generate new solutions from old ones. Such meth
ods are useful not only in increasing the number of exact 
solutions but also, when the generated solutions are already 
known, in simplifying the derivation of the solutions. For 
example, applying the hitherto discovered generating meth
ods l

-
ll to the Kerr solution, 12 we can obtain the charged Kerr 

solutionsl, the NUT-like Kerr solution,Il the charged NUT
like Kerr solution,6 the electric/magnetic dipole solution,1,8 
the five-parameter solution,6,14,15 and others. 16 ,17 Among the 
above solutions, the charged and the NUT -like Kerr solu
tions are first discovered by other methods which require 
more sophisticated techniques. IS, 19 

The purpose of this paper is to formulate and apply a 
generating method which may be regarded, in a sense, as a 
refinement of the method of Catenacci and Alonso.20 Our 
method applies to a stationary axially symmetric system 
which can be described by a single complex function satisfy
ing a equation formally equivalent to the original Ernst 
equation21 (i,e., the equation satisfied by the it' function), 
Using the method, we can generate an infinite series of exact 
solutions. We show that if we start with the Weyl solution,22 
one of the members of the series becomes the Lewis solu
tion,23 and therefore our method provides a simple deriva
tion of the Lewis solution. 

II. GENERATION OF NEW SOLUTIONS 

Consider a stationary axially symmetric system de
scribed by the metric 

ds2 = f(dt - wd¢ Y - f'l [p2d¢ 2 + e2Y(dp2 + dz2)], 
(2.1) 

where/. w, and r are functions ofp and z only, We write the 
Ernst equation in the form 21 

(Re%)V2% '= V%.V%, 

% = k (P,z) + ih (P,z), 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

where V denotes the gradient operator with respect to the 
three-dimensional metric dO-> = p2d¢ 2 + dp2 + dz2

• We 
leave the functions k and h unspecified because there are 
several ways to identify fields % = k + ih which satisfy 
Ernst's equation. 20 Our method can be applied to all such 
identifications. 

Now from a known solution % = k + ih we generate a 
new solution JY' = k ' + ljh ' in the following way, First we 
note that Eq. (2.2) can be rewritten in the form 

/'.." /'.. /'.. 

(Re%)p·ID.(pDJY) = D.J('·D%, (2.4) 

where we Use the notations 

D = (~,i.), D fDg = a f ag + a fag, 
ap az ap ap az az 

/'0, ~ a a ~ 
D·A = - Ap + - Az for A = (Ap, AJ. (2,5) 

ap az 
Since % = k + ih, Eq. (2.4) is equivalent to the simulta
neous equations 

(2,6) 

/'0,( p /'0,) D· -,:; Dh = O. (2.7) 

Equatibn (2.7) is the integrability conditions for the exis
tence of the function h ' defined by _ /'0, 

Dh ' = (P/k 2)Dh, 

where 

D= (:z' - ~). 
Introducing a new function k ' defined by 

k' =p/k, 

we obtain 

Dh = (P/k '2)i5h'. 

This equation implies 

/"0.( P /'0,) -( p -) _ A D· -Dh' = D· -Dh' = D·Dh=O. 
k'2 k'2 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.11 ) 

(2.12) 

On the other hand, the substitution of Eqs, (2,10) and (2,11) 
into Eq, (2,6) yields 

A(p /'0,) P A /'0, 
D· -Dk' - -Dh'·Dh' =0. 

k' k'2 
(2.13) 

Comparing Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13) with Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7), 
we see that the complex function 

%' =k' +ijh' (2.14) 

satisfies Ernst's Eq. (2.2), wherej is the symbol introduced in 
a previous paper9 which has the following properties: 
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p = - 1. j* = j. (2.15) 

As is fully illustrated in the Appendix of Ref. 9. the symbolj 
can be interpreted as the imaginary unit contained in the 
functions k and h. [That is. the function k and h can be 
complex without contradiction to the complex potential for
malism. if we replace the imaginary unit in the functions k 
and h by the symbolj.] The new solution knew and hnew 
determined by the i- complexz4 function % new = %' is 
clearly j-complex and the j-complexity of knew and hnew 

means that the metric and the electromagnetic field become 
complex in the usual sense. However. in the later applica
tions. the imaginary unit in the new solution can be absorbed 
into the parameters in the solution. Therefore. we shall not 
confront problems of physical interpretation. 

It is easy to check that the iteration of the above oper
ation twice yields the original solution: 

(%')'=%. (2.16) 

This means that we can obtain only one new solution from 
one old solution by the transformation % ---+%'. However. 
it is well known4,lo,zo that if % is a solution ofEq. (2.2). the 
function % defined by 

% = a% + ib. (2.17) 
ie%+d 

a.b.e.d = i-real,24 ad + be = 1 (2.18) 

is also a solution ofEq. (2.2). Applying the two transforma
tions alternately. we obtain the following infinite series of 
new solutions: 

.. ·%-Z-%-I .. ·%0-%I· .. %Z-%3·... (2.19) 

where %0 is a known solution and a dotted (solid) line de
notes generation by means of the transformation % ---+%' 
(%---+%). 

III. STATIONARY AXISYMMETRIC 
GRAVITATIONAL FIELDS 

In this section we apply the method formulated in the 
preceding section to the case in which the complex function 
% is the usual Ernst potential;zl ~ = 1+ ifp. This case cor
responds to the stationary axisymmetric source-free gravita
tions fields and the metric (2.1) is determined by integrating 
the equations 

Dw = P....Dm IZ .,-, (3.1) 

or = ~ [(01 )2 _ (01 )2 + (orp)2 
Op 4/2 Op OZ op (~~y], 
or p (01 01 orp orp) 
a; = 21Z Op a; + Op a; . (3.2) 

Using the general formulas given in Sec. II, we proceed 
as follows. If we set k = land h = rp in Eqs. (2.8) and (2.10). 
we obtain 

k ' = P.... Dh '= P.... Dm. 
I' r .,- (3.3) 

The second equation together with Eq. (3.1) shows that we 
may identify 
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h' = W. (3.4) 

without serious loss in generality. Hence the new function 
~' becomes 

~' = f' + irp' = (pI I) + ijw. 

For later convenience we note that Eq. (2.16) implies 

~ = 1+ irp = (PI I') + ijw'. 

where 

Dw' = (PI f'2)Drp'. 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

Combining the transformation ~ ---+~' with the transforma
tion of the type (2.17). we finally obtain an infinite series of 
exact solutions 

(3.8) 

We show that the series (3.8) has an interesting proper
ty. Let/n • Wn and rn be the metric functions determined by 
~ n (n = o. ± 1. ± 2 ... ). Then Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6) imply 

~ 2m = (PI 12m - 1) + ijw2m - l' 

~ 2m + 1 = (P112m + 2) + i jW2m + 2' 
(3.9) 

Since the functions ~ 2m and ~ 2m + 1 are related by the 
transformation of the type (2.17). we can conclude from the 
result of the Appendix that two metrics determined by 
~ 2m _ 1 and ~ 2m + 2 are connected by a coordinate transfor
mation of the type 

(3.10) 

a,b,e.d = i-reaI,z4 ad + be = 1. 

IV. THE LEWIS SOLUTION 

In the series (3.8), the solutions associated with ~ I is 
well known. For example. if we start with the Schwarzschild 
solution, the function ~ I determines the NUT solution. 19 In 
this section. we investigate the solutions associated with ~ 2 

and show that the Lewis solutions23 are contained in this 
class. 

Taking account of the property stated in the last para
graph of Sec. III. we first consider the metric functions 

1-10 w_ l, and r-I associated with ~ -I and then determine the 
expressions oflz. W2, and r2 in terms of the known functions 
/o,wo• and rD. Since 

~ 0 = 10 + irpo = (P II-I) + ijW-h 

we obtain 

1-1 = pi /0. W_I = - jrpo. 

The integration of Eq. (3.2) yields 

r-I = ro + * lnfp] - ! In[lo]. 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

Substituting Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) into the formulas (AS). 
(A6). and (A 7). we have 

lz=plo-1 [c2/~ + (crpo-d)2], 

Izwz = jplo- 1 [acf~ + (arpo + b )(crpo - d)]. 

12- I exp(2r2) = p-112 exp(2ro). 

where 
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ad+bc= 1. (4.4) 

Now let us consider the three special cases in which the 
functions g' 0 are given by 

1. g'o = e2rp, 2. g'o = e2N, 3. g'o = (1 + ij)¢- J, 

(4.5) 

where an i,j-reaF4 function ¢ satisfies 

V2¢= O. (4.6) 

The first and second cases correspond to the Weyl solution 
and the third function determines a new solution. Since 
g' 0 = 10 + i<po, we obtain the following results: 

Case 1. h = p(dl
2e - 2rp - cI 2e2"'), 

(4.7) 

(4.S) 

(4.9) 

where 

a l = a, b l = jb, C I = jc, d l = d, 

V2a2 = a + b, V2b2 = j(b - a), V2 C2 = c + d, 

V2d2 = j(c - d), a; d; - b; c; = lei = 1,2), 

OA. =p [(O¢)2 _ (O¢)2], OA. = 2p o¢ o¢. 
op op oz oz op oz 

(4.10) 

The solutions (4.7) and (4.S) agree with the Lewis solutions, 
and the solution (4.9) is the generalized result of Levy.25 
When ¢ = (const) X In[p] the above three solutions together 
describe the exterior gravitational field of a rotating infinite 
cylinder. 26 

APPENDIX 
In this Appendix we consider the relation between the 

metric functions if,w,y) and if,6i,y) when the two complex 
functions 

Y = (PI f) + ijw, :r = (pl/) + ij(jj, (AI) 

are related by 
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:r = aY +ib 
icY +d' 

a,b,c,d = i-real,24 ad + bc = 1. 

Since Eqs. (AI) and (A2) readily lead to 

/ = f (C2p2j-2 + (jcw - d )2 ], 

j{;; = jf [acp2j-2 + (jaw + b )(jcw - d) ], 

(A2) 

(A3) 

the remaining problem is to express r in terms off, w, and y. 
The function r may be obtained by the integration of Eq. 
(3.2). However, there exists a more convenient method for 
this case.27 Note that by a coordinate transformation 

(A4) 

the canonical metric 

changes into 

ds2 = f[C2p2j-2 + (jcw - dYl d'i2 - 2jf[acp2f-2 

Assuming that the second metric is also of the canonical form 

ds2 = /d'i2 - 2/(jj d'idf 
+ (/ (jj2 _ J-Ip2) d;j 2 - J-I exp(2f)(dp2 + dz2), 

we obtain 

/ = f[c2p2j-2 + (jcw - d )2], 

/ (jj = jf[acp2 j-2 + (jaw + b )(jcw - d)], 

/-1 exp(2f) = j-I exp(2y), 

(AS) 

(A6) 

(A7) 

/ iiP _/-lp2 = f[ - a2p2 f- 2 - (jaw + bY]. (AS) 

Comparing Eqs. (AS) and (A6) with Eq. (A3), we can see 
that the transformation (A2) is equivalent to the coordinate 
transformation (A4). Hence Eq. (A 7) is the general relation 
between the metric functions y and r. Equation (AS) is mere
ly a result of Eqs. (AS) and (A6) and gives us no new 
knowledge. 
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We give an example of a statistical mechanical model of spins with value in the non
Abelian group 6 3 for which the Kramers-Wannier duality holds and gives rise to self-
dual interaction. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The idea of duality in statistical mechanics, goes back to 
Kramers and Wannier l who remark that the pressure of the 
ISING model in two dimensions obeys the following 
relation: 

p(/3) = p(/3 *) + Log(i sinh2.B), 

where.B in the inverse temperature and.B * is defined by 

(e2P* - 1)(e2P - 1) = 2. 

This transformation connects the pressure at low and 
high temperatures. In particular, ifp has a unique singularity 
in.B, it appears at the point.Be such that 

.Be = ! Log(1 + Y2). 
This value is precisely the critical temperature given by 

Onsager2 for this model. 

Very recently the idea became of great physical interest 
in the context ofQCD, in view of the picture proposed by 
Mandelstam. 3.' The idea is to investigate a kind of symmetry 
between electric and magnetic components of the field, 
which can be classically realized through the interchange of 
g and 1ig, where g is the coupling constant. At high g the 
system is described by electric flux tubes that bind quarks, 
whereas at small g, the quarks are no longer confined, but 
there are magnetic flux tubes that bind monopoles. In an 
SU(N) gauge field theory the topological quantum numbers 
which classify these tubes are elements of IN' It follows that 
a good qualitatively relevant model is given by a lattice gauge 
field with IN as a gauge group. 

The duality transformation for such a model is very 
simple to exhibit. s For the simple case ofl2' it has first been 
exhibited by Wegner, 6 who proved the existence of a self
dual point as in the Kramers-Wannier work. More recently 
such a study has been extended for the most general interac
tion between lattice sites with spins in an Abelian group.' 
This transformation has been used many times8

•
9 to get infor

mation on the Gibbs states in statistical mechanics. 

In the case of the discrete or compact Abelian group the 
duality transformation is nothing but the Fourier transform 
on the group. 10.11 In particular, finding a self-dual interaction 

a1Postai address: C.N.R.S.-Luminy-Case 907, Centre de Physique Theori
que, F-13288 Marseille Cedex 2, France. 

is equivalent to finding a positive function invariant under 
the Fourier transform. It is proved that, given a finite Abe
lian group isomorphic to its dual, the family of self-dual in
teractions is indexed by (p - 1) parameters, where p is the 
dimension of the eigenspace of the Fourier operator, corre
sponding to the eigenvalue 1. 

However, a question arises as to what is the duality 
transformation for a non-Abelian group. If one believes that 
it is also given in term of the Fourier theory, the dual model 
would describe interaction between spins taking values in 
the set of irreducible representations of the initial group (at 
least if it is compact). An idea consists in looking at the 
smallest non-Abelian finite group which is the permutation 
group 6 3 of ( 1,2,3 J . In the two-dimensional case, for nearest 
neighbors interaction, we show that it reduces to an Abelian 
model on the group l2 X l3' This remark made the model 
completely trivial; however it has dual models on 6 3, and 
there is a one-parameter family of self-dual interaction. 

It is helpful to look at the corresponding lattice group 
theory in four dimensions. Indeed in that case the map be
tween 6 3 and l2 X l3 no longer transforms the gauge field 
interaction into an Abelian gauge field. We get a complicat
ed four-body interaction when expressed in term of l2 X l3' 
This expresses the lack of Abelianess. 

II. DUALITY FOR ABELIAN GROUPS7 

A model of statistical mechanics is conventionally de
scribed by giving a lattice, say lV, and for each site x a ran
dom variable called the spin. 12 The model is defined by a 
family a Hamiltonian (H A)' where A runs over the finite 
subsets ofl Y which describes the energy of the configuration 
of spins inside A, given some configuration outside. The 
thermodynamical properties of such a model can be extract
ed from the partition function, 

(11.1) 

(where the sum runs over the set of configurations inside A ) 
be considering the pressure 

p(/3) = lim _1_ LoglA (/3). 
A 12' IA I 

(11.2) 

We want to examine the case for which the spin at each 
site takes its values in an Abelian group G. For simplicity we 
will restrict ourself to the case of finite groups. However, 
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most of the results below can be extended to the case oflocal
ly compact Abelian group. On the other hand, we will con
sider first the two-dimensional case. 

Then the set of configurations is (G )Z', and the Hamil
tonian is described by: 

- {3HA (g) = ~ h (gxgy- 1), (II.3) 
IxylEA 

where the sum runs over the set of pairs of nearest neighbors 
included in 11, and h is a function on G. The corresponding 
pressure will depend on G and h; it will be denoted p( G;h ). It 
is a convex function of h. 

Now let G * be the dual group of G. Iflis a function on 
G, its Fourier transform is given by the formula lO

: 

j( X) = I G 1-1/2 ~ x(g)f(g), (II.4a) 
gEG 

l(g) = I G *1-112 ~ x(g) j(g). (II.4b) 
XEG* 

(Here IGI = IG*I denotes the number of elements of G.) 

The following theorem summarizes the main result of 
this section: 

Theorem 1 :6.7 Let h be a real function on G, such that the 
function h * on G * defined by 

'" exp[h *U')] = (exph)U') (II.5) 

is real. Then, 

p(G *;h *) = p(G,h). (II. 6) 

The proof of this theorem is almost standard and can be 
found in Refs. 6, 7, 13 and 14, for instance. The crucial step is 
the solution of Kirchoff's law: let (X Xy) be a family of char
acters of G, indexed by pairs of nearest neighbors in 'I} and 
such that X xy = 1 if [xy J is not included in 11, and 

IIXxy = 1, XE'l}. (II. 7) 
y 

Then, on this dual lattice (the lattice whose sites are the unit 
squares ofl2) one can find a family of character X x* such that 

(II. 8) 

Here [xy J is the common side of the squares x* and y* such 
that (xy) is directly oriented in x* and (v,x) in y*. 

On the other hand, some care has to be taken with the 
boundary conditions. But it is known that the pressure is 
independent of the choice of boundary condition. 12 

In this theorem, we assume that both hand h * are real 
functions. This is equivalent to saying that both eh and (eh )* 
are positive functions. The following lemma characterizes 
this class offunctions. We need only to recall that an Hamil
tonian is called ferromagnetic if it is a real function with 
positive fourier coefficients except possibly the first one. 

Lemma 2: Let r be a compact group, and H be a con
tinuous function on r; then the following are equivalent: 

(1) exp{3H is a positive function on r with positive type 
for any {3 > 0, 

(2) H is a ferromagnetic Hamiltonian on r. 
The proof of (2)::::}( 1 ) is immediate. The con verse can be 

seen by computing the Fourier coefficients of exp{3H and 
letting {3 go to zero. 

We remark also that (1) implies that the measure 
Z -lePHdy with Z = S ePH dy, is a probability measure for 
which the first Griffiths' inequalities hold. 15 Therefore, the 
restrictions imposed on h in Theorem 1 are of great physical 
significance. 

Weare now ready to investigate the occurence of the 
self-dual model. We need first to have an isomorphism be
tween G and G *, if G is finite, it has the same cardinality as 
G *, and therefore we can identify each by the other; if G is 
not finite this is not true in general but in many cases this can 
be done. For example, ifG = U(1)Xl, G * islXU(l)and is 
isomorphic to G. This is the reason why the Berezinski-Vil
lain model works from the point of view of duality. 16. 17 

In this case, a self-dual model is given by a function h on 
G - G * which differs from h * by a constant since the energy 
is defined up to a real constant. This means that exph is an 
eigenfunction of the Fourier operator. Since exph is positive, 
the corresponding eigenvalue is necessarily equal to 1, be
cause the Fourier operator is unitary (Parseval's formula lO

). 

If G is finite the following function is always self-dual: 

(II.9) 
with 

{3c = I G I-I Log(l + I G 1
112

), (11.10) 

which describes the Pott's model with IG I-Ievels. 14 This ex
ample shows that the set S of positive Fourier invariant func
tions on a finite group is never empty: It is the intersection of 
the cone of positive functions on G with the eigenspace ofthe 
Fourier operator corresponding to the eigenvalue 1. Denot
ing by p the dimension of this eigenspace, we remark that 
1 <p<.1 G I. S is then a closed convex cone in a space of dimen
sionp. Taking into account that exph and exp(h + c) define 
the same physical system, the set of self-dual solutions can be 
seen as the set offunctions h on S, such that exphE Sh where 
SI is a basis of the cone S. It is therefore homeomorphic to a 
closed convex set of dimension p - 1. 

To finish with this section let us give some examples: 
For G = l2 or l3 one has p = 1. In this case there is only one 
self-dual model/ For G = l4 one finds p = 2. 

There are two relevant eigenfunctions of the Fourier 
operator: expho = 1 + Z2 and exph l = 2 + Z + z; more gen
erally if N;;.4 and G = IN' thenp;;'2. This result explains the 
difference between the IN -gauge field on a lattice for 
N = 2,3 and N;;.45 (cf. Sec. III). 

III. EXAMPLE OF A SELF-DUAL MODEL WITH A NON-ABELIAN GROUP 

Let us now come to the main example of this paper. We consider the same model in which we choose G to be the 
permutation group 6 3 of three elements. Since 6 3 is non-Abelian the previous theory cannot be applied directly. However, we 
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will see that it reduced in fact to an Abelian group as far as statistical mechanics is concerned. 

Let us first recall that ~3 has six elements!': 

g= 1 J J R! R2 P3 
gll,2,3j = (1,2,3) (2,3,1) (3,1,2) (1,3,2) (3,2,1) (2,1,3) 

(III.1) 

It has three classes of irreducible representations: the trivial one E, the signature u, and the two-dimensional one p in which 
p(J) is the rotation of angle 21T13, and peRk) is the symmetry about the line of argument 21Tk 13. It will be called the real 
representation of p. 

We claim that there is a bijection between ~3 and l2 X l3 defined by the map g-(u(g),z(g» where z(g) is defined as 
follows: 

g= 1 J J RJ R2 RJ 
Z(g)= 1 e2i1T!3 e - 2ilT!3 1 e2i1T!3 e - 2ilT!3 

(III.2) 

The crucial fact comes from the following property of z: 

z(g. g2-·) + Z(gt8'2-!) = Z(g.)Z(g2) + Z(g.)Z(g2)' (111.3) 

Due to this bijection, every function h on ~J can be associated to a function h on l2 X l3, by 

h (g) = h (u(g),z(g». (111.4) 

Using the Fourier decomposition both for ~3 and l2 X l3 we get the following correspondance: 

h (g) = hE + ha u(g) + 2 tr([~:: ~::]p(g») = h •• + h _ 1.1 u(g) + hljz(g) + hl.Jz(g) + hlj u(g)z(g) + hIJu(g)z(g), (111.5) 

with 

hll = hE' hlJ = hll - ih2h h _ IJ = h22 + Ih2h h •• = h", h lJ = h •• + ih2h h _ IJ= h22 - Ih2 •. 

In the following we shall restrict ourselves to the case of ferromagnetic interaction for which 

h 0 d h [
hll h12 ]. • • • 

a> an p = h21 h22 IS a positive matnx. 

Without loss of generality we can always choose hp to be diagonal; it is then simple to verify 

h (g. g2-·) = h (u(g.)u(g2),z(g.)Z(g2» 

[using Eq. (111.3)]. This property is also equivalent to 

h (u,z) = h (oi) = h (u,z) 

or 

hE,ha,h ... h22 real and h2• = h12 = O. 

If h is a function on ~3 for which (11I.8b) holds, it will be called real and symmetric. 

The main result of this section is summarized below, and is a simple application of (111.7). 

Theorem 3: Let h be a real symmetric function on ~3. Then 

p(~3;h) = P(l2X l 3;h). 

(111.6) 

(111.7) 

(Hl.8a) 

(Hl.8b) 

(III.9) 

Equipped with this result, we can use the duality theory on l2 X l3' If h * is the dual function of h, it is not hard to see that it 
satisfies (1I1.8a) because (1I1.8a) is invariant by taking the exponential, the Fourier transform, and the logarithm. It follows 
that one can find a function h * on @53 such that (h *)- = (h)*, which allows us to get the duality relation: 

p(®3;h) = p(®3;h *). (111.10) 

In order to get self-dual models on ~J' it is then sufficient to classify the self-dual interactions on l2 X l3' Coming back to 
the conclusions of the last section we need to find the eigenspace of the Fourier transform on l2 X l), corresponding to the 
eigenvalue 1. It turns out that this space is generated by the two following functions (where) = exp2i1T13): 

(u,z) = (1,1) ( - 1,1) (1J) (lJ) (- IJ) (- IJ) 

Fo(u,z) = (\12 + 1 )(\13 + 1) \13+1 v'2 + 1 v'2 + 1 1 1 (III. 1 1) 

F.(u,z) = (v' 2 - 1)(v' 3 - 1) 1-\13 1- v'2 I-v2 1 1 

The set of functions invariant under the Fourier transform is described by the function 
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(111.12) 

with 

2a -1<IN3. 
The particular value a = ! gives rise to the Pott's modeJI8 with six levels: 

huig) = hE + Pel o{g) + 2 trp(g) 1 = hE + uP/J(g), Pc = ~ Log(1 + \16). (111.13) 

This is the only self-dual solution which does not break the global left @33-symmetry [(gn)nez' transformed into (ggn)nEZ' with 
gE@33]. 

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The theory developed in Sec. II can be extended for any 
kind of interaction in any dimension. An exhaustive study 
can be found in Ref. 7. 

We want to concentrate our attention on the special 
example given by an Abelian gauge field on a lattice. 8,19 The 
sites are then replaced by the oriented links ofilv. A plaquette 
is a set of four links bordering a unit two-dimensional square 
of the lattice. Given a plaquette P '(/1>/2'/)'/4) we associate the 
energy 

(IV.l) 

where we assumeg/ = gr - I if Tis the link h with the opposite 
orientation, and h is a function on the group G. The full 
Hamiltonian is given by 

HA (g) = L Hp(g). (IV.2) 
peA 

As in Sec. II, we can define the pressure which is a 
function of G, and a convex function of h. 

In the special case of dimension/our, the duality theory 
applies as well as in the case studied previously. We get 

p(G;h) = p(G *;h *) if v = 4. (IV.3) 

We can generalize to the case of a non-Abelian compact 
group by assuming only that h is a central function on G. 
Unfortunately if G = @330 the model obtained is no longer 
equivalent to a lattice gauge field with respect to the Abelian 
group il2 X ill' This is essentially due to the fact that 
Re trp(glg~.,g4) cannot be expressed as a function of 
U(gI)o{g2)o{g3)o{g4) and Re(z(gl)z(g2)Z(g3)Z(g4» only. For 
this reason, the corresponding Abelian model obtained after 
the transformation g~(u(g),z(g»has a complicated four
body interaction which does not give rise to a lattice field: 
This is a characterization of the lack of Abelianess in this 
theory. 

A dual model can be constructed, however, and allows 
us to expect the existence of a small temperature expansion. 
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Dust distribution (cylindrically symmetric) in nonrigid rotation in 
Brans-Dicke theory 
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Solutions of the field equations of Brans-Dicke theory for the case of stationary cylindrically symmetric 
dust distribution in nonrigid rotation are studied. It is seen that singularities invariably occur in contrast 
to the singularity-free solution obtained by Maitra (1966) in the corresponding case in general relativity. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the general theory of relativity, two distinct types of 
stationary, cylindrically symmetric solutions are known. 
The first type is originally due to Van Stockum (1937)1 and 
the matter in it is rigidly rotating. If the matter distribution is 
cut off at a certain radial distance from the axis of symmetry, 
the corresponding solution can be matched to an exterior 
Lewis vacuum solution. For a certain range of parameters 
the solution then becomes globally nonsingular with no 
closed timelike lines and asymptotically flat in the cylindri
cal sense. If, however, one considers an unbounded distribu
tion of matter, the corresponding solution contains closed 
timelike lines and also a singularity at a finite proper radial 
distance. In an earlier communication, the present author 
examined the analogous solution in Brans-Dicke (B-D) the
ory and found that the undesirable features, i.e., closed time
like lines and singularity persist. The second type is due to 
Maitra (1966).2 Here the rotation is nonrigid and the solu
tion, even though the matter distribution extends over all 
space, is free of singularities as well as closed timelike lines. If 
the presence of universal rotation is considered to be against 
the Mach principle, then Maitra's solution may be taken as 
indicating a lack of consistency of the general theory of rei a
tivity with Mach's principle. In the present paper, the corre
sponding solution, again the matter distribution extending 
over all space, is examined in B-D theory. We find that there 
are singularities and as such there is no acceptable solution. 
This leads us to the conclusion that, at least in some respects, 
the B-D theory is more consistent with Mach's principle 
than the general theory of relativity. 

2. THE FIELD EQUATIONS AND THEIR 
INTEGRATION 

With the stationary, cylindrically symmetric line 
element 

and 

(
mml) _ 41Tv'-=-; (0 3) mml,pl -- - p v Vo - V V3 - ---
2D\,p 2D,p 

1 [}p -
+--v' -g 2,p , 

,p 1[}P-
X....2.+ --v'-g ,p 2,p , 

[}p=~, 
3 + 2eu 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.9) 

ds' = dt' - e2rJ;(dr + dz') - ld(/>' - 2md(/>dt (2.1) 

the geodesic equations of motion and the ( mdition ifv,.. = 1 
give the following non vanishing components of the contra
variant velocity 4-vector of matter: 

with D' = I + m', and the subscript 1 indicating differenti
ation with respect to r. 

The field equations are 
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From Eq. (2.3) and (2.4) it follows that 

[Dl,p ] \ = [}p v' - g = - [D,plL, 
the latter equality following from the definition of[}P. 

Thus, 
(2.2) D,p = ar (a = const). (2.10) 

Also from Eqs. (2.7), (2.9), and (2.10), it follows 
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tP = (1 + w)lntP 

Again Eqs. (2.3), (2.5), and (2.10) give 

mitP 2/2ar -!Op V-=-; 
!(3 + 2w)CJp V - g 

[(a2rltP 2) 11 2 + (4a2rltP 2)mi 
= 

[(a2rltP 2) 11 2 - (4a2rltP 2)mi 

But from Eqs. (2.7), (2.8), and (2.11), 

rtP i _ 2r!h. = mitP 2 

tP 2 tP 2a2(2 + w) 

(2.11 ) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

Thus, eliminating m 1 between (2.12) and (2.13), one has 

de [(3 + 2w)( e 2 - 2e) + 1] 
dx 

= (e 2 - 2e) [(3 + 2w)( e 2 - 2e) - 1], (2.14) 

where 

d d d 
r - - and - [lntP ] = e. 

dr dx dx 

Equation (2.4) has the integral 

(
e-l-A)2!A_e_ =Ar, 
e-l+A e-2 

(2.15) 

where A is the constant of integration and 
,.1,= [(4 + 2w)/(3 + 2w)pI2. An approximate solution corre
sponding to Eq. (2.15) is as follows: 

tP:::::Brl[ 1 - A?(I + 2.-)] 1- 2.-, 

m:::::C(l + 2E) lnr, 

whereB and Care constants and E is a small positive quantity 
given by 

,.1,= 1 + E. 

Other unknowns are now easily obtainable. 

3. DISCUSSION 

The general behavior of the solutions corresponding to 
Eq. (2.15) can be studied without going into the approximate 
solution derived above. One can study the three distinct 
possibilities 

1495 

(i)A = 0, 

(ii) A = 00, 

(iii) A*O and finite. 
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Case (I): A = 0: From Eq. (2.15) it follows that either 
e = Oore = 1 + A. In the case e = o and hencetP = const, 
Eq. (2.9) makes p vanish. With e = 1 + A, 

tP = c1r l +A 

and 

Evidently, tP-+O and m- 00 as r_O; and tP- 00 and m_O as 
r-oo. 

Case (it): A = 00: From Eq. (2.15), it follows that either 
e = 1 - A or e = 2. Both of these cases admit of singular 
solutions similar to case (i). 

Case (iii): A =1=0 and finite: In this case, it follows that at 
r = 0 either e = 0 or e = 1 + A. So that as r-+O, 

either e_o (r 2) 

or e_1 + A + 0 (r A ) . 

In the first case tP tends to a constant value while in the 
second case tP tends to vanish as rA. The latter case would, 
therefore, mean a singularity of the tP-field. Again as r- 00, 

either 

or 

e_2 + 0 (1!r 2) 

e_I-A +O(1!r A )· 

In the first case tP-r 2 exp(KJ/r 2) (KJ being a positive con
stant), which explodes as r- 00. In the second case 
tP-r I - A exp(K4IrA) (K4 being a positive constant) which 
tends to zero as r-oo (since A> 1). 

The above considerations show that the field equations 
ofB-D theory admit of no singularity free interior solutions 
for stationary, cylindrically symmetric dust distribution in 
nonrigid rotation. This situation thus permits us to say that 
at least in this case, the B-D theory seems more consistent 
with Mach's principle than the general theory of relativity. 
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Two-dimensional lump solutions which decay to a uniform state in all directions are 
obtained for the Kadomtsev-Petviashvili and a two-dimensional nonlinear Schrodinger 
type equation. The amplitude of these solutions is rational in its independent variables. 
These solutions are constructed by taking a "long wave" limit of the corresponding N
soliton solutions obtained by direct methods. The solutions describing mUltiple collisions 
of lumps are also presented. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Recent studies of nonlinear waves in dispersive systems 
have shown that the following two nonlinear evolution equa
tions are generic in describing one-dimensional wave propa
gation in far fields: the Korteweg-deVries (KdV) equation, 

U t + 6uux + uxxx = 0, (1.1) 
for systems oflong waves with weak nonlinearity, and the 
nonlinear Schrodinger equation, 

iA t + Axx ± IA 12A = 0, (1.2) 
for wave systems which have, in a linear approximation, 
plane waves with high frequency oscillations. 1 Both equa
tions have remarkable properties in that they can be solved 
exactly as initial value problems by applying the inverse scat
tering transform (1ST). The analytical method shows that 
stable solitary waves, called solitons, play an important role 
in the solution of these equations.2 In particular, it is well 
known that they have special solutions describing multiple 
collisions of solitons (N-soliton solutions), which are charac
teristic of nonlinear evolution equations solvable by 1ST. 

Multidimensional effects relating to both of these equa
tions have been studied by many researchers.3 A two-dimen
sional KdV equation was first proposed by Kadomtsev and 
Petviashvili. They also considered the question of the stabil
ity of one-dimensional solitons with respect to transverse 
perturbations. The equation, which we shall call the Ka
domtsev-Petviashvili (K-P) equation, may be written as 

(u t + 6uux + uxx,,)x + auyy = 0, (1.3) 
where a( = ± 1) is a parameter depending on the dispersive 
property of the system (the upper sign is usually refered to as 
negative dispersion and vice-versa). A two-dimensional gen
eralization of (1.2) describes, for example, modulated two
dir.lensional wave packets on the surface of a liquid. In a long 
wave length limit a reduced form of the equation may be 
expressed as 

iAt-aAxx+Ayy=u~ IA 12 + 2u1u2QA, 

ulQxx + Qyy = - (IA 12)xx" 

(1.4a) 

(l.4b) 

where U 1 and'u2 (= ± 1) are also parameters depending on 

the dispersive property of the wave system. Hereafter we 
shall refer to (1.4) as the two-dimensional nonlinear Schro
dinger (2DNLS) equation, although we note that this is not 
the usual 2D nonlinear Schrodinger equation. In the latter 
case we have the existence of severe nonlinear instabilities. 

Recently it has been shown that (1.3) and (1.4) belong 
to the class of nonlinear evolution equations where 1ST is 
applicable:· 5 Though the inverse scattering has not yet been 
completely done, the N-solitons may be obtained from the 
integral equations of the 1ST scheme or directly by applying 
Hirota's method to the equations:·6

•
7 These solutions are 

quasi-one-dimensional; they describe the multiple collisions 
of N solitons, each of which may propagate in different 
directions. 

It is of interest to find essentially two-dimensional solu
tions of these equations. In the preceding paper/ we have 
developed a method to obtain rational solutions to the non
linear evolution equations of 1ST type by taking a "long 
wave" limit of the N-soliton solutions. As one of the exam
ples, we discussed some of the rational solutions of(1.3). We 
have shown that if the parameters of 2-soliton solution are 
chosen adequately, the long wave limit of the solution gives a 
two-dimensional permanent nonsingular lump, decaying in 
all directions. 

In this paper we shall investigate rational solutions of 
(1.3) and (1.4) in detail and show that (1.4) also has a lump 
solution of envelope hole type. Moreover, we shall construct 
the solutions describing multiple collisions of lumps from 
theN-soliton solutions of(1.3) and (1.4). Section 2 is devoted 
to the case of the K -P equation. This result agrees with that 
recently announced by Manakov et aP In Sec. 3, we shall 
consider the 2DNLS equation with nonzero asymptotic 
state. In this case the solution is a two-humped envelope 
lump on a plane wave field. In the Appendix a proof of the N
soliton solution is given for the 2DNLS equation. 

2. KADOMTSEV-PETVIASHVILI EQUATION 
Following the preceding paper,s we start with the bilin-
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ear form of the K-P equation. Through a dependent variable 
transformation, 

u = 2(log/)xx" (2.1) 
(1.3) is transformed into the bilinear equation, 

(D,Dx + D! + aD;)ff= 0, (2.2) 
where we assume u-o as Ixl~oo and define 
nl nmDna.b 

x'-' y t 

= (ax - axi(ay - ay,)m(a, - at,ta(x.y.t) 

Xb (x' ,y'.t ') I x = x'.y =y'.t = t" (2.3) 

The N-soliton solution of (2.2) can be ascertained by apply
ing Hirota's method. 6 It may be written in the following 
form: 

I fN= lL~a.1 eXP(%l'il'jAij+ i~ll'i7J} (2.4) 

where 

7Ji = ki[x + PiY - (k 7 + ap7)t] + 7J~a), (2.5) 

3(ki - kY - a(pi - pY expA .. = ___ .0..-___ ---'-_ 

') 3(ki + kY - a(pi - pY 
(2.6) 

The notation ~IL = 0.1 indicates summation over all possible 

combinations of 1'1 = 0.1.1'2 = 0.1, .... 1' N = 0.1; the ~~~J 
summation is over all possible combinations of the N ele
ments with the specific condition i <j. For example. the first 
two solutions of (2.4) have the form. 

It = 1 + exp7J It (2.7) 

]; = 1 + eXP7JI + eXP7J2 + exp(7JI + 7J2 + Al2)' (2.8) 

The method to obtain rational solutions from these soli-
ton solutions relies on the arbitrariness of choosing the phase 
constant 7J~a). For example. taking exp(7J~a» = - 1. we may 
write (2.7) as 

It = 1 - eXP51t 
which corresponds to a singular soliton solution, 

k 2 

u = _I cosech21kl51t 
2 

where 

Taking the "long wave" limit. kl-o on (2.9). yields 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

It = - klJI + O(kD. (2.12) 
where 

(2.13) 

We may add an arbitrary phase factor to 0i' Since u is given 
by (2.1). we have deduced the following rational solution. 

(2. 14a) 
or 

u = - 2/0i. (2. 14b) 
which gives a singular solution. 

For the 2-soliton solution (2.8). we take exp(7J~a» 
- 1 and k,-D for i = 1.2 with kjk2 = 0 (1) and Pi 

= 0 (1). Then noticing 
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(2.15) 

we find 

];=k l k 2[0101+ 12 +O(k)]. 
a(pi - p)2 

(2.16) 

Thus we have 

];:::;;0102 + Bl2• (2.17) 
[i.e .• with regard to a solution of the K-P equation.]; is 
equivalent to 0102 + BI2 by virtue of (2.1)]. where 

12 B= (21~ 
Ij a(Pi-pY 

Though (2.17) generally gives a singular u at some posi
tion. a nonsingular solution is obtained by taking a = - 1 
(in which case the wave system is positive dispersive) and 

P2 = pi· In this case. we have 

]; = 010 i - 121(p1 - pi)2 > O. (2.19) 

Inserting (2.19) into (2.1) and puttingpi = PR + ip!. we 
obtain 

where 

4[ - (x' + PRy')2 + p~ y'2 + 31p~] 
[(x' + PRy')2 + pi y'2 + 31PiJ2 

x' =X - (P~ + pDt, 

y' =Y+ 2PRt. 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

The rational solution (2.20) is a permanent lump solution 
decaying as o (l/x2,l/y2) for Ixl,lyl~oo and moving with 

the velocity Vx = p~ + p~ and Vy = - 2PR' In Fig. 1. the so
lution (2.20) is drawn for a particular choice of the constants. 

We can readily extend this technique of obtaining ra
tional solutions from soliton solutions. to a general N-soliton 
state (2.4). At first we take every exp(7J~a» = - 1 in (2.4). 
ThenlN may be written as 

IN = L IT ( - If' expVti7J) IT expVt;/J,jAij)' 
IL = 0,1 i = I i<j 

(2.23) 

u y' 

FI G. 1. Lump solution of (2.20) as seen in two dimensions at a fixed time;PR 
= o,p; = 3/4, with a = - 1. 
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It is easily see that 

fNlk,~o= L (-I1'fN_I=O, (2,24) 
IL ~ 0,1 

wherefN _ I is an (N - I)-soliton solution with parameters, 
k2, kJ" .. ,kN. Considering the symmetric property offN with 

BI 

2Y3i 
PI-P2 

2Y3i 2Y3i 
PI-P2 PI-PM 

B2 2Y3i 
P2 -PM 

respect to ki, we find thatfN is factorized by rrf~ Iki' Thus, if C = 

we expandfNin terms of k i, the leading terms of(2,23) must 
be at least of order rrf~ Iki' Taking a limit of k,~ and con-
sidering all the k i to be of the same asymptotic order, we have 

N 

fN = L II (- 11"(1 + f1ik ,()i) 
IL ~ 0,1 i ~ I 

(2.25) 
i<j 

The leading terms of (2.25) are given by those of order 

rrf~ Iki in rrf~ 1(1 + k,())rr~~}(1 + kikftij)' Therefore, a ra
tional solution obtained as a long wave limit of N-soliton 
solution may be expressed as 

N ~ N 1 
fN= II Bi+! 2... Bij II Bl + ... + --M-

i~ I iJ IcFiJ M!2 

(N) M N 

X L 
~ 
ByBu··Bmn IT Bp+ "', (2.26) 

iJ, ... ,m,n PcFiJ •... ,m,n 

where !'~7..).,m.n means the summation over all possible com
binations of ij, ... ,m,n which are taken from 1,2, ... ,N and all 
different. The first four of (2.26) are written as 

;; = BJ> 

;; = BlB2 + B l2 , 

j; = BlB2Bl + Bl2Bl + B2lBI + BlIB2, 

(2.27a) 

(2)7b) 

(2.27c) 

/. = BIB2B3B. + Bl2BlB. + BllB2B4 + BI4B2Bl + B2lBIB. 
+ B24BlBl + Bl.BIB2 + Bl2Bl4 + BllB24 + BI.B2J' 

(2.27d) 
We may express (2.26) in the following determinant form: 

BI Y BI2 YB IN 

- Y Bl2 B2 Y B2N 

(2.28) 

(2.26) or (2.28) generally gives a singular solution. However 
if we choose a = - 1 andpM + i = pt (i = 1,2, ... ,M) for 
N = 2M, we can get a class of nonsingular rational solutions. 
This may be seen from the determinant form of the solution 
(2.28). For this choice of parameters,j2M is written as 

(2.29) 

where C and A are M XM matrices defined by 
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(2.30) 

and 

2Y3i 2Y3i 
PI-pi PI-pi 

2Y3i 2Y3i 
P2 -pi P2-pi 

A= 

(2.31) 

Since the determinant 

f2M= I_~ * ,~*I 
with A, C given by (2.30) and (2.31) is always positive,9 
u [ = 2 (lOgf2M )xx] does not become infinite at any position. 

Finally, we show that the nonsingular rational solution 
so obtained describes a multiple collision of M lumps. First 
we fix ourselves on the phase I B L \2 = const., where B L is one 
ofBI, B2, ... ,BM . Then in the limit oft- ± 00, IBd, IB2 1, ... , 
IBL _ II, IBL + 11,· .. , IBM I = 0 (t) andf2M has the following 
asymptotic state, 

Noticing (2.1),J2M in (2.32) is equivalent to 

f2~\BL 12 +BL.M+ L , 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

which is a lump solution with the phase BL • The same argu
ment is possible for all of M lumps, as they have different 
velocities. Thus, it is concluded that this nonsingular ration
al solution describes a multiple collision of M lumps. Since 
the asymptotic forms of a lump are the same at t = ± 00, 
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there is no phase shift when the lumps collide with each 
other. 

3. TWO-DIMENSIONAL NONLINEAR 
SCHRODINGER EQUATION 

The technique to deduce lump type solutions from soli
ton solutions is also applicable to the 2DNLS equation (1.4). 
For simplicity, we shall restrict ourselves to the boundary 
condition of nonzero asymptotic state, i.e., IA 1

2_P& as 
Ixl-oo. At first we construct the soliton solutions of(1.4) by 
Hirota's method. 

By transforming the dependent variables in (1.4) via 

A = g/J, (3.1) 

Q = oilogf)xx' (3.2) 

Ureal), we find that A and Q are solutions of(1.4) iffandg 
satisfy the following bilinear equations, 

(W, - CT,D ~ + D; - CTifl&)gl = 0, (3.3a) 

(CT,D ~ + D; - CTifl&)fl = - CT,gg*. (3.3b) 

We can obtain one- and two-soliton solutions of (1.4) by 
applying a perturbationlike technique on (3.3).'0 Expanding 
f and g as power series in a parameter E, 

f= 1 + Ef''' + E2f'2) + "', (3.4a) 

g = go(1 + Eh (I) + E2h (2) + ... ), (3.4b) 

and substituting (3.4) into (3.3), we find in the lowest order, 

(ia, - CTla~ + a; - CTifl&)go = 0, 

g~ci =P&' 

go has the solution 

go = po expis, 

where 

5 = kx + Iy - wt + 5 (0), 

W = - CTlk 2 + 12 + CTifl&' 

Using (3.7), (3.3) is rewritten as 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

[i(D, - 2CTlkDx + 2lDy) - CTID ~ + D ;](1 + Eh (J) + E2h (2) 

+ ... )·(1 + Ef'l) + E2j(2) + ... ) = 0, (3. lOa) 

(CTID~ + D; - CTifl&)(1 + Ef(J) + E2j(2) + .. ·H1 + Ef'l) 

+ E2j(2) + ... ) 
- CTifl&(1 + Eh (J) + E2h (2) + .. ·)(1 + Eh (1)* 

+ E2h (2)* + ... ). (3. lOb) 

Collecting the terms with the same power of E, we have 

L 1~ f( ,) + L t h ( I) = 0, 

L 2/(I) = - CTifl6(h (I) + h (1)*), 

L 1~ 1'2) + L 1+ h (2) + [i(D, - 2CTlkDx + 2lDy) 

- CTID~ + D ;]h (1)1(1) = 0, 

Ld( 2) + (CTID ~ + D; - CTifl&)f(J )1( I) 

- CTifl&(h (2) + h (J)h (1)* + h (2)*) 
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(3.l1a) 

(3. 11 b) 

(3. 12a) 

(3.12b) 

L 1~ f(3) + L 1+ h (3) + [i(D, - 2CTlkDx + 2lD) 

- CTID~ +D;J(h (1)1(2) + h (2)1'1» = 0, 

Ld(3) + 2(CTID~ + D; - CTifl&)f(J)1(2) 

(3.l3a) 

= - CTifl&(h (3) + h (I)h (2)* + h ("*h (2) + h (3)*), 

(3.13b) 

L 1 f(4) + L t h (4) + [i(D, - 2CTtkDx + 2lD) - CTID ~ 

+ D;](h (1)1(3) + h (2)1(2) + h (3)1(1» = 0, (3.l4a) 

L 2f'4) + (CTID ~ + D; - CTifl&)(2f(1 )1(3) + 1'2)1(2» 

_ CTifl&(h (4) + h (I)h (3)* + h (2)h (2)* + h (I)*h (3) 

+ h (4)*), (3. 14b) 

where L 1± and L2 are differential operators defined by 

L 1+ = i(a, - 2CTlkax + 2lay ) - CTla~ + a;, (3.15a) 

L 1~ = - i(a, - 2CTlkax + 21ay) - CTla~ + a;, (3.l5b) 

L2 = 2(CTla~ + a; - CTifl&). (3.l5c) 

The one-soliton solution is obtained by choosing the follow
ing pair of starting solutions of (3.11): 

I' II = exp1] h 

h (I) = exp(1]1 + it/h), 

where 

1], = P,x + Q,y - il, t + 1]lO). 

Substitution of (3.16) into (3.11) yields 
A. 

ill=ill + 2CTlkPI - 21QI 

= ± (CTIPi - QD 
xv' 2CTifl&!(CTIPi + QD - 1 

and 

sin2(¢J2) = (CTIP i + Q f)/2CTifl&· 

(3.16a) 

(3.16b) 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

For this choice of the starting solution we find that all higher 
order terms can be taken to be zero. Thus we have an exact 
solution of (3.3), 

FIG. 2. Envelope lump solution of (3.42) as seen in two dimensions at a 
fixed time; RR = BR = 0, R, = B, = I,P6 = I, aLl = 2, with a 1 = - I, 
a, = I. 
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/= 1 + exp17h 

h = 1 + exp(171 + it/h), 

which gives an envelope-hole type soliton solution, 

IA 12 = P6[1 - sin2(¢J2)sech2(17 1/2) ]. 

(3.20a) 

(3.20b) 

(3.21) 

For constructing the two-soliton solution, we start with 

J< I) = exp171 + exp172, 

h <I) = exp(171 + i¢l) + exp(172 + i¢2)' 

These solutions satisfy (3.11) if 

iii = ± (aIP~ - Q;YV 2a1/161(aIP~ + QT> - 1 

and 

sin2(¢/2) = (alP ~ + Q ~)l2a1/16· 

Then, from (3.12) we have 

J<2) = DI2 exp(171 + 172), 

h (2) = Dn exp(171 + 172 + i¢1 + i¢2)' 

where 

Dij = {- 2a1/16 sin(¢/2)sin(¢/2)cos[(¢i - ¢)12] 

(3.22a) 

(3.22b) 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

(3.25a) 

(3.25b) 

+ (aIP;Pj + Q,Q)}{ - 2(/1/16 sin(¢/2)sin(¢/2) 

XCOS[(¢i + ¢)12] + (aIP;Pj + Q,Q)} - I. (3.26) 

Substituting (3.22) and (3.25) into (3.13) and (3.14), we find 
all higher terms can be chosen to be zero and we have a two
envelope-hole solution, 

/ = 1 + exp171 + exp172 + Dn exp(171 + 172), (3.27a) 

/ = 1 + exp(171 + i¢l) + exp(172 + i¢2) 

(3.27b) 

It is to be noted that the reality of/demands: 1) exp17h exp172, 
¢h ¢2 are real, or 2) exp172 = eXP17't and ¢2 = ¢ f. The form of 
(3.27) suggests that the N-soliton solution can be expressed 
as 

/ iN = I exp( Il"il"jAij + .f l"i17} (3.28a) 
I< = 0.1 I <J I = 1 

h hN = I exp( I.l"il"jAij + I.~I 1";(17i + i¢;)} 
I< = 0,1 I <J 

(3.28b) 

where 

expAij = Dij (3.29) 

[the proof that this solution satisfies (3.3) is given in the 
Appendix]. 

In order to construct rational solutions from soliton 
solutions we consider Pi<1 and R ,( = Q/Pi) are 0 (1) for 
i = 1,2, ... ,N. It is readily seen that the following expansions 
in terms of Pi hold 

1500 

exp17i = 1 + p,ai + O(P~), 
exp(i¢;) = 1 + 2iPrBi + 0 (P7), 

Dij = 1 + P;Pjaij + o (P;), 
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(3.30a) 

(3.30b) 

(3.30c) 

where 

0i = X + Riy - [ - 2alk + 2lRi + (al - R ;)/Bi]t, (3.31) 

4B2B2 
I J 

a1/16(E,C/Val + R ;Val + R J - al - R;R) , 

(3.32) 
and 

(3.33) 

Taking exp(17~O» = - 1 and Pr·-O, we have from the 
one-soliton solution (3.20), 

/= 1 - exp171 = I - (1 + PIOI) + o (Pi) 

= - PI[OI + o (PI)], (3.34a) 

h = 1 - exp(171 + i¢l) = - PI[(OI + 2iBI) + o (PI)]' 
(3.34b) 

where we have used the notation 17i = PiX + QiY - il,t in
stead of (3.17) (we may add another constant to this phase 
factor). Thus in the limit we obtain a singular solution, 

(3.35) 

Next we take exp(17~O» = - 1 and P,---+O with 
PII P2 = 0 (1) in the two-soliton solution (3.27). Then we 
have 

/ = 1 - exp171 - exp172 + DI2 exp(171 + 172) 

= PIP 2[(OI02 + an) + 0 (P)]. (3.36) 
The long wave limit of h is obtained simply by taking 0i 

---+Oi + 2iBi in/. 

h = PIP2[(OI + 2iBI)(02 + 2iB2) + a l2 + o (P)]. (3.37) 

In this limit, (3.36) and (3.37) yields the solution 

(3.38) 

This solution is generally singular. However, if we choose 
O2 = O't and a l2 > 0, it gives a nonsingular lump solution. 
These conditions are realized when the parameters satisfy 
R2 = R 't and a la2 = - 1. It is to be noted that this choice of 
parameters guarantees the reality off 

The envelope of the solution is rational. It is written as 

2[ ( BIO't + B'tOI )2] IA 12 = Po 1 + 4 * . 
010 1 + a l2 

(3.39) 

To see the shape of this envelope lump, we rewrite the pa
rameters as 

and 

RI =RR + iRI' 

BI =BR + iBI' 

(al - R DIBI = SR + iSI · 

Then introducing 

x' = x + [2alk + (SIRR - SRR1)IRdt, 
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(3.4lb) 

(3.39) is rewritten as 

IA 12 =P6[1 + 16( BRX' + (BRRR -B,R,)y' )2]. (3.42) 
(x' + RRy')2 + R iy'2 + a'2 

The second term of the right-hand side of(3.42) has its maxi
mum value 4(B ~ + B i)la l2 at the two points, x' = XO 

-(BR +B,BRIR,yv' a'2/(B~ +Bi),y' =Yo 
- - B,IR,(a l2/(B ~ + B i»'12 and x' = - xo~' = - Yo' 
and it becomes zero on the line BRX' + (BRRR - B,R,)y' 
= O. Moreover, it decays as o (l/x2,l/y2) for lxi, Iyl~oo. 

Thus, (3.42) expresses a permanent lump with two humps on 
a plane wave field. Its velocity is given by 

Vx = - 2a,k - (S,RR - SRRj)IR j, 

Vy = 21 + S,IR,. 

(3.43a) 

(3.43b) 

In Fig, 2, the envelope (3.42) is drawn for a particular choice 
of the parameters. 

We have taken the limit of P,~ in order to obtain ra
tional solutions from soliton solutions, Even if we take an
other limit of Q,----+O and P/Qi finite, the argument is almost 
parallel and a lump solution similar to (3.42) except some 
minor change of parameters is obtained under the same con
dition a,a2 = - 1. 

Finally, we consider the long wave limit of theN-soliton 
solution (3.28). Taking exp(1]~O») = - 1 for i = 1,2, ... ,N,fN 
may be written as 

N <f!.) 
IN = I II (- Ifi exp(Pi1]) 11 (Dijfil'J. (3.44) 

I' = 0, I i = I kj 

It can be shown by the same procedure as the K-P equation 
thatlN is factorized by IT;"'= IPi' Expanding/N in terms of Pi' 
we have 

N 

IN = I II (- If' (1 + p;P,8) 
1'=0,1 i= I 

(3.45) 

The leading terms of IN are given by those of order IT;"'= IPiin 
IT;"'= 1(1 + p,8)m~J(1 + P;PPij)' Similarly, if we expand hN 
in terms of Pi' the leading terms are given by those of order 

IT;"'= IPi in IT;"'= I [I + Pl(Ji + 2iB)] m~J(l + P;PPij)' Thus, 
the long wave limit of the N-soliton solution is expressed as 

is A A 

A = poe hNIIN' (3.46) 
where 

A N W N 1 
IN= II (Ji+! 2..a ij II (Jl+'" + --M-

i= I iJ l*iJ M!2 

x I ~ IT (Jp+ ... , (3.47) 
iJ, ... ,m.n p*iJ, ... ,m,n 

and liN is given by changing (Ji to (Ji + 2iBi iniN" This gives a 
solution of the 2DNLS equation whose envelope is rational. 
Since the functional form of IN is the same as (2.26), (3.46) 
becomes nonsingular if we choose a,a2 = - 1 and R M + i 
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= R r (i = 1,2, ... ,M) for N = 2M. As for the asymptotic 
state, the same argument is possible as that of the K-P equa
tion and hence we deduce that the nonsingular solution de
scribes multiple collisions of Mlumps each of which has the 
functional form (3.42) and which has no phase shift when 
they collide with each other. 
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APPENDIX 

In this appendix we show that the N-soliton solution 
(3.28) satisfies 

Fif,h) = [i(D(- 2a,kDx + 2ID) - a,D~ + D;]hJ 

= 0, (AI) 

G if,h ) = (a,D ~ + D; - aJfJ6lfJ + a2{J6hh • = O. (A2) 

Substituting (3,28) into (AI) and (A2), using (3.23) and 
(3.24), we have 

Fif,h) 

I' ~'I v ~'I [ - i itl (Pi - v)(a,P 7 - Q 7) cot(~/2) 

+ f (PiPj + ViV)Aij), (A3) 
,<] 

G if,h) 

I'~'I V~'I [a,Ctl (Pi- V)PY 

x exp( f (Pi + V)1]i + I. (Pi Pj + ViV)Aij)' (A4) 
, = I ,<] 

Let us call the coefficients of the factors exp('~7 = 11]i 
+ ~7'= n + 121]) of F and G F(I,2, ... ,n;n + 1, ... ,m) and 
G (l,2, ... ,n;n + I, ... ,m) respectively. Then we have 

F= I' ~.I v~.,cond(P,v) [ - i itl (Pi - v)(a,p; - Q;) 

Xcot(~/2) - a{ itl (Pi - V)PY + (itl (Pi - V)QY] 
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x exp( ± ipitPi+ iVtiPj+ViV)Aij), (AS) 
1 = 1 l<} 

G = I' ~'I V~'I condVt,v) [ a{ i~1 Vti - V)PiY 

+ (itl Vt, - v,)Q,Y - a,p~( 1 - exp( ,tl iVt, - v,.)tP)) ] 

(A6) 

where condVt,v) means that the summation over p, V are 
performed under the conditions 

Pi + Vi = 1, for i = 1,2, ... ,n, 

p, = V, = 1, for i = n + l,n + 2,oo.,m, 

Pi = V, = 0, for i = m + I,m + 2,oo.,N. 

Introducing notations Ai = Pi - Vi for i = 1,2,oo.,n and 
substituting (3.29) with (3.26), (AS) and (A6) are reduced to 

F = const" ):± I ( -i itl (alP; - Q T)Cot(A,~/2) 

- i cos(A,~/2» IT C - 2a,p~ cos[ (A'~i - ,1/1»12] 
'<j 

(A7) 

- a,p~[ 1 - ( - It iVI csin(A,~/2) - i COS(Al~/2»2]) 

X ITC -2a,p6cos[(A'~i-AJ~)12] 
(A8) 

where the constants do not depend on Ai' Rewritting the 
variables in (A 7) and (A8) as 

Xi = - i sin(tP/2), (A9) 

Yi = V (alP; - Q ;)/(aIP 7 + Q7), 
we find 

- ~ 2 2 2 
F = constF(Alxl,A.2X2,oo.,A.rrXnJ'I,Y2°o.,Yn)' 

- ~ 2 2 2 
G = constG (AlXl,A2X2,oo . .A~nJ'I'Y2,oo,Yn)' 

where 

F= ,,]:± I [
2 itt A;XiV 1 +x;Y7 

CAlO) 

(All) 

(AI2) 

+ ( itt A;XiV 1 + Y7 Y -( itl A;XIV/~r] 
X fI (A;X, - V 1 + x; ) IT (2Artrrj 

i= 1 i<j 
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- 2V I + x7 V 1 + xJ + V 1 + YT V 1 + yJ 

+ V 1-y;V l-yJ), (A 13) 

G = ,,~± I [Ct/;x,V 1+ Y7 r 
+ ( ,tl Ar,V I - Y7 r 
+ 1 - ,VI (A;X, - V 1+ xT)2] g C2Artrrj 

.. /-- --- 2 V 1 + x; V I + xJ + V 1 + yf V I + yJ 

+ V 1 - Y7 V 1 - yJ ). (AI4) 

Thus/and h are solutions of (AI) and (A2) if the identities, 

F(AlXl,A,X"oo.,ArrXnJ'i,Y~oo.,Y~) = 0, (AIS) 
~ 2 2 2 

G (A lXI,A,X,,.oo,ArrXnJ'I'Y2°o.,Yn) = 0, (AI6) 
hold for n = 1,2,oo.,N. 

These identities can be verified by mathematical induc
tion. The verification is easy for n = 1 and 2. We assume that 
the identities hold for n - I and n - 2. F and G have the 
following properties: 

(a): F and G are even functions of Xl,X 2,.oo,xn , and 

YltY2,OO·,Yn' 

(b): Fand G are unchanged by the replacementx,andYi 
with Xj and Yj for arbitrary i and}. 

(c): 
~ 222 
F(AlXI,A2X2too·,A~nJ'I'Y2°o·,Yn) I x, ~ 0 

- fI ( - 2V 1 + X7 + V I + yi V 1 + Y7 
i~ 2 

+ V 1-yiV 1-YT 

+ V 1 - YT V I - yt) 

(d): 
~ 222 

F (A lX t.A,x2,oo,,ArrXnJ'I'Y2°o.,Yn) I x, ~ x, and y, ~ y, 

- 8xi fI [- 4xix; + ( - 2V 1 + xi V 1 + x; 
i~ 3 

+ V I + yi V 1 + YT + V 1 - yi V 1 - yf ) 2] 
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~ 2 2 2 
X F (A yX 3,A.x4,"',A"x n>Y3'Y 4' •• ,y n)' 

~ 2 2 2 
G (A IX I ,A2X 2,.··,A"xn;Yt'Y2···,Yn) I x, = x, and y, = y, 

- 8x~ IT [ - 4x~X7 + ( - 2V 1 + X~ V 1 + X7 
i= 3 

+ VI + YiY1+:0 + VI - yiV 1 - yn2] 

We may consider F and G to be functions of Ul>U 2""'U n and 
+ + +. h - (1 + 2)112 d ± - (1 + 2)112 V1-, V2- ""'Vn- Wlt Un - Xi an Vi - _Yi . 

Then property (b) implies 

(b)': F and G are unchanged by the replacement U i and 
vl with uj and vl for arbitrary i and). 

The properties (b)' and (c) means F and G are factorized 
by rr7~ 1(u7 - 1). Theproperties(b)' and (d) show that Fand 
G are written as 

(u l - U2)2JI + (u l - U2)(V I - V2)J2 + (VI - V2)2J3, 

where J j (i = 1,2,3) are certain polynomial of U I ,U2'''''U n and 
VI 'V2' ... ,vn' and Vi stands for v/ or vi- . Using property (b)', 
we see that F and G are written as 

IT (u i - uYKI + (u l - U2)(VI - v2) IT 'CUi - ulK2 
i<j l<) 

i<j 

where K),K2,. .. ,Km are polynomials of U"U2,,,,,Un and 
V) ,V2,. .. ,v n and the prime attached to m':?j m~ans product over 
all i,j except i = 1 andj = 2. Thus, F and G are expressed as 
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if they would not be identically zero. We examine the degree 
of F and G with respect to U) and V). The above expression 
implies F and G are at least of degree 2n. On the other hand, 
(AI3) and (AI4) show F and G are at most of degree n + 2 
and 2n - 1, respectively. Thus F and G must be zero for 
n> 2 and (AI5) and (AI6) have been proved. 

'See for example, "Nonlinear Dispersive Waves," Series o/Selected Papers 
in Physics, 59, edited by N. Yajima, and N. Kakutani, (Phys. Soc. Japan, 
1975). 

'An account oflST is found in M.J. Ablowitz, D.J. Kaup, A.C. Newell, and 
H. Segur, Stud. Appl. Math. 53, 249 (1973). 
)B. Kadomtsev, and V. Petviashvili, Sov. Phys. Dokl. 15, 539 (1970); M. 
Oikawa, J. Satsuma, and N. Yajima,J. Phys. Soc. Jpn 37, 511 (1974); D.J. 
Benney, and G.J. Roskes, Stud. Appl. Math. 1, 377 (1969); A. Davey, and 
K. Stewartson, Proc. R. Soc. 388,191 (1974); N.C. Freeman and A. Da
vey, Proc. R. Soc. London, Ser. A 344, 427 (1975); V.D. Djovdjevic, and 
L.G. Redekopp, J. Fluid Mech. 79, 703 (1977); M.J. Ablowitz and H. 
Segur (preprint, 1978). 

'V.E. Zakharov and A.B. Shabat, Funct. Anal. Appl. 8, 226 (1974). 
'M.J. Ablowitz and R. Haberman, Phys. Rev. Lett. 35, 1185 (1975). 
'J. Satsuma, J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 40, 286 (1976). 
'D. Anker and N.C. Freeman, Proc. R. Soc. London, Ser. A 360, 529 
(1978). 

'M.J. Ablowitz and J. Satsuma, J. Math. Phys. 19,2180 (1978). 
'S.V. Manakov, V.E. Zakharov, L.A. Bordag, A.R.lts, and V.B. Matveev, 
Phys. Lett. A 63, 205 (1977). 

lOR. Hirota, Backlund Transformations, the Inverse Scattering Method, So
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Transport scattering coefficients from reflection and transmission 
measurements 
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Angular moments of the distributions on the surfaces of a homogeneous slab are manipulated to 
provide two complementary sets of linear equations for calculating all the one-speed angular 
expansion coefficients of the scattering kernel of the medium. Use of the results requires that at 
least one incident distribution be dependent upon the azimuthal angle. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

For the simplest inverse transport problem, corre
sponding to an infinite medium containing a localized azi
muthally-symmetric plane source (i.e., the Green's function 
problem), a method equivalent to the "method ofmoments" 
has been utilized to extract the scattering coefficients in 
terms of angular and spatial moments of the angular flux 
throughout the infinite medium. 1,2 Solutions of the azimuth
ally-independent inverse problem also have been worked out 
for the multi-energy-group3 and time-dependent cases: An 
elegant solution recently has been developed by Cacuci and 
Goldstein5 who obtained, as a by-product of their analysis of 
the slowing down problem, the spatial moments of the angle
integrated one-speed flux in terms of a series solution [see 
Eqs. (40) and (48) of Ref. 5]. 

The infinite-medium inverse problem with an azimuth
ally asymmetric source also has been solved, where it has 
been shown that a single angular and spatial moment of the 
one-speed azimuth-dependent Green's function distribution 
can be related to a single scattering coefficient. 6 Both these 
moments and those for the one-speed azimuth-independent 
problems5 are special cases of a generalized family of mo
ments which may be expressed in a series solution. 7 

The inverse problem for a finite slab has been solved8 for 
the multigroup case by an extension of the method used for 
the infinite-medium problem;3 the desired expansion coeffi
cients were expressed implicitly in terms of angular and spa
tial moments of the interior distributions and angular mo
ments of the distributions on the slab surfaces. From the 
point-of-view of possible experimental application of the 
equations, avoiding the need for measurement of the interior 
distribution eliminates the need for moving the detector 
within the medium and the possibility of inducing perturba
tions due to the detector. An explicit evaluation of the coeffi
cients for isotropic and linearly anisotropic scattering using 
only angular moments of the surface distributions has been 
completed for the one-speed case. 9 

The previous slab-geometry analyses utilized an azi
muthally-independent incident source distribution.8

,9 Use of 
an azimuthally-dependent incident source distribution, 
however, enlarges the number of possible moments which 
can be combined in a judicious manner to yield the expan
sion coefficients. It is the purpose of this paper to generalize 
the innovative work ofSiewert9

•
lo by using angular moments 

of the surface distributions to develop two complementary 

sets oflinear equations for calculating all the expansion coef
ficients for a medium with arbitrary anisotropic scattering. 

After an introduction to the notation (Sec. II), the equa
tions for calculating all the coefficients of a general scatter
ing law are presented in Sec. III. The relationship of this 
work to that with azimuthally-symmetric moments9•

IO also is 
shown in Sec. III for the special case of linearly anisotropic 
scattering of the medium. Comments on experimental appli
cations of the equations are contained in Sec. IV. 

II. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 

For a plane source, the radiation intensity (or neutron 
angular flux) J (r,J-l,¢) depends upon one coordinate (r), as 
measured in mean-free-paths, on the cosine of the polar an
gle with respect to the positive r-axis (p,), and on the azimuth 
(¢). The equation of transfer may be written as ll 

J-l aJ(~~,¢) +J(r,J-l,¢) 

1 fl 121T = - dJ-l' d¢' p(cosO)J(r,J-l',¢ '), 
41T -I 0 

(1) 

where anisotropic scattering of finite order N is admitted, 
N 

p(coso) = I (j)n Pn(cosO), (2) 
n=O 

and where 0 < (j)o < 1. The azimuthally-dependent incoming 
distributions on the slab surfaces at r = 0 and r = r 0 are 
allowed to be arbitrary, although use of the equations is 
slightly simplified if only a collimated distribution is inci
dent upon one surface, so that 

(3) 

and 

(4) 

By an established procedurell
,12 the ¢-dependence in 

Eq. (1) can be eliminated by a finite Fourier expansion 

N 
J (r,J-l,¢) = I (2 - omO)J m(r,J-l)(1 - J-l2)m/2 cosm¢ 

m=O 

(5) 

Here JJr,J-l,¢) is a portion of the uncollided distribution 
given, when Eq. (3) is valid, by 
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IJr,/l,¢J) = 6Vt - /lo)e - TII-{ 6(¢J) - (21T) - I 

X m ~ 0 (2 - 8mo)COSm¢J). O</l< 1, (6) 

= 0, otherwise. 

The resulting (N + 1) independent transport equations are 

/l aI m(r,/l) + I m(r,/l) = J... fl pmVt,/l')I m(r,/l')dmVt'), 
ar 2 -I 

(7) 

while the boundary conditions corresponding to Eqs. (3) and 
(4) are 

8Vt - /lo) 
Im(O,/l) = , 0</l<1, 

21T(1 - /l~)m/2 
(8) 

Im(ro,/l) = 0, - 1</l<0, (9) 

for m = ° to N. In Eq. (7), 
N 

pmVt,/l') = I C 'k p 'kVt) p 'kVt'), (10) 
k=m 

where 
dmpVt) 

ml,,) _ k = (1 _ /l2) - ml2p mk Vt), 
p k V" - d/l m 

(11) 

(k - m)! 
C m-w 

k - k (k + m)! 
(12) 

and, for brevity, 

dmVt) = (1 - /l2)m d/l. (13) 

It may be noted that 

p 'k( - Jl) = ( - 1/-"'p 'kVt)· (14) 

The desired equations for calculating the w k' k = ° to 
N, using moments of the surface intensities, require the defi
nition of the spatially-dependent moments 

ijk(r) = (21T) - I (21T d¢J cosm¢J fl d/l1Ji p 'kVt)I (r ,fl,¢J) 
Jo -I 

(15) 

for} = 0,1, .... After use ofEqs. (5), (11), and (13), these mo
ments may be written as 

ijk(r) = f~ IIJi P 'kVt)Im(r,fl) dmVt)· (16) 

On the surfaces of the slab, these integrals are evaluated by 
use of the boundary conditions; in the special case of a colli
mated incident distribution, use of Eqs. (3) and (4) or, equiv
alently, Eqs. (8) and (9), gives 

ijk (0) = (21T) - l/lb p 'kVto) + ( - l)k - m + 1 

X f IJi p 'kVt)Im(o, - /l) dmVt), (17) 

ijk(ro) = f /ll P 'kVt)Im(r,/l) dmVt), (18) 

form = ° toN. 
For convenience in future notation, the superscript m 

with I m(X,fl) and other functions will be suppressed unless it 
is required for clarity. 
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A general equation for the moments in Eq. (16) follows 

by multiplying Eq. (7) by /lj PkVt) and integrating over 
dmVt) to obtain 

i;+ I,k(r) + ilk(r) = J... f cnion(r) 
2 n=m 

X f~ IIJi PkVt)PnVt) dmVt), (19) 

where i' denotes di/dr. For} = 0, Eq. (19) takes the conve
nient form 

(20) 

after use of orthogonality and Eq. (12). Here hk is defined as 

hk = 2k + 1 - wk (21) 

and is independent of m. 

A second set of moments which are needed is defined as 

Sn(r) = 4 f d/l /l2n( (21T) - I f1T d¢J cos(m¢J)I (r, - /l,¢J») 

X(21T)-1 f1T d¢JcOS(m¢J)I(r,/l,¢J») (22) 

for n = 0, 1, .. ·. After use of Eqs. (5) and (13), the moments 
may be written as 

Sn(r) = 4 f /l 2nI(r, - /l)I(r,/l) dmVt) 

(23) 

On the surfaces of the slab, these integrals are evaluated by 
use of boundary conditions; use of Eqs. (8) and (9) leads to 
the simplest possible results. 

III. THE GENERAL SOLUTION 

The first general set of equations for the Wk values is 
derived by first multiplying Eq. (7) by 2/l2n Im(r, - /l) and 
integrating over dmVt) to obtain 

2fl /l 2n I(r,-/l)/l aI(r,/l) dmVt)+Sn(r) 
-I ar 

N 
= I (- 1/- mCk iOk (r)i2n ,k (r), (24) 

k=m 
after using Eqs. (14), (16), and (23). Differentiation ofEq. 
(24) leads to the result 

2fl /l2nI(r'-/l)~(/l aI(r,fl»)dmVt)+S~(r) 
-I ar ar 

N 

= I (- l)k - mCk iOk(r)i;n,k(r) 
k=m 

N 

+ I (- 1l-mCk ibk(r)i2n,k(r) (25) 
k=m 

after recognizing that a term on the left-hand side (lhs) van
ishes because it is an integral of an odd function over sym
metric limits. Substituting Eq. (7) for /laI / ar in the first term 
on the lhs leads to a simplified expression, 

- 2 II /l2n I (r, - /l) aI (r,/l) dmVt) + S ~(r) 
-I ar 
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N 

I (- l)k - mCk iOk (7)i;n,k (7). 
k= m 

By symmetry, however, r 1 ,u2n / (7, -,u) J/ ~~,u) dm(,u) = is ~(7), 
so therefore 

N 

(26) 

(27) 

~S ~(7) = I (- l)k - m Ck iOk (7)i;n,k (7). (28) 
k= m 

For n = 0, Eq. (28) becomes 

d d N 
-So(7) = - I (- l)k-mck [iOk(7)]2. (29) 
d7 d7 k= m 

Integration ofEq. (29) overO.;;;n;;70 and use ofEq. (12) leads 
to the final result 

N 

S;;' = I liJk S;;'k' 
k -'.::. m 

where the required surface integrals are defined as 

and 

S;;' = S ;;'(0) - S ;;'(70) 

S;;'k=(-lt- m[(k-m)!/(k+m)!] 

X I [i;;'k(0)]2 - [i~ (70)]2 j. 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

The first general set of equations for calculating the liJ k 
values follows from Eq. (30) by taking m = 0,1,2, ... , Nto 
obtain the "upper triangular" set of equations 

sg = liJoS80 + liJlsg l + ... + liJ~gN 
S 6 = liJ 1S61 + ... + liJ~6N 

(33) 

S~= liJ~~ 
This set of (N + 1) equations may be immediately inverted 
to give the desired liJ values from the Sand s values. 

The second general set of equations for the liJ k values is 
derived by first multiplying Eq. (7) by 2,u2n - 1/ m(7, -,u) for 
n = 1,2, .. , and integrating over dm(,u) to obtain 

N 

~S ~(7) = - I (- l)k - mCJJok(7)i2n _ I,k(7). (34) 
k= m 

On the lhs, Eq. (27) has been used, along with the fact that 
the integeral of an odd function over symmetric limits van
ishes; on the rhs, Eqs. (14) and (16) have been used. For 
n = 1, Eq. (34) becomes 

d d ~ )k _ m (2k + 1) . ( 2 -SI(7) = - L (- 1 Ck -- [Ilk 7)] 
d7 d7 k=m hk 

(35) 

after use ofEq. (20). Integration ofEg. (35) over 0.;;; 7';;; 70 and 
use of Eq. (12) leads to the final result 

N 

S7' = I (liJklhk)s';k, (36) 
k=m 

where the required surface integrals are defined as 
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and 

S7'k = ( - It - m(2k + 1)[(k - m)!/(k + m)!] 

X I [i7'k(O)] 2 
- [i7'k(70)]2j. 

(37) 

(38) 

In a manner similar to Eq. (33), the (N + 1) equations ob
tained by setting m = 0,1, ... , N in Eq. (36) immediately lead 
to the values of liJk1hk, and hence to the liJ values after use of 
Eq. (21). 

Various mutations of Eqs, (30) and (36) also may be 
written down by selecting, for example, the even-m equa
tions from Eq. (30) and the odd-m equations from Eq. (36). 
In such cases, the equations for the liJk values are nonlinear, 
but remain upper triangular. Of course, if both Eqs. (30) and 
(36) are used for a particular value of m, then the equations 
also are no longer upper triangular. 

For the case where m = 0, Eqs. (30) and (36) give the 
two equations 

N 

sg = I liJk Sgk' (39) 
k=O 

N 

S? = I (liJk1hk) S?k' (40) 
k=O 

In the event that scattering is at most linearly anisotropic so 
that N = 1, these two equations are sufficient to determine 
liJo and liJ l and are precisely the results derived earlier by 
Siewert;9,10 the evaluation oftheliJo andliJ l from Eqs. (39) and 
(40) is somewhat more involved algebraically, however, than 
the use of either Eq. (30) or (36) since the equations are 
nonlinear. 

It is tempting to seek additional equations for m = 0 by 
using equations for S2' S3' etc., as obtained from Eqs. (28) 
and (34). Complications arise, however, since the right-hand 
sides are no longer perfect differentials, although a solution 
has been completed for N = 2.10 

IV. COMMENTS 

Equations (30) and (36) are two schemes for expressing 
all the desired liJ k values in terms of Eqs. (15) and (22) for 
moments of the surface intensities, These equations are valid 
for any (known or unknown) slab thickness and for any finite 
order of anisotropic scattering N. The value of N required is 
easily ascertained since the moments defined in Eqs. (31), 
(32), (37), and (38) vanish for m > N. Thus, a major concern 
in the use of Eqs. (30) and (36) is that there be sufficient 
azimuthal asymmetry in at least one incident distribution so 
that the moments do not vanish at a prematurely low value, 
i.e., for N' < N. Of course, use of a collimated incident distri
bution like that in Eq. (3), with ,uo< 1, allays any such fears. 

Of the two schemes, that in Eg. (36) may' be somewhat 
more prone to numerical inaccuracies if the medium is very 
weakly absorbing, so that ho becomes very small. In such a 
case, the m = 0 equation of the set causes a problem because 
i?o, the net current, is a constant for a nonabsorbing medium. 

Numerical accuracy of the liJk values, obtained by mea
suring the emerging distributions from the slab for a given 
incident distribution, always may be checked by repeating 
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the experiment and analysis for a different incident 
distribution. 
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Spherically symmetric perfect fluids are studied under the restriction of shear-free 
motion. All solutions of the field equations are found by solving a single second order 
nonlinear equation containing an arbitrary function. It is shown that this arbitrary 
function is a geometric invariant, E, which measures the gravitational field energy, and 
it is shown that E = const generates all the homogeneous density solutions. An 
improved proof is given for the nonexistence of anyone-parameter equation of state. A 
number of exact solutions are presented and discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION AND DISCUSSION 

Spherical shear-free collapse of a perfect fluid is inter
esting to study for two reasons: For a given spherical matter 
configuration, Raychaudhuri's equation l shows that it is the 
slowest collapse possible; It is simple to obtain many inequi
valent analytic solutions of the Einstein field equations, since 
the number of unknown metric functions can be reduced 
from three to one. 

It was recognized some time ag02 that shear-free solu
tions of the Einstein equations could be generated by solving 
a single second order nonlinear equation containing an arbi
trary function of the radial coordinate. The simplest form of 
this equation was first given by Faulkes. 3 In this work, it is 
shown that the arbitrary time-independent function is E, 
where E measures the purely gravitational field energy in
side spheres of radius R. Each choice of E specifies a class of 
shear-free solutions. In particular, it is shown that E = const 
generates all the homogeneous density solutions. 

It has recently been proved by Mansouri4 that an equa
tion of state p = p(w) can never hold for spherical perfect 
fluids in shear-free collapse with closed p = 0 surfaces. Man
souri's proof has an invalid assumption which is not used in 
the version given here. 

The argument showing the lack of an equation of state 
holds equally well for Newtonian systems in shear-free col
lapse, and it is interesting to ask whether this lack is related 
to a lack oflocal thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE)? There 
appears to be a relation since the (rate of) shear-free condi
tion does not allow the fluid to relax in response to the (in
creasing) tidal force. There are two characteristic scales rel
evant to the question. 

Measured values of the Riemann tensor provide (in 
principle) a scale L for the tidal force where magnitude 
(R/Lvpa)-L -2. In order to maintain the validity of the fluid 
picture, there must be a minimum particle number density 
and hence an upper bound Dmax for D, the interparticle dis
tance. If we consider the neighborhood of any point in the 
fluid, the shear-free condition will play the role of a net exter
nal force (and thus not allow statistical equilibrium) when 
D - L. This will occur in two situations: When the radius of 
curvature L is very large and D > D max is equally large. In 

this case the system will be too diffuse for the fluid picture to 
be valid. The other situation occurs when both Land Dare 
equally small (compared with the Schwarzschild radius of 
the entire system). This happens in the neighborhood of a 
curvature singularity where it is unreasonable to expect L TE 
to hold. 

The situations considered here (away from singulari
ties) have D<L. (Among all isolated collapsing systems for 
which the fluid picture is valid, the closest correspondence 
between D and L that is observable occurs when the core of a 
typical globular cluster falls through its Schwarzschild radi
us with L - 1OD.) For D<L the effects of tidal forces can be 
neglected locally and (assuming the nongravitational inter
actions will allow) LTE will hold. 

All the explicit collapse solutions examined in this work 
have trapped surfaces inside of which singularities occur. It 
remains to be shown in general that, if a curvature singular
ity exists, it lies inside a trapped surface. 

The paper is organized as follows: The field equations 
are formulated in Sec. 2, where it is shown that the system 
can be completely described by one function F (x,t ), which is 
the solution of a nonlinear second order equation containing 
an arbitrary function, and the boundary conditions. In Sec. 
3, the arbitrary function is identified with E and related to 
the total energy scalar for the system. The equations of mo
tion are presented in Sec. 4, and a proof is given for the lack 
of an equation of state. The condition for trapped surfaces is 
formulated in Sec. 5. Sections 6 and 7 treat all the conformal
ly flat interiors. In Sec. 8, it is shown that all homogeneous 
density solutions are generated by E = const. and they all 
contain trapped surfaces. Nonuniform density solutions are 
reviewed in Secs. 9 and 10, and adiabatic flow is treated in 
Sec. 11. 

2. FIELD EQUATIONS 
We consider the motion of a spherical perfect fluid with 

energy-momentum tensor 

(1) 

where u Jl is the unit 4-velocity of matter, w is the mass
energy density, p is the isotropic pressure, and r /LV = g Jl" 

- uJlu V is the induced metric on the 3-surfaces orthogonal to 
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U 1". The spacetime is divided into an exterior vacuum region 
covered by the Schwarzschild metric and an interior region 
with metric 

g dxl"dxV = A 2dt 2 - B 2 dr - R 2 dil2 
#V ' 

(2) 

where 

A = A (r,t ), B = B (r,t ), R = R (r,t). 

R is the usual scalar field constructed from the three Killing 
vectors of the rotation group, and t is a comoving time pa
rameter with ul" = A -IO~. 

The fluid moves according to 

UI1 ;'. = a"u" + (TI"V + ~Orl"v, (3a) 

al"= -(A'IA)o~, (3b) 

0= A -I(B IB + 2R IR), (3c) 

d,~ =A -I(RIR -BIB)(~rl"v-Ol"rorv>, (3d) 

where primes denote a lar and dots denoteBIBt. The shear
free condition is 

R IR = iJ IB, or R = f(r)B. (4) 

Choosingf(r) = r with no loss of generality, the metric is 
henceforth restricted to' 

gll1' dxl"dx v = A 2 dt 2 - B 2(dr + r dil 2
). (5) 

For the field equations, zero mass-energy flux yields 

iJ =AB H(t), (6) 

where H (t ) is an arbitrary function of integration. 

The equation due to pressure isotropy is 

A " I A + B " I B - (2B 'I B + 1/ r)(A 'I A + B 'I B) = 0. (7) 

Considerable simplification is achieved by using Eq. (6) to 
eliminate A from Eq. (7): 

Fu + J (x)P = 0, (8) 

where x: = r, F: = B-1
, and J (x) is an arbitrary function of 

integration. The density and pressure are given by 

81TW = 3H 2 + 4P [2x(Fxxl F) 

+ 3(FjF) - 3x(FxIF)2] , 

81TP = (F IF)(H2) - 3H2 + 4F2[ [log(F IP)]x 

where Eq. (6) has again been used to eliminateA. 

or 

When tUx *0, Eqs. (9) and (10) yield 

p(x,t) = - W + wwxlwx 

(9) 

(10) 

p(r,t) = - w + wW'lw'. (11) 

The system of equations (8), (9), and (10) is complete6 

for the three unknownsp, w, and F. Only J(x) can be speci
fied arbitrarily since H (t ) must satisfy the first order time 
equationp(xb ,t) = 0 at the boundary Xb of the fluid where 
the interior solution is matched to exterior Schwarzschild. 
At the p = ° boundary, Eq. (10) is an exact time derivative 
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yielding 

H2 = KIF~ - 4Fb(Fx)b + 4Xb(FX>~, 
where KI is a constant of integration. 

3. INTERPRETATION OF H(t) AND J(x) 

Comparing Eqs. (3c) and (6) immediately yields 

(12) 

0= 3H. (13) 

Thus H (t) gives the rate of expansion of the fluid and can be 
called the "Hubble parameter" for the system. 

J (x) turns out to label the conformal curvature of the 
fluid system. With the definition 

1/;2: = ~C'1Vp(TO/lcp vOPcp (TIO aOa cpf3cpf3 

for the vector fields O/l = 81" e and cp I" = 81" rp' it follows from 
the decomposition of the Riemann tensor into its Weyl and 
Ricci parts that' 

~X5l2J(X)= -R31/;2' (14) 
3 

1/;2 (identical with the Newman-Penrose scalar for spherical 
systems) labels the Weyl tensor invariant: 

C I"vpac = 48·,,2 /lvpa 'f"2' 
A total energy scalarS can be invariantly defined in 

terms of the sectional curvature of r = const., t = const. 
surfaces: 

m: = (!R 3)Rl"vpaOl"cp vOPcp a 10 aOaCP f3CPf3' 

which yields the formula (valid for the general case with 
shear) 

m =~R 3W +E, (15) 

where E: = - R 31/;2' E can be interpreted as purely gravita
tional field energy (not binding energy) within spheres of 
surface radius R. 

Equation (10) withp = 0 no longer determinesxb since, 
when H2 is eliminated using Eq. (12), (10) is satisfied identi
cally at x b • At the boundary, the exterior Schwarzschild 
mass M must equal the total energy parameter 

M= m(xb,t), 

and so KI is determined from Eq. (15) with the use of Eqs. 
(9), (12), and (14): 

KIX~/2 = 2M, KI > O. 

The Bianchi identities can be written in terms of the 
total energy parameter as 

mx = ~1Tw(R ')x, 
. 4 

m = - JlTP(R 3), 

and with Eq. (15) in terms of the E function as 

E - 4 R 3 
x - - JIT wX ' (16a) 

. 4 .• 
E= - JlTR '(P + w)(R IR - BIB). (16b) 

It is clear from Eq. (16b) that the shear-free case corresponds 
to E = E (x), and that all conformally flat solutions must be 
shear-free. 
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4. EQUATION OF STATE 

The equations of motion TJ1\V = ° have components 

UflVflW + (p + w)O = 0, (17a) 

(p + w)afl = p,,,y'> (17b) 

These can be rewritten with the aid ofEqs. (3a), (6) and (13) 
as 

w + 3(p + w)r = 0, 

p' + (p + w)(logr)' = 0, 

(18a) 

(18b) 

where r: = B lB. Eliminating r between (I8a) and (I8b) 
yields Eq. (11). The case w' = ° can now be considered: The 
solution of w' = ° is 

w = h (t) + s(r), 

and upon substituting into Eq. (18) one obtains s' = ° or 
w = h (t) only. Thus one can USe Eq. (11) whenever 
w = w(r,t). 

Mansouri' has proved that spherical perfect fluids 
bounded by closed surfaces and in shear-free flow never ad
mit equations of state p = p(w). An improved proof is given 
here: Assume an equation of state p = pew) exists for the 
shear-free system. At the fluid boundary P(Xb ,t) 
= p(wb) = 0, so w must satisfy 

W(Xb,t) = Wb const. 

(otherwise p = p(t) at Xb)' Using Eqs. (9) and (12) to evalu
ate w at x b yields 

81TWb = (3K j - 8Xylb)F~. 

Since R = x l12IF, Fb is constant only for static interiors. 
Therefore, Wb const. implies Wb = 0, and also 
Jb = iMx b- 5/2, in agreement with Eqs. (14) and (15). 

In addition, there exists a function N (w) such that 

3dN IN = dwl(p + w), (19) 

which along with Eq. (17a) yields 

(N 'U II)'fl = 0. 

This conserved current, together with ( - g)112 = AB 'y2 sine 
from metric (5) and u,t = A -1D'r', implies 

N'B' = h (r) 

for an arbitrary function h (r), or 

N'(x,t)=P{3'(x), f3 arbitrary. (20) 

Atxb Nb(Wb) = Nb(O) const., and sinceFb = Fb(t) it must 
true be that f3 (xb ) = f3b = 0, and that Nb = 0. 

The condition of functional dependence for p and w is 

PxW - pWx = 0, 

which applied to Eq. (11) yields 

(logwx>x = (logw)~. 

The general solution of Eq. (21) is 

w = w(cp), cp = a(x) y(t) 

(21) 

for arbitrary functions a and y. Since Wb = 0, it follows that 
ab = CPb = 0. From Eq. (20) and N = N(w) = N(cp) 
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F = N (cp )1f3 (x). (22) 

[Mansouri makes the invalid assumption that f3 (x) 
= I(x) a(x) where/(xb):=FO. See Eqs. (34) and (64) of Ref. 

4.] 

Equations (3b) and (17b) can be integrated using Eq. 
(19): 

N' = (p + w)At5(t), (23) 

where the integration function 8(t) can be set to unity by 
choice of boundary condition and t coordinate normaliza
tion. A = - F I FH and Eq. (22) establish 

.A • 

A = - (cpN IN)(ylyIH), 

where overhead carets denote d Idcp. Since A = A (cp), it 
follows 

H = const.(Yly) = - yly, 

A =cpN IN, (24a) 

and atxb 

Ab = (cpN IN)b = 1, (24b) 

by normalizing the t coordinate. 

Having established the necessary boundary conditions, 
the consistency ofEq. (22) is examined by substituting for F 
in field Eq. (8): 

(axla)2 = kM 1(3), 

(axxla) - 2(axla)(f3xlf3) = k2(J 1(3), 

2(f3/f3)2 - (f3xxlf3) = k,(J 1(3), 

kjcp 2(dN Idcp) + k2CPN + k,N + N2 = 0, 

(25a) 

(25b) 

(25c) 

(25d) 

with separation constants kh k2' k,. Equations (25a) and 
(25b) can be integrated: 

axla(k,/k,) = (k jk,)112f32, 

J = k. f3 sa(k,lk,) - 2. 

(26a) 

(26b) 

Equation (25d) and boundary condition (24b) establish (us
ing the fact that A is bounded at x b) 

k2 + k, = 0, 

which allows Eqs. (25b) and (25c) to be integrated: 

f3 = c2a/(c I - x). (27) 

Substituting (27) into (26b) yields 

(28) 

There are two cases: (i) C(=FXb , in which case J b = nonzero 
const implies ab =F0. But ab = 0, so this implies k21kj 
= - 312. (ii) C j = Xb' where Jb = const. implies 

a(x) = (xb - X)5/[3 + 2(k,/k,)]V(X), v(xb):j=O. (29) 

Substituting Eq. (27) into (26a) and integrating produces 

a 1 + (k,/k,) = (c I - x)/[ks(c j - x) + kd. (30) 

Comparison with Eq. (29) establishes kJkl = - 213, and 
thus Eq. (30) has two cases: (i) cj:j=xb and k21kl = - 312. 
(ii) C j = Xb and k21kl = - 213. Equation (28) yields 
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Solutions (27), (30), and (31) can now be t~ted for consisten
cy by using the Bianchi identities. With qJW = 3N 1 from Eqs. 
(19), (23), and (24), it follows that 

Wx = 3Nl(a,/a). 

Equation (16a) can be written, using R = x l12/3 IN, as 

~J+xJx= -31T/3l(axla). (32) 

Upon substitution, one sees that solutions (27), (30), and 
(31) are inconsistent with Eq. (32). Therefore, shear-free 
flow is inconsistent with a single one-parameter equation of 
state. 

5. TRAPPED SURFACES 

A null tetrad is chosen for metric (2): 

/ Jl. = _1_ (A -I/jI; + B -18:) V2 t r' 

nJl. = _1_ (A -I/jI; _ B -18:) V2 t r' 

1 ( i ) mJl.= --=R- I l1'e+ -.-l1''I' ' V2 smB 

where / Jl. and n Jl. are outgoing and incoming principal null 
vectors with respective expansion rates given by9 

p = -/aVa 10gR, f-l = naVa 10gR. 

The Newman-Penrose field equation lo 

oa + 8a - 4az - f-lP = -rpz + A + (/III 
yields 

lR -2 4 .1. 2 - f-lp = -1TW - 'l-'z, 
3 

(33) 

(34) 

The total energy parameter m of Eq. (15) can now be wri tten 
as 

2m = R - 2f-lpR l. 

A trapped surface will exist when bothf-l andp are positive, 
with the marginally trapped surface given by p = O. The 
time history of the marginally trapped surface constitutes 
the apparent horizon with equation 

2m = R at r = rah . (35) 

To test a solution ofEqs. (8), (9), and (10) for the existence of 
a trapped surface, one sets p = 0 in Eq. (33): 

(36) 

For a solution of Eq. (8) given as F (x,t ), a trapped surface 
exists ifEq. (36) has a real solution xl12ah corresponding to a 
positive Rah . The contributions ofthe density and conformal 
factor to xah can be shown explicitly by rewriting Eq. (36) 
with the use of Eqs. (8) and (9): 

XZ(8JFl) + X(81TW) - 3F2 = 0, at x = Xah' 

6. CONFORMALL Y FLAT INTERIORS 

All the conformally flat solutions are found upon set-
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ting J (x) = O. The complete solution of Eq. (8) is then 

F = xh1(t) + h2(t). (37) 

Just as in the static case, all conformally flat Schwarzschild 
interiors have uniform density. Substituting (37) into Eq. (9) 
yields 

81TW = 3(H2 + 4hlh2)' (38) 

The solutions of Bonnor and Faulkes,lI and Bondi, IZ belong 
to this class. The pressure, from Eq. (10), is given by 

81TP = (X~I + ~2) [(H2)" + 4h1(hz - xhl)] 
(xh l + hz) 

(39) 

The condition tohl = hI, and 10hZ = hz, leads to geodesic 
flow with p = p(t) and a Robertson-Walker metric so that 
case is excluded in this work. 

At the p = 0 boundary, Eq. (39) is an exact time deriva
tive yielding [from Eq. (12)] 

(40) 

where KI is a positive constant of integration. The time de
pendence of the boundary is given by 

Rb = (2M IKI)1I3/(x~1 + hz), (41) 

and the apparent horizon is located from Eq. (36): 

X!~2 = [H ± (H2 + 4h lh2)1/2]12h1. 

Use of Eqs. (40) and (41) yields the relation 

R ~ = 2MR ;h' (42) 

It is now clear that all the conformally flat solutions with 
p = 0 boundary have an apparent horizon. With the density 

81TW = 3KI(xb hl + hzY, (43) 

Eqs. (39)-(43) give a complete description of all conformally 
flat interior solutions in terms of two arbitrary functions 
h,(t) and hz(t). 

7. SOME CONFORMALLY FLAT EXACT 
SOLUTIONS 

(a) Collapse: Upon making the simple choice 

hz = ah , + p, a and /3 const., 

Eqs. (39)-(43) yield 

H2 = KI[(xb + a)h, + pp - 4h l(ah , + /3), 

81TW = 3K,[(xb + a)h, + pp, 

plw = [hI + P I(x + a)][h , + P I(xb + a)]-I - 1, 

Rb = (41TwI3M)"'Il, 

Rah = (81TwI3)"'I2, 

with Xb = (2M IK,)2fl. 

(44a) 

(44b) 

(44c) 

(44d) 

(44e) 

Choose hI to be an increasing function of time such as 
exp(t Ito). Choose a positive (to avoid an additional pressure 
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singularity at points other than R = 0). K1 must be positive, 
and choose /3 positive. Adjust the constants so that H 2 is 
always positive. The negative square root of H2 gives the 
collapse interpretation, and H becomes increasingly nega
tive as time advances. Rb will decrease faster than Rah so at 
some finite time the boundary will fall through the apparent 
horizon and an absolute Schwarz schild horizon will remain. 

(b) Explosion: Choose h2 as above, and hi to be decreas
ing function of time such as exp( - t Ito). Choose the con
stants as above. The positive square root of H 2 gives the ex
pansion interpretation, and H decreases in time in response 
to the gravitational attraction. At t = 0, the constants can be 
chosen so that Rb > R ah , but Rah will increase faster than 
Rb so that at some finite time the exploding matter will dis
appear behind a Schwarzschild horizon. 

(c) Oscillation: See Bondi'sl' discussion of choices for hJ 
and h2• 

8. UNIFORM DENSITY 

Is conformal flatness a necessary condition for uniform 
density? To answer this question (with answer no) one sets 
Wx = 0 in Eq. (16a). All uniform density solutions are gener
ated from E = const. or J (x) = kX-ll2. 

(45) 

The previous section treated k = 0, and so here k=l=O is con
sidered. The double transformation 

gives rise to 

ryy - !r + kr 2 = O. (46) 

The general solution of Eq. (46) is a Weierstrass P function 
which satisfies the standard equation 

Pyyy = 12PPy 

The first integral ofEq. (46) allows a special solution in 
terms of elementary functions: 

1 r 2 + :"'kr' - 1 r 2 + c (t) = 0 2 y 3 8 1 , 

where choosing c1(t) = 0 yields the solution 

F = (3/2k )xcz(1 - X1l2c2t z, (47) 

with clt ) the second function of integration. 

There is an apparent horizon, since Eq. (36) yields 

yl + y2(a - 3) + yea + 3) - I = 0, 

where a = 3/(2kH), and y = X!~2C2' 

The cubic has one real root when a 2 < lOS, and three real 
unequal roots when a 2 > lOS. 

9. J(xJ CONSTANT 
The simplest solutions with nonuniform density arise in 

the case J (x) = K2 nonzero: 

(4S) 

The general solution of Eq. (4S) is a Weierstrass P function 
but, as in Sec. S, the first integral of (4S) allows special solu-
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tions in terms of elementary functions: 

iF} + :"'K2P + h1(t) = O. 
3 

Choosing h1(t) = 0 yields the solution 

F = (ax + h2)-2, 

where h2(t) is the second function of integration, and 

(49) 

K2 = - 6a2
• K2 negative is necessary in order that R be posi

tive. This solution was examined by Faulkes,' but some of 
the possibilities were overlooked in that work. 

Equations (9), (10), and (12) yield 

~1TW = H 2 - Sa(ax + h2tS, 
3 

~p = Sa(f3 + h2)(ax + h2t 6 
- H 2, 

3 

H 2 = Sa(f3 + h2)(axb + h2t 6
, 

with/3: = 3axb + KjSa, Xb = (2M /Kl)2Il. 

(50a) 

(SOb) 

(SOc) 

An interesting difference between solution (50) and the 
ones above is that an apparent horizon is not always present 
for this solution. With the use of Eq. (36), one obtains 

y? + 3y' + 3yl + 5h,y2 + y + h, = 0, (5Ia) 

wherey: = (axah /h2)112, and h,: = (alh n1l21H. In this case 
a and h2 are both positive (or both negative). y must be posi
tive in order that Rah be positive. Descartes' rule of signs 
requires at least one sign change in Eq. (51a) for the possibil
ity of a positive root. Thus h, and hence H must be negative, 
and so there is no apparent horizon for an expanding 
solution. 

When there is a relative sign difference between a and 
h2' then H 2 positive requires 3a2xb + K1/S + ah2 > O. (This 
is the case Faulkes discussed.) Equation (36) yields 

(SIb) 

wherey: = ( - alh2)112 X!~2, 
and h,: = (- a/h ~y2/H. Equation (51b) can have positive 
roots for H both positive and negative. 

10. COLLAPSING STAR CLUSTER MODEL 

The solution of Glass and Mashhloon l4 (which includes 
the solutions of McVittie,ll and of Nariai 16 as special cases) 
has 

F = (,1. / ,1.o)(yx + D)(ax + /3 ) [(ax + /3 )112 

+ (,1. /2)(yx + D)1I2r2, 

where,1. =,1. (t), a, /3, y, 15, ,1.0 are constants. Equation (S) 
yields1? 

J (x) = (3,1.0/4)..1 2(ax + /3 )-SI2(yx + Dt'/>' 

with ..1 = aD - /3y. 

The collapsing star cluster is modeled for parameter 
ranges a > 0, /3>0, y < 0, and 15 > O. The static case (,1. = ,1.0' 
a > 0, /3 > 0, y = 0,15 = 1) is the relativistic Plummer mode}!' 
for a globular cluster. 

There is a pressure singularity (and hence a Riemann 
tensor singularity) at 

x, = [15(,1. 12)2 - /3][a - y(,1. 12)2]-1. 
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The radial coordinate is restricted to the range 
Xs < X<Xb with Xs always inside a trapped surface. 

11. ADIABATIC FLOW 

Assuming local thermodynamic equilibrium, 

Tds = du + pd (lip), (52) 

where s is the specific entropy, u the specific internal energy, 
and p the proper mass density. u and p are related to the 
mass-energy density by 

w =p(l + u). 

Upon rewriting Eq. (52) in comoving coordinates as 

TS = [w/(w + p) - p/p](w + p)/p, 

comparison with Eq. (l7a) shows that adiabatic motion im
plies proper mass conservation 

(puJl);Jl = 0 

and vice versa. Since a conserved 4-current for the system is 

(B -3UJl );Jl = (R -3UJl );Jl = 0, 

we are led to identify 

p(r,t) = po R -3, 

(53) 

(54) 

where po = po(r), thus maintaining adiabatic flow as a fea
ture of the systems considered here. 
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The boost matrix elements of the homogeneous Lorentz group are expressed in terms of analytic 
continuation of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients of the three-dimensional rotation group. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The matrix elements of finite hyperbolic rotation 
(boost) of the homogeneous Lorentz group for irreducible 
unitary representations belonging to the principal series 
have been computed by several authors using both the global 
and the local methods. I

-
4 Usually these matrix elements are 

expressed as afinite double sum of the product of some gam
ma functions and an 2Ft. with an argument which involves 
the boost.4.5 However, when we examine the unitary irredu
cible representations (finite dimensional) of the 0(4) group, 
on account of its decomposition as 0(3) ® 0(3), we can ex
press the corresponding matrix elements as a single finite 
sum of a product of two Clebsch-Gordan (CG) coefficients 
and an exponential in terms of the corresponding rotation. 6 

We wish to rewrite the boost matrix elements of the homo
geneous Lorentz group essentially in the same form involv
ing a product of two CG coefficients and an exponential in 
the boost. One expects such an expression to exist on account 
of two reasons. First, dynamically, it has been shown that the 
scattering amplitude expressions at zero momentum trans
fer in terms of the matrix elements of the 0(4) and 0(3,1) 
groups are continuable into one another.7 Secondly, though 

I 

the boost matrix elements of the homogeneous Lorentz 
group are usually expressed using the argument (1 - e - 2a), 

we can nevertheless express them also in terms of e - 2a us
ing, e.g., some analytic continuation. This results in an ex
pression for the boost matrix D in terms of two E 'so 8 We show 
that when we attempt this exercise, we obtain an expression 
for the D matrix in terms of sum oftwo single infinite sums of 
products of CG coefficients (which are continuations of the 
CG coefficients of the three-dimensional rotation group 
with some angular momenta and their third components as 
complex) and an exponential in the boost. We also show that 
we can obtain the matrix elements of the corresponding 0(4) 
rotation by giving special values to the variables appearing in 
the expression for the Lorentz group boost matrix elements. 

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we at
tempt to rewrite the known expression for the D matrix in 
terms of sum of two infinite series in the argument e - 2a. In 
Sec. III, we show that this expression can indeed be repre
sented using analytic continuation of the CG coefficients of 
the three-dimensional rotation group. In Sec. IV, we show 
how the matrix elements of the corresponding 0(4) rotation 
are obtained. 

II. BOOST MATRIX ELEMENTS OF THE HOMOGENEOUS LORENTZ GROUP 

The irreducible representations of the homogeneous Lorentz group belonging to the principal series are characterized by 
two numbers v and p where Ivl = D,!, 1 .. · and - 00 <p< 00. The matrix element D im.J'm.(a) of the hyperbolic rotation 
characterized by the parameter a where - 00 <a< 00 is given by4.5 

D im.J'm,(a) = Dmm,D 'lJ'm(a), 
where 

and 

(i) J - lvi, J' - lvi, J ± m, J' ± m are nonnegative integers, 

(ii) - min(J,J ')<m <min(J,J '), 

D jJ'm(a) = aJ*aJ[(J + J' + 1)!]-1 

X [(2J + 1)(J + v)!(J - v)!(J + m)!(J - m)!(2J' + 1)(J' + v)!(J' - v)!(J' + m)!(J' - m)!]l!2 

1 d + d' (v + m + d + d ')!(J + J' - v - m - d - d ')! exp [ - a(2d' + v + m + 1 - !ip)] 
X I (-) d !(J _ v _ d )!(J - m - d )!( v + m + d )!d '!(J' - v - d ')!(J' - m - d ')!( v + m + d ')! 

x2FM' + 1 - Vp,v + m + 1 + d + d ',J + J' + 2;1 - e - 2a). 

In the above expression, the phase aJ is given by 
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" J (- 2s + ip) F ( - I v I + lip + 1) x IF ( - J + !ip) I 
a j = s It I (4S2 + p2)112 = I r (I - v I + lip + 1) I F ( - J + !ip) , 

(3) 

i.e., 

"p* v ( F( - J + !ip)F( - J' - !ip) )1/2 a J aj. = . 
F( -J - !ip)r( - J' + !ip) 

(4) 

In Eq. (2) and in the following, we shall omit the range ofsummationJor those indices for which the range is dictated by the 
nonnegativity of the arguments ofthe real factorials. Also we shall generally use the notation x! for r (x + 1) even when x is not 
necessarily a nonnegative integer. Again since using 

2Fla,b,c;z) = (1 - z) - a 2Fl(a,c - b,c;Z/(z - 1», 

we see that 

D 'Jj'm(a) = D ;1'-;;,P(a), 

we shall, in the following, concentrate our attention on the case 

O.;;;a < 00. 

Next we replace the hypergeometric function in Eq. (2) by its (infinite) series expansion 

(J+J'+I)! f (J'-!ip+n)!(v+m+d+d'+n)!(1_e- 2ay 
(J'-!z;o)!(v+m+d+d')! n=O n!(J+J'+ 1 +n)! ' 

(5) 

(6) 

which is valid whenever O';;;a < 00 (note that when a~ 00, the argument 1 - e - 2a ~ 1, and we require some condition on the 
parameters in the hypergeometric function for its expansion to be valid), and we use 

(v + m + d + d' + n )!(J + J' - v - A. - d - d ')! = ( _ 1)J _ " _ d _ t (J + m + d' + n - t )! , 
(J + J' + 1 + n )!(J - v - d )!(J' - m - d ')! ~ t !(J + J' + 1 + n - t )!(J - v - d - t )! 

which express D 'Jj'm(a) in a form in which the d summation can be performed utilizing 

1 (2J - t)! 

~ d !(J - m - d )!(J - v - t - d )!( v + m + d)! = (J - m )!(J + v)!(J - v - t )!(J + m - t )! . 

This results in (on replacing t by d again) 

D "P, (a) = a"P*a"'? ( - 1)1' - v ( (2J + 1)(J - v)!(J + m)!(2J' + 1)(J' - v)!(J' + v)!(J' - m)!(J' + m)! )112 
JJ m J J (J' _ !ip)! (J + v)!(J _ m)! 

X I f (_ l)d + d' (2J - d )!(J' - !ip + n )!(J + m - d - d' + n)! exp [ - a(2d ' + v + m + 1 - !lp)]( 1 - e - 2ay 

dd' n = 0 d !(J - v - d )!(J + m - d )!d '!(J' - v - d ')!( v + m + d ')!(J + J' + 1 - d + n )!n! 

Now 

f (J' - !ip + n)!(J + m - d + d' + n)! (1 _ e - 2ay 

n = 0 n!(J + J' + 1 - d + n)! 

(J' - !ip )!(J + m - d + d ')! F (J' + 1 _ lip J + m + 1 _ d + d' J + J' + 2 _ d·l _ e - 2a) 
(J + J' + 1 _ d)! 2 1 '1 ' , , 

= (J' - !ip)!(J + m - d + d ')! [ 2 ( l' d ')] 
(J + J' + 1 _ d)! exp - a - m + l.lP -

X 2FM + 1 + !ip - d,J' - m + 1 - d ',J + J' + 2 - d; 1 - e - 2a) 

on making use of 

2Fl(a,b,c;z) = (1 - zy - a - b 2Fj(C - a,c - b,c;Z). 

Thus 

f (J' - !ip + n )!(J + m - d + d' + n )! (1 _ e - 2ay 

n=O n!(J+J'+ 1-d+n)! 

(J' - !ip)!(J + m - d + d ')! ex [_ 2a( _ m li _ d ')] 
(J + !ip - d )!(J' - m _ d ')! P + 2 P 
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x f (J + !ip - d + n )!(J' - m - d' + n )1 (1 _ e - 2")n 

n=O n!(J+J'+I-d-n)! . 

Combining Eqs. (9) and (11) we obtain 

D Y;'m(a) = aj*aj.( _ 1)J' - v( (2J + 1)(J - v)!(J + m)!(2J' + 1)(J' - v)!(J' + v)!(J' - m)!(J' + m)! )112 
(J + V)I(J - m)! 

X L f (- l)d+d' ('lJ - d)! exp[ - a(v - m + 1 + !ip)] 
dd' n = 0 d !(J - v - d )!(J + m - d )!(J + !ip - d)! 

X (J + m - d + d ')!(J + !ip - d + n )!(J' - m - d' + n )! (1 _ e - 2""n 

d'!(J' - v - d')!(J' - m - d')!(v + m + d')!nl(J + J' +J' - d + n)! J • 

(11) 

(12) 

Note that the above steps have resulted in making the boost-dependent factors in any term to be independent of the 
summation index d. Next we transform the d ' summation using 

(J+m-d+d')!(J'-m-d'+n)! _ ~ 1 J'-m-d'-l (J+J'-d-t)! 
n!(J' - m - d ')!(J + J' + 1 - d + n)! - "7- (- ) t !(J + J' + 1 - d + n - t )!(J' - m - d' - t)! 

Now the d ' summation can be performed. Indeed 

1 

.f d '!(J' - v - d ')!(J' - m - t - d ')!( v + m + d ')! 

(2J' - t)! 

(J' - v)!(J' + m )!(J' + v - t )!(J' - m - t )! 

From Eqs. (12)-(14) and replacing t by d', we arrive at 

Also 

D 'jJ'm(a) = aj*aj.( _ 1)m - v( (lJ + 1)(J - v)!(J + m)!(lJ' + 1)(J' + v)!(J' - m)! )112 
(J + v)!(J - m)!(J' - v)!(J' + m)! 

00 (lJ - d)' 
X L L . exp [ - a( v - m + 1 + !ip)] 

dd' n = 0 d !(J - v - d )!(J + m - d )!(J + ~ip - d)! 

(lJ' - d ')!(J + J' - d - d ')!(J + lip - d + n)! 1 - 2a n 
X ( - e ) 

d '!(J' + v - d ')!(J' - m - d ')!(J + J' + 1 - d - d' + n)! . 

f (J + lip - d + n )! (1 _ e - 2a)" 

n = 0 (J + J' + 1 - d - d' + n)! 

= f ( - J' - 1 + !ip + d ' + n )! (1 _ e - 2a) - J - J' - 1 + d -+ d' -+ n 

n = J -+ J' -+ 1 - d - d' n! 
00 ( J ' 1 1 . d ' )' J -+ J' - d - d' = L - - +~IP+ +n'(1_e- 2a)-J-J'-I-+d-+d'-+n_ L 

n = 0 n. n = 0 

X (- J' - 1 + !ip + d' + n)! (1 _ e - 2a) - J - J' - 1 + d -+ d' -+ n 

n! 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

In the expression for El above, the n summation consists of an infinite binomial series which can be summed and results in 

El = ( - J' - 1 + !ip + d ')! exp [ - 2a(J' _ lip - d ') ]( 1 _ e - 2a) - J - J' - 1 -+ d -+ d' 

=(-J'-1+1i +d')!ex [-2a(J'-li -d')] ~ (J+J'-d-d'+r)!e- 2ar. 
2 P P 2 P r~O r!(J + J' - d - d ')! 

(17) 

Further 

E = f L ( - J' - 1 + lip + d' + n )!(J + J' - d - d' - n + r)! e - 2ar. 

2 r=O n r!n!(J+J'-d-d'+n)! 
(18) 

The n summation in the above equation beingfinite can be computed and results in 
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E _ ~ (- J' - 1 + !ip + d ')!(J + !ip - d + r)! - 2ar 
2- ~ e . 

r = 0 (J + J' - d - d ')!( - J' + !ip + d' + r)! 
(19) 

Substituting for E 1, E2 in Eq. (16) from Eqs. (17), (19), the Eq. (15) takes the form 

D 1.1' (a) = aj*aJP.( _ l)m - v( (2J + l)(J - v)!(J + m)!(2J' + 1)(J' + v)!(J' - m)! )112 
J m (J + v)!(J - m)!(J' - v)!(J' + m)! 

1 d + d' (2J - d )!(2J' - d ')!( - J' - 1 + !ip + d ')! 
X ~ (-) d !(J - v - d )!(J + m - d )!(J + !ip - d )!d '!(J' + v - d ')!(J' - m - d ')! 

(

<Xl (J + J' - d - d' + r)' 
xexp[ - a(v - m + 1 + !ip)] r~o r! . exp[ - 2a(J' - !ip - d' + r)] 

_ f (J + !ip - d + r)! e - 2ar). 
r = 0 ( - J' + !ip + d' + r)! 

(20) 

Our aim is to expressD 'JJ.m(a) in terms of sums of products of two CG coefficients and an exponential in the boost. In the 2nd 
term above, the d and d ' summations are split, the exponential e - 2ar does not involve the indices d and d ' and we can trivially 
change the order of summations to do the r summation at the end. In the first term, in order to make the exponential free of d 
andd', let us use the summation index rin place ofJ' + v - d' + r. (NotethatJ' + vis an integer.) Then the rsummation is 
over the range J' + v - d ' to 00. On changing orders, the r summation will be form min(J' + v - d ') = max( v + m,O) to 00 • 

Thus we arrive at 

D j}, (a) = aVP*avf?( _ 1)m - v( (2J + 1)(J - v)!(J + m)!(2J' + 1)(J' + v)!(J' - m)! )1/2 
J m J J (J + v)!(J _ m)!(J' _ v)!(J' + m)! 

X (_I)d+d' (2J-d)!(2J'-d')!(-J'-I+!ip+d')! ( (J-v-d+r)! 
d~r d!(J - v - d)!(J + m - d)!(J + !ip - d)!d'!(J' + v - d')!(J' - m - d')! (- J' - v + d' + r)! 

Xexp[ - a( - v - m + 1 - !ip + 2r)] - (J + !ip - d + r)! exp[ - a(v - m + 1 + !ip + 2r)]). 
( - J' + !ip + d' + r)! 

(21) 

where the r summation in the first term is from max (v + m,O) to 00 whereas in the second term it is from 0 to 00. 

In the next section, we shall replace the finite d and d' summations in the above equation by analytically continued CG 
coefficients. However, before proceeding, we wish to remark that none of the two terms above can vanish. This can be seen on 
examining Eq. (16). [Indeed, the two terms in Eq. (21) above, correspond to the two terms in Eq. (16).] Both terms in Eq. (16) 
are singular for a = 0, whereas the matrix element D j}'m(a) is just 8 JJ' for a = O. Furthermore in Eq. (21), when we consider 
a = 0, we see that the resulting r summation in each of the two terms is divergent since J + J' - d - d ';;'0. 

We also note that the first term in Eq. (21) can be formally obtained from the second by replacing rby - v - !ip + r, i.e., 

D j}'m(a) = f F( - v - !ip + r) - f F(r), (22) 
r=max(v+m.O) r=O 

where 

F(r) = avp*aJl?( (2J + 1)(J - v)!(J + m)!(2J' + 1)(J' + v)!(J' - m)! )112 
J (J + v)!(J - m)!(J' - v)!(J' + m)! 

X I(-l)d+d' (2J-d)!(J+!ip-d+r)! 
dd' d !(J - v - d )!(J + m - d )!(J + !ip - d)! 

X (2J' - d )!( - J' - 1 + !ip + d ')! exp [ _ a(v _ m + 1 + ~ip + 2r)]. 
d '!(J' + v - d ')!(J' - m - d ')!( - J' + !ip + d' + r)! l 

(23) 

III. THE BOOST MATRIX ELEMENTS IN TERMS OF THE ANALYTICALLY CONTINUED CLEBSCH
GORDAN COEFFICIENTS 

We shall use the definition 
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x L ( - 1)' (2j, - s)!( - jl + jz + j + s)! 
s S!(jl - m l - s)!( - jl + j - m z + S)!(jl + jz - j - s)! 

(24) 

of the analytically continued CG coefficient of the three-dimensional rotation group for the case wherejz, mz,j, m may be 
complex. Note that in such a case, in Eq. (24), we indeed have a finite summation over s since (jl - m ,) is a nonnegative 
integer. Comparing the d and d ' summations in Eq. (23) with the above definition, and using 

1T 
r(z)r(I-z)=(z-I)!(-z)!= -.-

Slll1TZ 

repeatedly, we arrive at 

D 'jj.m(a) = ( - 1)<1+ J' + 2m)/2(v - !ipt' [(2J + 1)(2J' + 1)] liZ 

x ( f (J, - m; - jl - 1,m,1 - jz - 1,m , - m) (1', - m;jhmt\jZ.m l - m)e - a(2m, - m) 
r = max(v + m,O) 

.' ,. , '."" - a(2m; - m) 
00 ) r~o (J, - m, -it - I,mll -]z - 1,m l - m) (J , - m,it,mll]z,m l - m)e , 

where 

(25) 

(26) 

j,=!v+iip-!, jz= -!v+!ip-!, ml= -jl+r, mi=j,+1+r. (27) 

We shall use the following two symmetry relations of CG coefficients (for the case where the phase is independent of p): 

_ j,+m,( 2j + 1 )1/2 . ." 
- (- 1) 2j, + 1 <)z, - mz,j,m Ilt.m,) 

to recast Eq. (26) in the form' 

D 'lJ'm(a) = ( - I)<J + J' - 1 - 2V)I2( f (11) - m l; - jz,m l - m IJ, - m) 
r = max(v + m.O) 

IV. MATRIX ELEMENT OF THE 0(4) ROTATIONS IN FINITE DIMENSIONAL IRREDUCIBLE 
(UNITARY) REPRESENTATIONS 

(28a) 

(28b) 

(29) 

In the last section, we expressed the matrix elements of the Lorentz group boost matrix elements for hyperbolic rotations 
in terms of the analytically continued CG coefficients. Now we examine how we can obtain the matrix elements of the 
corresponding 0(4) rotation in any irreducible (finite-dimensional) spinor representation. To achieve it, we shall use the 
correspondence'o 

- v + !ip - 1~2j" 

- v + !ip - 1~2jz, 

a~ib, 

(30a) 

(30b) 

(30c) 

and usejl,jz to characterize the irreducible representations under consideration in place of v,p. Note that 2j" 2jz take the values 
0,1,2, .... Using the symmetry relation" 

and the correspondences in Eq. (30) above, the Eq. (29) takes the form 

Dj/'m(b) 

(28c) 

= ( - l)<J +- J' + I - 2V)i2( I, (jt. m ,;j2' - m, + m IJ,m) (1t.m,;jz, - m, + m 1J',m) exp[ - ib(2m, - m)] 
r = max(j, .- h -I m,O) 
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(31) 

In the first term we require 

- j,<,m,<,jh - j2<' - m, + m<,j2, 

which on using Eq. (27) become 

0<,r<,2jh j, - j2 + m<,r<'j, + j2 + m 

and shows that this term in Eq. (31) is essentially what appears as the 0(4) "boost" matrix element in Freedman and Wong. 
Again from Eq. (27), the second term in Eq. (27) required 

- j,<,m;<), + 1 + r<'j, 

which is impossible for any r in the range 0 to 00. Thus the second term does not contribute to the 0(4) boost matrix elements. 
Removing the second term, Eq. (31) takes the form 

Djj"m(a) = ( - 1) - (J + J' + I -2j, + 2j,)12 I Vhm,;j2' - m, + m IJ,m) Vhm,;j2' - m, + m IJ',m) exp[ - it5(2m, - m)] 
m, (32) 

where, for convenience, we have replaced the r summation by a summation over the magnetic quantum number m, which 
takes either integral or half-integral values. 

v. DISCUSSION 
The major result of our paper is contained in Eq. (29) which expresses the boost matrix elements of the homogeneous 

Lorentz group in terms of analytically continued CG coefficients of the rotation group. We have also shown that the 
corresponding result for the 0(4) group could be trivially derived by replacing the variables in this equation by their corre
sponding values. Starting from Smorodinskii and Shepelev's integral representation for the boost matrix elements, '2 Wong 
and Yeh" have tried to arrive at an expression which is essentially the same as ours. However, they concluded, using a 
transformation of J'2' that one of the terms in this expression vanishes except for the case J = J' = v = m = O. We have 
started from an explicit representation of the boost matrix elements as the sum of hypergeometric functions 2F, in the 
argument 1 - e - 2a and examined how the split into the two terms occurs. Following our Eq. (21) we have already remarked 
that the two terms into which the boost matrix elements split are both singular as a-O though the matrix elements are just 
t5 JJ" Thus none of the two terms can vanish. Indeed we have checked for the simple case of D 7&(a) for which we can easily 
cOJllpute the two terms and verified our conclusions that the two terms are indeed non vanishing and singular for a-+O. We 
believe that Wong and Yeh have not drawn a correct conclusion from the relationship 

r(a) J'2(a,b,c;eJ) = r(s)r(e)r(f) J'z(s,e - aJ - a;s + b,s + c), 
r (s + b )r (s + c) 

where 

s = e + f - a - b - c. 

Using their notation, on the left hand, we have a terminating 3F2 and a = (J' - v + 1 - t; hence the left-hand side contains 
poles in t at the positions where a is a nonpositive integer. On the right-hand side, all of s,ej,s + b,s + c,e - aJ - a are 
nonsingular for these values of t which led Wong and Yeh to conclude that the above-mentioned poles have disappeared, 
However, when we examine the quantity J'ls,e - aJ - a;s + b,s + c) on the right-hand side, we note that the difference of 
the parameters in the numerator and the denominator is 

- a = v - (J' - 1 + t, 
which is nonnegative at the position of these poles, i.e., the J'2 on the right-hand side is 00 which is consistent with the presence 
of the poles on the left-hand side. Thus the set of poles do not disappear as is also confirmed by our results. 
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New nonlinear realizations of SL(2, C) 
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(Received 23 August 1978; revised manuscript received 18 January 1979) 

In this paper we present a study of some of the possible realizations of SL(2, C) as a 
transformation group on a complex three-dimensional space S. Several inequivalent 
categories of nonlinear realizations are found. We demonstrate that complex vector 
spaces can be found which transform under certain of these nonlinear realizations and 
for which the Poincare mass and spin operators are diagonal. Within these new 
categories we obtain one spin-O, two spin-l 12, and several spin-l realizations. In 
addition we obtain one new realization for each spin greater than 1. Certain of these 
realizations are unusual in that for both integer and half-odd integer spins the rotational 
period is 41T. For each new realization we derive the invariant metric on the space S 
and obtain a covariant wave equation. The development in this study suggests the 
interesting possibility that different categories of elementary particles could correspond 
to different categories of SL(2, C) realizations. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Physical particles with spin are traditionally associated 

with linear realizations (i.e. , representations) of the Poincare 
group. This group is the semidirect product of the transla
tion group in space-time with the diagonal subgroup of the 
direct product of two copies ofSL(2,C),I one generated by 
the space-time orbital generators i"y and the other by the 
intrinsic spin operators S "y . For linear realizations (generat
ed by S ) one can form the direct product because the par
tial deri:atives (a,,) in l"ycommute with theS"y. This feature 
is not necessarily true for nonlinear realizations. 

The primary goal of this paper is to exhibit several cate
gories of nonlinear realizations of SL(2,C) and to demon
strate that for some of them the realizations have the above 
mentioned desired property that the intrinsic generators 
commute with the space-time partial derivatives. 

These nonlinear realizations are important because 
with them one can diagonalize the Poincare Casimir invar
iants and thereby describe particles with definite mass and 
intrinsic spin. Since these nonlinear realizations differ sub
stantially from the linear ones, they offer some new math
ematical categories for the possible classification of elemen
tary particles. 

In the past work, Hinds2 has studied the 0(3,1 )/0(3) 
coset realizations of the Lorentz group. This coset space can 
be parametrized by three variables which transform nonlin
early under the group. In a later paper Hopkinson and ReyaJ 

made a more extensive study of these coset realizations, COn
structed the invariant metric on the coset space and derived a 
covariant wave equation. 

In a more recent article< on nonlinear relizations involv
ing the direct product of two Lorentz groups, the present 
author has obtained, although indirectly, another category 

of nonlinear infinitesimal realizations of SL(2, C). These re
alizations, which were defined as transformations on a com
plex three-dimensional space S, are not equivalent to the 
above mentioned coset realizations. 

In the present paper we use direct algebraic techniques 
to explore some possible infinitesimal realizations ofSL(2,C) 
on a three-dimensional complex space S. We discuss these 
realizations in terms of the various inequivalent categories 
found. The linear category corresponds to the Lorentz trans
formations on the electromagnetic field via S = B + iE. In 
another category we find, as expected, the above mentioned 
coset realizations. For another category, the realizations 
have the same form as the special de Sitter group realizations 
studied by Melvin,' Takabayasi,6 and later by Philips and 
Wigner.7 In addition to the categories just mentioned, we 
find two categories of the type obtained in the author's re
cent work: In these two categories, as well as for the special 
de Sitter type just mentioned, it is possible to find realiza
tions for which aI's; transforms like the product p.,-S';. 

For these latter realizations we can diagonalize the 
Poincare mass and spin invariants. We obtain one new real
ization with Poincare spin 0, two new realizations with Poin
care spin! and several new realizations with Poincare spin 1. 
In addition, we obtain one new realization for all Poincare 
spin values greater than one. 

In Sec. II we establish the notation and define the group 
generators. These are used in Sec. III where We give exact 
infinitismal realizations of an SU(2) subgroup. In Sec. IV we 
use these SU(2) realizations to exhibit several inequivalent 
categories ofSL(2,C) realizations. In Sec. V we discuss the 
Poincare group invariants for these realizations. Using the 
invariant metric on S we also drive covariant wave equa
tions. For certain of these realizations we show that it is 
possible to have covariant nonlinear wave equations which 
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can have soliton solutions.s- ll We have developed this paper 
such that for each of the SL(2,C) realizations considered, we 
can easily obtain a corresponding realization of 0(4) by sim
ple parameter complexification, as explained in Sec. II. 

II. NOTATION AND GROUP ALGEBRA 

In this section we establish the notation used in this 
paper and describe a convenient basis for the Lie algebra of 
SL(2,C) or 0(4) together with expressions for the Casimir 
invariants. For convenience in manipulation, the Pauli met
ric convention of letting the fourth space-time component 
be imaginary is used (that is, X 4 = iet), together with the con
vention of summing from 1-4 (from 1-3) over repeated 
Greek (Latin) indices. 

We start with a basis I Mil-v} for an arbitrary realization 
of the Lie algebra ofSL(2,C) such that with the above con
vention, the generators Mil-v satisfy the following commuta
tion relations 

[Mll-v,Mpa] = i(81l-~va - 8/1-~vp + 8v~/1-p - 8v~ll-a)' 
(2.1) 

Corresponding to the IMll-v} we define a vector basis IJj,Kj} 
as follows l2 : 

J j = iEij~jk/2, K,. = M 4 ,.. (2.2) 

Here E ijk is the usual total anti symmetric tensor with normal
ization Em = + l. For These generators the commutation 
relations corresponding to (2.1) are given as follows: 

[J"'-0] = - Eij~k' 

[Kj,Kj ] = + Eij~k' 
[Jj,KJ = - Eij~k' 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

To describe the various types of nonlinear realizations 
we find it more convenient to use another basis with operator 
components T,. and Z,. defined as follows 

Tj = (Jj + iK,.)I2, Zj = (Jj - iK,.)I2. (2.6) 

For this basis we have the following commutation relations: 

[T,.,1j] = - EijkTk' 

[Zj,Zj] = - EijkZk' 

[Tj,Zj] =0. 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

This basis corresponds to a direct product decomposition 
which we indicate by T xz. 

We will indicate a general element (g) for a realization 
of the group in the ususal exponential form. 

g = exp(ro-J + v·K) = exp(a·T)exp( p.Z), 

P = ro + iv, a = ro - iv. (2.9) 

The equality of the two forms for gin (2.9) follows from 
using (2.8) in the Baker-Cambell-Hausdorffformula.1l 

With the choice of basis used here, both ro and v are real. If 
we make the substitution v __ iv the realization indicated in 
(2.9) will be a realization ofthe group 0(4), rather than 
SL(2,C).14 Although the emphasis in this paper is on the 
SL(2,C) group it should be clear that for each SL(2,C) direct 
product realization we will also have a realization of 0(4) via 
the above mentioned complexification. We emphasize, how-
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ever, that the nature of the space will generally differ in the 
two cases (see Sec. IV for illustrations). 

A particular realization of this group on a component 
SI of a space S is indicated by g: SI-- S ;(ro,v,S) where ro 
and v are the real group parameters discussed above. With 
this we define the commutation relation, "action," of the 
generators J,. and K,. with a component SI by the expressions 

(2.10) 

The Jacobi identities imposed by the group properties are 
discussed and used in the following sections to help deter
mine the possible forms for the action 
[ T",S/] = ([ J",S/] + i [Kj,SI ] )/2. 

To help characterize the particular realizations studied 
in the following sections we need expressions for the Casimir 
invariants ofSL(2,C). These are defined here as follows 

FI = M/1-vM/1-/4 = (K·K - J·J)/2 = - [Z·Z + T·T], 

F2 = MIl-NIl-/4 = iJ·K = - [Z·Z - T·T], (2.11) 

where Mil-v = EIl-vapMap/2 is the usual dual of Mil-v' We also 
have the alternate set of Casimir invariants, 

CI = (FI + F2)/2 = - Z·Z, C2 = (FI - F2)/2 = - T·T. 
(2.12) 

For a given component SI of a space S the eigenvalue equa
tions for these Casimir invariants are given by 

CISI - [Zj, [Z,.,SIl] = Njl + 1 )Sb 

C2S1 _ - [T,., [ T",S/]] = Nj2 + 1 )SI' 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

For linear realizations (representations)jl andj2 may be 
complex but for finite-dimensional non unitary representa
tionsjl andj2 together are integer or half-odd integer. In the 
following sections we will consider some particular finite 
dimensional nonlinear realizations for which the above Casi
mir eigenvalue equations are satisfied withjl andj2 both tak
ing on either integer or half-odd integer values. We will also 
obtain some nonlinear realizations for whichjl andj2 are not 
restricted to discrete values. 

III. REALIZATIONS OF THE LIE ALGEBRA OF T 

In this section we discuss the possible realizations of the 
Lie algebra for the subgroup T, generated by the operators 
Tj ( J j + iK,.)I2, on a complex three-dimensional space S. 
We include both linear and nonlinear transformations and 
explore the different types of realizations on S consistent 
with the commutation relations (2.7) for the Lie algebra of T. 
The extension of these realizations to the full lie algebra of 
SL(2,C) is made in Sec. IV, to which we relegate most of our 
comparisons with previous work. 

Weare interested here in the commutation relations, 
"action," of the generators IT,. } with the components ofS. 
For this action we first write down the following form 

[Tj, Sj] = F8ij + hSj Sj + GEij~k' (3.1) 

The functions F, hand G, are to be determined. In this ex
pression and throughout this paper the subscript on the com-
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ponent Si is the same Cartesian index appearing on the gen
erator Ti or Zi' With this restriction, (3.1) is the most 
general form one can write consistent with the indices, as
suming of course that F, hand G are arbitrary functions of 
the components Si . In this paper we study only those realiza
tions for which F, hand G depend upon S only through the 
function S2 = SiSi' With the possible nonlinearity, as ex
pressed by (3.1), the inner product S 2 will not in general be an 
SL(2,C) invariant. Using (3.1) we obtain the relation 

[Ti,S2] =2[F+hS 2]Si' (3.2) 

from which it follows that S 2 will be invariant only if the 
quantity F + hS 2 is identically zero. ThefunctionsF, h andG 
in (3.1) cannot be arbitrary since (3.1) must be consistent 
with the commutation relations of the Lie algebra. To find 
the allowed values of F, hand G, or restrictions on them, we 
first impose the following Jacobi identity. 

[Ti' [Tj,Sd ] - [Tj, [Ti,Sk 11 = [[ Ti,Tj] ,Sd· (3.3) 

Ifwe substitute (3.1) into (3.3) and carry through the algebra 
we obtain the following equation, 

[2F'(F + hS2) - hF - G 2 - G ](Si c5jk - SPik) 

+ [(2G + l)h - 2G'(F + hS 2)]Eij/S/Sk 

+ [(2G+ I)F+2G'(F+hS 2)S2]Eijk=O (3.4) 

Here, the prime denotes differentiation with respect toS 2. To 
rearrange terms in the derivation of(3.4) we used the follow
ing identity: 

S2Eijk = Eij/S/Sk + Ejk/S/Si+ Eki/S/Sj' (3.5) 

For (3.4) to hold, the coefficients of each of the three indexed 
expressions must separately be zero, yielding the following 
equations: 

2F '(F + hS 2) - hF - G 2 - G = 0, 

(2G + l)h - 2G'(F + hS2) = 0, 

(2G+ 1)F+ 2G'(F+hS2)S2 =0. 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

From these equations it is easy to show that G can have only 
a constant value of either 0, -!, or - 1. If G has either the 
value of ° or - 1 both F and h must be zero. 

As we show below there is an infinite number of possi
ble solutions of(3.6)-(3.8). In earlier work on nonlinear real
izations,'·[5 those solutions which could be obtained one 
from the other by a one-to-one coordinate redefinition of the 
form 

(3.9) 

were called equivalent. Letting F, 11 and if be solutions of 
(3.6)-(3.8) in the ( ~) coordinate system, equivalence via 
(3.9) means that rp must satisfy the following conditions 

F = rpF, h = rp -2[2rp '(F + hS 2) + rph], if = G. (3.10) 

With(3.9)wehaveS2 = rp 2(S)S 2 so that ifS 2 is invariant 
then S2 will likewise be invariant. We may therefore catagor
ize the different solutions into two groups, one for whichS 2 is 
invariant and another for which S2 is not invariant. 

We emphasize here that although a function rp (S 2) may 
be found which satisfies (3.10) for two different solutions of 
(3.6)-(3.8), the corresponding spaces Sand S may not be 
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equivalent via (3.9) with respect to other properties ofphys
ical interest. In particular, since S 2 is, in general, not an in
variant, the tranformation (3.9) could connect realizations 
with different values of the Casimir invariants. Since the Ca
simir invariants are of physical interest we shall in this paper 
call equivalent only those realizations which can be obtained 
one from the other via (3.9) and for which the values of the 
Casimir invariants are the same. For the subgroup Twe have 
the Casimir invariant C2 defined in (2.14). In terms of the 
functions F, h, and G, C2 acting on Sj takes on the following 
form, 

(3.11) 

With the above definition of equivalence the space Sand S 
are equivalent provided a rp can be found which satisfies 
(3.10) and the condition Ez = C2 where Ez has the form of 
(3.11) in the - coordinate system. For the present work we 
are interested in those realizations for which C2 has a definite 
eigenvalue [ + j2(j2 + 1)]. 

Together with each realization discussed below we give 
the corresponding invariant quadratic metric form from 
which covariant field equations can be obtained. To con
struct an invariant metric, we first assume the following 
form 

(3.12) 

and look at the conditions on gij imposed by invariance of 
dTf2 under the general transformation (3.1). This metric form 
is invariant if the metric tensors satisfy the following 
equations: 

{ [ Ti,gjk] + 2gj / ~ [Ti'S/ ]} dS ~Sj = 0. 
aSk 

(3.13) 

Since gij is symmetric we assume the following form for it. 

gij = A (S 2)c5ij + B (S 2)Si Sp (3.14) 

where the functions A and B are to be determined. Use of 
(3.14) in (3.13) with a bit of algebra leads directly to the 
following condition, 

[A (2F' + h) + B (F + hS 2) ]dS,(S~Sk) 

+ [(A + BS2)2h' + 2B(F' + h) + B '(F + hS 2)]Si 

X (SpSl + [A '(F + hS 2) + Ah ]SpSpSj = 0. (3.15) 

Here as before the prime indicates differentiation with re
spect to S 2. Equation (3.15) holds true provided the coeffi
cient of each indexed expression vanishes. This condition of 
in variance imposes the following equations: 

A (2F' + h ) + B (F + hS 2) = 0, 

A '(F+ hS2) +Ah = 0. 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

These two equations together with (3.6)-(3.8) can be used to 
show that the coefficient of the middle term in (3.15) auto
matically vanishes. We also note here that both (3.16) and 
(3.17) are invariant under the simultaneous transformation 
F ---+ - Fand h ---+ - h. Because of this fact, the above met
ric form will also be invariant under the extension of the 
group to the full SL(2,C) or 0(4), which we discuss in the 
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following section. 

Equations (3.16) and (3.17) will differ for each type of 
realization. For this reason we give the specific solutions and 
metric form as we disc.uss each separate realization below. 

We now consider some solutions in detail, discussing 
first those solutions for which S 2 is invariant. From (3.2) we 
see that S 2 is invariant provided the expression (F + hS 2) is 
identically zero. There are three solutions of(3.6)-(3.8) con
sistent with this condition. The first is the trivial null solu
tion with F = h = G = O. A second solutions is F = h = 0 
and G = - 1. This solution is the only linear realization 
found. For F + hS 2 = 0 we also have the solution 
G = - 1/2, F = ± is /2 and h = 1= i/2S. Here, S is one of 
the roots of (S 2)112. For later reference we label and discuss 
below these three cases. We give for each the Casimir invar
iant C2• 

TA: Null case, [Tj,Sj] = 0, C2 = O. (3.18) 

The metric is arbitrary in this case. 

TB: [T;,Sj] = - Eij"sk' C, = 2. (3.19) 

Again for this case there are no restrictions on the metric. 

TC: [T;,Sj] = [±iS8ij1=iS;S/S-Eij"sd/2. (3.20) 

For this case we have C2 = 0 and the invariant metric is given 
as follows. 

- drt = B (S2) (Sp sy. (3.21) 

Here B can be any function of the invariant S 2. For this case 
Eq. (3.17) requires A = 0, which is as should be, sincedSpS; 
is not invariant under the action expressed in (3.20). With 
C, = )l}, + 1) the quantum number}, for the realizations 
TA, TB, and TC takes the values 0, 1, and 0 respectively. 

We next consider those realizations for which S' is not 
invariant. From (3.7) and (3.8) we have G = -! as the only 
possible value if F + hS 2 is not zero. Using G = - 4 in (3.6) 
we obtain the expression 

(2F'F + 1/4) + h (2F'S' - F) = o. (3.22) 

There are two separate categories of solutions of this equa
tion corresponding to whether or not the expression in the 
second parenthesis is zero. We first consider the category for 
which this quantity is zero, that is, 2F'S' - F = O. With this 
condition we find the solutions F = ± is /2 and h can be any 
arbitrary function of S '. With this form for F, the Casimir 
invariant C2 in (3.11) will have a definite eigenvalue only if 
the function h has the form 1= ib /2S where b is a constant 
which we shall relate below to the value of the Casimir invar
iantNi, + 1). With h restricted in this way we have the 
following solutions for this category: 

F = ± is /2, h = =F ib /2S. (3.23) 

The special solutions for b = 1 have already been included in 
the TC realization discussed above. 

Ifwe substitute Fand h given in (3.23) into (3.11) for C, 
we obtain the following relation 

b = 2 ± [1 + 4Jli, + 1)]112 = 2 ± (2}2 + 1). (3.24) 

The signs in this expression, which arise in solving a quadrat
ic equation for b, are uncorrelated with the signs in (3.23). 
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From (3.24) it is clear that for any value of}, we have a 
nonlinear infinitesimal realization of the subgroups T with 
the following explicit action which we label by TD, 

TD: [Tj,Sj] =! ±iS8ij1=ibSjS/S-Eij"sd/2. (3.25) 

We may rewrite this expression in the following form, 

[Tj,SjJ =! ±iS8ij1=iS;S/S-Eij"sd/2 

+ ! =F 1 ± [1 + 4J2(j, + 1)] 112) iSj S/2S. 

(3.26) 

The first term in brackets is identical to the action for the 
above mentioned TC class under which S 2 is invariant. It is 
the last term in (3.26), the magnitude of which is determined 
by the Casimir invariant C" that leads to the noninvariance 
of S '. The reader should notice here that the numberj, above 
is not restricted to discrete values. 

For this realization we obtain from (3.16) and (3.17) the 
following solutions for A and B, 

A = ..iS 2a, B = _ ..iS 2a - 2 = _ AS-'. 

Here, ..i is an arbitrary constant and a is given by 

a = b (1 - b tI, 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

where b is given in (3.24). The invariant metric for this real
ization has the following form, 

- dr/ = ..is 2a [dSj dSj - S -2(Sj dSY J. (3.29) 

This metric is not valid for b = 1 which corresponds to the 
TC case previously discussed. 

We next consider the second category of solutions of 
(3.22) mentioned above. For this category we have 
2F'S 2 - F=FO so that the function h is given by the 
expression 

h = (2F'F + 1/4)/(2F'S' - F). (3.30) 

For any function Fsubjectto the condition 2F' S 2 - F=FO the 
function h can be computed from (3.30). We consider here 
the following solution of (3.30) 

F= ± (D2 -S2)II'/2, D=FO, h = O. (3.31) 

This solution is such that 2F 'F + 1/4 = Obut2F'S' - F=FO. 
Here, D is a group invariant, that is [Tj ,D] = O. For this 
realization which we label by TE we have the following 
action, 

(3.32) 

Using (3.31) in (3.11) we obtain C, = 3/4, corresponding to 
i2 = 4· The presence of the nonzero arbitrary invariant D, 
which distinguishes this realization from the previous ones, 
represents, in essence, two additional degrees of freedom 
(since D may be complex). 

For the class of solutions given by (3.30) the functions A 
and B which solve (3.16) and (3.17) are given by 

A = (p2 + S2/4tl, 

B = - (p2 + S'/4tl(2F' + h )(F + hS'tl. (3.33) 

With these solutions we have the following invariant metric 
form, 
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- d1J2 = (F2 + S2/4tl[Dij + (2F' + h )(F + hS2t1S;Sj] 

dS; dSj' (3.34) 

This particular form has been obtained in previous work1s in 
which the nonlinear action corresponded to the present TE 
case, or an equivalent form thereof. The solutions for A and 
Bin (3.33) are not valid for the cases TC and TD. In the TD 
realization we haveF2 + S'/4 = ° and in the TCrealization 
we have F + hS 2 = 0. The solution (3.33) is singular for 
these cases. 

The realization (3.31) can be linearized by embedding 
in a space with one more dimension. This can easily be seen 
from (3.31) if we set S. = (D 2 - S2)112. Using this and the 
action on S. which follows from (3.2) we have the following 
equations: 

[T;,Sj] = I ± S.Dij - Eij,flk 1/2, 

[ T;,S.] = 'f'S/2. 

(3.35) 

(3.36) 

These equations represent linear transformations in the 
space (S,S.) which have D 2 = S 2 + S ~ invariant. 

IV. EXTENSIONS TO TX Z 
Here we extend the infinitesimal realizations developed 

in the previous section to the Lie algebra ofSL(2,C) or 0(4) 
decomposed as the direct product T xz. For the action of 
the generators Z; on S we write down the general form: 

(4.1) 

Since the generators I Zi I satisfy the same commutation re
lations as the generators I Ti I the Jacobi identity corre
sponding to (2.7) leads to conditions identical to (3.6)-(3.8) 
for F, h, and G. For reference we label the solutions for F, h, 
and G corresponding to the classes TA, TB-TE discussed in 
the previous section by ZA, ZB,-ZC, respectively. 

In order for the realizations of T and Z on S to be real
izations of the algebra of T X Z, the following Jacobi identity 

[Ti' [Zj,Sd ] - [Zp [T;,Sd] = ° (4.2) 

corresponding to (2.8) must also be satisfied. The use of(3.1) 
and (4.1) in (4.2) leads, after a little algebra, to the following 
equation, 

[2F'(F + hS') - hF - GG ] Dj,flj + (hF - hF)DySk 

- [2F'( F + hS') - hF - GG ]DkPj 

+ (hG+hG)Eij,S,Sk + [2h'(F+hS') 

- 2h'( F + hS2)]SjSk Si + (GF + GF)Eijk = 0. (4.3) 

In the derivation of this expression we used the fact that G 
and G must both be constant. 

For (4.3) to hold the coefficients of each of the six in
dexed expressions must be identically zero. With (3.6) to 
(3.8), the resulting six equations can be satisfied in two ways. 
The first is with any realization TA-TEwith the null realiza
tion ZA, or any realization ZA-ZE with the null realization 
T A. The second way is with G = G = - ~ together with 
F = - Fand h = - h. As we mentioned earlier, Eqs. (3.16) 
and (3.17) are invariant under the simultaneous transforma
tion F ~ - Fand h ~ - h. Because of this property the 
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invariant metrics discussed in the previous sections will also 
be invariant under the action of Z. 

We now consider the various realizations of the Lie al
gebra of T X Z on S. For each we give the pair of quantum 
numbers (jl,j2)' We first discuss the linear case and the TE 
case which can be linearized in four dimensions. 

TB XZA: Linear realization: 

[T;,Sj] = - Eij,flk' [Zi,Sj] = 0, 

(j"j2) = (0,1). 

Suppose the complex conjugate of S transforms like 
TA xZB, that is, 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

[Ti,S;] = 0, [Z;,S;] = - EijkS~, (4.6) 

(j"j,) = (l,Q). (4.7) 

The combined space (S,S*) transforms as a (0,1) + (1,0) re
presentation. If we write S = B + iE and identify Band E 
with the magnetic and electric fields, then (4.4) and (4.6) 
together generate the usual Lorentz transformation on these 
fields. 

TE XZE: 4-vector realization: 

From (3.35) and (3.36) with S. = (D 2 - S ')112 we have 
the following action: 

[Ti,Sj] = I ±S.Dij-Eij,flkl/2, (4.8) 

[ Ti,S.] = 'f' S/2, 

[Zi,Sj] = I'f' S.Dij-Eij,fld/2, 

[ Z"S.] = ± S/2, 

(j"j,) = (1/2,1/2). 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

(4.11 ) 

(4.12) 

The nature of this realization becomes more apparent if we 
use the alternate basis I J,KI the components of which are 
given by the following inverse of (2.6): 

(4.13) 

In terms of these generators the above action has the follow
ing form: 

[Ji,S)] = -Eij,flk' [Ji,S.] =0, (4.14) 

[ Ki,S)] = 'f' is.D ij' [Ki,S.] = ± iSi' (4.15) 

From these expressions it is clear that this case represents the 
usual linear transformation of the Lorentz group [or 0(4)] 
on four dimensions. The realizations for the two solutions 
indicated by the two signs can be obtained one from the other 
by changing the sign on the group parameters. The reader 
should recall that we are dealing with the Lorentz group if 
the parameter v in (2.9) is real and the 0(4) group if v is pure 
imaginary. The invariant metric for this case has the follow
ing form: 

- d1J' = 4 [dSj dSi + (Sj dSY/(D' - S')]/D '. (4.16) 

For the metric in (4.16) the function D is not required to be a 
constant. 

Several realizations that are equivalent via (3.9) to this 
4-vector realization have appeared in the literature. These 
include the 0(3,1 )/0(3) coset realizations of the Lorentz 
group studied by Hind2 and later by Hopkinson and Reya l as 
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well as the nonlinear realizations of the chirality group 
SU(2)XSU(2) on the pion field studied by WeinbergY The 
specific transformations between the 0(3, 1)/0(3) coset real
izations and the transformation TE X ZE given here can be 
found in the recent work by the present author.' 

TE X ZA: This case is much like the electromagnetic 
realization considered above in the sense that the Z action is 
null. We have the following action: 

[Ti,Sj] = I ± S.8ij - Eij~k j/2, 

[Ti,S.] = =F S/2, [Zi,Sj] =0, 

(4.17) 

(4.18) 

whereS. = (D 2 _ S2)'12 isoneoftherootsof(D 2 _ S 2)'12. For 
the angular momentum and boost generators we have the 
following equations: 

[Ji,Sj] = I ±S48ij-€ij~d/2, (4.19) 

[Ki,sj] =( -l)[J"Sj]' (4.20) 

We have (j,J2) = (0,1/2) and the invariant metric is given by 
(4.16). We also have the following eigenvalue equation: 

- [Ji,[Ji,Sj]] = (3/4)S/ (4.21) 

Equations (4.21) suggests that we are dealing with a 
type of spin 1/2 field. Weare not dealing with a Dirac 4-
spinor, however. This can be seen from considering Eq. 
(4.20). For a Dirac spin or we have the following relations: 

M!'v = - i[y!"yv] 14, y!'yy + YvY!' = 28!'y' (4.22) 

This particular definition of M!'v satisfies the commutation 
relations (2.1). From this and (2.2) we have 

Ji = ! EijkYjYk' Ki = ( -l)!y.y,. (4.23) 

Using (4.20) with J, and Ki defined by (4.22) we arrive at 
~ = - 1 which is inconsistent with (4.22) in which 

~= + 1. 

Another interesting point about this realization is that 
we do not have a diagonal angular momentum projection 
operator. Ifone hadS. = ilSI, then from (4.18) it is clear that 
we could diagonalize J" but this condition is not possible 
since we have D 2 S ~ + S 2*0 for this realilzation. 

We may directly integrate, using (4.19), to obtain the 
following finite transformation for real cu, (for generator J,): 

(4.24) 

S ~ = S2COSO, - S,sinO" S 3 = S,cosO, + S2sinO,. (4.25) 

Since we have 0, = cuJ2 the period of rotation is 41T. Unlike 
the 4-vector realizations just discussed, the realizations cor
responding to the two signs cannot be obtained from each 
other by changing the sign on the group parameters because 
the two signs do not occur in all parts of the generator (4.19). 
A space S either transforms under one sign or the other. For 
the real boost parameter v, we can directly integrate, using 
(4.20), to obtain the following finite transformation generat
ed by K,: 

S; = S,cosht,6, =FiS.sinht,6" S~ = S.cosht,6, ± S,sinht,6" 
(4.26) 

S 2 = Szcosht,6, + is,sinht,6,, S ~ = S3cosht,6, - iS2sinht,6,. 
(4.27) 
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where 

t,6,=vJ2. 

The invariant Lagrangian for this case is given by 

!? = [a!,sp!,~ + (SiJ!,S;)I(D2 - S2)]ID2. (4.28) 

Ifwe have two spaces, say A!, and S!" which transform un
der this realization, then the quantity A!,S!, is invariant. We 
again emphasize that this realization is not the usual Dirac 
realization for spinors. 

TC XZC: S2 is invariant: 

[Ti,Sj] = [ ± iS8ij=FiSi S/S - Eij~d/2, 

[Zi,Sj] = [=F iS8ij± iSiS/S-Eij~k]/2, 

(j"j2) = (0,0). 

(4.29) 

(4.30) 

(4.31) 

For the angular momentum and boost generators we have 
the action 

[Ji,Sj] = - Eij~k' 

[Ki'~] = ±S8ij=F SIS/So 

(4.32) 

(4.33) 

The angular momentum action generates the usual linear 
vector rotation. For the boost generators, a direct integra
tion using (4.33) gives the following finite transformation for 
the real parameter v,: 

S; = (S,coshv, ± Ssinhv,)IQ, S i = S2IQ, 

Q = (Scoshv, ± S,sinhv,)/S, S 3 = S,IQ. 

(4.34) 

(4.35) 

We have here a nonlinear realization which leaves S 2 invar
iant. It is obvious from (4.29) that this realization is not de
finedforS 2 = 0. Suppose we write S = R + iI where R and I 
represent the real and imaginary components. We have two 
invariants R 2 - 12 and R·1. One or the other but not both of 
these invariants could be zero for this realization. 

Equation (4.32) suggests that we are dealing with a vec
tor type field in this case. In contrast to the previous realiza
tion we can diagonalize an angular momentum projection 
operator, [J"S,] = 0. 

This particular type of nonlinear realization has been 
studied previously in conjunction with extensions of the 
space-time Lorentz group to the de Sitter group. An excel
lent treatment and review can be found in the work by Phil
ips and Wigner. 7 Following this earlier work one can extend 
the above Ki generators by adding a term offormAS;lS, that 
IS, 

K,{TC XZC) -+K,{TC XZC) + AS/S, (4.36) 

where A is a constant which can be related to j2(j2 + 1) by 
evaluating (3.11). Under the action of these extended gener
ators, S 2 is still invariant because the added nonditferential 
term commutes with S2. 

TC X ZA: S 2 is invariant: 

[Ji,Sj] = [ ± iS8ij=F iSi~/S - €ij"SkI2], 

[Ki,Sj] = (-l)[Ji,Sj]' 

(j"j2) = (0,1/2). 

For this realization we have the invariant eigenvalue 
equation 
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- [fi' [fi'S,·] ] = o. (4.40) 

This equation suggests that we are dealing with a special type 
of scalar field for which the group action is not the usual 
scalar field null action. Even though we have the nonlinear 
form in (4.37) we can find a "point" in the space S for which 
f) is diagonal. Equation (4.37) with S, = S2 = 0 gives 
[f),S)] = O. 

The finite transformation generated by fl) with real WI) 

is obtained by integration using (4.37): 

S; = (S,cos8, ± iSsin8,)/Q, (4.41) 

S; = (S2cos8, - SJsin8,)/Q, 

S; = (S) cosO, + S2sin8,)IQ, 

Q = (ScosO, ± is,sin8,)IS. 

(4.42) 

(4.43) 

(4.44) 

Here we have 8, = wJ2. In a like manner the finite transfor
mations generated by K, with real parameter v, are obtained: 

S; = (S,coshl,P, ± SsinhI,P,)/Q, 

S; = (S2coshl,P, + iSJsinhI,P,)IQ, 

S J = (S)coshl,P, - iS2sinhI,P,)lQ, 

Q = (S coshl,P, ± S,sinhI,P,)/S. 

(4.45) 

(4.46) 

(4.47) 

(4.48) 

Here we have used I,P, = v,/2. 

TD X ZD: Arbitrary j, = j,: 

[Ti,Sj] = ! ± iSoij=f'ibSiS/S - Eij~d/2 

[Zi,Sj] = ! =f'iSOij ± ibSiS/S - Eij~k )/2, 

[fi,Sj] = - Eij~k' 

[Ki,Sj] = ±Soij=f'bSiS/S. 

(4.49) 

(4.50) 

(4.51) 

(4.52) 

The relation between the constant band}, = j2 is given in Eq. 
(3.24). The angular momentum subgroup has the usual lin
ear form. For real parameter v, we can integrate, using (4.52) 
to obtain the following finite transformation: 

S; = (S,coshv, ± Ssinhv,)/Q, (4.53) 

S~ = S2/Q, S J = SJ/Q, (4.54) 

Q = (coshv, ± (S,IS) sinhv,) b. 

b=2± [1 + 4N}2 + 1)]'12. 

(4.55) 

(4.56) 

The generator Ki for the action in (4.52) can be written 
as the corresponding generator for the TC X ZC realization 
plus an added differential term, 

S a 
K,(TD XZD) = Ki(TC XZC)=f'i(b - 1) 2; SI as/' (4.57) 

In contrast to the extended TC X ZC boost generators indi
cated in (4.36) this operator does not commute with S2. 

We remind the reader that although the TD XZD real
ization does reduce to the TC X ZC case for j2 = 0 with the 
negative sign in b, we have treated the latter case separately 
because we wish to associate with each class of realizations 
an invariant Lagrangian form. The metric (3.29) is not valid 
for the TC X ZC realization, for which F + hS 2 = 0 so that 
we cannot use this metric to construct an invariant Lagran
gian for the TC XZC case. 
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TD XZA:(jl)j2) = (0,j2): 

[fi,Sj] = {±iSOij=FibSiSIS-Eij~kI/2, 

[Ki,Sj] = ( - 1)[ fi,Sj]' 

(4.58) 

(4.59) 

For this case we have the following invariant eigenvalue 
equation: 

(4.60) 

We can integrate, using (4.58) to obtain the following finite 
transformations for real parameter WI: 

S; = (Slcos81 ± iSsin8,)IQ, 

S; = (S2cos81 - SJsin8YQ, 

S J = (S3 cos8, + S2sin8,)lQ, 

Q = (cosel ± i(SJS)sin81) h. 

(4.61) 

(4.62) 

(4.63) 

(4.64) 

Here, 81 = wJ2 and b is given by (4.56). For the real param
eter v, we have, using (4.59), the following finite 
transformations: 

S; = (Slcoshl,P, ± SsinhI,P,)IQ, 

S; = (S2coshl,Pl + is)sinhI,PI)IQ, 

S; = (SJcoshl,Pl - iS2sinhI,P,)lQ, 

Q = (coshl,Pl ± (S,IS)sinhI,Pl) b .. 

(4.65) 

(4.66) 

(4.67) 

(4.68) 

For the case wherej2 = 1/2 and the negative sign in b 
this realization becomes linear. We can in this case diagona
lize a projection operator, say f), at the point S2 = S, = 0, 

i[fJ,Sd = =F!SJ' (4.69) 

Because of (4.59), this case, like the TE XZA case, does not 
correspond to a Dirac spinor. One important characteristic 
of this realization is that for the angular momentum sub
group the period for w, is 417 for all nonzero spin values. This 
feature clearly distinguishes this class of realizations from 
the above mentioned TD X ZD realizations, and from the 
usual integer spin representations. 

For the TD X TD and TD X ZA realizations the invar
iant metric is given by (3.29). From this invariant form we 
can construct the following invariant Lagrangian density: 

(4.70) 

Here, a is given by (3.28). For the special spinor case men
tioned above withj2 = ! we have a = O. We remind the read
er that this Lagrangian form is not invariant for the case 
wherej2 = O. 

Before leaving this section we point out that with the 
particular basis used here for the Lie algebra we can easily 
obtain from each ofthe above realizations ofSL(2,C) a real
ization of 0(4) by the substution v_ iv. Although the na
ture of the space will generally change, the above forms for 
the invariant metrics, or Lagrangian densities, are still valid. 

V. WAVE EQUATIONS, MASS AND SPIN 

In this section we discuss covariant wave equations for 
the new realizations presented in the preceeding sections 
with the particular aim of demonstrating that complex vec
tor spaces can be found which transform under certain of 
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these nonlinear realizations and for which the mass and spin 
operators are diagonal. 

Traditionally, physical particles with spin have been as
sociated with spaces which transform linearly (i.e, represen
tations) under the group SL(2,C). The homogeneous group 
of interest is the diagonal subgroup of the direct product of 
two copies ofSL(2,C), one generated by the space-time or
bital generators lpy and the other by the intrinsic spin gener
ators SPy' The generators for this diagonal subgroup are giv
en by 

Mpy=lpy+SpY' lpy= -i(xpJy-xilp) (5.1) 

and satisfy the commutation relations (2.1). The group of 
interest here is the Poincare group which is the semidirect 
product of the above diagonal Lorentz subgroup with the 
space-time translation group. The generators Pp for the lat
ter group are defined by 

Pp = - iJw (5.2) 

In addition to (2.1) the Lie algebra for this group has the 
following commutation relations. 

[Mpy'Pp] = i[ Dpp P y - Dyp Pp ]' (5.3) 

[PwPp ] = O. (5.4) 

In the linear realizations the physical mass and spin of parti
cles are identified with the Casimir invariants of this group, 
that is 

[Pp' [PWSj )) = - M 2Sp 

[Ww [ Wp' Sj]] = M2j(j + l)Sp 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

where Wp is a component of the Pauli-Lubanski 4-vector 
given by 

Wp = - Epva~vcf> /2. (5.7) 

With (5.1) one can satisfy the commutation relations (2.1) 
and (5.3) because the intrinsic spin generators Spy commute 
with the partial derivatives appearing in lpy and Pp . 

We are concerned here with the interesting question, 
"Are there complex vector spaces transforming nonlinearly 
under SL(2,C) for which the generators also commute with 
the operators lpv and Pp?" The intrinsic generators Tj acting 
on S will commute with lpv and Pp if the following equation 
is satisfied. 

(5.8) 

To demonstrate that (5.8) can be satisfied for some ofthe 
nonlinear realizations considered in Sec. IV. we consider 
spaces which can be factored in the following way: 

Sj = A/P, (5.9) 

whereJ~j = 0 and lJIis a Lorentz scalar. Using (5.9) in (5.8) 
with (3.1) we arrive at the following equation for lJI=I=O: 

[2F'S2Dij + 2(h 'S2 + h )Sj~ + GEij,fik] lJI- IJplJl 

= [FDij + hSjSj + GEij,fik] lJI-IJplJl. (5.10) 

In deriving this expression we have assumed that the space
time dependence of F and h arise only through the space
time dependence of S 2. Comparing the two sides of(5.1O) we 
must conclude that either F = h = 0, corresponding to ei-
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ther the null or linear realization, or that these functions 
satisfy the following conditions: 

2F'S2 = F, 2(h 'S2 + h) = h. (5.11) 

Equations (3.22) and (5.11) can both be satisfied with 
F = ± is /2 and h = =F ib /2Swhich, if the readerrecalls, are 
just the solutions for the TD X ZD and TD X ZA realizations; 
as well as the TC XZC and TC XZA realizations when 
b = 1. The equation corresponding to (5.8) for the generator 
Zj leads to the same conditions given in (5.11) so that we 
need not consider it separately. With Eq. (5.11) the trans
formed space S' will also have a factored form: 

S;=A;lJI. (5.12) 

With (5.9) the Jacobi identity 

[P", [P Y'Sj)) - [P 1" [PWSj ]] = 0 (5.13) 

corresponding to (5.4) is satisfied. The commutation rela
tions for the Lie algebra of the Poincare group are satisfied so 
that we may choose to diagonalize the mass and spin invar
iants as in (5.5) and (5.6). With (5.9) and (5.5) the function lJI 
will satisfy the Klein-Gordon equation 

GlJI=M 2 lJ1. (5.14) 

With (5.9) we have a complex vector space S with each com
ponent having the same space-time dependence which may 
be a solution of(5.14). 

We next consider some extremum equations obtained 
from invariant Lagrangian densities for the above realiza
tions and show that with (5.9) these equations are consistent 
with the Klein-Gordon equation. For the TC XZC and 
TC XZA realizations S2 is invariant. Using the invariant 
metric given by (3.21) we can construct an invariant differ
ential form (SppSj) (Sp~). We may choose several combi
nations for the invariant Lagrangian density. Consider for 
example the following choice: 

2" = S - 2(SppS,) (SppS) + M2R (S2), (5.15) 

where R is some function of S2, and M2 is a constant. The 
Euler-Lagrange equations for this 5f' reduce to the follow
ing form: 

With the special choice of R = S2 and using (5.9), Eq. (5.16) 
reduces to the Klein-Gordon equation (5.14) for lJI. We can 
thus choose an invariant Lagrangian for the TC XZC and 
TC X ZA realizations for which the extremum equations re
duce to the Klein-Gordon equation for a space which satis
fies (5.9). With different choices for the function R in (5.15), 
one can obtain a number of interesting equations for lJI. For 
instance, with the choice R = - 2COS(S2)112 and 
A 2 = AiAj = 1, Eq. (5.15) reduces to the covariant sine
Gordon equation, 

D 2lJ1 = sin lJI. 

The point of interest here is that with the TC X ZC and 
TC X ZA realizations it is possible also to have an invariant 
wave equation that admits soliton solutions, 8-11 at least in 
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two dimensions. 

For the TD XZDand TD XZA realizationsS 2isnotan 
invariant so that for these realizations we do not have as 
much freedom in choosing the invariant Lagrangian as in the 
previous cases. The extremum equations for the invariant 
differential expression in (4.70) simplify to the following 
form: 

[02S; - S -2S,{SI02SI)] + 2aS - 2(Sla/§I) 

. [ailS; - S - 2(SPIL SI)S,] = o. (S.17) 

For the factored space indicated in (S.9) the expressions in 
both brackets in (S.17) are each identically zero. This simply 
means that the factoring of the space as in (S. 9) is sufficient 
to solve (5.17). With (S.9) then, the extremum equations im
pose no additional conditions on the space so that we can 
choose 1/1 to be a solution of the Klein-Gordon equation. 

In the above we have demonstrated that for certain of 
these nonlinear realizations we can find at least some com
plex vector spaces for which the mass and spin operators are 
diagonal. With (5.9) and (5.14) these particular spaces are 
somewhat analogous to a classical electromagnetic field pic
ture of the photon in which each component of the field has 
the same space-time propagation, (e.g, plane waves). 

To demonstate the possible intrinsic spin features for 
these spaces we consider (S.9) and plane wave solutions 
1/1 = exp(iXil Pil ). For nonzero mass the spin invariant (S.6) 
in the rest frame p = 0 is proportional to the Casimir invar
iant for the angular momentum subgroup, that is 

[Wil,[ Wil,Sk]) = - M 2 [J;,[J;,sd] 

= M2j(j + I)Sk' (S.18) 

For both the TC XZC and TD XZD realizations we have 
j = 1 as the only possible value. Sincejl = j2 is not fixed, we 
have in the TD X ZD case an unlimited number of realiza
tions which have the same physical (Poincare) spinj = 1 and 
rotational period of21T. In the TD realization all of the solu
tions for differentj2 are equivalent under the change of 
variables 

(S.19) 

where band odepend onj2 and); as in (3.24). For the 
TD X ZD realizations the physical spin (j = 1) will not dis
tinguish between these realizations. However, because of the 
nonlinearity in (S.19) the masses will differ. To see this con
sider (5.9) and plane wave solutions for 1/1. With (S.19) we 
arrive at the following relationship between the masses. 

- (1 - b) 
M= M. 

(1 - b) 
(S.20) 

In this TD X ZD realization we can have many vector 
(j = 1) solutions but each with a different mass. 

For the TC XZA realization we havej = 0 as the only 
possibility. The rotational period for this case is 41T. This is 
most interesting! We have in this case a nontrivial realization 
with zero spin, rotational period of 41T, and the mass opera
tor can be diagonal. This is possible with nonlinear 
realizations. 
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In the TD X ZA case we have a realization for all values 
of the spinj. In each of these realizations the rotational peri
od is also 41T. The j = 1 realization in this case differs from 
thej = 1 realizations in the TD X ZD and TC X ZC cases. In 
these realizations we havej = j2 so that the differentj2 real
izations have different Poincare spins. In this case we also 
have many complex vector spaces that are equivalent via 
(S.19) with mass relation (5.20). In this case, however, we 
havej2 = j so that the physical spin distinguishes between 
the masses. With (3.24) in (5.20) we have the relation: 

Ai = [- 1 + (2J + 1)]M. (5.21) 
[ - 1 ± (2j + 1)] 

We can havej = 0 for both the TC XZA and TD XZA 
realizations. We have with these realizations two possible 
categories for the spin zero mesons. The only other possible 
category for these mesons is the usual trivial or null realiza
tion. In both cases the components can be eigenfunctions of 
the Klein-Gordon wave equation but in the nonlinear case 
we have three wave components which mix under SL(2,C) 
and transform under rotations with a period of 41T. 

For nonzero mass we have a Poincare spin of! for the 
TE X ZA realization. We also have a Poincare spin of !, 
among other spins, in the TD X ZA realization. These two, 
along with the Dirac spinors give three possible categories 
for spin ! fields. 

For both the TC XZC and TD xZD realizations we 
havej = 1. The TD X ZA category also contains aj = 1 real
ization. With these and the usual vector realizations of elec
trodynamics we have more different types of realizations 
with spin 1 than any other spin. With this number and vari
ety of spin 1 realizations it does not seem surprising to find in 
nature several different types of spin 1 particles as evidenced 
by the photons, vector mesons and the recently discovered 
J It/; particle. 

The new realizations discussed above significantly en
large the number of known mathematical realizations of the 
physical space-time group. The fact that these new realiza
tions exist mathematically does not mean that they exist in 
nature as transformations on physical fields. However, the 
possibility that physical fields could exist which transform 
under these (or other) nonlinear realizations ofSL(2,C) is a 
very interesting conjecture, especially in light of the fact that 
we have in nature several physically inequivalent categories 
of particles such as the leptons, mesons, and hadrons. If, for 
instance, physical particles with spin! exist which transform 
under one of the above new spin! realizations, then the use 
of Dirac's equation to describe the properties of these parti
cles would be invalid. 
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A functional (or path) integral applicable to a broad class of randomly perturbed media 
is constructed for the nth-order multi frequency coherence function (a quantity 
intimately linked to nth-order pulse statistics). This path integral is subsequently 
carried out explicitly in the case of a nondispersive, deterministically homogeneous 
medium, with a simplified (quadratic) Kolmogorov spectrum, and a series of new results 
are derived. Special cases dealing with the two-frequency mutual coherence function for 
plane and beam pulsed waves are considered, and comparisons are made with previously 
reported findings. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There has been recently a mounting interest in the sub
ject of propagation of pulsed signals through randomly per
turbed media. Proposed high data rate communication sys
tems at millimeter and optical frequencies, remote sensing 
schemes, low-frequency underwater sound signaling and de
tection, interpretation of signals emitted by extraterrestrial 
radio sources such as pulsars, all require a quantitative as
sessment of stochastic pulse broadening. The latter leads to 
an irreversible degradation of a signal, in contradistinction 
to dispersive pulse spreading, which is a reversible phenom
enon. (The receiver is usually equipped with "built-in disper
sion" in order to make optimal use of the additional signal 
bandwidth). 

Earlier contributions in this area (cf., e.g., Refs. 1-3) 
were confined to weakly turbulent media and/or short prop
agation paths, for which methods such as the Born and Ry
tov approximations were adequate. More recent theoretical 
analyses which account for multiple scattering, large-scale 
inhomogeneities and long propagation distances are based 
for the most part on the parabolic equation for the complex 
field amplitude and the Markov random process approxima
tion" Within the framework of this formalism, it has been 
recognized that complete information about transient signal 
propagation in random media requires the solutions of mo
ment equations for the wave field at different frequencies and 
different positions. Although a complete set of such equa
tions can be derived (cf. e.g., Ref. 5), solutions are available 
only for the two-frequency mutual coherence function, and 
these results (both analytical and numerical) are generally 
restricted to plane wave calculations. 6

-
15 

There exist physical situations (e.g., laser beam propa-

a)Research supported in part by the Office of Naval Research under con
tract No. NOOOI4-76-C-0056 and the Graduate and Internal Research 
Programs of the Naval Surface Weapons Center. 

gation in the atmosphere and in lightguides, and underwater 
sound wave propagation) where the restriction to spatially 
planar sources must be lifted. The problem of propagation of 
pulsed beam waves in randomly perturbed environment has 
been investigated by the method of "temporal moments. "16 

Since this technique is based on the two-frequency mutual 
coherence function, it yields only information at the level of 
second-order pulse statistics (e.g., mean arrival time, mean 
square pulse width, etc.). Pulse shapes cannot be obtained 
directly by this method; however, they can be synthesized by 
superimposing individual temporals moments. An alterna
tive technique which, at least in principle, enables one to 
compute approximately multifrequency coherence func
tions for arbitrary beam waves propagating in a random me
dium was proposed recently by Fante. 17 It is based on the 
phase-screen approximation along with the extended Huy
gens-Fresnel principle. So far, only results pertaining to the 
two-frequency mutual coherence function have been report
ed in the literature. IS 

One of the reasons why the aforementioned approaches 
(with the exception, perhaps, of the one suggested by 
Fantel7

) have not yielded sufficient information in connec
tion with multifrequency coherence functions for beams in a 
random medium is that the study of the asymptotic (or even 
exact in special cases) behavior of these functions based on 
their governing local equations is a nontrivial problem. In 
contradistinction, recently formulated methods based on 
functional path integration (cf. Refs. 19-21) have the dis
tinct advantage that they work on a global rather than a local 
level, thus making the algorithmic derivation of asymptotic 
solutions to higher-order moments easier. 

It is our specific intent in this exposition to use the func
tional path integration approach in order to evaluate nth
order coherence functions for arbitrary source distributions. 
These evaluations will be performed within the confines of a 
simplified (quadratic) Kolmogorov spectrum. (Similar re-
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suIts, for a single frequency and a specific source distribu
tion, have been determined by Furutsu22 using a different 
technique. ) 

The structure of the paper can be outlined as follows: 
Several preliminary concepts pertaining to pulse propaga
tion within the domain of validity of the quasioptics (or para
bolic) approximation are developed in Sec. 2. A functional 
path integral applicable to a broad class of random media is 
constructed at the beginning of Sec. 3 for the nth-order mul
tifrequency coherence function (a quantity intimately linked 
to nth-order pulse statistics). This path integral is subse
quently carried out explicitly in the case of a nondispersive, 
deterministically homogeneous medium, with a simplified 
(quadratic) Kolmogorov spectrum, and a series of new re
suIts are derived. Special cases dealing with the two-frequen
cy mutual coherence function for plane and beam pulsed 
waves are considered in Sec. 4, where comparisons are also 
made with previously reported findings. Finally, the possi
bility of asymptotic expansions of our general exact results in 
the partially and fully saturated regimes are briefly discussed 
in Sec. 5. 

2. PRELIMINARY CONCEPTS 

The preliminary analysis, as well as the notation, in this 
section will be specialized to the case of electromagnetic 
wave propagation in a random channel. It should be empha
sized, however, that the resulting stochastic complex para
bolic equation is equally applicable in other physical areas 
(e.g., random underwater sound propagation). 

A. The quasioptics approximation 

Ignoring depolarization effects, the transverse, com
plex, electric field of radiation is governed by the stochastic 
Helmholtz equation 

\j2E (r,w;a) + (W/c)2Er (r,w;a)E (r,w;a) = 0, rEI? 3. (2. I) 

Here, w is the angular frequency, c is the speed of light in 
vacuo, and Er (r,w;a )-the relative permittivity provided the 
medium is nonmagnetic-is a dimensionless, scalar, random 
function depending on a parameter aEA, (A ,F,P) being an 
underlying probability measure space. If, in addition to dis
persion, the medium is characterized by either gain or loss, 
the relative permittivity Eir,w;a) is complex. In the sequel, 
we shall restrict our attention to physical situations where 
this quantity is real. 

LetE (Er(r,w;a) 1 and&r(r,w;a)denoterespectivelythe 
average and fluctuating parts of the relative permittivity. 
Let, furthermore, Eo(W) be a convenient "reference" quanti
ty. It may, for example, coincide with the average relative 
permittivity if the latter is independent of the position vari
able r. We introduce, next, three new quantities as follows: 

k 2(W) = (W/C)'Eo(W), 

E1(r,w;a) = &r(r,w;a)/Eo(w), 

E2(r,w) = [E(EAr,w;a» - Eo(W)]!Eo(W). 

With these definitions, (2.1) assumes the form 
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(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

\j2E (r,w;a) + k 2(w)[1 + f2(r,w) 

+ E1(r,w;a)]E (r,w;a) = 0. (2.5) 

It is clear that f2(r,w) accounts for deterministic inhomoge
neities in the medium and, in light of a statement made earli
er, it vanishes in the absence of such background profiles. On 
the other hand, f1(r,w;a), a zero-mean random function, is 
directly associated with the superimposed random effects. 

For plane and beam propagation in the z-direction, it is 
convenient to resort to the transformation 

E (r,w;a) = 1ft (x,z,w;a)exp(ikz);r = (x,z),k = k (w). (2.6) 

In the quasioptical description, the slowly varying complex 
random amplitude function 1ft (x,z,w;a) is described exceed
ingly well by the stochastic complex parabolic equation 

i a 
--Ift(x,z,w;a) 
k az 

1 2 
= - -- '\7xtf!(x,z,m;a) 

2k 2 

- !klx,z,w) + El(x,z,w;a)] 1ft (x,z,w;a), z> 0. 
(2.7a) 

In the presence of a deterministic profile (E2+O), the para
bolic equation (2.7a) constitutes a valid approximation to 
(2.5) if the normals to the wavefronts in the unperturbed 
problem, where fl = 0, remain close to the z axis. 

Corresponding to the boundary condition E (x, 
O,w;a)-Eo(x,w;a) for (2.5), one has the "initial" condition 

(2.7b) 

which incorporates all the information concerning the tem
poral frequency spectrum and the spatial distribution of the 
source at the initial plane z = 0. 

In our subsequent formulation based on the functional 
path integral technique we shall require the fundamental so
lution (referred to alternatively as the propagator or Green's 
function) of (2.7). This quantity, denoted here by 
G (x,x',z,w;a), provides a link between the wavefunction 
1ft (x,z,w;a),z > 0, and the boundary condition Ifto(x,w;a), 
viz., 

Ift(x,z,w;a) = ( dx'G(x,x',z,w;a)lfto(x',w;a), (2.8) 
JR' 

and satisfies the equation 

i a G(' ) - - x,x ,z,w;a 
k az 

___ 1_ 2G( , .) 1 [( ) - 2k 2 \j x x,x ,z,w,a - 2: E2 X,Z,W 

+ E1(x,z,w;a)]G (x,x',z,w;a), z> 0, 

G (x,x',O,w;a) = 8(x - x'). 

B. Mh-order pulse statistics 

(2.9a) 

(2.9b) 

Consider next the situation where a receiver at rangez is 
characterized by a temporal spectrum Fr (w)-usually a 
bandpass function offrequency. It follows, then, from our 
work so far together with the existing linearity, that the 
wave-
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function of interest at the receiver site is Er(x,z,w;a) 
E (x,z,w;a )Fr (w). The corresponding time-dependent, real, 
random signal can be expressed as 

er(x,z,t;a) 

= _1_ Joo dwi dx' G (x,x',z,w;a) 
21T - 00 R' 

XF,(w)Eo(x',w;a)exp! - i[wt - k (w)z] J, 
(2.10) 

provided that the parabolic approximation is valid. The sig
nal e r(x,z,t;a) itself is not an observable quantity. However, a 
substantial amount of information associated with physical
ly measurable pulse statistics is contained in the nth-order 
moments 

EC~I e,(xp,z,tp;a») 

= -1-i dwi dX'E!G(n)(X,X',z,w;a)J 
(21TY R" R'" 

(2.11) 

where n is assumed to be an even integer; SP = l,p odd, 
SP = - l,p even, and the following notation is used: 

w = (W I ,W2,. .. ,wn)ER n, 

X = (X h X2, ... ,xn)ER 2n, 

X' = (x;x;, ... ,x~)ER 2n; 

nl2 

F~n)(w) = II F;(W2p)Fr(W2p - I)' 
p=1 

n/2 

(2. 12a) 

(2. 12b) 

(2. 12c) 

(2. 12d) 

E bn)(X',w;a) = II E ~(x;p,w2p;a)Eo(x;p _ I'W2p _ I;a), 
p=1 

nl2 
G(nl(X,X',z,w;a) = II G *(x2p,x;p,z,w2p;a) 

p=1 

(2. 12e) 

XG(X2p _ I,X;p_I,Z,w2p_l;a). (2.12f) 

Several specific remarks are in order: (1) The derivation 
of(2.11) presupposes statistical independence between source 
incoherencies and random fluctuations in the medium; more
over, the receiveris assumed to be coherent; (2) The choice of n 
even is made on the strength of physical evidence that mo
ments E ! G (n) J with n odd-unequal number of conjugated 
and unconjugated terms in (2. 12f)---decay relatively fast 
with increasing range z; (3) At the receiver site, further pro
cessing of the nth-order moments given in (2.11), such as 
averaging over the coordinates xp , may be necessary. 

C. General remarks 

It is clear from the foregoing discussion that the study 
of pulse propagation in a random medium requires knowl
edge of the nth-order coherence functions E ! G (n)(x,X', 
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z,w;a) J at different frequencies and different transverse 
(with respect to z) coordinates. 

Transport equations for the moments 
E ! G(n)(X,X',z,w;a) J can be obtained using the Markovian 
random process approximation, even for dispersive media. 
In the absence of a deterministic profile (E2 = 0), Lee/ for 
example, has derived such a set of transport equations for the 
special case of a randomly perturbed cold plasma. 

The solution of these transport equations is difficult, in 
general. Nevertheless, as already mentioned in the introduc
tion, some progress has been made in connection with the 2-
frequency mutual coherence function r(X2,Xh Z,W2,W I) 

E !1ft*(X,,z,w2;a)1ft (Xl,z,wl;a) J, albeit for planar source 
distributions, viz., r (X2,XI,0,W2,WI) = r O(W2,W I). 
This assumption gives rise to a great deal of simplification 
since, upon resorting to the center of mass and difference 
coordinates x = (Xl + x2)/2 and y = X2 - Xh one recognizes 
that r depends on y but not on x, and the corresponding 
equation for r(y,z,W2,WI) can be solved-analytically in the 
case of a simplified (quadratic) Kolmogorov spectrum (cf. 
Ref. 12), or numerically under more relaxed assumptions 
regarding the spectrum of the random inhomogeneities (cf. 
Refs. 7, 9, and 10). 

The procedure outlined above in connection with the 
computation of r (X2,Xh Z,W"WI) in the case of spatially 
planar source distributions cannot be extended easily to 
higher-order multifrequency moments. The complexity of 
the required generalizations is compounded in physical situ
ations where nonplanar source distributions must be 
considered. 

The aforementioned difficulties can be alleviated to 
some extent by using the functional path integral method. 
This formalism can be briefly outlined as follows: The propa
gator G (x,x',z,w;a) and, in turn, G(n)(X,X',z,w;a), are first 
expressed as (continuous) functional path integrals. Upon 
ensemble averaging E ! G (n)(x,X' ,z,w;a) J, the required 
quantity, is also expressed as a path integral. The latter is 
finally evaluated-exactly in special cases, or asymptotically 
in general. Since this evaluation is based on a global expres
sion for E ! G(n)(X,X',z,w;a) J, the underlying analysis (exact 
or asymptotic) is invariably simpler than the one required 
for the direct solution of the local transport equation for 
E ! G (n)(x,X' ,z,w;a) J. 

3. Mh-ORDER MUL TIFREQUENCY 
COHERENCE FUNCTIONS: A FUNCTIONAL 
PATH INTEGRAL APPROACH 
A. The Feynman path integral 

The solution of the stochastic complex parabolic Eq. 
(2.9) for the propagator G (x,x' ,z,w;a) can be expressed as a 
continuous functional path integral (cf. Refs. 23 and 24; see, 
also Ref. 25). Specifically, 

G(x,x',z,w;a) = f d [x(;)]exP{ik f d;![ x'(;) 

+ E,[X(;),;,w] + El [X(;),;,w;a]]}, 
(3.1) 
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where d [x(;)] is the usual Feynman path differential mea
sure, and the integration is over "all" paths x(;) subject to 
the boundary conditions x(O) = x',x(z) = x. The dot over 
x(;) designates a derivative with respect to the argument ;. 
As mentioned earlier, k is an abbreviation for k (w). Finally 
X2(;) denotes the square norm of the vector-valued function 
x(;). 

Equation (3.1) can then be used as a basis for construct
ing a path integral represenation for the nth-order quantity 
G(n)(X,X',z,ro;a) [cf. Eq. (2. 12f)]. Specifically, 

G (n)(x,X' ,z,ro;a) 

whered [X(;)] = d [x l (; )]d [x2(;)}··d [xn (;)]; tp = 1,p odd, 
t p = - 1,p even; kp = k(wp); and the integration is over 
"all" paths xp (; ),p = 1,2, ... ,n, subject to the boundary con-

ditions xiO) = x;,xiz) = xp' 

B. Statistical analysis 
Ensemble averaging (3.2) over the statistical realiza

tions a results in the expression 

E ! G (n)(X,X',z,ro;a) J 

=fd[X(;)]exp(~ i tpkp(Z d;[ x;(;) 
2 p= I Jo 

+ €2 [Xp(;),;,wp] DE {exp( ~ ptl t pkp f d; 

X€I [Xp(;),;,wp;a])}. (3.3) 

To proceed further, we need to specify the structure of 
€ I [xp (; ),;,w p ;a] . We assume, first, that the dependence of 
the function €I on wp (arising from the dispersive properties 
of the medium) enters multiplicatively,26 viz., 

€1[Xp(;),;,wp;a] = v(wp).u[xp(;),;;a]. (3.4) 

All the information about the random fluctuations in the 
medium is now contained in the quantity .u[ xp (; ),;;a]. If the 
latter is assumed to be a Gaussian random process, the statis
tical averaging appearing in (3.3) can be carried out explicit
ly, with the result 

I,_E{exp( ~ ptl t pkp f d;qXp(;),;,wp;a])} 

(3.5) 
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where vp = v(wp) and ris the correlation function of the ran
dom process.u, viz., 

r[xp(;)'xq(; '),;,; '] = E !.u [xp(; ),;;a].u [Xq(; '),; ';a] J. 
(3.6) 

It should be noted that the Gaussian assumption invoked in 
deriving (3.5) can be relaxed somewhat by using the theory 
of cumulants (cf. Ref. 27; see, also, Ref. 20). 

We resort, next, to the usual Markovian approxima
tion, i.e., we assume that the process.u is 8 correlated along 
the longitudinal direction of propagation. We have, then, in 
the place of (3.6) 

r[xp(;)'xq(; '),;,; '] = A [xp(; ),xq(; ')]8(; - ; '). (3.7) 

With this simplification, the integration over;' in (3.5) can 
be performed trivially. The resulting expression for II is giv
en as follows: 

(3.8) 

In many cases of physical interest, the "transverse" cor
relation A [xp(; ),xq(; )] is homogeneous and isotropic,28 
viz., A [xp(;),Xq(;)] = A [Ixp(;) - xq(;)I], and ofa pow
er-law type, viz., 

A [ 1 xp(;) - xq(;) 11 

= A (0) { 1- f[ L Ixp(;) - xq(;)1 J'l (3.9) 

Here, Lo is a characteristic length, and the parameter /3 is 
usually within the range 1</3 < 4 (cf. Refs. 9 and 20). For 
optical propagation through a turbulent medium such as the 
atmosphere, one has/3<2. This range includes the Gaussian 
spectrum and the Kolmogorov spectrum. 

Introducing (3.9) into (3.8) and, in turn, the resulting 
expression for II into (3.3), we obtain 

E ! G (n)(x,X' ,z,ro;a) J 

= exp [ - ~A (O)(tl qt/rtqkpkqVpVq )z] 

(3.10) 

This expression is the starting point for all asymptotic evalu
ations of nth-order multifrequency coherence functions in 
the presence of dispersion, a deterministic inhomogeneous 
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profile, and for a wide class of fluctuation spectra (cf. Ref. 
20). 

The versatility of the functional path integration tech
nique will be illustrated below for a simple (but physically 
nontrivial) setting: a nondispersive, deterministically flat 
medium, characterized by a simplified (quadratic) Kolmo
gorov spectrum. In this case, the path integral in (3.10) can 
be carried out explicitly, yielding a series of presently un
available results. 

c. Specialization to a nondispersive, 
deterministically homogeneous medium, with a 
simplified (quadratic) Kolmogorov spectrum 

In (3.10), let tz = 0, vp = l,p = 1,2, ... ,n, and/3 = 2. 
The corresponding path integral representation assumes the 
simpler form 

E [ G (nl(X,X' ,z,ro;a) 1 

= exp [ - +A (O)Ctl qt/p5qkpkq }] 

x f d [X(t)]exp(iS), 

S= f d;L [Xp(t),Xp(t)] , 

L [xp(t),xp(t)] = ~ i 5pkp{X;(t) - ~D 
2p= I 4 

(3.lla) 

(3. lIb) 

XqtI5~q[Xp(t)-Xq(t)]Z}, (3.llc) 

D = A (O)/2L 6. (3.lld) 

Borrowing terminology from quantum mechanics (in con
nection with which the functional path integration method 
was originally developed by Feynman), we shall refer to L 
and S in (3.11) as the Lagrangian and action, respectively, 
and to xp and xp as the coordinates and velocities (or mo
menta with respect to a "mass" normalized to unity), 
respectively. 

For the problem under consideration here, S [cf. Eq. 
(3.11 b)] is a quadratic action functional. It is well known in 
this case (cf. Ref. 24) that the path integral in (3.l1a) 
becomes 

Iz f d [X(t)]exp(iS) = N(z)exp(Sc)' (3.12) 

Here, Sc is the "classical" action, i.e., the action S evaluated 
along the "classical" paths xcp (t) satisfying the Euler-La
grange equations 

~ [aL laicp(t)] - aL laxcp(t) = 0, d; 
with the boundary conditions 

xc/O) = x;,xc/z) = xP' p = 1,2, ... ,n. 

(3. 13 a) 

(3.l3b) 

In general, Sc is a function ofx;,xp ' andz. The normalization 
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quantity N in (3.12), however, depends only on z, and is 
related to the classical action as follows: 

N (z) = (det(i/21T) [ aWe,]) 1/2, p,q,I,2,oo.,n. 
axpaxq 

(3.14) 

The 2n X 2n matrtix within the square brackets is referred to 
in the literature as the Van Vleck-Morette matrix (or "Hes
sian of the action"). 

Our attention will be directed next to the evaluation of 
the classical action Sc and the normalization factor N (z) re
quired in (3.12). 

D. Evaluation of Sc 

The Euler-Lagrange equations (3.13) corresponding to 
the Lagrangian L [xcp(t ),xcp(t)] in (3.11c) yield the follow
ing equations for the classical paths xcp (t): 

n 

xcp(t) + gZ I 5qkq[xcp(t) - XCq(t)] = 0, 
q~1 

xc/O) = x;,xc/z) = Xp' 

gZ = ~D i 5pkp. 
2 p=1 

(3.15a) 

(3.15b) 

(3.15c) 

We consider next the quadratic action functional S [cf. 
Eg. (3.11b)]. If the momentum-dependent term is integrated 
by parts, and the resulting expression for S is evaluated along 
the classical paths (3.15), we obtain 

1 II 

Sc = - I 5pkpxcp(tHxcp(t)]~· 
2p=1 

(3.16) 

The classical action given in the last equation can be manipu
lated into a form which is more suitable for further analysis. 
Specifically, 

(3.17) 

where 

II 

v(t) = I 5pkpxcp(t), (3.18) 
p=1 

and 

(3.19) 

We shall determine next all the quantities required in 
(3.17); that is, v(t), upq (t), and their derivatives. Toward this 
goal, we note that a relatively simple manipulation of Eqs. 
(3.15) for the classical paths yieldsz9 

tipq(t) + g2upq(t) = 0, P=l=q, 

and 

v(t) = 0, 

yeO) = v',v(z) = v. 

(3.20a) 

(3.20b) 

(3.2Ia) 

(3.2Ib) 

The solutions to the two-point boundary value problems 
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(3.20) and (3.21) can be found in a straightforward man
ner-say, by a Laplace transformation. They are given as 
follows: 

Upq(;) = [upqsing; - u;qsing(; - z) ]/singz, (3.22) 

v(;) = (v - v')(; /z) + v'. (3.23) 

The desired expression for the classical action can be 
found by using the solutions (3.22) and (3.23) in conjunction 
with (3.17). One has, finally, 

Sc = +Ct/pkp r I[ ~Ct/pkp(Xp - x;) r 

+ 4gcotgZptl qtl Spslpkq[(xp - xq}2 + (x; - X~)2l}. 

(3.24) 

E. Evaluation of N(z) 

The normalization factor N (z) defined in (3.14) is re
written as 

( [ 
a2s ])112 N (z) = (i/2rrY det __ c_ , 

axax' 
(3.25) 

where X and X' are the 2n vectors given in (2.12b) and 
(2. 12c), respectively. The 2n X 2n Van Vleck-Morette ma
trix appearing within the square brackets in (3.25) can be 
determined easily using the expression for the classical ac
tion which was derived in the previous subsection [cf. Eq. 
(3.24)]. Unfortunately, a direct evaluation of the determi
nant of this matrix is rather difficult for large n. In the fol
lowing, we shall pursue an alternative procedure. 

Consider the linear transformations, 

TX=R, TX'=R', (3.26) 

where T is a 2n X 2n matrix and R, R' are 2n-vectors. Since 
the Van Vleck-Morette matrix is of the Hessian form, we 
have30 

(3.27) 

where the overbar denotes the transpose of the matrix T. It 
follows, then, from (3.27) that 

[ 
a2s ] [ aw ] det __ c_ = (detT)2det __ c_ . 

axax' aRaR' 
(3.28) 

A convenient change of variables is the following: 

X, - Xr = U I,., r = 2,3, ... ,n, 
n 

I Spkpxp = v, 
p=1 

(3.29a) 

(3.29b) 

and similar relations for the primed coordinates. With this 
change of variables, the linear transformation TX = R [cf. 
Eq. (3.26)] has the realization 
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-1 0 0 0 0 

0 - 1 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 -1 

k, -k2 kJ - k4 kn _ 1 -kn 

X, U,2 
X2 U,3 

X (3.30) 

Xn _ I Uln 

Xn V 

A similar realization holds for the linear transformation 
TX' = R'. Because of the partitioning in the column matri
ces for X and R, each entry of the 2n X 2n matrix Tin (3.30) 
must be understood as a 2 X 2 diagonal matrix. 

The determinant of the matrix T can be easily evaluated 
from the realization of T shown in (3.30). Specifically, 

detT= Ct/pkp y. (3.31) 

Substituting this result into (3.28), we obtain 

det[ a~:~'] = Ctl Spkp rdet[a~:~'] det[ ;~, ], 

(3.32) 
where we have resorted to the obvious partitioning 

[ 
a2s ]: 
aua~': 0 

I 
I 

o ! [a2

Sc
] 

I avav' 

------------- (3.33) 

with U = (U,2,Ull,,,,,uln) and U' = (Ui2,ui3, ... ,uin)' 

To proceed further, we shall have to express the classi
cal action given in (3.24) in terms ofthe new coordinates V, 
U', v, and v'. Omitting intermediate steps, we present below 
the final result: 

l(n )-1[1 (g) Sc = - I spkp -(v - V')2 - -.-
2 p = I Z Slngz 

X (2Slkl i Srkrulr,uir+ i i 
r=2 r=2s=2 

The individual matrices needed in (3.33) can now be deter
mined by straightforward differentiation: 
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(3.35) 

for all r, r' = 2,3, ... ,n; i,i' = 1,2, and 

[;~, ] = [~~;:J = - (Zpt/p kp) - IOii" (3.36) 

for i, i' = 1,2. 

The determinants of the matrices given in (3.35) and 
(3.36) can be computed without difficulty. Omitting again 
intermediate steps, we present below the final results: 

(3.38) 

Introducing (3.37) and (3.38) into (3.28), and the result
ing expression into (3.25), we find that the desired normal
ization factor N (z) is given by 

(3.39) 

The solution to our problem is now complete. Using 
(3.39), (3.24), and (3.12), together with (3.11), the final ex
pression for the nth-order multifrequency coherence func
tion is given as follows: 

E ! G (n)(x,X' ,z,ro;a) I 

= (i/21TtZ-{tl Spkp )(gISingzt- 1 

( g) n n - -.- L L s~j k (x - x').(x' - x') 
SlngZ p = 1 q = 1 P q P q P q 

n n 

+ !gcotgz L L s~jpkq[(xp - XqY 
p=l q= I 

+ (x; - X;n ]). (3.40) 

It should be noted that this result is exact under the restric
tions specified earlier in this section. When used in conjunc-
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tion with (2.10), nth order pulse statistics can be studied. A 
special case (n = 2) of (3.40) will be examined in Sec. 4, and 
comparisons will be made with previously reported results. 

4. SPECIAL CASES 

We consider (3.40) in the special case where n = 2. We 
resort, also, to the following center of mass and difference 
variables: x = (XI + xz)/2,y = Xz - XI; X' = (x; + xz)/2, 
y' = x; - xi; ks = (k l + k z)l2,kd = kz - k l ; 

Ws = (WI + wz)/2,Wd = W2 - WI' (For a non dispersive medi
um, we have, in general, the relationship k = wlv, where v is 
a characteristic reference velocity; hence ks = w/v and 
kd = Wdlv for the sum and difference quantities.) With these 
specifications, (3.40) simplifies to 

E! G <2'(x,y,x',y',z,ws,wd;a) I 

= (21Tn-iz- I(glsingz)exp[ - ~A (O)k ~ z] 

xexp { - ~~r~[kAX' - x) + k,(y' - y)]2 
2 kd Z 

+ 2..1 (Si~Z )Y'Y' - Agcotgz(y2 + y'Z)]}, (4.1) 

where ..1= k1k2 = k; - (k ~/4) and g2 = - (iDkd)/2 [cf. 
Eq. (3.15c )]. 

For a planar source distribution, the boundary condi
tion Eo(x,w;a) [cf. Eq. (2.7d)] has the form 

Eo(x,w;a) = Fs (w), (4.2) 

if we ignore source incoherencies. This initial distribution is 
introduced next into (2.11 )-the latter must be specialized 
to n = 2 and (4.1) must be taken into consideration. In this 
case, the spatial integrations in (2.11) can be carried out ex
plicitly, with the result 

E! er(x + ~y,t + ~1';a)eix - ~y,t - ~1';a) I 

X exp[iws1' + iWd(t - z/v)], (4.3) 

where t = (t1 + t2)/2, l' = t2 - tl; F~~](Ws,Wd) = F;,s[ Ws 
+ (wd/2)]Fr.,[ws - (wd/2)]; ..1= [w; 
- (w~/4)]lv2; andgZ = - (iDWd)/2v. As expected from 

physical considerations, the second-order moment in (4.3) is 
independent of the center of mass coordinate x. 

In the special case where X2 = XI (y = 0) and t2 = tl 
(1' = 0), Eq. (4.3) simplifies even further: 

E ! e;(z,t;a) I 

= (21Tt2f: 00 dwsJ: 00 dW~~2)(ws,Wd )F~2)(Ws>Wd) 
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X secgz exp( - 8~2A (0)w7 )exp [iWd (t - ~)]. 
(4.4) 

This is essentially the expression for the average pulse intensi
ty reported by Sreenivasiah et al. (cf. Ref. 12). For a broad
band receiver, i.e., F~2)(W)~ 1, and an impulsive source in
tensity, the integrations over the sum and difference 
frequencies in (4.4) can be carried out. The resulting expres
sion for the mean pulse intensity [cf., e.g., Eqs. (19)-(22) of 
Ref. 12] exhibits a smearing effect (broadening) caused by 
the random inhomogeneities in the medium. 

Consider next a boundary condition Eo(x,w;a) of the 
form 

Eo(x,OJ;a) = Fs(w)exp( - x2/2a6). (4.5) 

This initial distribution may represent, for example, the field 
of a coherent, pulsed, collimated, Gaussian laser beam hav
ing an aperture radius equal to 0'0' It turns out in this case 
that the spatial integrations in (2.11) can be performed ex
actly. As a specific illustration of such an operation, we pre
sent below the ensemble averaged pulsed intensity evaluated 
on the beam axis: 

E! e;(z,t;a) J 

= (21Tt J: co dWsJ: 00 dOJ~~2)(ws,Wd)F~2)(OJs,Wd) 

XH(WS,Wd)exp[ - 8~2A(0)W~z]exp[iWd(t- ~)]; 
(4.6a) 

H (ws,wd) = (A /4z)(g/singz)[ 0'0- 2 + i(Wd/2vz)}-1 [(20'0t2 

(4.6b) 

In contrast to the plane wave case [cf. Eq. (4.4)], the integra
tions over the sum and difference frequencies in (4.6) must be 
evaluated asymptotically (e.g., by the method of steepest de
scent), even for a broadband receiver and an impulsive source 
intensity. 

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The two-frequency mutual coherence function [cf. Eq. 
(3.40) in the special case n = 2, or Eq. (4.1)] has also been 
derived by the authors independently by solving the trans
port equation for E ! G (2) J. The effort involved is consider
able, and is expected to be even more substantial if nth-order 
multifrequency coherence functions are to be obtained by 
solving directly the associated local transport equations. On 
the other hand, it has been demonstrated in this paper that 
the path integration technique yields these results in a simple 
and straightforward manner. 

The simplified (quadratic) Kolmogorov spectrum im
plicit in the derivation of (3.40) is valid in many physical 
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situations (e.g., optical propagation through a turbulent at
mosphere) provided propagation distances are large. Jl Un
der this assumption, the main results in this paper incorpo
rated in (3.40) are exact, that is, all path contributions have 
been accounted for. However, one can proceed along the 
lines suggested by Dashen (cf. Ref. 20) in order to compute 
E! G(n)(X,X',z,ro;a) J asymptotically with respect to a small 
parameter "a" whose order of magnitude is roughly 
a - [6(Lo/Z)312/ E Ifl2 J]112 in terms of the scale size, the range, 
and the rms fluctuations. Two regions are delineated: the 
fully and partially saturated regimes. To 0 (a), the statistics 
of G (x,x',z,w;a) in the fully saturated region is Gaussian. 
The situation is a little more complicated in the partially 
saturated regime. In both cases, however, the ensuing ex
pressions for E ! G (n)(x,X' ,z,ro;a) J are expressible in terms of 
two-frequency mutual coherence functions. This simplifica
tion would facilitate considerably the computation of nth
order pulse statistics [cf. Eq. (2.11)] in physical situations 
where terms of 0 (a) are negligible. 
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Unitary declension of dynamical symmetries for the time
dependent harmonic oscillator 
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Elaboration is given to a previous discussion concerning dynamical symmetries of the Lewis-Riesenfeld 
time-dependent harmonic oscillator. A boson operator formalism is used to define a generator of impicitly 
time-dependent unitary transformations. Bilinear combinations of the transformed boson operators are 
shown to span the symplectic algebra Sp(2 n ,IR) regarded as a larger noninvariance group for the 
Lewis-Riesenfeld Hamiltonian. The multiplet structure of the embeddings, Sp(2n )[SU( n), and 
SU (n + 1) [SU(n), is determined for the case n = 3, using established branching rules. Boson operator 
realizations are presented for the multiplet structures in each SU(n) declension of these dynamical groups. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In a previous paperl the three-dimensional time-depen
dent harmonic oscillator 3H (t ) in our notation of the Lewis
Riesenfeld type2 was shown to preserve only the rotational 
(geometrical) symmetry as an in variance of the time-depen
dent Hamiltonian. The usual dynamical symmetry associat
ed with the extra (accidental) degeneracy of states in the 
time-independent Hamiltonian is SU(3).3.4 This symmetry 
was shown to be a noninvariances of the 3H (t) Hamiltonian 
provided one defined a rank-3 symmetric tensor invariant, 
I jj , the elements of which contain certain implicit functions 
of time. 1 Although this tensor does not commute with the 
3H (t ) Hamiltonian, its total time derivative vanishes so con
firming it as a bona fide dynamical invariant. An algebra, 
isomorphic to SU(3), was shown to close under commuta
tion with the trace Ii} instead oftheoriginal3H (t ) Hamilton
ian. It is in this sense that the Lewis-Riesenfeld Hamiltonian 
admits exact solutions analogous to those of the 3H Hamil
tonian, so that recourse to perturbative methods is rendered 
unnecessary.6-8 

If pj and qj form a conjugate canonical realization with 
commutation relations 

[qj' qj] = 0 = [Pi> Pj]' [qj'Pj] = i8 jj, 

then the Lewis-Riesenfeld 3H (t) Hamiltonian is 

H = !pjPj + !J.t2(t )qj qj' 

where f..L(t) is an arbitrary real or complex function of time 
representing the time-dependent frequency. The symmetric 
tensor invariant 

Ii} (p, p) = (1!2p2)q j qj + !(PP j - pq j)(PPj - pq) 

developed in Ref. 1 is an exact invariant provided the auxil
iary function p(t) satisfies the nonlinear equation 

p(t) + f..L2(t )p(t) - Vp-3 = 0, (1) 

where v is a real-valued constant associated with the angular 
momentum of auxiliary motion in a four-dimensional hyper
spaceY Ijj(p,p) falls into a class offunctions, which up to 
an arbitrary multiplicative constant, are the most general 
homogeneous bilinear forms that can be prescribed for a 
3H (t) Hamiltonian. 

In this paper we given further perspective to our pre-

vious results concerning questions of symmetry by consider
ing larger dynamical symmetry groups for the 3H (t). The 
conventional notion of a symmetry group, in quantum me
chanics, relates to an exact invariance of the Hamiltonian 
which thereby incorporates conservation laws and selection 
rules. As an example recall the canonical realization of the 
SU(3) symmetry of 3H oscillator.l (Table I). In this case 
there exists a 3 X 3 symmetric matrix invariant which we 
have previously referred to as the Fradkin tensor Ajj,I such 
that 

[H,Aij] =0. 

Th.e 28 commutation relations of ~ SU(3) algebra may be 
wntten , 

[Tjj,H] = [Lj,H] =0, 

[Lj,Lj] =it,jkLk' 

[ L j ,Ijk ] = it ij/T1k + itjkl Ijb 

[Tjj ,Tkl ] = i (tjlm8jk + tjkm8i1 + tilm8jk + tjkm8j1)Lm, 

where Tij = Ajj - ~ijAkk is a traceless form ofAjj andL jj 
is the angular momentum. Hence SU(3) is an exact dynami
cal symmetry for the 3H oscillator. 

For the 3H (t ) Hamiltonian, the 3 X 3 symmetric invar
iant is a constant of the motion but does not commute with 
the Hamiltonian, viz., 

TABLE I. 

3H oscillator 3H (I) oscillator 

[H,L,] =0 
[H,A,j) =0 
TrAij =H 

A. Significant properties of SU(3) generators 
[H(t),L i ] = 0 
[H(I),I'j]""'O 

Tr Aij is SU(3) invariant 
H is a constant of the motion 

Exact: SO(3); SU(3) 
Approx: SU(4); Sp(6) 

Tr I'J"",H(t) 
Tr I'J is SU(3) invariant 
H (t) is not a constant of the 

motion 

B. Symmetries 
SO(3) 
SU(3); SU(4); Sp(6) 
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alij 
[1;j,H(t)] = -. at 

Furthermore, since 

Tr l;j¥=H(t) 

we refer l to SU(3) as an approximate symmetry of this sys
tem' (see Table I). 

The reduction of invariance symmetries, SU(3)!SO(3), 
for the 3H case is presented in Sec. 3. By defining a suitable 
unitary transformation for the boson operators sand 1] we 
show that bilinear combinations of the transformed varia
bles s' and 1]', span the symplectic algebra Sp(6). Since the 
generators of this symmetry do not themselves commute 
with the original3H (t ) Hamiltonian we refer to this group as 
a "higher dimensional-approximate-symmetry" (H.A.S.). 
Then the noninvariance symmetry SU(3) forms a maximal 
compact unimodular subgroup. Other higher order nonivar
iance groups, e.g., SU(4) are also considered and the respec
tive multiplet structure ofSU(3) embed dings are determined 
using the branching rules outlined in the Appendix. General 
remarks bearing on the relationship of the nH (t ) to other 
problems of physical interest are made in conclusion to this 
study. 

2. NOTATION 

We continue to abide by the notation developed in Ref. 
1, ie.,: 

n: n-dimensional, n = 1,2,3, .. ·, 

(t ): time-dependent; suppressed argument implies time
independence, 

H: isotropic harmonic oscillator, 

A: anisotropic harmonic oscillator. 

Then, e.g., nH (t ) represents the phrase "n-dimensional 
time-dependent isotropic harmonic oscillator". Units are 
chosen such that m = h = 1. The conventional summation 
over explicitly repeated indices applies unless otherwise stat
ed. Roman subscripts take the values 1,2,3, in general. Other 
notation, relevant to the branching rules outlined in the Ap
pendix, is defined there. 

3. INVARIANCE SYMMETRIES 

In order to establish a context for the approach adopted 
in the rest of this paper, we briefly reconsider and augment 
the essential results of Ref. 1 concerning the dynamical sym
metry of the 3H (t) oscillator. As mentioned in Sec. 1, SU(3) 
is the minimal dynamical symmetry of the 3H Hamiltonian 
while SO(3)IO is the maximal invariance symmetry of the 
3H (t ) Hamiltonian. The multiplet structure of SU(3) ap
pearing in SO(3) may be obtained in the following way. 

Using the notation of the Appendix, the regular (octet) 
representation ofSU(3) is given by Dn (A J = 8 which corre
sponds to the Young tableau 

Gr 
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In our notation this representation is written (2,1 J. From 
the branching rules given in the Appendix (ii) we have: 

(A I ::J I Ell [~] 
1.5 I t) 

::J [2, 1] Ell [1]. 

In evaluating the dimensionality of the first terms of this 
direct sum of irreducible representations it is important to 
note that for the group SO(2k + 1) the number of part it i
tions in the tableau p must satisfy p<,k. This is not the case 
for [2,1] in SO(3). Consequently it is necessary to invoke the 
modification rules developed in Ref. 11 (b). This results in a 
tableau~orresponding to rep. [2] having dimensionality 
Dn [A] = 5. Then SU(3)1S0(3):8::J5 Ell 3. The branching 

rules provide a vindication of our previous identification of 
these multiplets with a canonical realization. I In the case 
where p(t) = !l-112 = constant, the tensor invariant 
1;/p,p,S,1]) reduces to a 3 X 3 symmetric matrix which we 
have previously referred to as the Fradkin tensorY The 
traceless version of this invariant (quadrupole tensor) has 
five independent components associated with the coset 
spacel2 SU(3)/SO(3) and together with the three generators 
ofSO(3) it furnishes the regular representation ofSU(3) for 
the 3H Hamiltonian. For the 3H (t ) Hamiltonian only the 
SO(3) generators commute with the Hamiltonian, making 
the maximal compact invariance symmetry. SU(3) is "re
stored" only as an approximate symmetry under commuta
tion with the trace of I;/p,p,S,1]) which is the singlet repre
sentation for the 3H (t). This result is tantamount to the 
statement that the energy-level degeneracy (including the 
"accidental" degeneracy) present in the 3H is unaltered in 
the 3H (t ) case. The only difference in two cases is easily 
understood by considering the temporal development of the 
elliptic orbit in phase space. As the phase-space ellipse un
dergoes its peristaltic temporal development in accordance 
withp(t) satisfying (1), the relative separation of each degen
erate set is changed but the overall degeneracy amongst the 
energy levels remains unlifted. From this description of the 
3H (t ) in phase space, we are able to understand Lewis's re
sult 2a for the expectation value of the IH (t ) Hamiltonian in a 
state Ik>, viz., 

(k IH(t)lk) =!(p-2+!l2(t)p2+p2)(k+!)(k Ik). 
(2) 

In a canonical realization the 5 Ell 3 decomposition is 
associated with the angular momentum. I.' SO(3) is main
tained as an in variance symmetry since the relative orienta
tion of the phase-space orbit is preserved during its temporal 
development. The tensor invariant satisfies the eigenvalue 
equation 

(3) 
j 

with eigenvalues 

k = A + .0 = -21 (J. + V 12 - D 2)'0 
) -' }J - }J J' 

(4) 

and normalized eigenvectors 
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[ 

4..1..131 + DJJ1] [4..1._ 131 + DJJ1] [Dl] 
4..1.. 132 + DJJ2, 4..1._ 132 + DJJ2 , D2 , 

4..1.. I" - D 2 + D ~ 4..1._ 133 - D 2 + D ~ D3 
(5) 

where Dij = ~(5illj -116)' The relative orientation of the 
eigenvectors to the principal axes is constant while the eigen
values are implicit functions of time. 1 

4. APPROXIMATE SYMMETRIES 
A. Sp (6, JR) as an H.A.S. 

The most significant of the higher dimensional nonin
variance symmetries (H.A.S.) of nH is Sp(2n, R). Our pur
pose here is to show that Sp (6,R) is an H.A.S. for the 3H (t). 
The usual boson operators Si and 11 i span a nonsemisimple 
algebra given by the commutation relations 

lSi' Sj] = [lIi' lIJ = 0, [Si,lIj] = 0i) 

such that 

(6) 

lSi' Ho] = Si and [lIi' Ho] = -lIi' (7) 

whereHo = ~(5illi + S;1I;) is the 3HHamiltonian. It has been 
shown 12.13 that Ho is a suitable realization for the Sp(2n, R) 
singlet. If aij and (3ij are infinitesimal generators spanning 
Sp(2n, R) then to first order, the symplectic matrix S which 
preserves the metric 

[~] 
may be written as 

n n 

S= I + IAijaij + I(Bij (3ij+Cij (3ij), (8) 
i,j i,j 

where Aij, B ip and Cij are arbitrary complex coefficients. In 
terms of the boson operators (true for any bilinear forms) 

(9) 

These generators close under the following commutation 
relations: 

[(56), (5,gI)] = [(lIill), (lIk1l1)] = 0, 

[(56), (lIk1l1)] = 0ik1l6j + Oi/lI,gj + 0jk1l61 + 0j/1I6k' 

[(56), (lI,gI)] = Oi,gISj + 0j,g6h 

[(lIill), (lI,gI)] = - (Oi/lIkllj + 0j/lIillk)' 

[(116), (lI,gI)] = - Oi/lI,gj + 0jk1l61 

(10) 

In terms of the basis vectors ± Ai ± Aj , ± 2Ai, A/Aj = 0i)' 
the standard form 

Silli= Hi' 

1I6j = E A, - A} 

lIillj = E A, + Ai' (i=l=J), 

S6j = E - A, - Aj (i=l=J), 

lIilli = E 2A;, 

S6i= E_2A.' 

can be shown to span the root space Cn • 
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(11) 

We now define a unitary transformation which takes 
the operators in the 3H case, Si and 11 i' to a form involving 
p(t) andp(t) as real valued coefficients such that the original 
boson algebra is preserved. Evidently this must be a sym
plectic transformation having the effect 

USP-l = s; = S ;(5illi' p,p), 
(12) 

Let 

G(P,p,S;,lI) 

= !o(t)[ (116; + S ;11;) - p(t)(5;s; + lIill;) J (13) 

be an Hermitian operator generating the unitary transfor
mation specified in (12). This definition is evidently a special 
case of the transformation matrix S in (8). If Fis an arbitrary 
polynomial in S,lI then the commutation identities 

aF 
[S;, F(lI)] = 0i) -a (11) 

lIj 

aF 
[11" F(5)] = 0i) aS

j 
(5) 

(14) 

allow us to evaluate the result of a finite unitary transforma
tion of Si and 11 i' The transformed operators 

S; = p-1Si + Plli' 
(15) 

11; = P-l l1i - PSi + Pp 211i' 

clearly satisfy the original boson algebra. The H.A.S. algebra 
Sp (6, R) is now spanned by the bilinear generators: 

. 3( + + ) + 2p2 . 2(3 + -pp aij aij P ij' 

(16) 

The invariant tensor Ii) (P,p,S,lI) transforms as 

U liP-1 
= !(5 ;11; + lI;S;) H o· (17) 

The following linear combinations of a,~j = lI;s; produce 
the usual subgroup structure (Table I), 

K;j = a;j + al i:U(3), 

J;j = a;j - al i:SO(3), (18) 

T;j = K;j - foiPkk:SU(3)/SO(3). 

B. Other H.A.S.'s and SU(3) embeddings 

Several SU(3) multiplets are embedded in a single irre
ducible representation ofSp(6) and for the regular represen
tation these may be identified using the branching rules giv
en in the Appendix. 

(a) Sp(6)!SU(3): 

The regular representation ofSp(6) is <2) and has di
mension DTf <A) = 21. The rule (A3) yields the following 
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multiplets: 

(11 >~ Ibl Ell {t. S~D 1 
~{o, ~} Ell {T,+} Ell {T2, ~2} Ell {l' ~} (19) 

~6Ell(8Elll)Ell6 

in agreement with Ref. 14 and the boson realization dis
cussed in Sec. 4A. (see Table II). 

(b) SU(4)lSU(3): 

Introducing the higher order symmetry SU( 4),15 the 
symmetric tensor representations of rank I of SU( 4) contain 
the first I-levels of the 3H (t ) uniquely while the remainder 
are accomodated in one infinite dimensional unitary repre
sentation of the noncompact subgroup SU(3, 1) of Sl( 4,C). 
For example, ,the symmetric tensor reps. of SU(3) are: 

W dimension = 3 

[lHJ = 6 

~ =10 
131415161 = 15 

rank 1=1 

=2 
=3 
=4 

Now the 35-dimensional symmetric rep. ofSU(4) contains 
the following multiplets: 

141516171 ~ L Ell {~} 
ImJ m 

~14l Ell I3l Ell I2l Ell III Ell 10l 
~ 15 Ell 10 Ell 6 Ell 3 (20) 

which are exactly the first symmetric reps. ofSU(3). Decom
position of the regular representation permits us to identify 
the SU(4) generators. The regular rep. is 12,12l with 
Dn III 1 = 15. Then from (AI) we find 

III 1 ~ 12, 12 1 Ell (11 3 1 Ell 12, 1 l) Ell 112 1 
~3 Ell (1 Ell 8) Ell 3. (21) 

A realization is given in Table II. 

TABLE II. 

Group Representation Subgroup 

SU(3) [2.1] SO(3) 

SU(4) p.Pj SU(3) 

Sp(6) 0) SU(3) 
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5. DISCUSSION 

In this paper several points have been made regarding 
the higher approximate symmetries of the nH (t). 

Firstly it should be emphasized that the symmetries dis
cussed, viz., SU(3), SU(4), and Sp(6) are all approximate 
symmetries of the Hamiltonian in the sense of Sec. 1, i.e., not 
all the generators of the corresponding Lie algebra commute 
with the 3H (t ) Hamiltonian. One could take the view that 
there is some underlying "breaking" of the respective sym
metry of the Hamiltonian and we consider this approach in 
Ref. 16. Since the Hamiltonian can be written as a function 
of the SU(3) generators the effect of this form of symmetry 
breaking is to split the SU(3) multiplets without mixing 
them. This splitting oflevels is time-dependent in the case of 
th 3H (t ) Hamiltonian as described in Sec. 3. 

Next we have considered two questions: 

1. Do the known dynamical symmetries of the 3H Ha
miltonian hold for the 3H (t ) case? 

As an example, in Sec. 4A we have shown in terms of 
the usual boson operators that the there exists a unitary ca
nonical transformations which takes them into those which 
describe the 3H (t). In this way it was demonstrated that 
Sp(6) is also an approximate symmetry of the 3H (t) oscilla
tor. Generally we associate Sp(2n, R) with nH (t). 

2. How are the U(3) multiplets (corresponding to the 
nine generators) contained in these larger approximate sym
metry groups? 

To answer this question we used established branching 
rules for the reduction of a group to its subgroup (Appendix 
A). In particular we have considered the chain 
Sp(6)~SU(4)~SU(3)~SO(3) and looked at the re-
sulting UIR's for the U(3) representation, viz., the octet and 
singlet. The paradigm for this approach was presented in 
Sec. 3, by examining the octet reduction in SU(3)!SO(3). 
The quintet and triplet reps. arrived at in this way supported 
the dynamical assignment given in our earlier paper where 
the Hamiltonian was to be associated with the singlet. 

The same method was used for the regular reps. of the 
groups, Sp(6) [see (19)] and SU(4) [see (21)] since it is these 
reps. which are directly related to the number of generators. 

Multiplets Boson realization 

5 
28'1 

S,7I) + 1},S) - -3- Ho 

3 S,1}) - 1},s) 

8$1 Si1}) + 1},S) 
3 Si 
3 1}j 

8 ell S,1}) + 1},sj 

6 SiS) 
6 1},1}) 
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The embedded U(3) multiplets are immediately identifiable 
and their respective Boson realizations are presented in Ta
ble II. The other multiplets are also assigned a realization 
amongst the remaining bilinear operators. 

6. GENERAL REMARKS 
To conclude this study we make some comments, of a 

more speculative nature, on the relevance of these and our 
previous results to more diverse problems associated with a 
Hamiltonian of the nH (t ) type. 

A. Infinite dimensional Hamiltonian 
The relevance ofthe nH (I ) to the understanding offield

theoretic problems may be of some interest. The problems of 
mathematical consistency concerning infinite component 
unitary transformations on nH Hamiltonians (n---+ 00 ) and 
the boundedness of the conventionally defined Hilbert space 
have been discussed, for example, by SegaL 17 These difficul
ties, presumably pertain to the nH (t ) mutatis mutandis. 

Apart from questions of mathematical consistency, the 
nH (t) Hamiltonian could be viewed as representing the dis
crete case of a continuous boson field theory. For example, if 
rp(k) is a boson field, then the total Hamiltonian (continuum 
analog) in momentum space, 

H [rp(k)] = ~ f d 4k [(Jl'rp)2 + m2(k)rp2), 

would have a momentum dependent mass term (as in naive 
lattice-type models) reflecting the time dependent frequency 
of the Lewis-Riesenfeld Hamiltonian. A subtle difference, 
however, is that the above Hamiltonian is translation invar
iant in k whilst the Lewis-Riesenfeld Hamiltonian is not 
translation invariant in t. Furthermore, if specific symme
tries are known for the m = constant case then in view of our 
previous discussion they may be found to hold for the mo
mentum dependent case m = m(k ). 

As an example of this consider a field theory described 
by the total Hamiltonian 

H f [¢(k») = f d 4k [(¢DI'¢) + m(k )¢¢). 

Here ¢(k ) is a fermion field and D I' is a covariant derivative 
with,u = 1,2,3,4. By analogy, one may be led to suspect that 
those invariance symmetries of HtCm = const), e.g., SU(6) 
type in a theory of strong interactions with fundamental fer
mions fields ¢(k), hold as symmetries for Hf[m = m(k)] 
(quark binding). Further investigation along these lines, 
with the Lewis-Riesenfeld Hamiltonian providing an exam
ple, may furnish some insight into the problems of construct
ing a field theory for the strong interactions. 

B. Anisotropic OSCillator 
The 3A has long been a subject ofinterest.4 ,'8 Remarks 

concerning the algebra of the 3A (t), in a canonical realiza
tion have been made elsewhere. 1 

As another example, we note that the high order behav
iorofthe lA Hamiltonian,H = Ui2 - (mx)2] + (g/4!)x4has 
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been investigated. 19 This Hamiltonian is known to model de
generate vacua arising from spontaneous symmetry break
ing in certain scalar field theories. The existence of a Lewis 
type invariant, viz., !~-2X2 + (px - pX)2] (Sec. 1) would be 
useful for certain calculations. Our investigations suggest 
that such a quadratic invariant cannot be prescribed for this 
Hamiltonian. 

Whilst the above remarks lie somewhat outside the 
mainstream of ideas contained in the earlier sections of this 
paper, the necessity for them is evidenced by the connection 
between the symmetry of a particular problem and its possi
ble solutions. 20 The problems outlined in Sec. 6 have the sym
metry properties of the nH (t ) Hamiltonian in common. 

APPENDIX: BRANCHING RULES11.21 

The problem of determining those irreducible represen
tations of multiplets in a given subgroup H of G, and let A be 
an irreducible representation of H. In general G lH for the A 
representationyieldsasetofmatrices 1..1 (h ):h€H J which are 
reducible so that 

GlH-At"I ffiBI';jl, 
I' 

where the B 1' ... are the branching coefficients. We list the 
branching rules for the groups discussed. 

(i) U(n, C)lU(n - 1, C): The dimensionality Dn {A J is 
given by the quotient N n (A J / H 0 ) where 

Nn{A J = II (n - i +}) 
(i,J) 

and 

H (A) = II hlj (Hook length), 
(/,J) 

Here A labels the irreducible representation and (i,}) refers 
to the box in the ith row andjth column of the fA j tableau, 
Then the branching rule 

(AI) 

is specified by a partition, m, of all one row tableaux given by 
{m J = {O J, { I J, (2j, [3 J ,"', 

(ii) U(n, C)W(n, IR): Here the dimensionality D'I [A] is 
defined by 

Nn[A) = II [n - i + j + O'j). a" - (1 - O,j).) (1 + bk »), 
(I.j) 

where 

0ljA = {I, if diagonal through (i,])n box at end of row, 
0, otherwise, 

a k is the arm length and b k is the leg length measured from 
the (i,]) box, Then 

f A I ~ I ffi {~} (A2) 
/.51 0 

is specified by [oj = {OJ. [2j, (4j, (22J, (6), [4,21."" 

(iii) Sp(2n, 1R)1 U(n, C): The dimensionality Dn (A> is 
defined by 

Nn(A) = IIln-i+}-0Ijjb,,+(1-8Ijj )(1 +ak)l, 
(/,J) 
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where 

{
I, 

0, 
if diag. through (i,1)n box bottom of column, 

otherwise. 

Then 

<A):J I Gl {t;~} 
15,81 8 

is specified by ! S J = ! o), II}, ! F}, !2 J,.. .. 
(iv) U(n, CHSp(n, R): 

! A J :J I Gl / ~), 
IPI \(3 

where !(3 J = to), ! F}, ! 14}, !22}, .... 

(A3) 

(A4) 

Note added in proof Several papers by M. E. Major [J. 
Math. Phys. 18, (1) 1938, (2) 1944, (3) 1952 (1977)] have 
come to my attention. In paper (3) there is a demonstration 
that the semidirect product of group SU(n)0WG(n) is an 
appropriate candidate for a dynamical symmetry of the nH 
oscillator in the sense of Sec. 4B(b). Here WG(n) is the little 
group of the Poincare or conformal groups and should not be 
confused with the group Sn of reflections in SU(n) root 
space. The implications of the this result for theH (t) oscilla
tor will be discussed elsewhere. 16 
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The Mackey little group procedure is used to classify the projective irreducible unitary representations of 
the group SU(2hR 4. Whereas an arbitrary ordinary representation of this group plays the role of both 
spectral and dynamical group for the three-dimensional hydrogen atom, it is found that one of its 
projective representations acts as spectral group for the two-dimensional isotropic oscillator. The projective 
representations of the Lie algebra of SU(2)AR 4 are treated as ordinary representations of the central 
extension of this Lie algebra, and shift operator techniques used to obtain the matrix elements of its 
representatives. The connection with the isotropic oscillator is shown to be related to the realizability of 
the extended Lie algebra by two-boson creation and annihilation operators. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Lie algebra SU(2),1 (T2 X T f), which is the subject 
of this paper, was first considered by Hughes and Yadegarl 
under the name 0(3),1 (T2X Tf). This Lie algebra, obtained 
by putting together the SU(2) algebra with basis [Lo,L ± I, 
and two mutually commuting Abelian algebras T2 and T f 
with bases [Q ± l/z1 and [Q ! IIzl, which are modules for 
the spino! representation of SU(2), has nonzero commuta
tion relations 

[Lo,L ± J = ± L ±' [L.,L] = 2L o, 

[L Q(#) J - + 1Q(#) 
0, ± 112 - _ 2 ± 112' (Ll) 

[L Q(#)] - Q(#) 
± ' "F IIZ - ± 112' 

In their paper, Hughes and Yadegar determined the equiv
alence classes of irreducible unitary representations (lUR) 
of this algebra by a shift operator method, and noted that on 
reduction to the SU(2) algebra the generic IUR had the cor
rect bound state multiplicities for the hydrogen atom. The 
SU(2) algebra was not, however, the SO(3) algebra physical
ly realized by the angular momentum operators whose re
presentations correspond to integral angular momentum. 
On restriction to the SU(2) generated by the above [Lo,L ± I, 
the IUR ofSU(2),1 (T2X Tf) yield both integral and half
integral representations, and it is for this reason that we 
choose in this paper to replace the term 0(3),1 (T2 X T f) by 
the more appropriate SU(2),1 (T2 X T f). In addition to 
showing that this Lie algebra acts as a spectrum generating 
algebra for the hydrogen atom alternative to the algebra 
0(4,1) usually considered, they showed that from the repre
sentatives of elements of the enveloping algebra of 
SU(2),1 (T2X Tf) in this generic IUR, one could realize pre
cisely that IUR of the 0(4,2) algebra which was employed by 
Barut and Kleinerf to deal with dynamical properties of the 
hydrogen atom. The seven-dimensional SU(2),1 (T2X Tf) 
was thereby shown to serve equally well as a dynamical alge
bra for the hydrogen atom as the fifteen-dimensional algebra 
of 0(4,2). 

Subsequently, Backhouse3 rederived the results of 
Hughes and Yadegar from a group theoretical point of view. 
It was shown that the complexification of the Lie algebra of 
the group SU(2)AR 4 has a real form isomorphic to 
SU(2),1 (T2X Tf). In the construction of this group, the ac
tion ofSU(2) on R 4 comes about through the standard homo
morphism of SU(2) X SU(2) onto SO(4). The IUR of 
SU(2),1R 4 were obtained using Mackey's method ofinduced 
representations, and were naturally realized by an action on 
L 2(S3)--exactly the space of bound states of the hydrogen 
atom.4 Thus, just as SU(2),1 (T2X Tf) acts as a spectrum 
generating algebra, the corresponding group SU(2),1R 4 was 
shown to be a spectrum generating group, for the hydrogen 
atom. Unlike the group SOC 4, I) usually considered in this 
context, however, SU(2),1R 4 does not contain the symmetry 
group SO(4), nor the angular momentum group SO(3), as 
subgroups; rather, they are generated by certain elements in 
the enveloping algebra ofSU(2),1 (T2X Tf). The IUR of 
SO(4) which arise are constrained to be the diagonal repre
sentations, as in the usual group theoretical treatment of the 
hydrogen atom.4.S 

In this paper we explore further the representation the
ory ofSU(2) ,1R 4 by computing its projective irreducible uni
tary representations (PIUR), showing incidentally that one 
particular PIUR, realizable on L 2(R 2), makes SU(2),1R 4 a 
spectrum generating group of the two-dimensional isotropic 
harmonic oscillator, containing the symmetry, or degener
acy, group SU(2) as a subgroup. Other applications of pro
jective representations are mentioned by Backhouse. 6 

An alternative approach to the construction ofPIUR of 
a group is by the construction of ordinary IUR of central 
extensions of the group. It is shown that, modulo group au
tomorphisms, SU(2),1R 4 has essentially just one central ex
tension. At the Lie algebra level this is the central extension 
C (SU(2)A (T2 X T~#)) generated by Lo, L ±' and Q (ttz, 
which still satisfy the commutation relations (1.1), but ap
pended by the identity operator 1 and where Q ! 1/2 and 
Q ! 112' instead of mutually commuting, have commutators 
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[Q ± 1/2,Q ~ Inl = =F 1. (1.2) 

The IUR ofC(SU(2);\ (TzX Tf» can be classified by 
SU(2) shift operator methods developed by Hughes and Ya
degar7 and used by them for the case of ordinary IUR of 
SU(2);\ (T2 X T f). I It is found that the IUR of 
C (SU(2);\ (T2 X T f» obtained by these methods are in ex
act one to one correspondence with the PIUR ofSU(2);\R 4. 

This Lie algebra has a single invariant 14, of fourth order in 
the basis elements, whose eigenvalues provide a unique label 
for the IUR. In addition, as in the case ofSU(3) in an SU(2) 
basis,8 it possesses three independent SU(2) scalar operators, 
anyone of which provides a state label to distinguish states 
corresponding to the same value I (l + 1) of the SU(2) Casi
mir L z. In addition to classifying the IUR, the shift operator 
methods also enable us to write down matrix elements for 
the Q (;l12 in an arbitrary one of these IUR, thus completing 
their analysis. Just one of these IUR contains no I-degener
acies; it is also shown to be the only one which can be realized 
in terms of two-boson creation and annihilation operators. 
This provides further explanation of the fact that it generates 
the spectrum of the two-dimensional harmonic oscillator. 

Independently, as part of a more general study, Major9 

showed that the spectrum generating group of the two-di
mensional isotropic harmonic oscillator is SU(2);lN, where 
N is the so-called Weyl group. This group, a central exten
sion of SU(2);\R " has ordinary representations which are 
obtained by lifting the projective representations found in 
the present paper. It is worth pointing out that we prove 
Major's group to be essentially the only central extension of 
SU(2);\R 'by the circle group. 

We begin in Sec. 2 by reviewing the definitions and ele
mentary theory of projective representations of groups and 
algebras. As a prerequisite to finding the projective represen
tations of a given group one needs explicit knowledge of its 
multipliers, or factor systems. In Sec. 3 we recall the Mackey 
decomposition for analyzing the multipliers of semidirect 
product groups and apply it to the group SU(2);\R '. The 
PIUR ofSU(2)/lR' are obtained in Sec. 4 using the Mackey 
little group method. It is here that we recognize SU(2);\R 4 as 
the spectral group of the two-dimensional isotropic harmon
ic oscillator by explicitly performing the reduction of one 
particular PIUR, denoted 1f', to SU(2). The relationship 
with earlier accounts of the oscillator is shown up by com
puting, as differential operators, the action of the generators 
ofSU(2) on the carrier space L 2(R 2) of 1f'. In Sec. 5 we con

sider the Lie algebra C (SU(2);\ (T2 X Tr» and construct the 
invariant 14 , the SU(2) scalar operators, and the shift opera
tors A (#0) j: 1/2 needed for an analysis of its IUR. The actual 
analysis is given in Sec. 6, where the relation to the two
dimensional harmonic oscillator is also further discussed. 
We conclude in Sec. 7 with a short discussion of related 
groups and algebras to which the techniques of this paper 
might be applied. 

2. PROJECTIVE REPRESENTATIONS 

Algebraically a projective unitary representation of a 
group G is a mappingg_U (g) of G into the unitary operators 
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on some Hilbert space, together with a circle-valued func
tion liJ on G X G, which satisfy, for all elementsg l ,g2,g3 ofG, 
both of the relations 

U(gI)U(gZ) = liJ(ghg2)U(gtK2), 

liJ(ghgZ)liJ(ggz,g,) = liJ(ghg,g3)liJ(g2,g3)' 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

liJ is called the multiplier, or factor system, of the representa
tion. liJ is called trivial if there exists a circle-valued function 
{) on G such that liJ(ghg2) = {)(g1)8(g2)lo(gg2) for allg['gzEG. 
Triviality establishes an equivalence relation on multipliers 
and their associated projective representations over and 
above the usual unitary equivalence. In particular we say 
that projective unitary representations with trivial multipli
ers are projectively equivalent to ordinary unitary represen
tations. Also, we normally choose equivalence class repre
sentatives for multipliers such that liJ(e,g) = liJ(g,e) = 1 for 
all gEG, where e is the identity of G. 

Given a multiplier liJ for G we can form the central ex
tension G '" of G by the circle group T 1 as follows: G ,,, 
= {(g,z) : gEG,zEC, and \z\ = 1 J with multiplication 

(g1,ZI)(gZ,ZZ) = (gg2,liJ(gl,gZ)Zlzz) for allghgzEG and Zl,Z2ET'. 
We shall identify the set [ (e,z) : ZEP I with T I, and note that 
G «'IT 1 is isomorphic to G. The significance of G W is that a 
projective representation U of G which multiplier liJ gives 
rise to an ordinary representation V of G W defined by 
V (g,z) = zU (g). Conversely, an ordinary representation of 
G ,,, for which V (e,z) acts as scalar multiplication by z yields a 
projective representation U of G by defining U (g) = V (g, 1). 

We have made no mention of topological or measure 
theoretic conditions; these are dealt with thoroughly by 
Mackey,IO Bargmann,'1 and ParthasarathyY We mention 
here only that we require our representations to be continu
ous, and that if G is a connected Lie group, then representa
tives liJ for the equivalence classes of multipliers can be so 
chosen that the extension groups G '" are also connected Lie 
groups. In particular liJ is analytic near (e,e) which enables us 
to relate the projective representations of G with projective 
representations of its Lie algebra LG as follows. 

First we can check that if g~U (g) is a projective repre
sentation of G, then 

U(g,)U(gZ)U(glt'U(gzt l =f.1(ghgZ)U(gg,gl- Ig2- I), 
(2.3) 

where 

(2.4) 

forallghgzEG. Nowift-exp(tX),XELG, is a one-parameter 
subgroup of G, then Stone's theorem provides an operator 
U (X), defined on some domain, such that, for all t, 
U [exp(tX)] = exp[tU (X»). It is known that, for any XELG, 
U(X) is skew-Hermitian on the dense subspace of so-called 
analytic vectors. Then the infinitesimal version of the com
mutator relation (2.3) is 

[U(X),U(Y)] = U([X,Y]) + F(X,Y)l (2.5) 

for all X, YELG, where 1 is the identity operator and F is a 
bilinear skew-symmetric function on LG with purely imagi-
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nary values. Fis the infinitesimal counterpart of the function 
/.l defined by (2.4). Equation (2.5) can be alternatively viewed 
as giving an ordinary representation of a central extension 
C (LG) of LGby the real numbers, in which a real number r is 
represented by irt. This approach is taken up in Sec. 5 and 
the following sections. 

3. MULTIPLIERS 
Let G = PAN be a semidirect product of the groups P 

and N, where N is a normal subgroup of G, and denote the 
general element of G by g = np, where nEN and peP. Then it 
is a well established factlo.lt.l) that equivalence classes ofmul
tipliers of G contain representatives which can be decom
posed in the form 

w(nJ/Jlon]jJ2) = r(nIoPln1/JI-I){3(plon2)a(pI,P2), (3.1) 

where 

and 

(3.3) 

for all val ues of the elements. Here a and r are multipliers on 
P and N, respectively, and/3 is a circle-valued function on 
P X N. It can be further shown 12 that if N is a real vector 
group, such as R 4, and Pis a simply connected and connected 
semisimple Lie group, such as SU(2), then a and {3 can be 
reduced to unity. This leaves 

w(nJ/Jl>n1/J2) = r(nhP1n]jJl- I), 

where 

y(pnJ/J-I,pn1/J-I) = r(nl,n2) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

for all values of the group elements. Finally, we know that 
each class of multipliers for a real vector group contains a 
unique representative of the form defined by y(nhn2) 
= exp[iA (n Ion 2)], where A is a real skew-symmetric bilinear 

form onN. 

We now apply the above general results to the particu
lar case where G = SU(2)AR 4, first of all summarizing the 
realization of this group employed by Backhouse.) G may be 
identified with the set of(4X4) matrices 

(~ ;), where vESU(2), m = (~ 
a = T + iu, and /3 = v + ijJ. 

-/3*) 
* ' a 

We relate m to a point in R 4 by defining t = (P,V,U,T)T; it is 
also convenient to define z = (a,a* j3j3 *)TeC 4

• This com
plex form is most useful for defining the action of SU(2) on 
R 4; if 

v = (: - ::), where ,p,p * + 1/11/1* = 1, 

then the conjugate 

(~ ~)(~ ;)(~ ~) - 1 = (~ V~) 
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is determined by the action on (a,a* j3j3 *) T of the matrix 

~=G 
0 -t/J* -f) ,p* 0 

(3.6) 
0 ,p* 

t/J* 0 

We can express the typical multiplier for R 4 in either of the 
forms r(tl,t2) = exp(it 'fAt2) or r'(ZI,z2) = exp(iz'fBz2), where 
r(tl>t2)=y'(zl,zz) and A is a real skew-symmetric matrix. If r 
is to be lifted to G it must satisfy Eq. (3.5). By using the above 
matrix <P one may easily check that A and B have to have the 
forms 

0 -2a q ') A=( ~ 0 r -q 

-q -r 0 -2~ , 
-r q 2a 

( -i~ 
ia c 

~~) 0 0 
(3.7) B= 

-c 0 0 La 

0 -c* -ia 0 

where a, q, and r are real, and c = i(q + ir). thus SU(2)AR 4 

has a three-parameter family of multipliers. 

Using these results we can obtain the function F of Eq. 
(2.5). Now Eq. (3.4) implies thatF(X,Y) vanishes unless X 
and Ybelong to the Lie algebra ofR 4. ThusifTw Tv, T",and 
Tr denote the generators of translations along the coordinate 
axes, we find 

F(TIl,Tv) = - 4ai, F(TwTo) = 2iq, F(TIl,Tr ) = 2ir, 
(3.8) 

F(Tv,To) = 2ir, F(Tv,Tr) = - 2iq, F(T",TT) = - 4ai. 

Alternatively, in terms of the Q(:{/2 ofSU(2)A (T2X Tr)l.l 
defined by 

Q\/Z = l(TT - iTo)' Q _ liZ = t(Tv - iT!"), 
(3.9) 

we can extend F by linearity to the complexification to ob
tain the nonzero values 

F(QII2,Q _ \/2) = iq - r, F(Q f52,Q! \/2) = iq + r, 
(3.10) 

F(Qllz,Q! \/2) = - 2a, F(Q _ IIZ,Q f5z) = 2a. 

We remark here that F could be determined purely at 
the Lie algebra level by the requirement that the central ex
tension of LG by the real numbers, essentially defined by Eq. 
(2.5), is a Lie algebra, i.e., that Fbe compatible with the 
Jacobi identity for the commutators. One then still has the 
problem of lifting F to the whole group G to form the multi
plier w. This approach is in general inadequate since it is 
possible for G to have a nontrivial central extension even 
though LG does not. For instance, although the Lie algebra 
ofSO(3) has no nontrivial central extension, the group SO(3) 
itself does have a nontrivial central extension, namely 8U(2), 
and the corresponding projective representations of SO(3) 
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are precisely the spin representations. The group SU(2), of 
course, does not possess a nontrivial central extension. 

We conclude this section by showing that it is possible 
to make a definite choice of the parameters, a, q, r without 
losing any essential information. The general idea is that if a 
is an automorphism of the group G, then for every multiplier 
W we can define a new multiplier w<T by W(T(g"g2) 
= W(a(g,),a(g2» for all g"g2EG. This gives us a new equiv

alence relation on multipliers which reduces the number of 
equivalence classes that we need to consider. For some 
groups, inner automorphisms can be of use. However, in the 
present case, because R 4 is Abelian and because ofEq. (3.4), 
multipliers ofSU(2)AR 4 are invariant under inner automor
phisms; therefore we look to outer automorphisms. We re
call' that SU(2)AR 4 is a subgroup of [SU(2)X SU(2) JAR 4, in 
which the two SU(2) groups commute but act differently on 
R 4. The second SU(2) group produces a group of outer auto
morphisms ofSU(2)AR 4 which fixes the first factor, but 
which acts on R 4 and therefore also on the multiplier. The 
action on R 4 is defined by m--mv- I

, for mER 4 and VESU(Z). 
By these means we are able to reduce to zero the parameters 
q and r defining the multiplier and which appear in Eqs. 
(3.7), (3.8), and (3.10). Finally, the parameter a can be re
duced to the value! by using those outer automorphisms 
which fix SU(2) but scale R 4. Thus the matrix A takes the 
form 

JGJJ, where J = (~ -1) 
0' 

One may see this at the Lie algebra level as follows: 
Suppose that the function Fhas the values for Q (;~12 given 
in Eq. (3.10). Then if one chooses an alternative basis for the 
Tz X T r algebra by 

Q '± 1/2 = aQ ± 112 + f3Q 1112' 
Q 1'112 = - {3 *Q ± 1/2 + aQ! \12' (3.11 ) 

where 

and 

then it is easy to check that 

F(Q ;/2,Q'- 1/2) = 0, F(Q f;,~,Q !'II2) = 0, 
(3.14) 

F(Q;/2,Q!'I12) = -1, F(Q'-li2'QeD=l. 

The outer automorphisms defined above for the group R 4 

clearly correspond to the outer automorphism 
Q(!112--Q(;t2 of the Lie algebra T,X Tr· 

4. PROJECTIVE REPRESENTATIONS OF 
SU(2)A R4 

In order to obtain the PIUR of SU(2) AR 4 we must first 
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have an understanding of the PIUR of R 4. We use the gener
alization of the results of Back house and Bradley'4,15 as given 
by Baggett and Kleppner. '6 The multiplier r, defined by the 
matrix A above, is nondegenerate in the sense that if 
r(t"t2) = 1 for all t2ER', then t, = 0. For such a multiplier we 
have the nice result that up to unitary equivalence there ex
istsa uniquePIURofR 4, 17' say, with that multiplier. This isa 
generalization of the Stone-von Neumann theorem for the 
uniqueness of the canonical commutation relations in the 
Weyl exponential form. 

From the results of Baggett and Kleppner, in order to 
construct 17' we must decompose R 4 into two complementary 
subs paces w. and w_, both isotropic with respect to W-(J) is 
unity on w. and w_. An obvious choice in our case is 
w. = (O,v,D,r) : (v,r)ER 2J andw_ = ((,u,O,a,D) : (p"a)ER 2 J. 
Then 17' is obtained by w-inducing the trivial representation 
ofw. up to R 4, 17' acts on L 2(R 4Iw.)_L 2(w_)=L 2(R 2) and is 
given by 

(1T(p"v,a,r}f)(x,y) = exp[ - Zi(xv + yr)] 
X exp[ - i(p,v + ar)]f(x + f..l,y + a) 

(4,1) 

for(x,y)ER 2 and/EL Z(R Z).AttheLiealgebralevelwequickly 
check that Tv, Tr are represented by the operations of multi
plication by - 2ix and - 2iy, respectively, and TfJ.' Ta are 
represented by (a lax) and (a lay), respectively. From these 
we see that Q <:'112 are represented by the operators 

_ 1'(2 a ) _ ql12 - - 21 Y + ay , q - 112 -

# 1'( 2 a) # l'(Z a) ql/2 = - 21 - X + ax ' q - 112 = - 21 Y - ay . 

Note that the element X = QI/2Q! 1/2 - Q - 112Q t2 
from the center of the enveloping algebra of 
SU(2)A (Tz X Tr) is now represented by the noninvariant 
operator 

(4.3) 

so that X + 1 is just the negative of the Hamiltonian for the 
two-dimensional isotropic harmonic oscillator written in 
certain appropriate units: X + 1 = - H. 

We are now in a position to follow the Mackey proce
dure lO for finding PIUR of semidirect product groups PAN: 

(i) For each PIUR, 17', of N, find the little cogroup P rr 
= (pEP: -+1Tp(n) = 1T(pnp-') is equivalent to 17'1. 

(ii) If pEP"., there exists a unitary operator Up such that 
1T(pnp-l) = Up1T(n)U; I for all nEN. Thenp--Up gives a 
projective unitary representation of P 1T with multiplier w', 
say. 

(iii) Find PIUR of P."., V say, with mUltiplier w", where 
w'w" = W on P".. Then np-+[1T(n)Up ] ® Vp is a PIUR of 
P rrAN with multiplier w. 

(iv) Induce this representation up to PAN. The resulting 
representations are irreducible, and for certain classes of 
groups the procedure is exhaustive. 
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Our case is rather special; in the first place R 4 has, up to 
unitary equivalence, a unique PIUR with multiplier m. It 
follows that 1Tv must be equivalent to 1T for all vESU(2), hence 
PTr = P = SU(2). This means that the induction step (iv) is 
not needed. In the second place, the group SU(2) has only 
trivial multipliers, which means that we can arrange for the 
multipliers m' and mil to be unity. The IUR ofSU(2) are, of 
course, well known, so it remains to discover the intertwin
ing representation v-Uv defined in (ii) above. As before it is 
convenient to work with the complex formalism. Thus we 
first compute the representation 1T, given in (4.1), in terms of 
z = (a,a*,{3,f3*), by 

(1T(z}f)(X,y) = exp! - i[x({3 + {3 *) + yea + a*)]) 

X/(X + ~ ({3 - {3 *),y + ~ (a - a*»), 
2i 2i 

(4.4) 
acting on/d 2(R 2). 

Let 

v = (: ::). ¢¢ * + ¢¢* = 1, 

be an element of SU(2). Then, using the matrix f/> given in 
Eq. (3.6), we find 

(1Tiz}f) (x,y) 

= exp! - i[x(¢a + (¢a)* + ¢ * {3 + ¢{3 *) 

+ y(¢a + (¢a)* - ¢* {3 - ¢{3 *) 1) exp! - H tf2a2 

X/(X + ;i [¢a - (¢a)* + ¢ *{3 - ¢{3*]'y 

+ ;i [¢a - (¢a)* + ¢{3 * - ¢*{3 ]). (4.5) 

This very complicated action at the R 4 group level im
plies the following operator relations at the level of the Lie 
algebra T2 X T r: 

1Tv(QflJ]) = ¢qflJ] + ¢q<!!~/2' 
(4.6) 

1T (Q (#) ) = - "'*q(#) + A. #q(#) 
v - 1/2 Of' 1/2 Of' - 1/2' 

where q~e~ = 1T(Q (:~/2) are given by Eqs. (4.2), and 
1Tv(Q (:~/2) means U~<f~/2(UV>-I. Thus the q's transform as 
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spinors under tile representation v-Uv ofSU(2). These rela
tions allow us to find commutation relations for the gener
ators ofSU(2) in the representation U. If AI, A2, A) are the 
generators ofSU(2) as given by Backhouse,l that is 

(4.7) 

so that 

L ± = ± A2 + iAh Lo = - iA), (4.8) 

then we find from Eqs. (4.6) that their representatives satisfy 

[U(A I),{f{/2] = - !iq<f(/2' 

[ U (A2),q<f{/2] = =r !iq<fl~2' 
(4.9) 

Using the irreducibility of the representation 1T we find the 
following unique solution to (4.9): 

U(AI)=i(XY- ~~), 
4 axay 

U(A2) = - ~(x~ -y~), 
2 ay ax 

U(A) = .!...-[~(~ - ~)_(y2_X2)], 
2 4 ay2 ax2 

(4.10) 

acting on analytic vectors in L 2(R 2). In terms of ! Lo,L ± ), 

Eqs. (4.10) become 

U (Lo) = + (;2 - ~2) - !(y2 - x2), 

(4.11) 

U(L )=(~~ -XY)± ~(y~ -x~). 
± 4 axay 2 ax ay 

Note that Eq. (4.10) are precisely what are obtained when 
SU(2) is realized as the symmetry group of the two-dimen
sional isotropic harmonic oscillator-see Jauch and Hill,17 
Major.9 Observe further that Eqs. (4.10) and (4.11) can in 
fact be constructed as bilinear products of the q(*)'s; for 
instance: 

U(Lo) = !(qI/2q! 1/2 + q - 1/2qe2)' U(L+) = - ql/2qe2' 

U (L) = q _ 1/2q! 1/2' 

(4.12) 

The explicit decomposition into irreducibles of the in
tertwining representation ofSU(2) was achieved algebraical
ly by Major/ using well known properties of Hermite func
tions. The representation decomposes as 

Ea D I
, 

1=0,1/2,1,3/2.··. 

where D I is the (21 + I)-dimensional IUR ofSU(2). In view 
of Major's work,9 we restrict the exposition of our indepen
dent group theoretical derivation of this decomposition to a 
statement of our main results. We found that the decomposi-
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tion is most easily obtained using certain functions which 
crop up rather naturally: define, for (a,b )ER 2, a function G a.b 

by 

X exp [tV2(ax + by)], (4.13) 

for (x,y)ER 2. Ga•b is a simultaneous eigenfunction of q ± 1/2' 
Then, for 

we find 

- tfJ*)ESU(2), 
¢* 

UvGa.b = G",a + rfJ* b. - rfJa + "' .. b' (4.14) 

Now if we put Hm.n(x,y) = exp[ - (x 2 + y2)]Hm cY2x) 
XHlv'2y), where Hi is the ith Hermite polynomial, then 
there is the well known expansion 

(4.15) 

These results can easily be put to work to show that, if W N 

= [linear span of H m.n for m + n = N J, then W N is an in
variant subspace for U and, moreover, it carries the repre
sentation D N /2 of SU(2), N;;.O. This is the last step in the 
determination of the equivalence classes of PIUR of 
SU(2)AR 4: The classes are labelled by an integer p, and as 
representatives we choose the representations rrP defined by 

(~ ;) _ (1T(m)Uv) ®Dp/2(v) (4.16) 

acting on L 2(R 2) ® C P + I, where 1T is defined by the equiv-

alent formula (4.1), U = ffi D I. 
1=0.112.1.··· 

It is interesting to determine the SU(2) content of rrP. In 
fact 

rrP LSU(2) = ( 1 = 0.~2.1, ... D I) ® Dp/2 

= DO ffi 2D 112 ffi 3D I ffi ... ffipD (P ~ 1)/2 ffi (p + 1) 

X( ffi Dk). 
k:"pl2 

(4.17) 

As we shall see in Sec. 6, this agrees with the results obtained 
by applying shift operator techniques to the Lie algebra 
C(SU(2)A (T2 X T r»· 

The representation 1T" makes SU(2) AR 4 a spectrum gen
erating group for the two-dimensional isotropic harmonic 
oscillator. This follows because: (1) we know from elemen
tary quantum mechanics that W N is an energy eigenspace for 
the oscillator; (2) the commutation relations imply that 
q(~l12 map WNinto WN_ 1+ WN + I' for N;pO, where W - I 

-[ 0 I. Finally, it is worth pointing out that the properties of 
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Hermite polynomials used by Major9 are consequences of 
our approach. 

5. FURTHER PROPERTIES OF THE LIE 
ALGEBRA C(SU(2) A (T2 X Tff» 

We now examine the Lie algebra C(SU(2)A (T2X Tr» 
in more detail, writing down its SU(2) scalar operators, in
variant, and shift operators, in preparation for an analysis of 
the IUR obtained in the previous section. 

In the following we shall denote the representatives in 
any representation 1T of Lo, L ±' Q (;1/2 by 10' I ±' q(;l/2' 
respectively, and retain the same symbols as were used in 
previous sections for the SU(2) Casimir L 2 and SU(2) scalar 
operator X. For convenience, we summarize here the non
vanishing commutation relations for C(SU(2)A (T2 X T r», 
which are 

[lo'! ± ] = ± Ii.' [lJ] = 210' [q ± II2,q! 112] = =Fl, 
(5.1) 

[lo4;lnl = ± !q(;ti12' [I ± ,q<!I)n1 = l;l/2' 
We choose the same hermiticity relations as were satisfied by 
the above operators in the realization of the representation 
1T" by the operators given in Eqs. (4.2) and (4.11) acting on 
L 2(R 2), namely 

1"6=/0' It~ =1"" qtt 112 = =Fq!1I2' (5.2) 

Note that the alternative choice, qt± 112 = ± q! 112' would 
lead to exactly the same Lie algebra but with q + 1/2 and 
q! 112 interchanged, so we are losing no generality by con
sidering only the hermiticity relations (5.2). 

Just as for the case ofSU(2)A (T2 X T r)', the following 
operators are SU(2) scalars: 

X = qll2 q! 112 - q 1/2 qr2' (5.3) 

Yo = qll2 q! 112 10 + q - 112 qr2 /0 - ql12 qr2 L 

+ q. 1/2 q# 1121., (5.4) 

Y. = - (2q1/2 q _ 112/0 + q _ 112q - 112/. - qI/2qll2/.)' (5.5) 

Y. = 2qr2 q! 112 10 + q! 1/2 q# 1/2/. - qf:,2 qr2 I., (5.6) 

but unlike the case ofSU(2)A (T2X Tr), Yo and Y ± do not 
satisfy the commutation relations of an extra SU(2) algebra. 
Instead, we have 

[Yo, Y.] = XY+ = Y.(X + 2), 

[Yo,Y.] = - (X + 2)Y. = - Y X, 

[Y.,Y.] = 2(X + 1)(Yo - 2L 2). 

one may also easily check that 

[X,Yo] = 0, [X,Y ±] = ± 2Y ±' 

so Y t raise the eigenvalue of X by ± 2. 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

In addition to these operators, C(SU(2)A (T2 X T r» 
possesses a single independent invariant I. given by 

1.=X 2+2X-4Yo +4L2. (5.11) 

Thus Yo and X are diagonal together. Finally, one may easily 
show that yt+ = Y"" whereas 14 , Yo, and X are Hermitian 
operators, and (X + 21) is also negative semidefinite. 
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The shift operators we shall need in order to analyze the 
IUR of C(SU(2)A (T2X Tr» are particular cases of more 
general operators derived and discussed by Hughes and Ya
degar. 8 These shift the eigenvalues 1 and m of Rand 10 by 
± 1, where R (R + 1) L 2, when acting to the right on ei

genstates of these operators, and are given by 

0(#) 112.112 = q\1fi(R + 10 + 1) + q(!!l12I+, (5.12) 

(5.13) 

We shall find it more convenient to consider the normalized 
operators 

A ~#) 1/2 = (I + m + 1)-1120~.~;? 1/2.112 , 

A ~#) - 112 = (l + mtI120~,!,l - 112. - 112 , (5.14) 

in which the internal structure oflUR ofSU(2) has effective
ly been divided out. 

Various L 2-commuting products of these operators, 
which we shall need in the following section, are 

A )~ I/~ ,- 112 = A ,~I(J~ ;12 = y+, 

A f-I(}~ f - 112 = A f+ IA12A f 1/2 = - y_, 

A jl21/2A ,-1/2 = - Yo -IX, 

A f-I(J2A ,-1/2 = - Yo + I(X + 2), 

A ,~1(J2A r 112 = - Yo + (I + l)X, 

A f+1);2 A ;12 = - Yo - (I + l)(X + 2), 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 

(5.17) 

where it is assumed that all operators act to the right on 
eigenstates of R. They also satisfy the commutation relations 

[X,A/1/2] =A/ l12 , [X,Af±1/2] = -Af±I12, 
(5.18) 

and so shift the eigenvalues of X by ± 1. 

Finally, using methods similar to those employed in the 
general case by Hughes and Yadegar,8 one may deduce from 

P+2 
2 

E.:'J. 
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P 
2 

o 
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(5.2) the following hermiticity relations of the shift 
operators: 

(y',1 ± ! IA l± 1121 y,l) 

= +_ (2/+1) (y'l+lICA #'T'1I2)tl y /) (5.19) 
2(1 + ! ± 4) '- :2 I ± 112 " 

I I (y' ,I ± 41 A l± 1121 y,l ) 12 

1" 

= +_ (21 + 1) (y/IA #'T' 112A ± 112Iy/) (5.20) 
2(1 + 4 ± !) , '± 112 I " 

II<y',l±!IA f± I12 ly,l)1
2 

y' 

='F (2/+1) (y/IA'F1I2,l#±1I2Iy/) (5.21) 
2(1 + ! ± 4) , '± IIY' , " 

where y denotes an additional set of state labelling param
eters, which will be specified in the following section, and the 
m-values of the states have been suppressed. Thus 
A # - 112A 112 and A I12A # - 112 are positive semidefinite, 
and A # I12A - 112, A - 1/2A # 112 negative semidefinite oper
ators. This completes the algebraic apparatus that will be 
needed in the next section for the analysis of the IUR of 
C(SU(2)A (T2X Tr». 

6. ANALYSIS Of' THE IUR OF C(SU(2)A(T2 X T!» 

Since C(SU(2)A (T2 X T r» has, apart from the trivial 
invariant 1, a single independent invariant I. and one further 
independent SU(2) scalar X, the state label y will consist of a 
pair (P,s), where p labels the IUR and s serves to distinguish 
between states within an IUR corresponding to the same 
degenerate I-value. We define - (p + 2) to be the eigenvalue 
of X for the state of minimum I-value, I = ~ say; since 
(X + 21) is a Hermitian negative semidefinite operator, p 
must be real and nonnegative. We can define s uniquely by 

S= P +1 

S=p 

/ 
/ 

/ 

s= p+2 

FIG. 1. States of the IUR rr" of 
C(SU(2), (T2 X T f'». Ordinary ar
rows indicate the actions of A t 112. 

solid arrows indicate the actions of 
A#- j 112 
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requirings = Of or the I = I, state, A 112 and A # - 112 to leaves 
unchanged, A #112 to raise-the value of s by 1, and A -112 to 
lower it by 1, as depicted in Fig. 1. From this it is clear that s 
must lie somewhere in the range 0<s<2(1 - I) for any state 
with given I value. -

We start the analysis by considering the I = I state, 
which must be annihilated by A (#) - 112. Thus we-have 

A # 112 A - 1/2 I p'l 0) - A 112 A # - 112 I p'l 0) - 0 
~-1/2 ~ '2. - ~-I12 ~ '2.-

which, together with 

X I p;~O) = - (p + 2) I p;~O), 
yields, on substitution into Eqs. (5.16), 

Yo I p;~O) = ~(p + 2) I p;~O) = -Ip I p;~O). 

Since P;;.O, the only possibility is that I = 0, in agreement 
with Eq. (4.17). Using (5.11) we now get 

I. I p;O,O) = p(p + 2) I p;O,O); (6.1) 

thus p(p + 2) is the eigenvalue of I. for all states of the IUR 
labelled by p. 

Now consider the generallP;l,s) state. From the defini
tion of s and the fact that 0<s<2/, we see that 
Ip;l,s) ex: (A 112)<2/- S)(A # 112)'1P;0,0). From the commuta
tion relations (5.18), we see that (A 112)<2/- s)(A # 112)' raises 
the eigenvalue of X by (21 - 2s), so 

X I p;l,s) = - (p - 21 + 2s + 2) I p;l,s). (6.2) 

Since X + 21 is negative semidefinite, we must have 
(p - 21 + 2s);;.0. Since s;;.O, this is always satisfied if I<!p, 
but if I > !p, it will not be satisfied by the IP;I,O) ex: (A 112)21 

Ip;O,O) state, for instance. Thus, in order to preserve the Her
miticity conditions (i.e., to ensure that the IR will in fact be 
an IUR), it must be impossible to act on IP;O,O) successively 
with A 112 more than p times, and soA 112 must annihilate some 
state IP;I,O) with l<p/2, i.e., this state must correspond to 
the zero eigenvalue of A # - I12A 112. Now, from Eq. (5.11), 

we have 

Yolp;l,s) = [s(s + P - 21 + 1) -I (p - 2/)] I p;l,s), (6.3) 

and so, on substitution of X and Yo into the second of Eqs. 
(5.17), we get 

A # - II2A 112 I p;l,s) = - (2/- s - p)(2/- s + 1) I p;l,s). 
(6.4) 

Hence A # - 112 A 112 I p;l,O) vanishes only when I = p/2. 
Hence we see that hermiticity is satisfied only if p is a nonne
gative integer, and then A 112 I p;p/2,0) = O. 

From (6.4), we see also that A 112 I p;I,2/- p) = 0, so, 
when t~p/2, s;;.(2/- p). On the other hand, from substitu
tion of X and Yo into the first of Eqs. (5.17), we get 

A - 1/2A # 1/2 I p;l,s) = - (s + l)(s + p + 2) I p;l,s). 
(6.5) 

so A # 112 ! p;l,s) never vanishes. Thus we see that, whereas 
for 1 <!p, s lies in the range 0<s<2/, for I;;.!p the range of sis 
(2/ - p)<s<2/. This guarantees that (p - 21 + 2s);;.0, so that 
(X + 21) is a negative semidefinite operator, as required. 
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In a similar way, by the use of Eqs. (5.16), we get 

.4 112A # - 112 ! p;l,s) = - (2/- s - p - 1)(21 - s) I p;I,s), 

(6.6) 

A # I12A - 1/2 I p;l,s) = - s(s + P + 1) I p;l,s). (6.7) 

One may easily check that the range of s guarantees that 
A # - 1/2 A 1/2 and A 1/2 A # - 112 are positive semidefinite, 
whereas A # 112 A - 112 and A - I12A #1/2 are negative semi
definite, as is also required by hermiticity. 

The set of states obtained are depicted in Fig. 1; they are 
seen to be in total agreement with the expression (4.17) ob
tained using induced representations for the PIUR 1T" of 
SU(2)AR 4. However, Eqs. (6.4)-(6.7) also enable us to ob
tain the matrix elements within 1T" of the operators q<f112 as 
follows. 

First choose the relative phases of I p;l,s), I p;1 + l,s), 
and ! p;l + !,s + 1) so that the matrix elements 
(p;1 + l's I A]l2 1P;I,s), and (p;1 + !,s + 1 I A 1*112 1P;I,s) 
are real and nonnegative. Then using Eqs. (6.4) and (6.5) in 
(5.20) and (5.21), respectively, yields 

A 112 I p;l,s) 

_(2l+ 1)(s+p-2/)(2l-s+ 1»)1121 .1 1) - p, + 2'S , 
2(1 + 1) 

(6.8) 

A # 112 ! p;l,s) 

= ( (21 + 1)(s + l)(s + P + 2) )112 I .1 + .1 s + I). 
2(/ + 1) p, 2' 

(6.9) 

Using these equations and (6.4) and (6.5) again, further 
yields 

A # - 112 I p;l,s) 

_ ( (2/ + l)(s + p - 21 + 1)(21 - s) )112 I ,1- 1 ) - p, 2'S, 
21 

(6.10) 

A - 112 I p;l,s) 

= _ ( (21 + I)S;-/ p + 1) y12 I p;l_ 1,s _ I). 

(6.11) 

We can now use Eqs. (5.15) to obtain, 

Y+ I p;l,s) = - [s(s + P + l)(s + p - 2/) 

X(2/-s+ l»)112 lp;l,s-l), (6.12) 

Y- I p;l,s) = [(s + l)(s + p + 2) 

X(s+p-21)(21-s)] I12 lp;l,s+ I). (6.13) 

Finally, by going back to the definitions of A (#) ± 112 in 

terms of q<:{12' we obtain the following results for the action 
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of q<:{12 on 1 p;I,s): 

q ± 112 1 p;l,m,s) 

= ( (I ± m + l)(s + P - 2/)(2/- s + 1) )1/2 

2(1 + 1)(21 + 1) 

I .1 (I ~m)s(s + p + 1) )112 
xl P; + 2,m ± 1,s)=F 21 (21 + 1) 

X 1 p;1 - 1,m ± l's - 1), 

q! 1/2 1 p;l,m,s) 

= ( (I + m + l)(s + l)(s + p + 2) )112 

2(1 + 1)(21 + 1) 

+ ( (I ~m)(s + p - 21 + 1)(2/- s) )112 
- 2/(21 + 1) 

X 1 p;1 - 1,m ± 1,s). 

(6.14) 

(6.15) 

This completes the analysis of the representation 17". Note 
that, instead of X (or, equivalently, Yo), one could use either 
of the Hermitian operators (Y. + Y_) or i(Y. - Y_) to label 
the states. This was done for the case of SU(3) in an SU(2) 
basis by Hughes and Yadegar8; the eigenvalues of these oper
ators would, however, be rather difficult to obtain since their 
eigenstates would not be connected by A (#) ± 1/2 in such a 
straightforward manner as those of X. 

We end this section by futher consideration of the re
presentation 1f' and its connection with the two dimensional 
isotropic harmonic oscillator. For this IUR, P = 0, I is non
degenerate, and every state corresponds to the value s = 2/. 
The matrix elements of q<:~12 are easily obtained from Eqs. 
(6.14) and (6.15) to be 

q ± I12II,m) = =F [(I =Fm)] 1/2 1/-1,m ± !), (6.16) 

q! 112I/,m) = [(I ± m + 1)]1121' + 1,m ± ~). (6.17) 

The relation of this IUR to the oscillator can be seen immedi
ately from the fact that it, alone amongst the IUR of 
C(SU(2),1 (T2X Tr», can be realized by the two boson cre
ation and annihilation operators 

at=x+...!.-~ at=y+...!.-~ 
., 2 ax' y 2 ay' 

1 a I a 
ax = x - 2 ax ,ay = y - 2 ay , 

where one puts 

10 = l(a!ax - a~ay), L = - a!ay, I. = t - ayax, 
_·t _·t # . # . ql/2 - - lay' q-1I2 - - lax, ql/2 = lax, q _ 112 = - laY' 

On substitution for the boson operators in terms of x andy, 
one recovers the expressions for 10' I ±' and {fl12 obtained in 
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Eqs. (4.2) and (4.11). Finally, note that the basis for 1f' cho
sen in this paper diagonalizes 

10 = .!.( ~ - ~) - !(y2 _ X2), 
8 ay2 ax2 

and not the angular momentum operator 

-{x; -y !). 
7. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have applied both group theoretical 
and Lie algebraic techniques to classify and analyze the pro
jective unitary irreducible representations of the group 
SU (2),1R 4, The application of the Mackey induced represen
tation method has the advantage of greater general applica
bility, whereas the Lie algebraic shift operator technique fa
cilitates the solution of state labelling problems and the 
calculation of matrix elements. For the particular group 
considered here, both methods give exactly the same results, 
so the Lie algebraic approach has not in fact fallen short of 
complete generality. This is because we have been dealing 
with a simply connected group; in cases where the group is 
not simply connected, as for instance the group SO(3), Lie 
algebraic techniques are not sufficiently fine to distinguish 
between representations of the group and oflocally isomor
phic groups of different connectivity properties. 

Another example to which the method of induced re
presentations adopted in Sec. 4 to compute the PIUR of 
SU(2),1R 4 can be applied is that of the five-dimensional 
group SI(2),1 P. This has a Lie algebra SI(2),1R2 with basis 
I Lo,L ± ,Q ± I12J, whose non vanishing commutation rela
tions are as given in Eq. (1.1), but with the Q! 112 omitted. 
This group also has nontrivial PIUR which yield to the 
Mackey machinery (see, for instance, LipsmanI8

). In par
ticular, there is one PIUR in which Q ± 112 are represented by 
the operators - ix, alax, respectively, acting on analytic 
vectors of L 2(R ). At the Lie algebra level, for the intertwin
ing representation ofSl(2), L., L, and Lo are represented by 

l...- x 2 l...-~ and (...!.- x ~ + ...!.- 1) 
2 ' 2 ax2 ' 2 ax 4 ' 

respectively. 

This is a rather famous representation, called the metaplec
tic representation, and was first considered by Shale. 19 On 
restriction to SI(2), it reduces to a direct sum of two irreduci
ble representations, one acting on even functions, the other 
on odd functions, in L 2(R 2). Denoting the eigenvalues of the 
SI(2) Casimir L 2 by I (I + I), as we did for SU(2), it can be 
shown that these two representations ofSl(2) correspond to 
the values 1= - t, - i [these, of course, would violate the 
hermiticity conditions for SU(2), but are perfectly permissi
ble for SI(2)]. An unpleasant feature of the metaplectic repre
sentation is that the operator [lxa lax + i1] has no eigen
vectors in L 2(R 2), so it is not possible to further analyze the 
representations with respect to the subgroup generated by 
this operator. 

The metaplectic representation is a true projective re
presentation, and becomes an ordinary representation only 
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if we go to a twofold cover of Sl(2), as in the case of the spin 
representations ofSO(3). This fact means that as far as parts 
(ii) and (iii) of the Mackey procedure summarized in Sec. 4 is 
concerned, the intertwining representation introduces an ex
tra factor system Wi of Sl(2)-a so-called Mackey "obstruc
tion." This determines the factor system w" ofSl(2) which is 
required in part (iii) of the Mackey procedure to restore the 
overall factor system to w. To develop this further would 
take us too far afield. We do note, however, as an aside, that 
the metaplectic representation together with the operators 
- ix and a lax, provide, modulo imaginary constants, a re-

presentation of the five-dimensional graded Lie algebra 
Osp(2, 1 ),20.Z1 This is because the above forms of the Q ± \12 

satisfy the anticommutation relations {QIIZ,Q-IIZJ = - 4iLo, 
{QIIZ,QIIZJ = 4iL+, (Q-II2,Q-II2J = - 4iL. However, from 
the above values of I, one easily sees that this representation 
does not satisfy the usual SU(2)-type hermiticity relations 
taken for the even part of Osp(2, 1). 

At the Lie algebra level if, by choosing the hermiticity 
relations L 6 = Lo, L t+ = L, one replaces Sl(2) by SU(2), 
the shift operator techniques can be applied successfully to 
the analysis of irreducible representations of the central ex
tension algebra C(SU(2);lTz). These, however, do not yield 
unitary representations since it is not possible to close 
(QIIZ,Q-IIZJ under hermiticity in a manner compatible with 
the above hermiticity relations for Lo and L ± . Even in the 
case of C(Sl(2);lTz) the shift operator methods may be ap
plied with some success-the above 1 values for the metaplec-
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tic representation were obtaind by shift operator techniques 
similar to those employed in this paper. We hope to discuss 
these cases in more detail in a later paper. 
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We study here the spacelike geodesics in the Nordstrom geometry. We show that (i) a radially falling 
tachyon can hit the singularity r = 0 if either it is very energetic or the source is highly charged, (ii) 
nonradial orbits never end into r = 0, and (iii) unstable circular orbits exist in the region which is 
bounded from below as well as from above. In the case of e 2/ m 2 = I, scattering cross sections are 
calculated. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the Schwarzschild geometry spacelike geodesics 
have recently been studied by many authors. I-4 Honig et al. 3 

pursue to completeness the investigation initiated by Hettle 
and HelliwelP and Raychaudhari.2 They consider the ex
tended Schwarzschild spacetime and demonstrate that spa
celike geodesics with apsidal distances < 2m which are inci
dent from one asymptotically flat portion of the 
Schwarzschild manifold must emerge into the other asymp
totically flat portion. They argue that a global past-future 
distinction is not tenable. Narlikar and Dhurandar4 have dis
cussed the causal and noncausal aspects of tachyon bounce 
and have shown that a tachyon dropped from a radial dis
tance < 2.56m always arrives before it went in whereas the 
one droppd from radial distance> 3.27m always arrives lat
er than its starting instant. They have made out a case for 
relevance of tachyons in the astrophysical settings. 

Davies' and Narlikar and Sudarshan6 have considered 
the question of tachyons in the cosmological realm, and they 
have proved that a premordial tachyon in a big-bang uni
verse is eventually reflected at a time barrier. Dhurandhar' 
has investigated propoagation of tachyons inside a white 
hole while Vaidya8 and Dadhich9 have found solutions 
which are interpreted as describing the gravitational field of 
a neutral and a charged tachyon respectively. 

We shall here study the spacelike geodesics in the Nord
strom geometry reprsenting the field of a charged black hole. 
Banerjee and Dutta ChoudhurylO have recently considered 
spacelike radial and circular geodesics in this geometry. In 
here would occur nonlinear partial differential equations of 
third and fourth orders which we shall not attempt to solve 
exactly; instead we shall focus on the behavior of the effec
tive potential which would tell us almost everything about 
the motion in a physically illuminating manner. In the par
ticular case of e2/m2 = 1, the mathematical manipulations 
are simple so for this case we do scattering cross-section 
calculation. 

II. THE NORDSTROM GEOMETRY 

The gravitational field of a charged black hole is de
scribed by the line element 

ds2 = .tJ.dt 2 _ .tJ. -[dr - r(d() 2 + sin2()d¢J 2), 

.tJ. = 1 - 2m/r + e2/r. (1) 

We employ the Lagrangian method and write 

22" =.tJ.i 2 - .tJ. -[F - r(8 2 + sin2()¢> 2), (2) 

1 
+ 1 (timelike) 

2" = 0 (null) 

- 1 (spacelike) 

Since 2" is spherically symmetric and is independent of 
t, we set () = rr/2 and write the conjugate momenta 

and 

a2" . 
PI --. =.tJ.t=E. at 

(3) 

(4) 

E and I are constants of motion and they refer to energy and 
angular momentum of the tachyon respectively. From Eqs. 
(2), (3), and (4) we obtain 

;- 2 = E 2 -.tJ. (22" + 12/r). 

On differentiation we get 

r= -(~ 

-(~ - +- 1--+-. e
2

) 12 ( 3m 2e
2

) 

,-J ,-J r r 

(5) 

(6) 

For e2/m2( I, outer and inner horizons are defined by 

(7) 

III. GEODESICS 

The timelike and null geodesics in the Nordstrom ge
ometry have already been investigated, [[-[4 so we shall study 
here spacelike geodesics. 

A. Radial geodesics: From Eq. (5) it follows, for I = 0 
and 22" = - 1, that radially incoming and outgoing ta
chyons will bounce back at 

r l ± = [m/(l +E2)] {I ± [1- (e2/m 2)(l +E2)]1/2} (8) 

provided 

e2/m 2«(l + E2)-[. 

Let us write Eq. (9) in the form 

1 + E2 = a(m2/e2), 0 <a( I; 

then Eq. (8) would read as 

(9) 

(10) 
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FIGS. \. and 2. The effective potential V(r) is plotted against rim for various values of I 1m (indicated at the tips of the curves). Figure 1 refers to e'lm' = 1, 
and Fig. 2 refers to e'lm' = O.\. In the latter case V(r) will become positive and will go on without limit as r--.o; this has not been shown in Fig. 2. 

r l ± = (ro/a) [1 ± (1 - a)1I2], 

where 

ro is the classical radius (e'/mc') of the black hole. 

We here observe that 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

It is clear that highly charged (e'/m'_I) black hole or high
ly energetic tachyons would violate the condition (9) or (10) 
which would mean tachyons encounter no bounce and may 
hit the singularity r = 0 which is inaccessible to tardyons. 
The (radial) tachyons satisfying (10) would have bounce 
only in the region bounded by the horizons r. and r_. 

Here r l ± mark, respectively, outer and inner turning 
points for incoming and outgoing tachyons and both r l ± 

merge into ro when a = 1. That is, tachyons satisfying (10) 
trapped below r 1- can never escape and only those which are 
thrown out above rl+ will escape to infinity. 

On putting e = 0, in Eq. (8) we get back the bounce 
radius in the Schwarzschild case4: 

(14) 

In this case, the bounce always occurs, and no tachyon can 
hit the singularity r = O. 

We shall now consider nonradial trajectories. 
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B. The effective potential: The effective potential follows 
from Eq. (5) as 

V(r) = L1 (l2/r - 1), (15) 

which blows up as r-o and it tends to - 1 as r_ 00 for all 
values of I. This means that no tachyon could drop down to 
r=O. 

The behavior of V (r) is shown in the Figs. 1 and 2 for the 
casese'/m' = 0.1 and 1. Setting V'(r) = dV /dr = 0, wegeta 
cubic equation 

mr3 + r(l2 - e') - 3ml'r + 2e'I' = O. (16) 

This equation will have maximum two positive roots. We 
shall not proceed to find the exact roots of this equation. 
However, behavior of the effective potential is demonstrated 
in the Figs. 1 and 2. The effective potential has a maximum in 
the positive values and hence there could occur unstable cir
cularorbits whenever E' = V(rc)' where rc is a positive root 
ofEq. (16). 

The casee'/m' = 1: Now Eq. (16) could be factorized to 
read as 

(r - m)(mr + I'r - 2ml ') = O. (17) 

Since r = m is the null surface, the only root which would 
give a circular orbit is 

rc = (l'/2m) [(1 - Sm'/I')I!2 - 1]. (18) 
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This means rc > m for 121m2 > 1 and rc < m for 121m2 < 1. 

To find the turning point (r,) we put;' = 0 in Eq. (5) and 
write the Equation 

r4 _ ~ ~ _ 12 - e2 r. 
, I+E2' I+E2' 

2mf2 e2f2 + ---r - --- =0, 
I+E2' I+E2 

which could be rewritten as 

E 2ri + (,.; - 12)("; - 2mr, + e2) = O. 

This implies that if r, > r+ or r, < r_ then"; < 12 and for 
r+)r, )r_ we should have"; > 12. 

(19) 

C. Limits for circular orbits: For circular orbits both ;. 
and r should simultaneously vanish which imply that 

rc + < (3m/2) [1 + (1 - 8e2/9m2)1I2] (20) 
and 

(21) 

These are the limits for the farthest and the closest circular 
orbits and the circular orbits could only occur in the region 
bounded by these. (For example, in the case of e2/m 2 = 1, 
r c + = 2m and r c _ = m). Banerjee and Dutta Chaudhurylo 
have obtained the limits (8), (20), and (21). 

D. Trajectories in the r-</J plane: From Eqs. (3) and (5) 
with 22" = - 1, we get 

dr r [ (12 )]112 d¢; = ± I E 2 -..1 -;;: - 1 (22) 

as the differential equation describing a spacelike (tachyon) 
trajectory in the r-</J plane. On differentiation, we have 

1 d 2r 

r d¢; 2 

= ~ (:;y m 3m e2 e2 
+ -r- - - - + - + 1 

f2 r 12 r ' 
(23) 

which implies that a trajectory is symmetric with respect to 
the apsidalline. 

We shall now consider bending of trajectories in the r-</J 
plane. A trajectory bends towards or away from the source 
according as it has a maxima or minima along the apsidal 
line in the r-</J plane. We could equivalently say 

--- <1 ( 
1 d 2r) 
r d¢; 2 apse 

for bending in and 

(J...~) > 1 
r d¢; 2 apse 

for bending out. Using Eq. (23), we write 

(r/ - ro)("; - 3/ 2) < ro/2 (bending in) 

and 

(r, - ro)("; - 3/ 2) > rol2 (bending out) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

where ro = e2/m. We recover the Schwarzschild conditions l 

when e = O. 

From Eqs. (26) and (27) it is clear that for bending out 
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orbits we should at least have either r, > ro > Y31 or 

r, < ro < Y31 and for bending in orbits either Y31 <.r, <.ro 

or Y31 )r, )ro or even if r, > ro, there may occur a bending 
in orbit satisfying (26). Thus we have two (inner and outer) 
limits for bending in and bending out orbits separated by roo 

IV. SCATTERING CROSS SECTIONS 

It is clear from the Figs. 1 and 2 and the discussion 
above that no tachyon orbit can end into the singularity 
r = 0 except for radial tachyons satisfying the condition (9). 
In general, it is quite cumbersome to handle the cubic equa
tion (16), and we shall therefore consider the case e21m2 = 1 
and calculate the scattering cross sections. 

A. Tetrad, local observers, etc.: We first define the time
like Killing observerl (at fixed r> r.,O,¢;). The orthonormal 
tetrad associated with the observer's world line is given by 

t i - Oi II - 112 t i - oi..1 - 112 
(0) - 0'-' '(1) - 1 ' 

t i ~i - 1 t i ~i ( . 0) - 1 (28) 
(2) = U2r , (3) = U3 r sm . 

The 4-velocity u i of a tachyon on a spacelike world line can 
be written as 

i (2 1)-1/2(t i +,1i+-,i+ t i ) u = v - (0) v (1) VtI'" (2) V'" (3) , (29) 

where v = (V~ + V~ + V~)I12 is the local velocity as measured 
by the observer. We take 1T/2 and ve = O. 

The local energy, local linear momentum and local tan
gential momentum are given as follows: 

E(toe) = U! (0) = (v2 - 1) - 112 = E..1 - 112, 

Pr(toe) = - U! (1) = ViV2 - 1) - 112 =;...1 - 112, 

P",(loc) = - U!~3) = V",(V2 - 1)-112 = r¢. 

From Eqs. (3) and (32) 

1= rv",(v2 - 1) - 112, 

which implies that 

V"'(oo) = lim (v2 - 1)1I211r = 0 
r~oo 

and hence 

= lim (v2 - 1) - 112;...1 - 112 
r~oo 

= [v~oo) - 1] 1127(00). 

From (30) it follows 

[V~oo) - 1] - 112 = lim E..1 - 112 = E, 
r~oo 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

which means that the energy at infinity is related to the local 
energy by 

E -E- A 1I2E 
(00)- --'I (toe)' 

Finally let us write the impact parameters by using Eqs. (31), 
(33), and (35) as 

b = (angular momentumllinear momentum)r~oo 

= I [Ev(oo)] -1 = I(E2 + 1)-112. (36) 
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B. Cross-section calculations: For a given energy at in
finity {E = [v~",) - 1] I12} of an incoming tachyon, we find 
the critical value of the angular momentum, (r' for which 
the maximum value of the effective potential V max (ler) = E 2. 

From Fig. 2 it is evident that there are two such values 
ler > rt and ler < r, and the effective potential V (r), suddenly 
jumps, for alII, to positive value as r approaches O.lm and 
then goes on without limit. Thus there would be no falling 
into r = O. We can then note that 

1>/er>r., Vmax(/»Vmax(ler)=E2, 

ler>l>r., Vmail) < Vmax(ler) =E2, 

r_ < I ~r < i< r., Vmax(/) < Vmax(/ ~r) = E 2, 

r_ < I < I ~r < r., Vmax(l) > Vmax(l ~r) = E 2, 

r----+O, V (/:i=0)- 00 > E'. 

(37a) 

(37b) 

(37c) 

(37d) 

(37e) 

The case (37a) is of the ordinary scattering above the 
event horizon while in (37d) the bounce occurs inside the 
black hole and tachyon will be scattered into the extended 
Nordstrom spacetime. ll It falsely appears in (37b) and (37c) 
that tachyon would end on to r = 0, but it does not do so 
owing to (37e). Hence, here again the tachyon would be scat
tered in to the extended Nordstrom spacetime from inside 
the black hole. 

Now setting r = r = 0 in Eqs. (5) and (6), we write (i.e., 
E' = Vmax ) 

(38) 

where rc is a positive root ofEq. (16) and ro is given by (12). 

The case ofe'lm' = 1: Now Eq. (38) takes the form 

121m' = E2(mlrJ - 1(1 - mlrJ -I, (39) 

which by using Eq. (18) gives us the critical values of I as 

121m' = (1 + 2E2)(1 + E2) - I. (40) 

We define the cross section of scattering as 

2 ,(1 + 2E')2 
(J = 1Th cr = 1Tm 1 + E' ' (41) 

where Eqs. (36) and (40) are used. Clearly, tachyons are 
scattered from above the event horizon (r> m) as could be 
seen in from the Fig. 1. 

In the limiting case, E> I (i.e.,v( en) _1) we can write 
from Eq. (41) 

(J = 41Tm2(1 - E -') (42) 
while in the photon limit (v(x) = 1, E-oo) 

(J = 41Tm'. (43) 
This means that the scattering cross section for tachyons is 
smaller than that for photons. 

Let us compare these results with those for tardyons 
(v < 1) where (E> 1, v(oo) _1) 
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(J = 41Tm'(1 + E -'), (44) 

which leads to the same photon limit as above. 

Finally consider the limiting case E = 0, i.e., v(oo) -00, 

we shall get [by not using Eq. (44) but an unapproximated 
relation analogous to Eq. (41)] 

(J = 1Tm'. 

v. DISCUSSION 

The radially in-falling tachyons alone can hit the singu
larity r = 0 provided [the condition (9)] they are highly ener
getic or the black hole has large charge (e'-m'). They will 
have bounce in the region bounded by the two horizons. This 
is what one would expect, for radial tachyons can only have 
turning points where space and time have interchanged their 
roles. 

The circular orbits can occur in the region defined by 
Eqs. (20) and (21) and Obviously the orbits will be unstable. 
The scattering cross-section calculation shows for the case 
e' = m' that the cross section is smaller for tachyons than 
that for photons. 

Finally, the tachyons, which fall in from one asymptoti
cally flat spacetime and have a bounce inside the event hori
zon, will come out into the other asymptotically flat space
time. We have also considered elsewhere the trajectories of 
charged tachyon in the Nordstrom geometry. I' 
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Prolongation structure for Langmuir solitons 
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A systematic analysis of nonlinear partial differential equations governing the formation and evolution of 
Langmuir solitons has been undertaken with the help of differential forms. The technique of Wahlquist 
and Estabrook has been applied in conjunction with the representation theory of Lie groups to derive the 
3 X 3 inverse scattering formalism previously derived heuristically by Yajima. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The observation of solitonlike structures in several do
mains of physical sciences has revealed many phenomena 
not explainable on the basis of the usual linearizing approach 
to the nonlinear equations. These special kinds of solutions 
of the nonlinear equations gives rise to physical phenomena 
forming a subject of study, under the name of synergetics. I 
While synergetics is concerned with the ideas behind phys
ical facts of "soliton" structure and its application. The theo
retical researchers have been primarily concerned with find
ing linear eigenvalue problem associated with the nonlinear 
equation under consideration. Up til now there have been no 
logical procedure for getting down to the inverse scattering 
problem, except only the approach of Wahlquist and Esta
brook using the formalism of differential forms, Cartan
Ehresmann connections, and Lie groups. The initial work 
was done by Wahlquist and Estabrook themselves by dem
onstrating the utility of the method in the case of the nonlin
ear Schr6dinger equation2 and the KdV equation. 3 Further 
work along this line was done by Morris4 in extending the 
method to the case of two space variables, and lastly the 
work of Dodd and Gibbon, S who have applied the formalism 
to the case of a higher order KdV equation. In this paper we 
have followed the ideas laid down in Ref. 1 to obtain the 
prolongation variables and the associated linear eigenvalue 
problem, for the case of Langmuir solitons, whose solutions 
were exhaustively studied by Yajima et at., 6 from a 3 X 3 
eigenvalue problem. Our main concern in this paper is not 
the analysis of the solutions but obtaining the inverse prob
lem associated with the nonlinear equation in some logical 
steps. 

2. FORMULATION 

The equations under study deal strictly with the inter
action of one-dimensional Langmuir waves with sound 
waves propagating in one direction, in particular, the phe
nomena being concerned with the sonic Langmuir soliton. 
The system of equations for the ion sound wave under the 
action of ponderomotive force due to a high frequency field 
and for the Langmuir wave was formulated by Zakharov7

: 

.aE 1 a2E 
1-+---nE=O, 

at 2 ax2 

(1) 

It is rather interesting to note that only an approximate ver
sion of these equations were studied in Ref. 6 in which the 
second of Eqs. (1) was replaced by 

~ + ~ + .i... IE 12 = 0. (2) 
at ax ax 

The differential forms equivalent to these equations are 

al = dcp 1\ dt - zdx 1\ dt, 

a2 = - idcp 1\ dx + idcp 1\ dt + !dz 1\ dt-ncpdx 1\ dt, 

a3 = dcp * 1\ dt - z*dx 1\ dt, 

a4 = idcp * 1\ dt - idcp * 1\ dt + !dz* 1\ dt-ncp *dx 1\ dt, 

a, = dn 1\ dt - dn 1\ dx + (cp *z + cpz*)dx 1\ dt, (3) 

where instead of the original field variable E we have used 
cp(x,t) connected to E by 

cp (x,t) = E (x,t)e ;(, /2 - x). (4) 

These five differential2-forms live in a six-dimensional space 
of primitive variables cp, cp*, z, z*, x, t. Our chief concern is 
the two-dimensional manifold of solutions which are really 
the integrals of these differential forms. Annulling this set of 
forms using dcp = CPxdx + cp,dt, we get back the original 
partial differential equations. But another very important 
point worth mentioning is that this set offorms must be 
"closed" under exterior differentiation, which is seen to hold 
for the above a; 'so That is, 

5 

da;= I TJijl\ap 
j~1 

where TJij are some set of I-forms. 

3. PROLONGATION STRUCTURE AND 
PSEUDOPOTENTIALS 

(5) 

Our next task is then a search for several different 1-
forms (Pfaffians) having the structure 

liJk = dYk + pk(X,t,cp,cp *,z,z*)dx + G k (x,t,cp,cp *,z,z*)dt, 
(6) 

such that their exterior derivatives are in the ring of the ini
tial set of forms, 

5 

dWk = If7a ;. (7) 
;~ I 

Or, expanding Eq. (7), we get 
5 

dpk 1\ dx + dG k 1\ dt = If7a ; 
;~ I 

or 
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(8) 

where t/Ji denotes the set of premitive variables t/Ji= I x, t, cP, 
cP *, z, z* J occuring as argument of Fk and G k. But for the 
purpose of prolongation we allow the functions F k and G k to 
depend also on the prolongation variables Yi 'so Then the clo
sure equation will read 

5 n 

dWk - 2.J~ai - I 'TIll\wi=O, (9) 
i= 1 i= 1 

where} = n is the number of prolongation variables to be 
used and 'TIl some set of I-forms. In our actual calculation we 
write Eq. (9) in full forms as 

~(aFkdt/Jj I\dx _ iaGkdt/Ji I\dt) -r at/JJ at/JJ 
5 

If~ai + {a~dx + b ~dt 
i= 1 

+ c~dz + d ~dz* + g~dcp + h ~dcp * 

+ e~dn} 1\ Idyi + Fidx - iGidt J. (to) 

Equating the coefficients of different independent 2-
forms in Eq. (to) we get the following information regarding 
the dependence of Fk and G k on the primitive variables, 

Fz = Fz• = 0, Fnz = 0, 

F'P = - 2Gz, Gzz = Gzz• = Gz•z• = 0, 

F'P. = + 2Gz·, G'Pz. + G'P.z = ° 
FTJ = iGn, G'Pz = F'Pz = 0, 

and the identity 

z(2Gz - G'P) + z*(G'P. - 2Gz.) - F ~cp 

(11) 

+ F'P.'TICP * - Gn(cp *z + cpz*) + Fp - Gf' = 0. (12) 

Further information regarding the dependence ofF and G on 
the set t/Ji can be obtained by repeated differentiation of (l 2) 
using (11). And in this way we arrive at 

Fk=Xo + 2fx6 + 2cp *X7 + nx. 

G k=Xs + ZX6 + Z*X7 + (cp *z - cpz*)xs + cpx. 

+ cp *XlO + cP *CPXll - inx.. (13) 
For the present we restrict ourselves to the special case when 
Xs = 0. Then substituting these forms of Fk and G k again in 
Eq. (12), we get 

[xo,x s] = 0, [Xll,X6] = 0, 

[XO,x6] = - i(x. + 2x6), [X ll ,X7] = 0, 

2[X6,X7] = iXll - x., 

[x6,x.] = 0, [x.,x.] = 2ix6' 

[xlO,x.] = 2ix7' [X lO,X7] = 0, 

along with the constraints 
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[xo,x.] = [xs,x6], 

[XO,x lO] = [x"x7], 

[XO,x ll ] = 2[x.,x7] - 2[X lO,X6], 

[xo,x.] = - [x"x.]. 
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(14) 

(15) 

The next is to obtain a closure of the algebra suggested by the 
above commutator. The resulting Lie algebra is then gener
ated by the generators Xi' whose differential representation 
is obtained. To obtain the closure, we note that a simplifica
tion results if we set 

(16) 

Also it is to be noted that all possible Jacobi indentities can 
never be satisfied unless we define a new generator x [2, 

and the complete algebra truns out to be 

[xo,x.] = 7X6 + AX., 

[x.,x,] = 2(1 - cP 2)X6 - 4icpx., 

[X lO,X6] = ax. + fixo, 

[x.,x lO] = yx. + oxo, 

[X7'X,] = - XIO - 2ix7, 

[x"x lO] = axlO + bx7, 

2[x.,x7] = X 12 + 2[XlO,x6], 

[X6,X[2] = - 2x6, 

[XhX12] = - 2X7' 

[x.,x 12] = - 2(x. + x6), 

(17) 

(18) 

where some arbitrary constants have crept in, whose values 
are to be adjusted in a suitable representation of the Lie alge
bra. The most obvious fact that such a algebraic structure 
may have many possible representations compels us to 
search for a differential realization of the generators on only 
three variables to make contact with the calculation of Ya
jima et al. One such form ofthe generators are given below: 

(19) 
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4. INVERSE SCATTERING TRANSFORM AND PROLONGATION 

In our above computation we have obtained a Casimir type differential operator realization on three prolongation 
variablesYhY2, andY3' Other possible forms arise when the multiplicating factors to the differential operators J 1 JYh JI JY2, and 
JIJY3 are transcendental functions ofYhY2,Y3, but these representation may not be useful for the ultimate goal of an eigenvalue 
problem. Substituting the forms of generators Xi given in (19) in (6) leads to the system of matrix equations 

Yx = MY, Yt = NY, (20) 

where Y is a vector with components (Y\,Y2,Y3) and matrices M and N are given by 

3i; - nil2; - ¢J * - nil2; 
M= ¢J 12; i; ¢J 12; , n +!¢J 2 = t/J, !i¢Jx - ¢J = X, 

- ni/2; ¢J* 

. e;2 ) .!:L -l-t/J+i --2; -;¢J * - X* 
2; 2 2; 

N= 
¢J I 4i;2 ¢J 1 

(21) -+-x --+_·X 
2 2; 3 2 2; 

i . e;2 ) --t/J -;¢J * + X * --l-t/J+i -+2; 
2; 2; 3 

where we have adjusted the constants to tally with those of Ref. 6. 

5. CONCLUSION 

From our above discussions and the papers cited above, 
it is quite transparent that the only deductive approach up til 
now to the problem of inverse scattering transform is that of 
differential forms and Lie algebra. In general it is possible to 
have other representations of different dimension for the al
gebra given by equations (14), (18), which may yield more 
general prolongation structure for the nonlinear equation. 
Derivations of such representations, conservation laws, 
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Backlund transformation, and the theorem of per mutability 
will be discussed in a future communication. 
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Coupling coefficients: General theory 
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Coupling coefficients for projective representations of finite groups are determined quite generally either 
by means of a general projection procedure, or as a linear combination of their corresponding 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. There we demonstrate that coupling- and Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are 
uniquely connected by special Clebsch-Gordan coefficients up to well-determined numerical factors. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper deals with an important application of group 
theory to physics, namely the problem of decomposing 
Kronecker products of irreducible matrix representations 
(unirreps) into the direct sum of their irreducible constitu
ents. The problem of computing coupling coefficients for 
projective unirreps (not necessarily belonging to equivalent 
standard factor systems) of a given group is quite similar to 
the problem of determining Clebsch-Gordan coefficients 
(CG coefficients). For the latter problem a new method has 
been discussed recentlyl and its utility has been demonstrat
ed with the use of an important example. 2

-
4 Because of this 

similarity we transfer this method in such a way that it is 
applicable to the present problem. The method consists of 
considering the columns of the Kronecker product as G 
adapted vectors (i.e., vectors which transform according to 
projective unirreps belonging to the corresponding factor 
system) and of identifying the multiplicity index in terms of 
special column indices of the considered Kronecker 
product. 

The material is organized as follows: In Sec. I we state 
the defining equations for coupling coefficients. There it is 
assumed that the projective unirreps composing the Kron
ecker products do not necessarily belong to equivalent factor 
systems. In the following section we rewrite the formulas of 
the general method 1 in such a way that coupling coefficients 
can be computed. A further possibility of determining cou
pling coefficients is given in Sec. III. There we show that 
coupling and CG coefficients are connected by a special uni
tary transformation. The matrix elements of these unitary 
transformations are uniquely determined (up to an uninter
esting phase factor) and are proportional to special CG coef
ficients. In Sec. IV we briefly discuss physical applications 
which should show the importance of coupling coefficients 
for operator equivalences and related problems. 

I. COUPLING COEFFICIENTS: STATEMENT OF 
THE GENERAL PROBLEM 

From the outset we assume that the considered group G 
is finite and that two complete sets of projective unirreps for 
G are known which may belong to inequivalent standard 
factor systems Rand S, 

][J)" : [][J)"(x): xEG J, aEAG(R)' 

][J)I3: [][J)I3(X):XEGj, (3EA G(s), 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

][J)a (][J)I3) denotes n" (n/3)-dimensional projective unirreps of 

G belonging to the factor system R (S). AG(R) (AG(s~ de
notes the set of all equivalence classes of G with respect to R 
(S). The matrix elements of the corresponding projective un
irreps satisfy the representation property, the orthogonality, 
and completeness relations [see Eqs. (1.3-8) of Ref. I]. 

It is known5
•
6 that coupling coefficients are matrix ele

ments of special subduction matrices, where the supergroup 
is the direct product group G X G and the subgroup the 
Kronecker product G [x]G. Like in the case of determining 
CG coefficients we have to start from unirreps of the direct 
product group. But in contrast to the first problem we have 
to consider the following projective unirreps, 
][J)a/3*: = [][J)a/3*(x,y) = ][J)a(x) ® ][J)I3(y)'" : X,YEG J, 

aEAG(R)' (3EA G(s), (1.3) 

which however belong to the standard factor system 

Q «x,y),(x',y'» = R (x,x')S "'(y,y') (1.4) 
and whose matrix elements are given by 

p,q = 1,2, ... ,na, r,s = 1,2, ... ,n/3' (1.5) 

The "subduction problem" which we want to consider 
is defined by 

][J)a/3*!G [xlG~ L al ma/3*;ylD>Y, (1.6) 
}"EA(;«Ro.,-) 

where the projective unirreps ][J)Y of G must belong to the 
factor system 

T (x,y): = Q «x,x),(y,y» = R (x,y)S "'(x,y), (I. 7) 

][J)Y(x)][J)Y(y) = T(x,y)][J)Y(xy), yEAG(RS*) = AG(T)' 
(1.8) 

The quantities ma/3*;Y are called "multiplicities" which de
clare how many times the projective unirrep ][J)Y, yEAG (RS *) is 
contained in the reducible representation ][J)a/3 * ! G [x ]G. The 
multiplicities have to be calculated by means of the usual 
character formula 

ma /3*'Y = _1_ L xa(x)x/3*(x)XY*(x). 
, IG I XEG 

(1.9) 

The characters are given by the traces of the corresponding 
unirreps. The equation 

nan/3 = L ma /3*;Y ny (1.10) 
}"EA(;(u.\'-) 

is a trivial consequence of Eq. (1.5) but nevertheless impor-
tant, if checking the multiplicity formula. 
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Now we are in the position to define unitary "coupling 
matrices" (whose matrix elements are the coupling coeffi
cients) by means of 

{pa/3) t]J}a/3 ·(x)Fa/3 = I e m a/3 .;~Y(x), 
'}'EA(i(RS·) 

for all xEG, 

where we have introduced the notation 
(1.11 ) 

]J}a/3·(x) = ]J}a/3·(x,x). (1.12) 

Using this definition we can write Eq. (1.6) in more detail, 
n" nIl 

I I {F;~YWk) *]J};f.q:(x)F~fr'w" = Oyy,OwwUk/(X), 
p.q ~ 1 r.s~ 1 

for all XEG and w,w' = 1 ,2, ... ,ma/3 .;1" (1.13) 
where the index w (w') is hereafter called the "multiplicity 
index." 

II. CALCULATION OF COUPLING 
COEFFICIENTS 

By utilizing the unitarity of the coupling matrices Fa/3, 

Eq. (1.13) can be rewritten in the following form, 

I I ]J};f.:lx)F~fYw' = ~ ]J}k/(X)F;~YWk 
q~ls~l k~l 

for all XEG and w = 1,2, ... ,ma/3.;Y' (11.1) 

which is already one of the key equations for the present 
method. In order to verify this assertion we collect the nan/3 

matrix elements F;~YWk for fixed r, w, and k to the column 
vectors Fk/3;YW, whose components 

{ pa/3;Yw) = Fa/3 k pr pr;ywk 

are just the coupling coefficients. Consequently Eq. (11.1) 
turns out to be 

]J}a/3·(x)Pi/3;YW = I ]J}k/(X)Pk/3;YW, 
k~l 

for all xEG, rEAG(Rs.), w = 1,2, ... ,ma/3.;Y' 

1= 1,2, ... ,nY' (11.2) 

and shows that the vectors p k/3;yW can be seen as G adapted 
vectors (which transform according to projective unirreps of 
G belonging to the factor system RS *) of a nan{3"dimensional 
Euclidean space ra/3*. The unitarity of the coupling matri
ces written down in terms of the scalar product 

( pa/3;yw pa/3;Y'w') = 0 0 ,0 k , I yr' ww kl (11.3) 

suggests together with the transformation law (11.2) how the 
multiplicity index w can be determined. 

For this purpose we introduce by means of 

AC</3*(G): = {_1_ I p(x)]J}a/3*(X);F(X)EC} (11.4) 
IG I XEG 

an nanlTdimensional projective matrix representations of 
the group algebra A(G). 7.8 However, these representations 
should not be confused with those introduced in Ref. 1. The 
matrices 
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lHIa/3;y . 
kl . 

n 
-Y '" ]J}Y·(X)]J}a/3 ·(X) I G I f;{; kl , 

rEAG(RS.) k,l = 1,2, ... ,ny 
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(11.5) 

form a representation of the units of A(G) and are represent
ed by the zero matrix if the corresponding multiplicity is 
zero. These matrices satisfy the usual relations [compare 
Eqs. (11.7)-(11.10) of Ref. 1]. The following important 
formulas, 

a/3;y' F-> a/3;yw -" " F-> a/3;yw fi 11 - 1 2 lHIkl m - uYr'ulm k , or a w - , , ... ,ma/3*;1" 
(11.6) 

being a consequence of these relations and the transforma
tion law (11.2), are further key equations for the present 
method. 

As in Ref. lour procedure must be as follows: We con
struct by means of the projection operators lHI~~;Y (for a given 
rEA G (RS *) with ma/3 *;Y > 0 and an appropriately chosen in
dex a) ma/3*;y-dimensional subspaces r~/3;Y of ra/3*, 

r a/3;Y = {lHIa/3;yl· AEra/3*) (11.7) a aa· , 

d· 'Y/'a/3; Y -
Imp' a - m a/3*;}" (11.8) 

Clearly any orthonormal basis of r~/3;Y represents a part of 
the columns of the coupling matrices, where the remaining 
columns must be computed by means of Eqs. (11.6), so that 
(11.2), (11.3), and (1.13) are satisfied. Instead of applying 
Schmidt's procedure in order to obtain an orthonormal basis 
of r~/3;Y, we proceed in the same way as in Ref. 1. We apply 
the corresponding projection op~ators lHI~~;Y to each ele
ment of the orthonorm...al basis {Bqs: q = 1,2, ... ,na; 

s= 1,2, ... ,n{3> I (with {Bqslpr=op~rs)ofra/3*, 

{B->a/3.;(,(qs) I . -{ a/3;rB) _B a/3· 
a pro - lHIaa qs pr - pr;('(qs)a 

~e realize that exactly m a/3*;Y linear independent vectors 
B~/3*;('(qS) must exist. 

Our approach of computing the coupling matrices is 
now as follows: In case we can find just m a/3*;Y vectors 
S~/3*;('(q,s,) satisfying 

II S a /3*;(,(q,S'.)112 = i '" ]J}C< (x)JI)IJ (x)*]J}Y (x)* > 0, 
a I G I f;{; q,.q, s,s,. aa 

<sa/3 *;y(q,S,.) Sa/3 *;y(q, .. s,.» 
a , a 

n 
= -Y- '" ]J}qa q (x)~s (x)*]J}~a(X)* IGIf;{;" " 

= O¢:::::::}(q~J*(qvsv')' 

the following vectors 

p~/3;y(q,s,): = IIS~/3*;('(q,s,)II-1S~/3*;y(q,s,) 

(11.10) 

(11.11 ) 

(11.12) 

are already a part of the columns of the coupling matrices 
pa/3. The remaining vectors have to be calculated by means 
of (11.6), 

{ pa/3;y(q,s,)) 
k pr 

= {lHIa/3;y pa/3;y(q,,s..)) 
ka a pr 
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= IIB~PO;y(q,S.lII-1 ~ " oa (X)~ (X)*oy (X)*. I G I 6b pq,. rs,. ka 

(11.13) 

Therefore, our method allows us to determine the multiplic
ity index w in terms of special column indices q v sv) of the 
Kronecker product oaP o. Of course, as mentioned in Ref. 1, 
there remains the difficult task of again solving for whether 
we can always trace back the multiplicity index to special 
column indices of the corresponding Kronecker product. 
Apart from this, the present formulas are identical to those 
given in Ref. 1, if we replace the projective unirreps W by 
their complex conjugate values. 

III. CONNECTION BETWEEN COUPLING AND 
CG COEFFICIENTS 

In order to be able to create a connection between cou
pling and CG coefficients we have to realize that any projec
tive unirrep W O 

must be equivalent to a uniquely deter
mined projective unirrep oB with PEA G (S 0). This equivalence 
implies that there must exist a ntJ"dimensional unitary ma
trix uP satisfying 

W(x)* = u/3 ToB(x)uf3, for all XEG (1II.l) 

which is uniquely determined up to an uninteresting phase 
factor. Inserting (111.1) into (1.11) we obtain 

(Ia ® UP)Faf3) toa(x) ® oBex)! (Ia ® u(3)Fa/3) 

I (J) m u/3o;))Y(x) for all xEG, (111.2) 
}"EA(i(RS-j 

where Ia denotes the na-dimensional unit matrix. Conse
quently, a comparison between (1.17) of Ref. 1 and (111.2) 
yields 

(lu ® U/3)FUP = caP, (111.3) 

(111.4) 

which describes the connection between coupling and CG 
matrices. Introducing the notation 

F aP _ [a 
pr;ywk - p (111.5) 

up _ - (a 
C qs;yw/- q (111.6) 

we obtain for (111.3) and (111.4) 

PIYW) = I u~[a 
r k s~1 P 

/3lrw] = I U~ro(a 
r k s~1 P 

~IY:], 

~I':)' 

(111.7) 

(111.8) 

In order to show that the matrix elements of the unitary 
matrices uP are special CG coefficients we consider the spe
cial case 

i F a(3) toa(x) ® W(x)*FuP = I (J) maf3 0;))Y(X), 
YEAG(l) 

with a,/3EA G (s), (11.9) 

where both unirreps of G are assumed to belong to the same 
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factor system, so that on the right-hand side only ordinary 
vector unirreps for G may occur. The corresponding multi
plicity formula reduces for the special case y = ° (identity 
representation) to 

(111.10) 

which has the well-known consequence,'·9 that the identity 
representation occurs in D f3f3 0 exactly once. Equation (11.10) 
turns out to be 

IIBfPO;O(qS)lll = na- IOa/3 OqS (111.11) 

from which it follows that 

MpO;O(qq) = Mp O;O(q'q'l, for all q,q' = 1,2, ... ,np (111.12) 

if taking Eq. (11.9) into account. Of course (111,12) proves 
(111.10). Therefore, the corresponding coupling coefficients 
take, due to (11.13), the form 

PP _ [/3 PIO] _ 1 
Fpr;O(II)I- p r 1 - V n op,., 

P 

(1II.l3) 

where we have chosen q = 1 and where the superfluous mul
tiplicity index is suppressed. Inserting this special case into 
(III. 7) we obtain 

-(/3 /310) U~ = V np p r 1 ' (111.14) 

which proves our proposition that the matrix elements of the 
unitary matrices U/3 are (up to well-determined numerical 
factors) special CG coefficients. However in this connection 
it should be noted, that the omitted multiplicity index 
W = (11) originates from DPf3· and should not be confused 
with special column indices of DPP: = (W(x) ® oBex) 
:XEG). 

The special CG coefficients defining the unitary matri
ces U/3 are readily obtained by means ofEq. (11.39) of Ref. 1, 
where nu f3 (x) = oa(x) ® W (x) has to be replaced by D f3P (x) 
= W(x) ® oP(x) and OY(x) by one, 

f3P _ (/3 /31°) c pr,O (q.,o) I - p r 1 

1 { I ~Oq,(X)~.s,(X)} - 112 

V I G I XEG 

x I~qo(y)~JY), (111.15) 
yEG 

Thereby the index (q~o) is chosen in such a way that the 
norm of the corresponding vector is different from zero. 

Thus we arrive at the final formulas 

[a PI rw] = V-;; ~ (/3 Plo)*(a /31 rw), 
p r k P S~I r sip s k 

aEA G (R p /3EA G (S); PEA G (S 0), yEA G (RS 0p 

W = 1,2, ... ,ma /3o;Y' k = 1,2, ... ,nY' 

p = 1,2, ... ,nu , r = 1,2, ... ,n/3' (111.16) 

which connect coupling coefficients with their correspond
ing CG coefficients and vice versa. These formulas allow us 
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to calculate readily coupling coefficients, if the correspond
ing CG coefficients are known. Concerning the multiplicity 
index w which occurs on both sides ofEq. (111.16) we have to 
make some remarks. If we assume that the CG coefficients 
are known, the multiplicity index w originates (if possible) 
from special column indices of]oaff(x): = oa(x) ® oiJ(x). 
This implies however that we cannot expect that the multi
plicity index can also be traced back in general to special 
column indices ofOaP*(x) = Oa(x) ® oP(x)*. The same ar
gument holds in the inverse direction. Concluding this sec
tion we remark that the special case of ordinary vector repre
sentations is contained in a consistent way in our formulas. 

IV. PHYSICAL APPLICATIONS 

For many physical applications, like in crystal field the
ory or solid state physics, it is often necessary to construct 
appropriate matrix Hamiltonians which are composed ofir
reducible tensor operators. A typical problem of this kind is 
to find convenient operator bases for subspaces of the con
sidered Hilbert space, which are irreducible with respect to a 
given group G. Starting from operators 

E~ = np I G I-I L D~(x)*U(x) (IV. 1) 
XEG 

which are of the type (11.5), it is knowns.6 that the operators 

TP;Yw. = ,,[/3 iii rw] E f3 
k • L' . k I)' 

iJ I J 

yEA G, W = 1,2, ... ,mpff;y' k = 1,2, ... ,ny (IV.2) 

are irreducible tensor operators with respect to G, 

U(x)Tf;YwU(x/ = ~ Drdx)Tf;YW. (IV.3) 
k=1 

Thereby U denotes a unitary representation of G, respective
ly, the unirreps of G are assumed to be ordinary vector repre
sentations. Obviously Eq. (IV.2) shows the importance of 
coupling coefficients for the theory of equivalent operators. 
Hence, any component of an irreducible tensor operator act
ing nontrivially in a fixed irreducible subspace (which is la
beled by /3 and if necessary by further quantum numbers), 
must be a unique linear combination of the operators (IV.2) 

A P;!' = " B TP;!'w B EC a .£"", w a , w • (IV.4) 
w 

Of course the coefficients Bw may not depend on the index a, 
but reflects the special choice of the coupling coefficients, 
which are not uniquely determined for the nonsimple reduc
ible case. 10 Nevertheless physical quantities must be inde
pendent from this unitary equivalence. 

Another problem which we want to discuss briefly 
stems from solid state physics, where sometimes matrix 
Hamiltonians are considered, like in the effective mass k.p 
theory. These matrix Hamiltonians are composed of two dif
ferent types of irreducible tensor operators., The problem is 
to find such a correct linear combination of these irreducible 
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tensor operators, so that the Hamiltonian is invariant with 
respect to the Kronecker product, 

HP = L GrrwTf;yw®zr, GkrwEC, 
y!'w 
kl 

n 

(IV.S) 

(IV.6) 

U(x) ® V(x)H/3(U(x) ® V(x»t = H/3 for all xEG. 
(IV.7) 

A simple inspection ofEq. (IV.7) leads, for the unknown 
coefficients G rrw

, to the result 

Grrw = G!,wOy!,Okb 

which implies 

H/3 = L G!'w L Tf;!'w®Zt· 
!'w k 

(IV. 8) 

(IV.9) 

Since the matrix elements of T f:!'w are just the coupling coef
ficients, Eq. (IV.9) represents the generalization ofEq. 
(2.15) of Ref. 11 to the nonmultiplicity free case. This exam
ple shows once more the importance of coupling coefficients 
for physical applications. 

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In the present paper we have demonstrated how a gen
eral method for computing CG coefficients has to be trans
ferred in order to make this procedure applicable for deter
mining coupling coefficients. A further possibility for 
calculating coupling coefficients presupposes the explicit 
knowledge of the corresponding CG coefficients, since these 
two types of coefficients are connected by simple unitary 
transformations. There we have shown, that even for the 
nonmultiplicity free case, the matrix elements of these uni
tary transformations are proportional to special CG coeffi
cients, which are uniquely determined up to a common and 
therefore uninteresting phase factor. 
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Complex conjugation of space group representations 
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Useful relations are derived which allow us to determine for every unirrep of nonsymmorphic space groups, 
which contain the inversion as a point group operation, the equivalent complex conjugate representation. 

INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we start our discussion concerning the 
problem of determining coupling coefficients for such non
symmorphic space groups, which contain inversion as point 
group operation. Since we want to prefer the second possibil
ity to compute these coefficients, the problem reduces to cal
culate those unitary matrices which connect space group un
irreps with their corresponding complex conjugate 
representations. Due to Eq. (111.1), respectively (111.4) of 
Ref. 1, a first step towards a general solution of our problem 
is done, if we can determine for every space group unirrep 
the equivalent complex conjugate representation. In doing 
so we obtain three different types of defining equations for 
the equivalence classes of the projective unirreps of the little 
cogroups P it_·,,'G <lIT whose corresponding representations 
are equivalent in a generalized sense. 

The present paper is organized as follows: In Sec. I the 
basic definitions and notations concerning space groups and 
their unirreps are briefly reviewed, where special choices for 
the sets P:P <l of left coset representatives can be introduced, 
since it is assumed that inversion is contained as a point 
group operation in the considered space groups. These spe
cial sets should extremely simplify the following consider
ations. In the following section we investigate the defining 
equations for the equivalence classes, whose corresponding 
representations are equivalent. This discussion leads us in 
Sec. III to three different types of defining equations for the 
equivalence classes characterizing projective unirreps of the 
little cogroups p<l, whose corresponding representations are 
equivalent in a generalized sense, if q belongs to the surface 
of the fundamental domain t1BZ of the Brillouin zone. The 
reason for this result is due to the fact that only for q's lying 
on the surface of t1BZ are the corresponding factor systems 
nontrivial. Especially if q belongs to the surface of t1BZ we 
are confronted with two different types of nontrivial defining 
equations for the equivalence classes of p<l, depending 
whether the inversion I belongs to p<l or not. Ifq does not lie 
on the surface of t1BZ, we obtain a further type of defining 
equations for the equivalence classes of P <l, which is usual for 
vector representations, since the corresponding unirreps are 
such ones. 

I. SPACE GROUP REPRESENTATIONS 

In this section we briefly recall the basic definitions and 
notations concerning space groups and their representa
tions, which are used throughout this and the following 
papers. 

G = {(a!7(a) + t): aEP, tET}, (1.1) 

(a!7(a) + t)(f3!7(f3) + t') 
= (a/3!7(a/3) + t(a,/3) + D (a)t' + 1), (1.2) 

t(a,/3) = r(a) + D(a)r(f3) -r(a/3). (1.3) 

G denotes the considered space group, t primitive lattice 
translations, r(a) nonprimitive lattice translations, and 
D = [D(a):aEP l a faithful representation ofthe point group 
P~G IT of the crystal. 

It is known'-4 that the matrix elements of the unirreps of 
a nonsymmorphic space group G can be written in the fol
lowing form: 

Di,;/!))bG(f3!7(f3) + t) 
= t1 o'(([,/3er') e- ;O,(a).( B <l ,( /3 )]RK «(7-1/3(7') 

a,a ab - -, 

qEt1BZ, KEAp'i(S'i), a,b = 1,2,".nK, (7,er'EP:Po' (1.4) 

p<i: = {a:D(a)q = q + Q{q(a)};aEP}, (1.5) 

.1 q (y,y'): = (jyP",y'p'i' for all y,y'EP, (1.6) 

q(y): = D (y)q, for all yEP, (I. 7) 

B tA /3): = exp [ - iq(erH r( /3) + D (/3 )r(er') - r(er)} ], 

for all /3EP, (1.8) 

Thereby t1BZ denotes the fundamental domain of the Bril
louin zone, Gil the group of the q vector, O[ q(a) l reciprocal 
lattice vectors, er,er' EP:P q left coset representatives of P q 

~G illT with respect to P, and ]RK: = {]RK(a):aEP i.l} nK -di

mensional projective unirreps of po' which belong to the fac
tor system 

S<i(a,/3) = exp[ - iq·(D(a) - l)r(f3»], 

for all a,/3EPil. (1.9) 

(In this connection we have to note that the projective unir
reps ]RK reduce to ordinary vector representations of P il if q 
does not lie on the surface of t1BZ.) The characters of the 
space group unirreps are immediately obtained from Eq. 
(1.4), 

X(K,il)lG(/3!7(/3) + t) 

= L t1 <l(er,/3er) B ~,a (/3 )r(er- l/3er) e - ;il(o-),(, (1.10) 

rea): = trace ]RK(a), for all aEPO" (1.11) 

This character formula will be used together with the ortho
gonality relations for characters in the following section in 
order to determine those vector unirreps of G which are 
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equivalent to their complex conjugate representations, i.e., 

{D(K,q)lG(a\1(a) + t)}" ~D('<,<ilrG(a\1(a) + t) 
for aU (alr(a) + t)EG (LI2) 

or briefly 

{(K,q)rG}' = (K,.r)rG. (I. (3) 

Concerning the characters of (1. 10) we have to note that they 
may not depend on any special choice for P:P <i, although the 
corresponding unirreps depend in any way on such a choice 
for p:pG. 

Since it is assumed from the outset that we are restrict
ing our consideration to space groups which contain inver
sion as a point group operation, it is possible to specify the 
sets P:P q as discussed in the following. (Thereby it should be 
noted that IEP~G IT does not imply that I1DZ must be iden
tical to the basic domain of the Brillouin zone, i.e., ABZ will 
be in general an integer multiple of this basic domain.) 
Hence, if q does not belong to the surface of ,:jDZ, we can 
choose in any way 

(U4) 

This has a consequence that the order of P:P <l must be an 
even integer, i.e., 

IP:Piil = 2n, nEN, 

since due to the definition of pG and Eq. (I.l4), i.e., 

q(I}*q +Q, 
it follows from 

q(q}:foif(ql) + Q, for all ([EP:prl, 

(L15) 

(1.16) 

(117) 

that we can choose It! as further left coset representative, if 
qEP:PlJ.. This assertion can be proven by means of relations 
of the type 

q(q,I) = q(q) + Q: q;,qjEP:pq (U8) 

which admit as solutions [use the definition (1.5)] 

q,- lqJEPq~l!j = IQia, with aEP<l. (Ll9) 

The special choice a = e completes the proof of our proposi
tion. Hence we establish our sets P:P G as follows 

p:pq = {q".,.,l!k }u{Iq,,···,Iqk}' 

(1.20) 

with 

(J/i=/qi' for all i,j = 1,2, ... ,k. (121) 

Ifq belongs to the surface of ~BZ, there may occur two 
cases 

(1.22) 

(1.23) 

For the first case the same argument holds as before, whereas 
for the second case we cannot expect further simplifications 
concerning the corresponding sets P:P q. Finally it should be 
noted that just (1.24), respectively (1.22), is realized for near
ly all cases, while the case (1.23) holds true only for few 
points of the surface ()f ADZ. 
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II. COMPLEX CONJUGATION OF SPACE GROUP 
UNIRREPS 

Equation (1.12) written down in more detail requires 
that there must exist for each (K,q)tGEA G a unitary matrix 
U(IC,q) satisfying 

{D(K.if)IG(f3IJ(f3) + t)}* 

= U<K,if> + D(K.g') lG WI1(p)+t)UCK,if>, ~ 
for all (f311(f3) + t)EG, (II. 1) 

where (K,q)rG, (K.q') 1 GEAG . Hence 
X (K,if) rG (J311( {3) + t)" = X (K,ij')rG ({311({3) + t), 

for all ( {311( {3) + t)EG. (1I.2) 

Inspecting Eq. (11.7) of Ref 5 for the special case 

L Di\(<l) + q(T).Q(i\(a) + <Kr)jA Q(l!..!3a) 
ftEP 

(B.3) 
which can be seen as the defining equation for (K,q') t GEA G , if 

m(If.q)(K,G');(D.O) = 1 (11.4) 

is required. We obtain as first result q' = q, i.e., 

{(K,q)lG r = (if,q)lG for all q~DZ. (II.5) 

Therefore, 

KEA p'i(S") (II. 6) 

which is an important consequence of (11.5) and leads to the 
proposition that the factor systems S q and sq· must be 
equivalent for all qE,:JDZ. 

SO'(a,{3)" = (j)Q(a)u/l(f3){j)G(a[3)"So,(a,{3), 

(11.7) 

Later on we shall prove this proposition for the various cases 
which may occur due to (1.14), (1.22), or (1.23). In order to 
be able to determine if we consider Eq. (11.2) by utilizing 
(IJ.5) and (1.10), 

L L1 Q(q,/3q)Dr,/!3}'X.K (q-l{3([)*e"l.(a).-; 
~P,P'; 

= I,:j G(r.,[3r.)D ~,i {3)XK(r-'[37je - irke)·!. (11.8) 
",p,p'i 

Irrespective to the different cases (1.14), (1.21). and 
(1.23), which shaH be discussed separately, we simplify Eq. 
(11.8) in the following section by utilizing the orthogonality 
relations for the unirreps of the translation group T. These 
simplifications lead in accordance to the above-mentioned 
cases to three different types of defining equations for K. 

III. COMPLEX CONJUGATION OF PROJECTIVE 
POINT GROUP UNIRREPS 

According ta (LI4), (1.22), dt (U3) we have to distin-
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guish several cases. If q does not belong to the surface of 
J1BZ we take the special choice (1.20) for the left coset repre
sentatives, which yields for Eq. (11.8) 

IJ1 o,(q,/3aJe - i'l(q).t{B 1;.Ia( [3)X K(q-l[3q)* 
aEP:P" 

(111.1 ) 

Thereby we have already taken into account that the unir
reps of P 'l are ordinary vector representations. Because of 

B1a.Ia(f3)BL([3) = 1, for all [3eqp'lq-l (III.2) 

and the orthogonality relations for the unirreps of the trans
lation group T, Eq. (111.1) yields the nonsurprising result 

XK(a)* = XK(a), for all aeP'l and K,KeA P4(1)' 

(111.3) 

This result implies for the corresponding vector unirreps of 
p'l that there must exist unitary matrices UK which are de
fined by 

R K(a)* = U K+ R K(a)U K, for all aeP'l and KeA pq(1)' 

(111.4) 

However we are confronted with a quite different situa
tion, if q is an element of the surface of J1BZ. According to 
Eqs. (1.22) and (1.23) we have to distinguish two cases. Pre
supposing (1.22) is realized we obtain for Eq. (11.8) 

I J1 'l(q,/3q)e - i'l(a).t{B 1;.Ia( [3 )X,K(q-l[3q)* 
aEP:p'i 

(111.5) 

As in the previous case, if we use the orthogonality relations 
for the unirreps of the translation group T, we arrive at a less 
trivial defining equation for KeApq(sq), namely, 

XK(q-l[3q) = B~~a([3)B1;,la([3)X,K(q-l[3q)*, 

for all [3eqp'lq-l. (III. 6) 

A straightforward calculation yields for 

B ~.a·( [3)B ~q,lq( [3) = expu'Q{q(q-l[3-1q)}.1(l)] 
for all [3eq-lp'lq (111.7) 

which implies 

XK(a) = exp[ - iQ{q(a-1)}.1(l)]XK(a)*, 
for all aeP q. (111.8) 

These equations uniquely define KeA pQ(S4)' In order to com
plete our proof we have to show due to Eq. (11.7) the correct
ness of 

S'l(a,/3)* = exp{i[Q{q(a-1)} + Q{q([3-1)} 

for all a, [3eP q (111.9) 

which would prove our proposition that S q and S q* must be 
equivalent factor systems. Together with (1.9) and 

Q{q(a[3)} = Q{q(a)} + D (a)Q{q(f3 )}, 
. for all a,[3eP'l (111.10) 
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which is a trivial consequence of the definition of the little 
cogroups pq, it is easy to verify Eq. (111.9). Inserting (111.7) 
and (111.8) into (11.3) we immediately obtain (11.4). 

Concluding this case we remark that Eq. (111.8) requires 
the existence of unitary matrices UK which are defined by 

RK(a)* = exp[iQ{q(a-1)}.1(l)] Un RK(a)U K, 

for all aeP'l. (111.11) 

Con trary to the previous case [compare Eq. (111.4)], there en
ter into these defining equations unimodular factors which 
have to be taken into account. 

For the last case where IeP q is realized, Eq. (11.8) turns 
out to be 

aEP:P'I 

(111.12) 

since 

(111.13) 

Hence 

XK(q-l[3q) = {B ~~a(f3 )PX,K(q-l[3q)*, for all [3eqpqq-l. 
(111.14) 

A straightforward calculation yields for 

{B~,a([3)p = exp[iQ{q(l)}.1(q-l[3q)] (III. IS) 

so that the defining equation for KeA pq(SQ) is given by 

XK(a) = exp[ - iQ{q(l)}.1(a)]XK(a)*, for all aeP q. 
(111.16) 

As in the previous case a simple calculation shows the correct
ness of 

Sq(a,/3)* = exp{iQ{(l)}.[1(a) + 1([3) - 1(a[3)]} 

(111.17) 

where we have to use the definition (1.9) of the factor system 
sq. 

Due to Eq. (111.16) we conclude that the equivalence 
between the projective unirreps which are connected by Eq. 
(111.16) must be expressible in the following way, 

RK(a)* = exp[iQ{q(l)}.1(a)] UK + RK(a) UK, 

for all aeP q. (111.18) 

These defining equations are similar to Eqs. (111.11), but are 
in general quite different from Eqs. (111.4) because of the 
occurrence of the nontrivial unimodular factors. 

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The aim of this paper was to derive equations which 
allow us to identify those equivalence classes whose corre
sponding space group unirreps are linked by complex conju
gation, where we have considered space groups which con
tain inversion as a point group operation. We have shown 
that this problem can be reduced to the corresponding one 
for the equivalence classes of the little cogroups pq. Thereby 
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we have obtained three different types of defining equations. 
Two types of these equations are nontrivial and are realized 
only if q belongs to the surface of I1BZ, where the corre
sponding factor systems sq are nontrivial. The reason for 
these nontrivial equations is due to the fact that the factor 
systems sq and sq· are equivalent. Finally we remark that 
this feature of the factor systems S q is inherent to the repre
sentation theory for all nonsymmorphic space groups, which 
contain inversion as a point group operation. A discussion 
concerning the same problem for space groups not contain-
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ing inversion as a point group operation will be carried out in 
a forthcoming paper. 
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(Springer, Berlin, 1974). 
'Rh. Berenson and I.L. Birman, I. Math. Phys. 16,227 (1975). 
'R. Dirl, I. Math. Phys. 18,2065 (1977). 
'R. Dirl, "Multiplicities for space group representations," I. Math. Phys. 
(in press). 
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Unitary matrices connecting coupling with their corresponding Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are 
determined quite generally for nonsymmorphic space groups which contain the inversion as point group 
operation. The matrix elements of these unitary matrices factorize into two independent parts where a 
special choice for the sets of the left coset representatives simplifies the calculations. 

INTRODUCTION 

Preferring the second possibility of computing coupling 
coefficients for nonsymmorphic space groups, we shall re
port on in this article how the unitary matrices can be deter
mined, which connect space group unirreps with their equiv
alent complex conjugate representations. The present 
method consists of calculating the matrix elements of these 
unitary matrices in terms of special CG coefficients, where 
the latter ones are determined by means of a general proce
dure, which has been discussed quite generally in Ref. 1. As 
in the previous paper we remark that only such space groups 
are considered which contain the inversion as point group 
operation. 

We organize our paper as follows: In Sec. I we start by 
specializing the general formulas of Ref. 1 in order to be able 
to compute the above-mentioned special CG coefficients. 
The reason for calculating these special CG coefficients is 
that they define up to well-determined numerical factors the 
desired unitary matrices which connect space group unir
reps to their complex conjugate counterpart. In Sec. III we 
determine for our three different cases (which may only oc
cur for nonsymmorphic space groups) the corresponding 
unitary matrices quite generally. Thereby we show that the 
matrix elements of these unitary matrices have a special 
structure. Namely, they factorize into a part which concerns 
only the elements of the left cosets p:pq and a second part 

[(K,q) 
r.,d 

(K',q') I (Ko,qo) 
r.' ,d' ([,j 

which concerns the projective unirreps of the little cogroups 
po.. 

I. COUPLING COEFFICIENTS FOR 
NONSYMMORPHIC SPACE GROUPS 

According to the general considerations of Ref. 2 there 
exist two possibilities to compute coupling coefficients for 
space group representations. For the first possibility we have 
to specialize the general formulas (11.9)-(11.13) of Ref. 2 to 
ordinary space group representations by taking Eg. (1.4--1.8) 
of Ref. 3 into account. Thereby we would obtain immediate
ly formulas which are identical to (1.3), (1.5), (1.6), (1.8), and 
(I. 9) of Ref. 1, if q' (r.') is replaced by - Q' (r.') and 
B !: (AP )R'd'A r.'-1f3([') by its complex conjugate value. 

For the second possibility which is in accordance to Eq. 
(111.1) of Ref. 2, respectively Eq. (11.1) of Ref. 3, we have to 
compute solely unitary matrices satisfying 

[D (K.q)tG (f3 11(f3) + t) J * 
= U(K,q) + D(K,q)tG(f311(f3) + t)U(K,q>, 

for all (f3 11(f3) + t )EG. (1.1) 

Thereby it is assumed that the corresponding CG coeffi
cients of the considered space groups are already known. 
With the aid of the general formula (III. 8) of Ref. 2 the 
desired coupling coefficients are readily obtained, 

(~:d,q? I (Ko,q.o) 
r. ([,j 

(1.2) 

As already pointed out in Ref. 2 it should be noted that the multiplicity index W occuring on both sides ofEq. (1.2) is explained 
in terms of special column indices of the following Kronecker product, 

D (K.q)IG; (K'.O,)tG (f3 11(f3) + t) = D (K,q)lG(f311(f3) + t) ® D (K'.il,')1G (f311(f3) + t) 

(1.3) 

Consequently our problem reduces to the determination of unitary matrices satisfying (1.1) for the various cases which were 
considered in Ref. 3. 

Due to Eq. (111.14) of Ref. 2 we have to compute 

(1.4) 
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where (O,Cl) denotes the identity representation of the space group and the superfluous multiplicity index usually appearing (in 
our notation) on the right-hand side of (1.4) has been omitted. These special CO coefficients are because of (111.10) of Ref. 2 
uniquely determined up to a common and therefore uninteresting phase factor. Using the notations of Ref. 1 we have to 
consider the following equations in order to obtain the desired unitary matrices (1.4): 

II B~~(1)(K,q).(O.O)(q.c;<1' ,c') W = {(:qc) (K",q) I (O,Cl) (q,c;q/ ,c/)} 
~, q/,c/ ~,l 

= Dq(a) + q(q');Q [q(a) + q(q') I I; I &, .J q(q,/3q).J q(q/ ,{3q')B ~,q(f3)B ~',q,(f3 )R;c(q·l{3q)R~'Aq/·l{3q/) > 0, 

(1.5) 
Equation (I. 5) is a special case of (I. 5) of Ref. 1. This equation will be used as first step of our procedure in order to determine 
those values for (q,c;q/ ,c/) that (I. 5) is valid. Presupposing that this task is solved we obtain the special CO coefficients (1.4) by 
considering the corresponding special case ofEq. (1.8) of Ref. 1, 

(
K,q) (K",q) I (O,Cl) (q,c;q/ ,c/») 

r.,d r.',d'~, 1 

= IIB(K,q)(K,q),(O,O)(q,c;a',c'ljj.1D '. - . ,_1_ " .J q('1',/3u).J q(7' au')Bq (f3)Bq, (f3)RK ('1'.lau)RK, ,('1"-I{3u'), 
e.1 q(,)+q(,),Q[q(1")+q(OI IP I f:p .. . ,fJ'. "q T,c! de • fJ'. de· . 

(1.6) 
In the following section we shall compute these CO coefficients quite generally for the various cases which have been 
discussed in Ref. 3. 

II. STRUCTURE OF THE UNITARY MATRICES 
urK,~) 

As already pointed out we shall consider in this section 
different cases depending on q and its corresponding little 
cogroup P q. If q does not belong to the surface of .JBZ we 
can choose in any way 

IEP: pq, (11.1) 

Since the inversion I cannot belong to pq. For this case we 
have to distinguish two further possibilities: Either q is an 
element of a general star (i.e., P q = I e I), or belongs to a star 
of higher symmetry (i.e., P;) P q:J I e I). If however q is an 
element of the surface of .JBZ we have to discuss the follow
ing two situations: 

(11.2) 

(11.3) 

where the corresponding little cogroup P q must be in any 
way nontrivial. Clearly (11.1) coincides with (11.2), whereas 
(11.3) is quite different to the foregoing situations. Neverthe
less (11.3) is only realized for few points of the surface of 
.JBZ. 

A. qe surface of 40BZ 
From Eq. (1.5) we obtain for 

II B~~iq)(K,q);(O.6)(q,c;<1' ,c') 112 

= Da.' /u_
l
_" .j q(q,{3q)B~u(f3)B1u/<1(f3) 

, . IP I f:p ." . 
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(11.4) 

where (II. 1) is used and we have to note that the unirreps of 
p q are ordinary vector representations, 

If q belongs to a general star, Eq, (11.4) reduces to 

II
B(O,q)(O,q);(O,O)(<1,a')112 = 0, _1_ 

e,1 a,lq IP I 

for all qEP, (II,S) 

where the identical representation of P q is denoted by 0 and 
the superfluous column indices c = c/ = 1 are omitted, 
Choosing q = e, (1,6) yields 

(O~q) (O~?) I (~:~) (e;I)) 

1 
= 00 1" vIPI B 1,,[(r.); (11.6) 

Hence we arrive due to Eq, (1.4) for the simplest case to the 
result 

U (T?;'Tq.) = (07,.q) (o,[,q/ )1(O~"OI) (e;I)) q = DOT B IT,l('[)' 

(11.7) 

Concluding this simple case we can convince ourselves read
ily that U(O,q) is a unitary matrix satisfying (1,1), 

Ifq is an element of a star of higher symmetry, Eq, (11.4) 
becomes 

II B~~iq)(K,q);(O,O)(q'C;<1' ,c') 112 

= Dq ',1q _1
1
_ I R ;c{a)R ~'Aa) 

PI aEP" 
(11.8) 

since 

(11.9) 
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[see Eq. (II1.2) of Ref. 3]. In order to gain more insight into 
the structure of (11.8) we define unitary matrices UK 
satisfying 

R \a)* = UK + R K(a)U\ for all aEPq (11.10) 

since R K* and R K must be equivalent vector unirreps of pg. 
Inserting (11.10) into (11.8), this equation turns out to be 

II B(K.i!)(K,g);(O,O)(cr.c;cr·.c')112 = 8 , I I UKC'C 12 (11.11) 
e,l q,1q n

K 

I p : P q I 

if the orthogonality relations for the matrix elements of the 
unirreps of P q are taken into account. The special choice 

Q = e, C = 1 (II. 12) 

yields 

IIB(K.g)(K,q);(o,O)(e,I;I.c'}112 = I U;'11
2 

e,l n..lp:p i1 1 
(11.13) 

which is greater than zero, if c' is appropriately chosen, since 
at least one matrix element of the first column of UK must be 
different from zero, Inserting the special column indices 

Q = e, C = 1; Q' = I, c' = Co (11,14) 

of the Kronecker product D (K,g)TG(K,q)TG into the general for
mula (1.6), we obtain 

(
K,iD 
r,d 

(K,q) I (0,0) (e, 1 ;I,Co») 
r',d' (,,1 

V nKlp:pql 

I U;",I I 
8, "iq(')'Y('7",l) _1_ 

'7",/.,- I p I 

x " R ~ l(a)R dK 
•• (a). £... Co 

aEP':" 

Thereby we have used the relation 

(11.15) 

B q (fJ)B q (fJ) = e,q( '7").1(.[,/) for all {3EP q (II. 16) 
-r:.~ IT,! , 

which is independent of {3ErPq, since q(r- I{3) = q for all 
(3ErP q . Utilizing Eq. (11.10) in order to simplify (II. 15), we 
arrive at the result 

(
K,Ci) 

r,d 
(K,q) I (0,0) (e,I;I,Co») 
r'd' (', I 

e,q( ,).t (,,I ) 
={) '1 Ud'd' (II. 17) 

C,' V n"lp:pql 

where the phase factor U;:~II U:;,II-I has been fixed by one, 
Hence, due to Eq, (1.4) we obtain 

(11.18) 

With the aid of 

B~a.M(fJ) exp( - iq«(!)-t«(!,I) + iq«(!,).t«(!,,I)] 

= B~*".,(fJ), (11,19) 

it can be shown by a straightforward calculation that Eq. 
(1.1) is valid, presupposing that (11.10) holds. Equations 
(11.18) shows obviously that the matrix elements of U(K,q) 
factorizes into a part which depends only on left coset repre-
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sentatives and a second part which concerns only the com
plex conjugation of the vector unirreps of pq. The computa
tion of the unitary matrices U\ which are defined by Eq. 
(11.10) can be carried out in two different ways, 

At the first possibility we can inspect Eq. (11.10) for an 
appropriated chosen set of generating elements of P q. The 
second possibility consists of computing directly Eq. (II. IS), 
I.e., 

(11.20) 

B. QEsurface of M3Z 
If q belongs to the surface of LlBZ we have to distin

guish between the cases (11.2) and (11.3). Considering the 
case IEP : pq, Eq. (11.4) achieves the form 

II B~~i(1)(K,g). (0,0)( a.e;q' ,c') 112 

1 . ... -
=8a',1a- I exp[IQ!q(a-1»).I(J)]R;ia )R;'c.(a) 

I P luEP4 

(11.21) 

at which we have already used 

B ~,o(fJ )B 1 cr,Ia(fJ ) 

= exp [iQ ! q«(!-l{3(!) 1.1(1)], for all {3EQP qQ-l 

(11.22) 

[see Eq. (1I!.7) of Ref. 3]. Similar to the previous case we 
define by 

RK(a)* = exp[iQ! q(a-1) 1.;(1)] U K + RK(a)U\ 

for all aEPq (11.23) 

unitary matrices UK; KEA p<l(SO)' which must exist in accor
dance to Eq. (111.11) of Ref. 3, However it should be noted 
that in contrary to Eq. (11.10) there enter into Eq. (11.23) 
projective unirreps which give rise to the unimodular factors 
exp[iQ ! q(a-1) 1./(1)]. The reason for the occurence of these 
unimodular factors originates from the fact that the factor 
systems S q and S qO are equivalent. Introducing (II.23) into 
(II.20) we obtain 

.. ~ I UK, 12 

II B(K,i'\)(K,q),(O,O)(q.c;q',C')112 = 8 ' cc 

~,I q,Iq nKIP: pql 
(11.24) 

if taking the orthogonality relations for the matrix elements 
of the projective unirreps of P q into account. The special 
choice 

Q= e, C = 1 (11.25) 

yields 

Q' =1, c' = Co (11.26) 

where Co is appropriately chosen so that 

- I U;,,11 2 

lIB~~iq)(K,q),(0.O)(',1;1C~)W = > 0 
nKlp:pql 

(11.27) 
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is satisfied. Inserting the special column indices (I1.25) and 
(11.26) into (1.6) it follows for 

(
K,q) (K,q) I (0,<1) (e,I;I,cb») 
'[,d T' ,d ~, 1 

V nKIP: p<il 6, pi<i(T).t(T.I) 
UK .,lr 

I c;,11 

(11.28) 
This result is achieved with the aid of 
qq' ... B r)[3)B Ir,/([3) = exp[lq('[).t('[,l)] 

(11.29) 

where we have to note that the first factor in (11.29) is indepen
dent of (JE'[P<i. Utilizing once again (11.23), Eq. (11.28) 
becomes 

(
K,q) 

'[,d 
(K,q) I (O,Ch 
'[',d' ~, I 

(11.30) 

where the phase factor U;;~II U;;,II-I has been chosen arbi
trarily as one, like for (11.17). Thus (1.4) achieves for this 
case the final form 

U CK,q) _ £ piq(C)'/(T,I)UK 
r'd ';T,d - V T ',1r- d'd' (lUI) 

As in the previous case there remains to carry out a simple 
calculation by using relations of the type 

B ~,a([3)B ~T.Ia((J) 
= exp[iq(-[)'f(r,l) - iq«([).t(q,l)] 

X exp [iQ {q«'[-'(J([)-l) J .1(1)], 

for all [3E,[p<iU -' (11.32) 

in order to show the correctness of the defining equation 
(1.1) for the unitary matrices U(K,<i). Comparing (11.18) with 
(11.31) we realize that we are confronted with a similar situa
tion, since (11.31) factorizes in the same way as (II. 18), but 
the unitary matrices UK occuring in (11.31) are defined by 
more complicated equations [see Eq. (11.23)]. 

As in the previous case there are two possibilities to 
compute the unitary matrices UK. Either we inspect Eq. 
(11.23) for a set of generating elements of P <i, or we compute 

~{ .- _ }1/2 UK, = __ K_ ~ e,QI'lca-')j·i'(l)RK (a)RK ,(a) 
dd Ip'll L. II c~co 

aEP<.J 
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X r eiQI<i(P·')j·f(l)Rdl([3)R~,c;,((J). 
/3EP" 

(11.33) 

Presupposing that the second possibility IEP ij is realized, 
Eq. (11.4) takes the form 

II B~~i<i)(K,ij);(O,O)(a,c;a' ,c') 1/2 

=0 ,_1_ ~ eiQI<i(l)j·f(a)RK(a)RK, ,(a). (11.34) 
([.f! I PI£.. . cc c c 

aepq 

Thereby we have already used the relations 

IB L((J) F = e'Q 1'l(J)I·f(a'Pa), for all [3E([pil.([-l 
, (11.35) 

[see Eq. (111.15) of Ref. 3]. As in the foregoing case we define 
by means of 

RK(a)* = eiQ 1<l(I)j'f(a)U K + RK(a)U K, for all aEP<i, 
(11.36) 

unitary matrices UK; KEAp4(S4)' whose existence is guaran
teed by Eq. (111.16) of Ref. 3. Taking (11.36) and the ortho
gonality relations for the matrix elements of the projective 
unirreps of p<i into account, Eq. (11.34) turns out to be 

... _ I UK, 12 
IIB(K.ij)(K,'l).(O,O)(a.c;a',c')112 = 0, c c 

e,l a.<! nKIP: pijl 
(11.37) 

Consequently, 

(11.38) 

implies that 

([ = e, C = 1; ([' = e, c' = cb (11.39) 

is an appropriated choice in order to determine the corre
sponding CG coefficients. Thus Eq. (1.6) achieves the form 

(
K,Ci) 
'[,d 

(K,q) 1(0,0) (e,l;e,Cb») 
r',d' ~,1 

V nKlp:p<l1 1 
= -----''-'-----'-- 0, --

I U;;,II CoT IP I 

X r. eiQI<I(l)j.f(a)Rdl(a)IR~'C(,(a), (11.40) 
aEpq 

where we have inserted (11.39) into (1.6) and 

{B~.e((J)j2=eiQlq(l)j·f(c'P), for all (JerP<i (11.41) 

was taken into account. Formula (11.40) turns out to be 

(
K,q) (K,q) I (0,0) (e,l;e,Cb») 
'[,d '[' ,d ' ~, 1 

1 
= 0, Ud'd 

'" V nKIP: p<l1 
(11.42) 

ifEq. (11.36) is utilized once again. Due to (1.4) we arrive at 
the final result 

(11.43) 

which has the same structure as (II. I 8) and (11.31), but re-
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quires the inspection of(II.36), if the corresponding UK shall 
be determined. With the aid of the following equations 

(B~.a,(J3)F = eiQlil(/JI'i'(a'(3a'J, for all /3Eqpilq '-1 

(11.44) 

the defining equation (1.1) for the corresponding unitary ma
trices U(K,ilJ is readily verified. 

As in the previous cases there exist two possibilities for 
determining the unitary matrices UK. Either to inspect Eq. 
(11.36) for a set of generating elements of pil, or by comput
ing (11.40), i.e., 

~-n {- }-I!2 UK, = __ K_ ". eiQ lil(l)J·i'(a)IRK (a) IRK, ,(a) 
d d I il I £.- 11 COCo 

P GEP" 

x L eiQlil(l)I·i'(f3)lRdl(J3)IR~'C(,(J3)· (11.45) 
(3EP" 

Concluding this section we remark that the special case 
of symmorphic space groups is contained in a consistent way 
in our formulas (11.18), (11.31), and (11.43) (if IEP~G IT is 
satisfied). Thereby the unimodular factors reduce to one and 
the defining equations (11.10), (11.23), and (11.36) for the 
matrices UK become of the type (11.10). 
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III. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The aim of this paper was to demonstrate the utility of 
the present method for computing those unitary matrices, 
which connect space group unirreps with their equivalent 
complex conjugate representations. Concerning the consid
ered space groups it was assumed that they must contain the 
inversion as point group operation. Thereby we have shown 
that the matrix elements of these unitary matrices factorize 
into two characteristic parts due to the special choice for the 
sets P : P il of the left coset representatives. Presupposing 
these unitary matrices have been determined, coupling coef
ficients are readily obtained in terms of the corresponding 
CG coefficients, if the latter ones are known and vice versa. 
The same problem for space groups not containing the inver
sion as point group operation should be discussed in a forth
coming paper. 

lR. Dirl, "Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for space groups," J. Math. Phys. 
20, 671 (1979). 

'R. Dirl, "Coupling coefficients: General theory," J. Math. Phys. 20, 1562 
( 1979). 
'R. Dirl, "Complex conjugation of space group representations," J. Math. 
Phys. 20, 1566 (1979). 
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A general method for calculating Clebsch-Gordan coefficients is applied in order to compute for typical 
examples of Pn 3 n those unitary matrices which connect coupling-with their corresponding 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, 

INTRODUCTION 
For the present paper we illustrate with the aid of some 

typical examples concerning the nonsymmorphic space 
group Pn3n how the proposed method works. We compute 
for these examples those unitary matrices which connect 
uniquely coupling coefficients with their corresponding CG 
coefficients. 

The organization of the material of this paper is as fol
lows: In Sec. I we recall briefly some definitions and nota
tions concerning the space group Pn3n. Furthermore we list 
for our examples the little cogroups po., suitable chosen sets 
p:po. ofleft coset representatives, and complete sets of pro
jective unirreps for P 'i. In Sec. II we determine for our exam
ples the equivalence classes of the projective unirreps of p<i, 
which are linked by complex conjugation. Thereby we have 
to distinguish three different cases due to our general proce
dure. The unitary matrices connecting projective unirreps of 
P q with their equivalent complex conjugate representations 
are computed in the following section. The corresponding 
unitary matrices which connect vector unirreps of Pn3n with 
their equivalent complex conjugate representations are read
ily obtained by means of general formulas. Presupposed CG 
coefficients for Pn3n are known the corresponding coupling 
coefficients follow immediately from our procedure. 

I. DISCUSSION OF VARIOUS CASES: 
DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 

As in Ref. 1 we choose the nonsymmorphic space group 
Pn3n as an example in order to demonstrate the utility of the 
present method when computing the unitary matrices which 
connect space group unirreps with their equivalent complex 
conjugate representations. Throughout this paper we use the 
same definitions and notations as introduced in Ref. 1. For 
the sake of simplicity some of them are recalled. The nontri
vial lattice translations are defined by 

r(n) = 0, for all nEO, (1.1) 

r(/n) = (1!2,1!2,1!2), forallnEO, (1.2) 

where the group element 1 ofthepoint group Oh = 0 X IE,Il 
denotes the inversion. The fundamental domain .J.BZ of the 
corresponding Brillouin zone is given by Eq. (1.3) of Ref. 1. 
The orthogonal matrices D (a); aEP~G IT are readily ob
tainable from Table 1.4 of Ref. 2. Complete sets of projective 
unirreps wit.h their corresponding factor systems of the little 
cogroups P 4 are listed in full detail in Ref. 3 for all points of 
the surface of .J.BZ and for some q's lying inside of .J.BZ. 

The present method can be applied for computing cou
pling coefficients, if the unirreps of the considered space • 
group are known, where the special choice for the sets P : P q 

[due to Eg. (1.20) of Ref. 4] has to be taken into account in 
any way, 

Due to Ref. 4, three different cases may happen when 
determining the unitary matrices U(K,q). In the following we 
shall consider for these cases typical examples and list com
plete sets ofyrojective unirreps of the corresponding little 
cogroups P q, where for the equivalence classes KEA pq(sq) the 
same symbols are used as in Refs. 1 and 3. The matrices are 
written do~n for appropriated chosen sets of generating ele
ments of pq, 

Case (i): 

q = 17'(0,Y,0)E.J.BZ<=O <y < 1, 

pq=p4 = [E'O'xl®[E,C2y,C4~l =C4v' 

0h: p 4 = [E,C 4~ ,C 4~ ;I,IC 4~,IC 4~ j, 

Rf':Jl=0,1, C4~-1; O'x-(-1)P, 

I' = 2,3, C 4; - - 1; O'x-( - 1)P, 

1'=5, C4;-I-~ ~I; O'x-I~ ~I, 
Case (ii): 
q = 17'(x,l,x)E.J.BZ<=O<x< 1, 

pq = pS = [E,O'yj X [E'O'deJ, 

P: pS = [E,C 4~'C 4~'C 4~ ;I,IC 4;,IC 4~,IC 4~ J, 

R(o)rp',O' _11 °10' 1° -11 
'de ° _ 1 ; y -> 1 ° . 

Case (iii,a): 

q = 17'(0,1 ,O)E.J.BZ, 

pq=px= fEIlxp4= fEljxC 
~ , l' 4v' 

R(K./ll!P\ : K = 0,1; 

R(Jl~o)rp\: 

01' 1->/0 - 1/ 
- 1 ' 1 ° ' 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 

(1.6) 

(1.7) 

(1.8) 

(1.9) 

(1.10) 

(1.11) 

(1.12) 

(1.13) 

(1.14) 

(1.15) 

~I, 
-/ 

(1.16) 

(1.17) 
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R(P = 2)IP': 

Case (iii,b ): 

q = 1T(I,I,I)8iBZ, 

pq =pR = Oh' 

P:PR=[Ej, 

01. 1_10 
- I ' I 

R(K,/t = 2)10 h : K = 0, I;w = e - i21T13, 

-~I· 
(I. 18) 

(I. 19) 

(1.20) 

(I.21) 

+ Iw 
C 31 - 0 ~I ,(1.22) 

-/ 

C2x-I~ ~I; C2z-l~ ~I, 
+ 11 

C 31 - 0 ~I; Cu~l~ _ ~I; I-I~ -11 
0' 

(I.23) 

R(P = 4)[0,,: 

-1 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 -1 0 0 0 
C2x- 0 0 0 -1 0 0 

0 0 0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 0 0 -1 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 - I 0 0 0 0 

0 0 -1 0 0 0 
C2z- 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 -I 0 

0 0 0 0 0 -1 

0 0 I 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 

C 3i-
0 1 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 1 

0 0 0 I 0 0 

0 0 0 0 1 0 

0 0 1 0 0 0 

0 -1 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

C2d
- 0 0 0 0 0 -I 

0 0 0 0 I 0 

0 0 0 -1 0 0 
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0 0 0 -1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 -1 0 

1_ 
0 0 0 0 0 -1 

1 0 0 0 0 0 
(1.24) 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

II. COMPLEX CONJUGATION OF SPACE GROUP 
UNIRREPS 

As already pointed out in Refs. 5 and 6, coupling coeffi
cients for a given group can be determined either by the gen
eral method given in Ref. 5, or, as proposed in Ref. 6 [see Eq. 
(I.2) of Ref. 6] by computing the unitary matrices U(K,q) 

which are defined by Eq. (1.1) of Ref. 6. The second ap
proach presupposes the explicite knowledge of the corre
sponding CG coefficients of the considered space group. Ac
cording to our method the first step consists of determining 
the vector unirreps of Pn3n which are linked by complex 
conjugation. 

[(K,q)rG j * = (K,q)lG; q8iBZ, K,KEApq(sqr (ILl) 

Thereby it should be noted that for the sake of simplicity the 
prime of K' and q' [occuring in Eq. (1.1) of Ref. 6] have been 
omitted, respectively; Eq. (11.5) of Ref. 4 has been taken into 
account. Hence in order to determine K for a given K we have 
to inspect one of the equations of (111.3), (111.8), and (111.16) 
of Ref. 4 depending on the case which shall be considered. 

Case (I): Since q does not belong to the surface of £lBZ, 
Eq. (111.3) of Ref. 4 must be inspected in order to be able to 
determine the equivalence classes of A pq(sq) which are linked 
by complex conjugation, 

XK(a)* = XK(a), for all aEP,j. (11.2) 

Identifying in accordance to our notation the symbol {l by K 

we obtain immediately from Eqs. (I.6-S) 

XK(a)* = XK(a), for all aEP,j, (11.3) 

i.e., the vector unirreps of p,j are all equivalent to their com
plex conjugates. 

K* =K=K. (11.4) 

Case (it): Since q belongs to the surface of £lBZ and the 
inversion I does not belong to pS we have to investigate Eq. 
(III.S) of Ref. 4. 

XK(a)* exp [ - iQI q(a-1
) J .r(1)] = XK(a), for all aEP s. 

(11.5) 

Due to (1.10) there exists only one projective unirrep for P S 

which has as trivial consequence 

K=(O)tPS:K*=K. (11.6) 

A simple calculation yields for the unimodular factors ap
pearing in Eq. (11.5) 

exp[ - iQI q(lTde) J ·r(1)] = 1, 

exp[ - iQ!q(lT)].r(1)] = - 1, 

(11.7) 

(II.S) 

which imply that nontrivial defining equations have to be 
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considered when the corresponding unitary matrix UK 

should be computed. 

Case (iii,a): Like in the previous case, <t belongs to the 
surface of ilBZ, but the inversion I is an element of P x. Thus 
we have to consider Eq. (III. 16) of Ref. 4, 

rea)· exp[ - iQ[<t(I)J.1(a)] = XK(a), for all aEPx. 
(11.9) 

Because of 

Q[ <t(I) J = 21T(0, - 1,0), (II.lO) 

lea) = (0,0,0), for all aEC4v' (ILl 1) 

l(Ia) = l(aI) = (112,112,112), for all aEC4v' (11.12) 

the following equations are readily verified: 

exp[ - iQ[ <t(I) J .1(a)] = 1, for all aEC4v, (II. 13) 

exp[ - iQ(q(I)J.l(Ia)] = - 1, for all aEC4v' (11.14) 

A simple inspection of (II. 9) yields for the unirreps (1.16) 

! (K = 0,f.1- = 5)iPx J * = (K = 1,f.1- = 5)iPx. (11.15) 

This result can be verified, e.g., by 

[ X(K./-L = 5) T P \ (C 4; I) J * 

= 2( - It 
= exp[iQ{ij(I)) ·l(C 4; I)JX (K.p = 5)tP,(C 4; I) 
= 2( - 1)'" + 1, for K = 0,1 (II. 16) 

or by means of other group elements whose characters of the 
corresponding unirrep are different from zero. By similar 
arguments it can be shown that 

(II. 17) 

is valid, i.e., the unirreps (1.17) and (LIS) are equivalent to 
their complex conjugate representations. 

Case (iii,b ): This example is equal to the previous case, 
apart from the fact that the little cogroup pR is the whole 
point group 0h' Considering the first two sets (1.22) of ine
quivalent unirreps for pR we obtain 

! (0,/1 = 2)tOh J. = (1,f.1- = 2)TOh 

which can be proven, e.g., by means of 

[X(K.![ = 2)TO,,(C 3t I) J. 
= ( - I)"{w + ( 2

) 

= exp[iQ[ q(I) J ·1(C 3t I)]X(K./-L = 2)ro
,o(C 3t I) 

(II. IS) 

=(_1)"'+1(w+w2), for K=O,l (II. 19) 

or by other group elements of 0 h whose characters of the 
corresponding unirrep are different from zero. Similarly we 
can show 

I (P)TOh J. = (P)j0h' for f.1- = 0,4. 

III. COMPUTATION OF THE UNITARY 
MATRICES UK 

(11.20) 

The next step of our procedure is to determine by means 
of Eqs. (11.1 0), (11.23), or (11.36) of Ref. 6 the unitary ma
tirces UK. 

Case (i): due to Eq. (II.4) and (1.6)-(I.S) we obtain the 
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results, 

U K = I for K=/1=D,I,2,3 
and 

(III. I) 

Case (il): Because ofEq. (11.6) we have to determine a 
unitary matrix U satisfying 

R·(a) exp[ - iQ [q(a-1)1·1(I)] = U+RK(a)U, 

for all aEP s, (III.2) 

where we have omitted for the sake of simplicity the index 
K = (O)i pS. Taking (II.7,S) into account we arrive at nontri
vial defining equations for this unitary matrix U which have 
as solution 

U=I~ _~I· (IIU) 

Thereby we have to note, that, although the projective unir
rep (I. 12) is real-valued, Eq. (II.S) prevents the trivial solu
tion for U, i.e., to be the two-dimensional unit matrix. This is 
an example which is characteric for nonsymmorphic space 
groups. 

Case (iii,a): Due to Eqs. (11.15,17) we have to consider 
three different cases when calculating 

RK(a)* exp[ - iQ [q(f) J .1(a)] = UK·RK(a)UK, 

for all aEPx. (IlIA) 

Thereby the symbols of the equivalence classes {(K,5)TP X 

: K = 0, l;(j..t)tg pX: f.1- = 0,21 = A px(S') are replaced by K. 

The unimodular factors appearing in (IlIA) tum out to be 
for the considered set of generating elements as 

(111.5) 

exp[ - iQ [q(l»)·1(o)J = exp[ - iQ iq(J)j·1(l)] 

= -1. (111.6) 
Equations (lIl.4) allow us to compute the matrices UK, if 
restricting them to the set of generating elements and taking 
Eqs. (III.5,6) into account. We obtain as results 

UK = I~ -~I, for K = (D,f.1- = 5)iPX, (III. 7) 

U K=IDI 11 x 0' for K = (p)tp ; /1 = 0,2. (111.8) 

As in the previous case we have to note that for both cases 
(III.S) a nontrivial unitary matrix UK is obtained, although 
the corresponding projective unirreps (1.17, IS) are real
valued. 

Case (iii,b ): Because of Egs. (ILlS) and (II.20) we have 
to compute unitary matrices UK for three different cases by 
means of 

RK(a)· exp[ - iQ [q(I)1.1(a)] = UKRK(a)U\ 
for all aEOh, (111.9) 

where an abbreviated notation is used for the equivalence 
classes of AO,.(SN) = {(K,/1 = 2)TOh : K = 0,1; (P)tOh 
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: J-t = 0,41· The unimodular factors appearing in Eqs. (111.9) 
take for the generating elements of Oh the following values. 

exp[ - fQ {q(I)I·I(a)] = 1, for a = C2x,C2z,C 31 ,C2d, 

(111.10) 

exp[ - fQ {q(I)j.I(I)] = - l. 

Thus we arrive to the results 

UK = I~ ~!, for K = (O,,u = 2)tOh, 

UK=I~ _~I, forK=(p=O)tOh, 

0 0 

0 1 0 

0 0 
UK= 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 

0 
0 
0 

-1 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-1 

0 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

-1 

(1II.lI) 

(111.12) 

(1I1.l3) 

(111.14) 

for K = (p = 4)tOh 

which are readily obtained from Eqs. (111.9). Although the 
projective unirreps (1.23,24) are real-valued, we obtain be
cause of (111.11) for the corresponding UK nontrivial unitary 
matrices. 

IV. COUPLING COEFFICIENTS FOR Pn3n 

The last step of our procedure is to insert the matrix 
elements of UK into the corresponding formula (II.IS), or 
(II.3l), respectively (11.43) of Ref. 6. The knowledge of the 
unitary matrices U(K.q) allows us to write down explicitly the 
coupling coefficients in terms of CG coefficients by means of 
Eq. (1.2) of Ref. 6, presupposed the corresponding CG coef
ficients are already determined (see Ref. 1). Concerning the 
final formula for U(K,q) we shall use in the following the ma

trix notation for UK. The formulas read: 

(IV. 1) 

(IV.2) 

where Eq. (IV. 1) corresponds to (II. IS), respectively (1I.3I) 
of Ref. 6 depending on whether q is not an element of the 
surface of LlBZ, respectively belongs to the surface of LlBZ 
(with fiP q). Equation (IV.2) is identical with Eq. (II.43) of 
Ref. 6 and is concerned ,,:ith the case where q belongs to the 
surface of LlBZ and IEPq. 

Before considering our examples we recall the defini
tion of the special vectors 

t(r.'/) = 1(r.) + D (r.)I(I) -1(r.1), for all r.EP:pq. 
(IV.3) 

The identities 

q(r.)-t(-r,I) = q(-rI).t(/-r,/), for all -rEP:pq (IV.4) 
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are readily verified and leads to a further simplification when 
determining the unimodular factors occuring in Eq. (IV. 1). 
These identities being valid for any nonsymmorphic space 
gr0'!P, are a consequence of the special structure of the sets 
P:P q of the left coset representatives [see Eq. (1.20) of Ref. 4]. 

Case (0: The unimodular factors occuring in Eg. (IV. 1) 
turn out to be 

(IV.5) 

In order to prove this result we have to take Eq. (IV.3), Table 
1.4 of Ref. 2 and the symmetry relations (IV.4) into account. 
Hence we arrive to the final result 

U<;:~) = 01"'/, for K =,u = 0,1,2,3 

and 

(lV.6) 

Case (il): The unimodular factors appearing in Eq. 
(IV. 1) are given by 

e,g(,)·t(r,I) = 1, for -r = E, 

e,g(r).t(r,!) = _ I, cor C + C -
I' -r = 4z' 4x , 

e,g(,)·t(,,!) = e i1TX for r = C + C - C + 
, _ 4y' 4z' 4x' 

(IV.7) 

(IV.S) 

(IV.9) 

The remaining factors follow from the symmetry relations 
(IV.4). Inserting (IV. 7)-(IV.9) and (111.3) into (IV. 1 ) we ob
tain immediately the corresponding unitary matrix U(K,O.). 

Case (iii,a,b): The unitary matrices U(K.q) follow from 
(IV.2) by inserting either (111.7), (111.8) or (III.I2)-(III.I4) 
depending on the considered case. 

Concluding this section we remark that the coupling 
coefficients are readily obtainable by means of Eg. (1.2) of 
Ref. 6. 

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

With the aid of some typical examples concerning the 
nonsymmorphic space group Pn3n we have illustrated the 
usefulness of the present method. T~ereby we have shown 
that a suitable choice of the sets P:P q of the left coset repre
sentatives simplify the considerations extremely. 
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Group theoretical analysis of second order phase transitions 
in magnetic structures 

P. Rudra and M. K. Sikdar 

Department of Physics. University of Kalyani. Kalyani. West Bengal. 741235. India 
(Received 21 March 1977; revised manscript received 14 July 1978) 

Landau's analysis of second order phase transitions in nonmagnetic crystals, using group theoretical 
results. have been extended to magnetic transitions. Corepresentation theory of magnetic space groups, 
having both linear and antilinear operations, has been used to obtain the criteria for second order phase 
transitions in magnetic structures. The possible magnetic structures after a second order phase transition 
from the paramagnetic phase with the space group D in. which is the case for CuCI2·2Hp. have been 
obtained as an example. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Phase transitions in physical systems are of immense 
interest and are widely studied. A suitable criterion of classi
fyingl the phase transitions is according to the continuity or 
otherwise ofthe Gibb's potentials G and its derivatives G(n) 
of order n with respect to the temperature where n = 1,2,. ... 
Ehrenfest classified an nth order phase transitions as one in 
which G (0) = G,G (J), ... ,G(n - 1) are all continuous whereas, 

G (n) is discontinuous in the two phase across the transition 
temperature. In the case of a second order phase transition 
the structure characterized by an order-parameter changes. 
The order parameters can be scalars, vectors, tensors, or 
spinors. In the case of ferroelectric transitions the order pa
rameter is a 3-component vector, the electric polarization 
vector. In the case of transition from one magnetic phase to 
another the order parameters are2

•
3 the thermodynamic 

average <Sa> which is a 3-component axial vector. In the 
case of a second-order phase transition the change in struc
ture is manifested in a change in group symmetry of the 
corresponding parameter. 

Landau!.' worked out the group theoretical analysis of 
the second order phase transition and found criteria to deter
mine the possible structure after such a transition when the 
group of the higher symmetry phase is given. His argument 
depends on two essentials facts.' In the expansion of the 
Gibb's potential G, the term cubic in the order parameters TJi 
must vanish and terms of the form 

aTJj aTJi 
TJi

a
- -TJja-

Xa Xa 

must not occur in the integrand of the integral giving Gibb's 
potential of the total crystal. These physical conditions can 
be stated in group theoretical formulations. If G is the group 
of the higher symmetry phase and 1'Ji belongs to the irreduci
ble representation D Il- of G, then 

(i) the symmetrized triple product representation 
DIll- ®Il- ®Il-] must not contain the identity representation, and 

(ii) the antisymmetrized Kronecker inner direct prod
uct representation DIll- ® Il-I must not contain the representa
tion V of G formed by the polar vectors of the coordinate. 

It is clear that the Landau analysis does not cover the 

case of transition to helical structures, which is left out by 
condition (ii). Lyubarskii showed' that the group G' of the 
system in the lower symmetry phase after a second order 
phase transition is the largest subgroup of G such that 
DIl-~G' contains the identity representation ofG'. The order 
parameters TJi which are responsible for a second order 
phase transition between the structures of symmetries G and 
G' are those which belong to the identity representation of 
G '. Goldrich and Birman' appended an extra condition on 
the possible symmetry group G' in the case of transition to 
the ferroelectric phase. 

Landau considered those phase transitions in which the 
order parameters are either scalars or polar vectors. In the 
case of phase transition involving magnetic structures the 
order parameters, as has been mentioned earlier, are compo
nents of an axial vector. Kovalev6 and DzialoshinskiF ex
tended Landau-Lyubarskii's group theoretical analysis to 
magnetic transition involving axial vector order parameters 
which moreover are not invariant under the time-reversal 
operator e. If G is the chemical group in the higher symme
try paramagnetic phase, the group of the magnetic structure 
in this phase is GueG. But they did not take into account the 
antilinear nature of e and used the usual representation the
ory oflinear groups instead of using the corepresentation 
theory8.9 ofWigner which is the proper theory of these mag
netic groups. 

Cracknell lO and Cracknell and Sedaghat1l have pre
viously applied corepresentation theory of magnetic groups 
to the second-order phase transitions in magnetic structures. 
Their results involve calculations with the full group G, in
volving the infinite number of lattice translations of all the 
point group elements. Kopsky,12 and Backhouse and 
Gard 13

·
14 have considered a method of reduction of symme

trized and antisymmetrized powers of corepresentations of 
magnetic groups. 

In a previous publicationl' we have given suitable forms 
of the corepresentation matrices of the elements of magnetic 
space groups M (G). In this paper we have utilized these 
forms to give workable expressions to the two Landau condi
tions for transition involving magnetic structures. The ex
pressions reduce to summations over elements of the little 
cogroup K (k) of the reciprocal vector k and some other sub-
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sets defined in the text. The order of these different subsets 
including K (k) can at most be equal to the order of the point 
group portion of the magnetic space group. In the applica
tions of group theory to physical problems such simplica
tions are essential for the efficacy of the method in tackling 
the problem. Since the irreducible corepresentation D kJ.l 

characterized by the reciprocal vector k in the first Brillouin 
zone of M (G) and another index f.-L can be of three types of 
Wigner's classification.8.16.17 we find that nine different cases 
arise. Criteria to determine whether a particular D kJ.l is an 
active corepresentation4 satisfying the Landau conditions 
have been obtained for all these nine cases. The analysis has 
been done for projective corepresentations D A kJ.l pertaining 
to a factor system ,1. This has been done since spinor corepre
sentations can be considered as projective corepresentations. 
The case of the transition from the paramagnetic phase with 
the chemical space group D ih to a lower magnetic symmetry 
has been worked out as an example. The groups in the possi
ble lower symmetry phase after a second order phase transi
tion as also the order-parameters in terms of the thermody
namic average of the spin operators <Sa> that mediate the 
transformations have also been obtained. It should be point
ed out that the analysis presented above can have any mag
netic space group as that of the higher symmetry phase. The 
paramagnetic phase is just a special case. 

We shall mention here that Dimmock18 pointed out that 
the Landau condition (ii) is not valid for transitions involv
ing helical magnetic structure. Brazovskii and 
Dzialoshinkii l9

•
20 showed that in a real phase transition fluc

tuations near the critical temperature prevent the transition 
being of a pure second order. Cracknell. Loreno. and 
Przystawa have recently shown21 that the thermodynamic 
method and the group theoretical methods are not identical. 
The former gives additional results that the latter does not 
give. 

We conclude this section by explaining the notations 
used in this paper. For ready comparison the notations of 
Ref. 15 have been retained here. A reciprocal lattice vector K 
is defined as K·R = 2rr integer. where R is a direct lattice 
vector. The vector space of all K is denoted by ~(K). The 
vector space obtained by yK. KE~(K) is denoted by ~(yK). A 
l!.a ar over any space group means the collection of all proper 
~ improper rotations (affixed with the time reversal opera
tor 8 where appropriate) appearing in the space group 
elements. 

2. MAGNETIC SPACE GROUPS AND LANDAU 
CONDITIONS 

We consider the case when the system has in the higher 
symmetry phase the group characterized by the magnetic 
space group 

M = GUaoG. a~EG. (1) 

Here G is a linear space group with elements (0 + t(u)lu). 
where 0 are the lattice translations. u are the proper or im
proper rotations. and t(u) are fixed nonprimitive transla
tions associated with u. The antilinear operator ao is given by 
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ao = 8 (c/y). (2) 

Here () is the time reversal operator which is antilinear and 
commutes with all the space transformations. The projective 
corepresentations D" kJ.t of Mbelonging to the projective fac
tor system A (a.f3). a,(JEM, are given in terms Op·15: 

(i) the k vectors in the fundamental region of the first 
Brillouin zone. 

(ii) the little cogroup K (k). defined as 

K(k) = {uEGluk-kE~(K)J, (3a) 

where ~(K) is the vector space of the reciprocal lattice vec
tors K, and 

G = {u/(o + t(U)IU)EG). (3b) 

(iii) the left coset representativesa i • i = 1.2 .... ,r. of K (k) 
in the factor group G = G / Y (where Y is the primitive 
translational subgroup of M and hence of G). (iv) the nonpri
mitive translations tea) = ai' and (v) the irreducible projec
tive representations r"kJ.t(u) of K (k). It should be noted 15 

that (henceforth we omit the superscript A if no confusion 
can arise) 

rkJ.l(ul)rkJ.l(uz) = w(ulJuJrkJ.l(u1Uz). 

w(u lJ u2) = A (u"u2)expi(u 1- lk - k)-t(U2)' 

for all u I.U2EK (k), and 

rkJ.l(u) = O. for uiK(k). (4) 

The characters of the matrices r kJ.t( u) are denoted by "J.l( U ). 
The matrix elements of the corepresentations D" kJ.l are given 
in Ref. 15. It should be noted that in that reference we have 
inadvertently dropped a factor involving A (a,f3) in the ex
pressions for <P ;;'(i,j,k;t(u).u), m = 1,2,3,4. The correct ex
pressions given here involve the factor system A (a,/3): 

<P~(i,j.k;t(u).u) =j"(i.j,u)expikdt(u) + uaj - ai]' 

<P~(i.}.k;t(u).u) = <P~(i.j,k;t(u),u) 

=j"(i,j.y1uy)*exp( - iyk;) [t(u) + uc - c + uyaj- ya;]. 

<P ~(i.}.k;t(u).u) 

= j"(i.}.uy2)expiki [t(u) + uc + uyc + uy2aj - a;]. 

where 

The phase of the square root of the complex number in 
jA (i.},u) is in the following manner: 

[A (a i.ai-
1)*,1 (aj>aj -

1)*]112 

= exp( - i/2) [o'(a;.a i- 1) + a(aj,aj - 1)]. 

where A (a.f3) = expia(a.f3), o <.a(a ,/3 ) < 2rr, for all aJ3. 
We now define the corepresentation 

15k
J.l(o + t(u)lu) 

= A (u.()y)*,1 «()y.y'uy)D A k"(yl [ - C 
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+ uc + n + t(u)] Iyluy)*. 

The Wigner typology of a corepresentation D A. k,u is now de
fined as follows 

(i) DA.k,u is of type (a) if iP'k,u = P-1DA.k,uP, with 

PP * = A. (Oy,Oy)D A. k~(C + yCly2). 

(ii) D A.k~ is of type (b) if 15,1. k,u = P -ID A. k,u P, with 

pp* = - A. (Oy,Oy)DA.k~(c + yCly2). 

(iii) D A. k~ is of type (c) if 15 A. k~ is not equivalent to 

DA.k~. This matrix P, which appears in the matrix elements 
of the corepresentation matrices, IS satisfies the relations: 

L r:"~(ai- lua)<Pt(i,j',k;t(u),U)Pj'n'.Jnexpik;"n 
In' 

= A. (U,Oy)*A. (Oy,ylUY)L r~.~(aj;- ly1uya)* 
In' 

X <P ~(j',j,k;t(U),U)Pim.j'n·eXp( - iyk;.).n, (6) 

To make our analysis general we assume that the order pa
rameters 'TJiS defining the phase transition may transform 
according to a corepresentation D A. k~ of M belonging to a 
factorsystemA. (a,/3). The Landau conditions for such a tran
sition to be of second order are1

•
6

•
10

: 

(1) The anti symmetric Kronecker direct product 
corepresentation D I A. k,u .. A. k~ I must not have any irreducible 
component common with V, the corepresentation formed by 
polar vectors, 

L XIA.k~"A.kl'l(R )X(R)* = 0. 
REG 

(2) The symmetric triple product corepresentation 
D [A.k~ .. A.k~ .. A.k~J must not contain the identity 
corepresentation, 

L X[A.kI' .. A.k~ .. A.k~J(R) = 0. 
REG 

Here we denote by X I A. kl''' A. k~ I (R ) the character of 
D 1A.k~ .. A.k~I(R), by iA.k~ .. A.k~"A.k~J(R) the character of 
D [A. kl' .. ..t kl' .. ..t k~J(R ), and by X(R ) the character of V (R ). It 
can be verified with a little manipulation with the defining 

relations that if D A. k,u belongs. to the factor system A. (a,/3), 
D I A.k~"A. k,u I belongs to the factor system A. (a,/3 )2, and 
D [A.k~ .. A.k~"A.k,uJ belongs to the factor system A. (a,/3)3. Also, 
the corepresentation Vbelongs to the k vector k = O. 
XIA.k~ .. ..tk~1 is first expressed as a sum of irreducible charac
ters X A. '0" and then the summation over ReG on the left
hand side of the first Landau condition is evaluated. The two 
Landau conditions will then reduce t09.22.23: 

d L b l..t,;: .. A.k,u1 L ~ 'o"(R )X(R)* = 0, 
" REG 

where 

b l~J':"A.kl'l = L XIA.k~"A.k,uI(R )~'O"(R)* 
REG 

and 

~ 'O"(R ) = character of D A. 'o"(R ), (7) 

and 

y= L X[A.k~ .. A.k~ .. A.k~J(R) = 0. (8) 
REG 

Here d is simply the numerator of l:REat'IA.k~ .. ..tk,uI(R) 
XX(R )*. In order to evaluate b in Eq. (7) and Y in Eq. (8) 
we will use10•13 ,14 

X 1A.k~ .. ..tk~I(R) = +[ ~k~(R)}2 - A. (R,R )~k,u(R 2)] 

and 

X [A.k,u .. ..tk~ .. A.kI'J(R) 

= 2.[~k~(R)}l- 3.,1. (R,R )~k~(R )~k~(R 2) 
6 

(9) 

Using Eqs. (7), (8), (9), and the forms of the corepresentation 
matrices given in Ref. 15 we get the group theoretical forms 
of the Landau conditions for a second order phase transition 
from one magnetic phase to another magnetic phase. 

The summation over ReG in all these equations actual
ly involves two summations one over the lattice translations 
n, and the second over the proper and improper rotations u. 
The first summation will give factors like l:nexpik.n 
= Nt1 (k), where N is the number of elements in the transla

tion subgroup Y and 

{
I, if kel:(K) 

t1 (k) = 0, if kil:(K)' (10) 

Because ofthe factors t1 (k), the summation over u will ultimately be restricted (cf. Appendix) over different subsets of G defined 
below: 

1581 

if - G = [OuYlueGJ, 

K(k) = [ueGluk - kel:(K)J, 

K(k) = [ueGluk + kel:(K) J, 

K _ y(k) = [ueGluk + kel:(yK)J, 

Q (k) - K (k) = [OuyeM - G I uyk + kel:(yK) J, 
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Q _ y(k) - K _ y(k) = ! OuYEM - Gluyk - kE~(K)J, 

K(~2)(k) = ! (UhU2)E(G,G)lulk + u2k + kE~(K) J, 

K(~2~(k) = !(UhU2)E(G,G)lu lk + u2k + kE~(yK)J, 
K('!l (k) = ! UEG I uk + v-luk + kE~(K) J, 

K('!l /k) = ! uEG I uk + v-luk + kE~(yK) J, 

K(Lj (k) = ! uEG I uk + u2k + kE~(K) J ' 

K(Lj lk) = ! UEG I uk + u2k + kE~(yK) J, 
Q(~2)(k) - K(~2)(k) = ! (OU ly,OU 2Y)E(M - G,M - G)lulyk + u2yk - kE~(yK) J, 

Q(1:~~(k) - K(~:2~(k) = ! (OUly,OUlY)E(M - G,M - G)lu 2yk + u2yk - kE~(K) J, 

Q('!l (k) - K('!l (k) = ! OuYEM - G I uyk + v-luyk - kE~(yK) I, 
Q(~) /k) - K(v') /k) = ! OuyEM - G I uyk + v-luyk - kE~(K) J . 

(11) 

In order to find out whether a core presentation D A k,u will induce a second order phase transition we have first to check to 
which Wigner typology D A k,u belongs. This is done by using the Wigner-Bradley criterion8

,9,16 

(uY)'EK(k) 

( 
+ 1~(k)1 

= -IK(k)1 

° 

A (Ouy,Ouy)expik[t(u) + uyt(u) + uc + uyuC]1fIk1l(UYUY) 

for type (a) corepresentation, 

for type (b) corepresentation, 

for type ( c) corepresentation, 

(12) 

where IK (k) I denotes the order of the little cog roup K (k). In order to calculate Y' and b 1~;:" A k,u I we have to consider 
separately the three types of corepresentations for D A kll and D A '0". Because of the particular block structures of the corepresen
tation matrices for the three types, each of these two summations breaks up in different parts involving twenty separate 
subsummations Sl to S20' Use ofEq. (10) then reduces all these subsummations to those over the subsets defined in Eq. (11). In 
Table I we give the expressions for Y' and b l~;:"Ak,u1 in terms of S" i = 1,2, ... ,20, defined below: 

where 

(a,- la. a.- 'a.)EK(1·2)(k) 
II 12' II " ~- , 

where 

a.- la. EK(U)(k) '1 12 - , 
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where 

(}a.- Ira. EQ-(u) (k) - j{(u) (k) 
II 12 -y -y' 

where 

(}ai-: lylai,EQ(I<)(k)j{(I<)(k), 

S6 = 2: tfkll(U)*2: 2: A (yai,uai-: Iyl,yai,uai-: lyl)A (yai,ua i-: lyl,(}Y)*A «(}y,ai,uai-: I)A. (yai,u
2a i-: Iyl,(}y)* 

where 

a·- laEK(u) (k) 'I '2 -y 

S7 = _ 2: _ tfkll(u3)*exp( - ikHt(u) + ut(u) + u2t(u)] 
UEK(2) y(k),u'EK (k) 

Ss = 2: tf~(u)2: 2: 2: A (ai,uai-: I ,(}Y)*A «(}y,y1ai,uai-: Iy)expi(k + a i-: lai,k - a i-: Iyai,k).t(u)expiai,(ai-: lai,uai-: I 
ueK (k) i1 ;2 ;3 

where 

«(}ai-: Iylai,,(}ai-: ly la ;,)EQ(I.2)(k) _ j{(~2)(k) 
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where 

«()a.- 11/a· ()a.- 11/a. )EQ-(1,2)(k) _ j(1,2)(k) 
'\ I' '2' '[ I' ') - r - r ' 

SIO = I I "tIkp(u)*I I I [A. (yai,ua i-: ly l,()y)*A. «()y,ai,uai-: 1)]3 
UEK (k) i l ;2 i 1 

where 

(a.- la. a.- la.)EK(1,2)(k) 'I '2' 'I 11 -y' 

SII = I "tIkP(u)I I expi(a,-: lai,k + k).t(u)expiai,(ai;-Iai,u-lai;- lai,k - kHai, - ai,}fA(ihihai,uai-: I) 
i l /2 

where 

SI2 = _ I _ A. (u,u)t/lkp (u2)expik.[t(u) + ut(u)] I [A. (a i-: I,ai,uai-: l)A. (u,ai-: 1)*] 2t/1'k= OV(ai,uai-: 1)*, 
UEK (k),U'EK (k) i, 

where 

a i-: lai,EK_(k), 

Sl4 = _ I _ A. (u,u)t/lkp(u2)expik.[t(u) + ut(u)]I [A. (a i-: I,ai,uai-: I)A. (u,a i-: I)*A. (ai,uai-: I,()y) 
UEK (k),U'EK (k) i, 

where 

a i;- la"EK _ lk), 

Sl6 = I t/lkP(u)I IA. (ai,uai;-I,()y)*A. «()y,y1ai,uai-: Iy)exp - i(a i-: IYai,k - k)·t(u)exp( - iyai)(ai;-Iylaj,u-laj;-Iyaj, 

where 

()a j ;- lyaj,EQ _ y(k) - j( _ lk), 
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S17 = I ¢!kp(u2)*exp( - ik). [t(u) + ut(u) J ~ A, (yai,ua i-:- Iyl,yai,uai-:- lyl)A, (yai,u2ai-:- lyl,By)*A, (By,aj,U2a i-:- I) 
UEK ,,(k) " 

u'EK(k) 

I A(" 2 -1)*.I.A'k-Ov( -lifl)* X "'lhai,U ai, If' - yai,uai, I , 

I A(' . -1)*.I.Akll( -I -I )*.I.A'k=Ov( -I) X 12,l2,ai,uai, If' ai, ai,uai, ai, If' ai,uai" 

where 

Sl9 = I ¢!kp(u)I I A, (ai,uai-:- I,By)A. (By,y'ai,uai-:- Iy)*exp - i(ai-:- IYai,k - k)·t(u)exp( - iya,.)(ai-; Iyla,.,u'lai-:- Iyai, 
iL i2 

where 

Ba,-:- IYai,EQ _ /k) - K _ y(k), 

S20= _ L _ ¢!kp(u2)*exp(-1"k).[t(u)+ut(u)]IA,(yai,Ua,.-;lyl,yaj,Uai-:-lyl) 
UEK __ ,.(k),U'EK (k) i, 

In all these expressions the a/s denote the coset representa
tives of the little cogroup K (k) of D A kll (not of D A 'OJ in the 
factor group G. In deducing these expressions we have used 
the fact that the little cog roup K (k = 0) for the reciprocal 
vector k = 0 is the full point group G. 

To obtain the magnetic space group structure MJ which 
the system can acquire after a second order phase transition, 
we find out the largest subgroup M, of M such that D A kll ! 
M, contains the identity corepresentation of M,. This is done 
as follows. We first find out the irreducible corepresenta
tions D A k" that satisfy the two Landau conditions. For each 
of these core presentations we obtain the bases cP 1 kit [these 
are not to be confused with the cP 's in Eq. (5)], constructed 
from the order parameters. The linear combinations of these 
bases 

(14) 

with arbitrary C 1 kll'S are then operated on by the Wigner 
operators/ OR' REM. The demand that 

OR 1[/ Hil = 1[/ Hil (15) 

cannot be satisfied for all REM, with nontrivial C 1 kll'S. The 
largest subgroups M ~ kll'S (in the sense that there exists no 
subgroup M; such that M ~ kll eM; eM) that can be 
formed consistent with Eq. (15) are the possible structures at 
the lower symmetry phase. Equation (15) defines relations 
between the C 1 kil'S and thus gives the 1[/ A kll'S that mediate a 
second order phase transition. 
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In a transition between magnetic phases the Gibb's po
tential is written2

•
J

•
1 in powers of the thermodynamic aver

ages of the three spin operators: 

S ± (I) = ± V J,(J,. + 1) - m(m ± 1) 
m= -J. 

X IJi,m ± l;i) <Ji,m;il, 

J, 

Sz(!) = I mIJi,m;i) <Ji,m;il, (16) 
m= -J. 

where IJi ,m;i) is the spin state at the ith site with the total 
angular momentum J i and the z component m. These spin 
operators are the order parameters appearing in the Gibb's 
potential.2.3 Since IJ"m;i) transforms as the irreducible re

presentation D J
i of the full rotation group, the spin operators 

S ± (I),Si') will transform as D J, ® D J,*. Thus in both the 
cases of integral and half-integral spins the order parameters 
transform according to irreducible corepresentations be
longing to the factor system A, (a,/3) which is always unity for 
all elements a,/3EM. 

3. AN EXAMPLE: CuCI2 ·2H20 

Extensive experiments24 have been performed on 
CuCI2·2H20, which is a dilute antiferromagnet with the Neel 
temperature25 TN = 4.3 K. We shall apply the theory given 
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in Sec. 2 to this crystal and shall find out the magnetic sym
metries to which it may go as a result of a second order phase 
transition from the paramagnetic phase. 

The chemical symmetry of CuCl2·2H20 is 
G = Pbmn D ~h with the lattice constants a = 7.38 a.u., 
b = 8.04 a.u., c = 3.72 a.u. and the atomic positions are2

' 

Cu in 2(a):(0,0,0),(!,!,0), 

o in 4(e): ± (O,VlJO), ± (!,! + VI,O), with VI = 0..2390, 

Cl in 4(h): ± (UI,O,WI), ± (! - UI,!,WI), 

with UI = 0.2420 and WI = 0.3804, 

H in 8(i): ± (U2,V 2,W2), ± (! - u2,! - V2,W2), 

± (u2, - V2,W2), ± (! - u2,l + V2,W2), 

with U 2 = 0.0822, V2 = 0.3065, W 2 = 0.1295. 

The primitive lattice is generated by the vectors 

al = (a,O,O), a2 = (O,b,O), a) = (O,O,c). 

The chemical symmetry group G has the elements2' 

G = I(nIE)\ ® !(O\E),(OIUY),(OiI),(O\IUy), 
(to \ UX),(to\ U,,(to\IUX),(to\IU, l 
where n = '1.7~ In/ai' and to = (al + a2)/2. The reciprocallat
tice vectors are 

b l = (21Tla,0,0), b2 = (0,21Tlb,0), b) = (0,0,21Tlc). 

The first Brillouin zone for this reciprocal lattice has been 
given by Zak et al. 26 

The magnetic symmetry of this crystal in the paramag
netic phase is M = GuO (OlE )G. 

In this case the lattice '1.(yK) is the same as the recipro
cal lattice '1.(K). In Table II we have given the name of the k
points within the fundamental region of the first Brillouin 
zone, the coordinates of these k'points, the little cogroup 
K (k), the coset representativesai 'sofK (k)inG 1 Y, the pro
jective factor systemsm(a,p), the irreducible representations 
rkl" of K (k), and the different sets given in Eq. (11) that are 
required in determining the possibility of a second order 
phase transition. The table contains only those k'points for 
which a second order magnetic transition is possible. Table 
VI gives the possible magnetic symmetries M A kl" which may 
result after such a transition caused by the irreducible core
presentations D A kl" of M that satisfy the Landau conditions. 
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APPENDIX 

In this Appendix we indicate how the quantities 
b \~.~,=0t.:1'1 and Yare expressed in TableI in terms oftheSj 
's of Eq. (13). Since the mode of obtaining the expressions in 
that Table from Eqs. (7), (8), (9) are very similar we here 
work out a typical case: the expression for Y when D A kl" is 
of type (b). 
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Inserting the expression for D A kJl in Eq. (9) and per
forming the summation over the lattice translations we very 
easily obtain 

Y = (2N 13){2 ~ .t:i (ki, + ki, + k;) L_ IT [f/> ~(ia,ia,k; 
~~ ~Ga~1 

t(u),u)tfkl"(a i:- lua;)] + 3L LA (u,u).t:i (ki, + ki, 
i 1i2 UEG 

+ L ~ A (U,U)A (u 2,u).t:i (k j + u-Ikj 
i UEG 

+ u-2k)exp(k.} [t(u) + ut(u) + u2t(u) - t(u 3
)] 

X f/> ~(i,i,k;t(u),U3)tf kl"(a i- IUJa)}. (AI) 

If we ignore the numerical factors 2 and 3, then the three 
summations within the braces are just SI,S2, and SJ, respec
tively of Table I. 

We now show how the first summation can be ex
pressed as SI' The factor.t:i (ki, + kif + k;) ensures that the 
summations over i lJi2, and iJ are zero unless 
ai,k + ai,k + aj,k = K, a reciprocal lattice vector. In this 
case the value of the factor is one. It is now evident that 

K' is another reciprocal lattice vector. 

Thus the summation over i"i2, and iJ will have nonvan-
ishing contribution only when 

(a i:- lai"a i:- lai)EK(~2)(k), defined in Eq. (11). (A3) 

The factor 1/1 Akl"(ai:- lua j ) ensures that unless 

v = a i:- luaj,EK(k), (A4) 

the contribution to the summation is zero. So the summation 
over uEG can be restricted to vEK (k). The two factors 

1/1 Akl"(ai-: lua;)1/I Akl"(ai:- lua;) 

will be 

,1,Akl"(a.-la.va.-la),I,Akl"(a-Ia.va.-la.). 
If' /1 1\ 1/ J} 'f i\ I) II 1\ 

3 3 II f/>~(ia,ia,k;t(u),u) =B II jA(ia,ia,Qi,vai;-I), 
a~1 a~l 

where 
3 

B = II expikj(t(u) + ua i , - a i ) 

j~1 

= expiK[t(u) + uai, - a,Jexpi(u-lki, - ki}(ai, - a,) 
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(AS) 

The last two factors in B are equal to 

IT expia,.(aj- laj va j- lajk - k)·(aj - a j). (A6) 
J j I l J J I 

j = 2,3 

To simplify expiK.[t(u) + uaj, - a j,] we proceed like 
this: 

= a j-: l(t(U) + UBi, - a;) - t(v) 

is a reciprocal lattice vector. Hence 

expiK.(t(u) + UBi - B,) 

= expiK.ai, (m + t(v» 

= expiK.ai, t(v) = expia i-: IK.t(v) 

= expi(k + a;-: lai,k + a i-: ia;,k).t(v) (A7) 
(a;, la;)-l(t(u) I u )(8;, la;) 

= (- a;-: 18;, + a;-: It(U) + a j-: IU8;,la;-: lua j ) 

= (m + t(a;-: lua;)la j -: lua;)EG. 
Here 

m = - a.-Ia. + a·- It(U) + a.-Iua. - t(a.- lua.) 

Changing the symbol of summation from v to u we find that 
the first term within the braces of Yin Eq. (Ai) is 2S1 where 
Sl is given in Eq. (13). All the other expressions in Table I are 
obtained in similar procedures. In actual practice only a few 
number of terms contribute to the Si'S. 

11 i] Ij I] 'I I] '] 

TABLE I. E1\pressions for .Y and b 1 ~:': ~~ kid in tenns of the summations Si' i = 1, ... ,20. 

Type of the 
Corepresentation 
DAkl' 

Type (a) 

Type (b) 

Type (c) 

Expression for 
.Y 

N /6(SI + 3S, + 2S) 

2N /3(2S1 + 3S, + S) 

Type of 
Corepresentation 
DA'k - D,-

Type (a) 
Type (b) 
Type (c) 

Type (a) 
Type (b) 
Type (c) 

N /6(SI + 3S, + 2S) Type (a) 
+ 3S. + 3S, + 3S6 + 2S, Type (b) 
+ 3S, + 3S, + SIO) 

Type (c) 

N /2(SII - SI') 
N(SII-SI') 
N /2(Sl1 + Sll - S12 - S14) 

N(2S11 -SIZ) 

2N(2S11 -SI,) 
N(2S11 + 2S11 - SI2 - S14) 

N /2(SII - SI2 + SI5 + 2S16 - S17) 
N(SII - SI' + SI5 + 2S16 - Sp) 

N /2(SII - SI' + Sll - SI4 + SI' 
+ 2S16 - Sp + SI. + 2S19 - SlO) 

TABLE II. The k-points in the fundamental region of the Brillouin zone of the CuClz·2H,O lattice (D ih)' the little cog roup K (k), and other parameters 
required to determine whether second order magnetic phase transition occurs. We list only those k-points which are compatible with the Landau conditions. 

Name of the k-point r Z R S 

Coordinates of k in 
terms ofbl,b"b) (0,0,0) (O,O,lT/c) (IT/a,lT/b,lT!c) (IT/a,lT/b,O) 

Elements of the little D2h:E, U",U Y,U',l,lU x, D2h:E, U x U Y, U ',1,1 U X, D2h:E,Ux, U Y,U',l,lU ", D2h:E,U", UY,U',l,lUx, 

cogroup K (k) IUY,lU z IUY,lU' IUY,lU' IU',lU z 

Coset representatives 
a,'s of K(k) in G /.Y al=E al=E al=E al=E 

Projecti ve factor Vector representation 
system cu(u loU,) = 1, for all Vector representation As given in Table III As given in Table III 

ulou,EK(k) 

Irreducible projective 
representation r A k" As given in Table IV As given in Table IV As given in Table V As given in Table V 

K(k) =K y(k) K(k) K(k) K(k) K(k) 

Q(k) - K(k) 
= Q ,lk) -K _ y(k) 8K(k) 8K(k) 8K(k) 8K(k) 
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TABLE II. Continued. 

Name of the k-point r 

Types of corepresentation Type (a) 

b 1\k,:':,~kl'l for 
different r H" and r A 'k ~ Ov 0 for all fl, v 

.if for different r A k" Zero 

The different subsets required K 1,':2)(k) = I (E,E) I 
to calculate .Y' when .if = 0 Kl"! (k) = I E I, 

Values of .Y' for 
different r). k" 

If vEK (k) 
I vEK1:>(k)lvlEK(k) I 
=K(k) 

8No
"

,! 

Z R 

Type (a) Type (a) 

o for allfl,v 8No".2 for all fl 

Zero Zero 

K(1·2)(k) = I r/J I 
=vacuous 

Kl<»(k) = Ir/J l,lfvEK(k) 
As for the point Z 

I vEK1:>(k)lvlEK(k) I = Ir/J I 

o for all fl o for all fl 

TABLE III. Projective factor system w(u1,u,) or the k-points Rand S. 

u, E VY I IVY V X v z 

U 1 

E 1 1 
VY ~1 ~1 

I 1 1 
IVY ~1 ~1 

v x ~1 ~1 

V' 1 1 
lUx ~1 ~1 

lU' 1 1 

TABLE IV. Irreducible projective representations r A k" for the k-points rand z. 

U 

rHI'(u) E VY v z v x I IVY 

r k! 1 
r k2 ~ 1 ~I ~ 1 
r

k
' 1 ~1 ~ 1 1 

r k4 ~1 1 ~ 1 1 ~ 1 
r kS 1 1 ~1 ~1 

r kO ~1 ~1 1 ~1 1 
r k7 1 ~1 ~ 1 ~1 ~1 

r k8 ~1 I ~ I ~1 I 

TABLE V. Irreducible projective representations r). k" for the k-points Rand S. Here a,/3 are arbitrary constants. 

u E I IVY v x V' 

r Ak ! (~ ~) (
i 0) ( 0 
o ~i ~ie 

1/1 k 1 2 o 2 o o o 

( ~ I 0) 
o .~ I ( 0 ifJ 

~e 
(

i 0) (0 ieoi~ 
o ~ i ~ ie ·f3 ) 

~2 o o o 

S 

Type (a) 

8No".2 for all fl 

Zero 

As for the point Z 

o for allfl 

IV x IUZ 

1 
~1 ~1 

1 1 
~1 ~1 

~1 ~1 

1 1 
~1 ~1 

lU' lUx 

~ 1 
~1 ~1 

~1 ~1 

~1 ~1 

~1 

1 
~1 

lUX lU' 

(
i 0) ( 0 
o ~ i ~ ie 

o o 

( 
~ i 0) (. 0 
o 1 Ie .f! 

o o 
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~ 

TABLE VI. Magnetic space groups M A..,. compatible with the irreducible corepresentation D A..,. of M satisfying the Landau conditions. Since all these corepresentations here are of type (a), the bases U1 
CX> 
(0 of M invariant under M A..,. depend on whether we take the + sign or the - sign in the matrices for the antilinear elements (cf. Ref. 12). This is reflected in the + or - sign within the square bracket 

in the last column. The <I> ~ is the mth base of the JLth irreducible corepresentation D A..,. formed with the spin operators S.,s-,sr P = expi1r/4. In the 6th column (p), (0, and (a) means paramagnetic, 

ferromagnetic, and antiferromagnetic arrangements, respectively. 
!-
~ 

Lattice translation Irred. D> 
;i k-point within the of the magnetic Nonsymmorphic Corep. Magnetic space group Bases of M invariant under 
"ll 

1 st Brillouin lattice Y M translation r A ..,. M A"" = GJ.k#va.GJ...,. MA...,. ::J" 

~ GA...,. = GJ.""/yM Q. 

< 
0 

[+ It/! = <I>~; :- r: 8 1 =a1 to = (8; + 82)/2 r' (OIE),(Oll),(tol u"), (p)8(OIE) [ - lit/!; I\) 

P k=O 8 2=82 (to IIU "} (08(OIUy) [ + lit/!; [ -It/!· z p 8 3 =8) 
_-.J 

<-
primitive r' (OIE),(Oll),(OI UY), (p)8(OIE) [ + It/! = <I>~; [ - lit/!; c 

-< 
~ V'= V (0 I IUY) (08 (to I u") [+ lit/! =; [ -It/!· (0 
-.J 
(0 

r' (OIE),(Oll),(tol U~, (P)8(OIE) [ + It/! = <1>1; [ - lit/!; 

(tolIU~ (08(01 UY) [ + lit/!; [ -It/!· 

r' (OIE),(OI UY),(tol u"), (p)8(OIE) [+ It/!= <l>i; [ - lit/!; 

(tolU~ (08(011) [ + lit/!; [ -It/!. 

r' (OIE),(OIIUY),(tol u") (p)8(OIE) [+ It/! = <l>t; [ - lit/!; 

(tolIU~ (08 (OIl) [ + lit/!; [ -It/!· 

r' (OIE),(OI UY),(toIIU"), (p)8(OIE) [ + It/! = <I> I; [ - lit/!; 

(tolIU~ (08(011) [ + lit/!; [ -It/!. 

r' (OIE),(OIIUy), (p)8(OIE) [ + It/! = <I> 1; [ - lit/!; 

(tol U~,(toIIU") (08(011) [ + lit/!; [ -It/!. 

Z: 8. =81 to = (8;/2) + Z· (OIE),(OII),(OIUy),(OIIUy) (p)8(OIE) [ + It/! = <I> :; [ - lit/!; 
k= b,/2 ai =82 82/2 (tol U "},(tol U ~,(tol U "), (a)8(tIE) [ + lit/!; [ -It/!· 

83 = 2a, (tolIU~ 

t = 83/2 Z' (OIE),(Oll),(tol u") (p)8(0IE) [+ It/! = <I>~; [ - lit/!; 

t. = to + t (tjUY),(tIIUY),(t.jU~, 

:t' primitive (toIIU"},(tdIU~ (a)8(t IE) [ + lit/!; [ -It/!. 
:n 
c V'=2V Z' (OIE),(Oll).(OI UY). (P)8(OIE) [+ It/! = <I>~; [ - lit/!; Co 

iil (OIIUY).(t.jU~.(tdIU~ 
D> 
::::J (t.jU,,}.(tdIU,,) (a)8(tIE) [ + lit/!; [ -It/!· 
Co 

~ 

?- (OIE).(Oll).(tl UY). 
[ + It/! = <1>1; en Z' (tIIUY).(tol U~.(toIIU~ (p)8(0IE) [ - lit/!; 

;;: 
(tdU"}.(t.IIU") (a)8(tIE) [ + lit/!; [ -It/!· Co 

l\l 
Z' (OIE).(tll).(O.1 UY). 

(tIIUY).(tol U~,(tdIU~. (p)8(0IE) [ + It/! = <I> i; [ - lit/!; 
~ 

(tol U "}.(tdIU ") (a)8(tIE) [ + lit/!; [ -It/!. U1 
CX> 
(0 



                                                                                                                                    

(Jl 

~ 

~ T ABLE VI. Continued. 
~ 

~ 

J 
< 
f2. 
I\J 
_0 

z 
? 
_'-J 

'-c: .;;r 

co ..... 
co 

:u 
:0 
c: 
c. 
ji) 
D> 
:;, 
C. 

~ 
?' 
(J) 

[ 
~ 

~ 

(Jl 
co 
o 

k-point within the 
I st Brillouin 

R: 

k = b.l2 
+b,/2 

+ bJ/2 

Lattice translation 
of the magnetic 
lattice .cr M 

a; =8, 
+a, 

a; =8) 

+aJ 

8; =82 

+aJ 

all f.c.c. 

V'=2V 

N onsymmorphic 
translation 

to = a;/2 R' 

t = a;/2 
+ a;/2 

+a;/2 

t, = t - to 

R' 

Irred. 
Corep. 
rAk" 

Magnetic space group 
M A k" = G A k"vaoG A k" 

Bases of M invariant under 

M
Ak

" 
(JAk" = GAk"lyM ao 

Z' 

Z7 

Z' 

(OlE ),(tl1),(tl U ") 
(0 IJU"),(to I Uj,(t,IJUj, 
(t.l U,,(toIJU') 

(OIE),(tl1),(OI U"), 
(tiJU "),(t.l Uj,(to, IJUj, 
(t.l Uj,(toIJUX) 

(OIE),(tII),(t1 U") 
(OIJU "),(t,,1 U'),(tdJU '), 
(t,lUj,(toIJUj 

(OIE),(OI1),(OI U,,),(OIJU,,) 

(OIE),(OI1),(tl U"),(tIJU") 

(OIE),(OI1),(tol Uj 
(t"iJUj 

(OIE),(OII),(td U" 
(t,llU, 

(OlE ),(tl1),(OI U ,,), 
(tIJU") 

(OIE),(tII),(tl U "), 
(tIJU") 

(OIE),(tll).(tol U" 
(t,llU, 

(OIE).(tll).(t,1 u" 
(tollUj 

(p)8(0IE) 
(a)8(tIE) 

(p)8(OIE) 

(a)8(tIE) 

(p)8(0IE) 
(a)8(tIE) 

(p)8 (OlE) 
(a)8(tIE) 

(P)8(OIE) 
(a)8(tIE) 

(p)/1 (OlE) 
(a)8(tIE) 

(p)8(OIE) 
(a)8(tIE) 

(p)8 (OlE) 
(a)8(tIE) 

(p)8(OIE) 
(a)8 (tiE) 

(p)8(0IE) 
(a)8(tIE) 

(p)8(OIE) 

(a)8 (tiE) 

[+ l¢' = <P~; [- Ii¢'; 
[+ Ji¢'; [- l¢'. 

[+ l¢,= <pi; [-li¢'; 
[ + Ii¢,; [- I¢'. 

[ + J¢' = <P~; [- Ii¢'; 

[ + Ji¢'; [- l¢'. 

[ + I¢' = eia12<p I + e - ia12<p l; [ - lit/r, 
[ + Ii¢'; [- l¢,· 

[ + I¢' = eia12<p I - ie - ia/2<p~; [- I - i¢,; 

[ + 1 - i¢,; [- I¢'. 

[ + I¢' = ipe ia12<p I - ip*e - iaI2<p~; [- I - it/r, 
[ + 1 - i¢,; [- I¢'. 

[ + I¢' = peia12<p 1 + p*e - ia12<p~; [- Ii1/'; 
[+lit/r, [-l1/'· 

[ + l¢' = eiP /2<Pi + e - iIJl2<p~; [ - Ii¢'; 
[ + Ii1/'; [- I¢'· 

[ + I¢' = ie ifJ /2<p i - ie - ,fJ 12<p~; [- I - i¢'; 
[ + 1 - i¢'; [- I¢'. 

[ + I1/' = ipe ifJl2 <p ~ - ip*e - ifJ12<p~; [- I - it/r, 
[ + 1 - i¢'; [- I1/'. 

[ + ]¢ = peifJ/2<p ~ + p*e - ifJ12<p~; [- lit/r, 
[ + Ii¢'; [- I¢'· 



                                                                                                                                    

~ 

(J1 

~ 

~ 

3: 

~ 

J 
< 
~ 

'" .0 
z 
P 
,:-I 
c.... 
c: 
-< 
co ..... co 

:u 
JJ a 
iil 
III 
:::l 
Co 

3: 
?; 
C/l 

~ 
!!l 

~ 

(J1 

~ 

TABLE VI. Continued. 

Lattice translation 
k-point within the of the magnetic Nonsymmorphic 
I st Brillouin lattice Y M translation 

s: a; =a, +a, to =a;12 S' 
k=b,/2 82 =82 -a1 t = a;12 

+b,12 8 3 =83 +a2/2 

one f.c.c. t, = t - to 
V'=2V 

s' 

Irred. 
Corep. 

r Ak
" 

Magnetic space group 
M Ak" = GAkl'vaoGAkl' 

(JAkl' = GAk"/yM ao 

(OIE),(OII),(OI U"). (p)8(OIE) 
(OIJU,,) (a)8(tIE) 

(OIE).(OII).(tl U"). (p)8(0IE) 
(tIJU,,) (a)8(tIE) 

(OIE).(OII).(tol U'). (p)8(0IE) 
(to IJU ') (a)8(tIE) 

(OIE).(OII),(t, 1 U'). (p)8(0IE) 
(tdJU') (a)8(tIE) 

(OIE).(tll).(OI U") (p)8(0IE) 
(tIJU") (a)8(tIE) 

(OIE).(tlI).(tl U"). (p)8(OIE) 
(OIJU,,) (a)8(tIE) 

(OIE).(tlI).(tol U') (P)8(0IE) 
(tdJU') (a)8(tIE) 

(OlE ).(tlI).(td U '). (p)8(0IE) 
(toIJU,) (a)8(tIE) 

Bases of M invariant under 
MAk" 

[ + It/! = eia12t/J : + e - ia/2t/J~; [- I it/r, 
[+Iit/!; [-It/!· 

[ + It/! = ieia12t/J : - ie - ia/2t/J ~; [- I - it/r, 
[+I-it/!; [-It/!· 

[ + It/! = ipe>a/2t/J : - ip*e iuI2t/J~; [- I - it/!; 

[+I-it/!; [-It/!· 

[ + It/! = peia12t/J : + p*e - ia/2t/J~; [- I it/r, 
[ + lit/r, [- It/!· 

[ + It/! = eiPI2t/J~ + e - iP12t/J~; [- lit/!; 
[+ lit/!; [-It/!· 

[ + It/! = ieiPl2t/J ~ - ie - iP12t/J~; [- I - it/r, 
[ + I - it/!; [- It/!· 

[ + It/! = ipeiP/2t/J ~ - ip*r iP 12t/J~; [ - I - it/!; 

[+I-it/!; [-It/!· 

[ + It/! = peiPI2t/J~ + p*e - iP12t/J ~;[ - lit/r, 
[+Iit/!; [-It/!· 
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Successive observations in relativistic quantum theory 
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Relativistic quantum theory is formulated as a theory of successive local observations, consistent with all 
the fundamental requirements of relativistic invariance. Based on the causal structure of the space-time 
of special relativity, it is argued that the nonrelativistic notion of a "time-ordered sequence of 
instantaneous observations" should be replaced in a relativistic theory should be replaced in a relativistic 
theory by the notion of a "causally ordered sequence of local observations." The fundamental statistical 
law of relativistic quantum theory is then formulated such that it provides an unambigous prescription for 
the statistical correlations between the outcomes of any causally ordered sequence of local observations. It 
is also shown that the fundamental statistical law of the theory is consistent with the so-called "principle 
of local causes" which essentially states that the probability connections between a set of local events do 
not depend on local observations carried out in space-time regions which lie outside of their causal past. 
Finally, an equivalent formulation of the theory in terms of a relativistically covariant generalization of 
the collapse postulate is presented. 

INTRODUCTION 

A completely satisfactory reconciliation of the theories 
of relativity and quantum mechanics continues to be one of 
the foremost objectives of present day theoretical physics. 
Apart from the difficulties inherent in the relativistic formu
lation of the quantum theory of interacting systems, there 
appear to be several conceptual problems in achieving a uni
fication of these two theories l (see also Refs. 2-18). Many of 
these conceptual problems are essentially due to the funda
mentally nonrelativistic character of several of the basic con
cepts of quantum theory in its conventional formulation. In 
particular, we may mention the following features [see (Dl), 
Appendix C] of the conventional formulation of (nonrelati
vistic) quantum theory, which clearly seem to be in conflict 
with the basic tenets of the theory of relativity: 

(a) The Schrodinger picture notion of the state 0/ a sys
tem at various instants o/time. 

(b) The collapse postulate which posits an instanta
neous transition of the above state of the system (or equiv
alently a transition of the "Heisenberg picture state" across a 
constant time hypersur/ace). 

(c) The restriction that only those experiments which 
are performed instantaneously can be represented as observa
bles in the theory. 

(d) The fact that the observable predictions of the the
ory which are in the form of statistical correlations between 
the outcomes of a sequence of observations depend on the 
time ordering of these observations. 

The present investigation is addressed to a consider
ation of some of the conceptual difficulties mentioned above. 
In particular an attempt is made at developing a general 
framework of relativistic quantum theory which is [not only 
free from the above features (a)-(d), but also] in complete 
conformity with all the fundamental requirements of rei at iv
istic in variance and, at the same time, provides a consistent 
description of successive (local) observations. For this pur
pose, we shall base our considerations on a particular (gener-

alized version of a) conceptual reformulation of quantum 
theory (as a theory of successive observations) outlined by 
Wigner.1.3-5 The most important feature of this formulation 
(which also reproduces the entire observational content of 
conventional quantum theory) is that the fundamental sta
tisticallaw of the theory is postulated in such a way that it 
directly provides all the statistical correlations between the 
results of successive measurements, without taking recourse 
to the collapse postulate. Our discussion in Secs. 1 (see also 
Refs. 19-24) shows that such an exclusion ofthe collapse 
postulate (from the basic assumptions of the theory) can be 
achieved in complete generality, provided (i) we include in 
the characterization of an observable, a specification of the 
associated "measurement transformations," [see (D2)] and 
(ii) we formulate the theory in terms of the notion of the 
"state preparation procedure (SPP)" according to which the 
system was prepared, instead of the conventional notions of 
the "state o/the system" in the Schrodinger or Heisenberg 
picture. 

Once we adopt the above formulation of quantum the
ory, the only modification that seems to be necessary in con
nection with (a) and (b) above, is that the notion of an "(in
stantaneous) SPP carried out at time t" should be extended 
to that of a "(local) SPP carried out in a space-time region 
0." In order to overcome the difficulties mentioned in (c) 
and (d), it will be argued in Sec. 2 (and Appendices A and B) 
that it is necessary to (iii) extend the notion of an "(instanta
neous) observation procedure carried out at time t '" to that 
of a "(local) observation procedure (OP) carried out in a 
space-time region 0," and (iv) replace the conventional no
tion of a "time-ordered sequence of (instantaneous) OP." by 
the (relativistic) notion of a "causally ordered sequence 
(COS) oflocal OP." 

The basic postulates of a general framework of relativis
tic (local) quantum theory [which incorporates the above 
modifications (i)-(iv)] are given in Sec. 2 and it is shown that 
the theory satisfies all the fundamental requirements of rela
tivistic invariance (whch are discussed in Appendix A). In 
Sec. 3 it is shown that the fundamental statistical law of the 
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theory is consistent with the (relativistic) "principle of local 
causes" [(D3)]-which essentially states that the joint prob
abilities for observing various outcomes of some OP 
(X;"O;)lk = 1,2, ... ,n j (in the notation of Sec. 2), when an 
ensemble of systems [prepared according to some SPP 
(P,Oo)] is subjected to a "causally orderable sequence" 
S = (X"OI)' (X2,02),"',x;, ,0;), ... ,(X;",o;), ... ,(X;;0;) j of 
OP do not depend upon on those OP (X2,02)ES, where O2 has 
a null intersection with the causal past of all the regions 
[0;, Ik = 1,2, ... ,n j. Finally in Sec. 4 it is demonstrated that 
the fundamental statistical law of relativistic quantum the
ory also implies a relativistic version of the collapse principle 
(which is now formulated in terms oflocal SPP). 

It may be noted that our formulation of the fundamen
tal statistical law of relativistic quantum theory constitutes a 
significant generalization of some of the earlier investiga
tions7

- 13 of successive observations in relativistic quantum 
theory. Although many of these investigations employ the 
notion oflocal OP, their treatment of successive observa
tions is based on some sort of a relativistically covariant gen
eralization of the conventional Heisenberg picture formula
tion of the collapse postulate. In this context, it should be 
pointed out that the "Heisenberg picture of state of the sys
tem in a given space-time region" is not a particularly useful 
concept-because such a "local state of the system in a given 
space-time region [(D4)]" depends on the sequence of obser
vations one has chosen to perform on the system "earlier." 
Also, ifit is assumed for example that a transition or collapse 
of such a state occurs across the backward light cone of the 
region of observation (as is done for example in Refs. 9-13), 
then the theory will be restricted to a consideration of only 
those sequences oflocal OP where the regions of observation 
do not intersect each others' light cones. Our considerations 
(cf. Sec. 2 and Appendix B) in fact show that fundamental 
statistical law of relativistic quantum theory provides the 
statistical correlations between the outcomes of any "causal
ly orderable sequence" ofOP. 

1. A CONCEPTUAL REFORMULATION OF 
NONRELATIVISTIC QUANTUM THEORY 

In this section we shall outine a formulation ofnonrela
tivistic quantum theory which clearly reveals the fact that all 
the observable predictions of the theory are in the form of 
statistical correlations between the results of successive mea
surements performed on a system. We shall pay particular 
attention to those features of the theory which will have to be 
modified when relativistic considerations are brought in. 

In the conventional formulation of quantum theory25 

states are represented by density operators and observables 
are represented by self-adjoint operators on a (separable) 
Hilbert space cW'. The fundamental statistical law of the the
ory is then usually formulated in terms of two prescriptions 
which may be referred to as the "Born statistical formula" 
and the "collapse postulate." The Born statistical formula 
prescribes that in an experiment which is designed to mea
sure the observable A and is performed on an ensemble of 
systems in state p, the outcome will be found to lie in a Borel 
set EE13 (R ) with probability 
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Tr(pP(E», (1.1) 

where E--P(E) is the spectral measure associated with the 
self-adjoint operator A. The collapse postulate fixes the state 
of a system after an experiment has been performed, and 
plays a crucial role in the conventional formulation of quan
tum theory in the prediction of joint probabilities for a se
quence of observations. In order to state this postulate clear
ly we shall adopt the (conventional) Heisenberg picture 
description according to which the state of a system does not 
change in between observations. Also, we shall consider an 
observable A (t) (where "t " refers to the instant of observa
tion) which has a completely discrete spectrum and is given 
by 

(1.2) 

The collapse postulate may now be stated as follows: If the 
state of the system, prior to the observation of A (t) at time 
"t" is given by the density operator p, then the state of the 
system immediately after an observation of A (t) in which the 
outcome was found to lie in EE13 (R ), will be given by the 
density operator p'/Trp', where 

p' = I Pi (t)pP;(t). (1.3) 
A,EE 

From the above two prescriptions, we can obtain the 
joint probabilities for a sequence of observations. Consider a 
set of observables (Ai (t;)li = 1,2, ... ,rj which have the spec
tral resolution 

A· (t) = " A. (Op(o(t.) 
1 I ~ ) } I· 

(1.4) 
j 

Now, we can conclude from Eqs. (1.1) and (1.3) that when
ever tl < t2 < ... < t r , the joint probability for observing the 
value of A; (t;) to be A. 5? when an ensemble of systems in state 
p (before t l ) are SUbjected to a sequence of experiments to 
measure A ,(t ,),Ait2), ... ,Ar(tr), is given by the formula 

Tr[ pj:)(tr) .. ·p j,I)(tI)pPj,l)(t l ) .. ·pY)(tr)]. (1.5) 

The above formula can be extended so as to include also 
situations where t 1 <, t2 <, ... <, t r provided that we also stipulate 
that whenever t; = t; + I then only such observables [A; (t;) 
and A; + l(t; + I)] are to be considered, for which the corre
sponding projection operators satisfy 

P Y\t;)P Y,+, I)(ti + I) = P Y,+, I)(t; + I)P y)(t;), (1.6) 

for all); ,j; + I . 

We shall refer to Eq. (1.5) as the Wigner formula as it 
was first obtained by Wigner.J-5 A very important feature of 
this formula is that it incorporates all the observable conse
quences of the collapse postulate. In fact, Wigner has outlined 
a "conceptual reformulation of quantum theory"'·3-5 in which 
Eq. (1.5) (which provides all the probability connections be
tween outcomes of successive observations) is (itself) adopted 
as the fundamental statistical prescription of the theory in
stead of Eqs. (1.1) and (1.3). 

Recent investigations show that the formalism of quan
tum theory outlined so far [and, therefore, the Wigner for
mula (1.5)] needs to be generalized mainly for the following 
reasons: 
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(a) If the observables are merely characterized as self
adjoint operators, then the collapse postulate (1.3) (which 
was stated only for observables with a completely discrete 
spectrum), cannot be generalized in any meaningful 
way!··'!,'2.2' for observables with a continuous spectrum. In 
particular, therefore, the conventional framework of quan
tum theory does not provide any prescription [akin to the 
Wigner formula (1.5)] for the joint probabilities of observing 
various outcomes in a sequence of experiments which have 
nondiscrete value spaces. 

(b) A succession of two (or more) experiments designed 
to measure some observables, cannot be characterized as the 
measurement of a "composite observable" [(D5)] as long as 
we stick to the characterization of an observable as a self
adjoint operator. It should perhaps be emphasized that this 
is not just a technically unsatisfactory feature of the theory; 
in fact it is of considerable significance in connection with 
the problem of constructing operationally meaningful "local 
observables" from the field operators in quantum field the
ory (see, for example, Ref. 1). 

(c) Recent investigations show that the class of mea
surement transformations (1.3) ("ideal measurements") has 
to be extended to include more general "operations" in any 
realistic description of situations where continuous observa
tions are performed. 22.26.27 Such a generalization is in particu
lar essential for a derivation of the well-known photon 
counting formula in quantum optics. 28 

In order to overcome the above shortcomings of the 
formalism of (conventional) quantum theory it has been 
found necessary to (i) generalize the class of measurement 
transformations (1.3) so as to include more general "oper
ations" (cf. below), and (ii) characterize each observation 
procedure (or experiment) in terms of an "operation-valued 
measure." [See (D6).] In the conventional description, a self
adjoint operator, or equivalently, a projection-valued mea
sure was associated with an "observable." This however, 
does not completely characterize the corresponding experi
ment or observation procedure (OP), for which the associat
ed "measurement transformations" will also have to be 
specified. 

Recent investigations show that the above modifica
tions (i) and (ii) lead to (an extension of the conventional 
formalism of quantum theory into) the following framework 
of quantum probability theory!··2! which formalizes the stat
istics of successive observations in (nonrelativistic) quantum 
theory. Let V = Y s (JY) be the Banach space of the set of all 
self-adjoint trace class operators and V' be its positive cone. 
Then the set of events tJ is (an appropriate subset of) the set 
L 1+ (V) of all "operations" on V, i.e., each AEtJ is a linear 
positive norm-non increasing operator on V. In particular, tJ 
includes the class of operations (measurement transforma
tions) of the form given by Eq. (1.3). tJ is partially ordered 
by the relation 

(1.7) 

for all VEV'. tJ contains a unique null element which we 
denote by O. tJ has a subset ~ (consisting, in general, of more 
than one element) of maximal elements, which have the 
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property 

S~<=>Tr[S(v)] = Tr[v], (1.8) 

for all VEV'. In particular the identity operation I~. 

The conjunction A I\B of two events, A,BEtJ is defined 
by the equation 

(A 1\ B )(v) = B (A (v», (1.9) 

for all VE V. A 1\ B corresponds to the composite event "the 
event A followed by the event B." We say that two events 
A,BEtJ are disjoint (AlB) if A + BEtJ also; if A and Bare 
disjoint then we may define their disjunction A V B by the 
relation 

AVB=A +B. (1.10) 

Given an event AEtJ there are in general several "comple
mentary events" A 'EtJ such that A + A /~. Hence, for each 
AEtJ there exist several S~ such that A <.s. In fact, apart 
from the noncommutativity of the conjunction (1.9), it is the 
fact that the set ~ of maximal elements (of the event space) is 
nontrivial (i.e., ~=pl) which constitutes the most important 
nonclassicalfeature of quantum theory-and gives rise to the 
so called "quantum interference of probabilities" (cf. Refs. 21 
and 23 and references cited therein). 

The basic assumption of nonrelativistic quantum the
ory can now be stated as follows: To each observation proce
dure (OP) or experiment, there is associated an ordered pair 
(X,t ), where t is the instant of observation and X is an "oper
ation-valued measure" -i.e., if (S,B (S» is the value space of 
the experiment (usually assumed to be a standard Borel 
space) then X is a map 

X:B(S)-tJ, 

which satisfies the following: 

(i)X(S)~. (1.11) 

(ii) If ! Ei 1 is any sequence of mutually disjoint ele
ments of B (S), then 

X(uEi ) = I X (Ei ), (1.12) 
I 

where the right-hand side is assumed to converge in the 
strong operator topology on tJ. It may be noted that the 
above definition of an OP allows for all those "observables" 
of the conventional formulation for which the collapse pos
tulate makes sense, to be reformulated as OP; for example, 
the conventional "observable" A (t) given by Eq. (1.2) can 
now be viewed as the OP (XA ,t), where 

XA(E)(v) = I Pi (t)vP;(t), (1.13) 
A,EE 

for all VEV. 

We shall now characterize a state preparation proce
dure (SPP) as an ordered pair (p, t), where t is the instant of 
preparation and f.l is a linear functional 

WtJ _[0,1], 

which is continuous under the strong operator topology and 
satisfies the following: 

(i) f.l(S) = 1, (1.14) 
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for all SU. 
(ii)f.i-(A AS) =f.i-(A), 

for all AE&' and SU. 
(1.15) 

We may again note that to each density operator p 
(which characterizes a "state" in the conventional formula
tion) there is associated an SPP Vtp ,t), where 

f.i- p (A) = Tr[A (P)], (1.16) 

for each A E&'. 

The fundamental statistical law of nonrelativistic quan
tum theory may now be stated as follows: The probability 

Pr~:t~1.) ... (X"I.)[ X;,(E;), ... ,x;,,(E;) J for observing the out
comes of experiments [(X;"t;) J to lie in [E;.l (k = 1,2, ... ,n) 
when an ensemble of systems prepared according to the SPP 
Vt,to) is subjected ot the sequence of experiments 
[(X1,t1), ••• ,(X;"t;), ... ,(X;,/;), ... ,(X,.,tr) J is given by the follow
ing relation whenever to,;;;;tl < t2 < ... < t· < ... < t· < ... < t : 

II '" r 

Pr~,~~~) .... ,(X"t,) [X;,(E;), ... ,(X;.,.f;) J 

= f.i-(tl AS2 A ... AS;, _ I AX;,(E;) AS;, + I A .. · 
AX;,,(E;)A ... ASr), (1.17) 

where Sa = Xa(Sa)' where Sa is the value space of (Xa,ta) 
(a = l,oo.,r). It is clear that in Eq. (1.17), the time-ordering of 
the sequence of observations plays a crucial role. As in the 
case of the Wigner formula (1.5), we can extend Eq. (1.17) to 
include situations where to,;;;;tl<J2';;;;",';;;;fl· ,;;;; .. ·,;;;;t

l
· ,;;;; ... q pro-

l II r 

vided we stipulate that whenever ta = ta + I only such OP 
[(Xa,ta) and (Xa + I,ta + I)] are considered, which also satisfy 

Xa(Ea) AXa + I(Ea + I) = Xa + I(Ea + I) A Xa(Ea) , (1.18) 

for all EaEE (Sa), Ea + lEE (Sa + I)' Whenever Eq. (1.18) is 
satisfied, we shall say that the operation-valued measuresXa 

and Xu + I are compatible (Xa~Xa + I)' 

Equation (1.17) constitutes the appropriate generaliza
tion of the Wigner formula (1.5) in the aboveformulation. In 
fact (1.17) reduces to (1.5) when we consider OP of the form 
of(1.13) and SPP of the form (1.16). In this context we may 
note some of the important features of the above formulation 
of nonrelativistic quantum theory. First of all, the funda
mental statistical law of the theory is completely embodied 
in the above generalized Wigner formula (GWF), Eq. (1.17), 
and there is no reference to a collapse or reduction of the 
state of a system due to measurements. Another important 
feature of the above formulation (and of nonrelativistic 
quantum theory in general) is the assumption that every SPP 
and OP is an instantaneous procedure. It should also be not
ed that no restrictions have been placed as to what OP 
[(X,f) J (and SPP [Vt,t) J) can be (separately) carried out at 
any given instant "t." This, of course, does not mean that all 
the various OP [ (X,t ) J can be carried out "simultaneously" 
on the same system at the instant "f." It is only the case that 
at any given instant "t" every OP (X,t) can be carried out, 
where X is an arbitrary operation-valued measure which sat
isfies Eqs. (l.II) and (1.12), and the same is true also of every 
SPP Vt,f ), where f.i- is an arbitrary strongly continuous linear 
functional on &' taking values in [0,1], which satisfies Eqs. 
(1.14) and (1.15). 
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Finally, it may be noted that our formulation ofnonre
lativistic quantum theory clearly reveals the following very 
important nonclassical feature of the quantum theoretic 
probabilities-which has been sometimes referred to as the 
"quantum interference of probabilities." This is the feature 
[which follows from Eq. (1.17)] that the joint probability 

Pr~,~1.), ... (X"t,) [X;,(E;),oo.,x;,,(E;) J 

for a set of events [X;,(E;) Ik = 1,2,oo.,n J seems to depend 
also on the sequence ofOP [(X lo t 1), ... ,(Xr ,tr ) J performed on 
the system. However by making use of Eqs. (1.14), (1.15), 
(1.17), and (1.18), it can be shown that the above joint prob
ability does not depend on all those OP [(X[3>t{3) J, where 
(3)in (i.e., t(3)f;). In other words we have the following 
"(statistical) principle of local causes" in nonrelativistic 
quantum theory: 

"If to,;;;;tl,;;;; .. ·,;;;;t;,';;;;"'';;;;t;",;;;; ... ,;;;;tr, then the joint 
probability 

Pr~,~~\,(X"tJ[ X;,(E;), ... ,X;,,(E;) J 

depends in general only on those OP [(Xa,ta)ita < t;J per
formed earlier than t;,,; it does not depend on what OP 
[(X{3,t{3)it{3)t;J are performed on the system at times later 
than t;" (in the future)." 

2. FUNDAMENTAL STATISTICAL LAW OF 
RELATIVISTIC QUANTUM THEORY 

In this section we shall investigate how the basic statis
tical prescription of nonrelativistic quantum theory as given 
by the GWF (1.17) can be generalized in such a way that the 
theory will conform with all the fundamental requirements 
of relativistic in variance. For a profound and thoroughly 
systematic discussion of the conceptual basis and use of in
variance principles (both in classical and quantum physics) 
with special reference to relativisitc invariance, the reader is 
referred to the pioneering studies ofWigner.1,2,4,29,JO,Jl We 
shall mainly touch upon those details which are essential to 
the formulation of the basic statistical prescription of relativ
istic quantum theory in a form analogous to Eq. (1.17). 

Since the law of nature embodied in Eq. (1.17) is a sta
tisticallaw, any empirical verification of the law (which 
clearly involves a repetition of experiments) is possible only 
when the probabilities (1.17) are invariant under space-time 
displacements. In other words, displacement invariance is 
essential even for an empirically meaningful statement of the 
laws of nature as per quantum theory. We are, in any case, 
concerned with a situation where the theory is assumed to be 
invariant under the (larger) group P T+ of all restricted inho
mogeneous Lorentz transformations. A careful formulation 
of this principle of relativistic in variance in terms of what 
may be called the "fundamental requirements of relativistic 
invariance" (cf. requirements I-IV in Appendix A) has been 
undertaken in Appendix A. This appendix also includes a 
discussion of those additional assumptions which need to be 
made in order to arrive at the framework of relativistic (lo
cal) quantum theory that we shall outline in this section. 

The most important requirement is of course the re-
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quirement of translatability (cf. requirement I of Appendix 
A) of the description of physical phenomena from the lan
guage of one observer into that of any other equivalent ob
server. As has been emphasized by Wigner,I.2.4 this require
ment of translatability, which is often taken for granted in 
classical physics, has important consequences in connection 
with the notion of OP and SPP in relativistic quantum the
ory. For example, in nonrelativistic quantum theory every 
OP was characterized as an ordered pair (X,t), where X is an 
operation-valued measure and t the instant of observation. 
The spatial extent of the region of observation (which could 
be some volume V) was not specified at all. Thus, strictly 
speaking each OP in nonrelativistic quantum theory should 
be defined as an ordered triple (X,t, V), where Vis the spatial 
region of observation. Now we can clearly see why this non
relativisitic notion of instantaneous OP is at variance with 
the theory of relativity. First of all it should be noted that the 
restriction that all OP should be instantaneous is very unre
alistic from a physical point of view. Also (theoretically) 
such a restriction does not even permit the possibility of con
sidering a succession of two OP as a composite OP. Most 
important of course is the fact that, in a relativistic theory, 
we cannot restrict the class of all OP to be instantaneous 
actions carried over a finite region of space, because under 
relativistic transformations a t = const hypersurface of one 
observer will not in general be transformed into another such 
surface for the equivalent observer-thus clearly violating 
the requirement of translatability. The preceding remarks 
apply equally well to the characterization ofSPP in nonrela
tivistic quantum theory, as they were also viewed as instan
taneous actions carried over a region of space. 

Thus, in a relativistic theory, the requirement of trans
latability immediately leads to the notion of (local ) OP (X,O) 
and (local) SPP (p,,0) whch are carried out in a space-time 
region 0, which is not restricted to be a subset of the 
t = const hypersurfaces of a single observer. It also follows 
from Eqs. (A2) and (A3) thattheset ~ o(M)(~ s(M» of all 
space-time regions in the Minkowski space M in which the 
various OP (SPP) of the theory are assumed to be carried 
out, should be a "translatable set of space-time regions" in 
that 

OE ~ 0 (M )=::}gOE ~ 0 (M), 

OE~ s(M)=::}gOE~ s(M), 

for all gEl' t+ ' where 

gO= [Xlg-lxEO l. 

(2.la) 

(2.lb) 

The above restriction to a translatable set of space-time re
gions ensures that every OP and SPP in the description of an 
observer shall have a meaning for every equivalent observer 
as given by Eq. (A2). As an example of a translatable set, we 
can consider the set of all space-time points {[ x llxEM } in 
the Minkowski space, as is often done in relativistic field 
theories where the OP are the procedures for "measuring" 
the fields at various space-time points. In our investigations 
we shall leave the choice of the translatable set ~ o(M) of 
space-time regions to be quite arbitrary [cf. however Eq. 
(2.3) below]. We shall only assume (for the sake of conve
nience) that the sets ~ 0 (M) and ~ s (M) coincide. 
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Once we replace the (nontranslatable) notions of in
stantaneous OP and instantaneous SPP of nonrelativistic 
quantum theory, by the notions oflocal OP and local SPP, 
we are confronted with the following questions: 

(a) What are the local OP which may be considered to 
causally succeed a given local SPP? 

(b) When is it that a sequence oflocal OP can be 
thought of to be a causally ordered sequence of successive OP 
performed on a system? 

In Appendix B we shall discuss these and related ques
tions on the basis of the causal properties of the space-time 
of special relativity. The essential point of course is to ensure 
that the relativistic transformation of space-time does not 
lead to a conflict between the notions of successive observa
tions as employed by equivalent observers in ditTerent states 
of motion. For example, if (Xh0 1) and (XZ,02) are two OP, 
neither of them can be considered to causally succeed the 
other if the space-time region O2 has a nonnull intersection 
with both the "causal past" and "causal future" of 0 1, How
ever, the OP (X2,02) can be considered to causally succeed 
the OP (Xh 0 1) if O2 has a null intersection with the causal 
past of 0 1 (i.e., O2 > 0 1 in the notation of Appendix B). In the 
same wayan OP (X2,02) can be considered to causally suc
ceed a SPP (p,,01) itT O2> 0 1, It may be noted that this notion 
of causal succession allows for the OP (X2,02) to be carried 
out in a region O2 which may be completely spacelike to, or 
partly spacelike and partly in the causal future of the space
time region 0 1 in which the original OP (Xh0 1) or SPP (p,,01) 
was carried out. Finally, any notion of a "causally ordered 
sequence (COS)" of procedures should be such that if the OP 
(X2,02) causally succeeds the OP (X1,01) then it should be 
possible to consider the sequence of these OP as a single 
composite OP (which may be denoted by (X10X2,0IU02) car
ried out in the space-time region 0IUOZ' 

The arguments of the preceding paragraph may be sum
marized in terms of a "relativistic succession principle" which 
is stated in Appendix B. It is also shown there that this prin
ciple leads to a consistent scheme of causal ordering of the 
various local OP and SPP. According to this scheme, a se
quence ofOP [(Xh0 1), ... ,(X,.,0,) l can be considered as a se
quence of successive OP which/ollow a SPP (p"Oo) if and 
only if [ OO,Oh""O, l is a "causally ordered sequence (COS)" 
of space-time regions-i.e., it should satisfy the condition 
[Eq. (BII)]. 

Oi>Oj whenever j<i (i,j=O,I,2, ... ,r). (2.2) 

The basic properties of COS are stated in Theorem B I and 
Theorem B2 of Appendix B. Also in Theorem B3 is stated a 
necessary and sufficient condition for a sequence of space
time regions to be "causally orderable"-i.e., the sequence 
may be permuted into a COS. 

We should emphasize here that the notion of a COS of 
OP allows the theory to deal with a much larger class of 
sequences of OP when compared with some of the earlier 
discussions of successive observations in relativistic quan
tum theory. For example, Hellwig and Krauss ll impose the 
condition that the space-time regions of successive observa
tions should not intersect each others' light cones-a very 
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restrictive condition which seems to arise mainly because 
their discussion is not based on the appropriate relativistic 
generalization of the collapse postulate (cf. Sec. 4 below). 
Several other investigations of successive observations in rel
ativistic quantum theory (for example, Ref. 9) do not consid
er the problem of causal ordering of a sequence of OP, as 
they restrict themselves to a discussion of procedures carried 
out at space-time points only. 

The notions oflocal OP, local SPP, and COS ofOP are 
the basic ingredients of a relativistic theory of successive ob
servations. Based on these we shall now outline a framework 
of relativistic (local) quantum thoery. Such a framework 
should be in some sense a generalization of the framework of 
nonrelativistic quantum theory outlined in Sec. 1. In par
ticular, the local OP and local SPP should be defined in 
terms of a basic space & of events of the theory. Moreover, 
since the events of our theory are nothing but the realization 
of particular outcomes when the local OP are carried out we 
are led to consider for each ("allowed") space-time region 0, 
a corresponding set &(0) of "local events in O. [see (D7)] 
This correspondence 0-+ & (0) between space-time regions 
and the "local events" essentially fixes the structure of the 
theory. 

We now state the basic postulates of relativistic (local) 
quantum theory. [(DS)]. Let ~(M) be a translatable set of 
regions in the Minkowski space, which satisfies the 
condition 

Oh02E~(M) and 0 1 < 02:::>0IU02E~(M). (2.3) 

With each OE~(M), there is associated a set &(0) of "local 
events (operations) in 0", where &(0) is a convex subset of 
L 1+ (V), the set of all positive norm-nonincreasing linear 
operators on the Banach space V = Y s (JY) the set of all 
self-adjoint trace class operators on a (separable) Hilbert 
space Jf'. Let 

~ = u &(0) (2.4) 
0E'1/(M) 

denote the set of all local events and let ~ be the set of all 
(maximal) elements in & which satisfy Eq. (1.S). For each 
OE ~ (M) the set & (0) satisfies the following conditions 
(EI)-(ES): 

(EI) 

(a)IE&(O). 

(b) eE&(O). 

(c) For each AE&(O) there exists A 'E&(O) such that 
A+A'u. 

(d) If [A j I is a sequence of elements of & (0) such that 
}:jA j converges in the strong operator topology to an ele
ment of L 1+ (V), then }:jA j E&(O). 

(E2) 0 1 CO2:::>&(01)C &(02), 

(E3) If AIE&(OI), A 2E&(02) and 0 1 < O2, then 
Al AA 2E&(0IU02). 

(E4) IfA IE&(01),A 2E&(02) and 0 1 is completely space
like to 02(01[as in Eq. (B8»)02)' then Al AA2 = A2 AA I. 

(ES) To each gEl> 1+ (the group of all restricted inhomo-
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geneous Lorentz transformations) is associated a map a g : 

&-+&, which satisfies the following conditions (a)-(c): 

(a) g-+ag is a representation of pI + 

and a e is the identity transformation where e is the identity 
element of P 1+ . 

(b) For each gEl> 1+, a g is a automorphism of & in the 
following sense: a g is a bijection which is continuous in the 
strong operator topology and satisfies the following condi
tions (i)-(v): 

(i) agI = I. 

(ii) age = e. 
(iii) su:::>ag SU. 
(iv) aiAt +A2) = agAt + a g A2' 

whenever At. A 2, A I + A2E&(0) for some O. 

(v) aiAI AA2) = (agAI) A (agA 2), 

whenever AIEO(OI)' A 2E{:i(02) for some 0 1 < O2, 

(c) a g &(0) = &(g0) 

for all OE uk (M) and gEl> 1+ . 

Based on the above structure of the event space, we now 
define a local OP as follows: A local OP which is performed 
in a space-time region 0, and which has a value space 
[S,B (S) ] (assumed to be a standard Borel space) is character
ized by an ordered pair (X,O) where X is a map 

X:B(S)-+ti(O), 

which satisfies the following conditions (OPI), (OP2): 

(OPI)X(S)u. 

(OP2) If [Ej J is a sequence of mutually disjoint ele
ments of B (S), then 

X(uEj) = I X (E) 
I j 

where the right-hand side is assumed to converge in the 
strong operator topology on &(0). 

Thus each local OP (X,O) is characterized by an "oper
ation-valued measure" whose range is contained in 0(0). 
This is of course clearly in accordance with the meaning we 
attached earlier to the set & (0) oflocal events in O. As re
gards the relativistic transformation properties of the local 
OP, we shall assume the following: 

(OP3) Under each relativistic transformation gEl> 1+ 

the OP(X,O) will be transformed into the OP f3g (X,O) given 
by the relation 

f3g(X,O) = (/3gX,gO), 

where the operation-valued measure f3~ is defined by the 
equation 

(f3gX)(E) = ag(X(E»), 

for all EEE (S). 

I t can easily be shown [from (E I )-(ES») that f3 g (X,O ) as 
defined above is also a local OP (carried out in the region 
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gO). Also g----*{3g is a representation of P 1+ . The operational 
meaning of the OP {3g (X,O) (in terms of that ofthe OP(X,O )] 
is discussed in Appendix A. If we denote by ~ (0) the set of 
all local OP which are carried out in the region 0, then we 
have 

(2.5) 

We now consider how a succession [(X100 1),(X2,02) 1 of 
two local OP can be viewed as a composite OP performed in 
0lU02 whenever 0 1 < O2 (as is required by the "relativistic 
succession princple" of Appendix B). In this context we may 
recall the well-known result of Davies and Lewisl9

•
27 that if 

the value spaces (SIB (SI», (S2,B (S2» of two operation-val
ued measures XI' X 2 are standard Borel spaces, then there 
exists a unique operation-valued measure X I OX2 with value 
space [S, XS2, B (SI XS2)] such that 

(2.6) 

for every EIEB (SI) and ElEB (S2)' Ifwe now consider two OP 
(X1oOI), (X2>02) such that 0 1 < O2, than it follows from and 
(2.6) that for each EIEB (SI) and E2EB (S2)' 

(2.7) 

By making suitable topological assumptions [(D9)] on the 
local event spaces &' (0), it may be ensured that the entire 
range of the operation-valued measureXl oX2 is contained in 
&'(0,u02 ). The (X10X2,01U02) will be a local OP which is 
carried out in 01U02' We shall write 

(2.8) 

and refer to the operation "0" (which is defined only when 
0 1 < O2), as the operation of compounding two local OP. 
From the physical interpretation of the conjunction of two 
events in quantum theory (cf. Sec. 1), it follows that 
(X10X2,0,U02) is the composite OP which corresponds to the 
succession of the two OP (X1oOI), (X2,02) whenever 0 1 < O2, 

The compounding ofOP is associative in general. How
ever from (E4) it follows that for any two OP (X1oOI), (X2,o2), 
if 0, X O2, then 

(2.9) 

for all E,EB (SI)' E2EB (S2)' Whenever Eq. (2.9) is satisfied, we 
shall say that the OP (XI>OI) and (X2,02) are mutually com
patible. It is obvious that the compatibility (2.9) of two local 
OP (X1>OI), (X2,02) performed in mutually spacelike regions 
010 O2 depends crucially on the "compatibility of spacelike 
events" as expressed in our postulate (E4). 

If [(XIoOI), ... ,(X,.,Or)] isaCOSofOP, then the compos
ite OP which corresponds to the above sequence, is given by 

, 
(XI,oI)0(X2,02)0 ... 0(X, ,0,) = (XIOX20 ... oX, , U OJ. (2.10) 

i=1 

From Theorem B2 and the above relation (2.9), it follows tht 
the composite OP given by (2.10) does not depend on which 
causally ordered permutation of the COS 
! (XIoOI)""'(X"'O,) 1 is employed in Eq. (2.10). Finally, it 
may be remarked that compounding oflocal OP is a relativ
istically covariant operation-for, if 0 1 < O2 then for each 
gEP 1+ we have gOI < g02 and 
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{3g«XI,01)0(X2,02» = ({3iX1oOI»0({3iX2,02»' (2.11) 

We shall now consider the characterization oflocal SPP 
in our formalism. From the relativistic succession principle 
it follows that a local SPP which is carried out in a space
time region 0 0 , can be followed by only those OP (XIoOI) 
such that 0 1 > Oo-i.e., only those OP which are carried out 
in regions 0, such that 0 1 CS + (00 ) [cf. Eq. (B2)]. Hence we 
are led to the following definition: A local SPP which is car
ried out in a space-time region 0 0 is characterized by an 
ordered pair (;l,Oo) where f.L is a linear functional 

f.L: U 6'(0)-[0,1], 
oeS'(Ool 

which is continuous in the strong operator topology and sat
isfies the following conditions (SPPl), (SPP2): 

(SPP 1): f.L(S) = 1, 

forallsEIn[ U &(0)]. 
oes'(O,,) 

(SPP2) If [00,0100 2 ] is a COS and AE& (01), 

sEIn&(02), then 

f.L(A /\ s) = f.L(A ). 

The physical significance of the above linear functional 
"f.L" is of course that it assigns probabilities to every succes
sion oflocal events in S + (00), Therefore, (as in the formula
tion of non relativistic quantum theory outlined in Sec. 1), in 
our mathematical characterization, an SPP (;l,00) refers to 
the entire history of the system "after" its preparation in the 
space-time region 0 0 , It may be useful to compare our notion 
of a SPP with the closely related notion of "state sub spade 
aeternitatis" or briefly "state suspae." The notion of state 
suspae is usually identified with that of the conventional 
"Heisenberg picture state of the system" in which case it is 
quite different from the notion ofSPP. Sometimes the notion 
of state suspae is defined as an idealized SPP which is carried 
out in the infinite past. In our formalism such a SPP will be 
represented by a strongly continuous linear functional f.L: 
& ----*[0,1] (note that it is defined on aU local events) which 
satisfies conditions analogous to (SPP 1) and (SPP2). 

As regards the relativistic transformation properties of 
the local SPP, we shall assume the following: 

(SPP3) Under each relativistic transformation gEP ~ 
the SPP{;l,Oo) will be transformed into the SPP Pg (;l,Oo) 
given by the relation 

Pg (;l,00) = (f3gf.L,gOo), 

where the linear functionalPg/l is defined by the equation 

(Pgf.L)(A)=f.L(ag ,A), 

for all 

AE U &(0). 
oes'(gO,) 

We can easily show from (E 1 )-(E5) that Pg{;l,Oo) as 
defined above is also a local SPP (carried out in the space
time region gOo) and that g----*Pg is a representation of P t+ • 

Also if we denote by 5'(00) the set of all local SPP which are 
carried out in 0 0 , then we have 
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(2.12) 

We now state the fundamental statistical law of reI at iv
istic local quantum theory as follows: 

When an ensemble of systems prepared according to the 
SPP (p,,00) is subjected to the sequence ofOP 
! (X[,O[), ... ,(Xi"O;,), ... ,(Xi",O;), ... ,(X,.,O,) I, where 
! 0 0,0[,02, ••• ,0, I is a COS, the joint probability for observing 
the outcomes of the OP ! (Xi"Oi) I to lie in Borel sets! Ei, I 
(k = 1,2, ... ,n) is given by the equation 

Pr{J1,O,) , X. (E ) ,x. (E ) I 
(XI.OI), ... ,(X,.,o,)t II I! " .• I" I" 

= Jl(sJ\sJ\ .. · ASi , - d AXi,(Ei) ASi, , , 

(2.13) 

where Sa = Xa(Sa) and Sa is the value space of the OP 
(Xa,Oa) (a = 1,2,00.,r). 

Equation (2.13) may be referred to as the relativistic 
Wigner formula (RWF) as it is the appropriate relativistic 
generalization of Eqs. (1.5), (1.17). As per the fundamental 
statistical law stated above, R WF incorporates the entire 
observational content of the theory. As we have already re
marked, the above formulation of the fundamental law of 
relativistic quantum theory is completely free from any ref
erence to the notion of collapse or reduction of the state of a 
system due to observations. However, we shall show later in 
Sec. 4 that the above fundamental law can also be equivalent
ly formulated in terms of an appropriate relativistic general
ization of the collapse postulate. 

We shall now show that the relativistic Wigner formula 
(2.13) gives an unambiguous prescription for the statistical 
correlations between the outcomes of successive (local) ob
servations. For this let us consider an ensemble of systems 
prepared according to the SPP (p"Oo). Then a set oflocal OP 
! (XIIO[), ... ,(X, ,0,) I can be considered as successive experi
ments performed on this ensemble of systems iff 
10[,02, ... ,0, I = S, is a causally orderable sequence and 
Ocr CS + (Oo)(a = 1,00.,r). Let 10110 2,00.,0, I itself be a caus
ally ordered permutation ofS. Then Eq. (2.13) gives thejoint 
probabilities for observing the various possible outcomes in 
the above set of experiments. Now ifS' = ! 0""0",,00.,0,,,1 is 
any other causally ordered permutation of S, then it follows 
from theorem B2 that S can be obtained from S ' by carrying 
out successive interchanges between neighboring elements 
which are spacelike to each other. Therefore if we now em
ploy the formula (2.13) for the COS of OP 

! (X""O"),(X",,O,,),oo.,(X,,/O,,) I 
we obtain the same result as above because [from Eq. (2.9)] 
the right-hand side of Eq. (2.13) remains unaltered under 
every interchange of two successive OP which are carried 
out in mutually spacelike regions. In other words, we have 
the following result: 

Theorem 2.1: Let (p,,00) be an SPP and I (XII O[),oo., 
(Xi ,O,.),oo.,(X; ,0; ), ... ,(X,.,O,) I be a sequence ofOP such that 
I O~,O:,oo.,o, I "is a"COS. Then for every permutation 17" of the 
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indices 11,2, ... ,r I which is such that 10",0""'00,0,,,1 is also a 
COS, we have 

Pr~,~~) .... (x"o,) I Xi.(E;),.oo,xi,,(Ei)l 

= Pr{J1·oo) IX. (E) ,x. (E ) I 
(Xrrl.O".)' ...• (X~ .• 07T) 'I 'I ,... '/I ill , (2.14) 

for all Ei,ER (Si)' (k = 1,2,00.,n). 

The above theorem clearly shows that given a causally 
orderable sequence ofOP I (X[,O[),oo.,(X"O,») the funda
mental statistical law (2.13) prescribes unique statistical cor
relations between their various possible outcomes [irrespec
tive of what causally ordered permutation of these OP is 
adopted while applying Eq. (2.13)]. Hence we have now es
tablished the fact that the framework of relativistic quantum 
theory we have described so far, provides a consistent de
scription of successive (local) observations (in accordance 
with the "relativistic succession principle"). We shall now 
show that this framework is also in complete conformity 
with the fundamental requirements of relativistic in variance 
stated in Appendix A. First of all it may be recalled that the 
relativistic transformation properties oflocal OP (and SPP) 
were defined in such a way that under each relativistic trans
formation gEP f+ an OP (X,O) [SPP (p"O)] is transformed 
into the OP ({Jg X,gO) [SPP ~ Jl,gO)] ~ accordance with 
Eqs. (AlIa), (AlIb); alsog--4Jgandg-Pgconstituterepre
sentations of the relativity group P f+ in agreement with 
Theorem A 1. Therefore, we only have to verify that the fun
damental statistical law of the theory as stated above, satis
fies the requirement of relativistic symmetry [cf. Eq. (AI8)] 
in agreement with Theorem A2. For this, we may note that 
from (SPP3), (E5), and Eq. (2.13) it follows that 

Pr&-·,~~) ..... (x"o,) I Xi,(Ej),···,xi,,(E;) I 
= ~Jl)[agIX[(S[) A .. · AXi,(Ej) A .. · 

(2.15) 

where the second step follows from (E5bv) and (OP3). Now 
if we make use ofthe fact (cf. Theorem Bl) that whenever 
100,011 .. ,0, I is a COS IgOo,oo.,gO, I is also a COS, then we 
recognize that the right-hand side ofEq. (2.15) is nothing but 

Pr~:i',~~g,),.,<p.x"go,)1 ({Jg X;)(Ei),oo.,({Jg Xi)(Ei»)· 
This establishes the fact that the relativistic Wigner formula 
(2.13) also satisfies the requirement of relativistic symmetry 
as expressed by Eq. (A18). 

3. PRINCIPLE OF LOCAL CAUSES 

In this section we shall derive a relativistic generaliza
tion of the (statistical) principle oflocal causes stated in Sec. 
1. The fundamental statistical law of relativistic quantum 
theory [Eq. (2.13)] stated in the last section clearly reveals 
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that the "quantum interference of probabilities" is also oper
ative in relativistic quantum theory-in that the joint prob

ability Pr~~t~~), ... ,(XA) I Xi, (Ei),· .. ,xi,,(E;) J seems to depend 
not only on the set of events (Xi,(Ei)lk = 1,2, .. ,n J but also 
on the sequence (X"OI)""'(X",O,) J of all OP performed on 
the system. However, our heuristic understanding of relativ
istic causality (sometimes referred to as Einstein causality) 
definitely suggests that such a dependence (if any) should be 
confined to only those OP (Xa,Oa)E( (X"Ol)'''''(X",O,) J 

where 0a has a nonnuIl intersection with the causal past of 
at least one of the regions (0;, Ik = 1,2, ... ,n J. In other words, 
we would like to show that the joint probability 

Pr~,~~), .. ,(X~O,) (Xi,(EJ, ... ,x;,,(E;) 1 does not depend on all 
those OP (Xp,Or¥( (X"Ol)'''''(X, ,0,) J, where 
0f3CS + (u~ = Pi). 

Since an analysis of the general case is somewhat com
plicated, we shaIl first consider the (much simpler) situation 
where a SPP (;t,00) is foIl owed by two OP (Xl,ol), (Xz,Oz), 
where O"OzCS+(Oo)' IfOI < Oz, then (Oo,O"Ozl is a COS 
and the probabilities Pr~,~~),(X"O,) (Xl(El) J can be obtained 
from (2.13). Now, we can immediately conclude from (2.13) 
and (SPP2) the foIlowing: 

Theorem 3.1: If (;t,00) is an arbitrary SPP and (Xl,OI)' 
(Xz,Oz) are arbitrary OP such that ( Oo,O"Oz J is a COS, then 

Pr~'~~),(X"O,)(Xl(El)1 = Pr~,~~){XI(El)l, (3.1) 

for all EIEll (SI)' 

We shall paraphrase the above result as stating that the 
probability of observing a particular outcome in the OP 
(Xl,OI) does not depend on what OP (Xz,Oz) is being carried 
out in the region Oz provided 0 1 < Oz. In fact if (X ;,Oz) is 
some other procedure which can be carried out in the space
time region Oz, then it follows from (3.1) that 

Pr~,~~).(X"o)Xl(EI)J = Prtx:,~o\,(X;,o)Xl(EI)J. (3,2) 

In fact Eq. (3.2) is equivalent to (3.1), because we can consid
er (3.1) as the particular case of (3.2) when the observation 
procedure (X ;,Oz) corresponds to "carrying out no observa
tions to all." Also note that in Eqs. (3.1) or (3.2), (Xz,Oz) 
could be a composite observation procedure corresponding 
to a sequence of observation procedures all carried out in 
subregions of S + (OouOI), 

If in addition to the fact that ( Oo,O"Oz J is a COS of 
space-time regions, we also assume that 0 1 X Oz, then we 
have the relations 

(3.3a) 

Prrx-,~~),(X"O,) (Xz(Ez) I = Prrx-,~) (Xz(Ez) I (3. 3b) 

for all EIEll (SI) and EzEll (Sz). Thus if a local SPP (;t,00) is 
followed by two localOP (X"OI) and (Xz,Oz) which are car
ried out in mutually spacelike regions, then the probabilities 
for observing the varius outcomes in anyone experiment does 
not depend on which particular experiment (if any) is being 
carried out in the other region. This however does not mean 
that the OP (Xl,OI) and (Xz,Oz) are statistically independent 
(cf. Ref. 23) for it could very well happen that 
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Prtx:,~~).(X"O,) (XI(EI),xz(Ez) J 

*Prrx-,~~),(X"O,) I XI (El) I Prrx-,~~),(X"O,) I Xz(Ez) J. (3.4) 

In fact, the existence of statistical correlations [of the form 
given by Eq. (3.4)] between two events occurring in mutually 
spacelike regions, is typical of all those situations which are 
usually studied in connection with the so-called "Einstein
Podolsky-Rosen Paradox"3z-34 (see also Refs. 9, 11, 15, 17). 

Theorem 3.1 is of course a particular case of the princi
ple oflocal causes we are trying to establish and has a simple 
form because it was restricted to the case of only two obser
vation procedures. The appropriate generalization of this re
sult to the general case involving a sequence of OP is not 
particularly straightforward. We shaIl first obtain the most 
general such result which can be derived solely on the basis 
of the postulates stated in the last section. For this purpose 
we introduce the following motion of "causal precedence in 
a sequence," If (OhOZ'''''O, J = S, is a causaIly orderable 
sequence of space-time regions, we shall say that ° a ES has a 
causal precedence over another element Op ES in the se
quence S if either ° aPO f3 or, if there exists an integer n < r 
and elements 0; ,Oi , ... ,0; ES such that OJ pOi , ... ,0; :l>Oj, 

I 2" I 1 ,,1 .. 

0i"POp and 0a:l>0i, We can easily show that if Oa ES has 
causal precedence over 0(3 ES in a causally orderable se
quence S, then in every causally ordered permutation of S, ° a precedes ° p and vice versa. The following theorem can be 
easily established on the basis of Eq, (2.9), (SPP3) and the 
basic properties of causally ordered sequences stated in Ap
pendix B: 

Theorem 3.2: If (;t,00) is an SPP and (X"OI)'"'' (Xi" 
0i )"",(Xi ,OJ ),,,,,(Xr ,Or) J is a sequence of OP such that 

I II fI 

100,0" ... ,0, J is a COS, then 

= Prt<f,'O,)"(XA»);.,,,!Xi,(Ei), ... ,x;,,(E;)J, (3.5) 

for all E;,Ell (S;) (k = 1,2, ... ,n), where [(X"OI)'"'' 
(Xr ,Or»);,.;" ... ,;" is a causally ordered subsequence of 
(XhOl), ... ,(X, ,0,) J which includes apart from the OP 
(X;"O;)lk = 1,2, ... ,n J only those OP 
(X a ,0 a)E I (XhOl),,,,,(Xr ,0,) J, where ° a has a causal prece
dence over at least one of the regions! 0;,1 k = 1 ,2, ... ,n J ' 

Let us note some of the implications ofthe above result. 
First of all, it implies that the probability (3.5) does not de
pend on all those OP (Xa,oa)E! (X"OI),,,,,(Xr ,0,) 1 which 
are such that 

(i) Oa has a nonnuIl intersection with the causal future 

ofuZ = 10;" or 

(ii) ° a is spacelike to each of the regions 
(0;, Ik = 1,2, ... ,n I and there is a causally ordered permuta-
tion of (0100Z, ... ,Orl in which all the regions 
(0;, Ik = 1,2, ... ,n 1 precede 00:' However, the above Theo-
rem 3.2 does not entail that the probability (3.5) is indepen
dent of all those OP (Xu,Ou)E! (XhOl), ... ,(X,.,0r) 1 where 
(even though Oa is possibly spacelike to all the regions 
(O;,1k = 1, ... ,n j), Oa has a causal precedence over (at least) 
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one ofthe regions 1 Oi.lk = I ,2, ... ,n I in the sequence 
[ 0,,02, ... ,Or I· 

In order to illustrate the above remarks, let us consider 
for example a COS [00,01>02,OJ I such that 0, X OJ, but 
OtJ>02 and O2::1>03, In such a case, 0, has a causal precedence 
over OJ in [Ol!O"OJ I. Then, we will not be able to conclude 
from Theorem 3.2 that Prt¥,~c1,),(X"O,),(X"O,) [XJ(EJ) I does not 
depend on the OP (Xl! 0,) (as suggested by our heuristic ideas 
of causality). However, we should also emphasize that the 
Theorem 3.2 in no way implies that the above probability does 
infact depend on the OP (XhO,) carried out in 0,. It simply 
has nothing to offer in such cases. 

We shall now indicate how the result of Theorem 3.2 
can be strengthened into the result that the probability (3.5) 
does not depend on all those OP 
(Xa,Oa)E[ (X"O,), ... ,(Xr,Or) I whenever OaCS+(uZ = \0;) or 
equivalently, whenever Oa has a null intersection with the 
causal pasts of all the regions! 0;, Ik = 1,2, ... ,n I. It appears 
that such a result cannot be derived merely on the basis of the 
framework sketched in Sec. 2. The simplest way of establish
ing such a general princple of local causes seems to involve 
the following postulate (E6), [(D 10)] which asserts a certain 
"decomposability of the local OP." 

(E6) If the space-time region ° is such that 0= 0,U02, 
where 0, < O2, then given any local OP (X,O), there exist two 
local OP (Xl!O,),(X2,02) such that 

(X, ° ) = (X,,0,)0(X2,02)' 

Based on the above assumption (in addition to the pos
tulates of Sec. 2), we can now show the following (statistical) 
"principle of local causes" in relativistic quantum theory: 

Theorem 3.3 (principle of local causes): If (/.t,oo) is a SPP 
and [(Xl!O,), ... ,(Xi"O,), ... ,(Xj",oj), ... ,(Xr,Or) I is a sequence 
ofOP such that [Oo,O" ... ,or I is a COS, then 

PrVl.O,,) ( X. (E) ,x. (E ) I 
(XI.OI)' ...• (X,.,O,.)l II II , •.• I" '" 

= PrYtf.'b,),,(XA)] [X;,(E,), ... ,X;,,(Ej ) I, (3.6) 
0, 

for all Ej,EB(S;) (k = 1,2, ... ,n), where 
[(X"O'), ... ,(X,.,Or) 1" is the causally ordered subse-

"u fO" 

quence of [ (XhO,), .. . ,(X,., ° r) I which is obtained by exclud
ing from the above sequence all those elements [(Xa,oa) I 
where 

Oa CS +( ~ OJ). 
k = I ' 

We shall just sketch the proof of the above theorem. Let 
[OJ,,Oj,, ... ,Oj,,,l be the set of all those elements of 
! O" ... ,Or I,,! 0i" .. ·,0;,,1 which have a non null intersection. 
With the causal past 

J-'( ~ Oi,) of ~ OJ, 
k = I k = \ 

If there are no such elements, then Theorem 3.3 follows~
rectly from Theorem 3.2. Now, we define the regions ~r'~y 
by the equations 

(3.7a) 
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0. = 0. ,,0. (3.7b) 
ly J y }J" 

for all r = l, ... ,m. It can easily be shown that ~ < ~ and as 
we have Ojy = ~,uON we can conclude from (E6) that each 
of the OP (Xi/Oj) can be considered as the succession of two 

OP (.x;,'~), (~,'~) for each r = 1,2, ... ,m. We now re
p~ce~ach..?f 0e OP (Xi,Pi) by the corresponding pair 
(Xj,Pj)'(Xj,Pj ) in the sequence S = ! (X"O,), ... ,(X"Or) J 
and obtain a new COS of OP S '. Then the joint probability 
(3.6) for the sequence ofOP Scan now be expressed in terms 
of the joint probabilities for the sequence ofOP S'. If 
0a E[ Oh02, ... ,Or) is such that OaCS+(uZ = Pi)' then Oa is 
distinct from all the [OjJ (r = 1,2, ... ,m) and it can be easily 
seen that in the sequence S', ° a does not have a causal prece
dence over any of the regions [O;.Ik = 1,2, ... ,n). Therefore, 
we can now apply Theorem 3.2 and conclude that the prob
ability (3.6) does not depend on any of the OP (Xa,Oa)E.S, for 
which OaCS+(uZ = \0;). Hence the theorem is proven. 

It may be ofinterest to note that if we restrict the class of 
all OP considered to those that can be performed at space
time points only, then the Theorem 3.3 will be a simple corol
lary of our Theorem 3.2. This is of course quite understanda
ble as the additional postulate (E6), that was needed in the 
proof of Theorem 3.3, does not yield anything new as regards 
OP that are carried out at space-time points. For the class of 
OP considered in the conventional formulation of quantum 
theory [cf. Eq. (1.13)], Schlieder9 has in fact demonstrated a 
result equivalent to our principle of local causes, by assum
ing in addition that all OP are being carried out at space
time points only. 

Finally, we may mention that Stapp3HS has recently 
proved a "generalized Bell's theorem" according to which 
the statistical predictions of quantum theory are in conflict 
with the princple oflocal causes (in its simplest form as stat
ed in Theorem 3.1) provided one also assumes that a certain 
"principle of contrafactual definiteness" is satisfied. We 
shall not go into a discussion of this result here, as we pro
pose to show elsewhere that it is the "principle of contrafac
tual definiteness" which is in direct conflict with the statisti
cal predictions of quantum theory. In any case, we have 
clearly demonstrated above that relativistic quantum theory 
can be formulated in such a way that even the general (statis
tical) principle oflocal causes (as stated in the Theorem 3.3) 
is satisfied. 

4. THE COLLAPSE POSTULATE IN 
RELATIVISTIC QUANTUM THEORY 

In this section we shall demonstrate that the fundamen
tal statistical law of relativistic quantum theory as stated in 
Sec. 2 admits also an equivalent formulation in terms of a 
relativistic version of the collapse postulate. 

We may recall that in Sec. 1 it was observed that in the 
conventional formulation ofnonrelativistic quantum theory 
the fundamental statistical prescription of the theory can 
either be given in terms of the Wigner formula (1.5) or equiv
alently in terms of the Born statistical formula and the col
lapse postulate. However, it should be noted that the above 
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assertion of equivalence is based on several implicit assump
tions on the nature (and measurement) of quantum me
chanical probabilities. Moreover, for a clear understanding 
of the collapse postulate, it is very essential that the notion of 
a state preparation procedure be made more precise. It is for 
these reasons that we shall preface our considerations on the 
collapse postulate in relativistic quantum theory by some 
remarks on the empirical content of the fundamental statisti
cal law of relativistic quantum theory as expressed by the 
relativistic Wigner formula (2.13). 

We shall adopt the point of view that the joint 
probability 

Pr~,~~),,(XA)[ X;,(EJ,Oo.,x;,,(E;) J 

given by Eq. (2.13), is to be considered as the "limit of the 
statistical frequency" corresponding to the number of sys
tems for which the outcomes of the OP I Xi.,O;, J are found to 
lie in I Ed (k = 1,2,00.,n) when an "ensemble" of systems 
"prepared according to the SPP (p,00)" is subjected to the 
sequence of OP I (X"O[),Oo.,(X;"Oi),Oo.,(Xi",Oi),Oo.,(X,.,0r) J. 
In other words, the joint probabilities (2.13) (which are the 
only empirical predictions of the theory) are to be treated as 
relative frequencies in an ensemble. Since the association of 
probabilities to various events was achieved in our theory by 
means of the notion of an SPP (cf. Sec. 2), it follows that each 
SPP is essentially a mathematical characterization of a cer
tain procedure (or an equivalence class of procedures)for pre
paring ensembles. 

An "ensemble" is to be understood as a (conceptually 
infinite) collection of "noninteracting" systems which can be 
well ordered into a sequence (see in this connection39

). An 
"ensemble preparation procedure (EPP)" is a procedure 
(somewhat like a set of "instructions") for preparing ensem
bles-each of which is said to be "prepared according to the 
given EPP." If n is an ensemble prepared according to some 
"local EPP carried out in a space-time region 0 0" then we 
shall denote by 

(4.1) 

the number of systems for which the outcomes of the OP 
I (Xi.,Oi) J were found to lie in I Ei,J (k = 1 ,2,00.,n), when the 
first N systems of the ensemble n were subjected to the se
quence of OP I (X"O[),Oo.,(Xi"O,),Oo.,(Xi",O;),Oo.,(X,.,O r) J, 
where of course [Oo,O"Oo.,Or J is a COS. 

The above description is of course based on the "fic
tion" that the ensemble n is a stored collection of noninter
acting systems all prepared in the space-time region 0 0 , 

Strictly speaking a "physical ensemble" which is prepared 
according to some EPP "carried out in 0 0," actually consists 
of systems prepared over various space-time regions
which may be for example space-time translates of or, more 
generally, relativistic transforms of the region 0 0 , Therefore 
in order to provide satisfactory answers to the questions 

(i) what is actually meant by an "EPP carried out in a 
space-time region Oo?" and 

(ii) what is the empirical meaning of Eq. (4. I)? 
we will have to go into an analysis of the "empirical content" 
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ofthe various invariance principles satisfied by the theory. 
This will not be undertaken here as it is quite beyond the 
purview of the present investigation. 

It was already noted that the EPP are to some extent the 
operational counterparts of the mathematical objects of our 
theory the SPP. This connection can be made more explicit 
(in the context of relativistic quantum theory) as follows: An 
EPP carried out in 0 0 is said to be a "valid EPP" if there 
exists a SPP (P,00) such that for any ensemble n prepared 
according to the given EPP, we have 

(4.2) 

for all E[E13 (S[), for all OP (X,O[) such that O[ > 0 0, Such an 
SPP (P,00) (if it exists) is unique, and we shall say that the 
given EPP is "associated with the SPP (P,00)." Note that it 
could very well be the case that several different EPP are 
associated with the same SPP. However, as far as the obser
vational predictions of quantum theory are concerned, all 
such EPP are equivalent-and even indistinguishable except 
by the specific description of the corresponding mode of 
preparation. 

We shall hereafter say that "nil is an ensemble ofsys
tems prepared according to the SPP (P,00)," if nil is an en
semble prepared according to some valid EPP associated 
with the SPP (P,00). We shall now state the fundamental 
statistical law of relativistic quantum theory (2.13) in the 
following form which employs the notion of "relative fre
quencies in an ensemble," instead of "probabilities." 

If nil is any ensemble of systems prepared according to 
the SPP (P,00) and if [(X"O[),Oo.,(X; ,Oi ),Oo,,(Xi ,Oi ),00', 
(Xr ,Or) J isasequenceofOP such tha~ I Oo,O"Oo.,Or (is a COS 
of space-time regions, then 

N
lim nd':,~~;)~ .. ,(XA)IXi,(E;), ... ,xi,,(Ei)J/N 
~oo 

= /-l(S[/\S2/\ ... /\Xi,(EJ /\ ... /\Xi,,(E;) /\ "'/\Sr)' (4.3) 

for all Ei,E13 (Si) (k = 1,2,00,n) where we have adopted the 
notation of Eqs. (2.13) and (4.1). 

For our later considerations it will be useful to intro
duce the following notion of a "composite SPP" whch con
sists in carrying out a given SPP followed by a selection cor
responding to the occurrence of some event. Let (P,00) be a 
SPP andAE&(O[) such that 0 0 < O[ and/-l(A )*0. Then we 
shall denote by 

(P,Oo)*(A,OI) = (A*/-l,OouO I) (4.4) 

the SPP carried out in OouO" where A*/-l is the linear func
tional defined by 

(A*/-l)(B) = /-l(A /\B )I/-l(A ), (4.5) 

for all BE&(02) for all O2 CS+(00u01). It can be easily veri
fied that (A */-l,OouOI ) as defined above satisfies all our condi
tions (SPP1)-(SPP3), and therefore defines a SPP carried 
out in the space-time region 00u01• We can also easily verify 
that if I Oo,O"Oo.,Or J is a COS, then 

(···«(p,Oo)*(A "OI»*···*(A r ,Or» 
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(4.6) 

where the left-hand side is well-defined iff the right-hand 
side is well defined. If (Jt,00) is a SPP, (X1>O,) is a OP such 
that 0 0 < 0, and E,ER (S,) such that J.l(X,(E,»*O, then we 
shall refer to (Jt,oo)*(X,(E,),O,) as the "composite SPP 
(Jt,00) followed by a selection corresponding to the ocur
rence of the event X,(E,) in 0,." 

We shall now state the main result of this section: 

Theorem 4.1: Under the asumptions of Sec. 2 [excepting 
Eq. (2.13)], the fundamental statistical law of relativistic 
quantum theory as given by Eq. (4.3) is equivalent to the 
following two "postulates" BSF and RCP, taken together: 

(1) Born statistical formula (BSF): If flll- is any ensem
ble prepared according to a SPP (Jt,oa) and if ! (X1>O,), ... , 
(Xr ,or) l is an arbitrary sequence of OP such that 
[Oo,O" ... ,Or l is a COS, then 

lim n~<:<~:;: .. (XA)[X,(E,)l/N =J.l(X,(E,», 
N·-oc 

(4.7) 

for all E,ER (S,). 

(2) Relativistic collapse postulate (RCP): Let (Jt,00) be 
an SPP and (X"O,) an OP such that 0 0 < 0, and let E,ER (SI)' 
Now, if J.l(X,(E,»*O, then the procedure "prepare an en
semble according to the SPP (Jt,00), subject this ensemble to 
the OP (X1>O,) and select all those systems for which the 
outcome is observed to lie in E," is a valid EPP carried out in 
the region OouO, and is associated with the SPP 
(Jt,Oo)*(X,(E,),O,). If J.l(X,(E,» = 0, then the above proce
dure does not prepare any ensemble at all. 

Proof: Let us first show that Eq. (4.3) implies both BSF 
and RCP. The proof ofBSF is immediate as Eq. (4.7) turns 
out to be a particular case ofEq. (4.3) once (SPP2) is taken 
into account. In order to show that RCP also follows from 
Eq. (4.3), let us consider an ensemblefl' prepared according 
to the EPP stated in RCP in the case when J.l(X,(E,»*O. 
Then there exists an ensemble flll- prepared according to the 
SPP (Jt,Oo) such that fl ' is the ensemble of all those systems 
which are obtained when flll- is subjected to the OP(X1,o,) 
and those systems are selected for which the outcome was 
observed to lie in E,. Let (X2,02) be an arbitrary OP and 
where 0, CS + (OouO,) and let us also write 

N - nfl",O,;N f X (E ) l 
,- (X"O,),(X,.O,) l , , , (4.8a) 

(4.8b) 

Now from the definition of the ensemble fl ' it follows that 

N = nJ) '.O,uO,;N,f X (E ) j. 
, (X"O,) l' 2 

Hence, we obtain 

nf)',OouO,;N,fX(E)j/N = (N,IN). 
(X,.O,) l" 1 (NJN) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

Now if N- 00, then N,_ 00 also and vice versa as is evident 
from Eq, (4.7) and the fact thatJ.l(X,(E,»*O. Hence we 
obtain from Eqs. (4.3) and (4.8)-(4.10) the following 
relation: 

lim nU',o,;uO,;N, [X (E ) j / N 
(X"O,) " 1 

N~~ 
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(4.11 ) 

for all E,ER (S,). Since Eq. (4.11) holds for all OP (X"O,) 
whereO,CS + (OouO,), it follows from Eq. (4.2)thatfl 'isan 
ensemble prepared according to a valid EPP associated with 
the SPP (Jt,oo)*(X,(E,),o,) as stated in RCP. Finally when 
J.l(X,(E,» = 0, it follows from Eq. (4.7) that 
limN~oc(NJN)-o, and therefore it is evident that the pro
cedure stated in RCP does not prepare any ensemble whatso
ever in such a situation. Thus we have shown that RCP fol
lows from the fundamental statistical law of the theory as 
given by Eq. (4.3). The proof of the reverse implication can 
be constructed without any difficulty by a repeated applica
tion of RCP, once we take N-oo limit in the following 
equation: 

N r-IN 
nn.o,;N [X (E) X (E )J - ' II p+ I 

(X,.O,) •...• (X •• O,.) i, i, , ... , i" i" - -N -N' 
p=! p 

(4.12) 

where we have introduced the notation 

Np = nfr~b~.(x"o.)[X,(E,), ... ,XiEp) J 

and Ea = Sa [the value space of (Xu,Ou)] for a different from 
any of the indices (i1> ... ,ik J. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 4.1. 

The most important feature of the relativistic version of 
the collapse postulate (RCP) established above, is of course 
that it has been formulated in terms of the relativistically 
covariant notion oflocal SPP. Also the above theorem clear
ly brings out the dual role played by the collapse principle in 
quantum theory. First (from a pragmatic point of view) it 
can be included as an assumption (or algorithm) ofthe 
thoery along with the Born statistical formula, in order to 
derive the fundamental statistical prescription of the theory 
for the probability connections between the results of succes
sive observations. Secondly, RCP is also an important pro
position of the theory which establishes a certain correspon
dence of certain composite EPP with the SPP of the theory
for, according to RCP if it is given that a certain EPP is 
associated with an SPP (Jt,Oo), then RCP asserts that an
other EPP, which involves the carrying out of the former 
EPP followed by a process of selection of all those systems 
for which a particular outcome is observed in a certain OP, is 
to be associated with an SPP related to (Jt,Oo). Therefore, it 
would indeed be much more appropriate to refer to the "col
lapse postulate" (RCP) as a "principle of ensemble prepara
tion by selection." 

In conclusion we may also note that the above formula
tion of the collapse postulate as a "principle of ensemble 
preparation by selection," removes in a certain sense some of 
the mystery that has surrounded the notion of collapse. In 
fact such a principle can be shown to be valid also in classical 
probability theory, where again an analog of our Theorem 
4.1 can be proved (provided, of course that similar assump
tions are made concerning the nature and measurement of 
probabilities). The crucial difference in this respect between 
classical theory and quantum theory is that in quantum the
ory the EPP "prepare an ensemble according to the SPP 
(j.t,Oo), subject this ensemble to the OP (X"OI) (where 
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0 1 > 0 0) and select all the systems irrespective o/the out
come," will be associated with the SPP (}l,00)*(X1(SI),01) 
which is in general different/rom (}l,OouOI). This nonclassi
cal feature of the quantum collapse principle is just another 
manifestation of the basic nonclassical feature of the quan
tum theoretical probabilities which was referred to as the 
quantum interference of probabilities. 

APPENDIX A: FUNDAMENTAL REQUIREMENTS 
OF RELATIVISTIC INVARIANCE 

In this appendix we shall discuss some of the fundamen
tal requirements for a theory to be relativistically invariant 
and indicate how they naturally lead to some of the salient 
features of the framework of relativistic quantum theory 
outlined in Sec. 2. 

The fundamental requirements of relativistic invari
ance postulate certain relations between the descriptions of 
physical phenomena and the formulations of the laws of na
ture as carried out in the languages adopted by different 
equivalent observers. In the present investigation, two ob
servers f!li and ~ are considered to be equivalent if the state 
of motion of ~ is related to that of f!li via a relativistic trans
formation gEP T+ the group of all restricted inhomogeneous 
Lorentz transformations; we shall then write 

(AI) 

In quantum theory, the description of physical phe
nomena in the language of an observer f!li involves (i) de
scriptions ! (X,O) J of observation procedures (OP) carried 
out in space-time regions! 0 J, and (ii) descriptions! (}l,0) J 
of state preparation procedures (SPP) carried out in space
time regions! 0 J [see (DII)]. The laws of nature are then 
formulated so as to provide statistical correlations between 
the outcomes ofa sequence ofOP performed on an ensemble 
of systems prepared according to some SPP. 

In order to state the fundamental requirements of rela
tivistic invariance, we need the following notions of "bodily 
identity" and "subjective identity".'o We shall say that the 
two descriptions (X,O) and (%,0) ofOP in the languages of 
f!li and ~ are bodily identical, if (%,0) is the description in 
the language of ~ of objectively the same OP which is de
scribed as (X,O) in the language of f!li. We shall say that the 
two descriptions (%,0), and (X,O) of OP are subjectively 
identical if the OP described as (%,0) by ~ bears the same 
relation to ~ as the OP described as (X, 0 ) (in the language 
of f!li) does to f!li. We can similarly define the notions of 
bodily and SUbjective identity of the two descriptions (}l,0) 
and )T,O) of SPP in the languages of f!li and ~. 

The fundamental requirements of relativistic invari
ance may now be stated as follows [(DI2)]: 

I. It is possible to translate the description of physical 
phenomena from the language of any given observer into 
that of any other equivalent observer. In such a translation, 
the space-time regions in which the various SPP and OP are 
carried out, are also transformed as per the associated rela
tivistic transformation. 

II. For every SPP and every sequence ofOP which can 
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be carried out by one observer, there exist subjectively identi
cal SPP and sequence ofOP whch are possible for an equiv
alent observer; equivalent observers "see the same world." 

III. For any four equivalent observers f!li 10 f!li 2, f!li], and 
f!li., if f!li] is related to f!li 1 by the same relativistic transforma
tion as f!li. is to f!li 2 then the OP (SPP) which are subjectively 
identical for f!li 1 and f!li 2 are also subjectively identical for f!li] 
and f!li.-or, more specifically 

(a) if the two descriptions (XIo0 1),(X2,02) ofOP in the 
languages of f!li 1 and f!li 2 (respectively) are subjectively iden
tical, then the OP (X],O]) in the language of f!li J which is 
bodily identical to (XIo01), is subjectively identical to the OP 
(X.,O.) in the language of f!li. which is bodily identical to 
(X2,02)' and 

(b) a similar condition on SPP. 

IV. The laws of nature can be expressed in the language 
of every equivalent observer in such a way that 

(a) any two equivalent observers predict the same statis
tical correlations between the outcomes of bodily the same 
sequence ofOP which follow the performance of bodily the 
same SPP, and 

(b) any two equivalent observers predict the same statis
tical correlations between the outcomes of two sequences of 
OP which are subjectively identical, when they are per
formed after subjectively identical SPP are carried out. 

We shall first consider some of the general conclusions 
that can be drawn from these requirements. From require
ment I it follows that given any two equivalent observers f!li 
and ~ there exist bijections B7!~ .. Y? and ii;7?~ .. jf which, re
spectiyely, map descriptions of OP and SPP from the lan
guage of observer f!li into the descriptions of bodily identical 
OP and SPP in the language of~; i.e., if ~ = gf!li and (X,O) 
is an OP and (}l,0) is an SPP in the language of f!li, then 

(XB,O) = B7!~.jf(X,O) (A2a) 

(jiB,O) = if7!~/4(}l,0) (A2b) 

are the bodily identical OP and SPP in the language of ~, 
where 

(A3) 

is the corresponding relativistically transformed space-time 
region. In the same way, it follows from II that there exist 
bijections S:7?~:jf and S.7l~.'Y? such that the equations 

(XS,O) = S:;;;~./i(X,O) 

q;s,O) = S;7?~.'Y?(}l,0) 

(A4a) 

(A4b) 

relate subjectively identical procedures. From the definition 
of subjectively identical procedures, it follows that all equiv
alent observers employ identical descriptions for the space
time regions in which subjectively identical procedures are 
carried out. 

The mappings B7!~ . .y? and if7!~.'jf defined above satisfy 
the following relations: 

By?,~.'!h', = B.'Y?,~.'!h',B.'Y?,~.'Y?" 

if,,/O u7' = if,,/> 470 if"" ,,/0 .n ~_,:;.:17 I ;;71 J'+--L7f 2 .n 2-./7 I 
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for any three equivalent observers !!lI" !!lI 2, and !!lI J. Also 
B",~", are identity transformations on the appropriate 
spaces. Similar relations are also satisfied by the mappings 
S-;"_,,, and 5-;", ./;,. 

The requirement III can now be expressed in terms of 
the above mappings as follows: 

Sg.;/1.'4 g.;//I == BK./):« '/)2S,;/?~,;,-_:Y?,B,;/?,,,, g'/)I' 

~.//:. g'//, == Bg ,/!-,., • .:/?!$/?l« ,/) IB./) l-g,7/1 

(A6a) 

(A6b) 

for all gEP 1+ and any two equivalent observers !!lI" !!lI 2' 
Now, from the properties of the mapping B, if, S, and S, it 
follows that Eqs. (A6a) and (A6b) are equivalent to the 
equations 

Bg ",., 

fig», 

== Sg l)'c .. -g.0)IBg'/)I" '»'IS'//I" ,;//:' 

== ~.//:. g.-n;I~''/?I'' ';/?IS./?I+--'/;)zO 

(A7a) 

(A7b) 

Therefore the requirement III can be equivalently expressed 
as follows: 

III'. For any four equivalent observers &t" &t 2, ff? 3, and 
9'(., if ff? 1 is related to 9'?, by the same relativistic transforma
tion as .9? 4 is to f/? 2, then 

(a) if the OP (X"O,) (in the language of:?? ,) is bodily 
identical to the OP (X,,03) (in the language of !!lI 3), then the 
OP (X2,02) (in the language of !!lI 2) which is subjectively 
identical to (X"O,) will be bodily identical to the OP (X4,0.) 
(in the language of .9(.) which is subjectively identical to 
(X2,02)' and 

(b) a similar condition on SPP. 

We now define the mappings ,8g.7i and ~.'" by the 
equation 

,8g .. ", = S7(~.g./iBg./i~./i' 

~.w = 5,,'_g./i fig./i • . /''' 

(ASa) 

(A8b) 

These mappings transform descriptions (ofOP and SPP) in 
the language of .W into descriptions (of some other OP and 
SPP) in the same language. From Eqs. (AS)-(AS) it follows 
that 

,8g"./;,8g,.J/ = ,8g,g ... //, 

~"'/;~"'/;' =~,g".// 

(A9a) 

(A9b) 

for allg"g2EP 1+. Also,8e,.7i and Pe,y; reduce to identity maps 
where e is the identity element in P 1+ . Therefore we have the 
following important result: 

Theorem A I (Wightman·O): g-,8g.;f and g-~.J; are repre
sentations of the relativity group P 1+ . 

Now, since Theorem Al implies that (,8g.J;t' =,8g ',.J)' 

[and similarly for cB::,,,,t'], we are led to the relations 

,81',.//= B"' __ g '7iSg '."'~//' (AIDa) 

~./i = jJ"' __ g '7;~'//~-7;' (AIDb) 

for each OP (X,O) and SPP V-t,0) in the language of!!ll, let us 
write 

,81'"AX,O) = (,8gX,gO), 

~,7iV-t'0) = cB::f1,gO). 

(A 11 a) 

(Allb) 

From the Eqs. (AS) and (A I 0) it follows that the transform a-
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tion,8-&",cB::,/;) has the following two interpretations: 
,8g,,,,(,8g,,,,) transforms each description (X,O) (V-t,0» of an 
OP (SPP) in the language of!!ll to the description (,8g X,gO) 
«(,81', f1,gO », in the same language, of that OP (SPP) which 

(i) bears the same relation to the observer !!lias the OP 
(SPP), which has the description (X,O) (V-t,0» in the lan
guage of.9?, does to the observer g.o/!, 

(ii) bears the same relation to the observer g-'!!lI as the OP 
(SPP), which has the description (X, ° ) (V-t,0» in the lan
guage of :-Y? , does to the observer !!lI . 

There is also the mapping Yg . ./i (and similarly Yg./;) de
fined by the equation 

(AI2) 

which maps each OP (X,O ) (in the language of &t) into the 
description of another OP (in the same language) which 
bears the same relation to the observer g!!ll as the OP (X, ° ) 
does to the observer!!ll. However, it is important to realize 
that even though Yg.7l (together with Yg .,7l) constitutes a sym
metry transformation of the theory [in the sense that an ana
log of Eq. (A IS) below is satisfied], the correspondence 
g_y g. 7,' does not constitute a representation of the relativity 
group P 1+. In fact, from Eq. (AI2) it follows that 

Yg .. /,' =,81', ',.//' 

and therefore we have 

(AI3) 

Yg,,//Yg,./" = Yg,g"",/' (AI4) 

We now consider the following question: "To what ex
tent is the action of the transformation,8g,.",cB::,;f) which acts 
on the description ofOP (SPP) in the language of!!ll, similar 
to that of the transformation ,8g,.-;;cB::,.-;;) which acts on the 
descriptions of OP (SPP) in the language of an equivalent 
observer i??? First of all it should be noted that if the OP 
(X,O) (in the language of !!lI) is bodily identical to the OP 
(X,O) in the language of :9l, it does not follow that in general 
the OP ,8g.~(X,O) and ,8g,.-;;(x'O) are also bodily identical. 
In fact, if!!ll = g!!ll and it is given that the OP (X,O) and 
(X,O) are bodily identical, then it follows that the OP 
,8 ",(X,O) and,8- -, -;;(X,O) will also be bodily identical, as g,.N ggg .. , 
is evident from the equation 

(AtS) 

for all g,gEP 1+ . 

Actually, the actions of the "symmetry transforma
tion" ,8g,. /l and ,8g .. -;; are similar only ~ the following sense: 
For any two equivalent observers !!lI, !!lI if the OP (X,O) and 
(X,O) are subjectivley identical, then the OP ,8g,.,,,;{X,O) and 
,8g,-;;(x'O) are also subjectively identical, as is evident from 
the equation 

(AI6) 

for all g,gEP 1+ . Relations similar to (AtS) and 0-16) also 
hold between the "symmetry transformations" ,8g,.;f and 
~,.-;;, from which the corresponding conclusions can be 
drawn. The above result, that the transformations 
,8g"/lcB:: .. /;) transform subjectively identical procedures into 
subjectively identical procedures, is of considerable signifi
cance. For example, it implies that the process by which one 
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empirically verifies whether the requirement of relativistic 
symmetry [cf. Eq. (AIS) below] is satisfied, is (subjectively) 
the same for equivalent observers. 

All our considerations till now have been based only on 
the requirements I-III. In order to express the requirement 
IV also in an appropriate form, let us consider a SPP (P,00) 

and a sequence ofOP ! (XhOI), ... ,(Xi,,oi), ... ,(Xi,,,oi)'"'' 
(X,.,0r) 1 in the language of an observer.9? If (OO,oI, ... ,Or 1 is 
a COS of space-time regions (cf. Appendix B), then we shall 

denote by PrYx',~), .. (X~O,)! Xi, (EJ, ... ,x;,,(E;) 1 the joint prob
ability that the outcomes of the OP (Xi"O;) 1 are found to 
lie in ! E i , 1 (k = 1,2, ... ,n), when an ensemble of systems pre
pared as per SPP (P,00) is subjected to the sequence of OP 
(XhOI), ... ,(X,.,0r) I. Now, if gp = g.9? is another equivalent 
observer then the requirements IV(a) and IV(b) can be ex
pressed [in the notation of Eqs. (A2), (A3), and (A4)] as 
follows: 

PrYx"~~),,(XA)! Xi,(EJ, .. ·,xi,,(E;) I 
- Prvr',gO,,) - (X-B(E) ,x-B(E ) 1 
- (X {'.gOI) •... ,(X1.I.gO,..) i. i l ,... ill ill (A17a) 

PrYx',~~),.(X .. o,)! Xi,(Ei), .. ·,xi,,(E;) 1 

- PrV£"O,,) - (X-S(E) ,x-S(E)} 
- (X7'O,)' ...• (X~.Or) i l i l ".. ill ill (AI7b) 

for all Ei,EB(Si) (k = 1,2, ... ,n). Since from theorem BI it 
follows that (gOo,gOh ... ,gOr I is also a COS of space-time 
regions, the right-hand side of Eq. (A 17a) is well-defined. 

The two sides ofEqs. (AI7a) and (AI7b) are expressed, 
respectively, in the languages of the observers.9? and 
gp = g.9? Hence these equations may be said to express the 
"relativistic invariance" of the laws of nature. From Eqs. 
(AS) and (A 17) we can obtain the following requirement of 
"relativistic symmetry" of the laws of nature, now expressed 
entirely in the language of a single observer .9? [after adopt
ing the notation of Eqs. (AlIa), (AI I b)]: 

Theorem A 2 (relativistic symmetry): For each gEP 1+, 

each SPP (P,00) and an aribitrary sequence (XhOI), ... , 
(Xi"O,), ... ,(Xi",Oi),,,,,(Xr ,Or)} ofOP where! OO,OI, ... ,Or I is 
a COS, we have 

Pr~.t~~).,(X, ,0,.)( Xi,(E,), ... ,Xi,,(E;) 1 

= PrUi, !l,gO,,) ((j3 X )(E ) (j3 X )(E ) I 
(f3~ X llgO\), ... ,(f3" X, .. gO,) g II II '"0' g I" J,,' 

for all E i, EB (Si)' where Si, is the value space of 
(Xi"Oi) (k = 1,2, ... ,n). 

(AIS) 

In summary, our discussion has been mostly concerned 
with the reformulation of the fundamental requirements (1-
IV) of relativistic invariance (which postulate certain rela
tions between the descriptions of physical phenomena and 
formulations oflaws of nature as carried out in the languages 
of different equivalent observers, as certain conditions on the 
theory as formulated in the language of any single observer. 
This is necessitated by the fact that usually a physical theory 
is formulated entirely in terms of the language adopted by a 
single observer-as is for example the case with our formula
tion of relativistic quantum theory in Sec. 2. In such cases the 
requirements of relativistic invariance essentially reduce to 
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the following conditions on the theory (as formulated in the 
language of a single observer): 

(i) The OP and SPP of the theory should be local proce
dures which may be carried out in any translatable set of 
space-time regions (cf. Sec. 2). 

(ii) For each gEP 1+ there are associated transforma
tions/1g and~ which map, respectively, the set ofOP and 
SPP in accordance with Eqs. (AlIa), (Allb); also these 
transformations carry the physical interpretation that was 
discussed in connection with Eqs. (AS), (AlO). and (AI6). 

(iii) The conclusions stated in Theorem A I and Theo
rem A2 are satisfied. 

If the above conditions are satisfied, we may say that the 
theory is in conformity with the requirements of relativistic 
invariance. 

In conclusion we shall make a few remarks concerning 
the phsyical basis of the particular framework of relativistic 
quantum theory that was proposed in Sec. 2. The general 
motivation of course is that relativistic quantum theory 
should be formulated as an appropriate generalization of 
nonrelativistic quantum theory (in conformity with the fun
damental requirements of relativistic invariance). There
fore, it should also be essentially a theory of successive obser
vations. In order to achieve this (it has been argued in Sec. 2 
and Appendix B that) our heuristic ideas of relativistic cau
sality suggest that we should stipulate that the theory should 
satisfy the following requirement: 

V. Relativistic succession principle-stated in Appen
dix B. 

It may be noted that the requirements I-V stated so far, 
are of a very general nature, and are not in any way specific 
to a particular mathematical scheme employed in formulat
ing the theory. However, the analogy with nonrelativistic 
quantum theory suggests that we also adopt the scheme of 
quantum probability theory in the formulation of the relativ
istic theory. More specifically we assume the following: 

VI. The local OP and local SPP are defined (in analogy 
with nonrelativistic quantum theory) in terms of a space of 
local events tf = u& (0 ). 

Finally as regards the relativistic transformation prop
erties ofOP and SPP we shall assume that all these transfor
mations are induced by transformations defined on the event 
space, as per the following requirement: 

VII. If.9? and &P are two equivalent observers, then the 
transformations B7;~J( and B-w+_/;(S7;< .r; and S-w+ J) are 
induced by the transformation .7iJ-w~",(Y~,._7;) which 
maps the event space (7 = u(7 (0) in the language of.9? onto 
the event space ?J = u& (0) in the language adopted by &P. 
Moreover, both ;?/]-w_,/) and Y.7I<-Y/ map (7 somorphically 
onto f" in the sense that both of them satisfy conditions anal
ogous to (E5bi)-(E5bv) of Sec. 2 [see (D13)]. 

The framework of relativistic quantum theory outlined 
in Sec. 2 was essentially based on the postulates (E I )-(E5) 
(which characterized the structure of the event space), the 
definitions of OP and SPP and their tr~!lsformation proper-
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ties as given by (OP1)-(OP3) and (SPP1)-(SPP3), and the 
fundamental statistical law as given by the relativistic 
Wigner formula (2.13). We shall now briefly indicate some 
of the heuristic arguments that may be provided in justifica
tion of these "postulates" on the basis of the above require
ments I-VII. First of all it may be noted that (OP 1), (OP2), 
(SPPl), (SPP2), and the relativistic Wigner formula (2.13) 
are the appropriate generalizations of their nonrelativistic 
counterparts once we adopt the requirements I-VI. The fol
lowing remarks suggest that the postulates (El)-(E4) are 
also based on the same requirements once we notice that 
each local event is nothing but the realization of certain out
comes when some local OP is carried out. 

The postulate (E la) is just a consistency requirement 
which allows us to consider the situation in'which no obser
vations are carried out in the space-time region 0 as being 
equivalent to the performance of the trivial OP (5/ ,0), where 
51 is the trivial operation-valued measure with value space 
! 1 J such that 5/01 J) = I. The postulates (Elb) and (Eld) 
ensure that the definition of a local OP as given by (OP 1) and 
(OP2) is consistent. The postulate (Elc) ensures that every 
local eventAE&(O) is associated with some local OP carried 
out in O. The postulate (E2) enables us to consider every OP 
carried out in a region 0 1 as also a procedure carried out in a 
larger region O2 ~ 0 1, In fact, this has been our viewpoint all 
through this paper. 

The postulate (E3) now provides the appropriate inter
pretation of conjunction of two local events in relativistic 
quantum theory and is directly based on the relativistic suc
cession principle. It essentially states that A2E&(02) may be 
thought of as an event which follows another event 
AIE&(OI) iff O2> 01> and then the occurrence of the succes
sion of these events can be considered as the occurrence of 
the compound eventAIAA2 in the space-time region 01U02• 

The postulate (E4), which states that two local events 
A IE&(OI) and A2E&(02) are "compatible" whenever 0 1 is 
spacelike to O2, plays a crucial role in all our considerations. 
First of all, this postulate is needed to ensure that the occur
rence of two events in mutually spacelike regions 01>02 can 
be considered as the occurrence of a unique compound event 
in 0]u02- because, from requirement V, the occurrence of 
either of these events may be thought of as preceding that of 
the other. In our view however, the most important reason 
for adopting the postulate (E4) is that it is essential to ensure 
that the fundamental statistical law of the theory [Eq. (2.13)] 
provides an unambiguous prescription for the statistical cor
relations between the outcomes of successive observations. 
In fact the proof of our Theorem 2.1 [which established the 
consistency of the RWF (2.13)], depends crucially on the Eq. 
(2.9) [which asserts the compatibility of two OP (XI,OI) and 
(Xh 0 2) whenever 0 1 X O2] which in turn is based on the pos
tulate (E4). In other words, once we adopt the relativistic 
succession principle [on which Eq. (2.13) is based] and also 
assume that any arbitrary local OP (X2,02) can be conjointly 
performed with the OP (XI,oI) whenever 0 1 X O2 (which is 
someform ofa local causality principle), then (E 4) willfollow 
as a consistency condition and is in this sense analogous to 
Eqs. (1.6) and (1.18) in the nonrelativistic theory. In this con-
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text we may also note that the postulate (E4) can be justified 
on other independent physical grounds, for example (cf. 
Refs. 13,18) by demanding that the principle of local causes 
(say, in its simplest form as stated in Theorem 3.1) be one of 
the fundamental requirements imposed on the theory. 

Finally we shall make a few remarks on the postulates 
(E5), (OP3), and (SPP3). From the requirement VII it fol
lows that the transformations B&i~!}f and S.:n~.<Jl are to be 
considered as being induced by the transformations :!lJ .0?~.'19 
and Y M~:19 relating the event spaces of these observers. 
Therefore, if we adopt the notation ofEqs. (A2a) and (A4a), 
we can write 

XB(E) = :!lJ.:;';~.19[X(E)l 

XS(E) = Y:-;;;~."",[Xs(E)l 
(AI9a) 

(AI9b) 

for all EEE (S). Hence, it follows from Eqs. (A2a), (A3), and 
(A4a) that 

(A20a) 

and 

(A20b) 

where &? = g:?/? Ifwe now define the mapping ag,.:7;:&---+& 
(denoted as a g in Sec. 2) by the equation 

(A21) 

then it can easily be seen that the postulates (E5), (OP3), and 
(SPP3) follow directly from the requirements I-VII. 

APPENDIX B: CAUSALLY ORDERED 
SEQUENCES OF SPACE-TIME REGIONS 

In Sec. 1 it was seen that the joint probabilities for any 
sequence of events in nonrelativistic quantum theory, de
pend crucially on the time-ordering of the corresponding 
sequence of observations. In the same way, when we go over 
to a relativistic theory the manner in which a sequence of 
local observations should be ordered, depends on the causal 
structure of space-time. We shall devote this appendix to a 
study of such causally ordered sequences (COS) oflocal ob
servation procedures (OP) when the space-time is just the 
ordinary Minkowski space of special relativity. 

For each space-time point x in the Minkowski space M, 
let J +(x) (J -(x») denote the closed forward (backward) light 
cone with the apex at the point x [which is also included in 
J ± (x)]. Then, for each space-time region OeM, its causal 
future J +(0) and the causal past J -(0) are defined by the 
equations 

J+(O)= uJ+(x), (Bla) 
XEO 

J-(O)= uJ-(x). (BIb) 
XEO 

The causal complement 0 ' of space-time region 0 is defined 
as the set of all points of M whch are spacelike to every point 
in O. We may also define the regions S ± (0) by the equation 

S±(O)=M\.J"'(O). (B2) 

We shall refer to S+(O) (S-(O») as the domain ofcausal suc-
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cession (precedence) for O. For each space-time region 0, the 
region 0' is disjoint with 0, J + (0) and J - (0); however 
we have 

OCJ +(0)rJ --(0). (B3) 

We may also note the following relations: 

J +(0)uJ -(O)uO' =M, 

S + (O)uS -(O)uO=M, 

J ± (0,u02) = J ± (O,)uJ ± (02), 

(B4a) 

(B4b) 

(B5) 

If 0" O2 are any two space-time regions we shall say 
that "0, causally precedes 0/' (to be denoted by 0, < O2), or 
equivalently that "02 causally succeeds Ot" (02 ) 0,) 
whenever 

(B6a) 

Equation (B6a) is also equivalent to each of the following 
conditions (B6b), (B7a), and (B7b): 

OlV - (0,) = t/J, (B6b) 

O,CS -(02). 

02CS + (0,). 

(B7a) 

(B7b) 

We shall say that the regions 0" O2 are spacelike to each 
other (to be denoted by 0, X O2) whenever 0,0 ~ or equiv
alently 0 20 ;. It can easily be shown that 

(BS) 

The relations < and X are both invariant under relativistic 
transformations-i.e., for each gEl' 1+, the group of all re
stricted inhomogeneous Lorentz transformations. we have 

0, < 02QgO, <g02, (B9a) 

(B9b) 

whereforeachOCM,g(O) = {xig-'(X)EO J. We should also 
note that both the relations < and X are irreflexive and 
nontransitive in general. 

We have argued in Sec. 2 that in a relativistic theory the 
way in which a sequence of local OP (and SPP) are to be 
ordered should be deduced from the following "relativistic 
succession principle." 

"A local OP (X2,02) can be thought of as a procedure 
which follows another OP (X"O,) [or a SPP (P,O,)] iff the 
space-time region O2 has a null intersection with the causal 
past [J-'(O,)] of O,-i.e., O2> 0 1, The performance ofthe 
sequence of OP ((X,,0,),(X2,02) ] can then be thought of as 
the performance of a composite OP [to be denoted by 
(X,oX2,0,U02)] in the space-time region 0,u02." 

Based on the above principle, we can immediately con
clude that a sequence ofOP f (X"OI) •... '(Xr>O,») can be 
thought of as a sequence of "successive" observation proce
dures which follow a SPP (P,00) iff the sequence of space
time regions {00,0" ... ,0, J has the following property: 

;-1 

0; > . U OJ (i = 1,2, ... ,r). (BlO) 
J=O 

We shall say that a sequence (00,o" ... ,0, ) is a causally or
dered sequence (COS) of space-time regions ifit satisfies Eq. 
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(BlO). We shal also say that a sequence ofOP 
{(X"O,), ... ,(X,.,O,») is a COS ofOP if the corresponding se
quence of space-time regions (O" ... ,O, ] is a COS. 

From Eq. (B5) we can conclude that 

(O" ... ,O,) is a COS iff OJ> OJ whenever i>j 
(i,j = 1,2, ... ,r). (BII) 

Some of the basic properties of COS of space-time regions 
are collected in the following theorem which can be proved 
easily from the above definitions: 

TheoremB I: EveryCOSS = (0,,02""'O,) has thefol
lowing properties (Cl)-(C6): 

(CI) For every subset 10;"0;,, ... ,0;,,1 CS, O;,<f..Oj, and 

O;,<f..Oj, and .. ·and OJ,, ,<f..Oj,,=?Oj, > OJ,,, (BI2) 

where Oa<f..O,8denotes the negation ofOa < 0,8' In particular 
if Oa' 0,8 are distinct elements of S, then at least one of the 
two relations Oa < 0{3>0,8 < Oa holds; also, the regions 
0,,02, ... ,0, are all mutually disjoint. 

(C2) Every subsequence (O;"O;" ... ,Oj,,) of S is also a 
COS whenever il < i2 < ... < in' 

(C3) For any integer j < r, the sequence 
{O" ... ,Oj_l,Oj+ l'Oj>0j+2 .... 'O,1 is also a COS iff 
OJ XOj _ l • 

(C4) For each gEl' 1+, the sequence {gO"g02, ... ,gO,1 is 
also a COS. 

(C5) If the integers h ik = 1, ... ,n I are such that 
1 <i, < i2 < ... < in < r, then 

i , i2 

{ U (j a' U Oa,"" U Oal 
a=1 a=~+1 a=~+1 

is also a COS. 

(C6) For any integerj<r, if the regions 
(OjJa = 1,2, ... ,n I are such that 

OJ,uOj,u,,,uOj,, C 0)' 

then the sequence (O" ... ,O) _ 1>0j"Oj/".,Oj",Oj + 1>".,0,1 is a 
COS iff (O)"O)" ... ,Oj,,) is a COS. 

Another very important property of causally ordered 
sequences of space-time regions (which plays a crucial role 
in the formulation ofthe fundamental statistical prescription 
of quantum theory (cf. Theorem 2.1) is the following: 

Theorem B 2: If S' = 10"."0".,, ... ,017'.1 is a permutation 
of a COS S = (01)02>00',0, ] then S' is a COS iff S' can be 
obtained from S by successive interchanges between neigh
boring elements which are spacelike to each other. 

Proof The "if" part of the theorem follows directly 
from the result (C3) of Theorem B.I. The "only if" part will 
now be proved by induction on the length "r" of the se
quenceS. 

The theorem is true for any sequence {0,,02 1 oflength 
2-for, ifboth (0,,02 1 and {02,0,1 are causally ordered se
quences, then from (BS) it follows that 0, X O2, Now let us 
assume that the theorem is true for every sequence oflength 
r - 1. Let 0, be thejth element of S " i.e .• 
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since S' is a COS it follows that 

0 1 > O71'.,(a = 1,2, ... J - 1). 

But. since S itself is a causally ordered sequence, we also have 

0 1 < O71',,(a = 1.2 .... J - 1). 

Therefore from (B8) it follows that 

0 1 X O71',,(a = 1,2, ... J - 1). 

Therefore the sequence S' is obtained from the COS 

S /I = ! OhOrr ,OtT ..... 01' ,071' •...• 071' I t \ 2 J f J J f r 

by successive interchanges between neighboring elements 
which are spacelike to each other. The theorem will be 
proved if we now show that S /I itself is obtained from S by 
similar successive interchanges. This follows directly from 
the hypothesis of induction (that the theorem is true for ev
ery COS oflength r - 1) when applied to the causally or
dered permutation ( 01T,.Orr,' .. ·.071', ,.071'" " .... 071'J of the 
COS ( O2.03, ... ,0, I of length r - 1. Hence the theorem has 
been established. 

We shall not comment on the physical significance of 
the above results. as that will be sufficiently clear from the 
discussion of Sec. 2. Since the fundamental statistical law of 
relativistic quantum theory (as formulated in Sec. 2) pre
scribes the statistical correlations between the outcomes of a 
COS of OP only. it is important to know when a given set 
( (XhOI), ... ,(X,.,O,) I of OP can be ordered into a COS. For 
this purpose, we now define a sequence ( Oh02' .... Or I to be a 
"causally orderable sequence" of space-time regions if there 
exists a permutation 1T of the indices ( 1.2, .... r I such that 
{Orr,.Orr, •...• O".J is a COS. From (C3) of Theorem Bl. it fol
lows that such a permutation (if it exists) will not be unique 
in general, because we can interchange any two neighboring 
mutually spacelike elements in any causally ordered form of 
the sequence and obtain another causally ordered form. We 
may also note that if 101 .... ,0, ) is a causally orderable se
quence. so are all its subsequences and also the sequence 
(gOIo ... ,gOr I for any gEP 1+. 

It can easily be verified that every sequence of space
time points is causally orderable. [See (DI4).] In general, a 
sequence of space-time regions will have to satisfy quite a 
stringent condition (especially if some of the regions are un
bounded) for it to be causally orderable. However, (most 
often) by decomposing some of the elements of a sequence 
which is not itself causally orderable into mutually disjoint 
subregions a new causally orderable sequence may be 
formed. 

From a mathematical point of view. the condition of 
causal orderability cannot be expressed in a very simple form 
because the relation < is not transitive and, in addition, 
satisfies Eq. (B8). In fact, we can easily find examples of 
sequences (01.02.031 which are not causally orderable even 
though 0 1 < O2 and O2 < 0 3 , In the folowing theorem we 
shall state a necessary and sufficient condition for a sequence 
of space-time regions to be causally orderable. 
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Theorem B 3. A sequence S = ( OhOh .... O, I of space
time regions is causally orderable iff the following condition 
(CI) is satisfied: 

(CI) For every subset ( 0;"0;,, .... 0;,,\ CS. 0;,<0;, and 
0;,<0;, and- - - - - -and Oi" ,<Oi,,=?O;, > 0;,,' 

The fact that (C1) is a necessary condition follows im
mediately from Theorem B I. We can show that (C 1) is also a 
sufficient condition for causal orderability by means of an 
argument based on induction on the number of elements "r" 
in the sequence S. 

APPENDIX C: NOTES 

(D 1) In the present investigation we shall not consider 
the important problem of localization in relativistic quan
tum theory (and the related difficulties in defining a suitable 
positin observable). See in this connection Refs. 41-45. 

(D2) We shall refer to observables characterized this 
way as observation procedures (OP), if in addition the 
space-time region of observation is also specified. 

(D3) This is a more general (but purely statistical) ver
sion of the principle of local causes recently discussed by 
Stapp.35-38 In the literature one also comes across references 
to "Einstein causality,." "relativistic causality." "local com
patibility." etc.-which essentially refer to some version of 
the above principle of local causes. 

(D4) It should be noted that this notion "local state of a 
system in a space-time region 0" is quite different from our 
notion of local SPP and also the notion of the so called "lo
calized states. "41 In the formalism of Sec. 2. these "local 
states in 0" may be identified with appropriate linear func
tionals on & (0) which satisfy conditions analogous to 
(SPP 1) and (SPP2). From the specification of such a "local 
state of the system in 0" we can only infer the probabilities 
for the various outcomes of OP carried out in O. Also the 
local state in any region 0> 0 depends on what particular 
OP has been carried out in O. 

(DS) Strictly speaking, a satisfactory solution to this 
problem can emerge only after we remove the arbitrary re
striction imposed in the non relativistic theory that all mea
surements are instantaneous in character (cf. Sec. 2 below). 

(D6) Note added in proof A recent study46 shows that 
for discussing the collapse associated with observables with 
continuous spectra it is necessary to formulate the theory in 
terms of "finitely additive expectation valued measures" 
which are more general than the "operation valued mea
sures" considered in this paper. However, such a generaliza
tion will not affect the main conclusions of this paper. 

(D7) The notion oflocal events (operations) was intro
duced (as elements ofa C*-algebra) by Haag and KastIer. 46 

The local event spaces ( & (0) 1 of our theory can also be 
characterized (more abstractly. without bringing in Hilbert 
space considerations) as appropriate subsets of the set of all 
positive elements in the unit ball ofa Banach algebra as indi
cated in Ref. 24. 
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(08) These postulates will be justified on somewhat 
more general physical grounds in Appendix A. We should 
also make a note of the fact that topological considerations 
will not play any signficant role in our investigations and 
therefore will be mostly ignored in what follows. 

(09) The simplest way is of course that of replacing the 
postulate (E3) itself by the following one: "If the OP (XI>OI), 
(X2,02) are such that 0 1 < O2, the range of the operation
valued measureX1oX2 is contained entirely in &(0IU02)'" 

(010) It may be noted that in order to prove Theorem 
3.3 (principle oflocal causes), the following (weaker) as
sumption (E6') is sufficient: 

(E6') For each maximal element 5~n&(0), where 
o = 01U02 and 0 1 < 02> there exist maximal elements 
51~n&(01) and 52~n&(02) such that 5 = 511\52' 

(011) The fact that in a relativistic theory the charac
terization ofOP and SPP should also include a specification 
of the space-time regions in which these procedures are car
ried out follows from the fundamental requirement (I) of 
relativistic invariance (cf. below), as we have argued in Sec. 
2. 

(012) These are essentially the well-known require
ments studied in the literature2,4,40,4g,49 which have been re
stated somewhat more precisely in the context of our formu
lation of relativistic quantum theory. 

(013) The requirement that Y~_ih' should map the 
events space & isomorphically on to the event space &, may 
be thought of to be a natural extension of the earlier require
ment (II) that equivalent observers see SUbjectively identical 
worlds. Moreover, the assumption that both Y ~_.'ii' and 
fiJ .~_;:/i' are isomorphisms between the event spaces of fJt 

and ~, is also essential to ensure that the transformations 
S71_.7? and B:71_.:4 [which are induced from 
Y.71 _.7? and fiJ ~_.ft--cf. Eqs. (A19), (A2l) below] are 
well defined on all local OP and transform in addition the 
composition of two OP into the composition of the trans
formed OP. 

(014) Every set [XI>X2,,,,,xn I of space-time points sat
isfies the condition [xd<[xzl and [xzl<[xd and .. · 
[xn _ d <[xnl~[xd > [xnl and [xd <[xn j, which is stron
ger than the condition (Cl) (cf. Theorem B3) which ensures 
the causal orderability of a set. In fact, given any sequence 
[x1, ... ,xn I of space-time points, any time-ordered permuta
tion (say [X 1T"".,X7T " I, where the time coordinates satisfy 
x~,<x~, whenever i <J) will be a COS. 
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